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Release Notes
Tape Encryption is designed to be an innovative, flexible, easily implemented and comprehensive z/OS® tape encryption
solution. It helps ensure that your data is protected from breaches—even if your tapes fall into the wrong hands.

Tape Encryption helps you safeguard your sensitive data and automate full lifecycle key management. And it can be
implemented without the need to purchase expensive and complex hardware.

With this mainframe solution, you can take steps to shield your company from fines, costly corrective processes and the
negative publicity that can occur when personal and business-critical data are compromised. Tape Encryption helps you
implement your security strategy while containing costs by encrypting any application data as it is written to z/OS tape,
and automating the cryptography process.

New Features

Free Database Address Space

Each subsystem that shares the database allocates a 1MB area of database storage to maintain cryptographic statistics.
These 1MB areas are not automatically freed. Any subsystems which shared the database in the past continue to take up
database space.

The following new console commands have been provided to help free the address space:

• DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS Command -- Display Database Subsytem Information
Use this command to display information about the following:
– Subsystems sharing the database.
– Subsystems that have shared the database.
– Remote subsystems with keys mirrored via the EKM Networked Key Management Option.

• RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS Command -- Reset Subsystem Database Storage
Use this command to reset a specific or selected 1MB subsystem areas and return the areas to the available pool of
database space.

Option for Application Management

This feature enables symmetric key management for user applications that have been updated to interface to EKM. For
more information, see Database Sharing.

TBELOGRX Logger Extract Utility

This utility was introduced with Release 14.5.00. An IBM System Logger Log Stream typically holds two to four days of log
data before the data is eligible for deletion. Saving this data allows you to report on encryption and decryption activity and
troubleshoot problems.

You can use the TBELOGRX utility to do the following:

• Read the Log Stream unload file.
• Select blocks of records for a specific time frame.
• Write the selected records to a separate, smaller output file.
• Produce a report on what data is in an unload file without creating an extract file.

NOTE

Logger Extract Utility TBELOGRX
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TBESMFUT SMF Record Format Utility

The TBESMFUT utility was introduced with Release 14.5.00. The utility formats both Tape Encryption and EKM SMF
events from an SMF dump data set.

Control statements allow you to generate detail, summary, and statistics reports on the StatsSMFRecordTypes associated
with the following:

• Tape Encryption and EKM products
• User-specified Tape Encryption and EKM events
• BES address spaces
• Date ranges

NOTE

Using the TBESMFUT SMF Record Format Utility

Option for Networked Key Management

This feature was introduced with r14. It allows multiple EKM instances to communicate securely over a TCP/IP network.
Every key generated by EKM is available at every site configured in the Networked Key Manager cluster. Key databases
are automatically mirrored into other key database instances. If a key database is taken off line, none of the keys are lost.

You can define business to business relationships over TCP/IP. This enables you to:

• Ship encrypted tapes to a partner without special procedures.
• Create new copies of tapes not specifically encrypted for each partner.

NOTE

How Key Management Works

Enhancements to Existing Features

CSM

The following functionality has been added for CSM Version 04.0.00:

• Software Deployment Service (SDS) -- Use this service to deploy Broadcom mainframe products to your target
enterprise systems.

• Database Migration Tool -- Use this tool to migrate your current CSM database after you upgrade CSM.
• Automatic Download Scheduling -- Use this tool to automatically obtain updates for products and product releases on a

regular basis.

For more information, see Installing.

Manual Key Generation

This feature was introduced in r14. You can use the Regenerate=Manual parameter and the associated REGENERATE
command to control the exact time when new keys are placed into service. For more information, see Configuring.

Changes to Data Set Names

These changes were introduced with Release 14.5.00. The following data set names have changed:
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• CAIEXEC to CTAPEXEC
• CAILIB to CTAPLINK
• CAILPA to CTAPLINK
• CAIMDU to CTAPMDU
• CAIPLD to CTAPPLD
• CAIPROC to CTAPPROC
• CAISAMP to CTAPJCL and CTAPSAMP

CTAPJCL contains the following members:
– BESBOOK
– BESCKMUT
– BESCLS
– BESCMPCA
– BESDBBAK
– BESDBRST
– BESDCLST
– BESDTAIL
– BESEREP
– BESICSF
– BESIPCS
– BESIVP
– BESJIPCS
– BESJIPC2
– BESLOGR
– BESLOGRX
– BESPALC
– BESPCOPY
– BESPRTTP
– BESSHOW
– BESSMFU
– BTE09PRC
– BTE10DDB
– TBEACF00
– TBEACF01
– TBENKMRX
– TBEPARMS
– TBERAC00
– TBERAC01
– TBESAF99
– TBETSS00.
CTAPSAMP contains the following members:
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– BESCKMDA
– BESCKMDR
– BESCKMDT
– BESCKMDU
– BESCKMDW
– BESCKMIN
– BESGTFPM
– TBEKMACF
– TBEKMRAC
– TBEKMTSS
– TBERAC02
– TBETSS01
– TBETSS02.

• CAISRC to CTAPECPB and CTAPEARL
CTAPECPB contains the following members:
– TBEEBSMF
– TBEEVHIS
CTAPEARL contains the following members:
– TBERPT01
– TBERPT02
– TBERPT03
– TBERPT10

• PARMLIB to CTAPPARM (except for SYS1.PARMLIB)

Product Names and Abbreviations

Tape Encryption documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Tape Encryption
• CA 1
• ACF2
• CA@BES
• CSM (CSM)
• Common Components and Services
• Disk Backup and Restore
• Common Components and Services
• Broadcom License Management Program (LMP)
• TLMS
• Top Secret
• Vtape
• Vantage GMI

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Auditor for z/OS (Auditor)
• CA 1® Tape Management (CA 1)
• CA ACF2™ (ACF2)
• CA ASTEX™ Performance (ASTEX)
• CA Encryption Key Manager (EKM)
• CA TLMS Tape Library Management System (TLMS)
• CA Vtape™ Virtual Tape System (Vtape)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services
• Compress™ Data Compression for IMS (Compress)
• CREWS™ Catalog Recovery (CREWS)
• Disk™ Backup and Restore (Disk)
• Earl™
• IDMS™/DB
• MasterCat™ VSAM Catalog Management (MasterCat)
• MIM for z/OS (MIM)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• Vantage GMI
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager (Vantage)
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Administrating
This section introduces you to Tape Encryption. By the time you have finished reading this section, you will have an
overview of the wide scope of the product and its usability will be familiar to you. It is important that you feel comfortable
with Tape Encryption before you begin to use it.

Features

Tape Encryption is a software-based encryption appliance that provides a convenient and secure method for
automating the encryption and decryption of confidential data on tape volumes in the z/OS operating environment. Tape
Encryption includes the following features:

• Support to encrypt and decrypt any Standard Label (SL) tape on physical or virtual tape systems. Virtual tapes using
standard labels written to disk cache are encrypted in the same way as physical tapes.

• Support for asymmetric cryptography using public key/private key pairs for sending tapes to business partners.
• Support for symmetric cryptography using algorithms that comply with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Data

Encryption Standard (DES), and Triple Data Encryption Standard (TDES).
• Exploitation of  the IBM cryptographic hardware when performing calls to the IBM Integrated Cryptographic Service

Facility (ICSF) and when encrypting and decrypting symmetric keys using the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA)
algorithm.

• Encryption and decryption of any application tape data without application or JCL changes.
• Automated and transparent encryption and decryption, including the selection of files to encrypt.
• Exploitation of ICSF to create and manage cryptographic keys and perform encryption processes.
• Support for Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS 140-2).
• Graphical management capabilities for auditing tape encryption activity using GMI, available as a free component of

Tape Encryption.
• Automated key management, including scheduling key generation and managing deactivated keys.
• Automated key management for the IBM TS1120 Encryption Key Manager (EKM) is also provided when the EKM is

licensed.
• Integration with the leading tape management systems, as well as with Disk and Vtape, through the following options:

– Tape Encryption Option for Disk
– Tape Encryption Option for Vtape
– Tape Encryption Option for CA 1
– Tape Encryption Option for TLMS
– Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS

NOTE
For more information about these options, see the Using Tape Encryption in Your z/OS Environment topic.

• Support for up to eight independent Tape Encryption subsystems on the same LPAR, for failover and separate test
subsystems.

• Transparent integration with ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM Security Server RACF to maintain digital certificates for use
when sending tapes to business partners, and optionally to select data sets for encryption and control access to Tape
Encryption console commands, keys, and utilities.

• Integrated data compression lets you selectively compress files before they are encrypted on tape, using standard
compression methods.

• The ability to create emails to help with configuring the Library-Managed IBM TS1120 or TS1130 tape libraries
for encryption processing when attached to non-z/OS platforms. PARMLIB attributes in the DynamicOptions and
SymmetricKey are configured that result in emails being sent to one or more email addresses.
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The email identifies the Key Label of the digital certificate to enter into the Library-Managed IBM TS1120 encryption
tape library that is attached to non-z/OS platforms. This makes it easier to change the digital certificate that is used to
protect tapes that are created by these Library-Managed encrypting tape libraries. An email is sent automatically when
the current key instance is changed.

NOTE
After reading this section, you can refer to the Installing, Configuration, Audit, and Message Reference sections
for additional information about Tape Encryption. In addition, the Broadcom Support website offers procedural
information, product news, and answers to questions you may encounter.

Common Components and Services Requirements

Common Components and Services (formerly known as Common Components and Services) used with Tape Encryption
include:

• CAIRIM
• EARL Service
• Health Checker Common Service
• LMP

If other Broadcom products are used at your site, some of these services may already be installed.

In general, Tape Encryption requires Common Components and Services at Service Level 3.0 30SP05AWOM2, but we
recommend that you upgrade to Common Components and Services r11 SP8 for the Health Checker common service.

CAIRIM

CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines
that eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements that are commonly
encountered when installing systems software. These routines are grouped under the Broadcom dynamic service code,
S910. Some of the CAIRIM features include the following procedures:

• Obtaining SMF data
• Verification of proper software installation
• Installation of z/OS interfaces
• Automatic startup of Broadcom and other vendor products
• Proper timing and order of initialization

EARL Service

The Easy Access Report Language (EARL) Service is a subset of Earl, a user-friendly report definition facility with the
power of a comprehensive programming system. Common Components and Services EARL Service lets you modify
and print the contents and layout of predefined Tape Encryption reports using English-like statements. The routines that
provide this service are grouped under the Common Components and Services EARL Service service code, XE60. The
EARL Service features include the following:

• Page, user, and field headings
• Automatic subtotaling and totaling capabilities
• Automatic data editing
• Full arithmetic computational facilities
• High-level capabilities
• Enhanced printed output control
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Health Checker

The IBM Health Checker for z/OS identifies potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking system or product
parameters and system status against recommended settings. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS is structured as a
framework that includes a health check started task and various separate check routines that are provided by IBM and
other vendors.

Tape Encryption provides health checks database capacity, BESKEY usage, and other conditions that could result in
a problem. The Tape Encryption health checks also make best practice recommendations for using the product. Tape
Encryption health checks are automatically activated on the target system when you start each BES address space with
the following components installed and configured:

• Health Checker Common Service
• IBM Health Checker for z/OS

For more information, see Tape Encryption Health Checks.

LMP

The Broadcom License Management Program (LMP) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking
of licensed software. LMP uses common real-time enforcement software to validate the configuration of the user. LMP
reports on activities that are related to the license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products. The routines that
accomplish this are integrated into the Broadcom z/OS dynamic service code, S910 (the CAIRIM service). LMP features
include:

• Common Key Data Set can be shared among many CPUs.
• “Check digits” are used to detect errors in transcribing key information.
• Execution keys can be entered without affecting any Broadcom software product already running.
• No special maintenance requirements

Use Tape Encryption in Your z/OS Environment
Tape Encryption integrates with all tape management systems and with other Broadcom products to provide seamless
and automated tape encryption.

The following options are available for Tape Encryption:

• Tape Encryption Option for Disk
Encrypts any archive or backup tape created by Disk.

• Tape Encryption Option for Vtape
Encrypts any backstored or recycled volume created by Vtape.

• Tape Encryption Option for CA 1
Encrypts any standard label (SL) tape volume created in a CA 1 environment.

• Tape Encryption Option for TLMS
Encrypts any SL tape volume created in a TLMS environment.

• Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS
Encrypts any tape created in any third-party tape management system environment.

• Tape Encryption
Decrypts any tape encrypted by any Tape Encryption option. This option, which is available free-of-charge, allows
business partners to decrypt a tape without having to purchase one of the Tape Encryption options. This option is
required if any of the other Tape Encryption options are being used.

In addition, GMI is provided as an interface for monitoring and auditing Tape Encryption activity.

Note: The EKM is a separately licensed software product that performs full cycle management of cryptographic keys for:
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• Tape Encryption
• IBM TS1120 Encryption Key Manager on z/OS
• For more information about the EKM, see the EKM Using section.

How Tape Encryption Works with ICSF
If you have enabled IBM Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) then Tape Encryption exploits it to create and
manage cryptographic keys, and to provide selected algorithms for interfacing with cryptographic hardware. Consider the
following process for working with ICSF:

• Running ICSF is optional.
• ICSF must be running when selecting SecureKeysOnly.
• ICSF is not required for AES algorithms; however for optimal performance we recommend you install it.
• When Tape Encryption encounters a file that requires encryption, it does one of the following:

– If the IBM CP Assist for Cryptographic Functions (CPACF) is enabled and supports the algorithm, then it invokes
CPACF instructions on z890, z990, and z9 platforms.

– If CPACF is not enabled or does not support the algorithm and the IBM Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility
(ICSF) is enabled then it calls on the cryptographic services of ICSF.

– For AES algorithms, if CPACF is not enabled or does not support the algorithm (on z890, z990, and z9 platforms)
and if ICSF is not enabled, then it uses its own AES algorithm.

• If you have enabled ICSF note that it is used only for the AES192 and AES256 algorithms on the z9 platform. (AES128
is supported by CPACF on the z9 platform.)

• ICSF may be exploited to generate keys for encrypting data before the data is written to tape, depending on the type of
key and how the key will be used, for example, with SecureKeysOnly.

• For tapes encrypted for in-house use, keys can be stored in the ICSF Cryptographic Key Data Set (CKDS) or the
Broadcom Encryption Subsystem (BES) database. If the CKDS is selected to store the keys, ICSF must be running on
the system.

• For tapes encrypted for business partners, a randomly generated symmetric key is stored temporarily in the BES
database.

NOTE
For more information about sending tapes to business partners, see How B2B Encryption Works.

• When a tape is read, Tape Encryption uses a key label stored in the Tape Encryption database to reference the key
stored in the ICSF CKDS or BES database, which is then used to decrypt the data on the tape.

NOTE
For more information about managing and transporting keys for in-house tapes, see In-House Keys.

Cryptographic Hardware
Tape Encryption takes advantage of the presence of IBM cryptographic hardware when available, to provide optimal
performance when performing encryption and decryption.

Tape Encryption takes advantage of cryptographic hardware as follows:

• If cryptographic hardware is present, you can use the ICSF CKDS instead of the BES database to store your
symmetric encryption keys.

• Tape Encryption supports any cryptographic hardware that is available on zSeries machines for RSA encryption and
decryption. This includes, but is not limited to the following:
– The z9 Crypto Express2 Coprocessor
– All cryptographic hardware supported for the z800, z900, z890, and z990 series

• The IBM CPACF feature available on z890, z990, and z9 processors is exploited by Tape Encryption to perform
hardware-based one-way hashing and cryptography on supported algorithms.
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Encryption Types Supported
Tape Encryption is designed to generate two types of encrypted tapes:

• In-House Tapes
In-house tapes are internal tapes for use inside an organization. This category includes tapes for disaster recovery
sites. Encrypt this type of tape using a symmetric key. The encryption key must be available when the tape is created
and when the tape is read. The ICSF CKDS or BES database containing the symmetric keys used to encrypt the data
must be available to the system doing the decryption. When performing decryption at a disaster recovery site or off-site
location, you must first recover the CKDS if that is your key repository, and the BES database.

• Business-to-Business Tapes
Business-to-Business (B2B) tapes are sent outside the organization, for example to another company or business
partner. Encrypt the data on a B2B tape using a randomly generated symmetric key. Then have the symmetric key
itself encrypted using the public key portion of the public key/private key pair of the business partner (the recipient of
the tape).
For non-z/OS business partners, the randomly generated symmetric key is based on an electronic code book
to maintain the integrity of the key rather than using public key/private key encryption techniques. Use the Tape
Encryption Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) Java client on supported non-z/OS platforms to decrypt files
encrypted using this code book method.
For more information about the MDU, see Multiplatform Decryption Utility User Guide or the utility's online help.

Available Encryption Algorithms

The security administrator is responsible for determining the type of encryption to use for a specific tape job data class.
The encryption algorithms are associated with a specific key by specifying the Algorithm attribute in the parmlib. Tape
Encryption supports various encryption algorithms:

• When available, ICSF, CPACF, and the available cryptographic hardware provide the commonly used standard
encryption algorithms that Tape Encryption uses.

• Tape Encryption uses industry-standard encryption algorithms, including DES, TDES, and AES. For DES, TDES, and
AES, Cipher-Block-Chaining (CBC) is used.

• If the RSA algorithm for public or private key cryptography is available on cryptographic hardware, Tape Encryption
uses this algorithm when creating B2B tapes. If this algorithm is not available, Tape Encryption uses its own
implementation of the RSA public domain algorithm.

NOTE
For detailed information about parameter specifications for these algorithms, see Configuring .

How FIPS Compliance Works
Tape Encryption supports Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) compliance by letting you specify whether to
apply these standards. Consider the following points for FIPS compliance:

• If your organization is required to apply these standards, specify the use of FIPS mode for all tape encryption.
• When you enable FIPS mode, you can use only encryption algorithms that meet FIPS 140-2 requirements.
• If you attempt to use an encryption algorithm that is not FIPS-compliant, the tape job abends.
• If you run in FIPS mode, it does not necessarily mean that all encryptions and decryptions are routed through FIPS-

certified hardware.

NOTE
For more information about FIPS-certified hardware, see How Secure Key Processing Exploits FIPS 140-2
Certified PCI Cryptographic Coprocessors. For more information about using parmlib to specify FIPS mode, see
Configuring .
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Specify FIPS Compliance

Use the FipsMode attribute to specify FIPS compliance.

To specify FIPS compliance

Specify the following attribute in the DynamicOptions attributes section of the parmlib:

FipsMode=Enable

FIPS compliance is enabled and enforced.

How Non-FIPS Mode Processing Works
You can run Tape Encryption in non-FIPS-compliant mode. This lets you select any type of supported encryption
algorithm. Both FIPS-compliant algorithms and non-FIPS-compliant algorithms can be used.

Specify Non-FIPS Mode

Use the FipsMode attribute to run in non-FIPS-compliant mode.

To run in non-FIPS-compliant mode

Specify the following attribute in the StartupOptions attributes section of the parmlib:

FipsMode=Disable

FIPS compliance is not enforced.

FipsMode=Disable is the default for the FipsMode attribute.

NOTE
For more information about the FipsMode attribute and other Tape Encryption attributes, see Configuring .

Secure Key Processing
Secure key processing lets you store and manage your cryptographic keys so that they never appear in clear form. To
ensure that cryptographic keys never appear in clear form, keys must be stored in and must remain in the ICSF key
database (the CKDS). The SecureKeysOnly option lets you generate new keys using the secure key services of ICSF.
This option can be used in two ways:

• In the StartupOptions section of parmlib to secure keys globally.
• In symmetric key definitions in the symmetric key attribute section in parmlib to secure keys individually.

With this option in effect, new keys are always stored in the CKDS, even if you specified using the BES database for your
key repository. However, if there are keys in the BES database when this option is turned on and you want to secure
those keys from that point forward, you need to migrate the keys from the BES database to the CKDS. By using the
MIGRATE=TOCKDS,MOVE command you can ensure that the keys are removed from the BES database.

NOTE
For more information about the migrate commands, see Configuring .

SecureKeysOnly and Special Secure Mode

When SecureKeysOnly=Y is set in the StartupOptions section of parmlib, you may optionally disable Special Secure
Mode in ICSF by setting SSM(NO) in the ICSF parmlib. Broadcom does not recommend disabling Special Secure Mode
when SecureKeysOnly is set to either N or K in the StartupOptions section. When Special Secure Mode is disabled,
ICSF does not allow keys stored in the CKDS to be accessed as clear keys. Because of this, Tape Encryption cannot
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migrate keys out of the CKDS and cannot use keys in the CKDS for services that require clear keys. Therefore, in addition
to following the Tape Encryption guidelines for disaster recovery of the BES database, you must also follow the IBM
guidelines for disaster recovery of the CKDS when running with Special Secure Mode disabled in ICSF.

How Secure Key Processing Exploits FIPS 140-2 Certified PCI Cryptographic Coprocessors
Tape Encryption normally selects the cryptographic facility with the highest throughput capacity on your system. This can
affect FIPS 140-2 compliance, as the following points outline:

• On z800 and z900 systems, Tape Encryption calls ICSF to exploit the IBM Cryptographic Coprocessor Facility (CCF)
hardware. CCF is FIPS certified.

• On z890, z990, and z9 systems, Tape Encryption normally bypasses ICSF and invokes the CPACF hardware. CPACF
is not FIPS certified.

• On z890, z990, or z9 processors, consider the following configuration possibilities for Tape Encryption:
– Tape Encryption can be configured to ignore the presence of the CPACF facility and force encryptions and

decryptions through one of the optional IBM FIPS certified cryptographic coprocessor cards, such as the PCIXCC or
Crypto Express2.

– All encryption and decryption activity can be routed to these optional Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)
cards.

– Selected encryption and decryption activity can be routed to these PCI cards based on your Tape Encryption
symmetric key definitions.

NOTE
These optional IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessors are not designed to handle large amounts of data and can
greatly affect the run times of tape jobs when encryption or decryption is employed. For this reason, Broadcom
does not recommend forcing all encryption and decryption activities through these external PCI cryptographic
coprocessors.

Secure Keys and Disaster Recovery
While Tape Encryption will allow you to migrate your keys from the CKDS back into the BES database for your disaster
recovery backup strategies, doing so will result in keys appearing in the clear for brief periods of time. This violates the
concept of maintaining secure keys at all times. To ensure that keys never appear in clear text, your disaster recovery
strategies would require procedures for backing up and recovering the CKDS in addition to backing up the BES database.
You should never migrate keys from the CKDS to the BES database if your objective is strictly to maintain keys as secure
keys.

WARNING
There are very specific disaster recovery considerations that must be taken into account to ensure the
recoverability of the ICSF CKDS. Read the IBM documentation on ICSF and the CKDS carefully and take steps
to ensure that your CKDS is recoverable in a disaster if you plan on using the CKDS to store your cryptographic
keys.

While the CCF hardware is FIPS certified and never uses clear keys, Tape Encryption supports storing keys in its
database rather than the CKDS, even on platforms with CCF. This means that keys that are read from the BES database
are in the clear for a brief period of time while they are converted into CCF secure keys. Therefore to ensure that keys
are always handled as secure keys, CCF users should also make use of the SecureKeysOnly parmlib option and should
follow the recommendations for disaster recovery as mentioned in this section.

The SecureKeysOnly Attribute and PCI Cryptographic Coprocessors
Use the SecureKeysOnly attribute to route encryption and decryption processes to an optional PCI cryptographic
coprocessor. This provides secure key processing. You can secure keys globally or selectively.
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The SecureKeysOnly Attribute and Securing Keys Globally
You can secure keys globally when the SecureKeysOnly attribute is set to Y in the StartupOptions section. All of the
symmetric key definitions defined to parmlib must be set to an algorithm that ICSF supports for using secure keys.

When using the Y option globally, do not use algorithms in parmlib that ICSF only supports for using clear keys. As of
ICSF HCR7731, AES is only supported using clear keys. Therefore AES keys are not allowed when this option is set. The
exception to this rule is that keys using the CLEAR algorithm are allowed. The CLEAR algorithm is used to test your Tape
Encryption subsystem but does not actually perform any encryption of data, and does not involve either secure or clear
keys.

SecureKeysOnly=N is the default for the SecureKeysOnly attribute and results in normal routing to CPACF on z890, z990,
and z9 processors.

NOTE
For more information about the SecureKeysOnly attribute and other Tape Encryption attributes, see Configuring.

Secure Keys Globally

Use the SecureKeysOnly attribute to secure keys globally.

To secure keys globally

Specify the following attribute in the StartupOptions attributes section of the parmlib:

SecureKeysOnly=Y

All encryption and decryption activity is routed through ICSF to an IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor. Selecting this
option forces newly-generated keys to be stored in the ICSF CKDS regardless of how the KeysDatabase attribute is
defined.

The SecureKeysOnly Attribute and Securing Keys Selectively
You can secure keys selectively when the SecureKeysOnly attribute in the StartupOptions is set to K and the symmetric
key attribute of each symmetric key is defined with the SecureKeysOnly attribute set to Y.

SecureKeysOnly=K is not valid when specified as an attribute of a symmetric key section. This setting is only valid in the
StartupOptions attribute section.

SecureKeysOnly=N is the default for the SecureKeysOnly attribute and results in normal routing to CPACF on z890, z990,
and z9 processors.

As of HCR7731, ICSF only supports clear keys for the AES algorithm. Therefore, Tape Encryption does not support
specifying SecureKeysOnly=Y for an AES key definition. The SecureKeysOnly attribute is ignored for keys defined with
the CLEAR algorithm.

NOTE
For more information about the SecureKeysOnly attribute and other Tape Encryption attributes, see Configuring.

Secure Keys Selectively

Use the SecureKeysOnly attribute in the StartupOptions and in each symmetric key section to selectively use secure
keys.

To selectively use Secure Keys

1. Specify the following attribute in the StartupOptions attributes section of the parmlib:
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SecureKeysOnly=K

Encryption and decryption activity is routed through ICSF to an IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor based on
individual symmetric key definitions.

2. Specify the following as an attribute of the symmetric key attribute section in parmlib for each symmetric key for which
processing is be routed to a PCI card:

SecureKeysOnly=Y

The secure key process is defined for this symmetric key.

When ICSF is Required
The following table indicates the algorithms and functionality of Tape Encryption and whether they require ICSF, and the
applicable hardware platforms.

NOTE
ICSF is always required if the CKDS is used to store keys.

Functionality z800 and z900 z890 and z990 Z9
DES Yes No No
3DES Yes No No
AES128 No No No
AES192 No No No
AES256 No No No
MD5 No No No
SHA-1 No No No
SHA-256 No No No
B2B (RSA) Depends on symmetric

algorithm
Depends on symmetric
algorithm

Depends on symmetric
algorithm

B2B (Codebook) Depends on symmetric
algorithm

Depends on symmetric
algorithm

Depends on symmetric
algorithm

SecureKeysOnly Yes Yes Yes
FIPS=ENABLED No No No

NOTE
For B2B tapes using RSA or code books, ICSF may or may not be required, depending on the symmetric key
algorithm specified in the description field of the DFSMS data class.

For more information about specifying these algorithms and functions, see Configuring.

 

 

How Tape Encryption for Disk Works
For sites using Tape Encryption for Disk, you must apply maintenance to Disk to activate the encryption of archive tapes.
With this maintenance installed you can encrypt and decrypt all archive tapes, copies of these tapes or both primary and
duplex copies of archive tapes. Tape Encryption for Disk uses the in-house tape format with symmetric keys saved in
either the ICSF CKDS or the BES database, as selected by the user.

Activating the encryption of Disk archive tapes requires you to do the following:
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• Specify the BTEITAPE and BTEDATCL sysparms in your Disk system.
Note: For more information about the BTEDATCL and BTEITAPE sysparms and the utilities supporting integration
between Tape Encryption and Disk, see the Disk Backup and Restore Systems section.

• Create or update the SMS Data Class identified by the Disk BTEDATCL system parameter and ensure its description
field conforms to the Tape Encryption standards.
– The data class description must be updated to include the BES=(key_name) parameter which identifies the key and

its encryption algorithm to use when encrypting Disk archive tapes.
– The need to decrypt a Disk archive tape is automatically detected and the appropriate decryption routine is

activated during read processing.

NOTE
To create B2B tapes you must license Tape Encryption Option for CA 1, Tape Encryption Option for TLMS, or
the Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS.

How Tape Encryption for Vtape Works
For sites using Tape Encryption Option for Vtape, you can encrypt backstored and recycled volumes as they are being
created by the appropriate Vtape utility. You must apply maintenance to Vtape to support the integration with Tape
Encryption Option for Vtape. Consider the following points:

• Data encryption for Vtape is activated at the VTGROUP level. Two Vtape GROUP parameters, when defined, tell
Vtape to invoke output data encryption and which DFSMS data class to use.
– The BrightStorEncryption parameter identifies whether encryption is to be activated for backstored and recycled

volumes for the primary, duplex, or both physical tape outputs.
– The BrightStorEncryptionDC parameter defines the DFSMS data class to use.

• The description field in the data class specified in the BrightStorEncyptionDC parameter must be updated to include
the BES=(key_name) parameter to identify which key and encryption algorithm to use when encrypting Vtape
backstored and recycled tapes.

• The need to decrypt a Vtape backstored or recycled tape is automatically detected during open input processing and
the appropriate decryption routine is activated.

• Vtape automatically limits the blocksize for backstored and recycled volumes to a maximum of 64 KB when
BrightStorEncryption is set to activate encryption.

NOTE
For more information about the integration between Vtape and Tape Encryption Option for Vtape, see the
Vtape Virtual Tape System Using section.

• The Display BACKSTORE command displays an “E” (Encrypted) for backstored and recycled volumes that are being
created in encrypted format.

NOTE
To create B2B tapes you must license Tape Encryption Option for CA 1, Tape Encryption Option for TLMS, or
the Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS.

Analysis and Preparation for Tape Encryption
Before you perform tape encryption, you need to analyze your environment and perform some preliminary preparation. In
the first part of the process, you perform the following tasks:

1. Analyze the data produced in your environment to determine which data that is written to tape requires encryption.
2. Determine whether the tape will be used in-house or sent to a business partner.
3. Determine an encryption algorithm or algorithms to use.
4. Edit parmlib to specify key names, the algorithm to use, the number of generations, and other parameters.

If you are using DFSMS, other tasks and considerations for the system programmer include the following:
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• Update the DFSMS Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines to assign tapes to a DFSMS data class for encryption
purposes.
– Specify an assigned encryption data class in your JCL using the DATACLAS= parameter, if desired.
– Update the ACS routines to ensure that they do not override the JCL DATACLAS parameter if your site chooses to

allow programmers to request encryption through the use of this parameter.
• Specify a data class in the JCL or assign one by the DFSMS ACS routines to request encryption when you create a

tape.
• Specify different data classes for different encryption purposes.

If you are using your security system to manage tape encryption, other tasks and considerations for the system
programmer include the following:

• Define the CA@BES security resource class to your security system.
• Update the data set profiles of the data sets you want to encrypt. This also specifies the type of encryption key to use

for encrypting the data set.
• Specify protection profiles for commands, keys, and utilities.

NOTE
The Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU), which your non-z/OS business partners use to decrypt data
encrypted by Tape Encryption, only supports the decryption of standard fixed or fixed-blocked datasets.

Maintain Database Storage
The BES database is used to store the following:

• Cryptographic key management information.
• Cryptographic keys (optional).
• Encryption and decryption statistics for every subsystem sharing a database. This includes detailed information about

the last 1000 files that were either encrypted or decrypted by each subsystem.

Each subsystem that shares the database allocates a 1MB area of database storage to maintain cryptographic statistics.
These 1MB areas are not automatically freed. Any subsystems which shared the database in the past continue to take up
database space.

Use the DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS command to display information about the BES database. The command displays
information about the following:

• Subsystems sharing the database.
• Subsystems that have shared the database.
• Remote subsystems with keys mirrored via the EKM Networked Key Management Option.

Use the RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command to reset a database storage area allocated by a subsystem which shared
the database in the past but is not expected to share the database in the future. This command resets specific 1MB
subsystem areas and returns the areas to the available pool of database space. No keys are removed from the database
as a result of this command.

NOTE
For information on the DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS and RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS commands, see
Configuring.

Initial ICSF and Security System Updates
You must update your security system to provide the following permissions for BES and ICSF resources:
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• Control access to the PREFIX used for BES databases
• Update access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required if B2B tapes are to be created
• Read access to general resource classes CSFKEYS and CSFSERV

NOTE
For more information about these classes, see the IBM ICSF Administrator's Guide, the IBM Security Server
RACF Security Administrator's Guide, the ACF2 for z/OS Administrating section, and the Top Secret for z/OS
Using section.

• If you choose to save keys in the CKDS, update access to the ICSF CKDS is required

In addition, the following ICSF startup parameters should be defined if you choose to run ICSF or are required to run it:

• Configure ICSF with parameter SSM(YES) unless you are running in SecureKeysOnly mode.

NOTE
For more information about ICSF and Special Secure Mode, see SecureKeysOnly and Special Secure Mode.

• CHECKAUTH(NO) is strongly recommended for improved performance

NOTE

Additional security system updates are required if you plan to perform B2B processing or if you plan to use the
security system to manage encryption or to protect Tape Encryption commands, keys or utilities.

For more information about the security system updates required for B2B processing, see Use Digital
Certificates.

For more information about using the security system to manage encryption and resource protection, see Using
Your Security System for Tape Encryption and Resource Protection.

How Tape Encryption Works for Tape Management Systems
This section describes how encryption processing works for CA 1, TLMS, DFSMSrmm, and for other OEM tape
management systems for when vendors of these products introduce support for Tape Encryption.

Tape Encryption uses the description field in the DFSMS data class or the security protection profiles defined to your
security system to determine whether a tape is eligible for encryption. The following list summarizes how the tape
encryption process works in your z/OS environment:

1. Tape Encryption recognizes that a tape data set is eligible for tape encryption processing depending on how your
environment is set up.
– When using DFSMS, Tape Encryption recognizes an output tape file that is assigned to an encryption data class,

the key name specified in the data class description field is matched to the keys defined in parmlib. The encryption
algorithm defined for that key in parmlib is then selected to encrypt the tape file.

– When using your security system to control the tape encryption process, the userdata field defined in the security
rules contains information on the keys to use. The encryption algorithm defined for that key in parmlib is then
selected to encrypt the tape file.

For B2B tapes based on public key/private key pairs, the existing security system is called to provide an appropriate
digital certificate.

2. The Broadcom Encryption Subsystem, BES, calls ICSF and CPACF for key generation and encryption services.
3. The data is encrypted and written to tape.

– Tape labels are updated with User Header Labels (UHLs) to include information about how the tape is encrypted.
This automatically converts the tape from a standard label (SL) tape to an SUL tape.

– The user header labels are dynamically removed when the tape is read and decrypted. The labels are not seen by
the application.

– The user header labels contain different information depending on whether the tape is intended for in-house or B2B
tapes.
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NOTE
All of the tape encryption processing is transparent to the user.

How In-House Tape Processing Works
In-house tapes are used internally by an organization. This category includes tapes sent offsite for disaster recovery
purposes. Data is encrypted using symmetric key cryptography.

In-house tapes have the following characteristics:

• A meaningful key name is stored in the BES database. This key name is associated with a specific encryption
algorithm supported by Tape Encryption.

• An existing key is retrieved from ICSF or from the BES database, depending on your configuration.
• Symmetric keys can be used multiple times for in-house tapes, based on policy determined by the security

administrator.
• The symmetric key remains protected in the ICSF database or BES database at all times.
• User header labels are written to the tape to identify the key name, the ICSF key label, and the type of encryption

algorithm used. The encryption key itself is not stored in the tape labels.
• The data is encrypted using the key and then written to tape.
• To read the data, the symmetric key used to encrypt the data must be available for decrypting the tape.

– The database where the key was stored must be available to provide the symmetric key when needed.
– If using CKDS as the key repository, both the CKDS and the BES database must be available. If using the BES

database as the key repository, then only that database must be available.
• When a file is first written to tape in encrypted format, Tape Encryption writes a unique BES identifier in the HDR1

label. This identifier is checked during OPEN for read processing and when found invokes Tape Encryption to
automatically decrypt the data as the tape is being read.

NOTE
For more information about defining keys in parmlib for encrypting in-house tapes, see Define Keys in Parmlib.

Business-to-Business Encryption
Business-to-Business (B2B) encryption lets you share encrypted tapes between organizations. Two forms of B2B
tapes are supported, depending upon whether your business partners are running a z/OS environment or a non-z/OS
environment.

Encryption for Business Partners with z/OS Environments

Encryption between business partners that run z/OS environments uses a form of B2B tape sharing based on an
exchange of digital certificates. This uses public key/private key cryptography to encrypt and decrypt randomly generated
symmetric keys. The symmetric key is used to encrypt the actual tape data. The symmetric key itself is written to tape in
encrypted form using the public key portion of the public key/private key pair of the B2B business partner. This encrypted
symmetric key, along with other information, is stored on the tape in z/OS user header labels. The business partner
receives the tape and uses the private key portion of the public key/private key pair to decrypt the symmetric key. With this
decrypted symmetric key, the business partner the decrypts the actual tape data. Tape Encryption handles this process
seamlessly and automatically.

Business partners running a z/OS environment should install a copy of Tape Encryption. These partners must have the
no-cost base product or any of the purchased Tape Encryption options.

Encryption for Business Partners with Non-z/OS Environments

Encryption for business partners that are running in non-z/OS environments uses a form of B2B tape sharing based on
the concept of an electronic code book. Tape Encryption can build one or more code books. Each code book contains
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1,024 random, 4-byte values. These code books are encrypted and stored in the BES database. Each time a B2B tape
is created using the code book method, a specific code book is selected, based on information in the DFSMS data class
definition. Elements from the code book are then randomly selected to form a symmetric key.

This form of B2B tape sharing does not place the symmetric key used to encrypt the tape data on the tape. Instead, it
places on the tape information that identifies the code book that was used and which elements of the code book were
selected.

Code books that are built and stored in the BES database on the z/OS platform must be exported out of the database
where they are re-encrypted under a user-specified passkey and written out to a sequential dataset. This sequential
dataset can then be sent to the non-z/OS B2B partners through email, FTP or some other electronic means. The passkey
used during the export process must also be provided to your B2B partners. This passkey should be sent separately from
the electronic code book to protect against the possibility of someone intercepting both the code book and its passkey.

Business partners in non-z/OS environments must use the Tape Encryption Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) to
decrypt the tape. This utility reads the information from the user header labels of encrypted tape files and can identify
which code book is needed, as well as the elements in the code book that make up the correct symmetric key to decrypt
the encrypted tape file.

NOTE
The MDU only supports the decryption of standard fixed or fixed-blocked datasets (RECFM=F, FB). When
encrypting data for your non-z/OS business partners, do not include any other z/OS data set formats.

For more information about the MDU, see Using Multiplatform Decryption Utility or the utility online help.

How B2B Tape Encryption Works Using Digital Certificates
An advantage of using the two types of encryption keys for B2B tapes is that only the symmetric key is encrypted using
the public key. This minimizes the processor-intensive overhead associated with the use of public keys. The size of
the data that makes up the encrypted symmetric key is smaller than the actual amount of data on the tape. In addition,
because the symmetric key can only be decrypted by the private key of the business partner, the symmetric key and the
data on the tape are protected.

NOTE
For more information about encrypting tapes for business partners, see Define Keys in Parmlib.

• B2B tapes that use digital certificates for sharing with business partners outside of your organization are encrypted in
a different manner from tapes encrypted for in-house use. These B2B tapes use the public key portion of a public key/
private key pair and a randomly-generated symmetric key. The encryption of B2B tapes provides a secure method for
transmitting both the key for decrypting the data and the data itself. The following list outlines this process:

• To send a B2B tape to a business partner, you must first obtain their agreement to use Tape Encryption and obtain a
digital certificate from them. The digital certificate contains their public key. The receiving site must have a version of
Tape Encryption installed-the licensed version or the free decrypt-only version.

• A symmetric key is used to encrypt the data on the tape.
– The specific symmetric key algorithm to use is specified in the DFSMS dataclass description field.
– A symmetric key is generated for use on this one tape.
– The public key is used to encrypt the symmetric key so that it can be included on the tape in a secure manner.

• The encrypted symmetric key is stored in the user header labels so that it can be transmitted securely to the recipient
of the tape.

• The tape is then sent outside of your organization to the recipient, the business partner.
• At the recipient site, the Broadcom Encryption Subsystem, BES, obtains the private key from the security system.
• The private key is used to decrypt the symmetric data encryption key.
• The symmetric data encryption key is used to decrypt the actual tape data.
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Business-to-Business Encryption Using Digital Certificates
Business-to-Business (B2B) encryption lets you share encrypted tapes between one organization and another using
digital certificates. This requires the sharing of the digital certificates between the two sites. For example, Company A
wants to receive its data from Company B in encrypted form. To do this, Company A must do the following:

1. Create a digital certificate with a public key/private key pair.
2. Export the digital certificate, which will include only the public key.
3. Send the exported certificate to Company B.

Company B must import the digital certificate into the security system database at that site.

The following diagram shows how a business partner, Company A, prepares a digital certificate and sends it to Company
B, the site that will create the encrypted tape:
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The BES system at Company B's site generates a symmetric key to encrypt the data. It uses Company A's public key to
encrypt the symmetric key, which it stores in the tape's header labels, along with the name of the digital certificate. It then
encrypts the data using the symmetric key. The tape contains both the encrypted data and the symmetric key that must
be used to decrypt it. Because the symmetric key is encrypted, both the key and the data are secure. When Company A
receives the tape, the BES system in Company A recognizes the name of the digital certificate in the tape headers and
retrieves the private key from the security system. The private key is used to decrypt the symmetric key in the tape header
labels. That symmetric key is then used to decrypt the tape data.
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The following diagram shows how Company B uses the public key from Company A's digital certificate to encrypt a tape,
and how Company A uses its own private key to decrypt the tape received from Company B:

Business-to-Business Encryption Using Code Books
Business-to-Business encryption using code books lets you share encrypted tapes between one organization running
Tape Encryption on a z/OS mainframe platform and other organizations that do not have a z/OS environment. These non-
z/OS environments can include Microsoft Windows, or a Linux or UNIX environment supported by the Tape Encryption
Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU).

This method of tape encryption requires that you share an electronic code book with your non-z/OS business partners.
You build the code book using Tape Encryption.

What is a Code Book?

A code book is a file that contains a number of possible codes that Tape Encryption might use to form a unique symmetric
key. The key is used to encrypt data files on B2B tapes for business partners who need to decrypt and read your data in a
non-z/OS environment, such as Windows or Linux.

You can define any number of code books. Typically, you will have one code book for each of your non-z/OS business
partners.
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The code book method places information on the tape so that the Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) can identify the
following information:

• The specific code book used to encrypt the data on the tape.
• The specific elements of the code book that form the key needed to decrypt the data on the tape.

How B2B Tape Encryption Works Using Code Books

B2B tape sharing using the code book methodology provides a secure means of sharing both the key for decrypting data
and the encrypted data itself. In this regard, it is similar to B2B tape sharing using digital certificates. Unlike B2B tapes that
use digital certificates, however, tapes that use code books do not place the key and the data on the tape together.

The following list outlines how the B2B tape encryption process works using code books:

• To send a B2B tape to a business partner, you must first obtain their agreement to use Tape Encryption and verify that
their intent is to read these tapes on a non-z/OS platform supported by the Tape Encryption Multiplatform Decryption
Utility. You can send a copy of this freely-available utility to any of your business partners as needed.

• At tape creation time, Tape Encryption uses a code book specified in the DFSMS dataclass description field or in the
userdata stored in the security system for the data set profile of the matching data set to encrypt the data.

• The following items are sent separately to the business partner:
– The encrypted file or files, sent in the form of tape or by electronic means.
– The code book. By using the TBEBOOK export utility on the z/OS platform, you can export the code book into a

form that subsequently can be sent to the business partner.
– The passkey used during the export process.

• The business partner receives the exported code book and imports the code book file into the Multiplatform Decryption
Utility.

• The business partner receives the encrypted file or files and uses existing utilities and services on the non-z/OS
platform to unload the z/OS tape headers and encrypted data onto the local file system.

• After the z/OS tape headers and encrypted data are on the local file system, the business partner executes the
Multiplatform Decryption Utility to decrypt the file. This creates a plain-text copy of the file. The original file is not
overwritten during this process.

• If the code book has been properly imported using the MDU, and the encrypted data and tape header files have been
properly unloaded onto the local file system, and the passkey provided is correct, the MDU will select the appropriate
code book array and the needed elements from that array to form a symmetric key which will then be used to decrypt
the encrypted file.

How You Share Encrypted Data with a Non-z/OS Business Partner

If you want to send encrypted tapes to a non-z/OS business partner, you must do the following:

1. Define one or more code books to the Tape Encryption parmlib on z/OS and then issue the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS
operator command.

2. Create a passkey that is used to encrypt the code book on export.
3. Export the code book using the TBEBOOK export utility.
4. Send the resulting export dataset to your B2B partner using email, FTP or some other electronic file transfer

technique. The export dataset must be transferred in binary format.
5. Send the passkey that was provided to the TBEBOOK export utility separately from the code book, or communicate

the passkey by telephone conversation or any other secure communication technique.

The following topics provide details about these steps:
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Define a Code Book

You must define a code book for each non-z/OS business partner with whom you want to share your encrypted data.

To define a code book

1. Find the <B2BCodeBooks> section of the B2BBOOKS parmlib member.
2. Add a CodeBook= statement for each code book you want to define, for example:

<B2BCodeBooks>

  CodeBook = CompanyABook

  CodeBook = ACMECorpBook

The name of each code book can be a maximum of 26 alphanumeric characters, and may contain the following
special characters: $, #, @.

NOTE
Any spaces that come before the first non-space character are discarded.

3. Create a section named after the code book that contains a Rebuild= statement for each code book you defined. This
statement indicates how often the code book should be rebuilt, for example:

<CompanyABook>

  Rebuild = weekly

<ACMECorpBook>

  Rebuild = monthly

The following values are available
– Weekly

Specifies that the code book is rebuilt every Monday at 6:00 a.m. local time.
– Monthly

Specifies that the code book is rebuilt on the first Monday of every month at 6:00 a.m. local time.
– Yearly

Specifies that the code book is rebuilt on the first Monday of the year at 6:00 a.m. local time.
Default: Monthly

NOTE
Tape Encryption checks for the need to rebuild code books and performs the rebuild logic every Monday at
6:00 a.m. local time. If the BES address space is not active when a code book is scheduled to be rebuilt, the
code book will be rebuilt the next time the address space is active.

4. Issue the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS operator command.
The Tape Encryption subsystem dynamically reloads the B2BBOOKS parmlib member and the code books are
created.

NOTE
For more information about the <B2BCodeBooks> section of the B2BBOOKS member, see the sample member
in the parmlib.

Create a Passkey

The passkey is a phrase used to encrypt an exported code book. Encrypting the code book allows you to safely exchange
it with your non-z/OS business partners.

To create a passkey

1. Create a dataset. This can be a SYSIN-style subsystem dataset, or any dataset or PDS member on DASD.

NOTE
To accommodate the maximum passkey length, it should have an LRECL of at least 64.
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2. Enter the passkey in the first record of the dataset.

Passkey Rules

The following rules apply to passkeys:

• The passkey can be a maximum of 64 alphanumeric characters.
• The passkey is not case sensitive. Using both upper- and lowercase letters will not make your passkey more

complicated.
• The following special characters are allowed in the passkey:

– $
– #
– @
– Spaces

NOTE
Any spaces that come before the first non-space character will be discarded.

Export a Code Book

Code books are used with non-z/OS systems in place of the public key/ private key model used with z/OS systems. To
share a B2B tape with a business partner who does not have access to a z/OS host, you must create and export a code
book.

To export a code book

1. Define the code book if you have not already done so.

NOTE
For information about defining a code book, see Define a Code Book in this section.

2. Create the passkey that will be used to encrypt the exported code book if you have not already done so. For
information on creating the passkey, see Create a Passkey in this section.

3. Customize the JCL for the TBEBOOK utility to export the code book. The TBEBOOK JCL is provided in the CTAPJCL
library under the BESBOOK member name. Modify the following line in the TBEBOOK JCL:

//    PARM='BES=BESn,CODEBOOK=bookname,ALGORITHM=3DES128'

– BESn
Specifies the subsystem on which the code book is defined.

– CODEBOOK=
Specifies the name of the code book you want to export.

– ALGORITHM=
(Optional) Specifies the encryption algorithm to use when encrypting the exported code book.
Default: 3DES128

NOTE
Although the Multiplatform Decryption Utility supports key strengths higher than 128 bits through the
Java Cryptographic Extension (JCE), the JCE is not available in all countries. Keep this in mind when
specifying an algorithm.

4. Specify the dataset that contains the passkey to use when encrypting the exported code book. To do so, modify the
following line:

//PASSKEY   DD  *

You can point to a SYSIN-style spool dataset or inline JCL statement (as in the example above), or to any dataset or
PDS member on DASD.
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5. Optionally, TBEBOOK can generate a report with details on the exported code book. To generate this report, modify
the following line:

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=A

You can point to a SYSOUT dataset (as in the example above), or to any dataset or PDS member on DASD. The
report records are generated with ANSI printer control characters and are intended for output using the following
attributes:
– DSORG=PS
– RECFM=FA or FBA
– LRECL=133

6. Ensure that the BES subsystem on which the code book is defined is up and running, and run the TBEBOOK utility.
The code book is exported and encrypted using the specified passkey. You can now distribute the code book to your
non-z/OS business partner.

Code Book Importing by a Non-z/OS Business Partner

If you are a non-z/OS business partner who receives an encrypted B2B tape, you must import the code book using the
Tape Encryption Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) import function. This import process places a copy of the code
book in a special directory structure that is created and maintained by the MDU.

After the code book is imported, you can retain the original code book file, archive it, or delete it at your convenience
because the MDU has made a copy of the code book in its own directory structure.

If you delete the code book and the copy made by the MDU is lost or damaged, you would need to get a replacement
copy of it from the business partner who sent you the tape originally. The MDU never references the original code book
file during the decryption process. Only the imported copy of a code book is referenced for decryption.

How Code Books Work for Encrypting B2B Tapes

Code books are used to encrypt data files in z/OS environments and to decrypt these files in non-z/OS environments. The
following points outline how code books work:

• Code books are rebuilt based on the REBUILD attribute that you code in parmlib for each code book you define.
• Each time a code book is rebuilt, the instance of the code book that was current prior to the rebuild operation is placed

on a queue where it remains for 90-days.
• The new code book is rebuilt with a new set of random values, which becomes the new current code book. Only the

current instance of a code book is used to encrypt new data.
• A code book is selected at tape creation time based on information in the DFSMS data class description field or the

security protection profiles in your security system.
– Code books are defined to Tape Encryption on the z/OS platform by attributes specified in parmlib.
– Code books are activated by either entering the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command or by restarting your BES

subsystem.
– For each tape file to be encrypted, Tape Encryption randomly selects elements from the current code book array

of the specified code book stored in the BES database. It uses these elements to form a symmetric key that
is appropriate for the data encryption algorithm specified in the DFSMS data class definition or in the security
protection profiles of your security system.

• An ID that uniquely identifies the current code book and code book array, along with information identifying the
elements of the array that form the symmetric key, are placed on the tape in the user header labels of the file being
encrypted.
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Multiplatform Decryption Utility

The Tape Encryption Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) lets business partners in non-z/OS environments decrypt
files that have been encrypted by Tape Encryption in the z/OS environment. The MDU is a Java client that runs in any
supported non-z/OS platform, including Windows, Linux, and UNIX environments. You can send a copy of this freely-
available utility to any of your business partners as needed.

How the MDU Works for Decryption Processing

Business partners in non-z/OS environments use the Multiplatform Decryption Utility to import code book files and decrypt
files from B2B tapes that have been encrypted by Tape Encryption in z/OS environments. The following points outline how
you use the MDU to import and decrypt these files:

• When you receive a B2B tape that was created using a code book, you need to import the code book file into the MDU.
– This import process reads information that uniquely identifies the original code book and the individual instances of

the code book arrays.
– The code book file is cataloged according to the unique code book identifier and copied into a special directory

structure where the MDU can quickly find it during decryption processing.
• When you have the z/OS tape headers and encrypted data on the local file system, use the MDU to decrypt the

encrypted file. This results in a plain-text copy of the file. The original file is not overwritten during this process.
– The MDU reads the tape header file to extract information about the tape file, including information that identifies the

code book and elements from the code book that are needed to decrypt the encrypted data file.
– If the needed code book has not been imported by the MDU Import process, an error message is generated to

indicate that the required code book cannot be found. If this happens, get the needed code book, run the Import
process, and attempt to decrypt the file again.

• The Decrypt function of the MDU requires that you enter the passkey that was used to encrypt the code book at export
time.
– If the MDU finds the needed code book, it uses the passkey supplied to the Decrypt function.
– The utility verifies that the passkey is correct by decrypting a special signature that resides inside the code book.
– If the decrypt of this signature fails, then the passkey is not the same as the key that was used during the export

process in the z/OS environment.

TBEBOOK Export Utility

The TBEBOOK export utility is used in a z/OS environment to export code books and related information for use
by business partners running a supported non-z/OS environment. The business partner uses the Tape Encryption
Multiplatform Decryption Utility to process this information to decrypt the data files that were encrypted with the associated
code book.

How TBEBOOK Works to Export Code Book Information

The following points outline how the TBEBOOK export utility works to export code book information from the z/OS
platform:

• The TBEBOOK export utility exports to a sequential file the current instance of a code book and all prior instances of a
code book that are still in the BES database. This file can be downloaded by your business partner, emailed to them,
or sent by FTP.

• Instances of the code book placed on the 90-day queue are available to support reading of tapes created while those
books were current, or to support MOD-ing onto these tape files. These instances of the code book are also placed
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in the TBEBOOK exported dataset so that an exported code book can support tapes that have been encrypted over
periods of time much longer than the REBUILD timeframes.

• TBEBOOK requires that you provide a passkey that is used to encrypt the exported code book. For details on the
characters that are allowed in passkeys, see Passkey Rules in this section.

• The exported code book produced by the TBEBOOK utility is sent to your B2B partner. In a separate communication,
the passkey that was used during the export process is also sent to your partner.

DFSMS Data Classes
Tape Encryption uses DFSMS data classes to identify which tape files to encrypt. A data class may be assigned by coding
the DATACLAS JCL parameter or the data class may be assigned dynamically by the DFSMS ACS routines. During tape
OPEN for output processing, each file is checked to see whether a data class was assigned. If a data class is assigned
to the file, Tape Encryption checks the data class description field to see whether it includes the unique character string
indicating that encryption is required. This string includes the symmetric key name or the information required to create a
B2B tape.

NOTE
If you are using your security system instead of DFSMS to control tape encryption processing, use the CA@BES
class. For more information about using this class with your security system, see the Using Your Security
System for Tape Encryption topic.

You must determine the different types of data classes you need for the data in your environment:

• Direct in-house tapes to one or more data classes and B2B tapes to other data classes.
• Assign tapes that require different types and levels of encryption to different data classes.
• Ensure that each data class defined has an associated key name, a code book name, or references a digital certificate

on a key ring defined to Tape Encryption.
• Define as many data classes as you want for encryption purposes. The only requirement is that each data class point

to a valid symmetric key label, code book name, or a digital certificate on a B2B key ring defined to the BES started
task.

Note: For a detailed explanation of SMS data classes, how to update them, and the exact format of the Tape Encryption
parameters to be encoded in the data class, see Data Class Characteristics for Encryption in the Selecting Tape Files for
Encryption Using DFSMS topic.

When an eligible tape file is opened, flags are set to activate the encryption calls at the I/O intercept as the data is
processed.

Digital Certificates and Your Security System
When digital certificates are required for sending tapes to business partners, they are supplied by your existing security
system. Tape Encryption transparently integrates with the following mainframe security systems to create and maintain
digital certificates:

• ACF2
• Top Secret
• IBM Security Server RACF

For more information about digital certificates, see Use Digital Certificates.

Tape Management System Interface
Tape Encryption works seamlessly with your tape management system to encrypt tapes without requiring JCL changes.
All encryption and decryption occurs automatically with no user intervention required. For CA 1, TLMS, and DFSMSrmm
all keys used for encrypted tapes are tracked and managed. Other tape management systems may also provide
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integration with Tape Encryption to support automated tracking and key management capabilities. Check with your tape
management software vendor to learn whether your tape system integrates with Tape Encryption. For auditing Tape
Encryption, GMI provides an interface for displaying and analyzing system activity.

Symmetric Key Management

A given symmetric key can be used to encrypt many files for in-house tapes. Hundreds or thousands of files may use the
same key. All of these files will have the same BES Key Index in their TMC or VMF records.

B2B Tape Key Management

B2B tapes are single-use tapes. All B2B tapes share a single BES Key Index of 65521 (hexadecimal FFF1).

How Keys Are Managed

Tape Encryption manages keys so that they are always securely protected. Keys are never stored in clear text, and all
encryption and decryption occurs automatically without any user intervention required. Users do not need to enter a
particular key at any time. The following outlines how keys are managed:

• Tape Encryption assigns a unique BES Key Index to each tape data set when the data set is initially created in
encrypted format.

• This BES Key Index is saved in the Tape Encryption database and in the tape management system catalog.
– CA 1 stores the BES Key Index in the Tape Management Catalog (TMC).
– TLMS stores the BES Key Index in the Volume Master File (VMF).
– DFSMSrmm stores the BES Key Index in the Control Data Set (CDS).
– The BES Key Index can be displayed on Earl reports and through the CA 1 and TLMS online interfaces,

including GMI.
• Each tape management system provides an extract file to Tape Encryption that identifies the BES Key Indexes that are

active.
• Tape Encryption processes these extract files in the TBEKMUTL key management utility to flag key instances that are

no longer needed.
– A flagged key instance is a specific generation of the key.
– When the key instance is no longer used for any encrypted tape files, it is flagged for deletion from the key

repository.
• Tape Encryption protects keys for a period of time after they are no longer needed. A key is not deleted until 90 days

after the time that it has been identified as no longer in use.

NOTE
You may elect not to perform any automated key deletion by not running the TBEKMUTL utility or by
specifying AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=N in parmlib.

For more information about key management, see Use Digital Certificates.

 

Integrated Compression for Symmetric Key Encryption
The integrated compression feature of Tape Encryption compresses files before they are encrypted and expands files
after they have been decrypted. This feature lets you compress files selectively using standard compression methods.
Compression and expansion run transparently with no user intervention required. No external compression programs are
required. The available compression methods are based on compression methods used by Compress Data Compression,
plus additional algorithms intended to provide IDRC-like compression for situations where tape utilization is a higher
priority than CPU consumption.
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You can compress all files that are candidates for encryption, or compress files selectively based on the compression
attributes specified for each symmetric key. The available compression methods include standard software compression
algorithms and IBM hardware-driven compression methods.

Files are compressed before they are encrypted because encrypted files are not good candidates for compression.
Compressed files can be encrypted with no loss of security. It is advantageous to compress files before they are
encrypted because the resulting files are smaller than if they were compressed after they were encrypted.

Most tape vendors today provide Improved Data Recording Capability (IDRC) compression as a hardware component
of their drives. However, encryption processing severely reduces the effectiveness of the compression performed. When
data is encrypted by Tape Encryption (or any other encryption product) the data is transformed into a format that cannot
be compressed well. For this reason you may observe that files that previously fit on a single tape now extend to an
additional cartridge. The integrated compression feature of Tape Encryption lets you perform compression on the z/OS
host prior to encryption. This permits you to keep files on a single cartridge and reduces the overall amount of media
used.

Note: The compression feature supports the use of symmetric keys. Compression is not supported for B2B keys and code
book keys.

Fundamental Data Compression Methods
The compression feature uses variations of the following fundamental data compression methods:

• Run Length Encoding data compression basically eliminates repeating characters. A string of repeating characters is
replaced by the character and the number of times it is repeated.

• Huffman data compression is fundamentally the substitution of bit codes for data characters. The codes are
constructed such that frequently occurring characters have very short codes while those occurring less frequently or
rarely have codes that are longer than the character being replaced. The net overall storage required to store the data
is typically less after code substitution.

• Adaptive Ziv-Lempel compression is actually an encoding process where the data is replaced by a stream of tokens.
As each token is output a new code is generated and stored in a dictionary. As the encoding process continues, the
new codes generated represent longer and longer strings. The encoding is done in such a way that the decoder can
reconstruct the encoder's dictionary at expansion time. Thus, once the compression process completes, the dictionary
is discarded. The dictionary is constructed above the bar to conserve 31-bit storage for the application environment.

• Hardware-assisted compression uses the IBM Hardware Compression facility, which uses Ziv-Lempel compression
dictionaries.

The fastest compression algorithm provided is the S0 method. This algorithm is a run-length compression method that
achieves good data compression with minimal CPU overhead.

Tape Encryption provides a utility, TBECMPCA, that accepts a disk or tape data set as input and compresses the data set
with each of the supported compression algorithms. The utility then generates a report showing the fastest algorithm and
the algorithm that provides the best compression ratio.

For more information about the available compression methods and the TBECMPCA utility, see Configuring .

How You Manage the Compression Process
You manage the compression process by defining the two compression attributes, Compression= and
MinimumCompressionRate=. These options can be specified in the dynamic options and symmetric key options of parmlib
to control how compression operates. After you set up these options, the compression process runs transparently. The
following points outline the compression process:

NOTE
For detailed information about these attributes and the available compression methods, see Configuring .

• The compression attributes in the dynamic member of parmlib specify global settings for managing compression.
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– The Compression= attribute determines the following actions:
• If compression will be performed.
• If compression will be performed for all tapes that are to be encrypted.
• If compression will be determined by the individual key definition.

– The MinimumCompressionRate= attribute establishes a default value for the minimum compression rate.

NOTE
The Compression= attribute specified in the dynamic options is applied globally and overrides any
Compression= attribute in the symmetric key options. You can think of this global option logically as a master
switch used to turn compression on or off for a given BES task.

• The compression attributes in the key definitions of the symmetric key options manage compression for specific
symmetric keys. The files that are encrypted by the specific symmetric key are compressed, so you only compress the
files that you want to compress.

NOTE
The MinimumCompressionRate= attribute specified in the symmetric key options for a specific key overrides
that setting in the dynamic options.

• The required compression and expansion programs and tables are automatically loaded and made resident when the
first BES address space is started. This ensures that all the compression and expansion methods are always available
so that they can be called when needed. No JCL changes or end-user application program changes are required.

• All the systems that might create the compressed and encrypted tapes and all systems that might read these tapes
must be upgraded to a level of Tape Encryption that supports the integrated compression feature before you enable
compression on those systems.

• The compression attributes in the dynamic options or symmetric key options can be changed at any time and you can
refresh them with the REFRESH command.

• The compression attributes are checked by Tape Encryption before a file is encrypted.
• A compression identifier is included in the standard user labels on the tape when the tape is written.
• The compression identifier is used to determine how to expand the file when the tape is read.

Set the Global Compression Option

Use the Compression= attribute to specify global options for applying compression to files that will be encrypted.

NOTE
Values beginning with S are software compression methods. Values beginning with H are hardware-assisted
compression methods. If you specify any of the values from S0 through S6 or H1 through H5 in the dynamic
options, compression is turned on for all symmetric keys. Because of this, when you specify one of these
compression methods, it overrides the Compression= attributes specified in the symmetric key options.

To set the compression attribute

Specify the following option to set the global compression behavior:

Compression=aa

• aa
Specifies how global compression works. The following valid values are available for this option:

NOTE
For detailed descriptions of the functionality of the options for the Compression= attribute, see Configuring .

Default: N
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How Integrated Compression Works
Integrated compression runs with no user intervention required. The following points outline the process of how integrated
compression and expansion work:

1. The Compression and MinimumCompressionRate attributes are specified in the dynamic options and the symmetric
key options at the site that creates the encrypted tape.

NOTE
If you change the compression attributes in the dynamic options or symmetric key options after you start
Tape Encryption, you can refresh them with the REFRESH=OPTIONS or REFRESH=SYMKEYS commands.
In the rare situation where the compression modules themselves or the compression tables are changed, the
RELOAD=COMPRESSION command must be issued on each active BES task on the system. Typically you
will only need to use the RELOAD=COMPRESSION command if instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

2. The program determines that a file is a candidate for encryption.
3. The file is compressed based on the settings for the dynamic options and the symmetric key options for the specified

key.
4. The file is encrypted.
5. The file is written to tape with a standard user label that indicates the compression method used.
6. The tape is sent to an internal site or disaster recovery site where Tape Encryption is running. Because the required

compression and expansion programs and tables are automatically loaded and made resident when the first BES
address space is started, any compressed file can be expanded with no user intervention required.

7. The tape is read.
8. Tape Encryption determines that the file has been encrypted and reads the standard user labels to identify the

compression method used.
9. The file is decrypted.
10. The file is expanded using the compression method indicated on the standard user label.

Compression and Processing Overhead Considerations
We recommend that you determine your organization's needs for compression of encrypted files. Because compression
adds processing overhead, you must carefully consider the type of compression to apply, which files to compress, and
even whether to compress files at all. This is a judgment call that will be different for every installation. Compression is
a processor-intensive effort, so you must weigh the benefit of compression against the time and resources it takes to
perform compression. Consider the following scenarios to help you determine what method is right for your organization:

• You might have an encrypted file that is critical to your enterprise and you know you want to compress the file. You
know it will not fit on one tape if it is not compressed, and you do not want to store it on more than one tape. In this
case, compression is worth the overhead.

• You might have a requirement to use only one tape or a minimum number of tapes for storing or distributing the
encrypted information. In this case, compression is worth the overhead. If it is to your benefit to send only one tape,
and you do not want the file to be written to more than one tape, use compression.

• You might not be concerned that a file runs over to another tape. If it does not matter whether the encrypted file is
stored on more than one tape, then compression is not a beneficial option for you.

• You might have a situation where you do not have the time to compress files, such as having a short processing
window during non-peak hours for running certain jobs that require encryption. If these jobs go over the window of
allotted time, the result can be detrimental to your organization's processing capabilities. If compression adds to the
time the job takes, you would not want to use compression at that time.

• You might need to conserve the number of tapes used. If that is a consideration, you could use compression globally
on all encrypted files.

• Your file might only use a small portion of the tape, so you are not concerned if it uses more space. In this case, you
would not want to use compression.
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We recommend that you experiment with the different compression methods and see what your results are. For the
hardware compression methods especially, some methods will be more suitable to your needs than others. Use the
TBECMPCA utility to identify the best compression algorithm to use. Consider whether performance or compression ratio
is most important to you.

For information about the TBECMPCA utility, see Configuring .

WARNING
Broadcom strongly recommends that you analyze the impact on your environment before you decide whether to
turn on compression for all encrypted tapes.

Compression and Storage Tek's ExHPDM
Tape Encryption provides support for the Extended High-Performance Data Mover (ExHPDM) product from Sun
Microsystems / Storage Tek. ExHPDM users are cautioned that ExHPDM run times may be elongated when encrypting
data with Tape Encryption. Run-time elongation may be more significant when the Integrated Compression feature of Tape
Encryption is also selected for the encrypted volumes. Broadcom strongly encourages ExHPDM users to evaluate if data
compression is needed for the ExHPDM encrypted volumes and in that case, to test production-like workloads to verify if
the required resources will be available in the production environment.

Using FDR or DFDSS with ExHPDM
ExHPDM is designed to speed up the backup process by interleaving the output stream of many concurrent backup jobs
such as FDR and DFDSS to a smaller number of tape devices. Use of the tape drives and media is optimized because
data is sent to the drive at channel speed and fewer tape cartridges are needed for the output. Data is transferred from
the backup jobs to the ExHPDM address space through disk files optimized for fast access. In this scenario, when Tape
Encryption is configured to encrypt and compress the tapes written by ExHPDM, it is forced to "single thread" a process
that normally would be done concurrently by the individual FDR or DFDSS backup jobs. Naturally, this will elongate the
time it takes to complete writing the data.

In this situation Broadcom recommends that compression be turned on in your FDR and DFDSS backup jobs rather
than having Tape Encryption attempt to compress the ExHPDM output tapes prior to encryption. This approach reduces
the amount of data sent to ExHPDM and makes better use of system resources by increasing the amount of concurrent
processing.

Note: Activating compression in your backup job may change storage requirements and may reduce the number of
volumes that each backup job may process. You should review your FDR and DFDSS product documentation for details
on how to activate compression and any related storage requirements.

SMF Recording of Compression Overhead
The specific overhead associated with compression and expansion activity is recorded in the Tape Encryption SMF
subtype 32 record. The subtype 32 record contains the following information:

• The number of bytes processed prior to compression.
• The number of bytes processed after compression.
• The overall rate of compression.
• The minimum compress rate in effect during processing.
• The CPU time consumed by compression.

For more information about Systems Management Facility record tracking, see the Configuring section.

The CPU time fields BSMF32CPUIN, for reading a tape, and BSMF32CPUOU, for writing to a tape, indicate the total CPU
times. This includes the encryption or decryption CPU time as well as the compression or expansion CPU time. These
times are also reported separately in the BSMF32CPUCM field. Therefore, when you use compression you can calculate
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the overhead associated with encryption or decryption by subtracting the compression time (BSMF32CPUCM) from the
total CPU time (BSMF32CPUIN or BSMF32CPUOU).

Compression Threshold
The compression threshold indicates the minimum acceptable compression rate for files that are compressed before they
are encrypted. You can specify this threshold globally for all files that are candidates for encryption, or selectively based
on the compression attributes specified for each symmetric key. Use the MinimumCompressionRate attribute to specify
this threshold.

The compression rate is the percentage of bytes removed from the original file by compression. If your original file
contains 10,000 bytes and 4,000 bytes are removed by compression, the resulting compressed file contains 6,000 bytes.
Your compression rate is 40 percent.

How Compression Threshold Monitoring Works

Because compression uses processor resources, it is useful to check to see if you are getting the benefits of the overhead
that compression requires. The compression threshold feature periodically monitors compression activity to determine if
compression is effective or not effective. The following points outline this process:

• The compression rate is checked after the first 24 MB and then after every 8 MB are written to tape to see if the
compression threshold continues to be met.

• If the compression threshold is not met, then the next 80 MB of data is processed without attempting compression. At
this point a buffer of data is compressed and the threshold checked. This is repeated until the threshold is met or the
end of the file or end of volume.

• If the threshold is met, then compression continues with a threshold check every 8 MB.
• If end of volume, the process will start over with bullet one on the new volume.

Set the Compression Threshold

Use the MinimumCompressionRate attribute to specify a compression threshold for checking to see if compression
meets your target compression rate. You can specify this attribute in the dynamic options to apply it to all files that
will be encrypted. If you want to specify the Compression= value selectively for symmetric keys, you must specify
Compression=K for the dynamic member of parmlib. If you specify Compression=K in the dynamic member of parmlib to
control compression at the key level, then a symmetric key that specifies the Compression= attribute but does not specify
the MinimumCompressionRate= attribute will use the minimum compression rate value specified in the dynamic member.

To set the compression threshold

Specify the following option to set a minimum compression rate:

MinimumCompressionRate=nn

• nn
Indicates the percentage of bytes to remove from the file by compression, from 0 through 99.
Default: 50
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Compress Data Compression Equivalent Compression Methods
Most of the integrated compression methods of Tape Encryption are based on compression methods used by Compress
Data Compression. For users familiar with Compress Data Compression, the following table indicates the equivalent
compression methods of each product:

Tape Encryption Compression Method Compress Data Compression Compression Method
S0 SUPEREXP
S1 STDTBL01
S2 STDTBL02
S3 STDTBL03
S4 STDTBL04
S5 STDTBL05
S6 STDTBL06
S7 N/A
S8 N/A
H1 HC#STD01
H2 HC#STD02
H3 HC#STD03
H4 HC#STD04
H5 HC#STD05

NOTE
Values beginning with S are software compression methods. Values beginning with H are hardware-assisted
compression methods.

Sample Compression Scenarios
The following sample compression scenarios show how the dynamic options and symmetric key options can be used to
manage the compression features.

Compression Scenario with Global Minimum Compression Rate

In this scenario the Compression= attribute in the dynamic options is set to K. This indicates that compression is applied
based on the compression attribute specified for the individual key in the symmetric key options. The COMPKEY1 key
is used to encrypt the file. It specifies the use of the S4 compression method. This key does not specify a minimum
compression rate. Because the MinimumCompressionRate is specified in the <DynamicOptions> and not in the
<SymmetricKey> options, the minimum compression rate of 75 percent is used based on the dynamic options.

In this scenario, the following settings are used for the <DynamicOptions> parmlib member:

<DynamicOptions>

  logdetaillevel =3

  logstream = VTAPE.XE90.LOG

  EncryptFailAction    = continue

  TMSUpdate            = Y

  Failovercandidate    = Y

  keyringsearchorder   =  UserKeyringFirst
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  Compression = K

  MinimumCompressionRate = 75

In this scenario, the following settings are used for the COMPKEY1 key definition in the <SymmetricKey> parmlib
member:

<SymmetricKey>

<COMPKEY1>

   Algorithm = AES128   

   Regenerate = monthly 

   Compression = S4     

Compression Scenario with Compression Attributes for a Specific Key

In this scenario the Compression= attribute in the dynamic options is set to K. This indicates that compression is applied
based on the compression attribute specified for the individual key in the symmetric key options. The COMPKEY1
key is used to encrypt the file. It specifies the use of the S4 compression method. This key specifies a minimum
compression rate of 75 percent. Because the MinimumCompressionRate is specified in the <DynamicOptions> and in the
<SymmetricKey> options, the minimum compression rate of 75 percent is used based on the symmetric key options.

In this scenario, the following settings are used for the <DynamicOptions> parmlib member:

<DynamicOptions>

  logdetaillevel =3

  logstream = VTAPE.XE90.LOG

  EncryptFailAction    = continue

  TMSUpdate            = Y

  Failovercandidate    = Y

  keyringsearchorder   =  UserKeyringFirst

  Compression = K

  MinimumCompressionRate = 50

In this scenario, the following settings are used for the COMPKEY1 key definition in the <SymmetricKey> parmlib
member:

<SymmetricKey>

<COMPKEY1>

   Algorithm = AES128   

   Regenerate = monthly 

   Compression = S4     

   MinimumCompressionRate = 75

Compression Scenario with Global Options for All Keys

In this scenario the Compression= attribute in the dynamic options is set to Y. This indicates that all files that are
candidates for encryption will use the S0 compression method. Any Compression= attribute specified for the individual
key in the symmetric key options is ignored. The COMPKEY1 key is used to encrypt the file. It specifies the use of
the S4 compression method. Because the dynamic options setting specifies that all files will use the S0 compression
method, this attribute is ignored. All files using the COMPKEY1 key will use the S0 compression method. Because the
MinimumCompressionRate is specified in the <DynamicOptions> and not in the <SymmetricKey> options, the minimum
compression rate of 75 percent is used.

In this scenario, the following settings are used for the <DynamicOptions> parmlib member:
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<DynamicOptions>

  logdetaillevel =3

  logstream = VTAPE.XE90.LOG

  EncryptFailAction    = continue

  TMSUpdate            = Y

  Failovercandidate    = Y

  keyringsearchorder   =  UserKeyringFirst

  Compression = Y

  MinimumCompressionRate = 75

In this scenario, the following settings are used for the COMPKEY1 key definition in the <SymmetricKey> parmlib
member:

<SymmetricKey>

<COMPKEY1>

   Algorithm = AES128   

   Regenerate = monthly 

   Compression = S4     

Define Keys in Parmlib
How Key Management Works
The unique key management features of Tape Encryption provide secure control for the entire life cycle of the keys used
for encrypting tapes. Keys are managed in the following ways:

• All key management is designed so that keys are never available to users as clear text.

NOTE
Tape Encryption cannot ensure that clear keys are never available to users if keys are stored in the CKDS.

• Tape Encryption tracks all key usage and interfaces with the tape management system to deactivate keys when they
are no longer needed.

• The ICSF CKDS or the BES database, or both, retain and manage all keys, including:
– Symmetric keys for in-house tapes.
– Temporary symmetric keys for single-use encryption of B2B tapes.

• If you use the BES database as the key repository, it tracks and maintains symmetric keys for in-house tapes. If you
use the CKDS as the key repository, Tape Encryption interfaces to it to save keys in the CKDS. Even when you use the
CKDS, the BES database stores additional information about keys.

• Code books are always stored in the BES database regardless of which database is selected as the primary key
repository, the BES database or the ICSF CKDS.

• For digital-certificate-based B2B tapes, the digital certificate of the business partner is used to obtain the public key of
the partner's public key/private key pair. The digital certificate is specified in the DFSMS data class description along
with the type of encryption requested. The security administrator uses the B2BKeyrings attributes to provide the names
of the key rings where the digital certificates are defined to the security system.

• For each key name the security administrator defines, Tape Encryption does the following:
– Generates, tracks, and maintains all past and present keys
– Maintains a specified number of future symmetric keys
– Stores each key in the ICSF CKDS or BES database

• Symmetric keys are generated in advance based on the interval specified by the Regenerate attribute in parmlib.
When a key is replaced by the regeneration process, the following occurs:
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– Another key is generated and the database is updated to retain a constant number of available keys.
– A new key is immediately available. However, keys are used in the order in which they are generated. If six key

generations are specified and are defined to be generated weekly, the new version of a key will not be used for six
weeks, as shown in the following sample parmlib attributes:

NumberofGenerations=6

Regenerate=Weekly

Note: The key label always refers to the currently active key.
• A deactivated key is retained in the Tape Encryption database and the ICSF database until the last tape that was

encrypted with that key is no longer needed.
– Tape Encryption integrates with CA 1, TLMS, and DFSMSrmm to track key usage.
– Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS provides an interface for other tape management systems to track key

usage and to notify Tape Encryption when the key is no longer in use.
• For B2B tapes, a new temporary symmetric key is generated for each encrypted file.

– This symmetric key is encrypted under the public key of the business partner when the digital certificate form of
B2B tapes is selected, and is stored in a user header label on the tape so that it can be securely transmitted to the
business partner.

– For B2B tapes based on a code book, rather than storing the symmetric key on the tape, information about how to
rebuild the key from the code book is stored on the tape.

• For symmetric keys defined as EKM managed keys (CAKMManaged = Yes), Digital Certificates are generated and
stored in your security database and are maintained and managed using the same guidelines as symmetric keys,
including generation, pre-generation, tracking and destruction.

• A copy of each Digital Certificate generated by the EKM is stored in the BES database unless the PKDS is selected via
the IBMEKMKeysDataBase parameter; certificates stored in the PKDS cannot be exported out of the security database
and therefore a copy of these certificates cannot be maintained in the BES database.

Control Parameters for Managing Keys
Control parameters for managing keys are stored in parmlib. Edit parmlib to specify how tapes are encrypted, what type of
encryption to use, and how to manage keys.

NOTE
ShareRingAlias and UserRingAlias are user customized RingAlias sections.

 

Use the following parmlib sections and attributes for managing keys:

<SymmetricKeys>

   Key=

<key_section>

   Algorithm=

   Regenerate=

   Deactivate=

   NumberOfGenerations=

<B2BKeyrings>

   ShareRingAlias=

   UserRingAlias=

<ShareRingAlias>

   KeyringName=

   B2BRsaKeepHours=

<UserRingAlias>
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   KeyringName=

   B2BRsaKeepHours=

<B2BCodeBooks>

   CodeBook

<CodeBook>

   Rebuild=

NOTE
For detailed information about specifying these control parameters to manage keys, see Configuring .

In-House Keys
In-house keys are symmetric keys used to encrypt data on tapes for internal use and for disaster recovery purposes. If
ICSF or CPACF are enabled then both the system that encrypts the tape and the system that reads the tape must have
access to all of the following:

• ICSF or CPACF, if algorithms other than those supported through software by Tape Encryption are employed
• The ICSF CKDS of the system that created the tape when using the CKDS as the key repository
• The BES database

You should ensure that tapes are encrypted using algorithms that are available to all systems that will be required to
read the tapes. Do not use algorithms that are provided by ICSF or CPACF if both ICSF and CPACF, or only CPACF is
not available on all systems that must read your encrypted tapes and those algorithms are not also supported by Tape
Encryption through software.

Note: When writing to an encryption-enabled IBM TS1120 tape drive using the EEFMT2 recording technique, encryption
will be handled by the TS1120 and the symmetric key used for the encryption will be generated by the IBM TS1120
Encryption Key Manager application (EKM); the symmetric key generated by Tape Encryption will not be used. The EKM
encrypts the symmetric key it generates using an asymmetric public key, which the TS1120 will then store on the tape. If
the EKM is enabled for the Tape Encryption symmetric key definition associated with the tape, the Digital Certificate that
the EKM will use to encrypt its symmetric key will be one which is generated and managed by the EKM.

How In-House Keys Work
Tape Encryption provides comprehensive management of in-house keys. Because an in-house key is a symmetric key,
this secret key must be protected to ensure that data encrypted by the key remains secure.

The following points describe the use of symmetric keys with in-house tapes:

• Symmetric keys are stored in the key repository of the system that created the tape. These keys are themselves
encrypted.

• A site's ICSF CKDS is protected by a secure master key.
• Keys stored in the BES database are protected by a single pass phrase or dual pass phrase.

NOTE
For more information about the command for specifying this pass phrase, see Configuring .

• The CKDS database or the BES database are the only places where the symmetric keys are stored.
• When saving keys in the CKDS, the key label is stored in the BES database and is itself referenced by a BES Key

Index. In this configuration, all references to an in-house key are made with a key label.
• The symmetric keys are stored in the CKDS database or the BES database. This ensures that the keys remain

operational for as long as needed.
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– When keys are generated by ICSF, they are returned to Tape Encryption encrypted under the ICSF master key,
which makes them operational for use in calls to ICSF. If the ICSF master key changes, these keys must be
encrypted again under the new master key. ICSF automatically re-encrypts the keys stored in the CKDS.

– For keys stored in the BES database, if the master BES pass phrase or dual pass phrases change, Tape Encryption
automatically re-encrypts the keys.

– You can continue to read tapes encrypted with keys based on the old master key, pass phrase or dual pass
phrases.

• Any attempt to read an encrypted in-house tape requires the same ICSF CKDS or BES database, or both, that were
used to encrypt the tape.

• A copy of the ICSF CKDS or BES database is required for off-site or disaster recovery situations.
• You can use in-house keys for multiple tapes. You can use one key to encrypt multiple files and multiple tapes. This

does increase the amount of exposed data if a key is compromised. Therefore, you should regenerate multiple-use
keys on a regular basis and replace them with new keys.

NOTE
When a key is replaced by the regeneration process, it is retained for reading tapes that were encrypted
using the key.

• You can generate new in-house keys on a weekly, monthly, or yearly basis.
• In-house keys are generated in advance and stored for future use. This ensures that your disaster recovery system will

have all the necessary keys, even if your mirror database backup is somewhat out of date due to transport delays or
backup media failures.

Specify a Symmetric Key
Edit parmlib to specify the appropriate parameters to use when encrypting an in-house tape with a symmetric key.

To specify a symmetric key

1. Specify a name for a new key section in the Key= attribute in the SymmetricKey section.
A new key section name is specified in the SymmetricKey section.

2. Start a new section after the SymmetricKey section using the specified key section name.
A new key section is started.

3. Specify the attributes for Algorithm=, Regenerate=, and NumberOfGenerations= in the key section, as needed.
The attributes that define a symmetric key are defined and the key is specified.

Example: Specify Symmetric Key

The following example shows the use of the SymmetricKey section and the key section. In the SymmetricKey section, a
key section named hrkey is specified. This customized key section name is then used to specify the attributes of the key.
In this example, the hrkey section specifies that the key named hrkey uses the AES256 encryption algorithm, that a new
key is generated monthly, and that 12 keys are generated in advance for future use.

<SymmetricKey>

Key=hrkey

<hrkey>

Algorithm=aes256

Regenerate=monthly

NumberOfGenerations=12
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Specify Encryption Strength for a Key
You can specify a variety of encryption algorithms for encrypting tapes. Your organization's security policies determine the
level of encryption strength required. Different types of data can require different levels of encryption. For example, if you
require FIPS 140-2 compliance, only certain algorithms meet those requirements.

Use the Algorithm attribute to specify the encryption strength for a specific key.

To specify encryption strength for a key

Specify one of the following options for Algorithm= in the key_section of the key:

• DES64

NOTE
DES64 is not FIPS-compliant.

• 3DES128
• 3DES192
• AES128
• AES192
• AES256

The algorithm for the key is specified.

NOTE
For more information about defining system options in parmlib for encryption algorithms, see Configuring.

Use the SecureKeysOnly Attribute
Use the SecureKeysOnly attribute to route encryption and decryption processes to an optional PCI cryptographic
coprocessor, such as the PCIXCC or Crypto Express2 card, on a z890, z990, or z9 platform. This attribute of the
symmetric key section is only in effect if the SecureKeysOnly attribute is set to K in the StartupOptions section.

To selectively use Secure Keys

Specify the following option for SecureKeysOnly attribute in the key_section of the symmetric key:

SecureKeysOnly=Y

The secure key process is defined for this symmetric key.

NOTE
For more information about the SecureKeysOnly attribute and other Tape Encryption attributes, see Configuring.

Key Deactivation
A deactivated key is one that is no longer needed for encryption. Keys are deactivated for the following reasons:

• Keys are deactivated during the regeneration process.
• The key has been compromised and is no longer secure. The concept of a compromised key is documented in the

FIPS 140-2 standard as one of a number of possible key states. Marking a key as compromised provides a special
indication that the key may have been exposed outside the intended security community.

How Deactivated Keys Are Managed

The following points describe how deactivated keys are managed:
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• A Tape Encryption key name can refer to any number of deactivated keys.
• After a key is deactivated, it is no longer used to encrypt tapes. However, the key is retained for decrypting tapes that

have been encrypted with it.
• Deactivated keys represent keys in the ICSF database or BES database that had been used to encrypt tapes under a

specific Tape Encryption key name.
– When a currently active key is deactivated, it is replaced by a new currently active key, based on the settings for the

Regenerate and NumberOfGenerations attributes.
– After you deactivate a key, you cannot reactivate it to use it for encryption purposes.

• Whenever an application mounts and attempts to read an encrypted tape, Tape Encryption references the key that was
used to encrypt the data.

• If a tape is mounted that had been encrypted with a deactivated key, the deactivated key is used to decrypt the tape.
• The tape management system tracks which specific key instances are being used. When the last tape using a given

key instance is overwritten (reused), that key is eligible to be deleted. The tape management system informs Tape
Encryption which keys to delete. By default, Tape Encryption retains the key for 90 days before it finally deletes it. This
ensures that a key does not remain in the BES database and ICSF database beyond the life cycle of the tape.

NOTE
For more information about deactivated keys, see Deactivate Keys.

Deactivate a Key

Use the Deactivate attribute to deactivate an entire parmlib keyname that is no longer needed.

To deactivate a key

Specify the following attribute in the <key_section> of the key you want to deactivate:

Deactivate=Y

The current instance of the key is deactivated, and all future generations of the key are removed.

Mark a Currently Active Key as Compromised

Use the COMPROMISE= command to mark as compromised the active instance of a key.

To mark a currently active key as compromised

Enter the following console command:

BESn COMPROMISE=keyname

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

• keyname
Specifies the name of the key you want to mark as compromised.

The current instance of the key is marked as compromised. A new instance of the key is automatically generated so that
the number of keys available is consistent with the number of keys specified in the NumberOfGenerations attribute.

Mark All Instances of a Key as Compromised

Use the COMPROMISE= command with the ALL option to mark as compromised all instances of a key.
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To mark all instances of a key as compromised

Enter the following console command:

BESn COMPROMISE=keyname,ALL

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

• keyname
Specifies the name of the key you want to mark as compromised.

• ALL
Specifies all the versions of the key indicated by the keyname value.
All instances of the named key are marked as compromised. If the number of keys specified in the
NumberOfGenerations attribute is n, then n + 1 new instances of the key are automatically generated.

Specify a Schedule for Changing In-House Keys
Use the Regenerate attribute to specify a schedule for changing an in-house key.

To specify a schedule for changing an in-house key

Specify one of the following options for Regenerate= in the <key_section> of the key for which you want to change the
schedule:

• Weekly
• Monthly
• Yearly

The schedule for changing the key is specified.

NOTE
Tape Encryption checks for new versions of keys that need to be generated and performs its key generation
logic every Monday at 6:00 a.m. local time.

How Keys Are Generated and Managed
Keys are generated automatically in the following manner:

• The Regenerate= attribute specifies the time interval for generating new keys.
• The NumberOfGenerations= attribute specifies how many keys to generate in advance.

NOTE
For more information about these attributes, see Configuring . When new keys are automatically activated,
older keys are automatically deactivated.

• The older, deactivated keys are no longer used to encrypt data. These deactivated keys are retained until your tape
management system indicates that they are no longer needed, that is, until all tapes using them have become scratch
tapes and have been physically overwritten (reused).

• Keys that you deactivate because they have been compromised are no longer used to encrypt data.
• These deactivated keys are retained in case they are needed to decrypt data that had been encrypted with them.

Key Generation for Future Use
Keys are automatically generated in advance and saved for future use to encrypt in-house tapes. Because these keys are
stored in the BES database or in the ICSF CKDS, they can be used for off-site or disaster recovery purposes. Having keys
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generated in advance ensures that you will have all the necessary keys, even if your mirror database backup is somewhat
out of date due to transport delays or backup media failures.

NOTE
For more information about using keys for disaster recovery operations, see Configuring .

Active Keys

For each Tape Encryption key name, only one symmetric key is in the active state at any given time. This active key is
used when an application writes to an in-house tape, and the DFSMS data class description or the key protection profile in
your security system specifies the Tape Encryption key name.

Keys for Future Use

You specify the number of keys to hold in reserve for future use. These keys are generated automatically with no user
intervention required. Use the NumberOfGenerations attribute to specify the number of keys you want to generate in
advance. After the currently active key is deactivated, these pre-activated keys become active keys in the order in which
they were created.

Deactivation of Active Keys

The Regenerate attribute determines when a currently active key is deactivated. When an active key is deactivated, it is
replaced by the first key held in reserve. Subsequent keys are used in the order in which they were generated. The key is
stored in the database and is referred to by a key name. This key name stays the same, but the actual key changes based
on the schedule specified by the Regenerate attribute.

Example: Deactivation of Active Keys

If the NumberOfGenerations attribute specifies 6, there is one active key and six keys held in reserve. These reserve keys
are the next six keys to use, in chronological order, over the next six regeneration periods for the specified key name. If
a key is set to regenerate on a weekly basis, these keys represent the keys to use over the next six weeks. When the
active key regenerates, it is deactivated, and the first of the pre-generated reserve keys is placed into active status. At this
time, one new key is generated to maintain the number of future generations of the key at six. If the keys are regenerated
weekly, this newly generated key will be used in six weeks.

Generate Keys in Advance for In-House Tapes

Use the NumberOfGenerations attribute to generate keys in advance for use with in-house tapes.

To generate keys in advance

Specify a number from 6 through 999 for NumberOfGenerations= in the <key_section> of the key that you want to
generate.

The designated number of keys are generated and stored for future use.

 

Keys for Business Partners
B2B keys are generated for tapes intended for business partners. The purpose of a B2B key is to provide for secure
encryption when sending tapes from one organization to another organization. The characteristics of a B2B key are
different from those of an in-house key. B2B keys encrypted with digital certificates use both asymmetric and symmetric
encryption. B2B keys encrypted with code books use symmetric encryption only. Both forms of B2B keys use a single-use
symmetric key, which means that each encrypted tape file is encrypted with a different symmetric key.
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To create a B2B tape based on digital certificates, Tape Encryption interfaces with the installed security product, which
creates and manages digital certificates. Because these B2B tapes are transferred from one organization to another, they
take advantage of public key encryption. This allows the sender to securely and transparently encrypt the tape and the
receiver to securely and transparently decrypt the tape.

To create B2B tapes for business partners in a non-z/OS environment, who may not have a digital certificate
infrastructure, use the code book method. This approach involves the use of a set of possible keys, known as a code
book, to perform encryption and decryption. The publicly-known information only identifies how to use the book to create
the proper key. This information is useless without the code book. For Tape Encryption the book itself is also encrypted
with a user-specified passkey. This approach lets you securely communicate the keys because the encrypted data,
the code book, and the passkey can be sent separately. By using different methods of delivery for each of these code
components, you can limit the probability that all three decryption components would fall into unauthorized hands.

How B2B Keys Work with Digital Certificates
Use B2B keys to securely transfer encrypted tapes from one organization to another. The following points outline this
process:

• Obtain the digital certificate of the business partner before creating a tape. Your security system software stores the
digital certificate for use as needed.

• Use DFSMS to define one or more data classes for encrypting B2B tapes, or use the CA@BES class with your
security system.

• Specify the attributes for B2B key rings in the <B2BKeyrings> section of parmlib.
• During tape OPEN for output processing, Tape Encryption encounters a tape file that is classified by its data class as a

B2B tape requiring encryption.
• The ShareRingAlias and Keyringname attributes specify the key ring name that contains the digital certificate for the

particular business partner.
• Tape Encryption interfaces with the security system to access the digital certificate that contains the public key of the

business partner.
• A symmetric key is randomly-generated and is used in the following manner:

– Used to encrypt the data on the tape.
– Retained in the BES database for a specified and limited period of time so that the tape can be added to or read if

necessary.
– Only for use with this particular tape. It is not reused.

• The public key is used to encrypt the symmetric key.
• Information is stored in header labels on the tape to identify it as being encrypted by Tape Encryption.
• The encrypted symmetric key is stored in a header label on the tape.
• When the application writes data to the tape, Tape Encryption intercepts the data and encrypts it using the symmetric

key.
• The encrypted tape is sent to the business partner.
• To read the encrypted tape, the business partner must have the freely-distributed version of Tape Encryption or one of

the Tape Encryption options installed on their system.
• When Tape Encryption encounters an encrypted tape, the program does the following:

– Interfaces with the security system to verify that the user is authorized to read the tape.
– Accesses the private key portion of the digital certificate that was used to encrypt the symmetric key.
– Uses the private key to decrypt the symmetric key.
– Uses the symmetric key to decrypt the data on the tape so that the business partner can read it.
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How B2B Keys Work with Code Books for Sending Tapes to Business Partners
Use B2B keys generated from a code book to securely transfer encrypted tapes from one organization running a z/OS
environment to another organization running a non-z/OS environment. The following points outline how B2B tapes and
code books work for sending tapes to business partners in non z/OS environments:

• Define code books to the BES database before creating a tape, using the <B2BCodeBooks> section of parmlib.
• Issue the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS operator command or restart the BES subsystem to activate these parmlib

changes.
• Use DFSMS to define one or more data classes for encrypting B2B tapes that reference the defined code books, or

use the CA@BES class with the security protection profiles in your security system.
• During tape OPEN for output processing, Tape Encryption encounters a tape file that is classified by its data class as a

B2B tape requiring code book encryption.
• A symmetric key is randomly-generated from the code book and is used in the following manner:

– Used to encrypt the data on the tape.
– Only for use with this particular tape. It is not reused.
– Information is stored in header labels on the tape to identify it as being encrypted by Tape Encryption using the

code book method.
• Information is stored in a header label on the tape to identify the specific code book and how to rebuild the symmetric

key.
• When the application writes data to the tape, Tape Encryption intercepts the data and encrypts it using the symmetric

key.
• The specific code book is exported from the BES database to a sequential dataset suitable for electronic transmission

to business partners. The export process requires that you provide a passkey at export time. Use this passkey to
encrypt the exported version of the code book.

• The following items are sent separately to the business partner:
– The encrypted tape.
– The exported version of the code book.
– The passkey used during the export process.

NOTE
Send these items separately to minimize the possibility of someone intercepting all the items needed to
decrypt your data.If necessary, send a copy of the Tape Encryption Multiplatform Decryption Utility to your
business partner.

How Business Partners Read Files Encrypted by Code Books
Business partners in non-z/OS environments can read files encrypted in z/OS environments as outlined by the following
points:

• The business partner must have the freely distributed version of the Tape Encryption Multiplatform Decryption Utility
(MDU) to read the encrypted tape.

• The business partner uses the MDU to import the version of the code book that was exported from the z/OS
environment by the originator of the tape. You only need to import each version of a code book one time.

• The business partner uses existing tools or utilities in the non-z/OS environment to do the following:
– Offload encrypted tape files from the z/OS standard tapes to the local file system.
– Unload the z/OS standard tape labels into a local file.
– The business partner then uses the MDU to decrypt the encrypted local file.
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Input Required by the MDU

Business partners can use the MDU to decrypt files from a z/OS system that have been offloaded to the local file system.
To decrypt files, the MDU requires the following input:

• The full path and name of the encrypted data file.
• The full path and name of the file containing the z/OS standard labels associated with the encrypted file.
• The passkey that was used to export the code book. The code book must have been imported using the MDU before

you can use it to decrypt data.

How the MDU Decrypts a B2B Tape

The MDU decrypts a B2B tape as outlined by the following points:

• The MDU accesses the z/OS standard labels file that was unloaded and extracts the following:
– Information that identifies the code book
– Information about how to rebuild the required symmetric key using the code book.

• The MDU selects the needed code book from books that have been stored on the local system by the import process.
• The MDU decrypts a special signature in the code book, using the passkey provided by the business partner who sent

the tape. This verifies that the correct passkey has been supplied. If the signature is not verified, the passkey is not the
correct key and the decryption process terminates with an error.

• The MDU decrypts the contents of the code book, using the passkey. Then it uses information in the z/OS standard
header file to rebuild the symmetric key from the contents of the code book.

• The MDU uses the symmetric key to decrypt the encrypted data file on the local file system to create a plain-text copy
of the file.

Key Rings
A key ring is a collection of digital certificates. On a mainframe system, key rings belong to specific users. The certificates
on one user's key ring are not accessible to any other user. By allowing the Tape Encryption started task to access key
rings, the program can refer to them when needed.

Tape Encryption uses a hierarchy of section names in parmlib to specify key rings and to manage their attributes. Key
rings may be defined as either “shared” or “user” key rings.

Shared Key Rings

Shared key rings are owned by the Tape Encryption address space and are shared by all users and tape jobs.

User Key Rings

A user key ring identifies a ring that is owned by the user or tape job and is therefore not shared by other users or tape
jobs.

How You Use Key Rings

How the shared and user key rings are employed in your site is completely up to you. For example, you may want to
define one or more shared key rings as your production rings, where you would place your B2B digital certificates for your
product jobs, and define a user key ring to allow individual users to create their own non-production B2B-style tapes. Or
you may want to define only a user key ring and place your production B2B digital certificates on a key ring that is only
owned by your production jobs, and not define any shared key rings, and therefore limit the creation of B2B tapes.
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How You Manage Key Rings
Use the ShareRingAlias and UserRingAlias attributes to define customizable section names for key rings that will contain
your business partner's RSA digital certificates. The following points outline how the section names for these attributes
work:

• Use one or more ShareRingAlias attributes to specify the key rings that are owned by the Tape Encryption address
space.

• Use a single UserRingAlias attribute to specify the key ring name that is owned by the tape job address space.
• Use the section names defined by ShareRingAlias and UserRingAlias to specify attributes for each key ring. Specify

the KeyringName, which refers to the key ring stored in your security system.
• Specify the B2BRsaKeepHours, which indicates the number of hours to retain the symmetric key used to encrypt the

data on the tape.

NOTE
Retaining the symmetric keys for B2B processing may be important in your site because of the nature of B2B
processing. Only the site that has the RSA private key can normally access the symmetric key. Therefore,
these keys may be retained for a period of time to support activities such as mod processing onto an existing
encrypted file, or reading an encrypted file to verify its contents before sending it to your B2B partner.

• After the B2BRsaKeepHours interval is reached, the symmetric key is no longer retained in the Tape Encryption
database. Keys created for B2B tapes are single-use keys. Unlike processing for in-house tapes, the tape
management system does not retain a key index for B2B tapes.

How Keys Are Retained for Modifying Tapes
Tape Encryption retains the key used to encrypt a tape for a specified period of time. For keys created with digital
certificates, the time for retaining keys is based on the B2BRsaKeepHours attribute, as defined in parmlib. For keys
created with code books, the keys are not individually retained in the BES database. The code books themselves are
retained for 90 days from the time that the code book is rebuilt, as governed by the REBUILD attribute in parmlib. This
allows users to perform any required MOD processing after the tape has been created. The following points describe this
process:

• When a B2B tape is written, a new randomly-generated symmetric key encrypts the data on the tape.
• For symmetric keys based on digital certificates, the key is stored in the Tape Encryption database temporarily so that

the user or application can add to the tape or modify it if necessary.
– Use the B2BRsaKeepHours attribute to specify the retention period for storing these keys.
– If you specify a B2BRsaKeepHours value of zero, the symmetric key is immediately disposed of. Because of this,

after the tape file is created, you cannot modify or read the file if the private key is not available.
• For symmetric keys created using the code book method, the key is available for as long as the code book remains in

the BES database.
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– Code books are rebuilt from scratch at intervals defined by the REBUILD attribute in parmlib.
– When a code book is rebuilt, the old version of the code book is retained in the BES database for 90 days.
– All current and old versions of a code book are available for the purpose of reading or modifying tapes for as long

as the required version of the code book remains in the BES database.
• For keys created using digital certificates, you can modify the last file on an encrypted tape or add new data during the

retention period.
• The temporary key is removed after the period of time defined by the B2BrsaKeepHours attribute has elapsed.
• You cannot make any further modifications to the encrypted tape after the temporary key is removed, unless you

possess the private key, or after the code book has been removed.
• For keys created using digital certificates, if you want to read a tape after the key is removed from the Tape Encryption

database, you must decrypt the encrypted key stored in the tape label and use it to decrypt the data on the tape. You
can run this process only on the system where the private key is available.

• For keys created using the code book, it is not possible to read a tape on z/OS after the code book has been removed.

Retain a Key for Modifying a Tape Using Digital Certificates
Use the B2BRsaKeepHours attribute to retain a key temporarily for modifying a tape after the tape has been created.

To retain a key temporarily

Specify a value, in hours, for B2BRsaKeepHours= in the customized ShareRingAlias section that follows the
B2BKeyRings section.

This determines the length of time that the symmetric key is retained.

MOD Processing

For keys created using digital certificates, the B2BRsaKeepHours attribute specifies the time interval that allows you to
read back a tape you just created or to extend the tape using z/OS DISP=MOD processing. The same symmetric key
you use to encrypt the first part of the data set must be used to encrypt any data you add to the data set through MOD
processing. After the interval passes, the symmetric data encryption key is no longer available for use in MOD processing.

For keys created with a code book, you can perform MOD processing using the specific code book that was active when
the tape was first created. The code book is available for 90 days from the time that it was rebuilt based on the settings for
the REBUILD attribute in parmlib.

Generate a Key for B2B Tapes Using Digital Certificates
Specify the appropriate attributes in parmlib to generate a key for B2B tapes using digital certificates.

To generate a key for B2B tapes using digital certificates

1. In the B2BKeyrings section, specify the ShareRingAlias for the key ring of the business partner.
The customizable section name to use for specifying the attributes of the key is specified.
Start a new section following the <B2BKeyrings> section, using the value of ShareRingAlias as the section name.
A new section for specifying some attributes of the key is started.
Note: The type of encryption to use, such as AES128, is specified in the DFSMS data class description following the
digital certificate name.

2. Specify the KeyringName that includes the digital certificate of the business partner.
Tape Encryption can now refer to the public key in the business partner's digital certificate.

3. Specify the B2BRsaKeepHours.
The length of time to retain the dynamically created single-use symmetric key in the database is established.
The symmetric key is generated at run time based on the algorithm specified in the DFSMS data class.
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NOTE
For more information about specifying the encryption type for B2B tapes, see Select Tape Files for Encryption
Using DFSMS.

Generate a Key for B2B Tapes Using a Code Book
Specify the appropriate attributes in parmlib to generate a key for B2B tapes using a code book.

To generate a key for B2B tapes using a code book

1. In the B2BCodeBooks section, specify the CodeBook attribute to identify the customizable section name and to name
the specific code book.
The customizable section name to use for specifying the attributes of the code book is specified.

2. Start a new section following the <B2BCodeBooks> section, using the value of the CodeBook attribute as the section
name.
A new section for specifying some attributes of the code book is started.

NOTE
The type of encryption to use, such as AES128, is specified in the DFSMS data class description following
the code book name if you are using DFSMS, or in the key protection profiles if you are using your security
system to control tape encryption processing.

3. Specify the Rebuild parameter with one of the following options:
– Weekly

Specifies that the code book is rebuilt every Monday at 6:00 a.m. local time.
– Monthly

Specifies that the code book is rebuilt on the first Monday of every month at 6:00 a.m. local time.
– Yearly

Specifies that the code book is rebuilt on the first Monday of the year at 6:00 a.m. local time.
The frequency for rebuilding the code book is specified.
If the BES subsystem is not active at the scheduled rebuild time, the rebuild will occur the next time the BES
subsystem is started.

Select Tape Files for Encryption Using DFSMS
To effectively implement tape encryption in your environment, you must analyze your tape encryption needs. This analysis
will help you to determine how to structure the DFSMS data classes that Tape Encryption uses to recognize tape data that
requires encryption or decryption. The security administrator must work closely with application managers and auditors to
determine the encryption policy for the organization as a whole. Questions to consider include the following:
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• What data must be encrypted? Encryption uses resources, so not all data should be encrypted. Be judicious in
selecting data to encrypt.

• Should all users have access to all encryption keys? If not, considering using the Tape Encryption SAF Interface to
restrict access to these resources.

• Does your data contain personal information? Is the data considered sensitive? If so, encrypt it. Information that should
be encrypted includes any information that contains private personal data such as social security numbers and other
identifying information. This includes personnel, payroll, and banking records, for example.

• Is your organization required to meet particular security standards? Do you need to adhere to FIPS standards?
Consider the security standards required for your industry. Certain local laws may also apply.

• What encryption strength should be used? It can be helpful to categorize data into groups to determine the level of
sensitivity of the data. Categorizing your data will suggest the type of encryption strength that may be required and let
you determine a specific class for the data.

• Cryptographic hardware provides encryption and decryption services for some, but not all, encryption strengths of all
algorithms. If you choose an algorithm or encryption strength that is not supported by your cryptographic hardware, the
encryption or decryption must be performed by your CPU. This may substantially affect your performance.

• Does the tape leave the physical control of your organization? Is the tape sent to business partners? If so, use B2B
encryption for your tapes.
– You must coordinate this process of sending B2B tapes with the business partners who will receive the tapes.
– Any recipient of a tape encrypted by Tape Encryption must:

• Provide you an exported version of their digital certificate with their public key before you encrypt the tape, or you
must provide them with an exported version of a code book along with a passkey to decrypt the code book.

• Install either the free decryption-only version of the product or any of the Tape Encryption options to decrypt a
tape sent by you, or install the Java-based Multiplatform Decryption Utility.

• Is the data only used internally? If so, use in-house encryption for your tapes.

Data Class Characteristics for Encryption
DFSMS data classes identify data sets with similar attributes for processing as a class. This makes the data class ideal
for identifying data sets you want to encrypt. Tape Encryption selects a data set for encryption based on the DFSMS
data class to which it is assigned and the content of the description field for that data class. You can create as many data
classes as you want for different types of encryption processing and for allowing different groups at your site to have their
own keys. You can use the SAF Interface component of Tape Encryption to restrict access to encryption key resources or
allow a certain group access to resources. You can define an unlimited number of data classes for this purpose. Consider
the following points while planning your use of one or more data classes to control encryption processing:

• If you encrypt all your data with a single symmetric key at the same encryption strength, you need only define a single
data class. For many sites this is the best way to start using Tape Encryption. As you further deploy the program, you
should define additional keys and data classes. This will limit your exposure if a key becomes compromised.

• If you need to encrypt data with different keys at different levels of encryption strength, you must define a data class
name and unique description for each key.

• If all of your in-house tapes are encrypted with the same algorithm and symmetric key attributes in parmlib, you require
only one key name and one data class name.

• For in-house keys, it can be convenient to use the name of the key as the data class name.
• If you have multiple keys defined in parmlib with each key having different attributes, you need multiple data classes.
• If you create both in-house tapes and B2B tapes, you must define data class names for each key used with each type

of tape.

NOTE
For information about using your security system to control tape encryption processing, see Use Your Security
System for Tape Encryption.

Example 1: One Data Class and One Key Name Defined
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NOTE
In this example, only one key name, SymKey1, is defined, and every time the key is accessed, the data on the
tape is encrypted with the TDES algorithm using a 128-bit key. A new key is generated every month, and the
number of generations of the key is maintained at twelve.

<SymmetricKeys>

   Key=SymKey1

<SymKey1>

   Algorithm=3DES128

   Regenerate=Monthly

   NumberOfGenerations=12

In this case, you need only one data class defined, for example, INHOUSE. In the description field for this data class, you
must include the parameter that references the name of the key, for example, BES=(SYMKEY1). While the data class
name, INHOUSE, is not defined anywhere to Tape Encryption, the symmetric key name in the data class description field
must be defined to Tape Encryption in the <SymmetricKeys> section in parmlib.

NOTE
Any characters you enter in the ISMF panels in lowercase are converted to uppercase.

Example 2: Multiple Data Classes and Key Names Defined

In this example, multiple key names are defined for in-house tapes and for B2B tapes, and each key has different
attributes.

<SymmetricKeys>

   Key=SymKey1

   Key=SymKey2

   Key=hrkey

<SymKey1>

   Algorithm=3DES128

   Regenerate=Monthly

   NumberOfGenerations=12

<SymKey2>

   Algorithm=DES64

   Regenerate=Yearly

   NumberOfGenerations=24

<hrkey>

   Algorithm=aes256

   Regenerate=Monthly

   NumberOfGenerations=12

<B2BKeyrings>

ShareRingAlias = 'Business_Partner_1'

ShareRingAlias = 'Business_Partner_2'

UserRingAlias = BESRing

<Business_Partner_1>

Keyringname = 'Business_Partner_1_Keyring'

B2BRsaKeepHours = 8

<Business_Partner_2>

Keyringname = 'Business_Partner_2_Keyring'

B2BRsaKeepHours = 24

<BESRing>

KeyringName = 'BES_default_Keyring'

B2BRsaKeepHours = 8
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<B2BCodeBooks>

CodeBook = Business_Partner_3

CodeBook = Business_Partner_4

<Business_Partner_3>

Rebuild = monthly

<Business_Partner_4>

Rebuild = yearly

In this case, because each key has distinct attributes, you need to define data classes and descriptions for each of the
following symmetric keys:

• SymKey1
• SymKey2
• hrkey

Each of the following key ring names in the example must be associated with a unique data class for Tape Encryption to
identify the different digital certificates from each business partner:

• Business_Partner_1
• Business_Partner_2
• BESRing

Each of the following code book names in the example must be associated with a unique data class for Tape Encryption to
identify the appropriate code book for each non-z/OS business partner:

• Business_Partner_3
• Business_Partner_4

Data Class Names
The DFSMS data class names defined for Tape Encryption can be any name chosen by the user that meets the standard
data class name requirements (alphanumerics as well as the following special characters: $, @, or #). The BES= or
BESn= parameter string in the description field of the data class uniquely identifies a data class as one used by Tape
Encryption. This must include a valid parameter value as described in Data Class Description Character String Values.

How Data Classes Specify Tape Encryption
Use data classes to specify that Tape Encryption should encrypt a tape file. Data classes apply to both SMS managed
tapes and non-SMS managed tapes. Tape Encryption encrypts data on both SMS managed and non-SMS managed
tapes. The following points summarize this process:

• Data classes are assigned by DFSMS in the Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines or may be specified by the
DATACLAS JCL parameter. The ACS routines let you determine who can request encryption processing by overriding
any request specified in the JCL. We recommend that you do not allow end users to control encryption processing
because of the associated resource overhead.

• When tape files go through normal OPEN for output processing, Tape Encryption checks the DFSMS data class to
determine whether the data class assigned to the tape includes the BES= or BESn= character strings in the description
field of the data class. When these character strings are found, encryption processing is determined to be requested
for this data set and further validation of the request is initiated.

• If encryption key protection is active, the user submitting the job must have access to the specified encryption key.
The following sample shows the ISMF Data Class Application Selection panel with the name NEWDC specified in the
Data Class Name field:

  Panel  Utilities  Help                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                       DATA CLASS APPLICATION SELECTION                       

Command ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

To perform Data Class Operations, Specify:                                    

  CDS Name . . . . . . 'SMS.SCDS1.SCDS'                                       

                               (1 to 44 character data set name or 'Active' ) 

  Data Class Name  . . NEWDC     (For Data Class List, fully or partially     

                                 specified or * for all)                      

                                                                              

Select one of the following options  :                                        

  3  1. List    - Generate a list of Data Classes                             

     2. Display - Display a Data Class                                        

     3. Define  - Define a Data Class                                         

     4. Alter   - Alter a Data Class                                          

                                                                              

If List Option is chosen,                                                     

   Enter "/" to select option      Respecify View Criteria                    

                                   Respecify Sort Criteria                    

                                                                              

Use ENTER to Perform Selection;                                               

Use HELP Command for Help; Use END Command to Exit.                           

NOTE
The specific fields on this and related ISMF panels are subject to change as new versions of DFSMS
become available.

• The ACS routines are completely controlled by your storage administrator and are different for each organization. You
can code the ACS routines to use a data class specified in the JCL DATACLAS= parameter if found, or you can code
them to override any data class specified on the DATACLAS= parameter with one assigned in the ACS routine. This
latter technique provides for centralized control of which users or jobs are allowed to create encrypted tape data sets.
– If a user specifies a value in the DATACLAS= parameter in JCL, the ACS routines check to see whether the data

class has been assigned. If the class is valid, the job uses it. If the class is not valid, the job uses the data class
assigned in the ACS routines.

– The data class name must be from one to eight alphanumeric characters, starting with an alphabetic, $, @, or #.
• Tape Encryption selects files for encryption based on a character string in the DFSMS data class description field that it

recognizes.
– The description field must include a Tape Encryption parameter, in the form of BES=(string_value) or

BESn=(string_value).
– You can include additional text before or after the BES= or BESn= parameter. A comma or blank must immediately

precede the BES= or BESn= statement if either is not the leftmost text in the description field.
– The description field can contain up to 120 alphanumeric and special characters. If you enter lowercase characters,

they are converted to uppercase.
– The security selection data set feature does not support the use of commas and command delimiters or imbedded

blanks. Replace commas with periods and remove any imbedded blanks. The use of commas and imbedded blanks
will continue to be supported for the DATACLAS description statement only.

The following sample shows the ISMF Data Class Define panel with an example of a character string in the description
field that Tape Encryption recognizes, with a key name of SYMKEY1. Tape Encryption ignores all text in the description
field except the character string BES=(SYMKEY1).

  Panel  Utilities  Scroll  Help                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                              DATA CLASS DEFINE                 Page 1 of 4   

Command ===>                                                                  
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SCDS Name . . . : SMS.SCDS1.SCDS                                              

Data Class Name : NEWDC                                                       

                                                                              

To DEFINE Data Class, Specify:                                                

  Description ==> CLASS FOR ENCRYPTING DATA SETS BES=(SYMKEY1) OWNER=J. SMITH 

              ==>                                                             

  Recfm . . . . . . . . . .             (any valid RECFM combination or blank)

  Lrecl . . . . . . . . . .             (1 to 32761 or blank)                 

  Space Avgrec  . . . . . .             (U, K, M or blank)                    

        Avg Value . . . . .             (0 to 65535 or blank)                 

        Primary . . . . . .             (0 to 999999 or blank)                

        Secondary . . . . .             (0 to 999999 or blank)                

        Directory . . . . .             (0 to 999999 or blank)                

  Retpd or Expdt  . . . . .             (0 to 9999, YYYY/MM/DD or blank)      

  Volume Count  . . . . . . 1           (1 to 59 or blank)                    

  Add'l Volume Amount . . .             (P=Primary, S=Secondary or blank)     

                                                                              

Use ENTER to Perform Verification; Use DOWN Command to View next Panel;       

Use HELP Command for Help; Use END Command to Save and Exit; CANCEL to Exit.  

• After the data class is activated on the system and the ACS routines are updated to assign specific files to the data
class (or requested by the DATACLAS parameter if permitted by the ACS routines), run or schedule a normal z/OS
batch process that writes a z/OS tape volume in the usual manner to cause all files assigned to the data class to be
encrypted.

Data Class Description Character String Values
The character string value for the BES= parameter in the data class description field must match certain attributes in
parmlib. The value depends on the type of tape you want to create. These values and attributes are as follows:

• For a symmetric key for an in-house tape

Specify the value of the key= attribute in the SymmetricKeys section. This value is used to create a customizable
key_section, in which you specify the additional attributes associated with the key.

Example: BES=(SYMKEY1)

In this example, BES=(SYMKEY1) specifies a key section in parmlib, named SymKey1, which in turn contains attributes
that specify the algorithm to use, the frequency for generating a new key, and other attributes.

If you specify BESn=(SYMKEY1), n is a number that indicates a Tape Encryption subsystem other than BES1.

• For a B2B tape using digital certificates

Specify the digital certificate label name and the algorithm to use for encryption.

The syntax for the character string value has the following format:

BESn=(RSA(ringname_alias):certificate_label.algorithm)

• n
Specifies an identifying number for a Tape Encryption subsystem other than BES1. Specifying “BES=” is the same as
specifying “BES1=”. This does not mean that the encryption request can be processed by any active BES subsystem.

• RSA(ringname_alias)
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Specifies that a B2B tape uses the RSA algorithm for public key cryptography. The ringname_alias in parenthesis
specifies the value specified by the ShareRingAlias or UserRingAlias. Tape Encryption searches on the specified key
ring name for the digital certificate.

• certificate_label
Specifies the digital certificate to use. The value of the KeyringName= attribute in the ShareRingAlias section specifies
which key ring name to search for the digital certificate label.

• algorithm
Specifies the algorithm for creating the randomly-generated symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data on the tape.

NOTE
To maintain compatibility with the security interface format, you should replace commas, used as command
delimiters, with periods and remove any imbedded blanks,

Example: BES2=(RSA(Partner2):mycert.3DES192)

In this example, BES2=(RSA(Partner2):mycert.3DES192) indicates that this tape uses the digital certificate identified as
mycert, associated with the Partner2 key ring, to encrypt the symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data on the tape.
3DES192 indicates the algorithm to use for the symmetric key that encrypts the data on the tape. BES2 indicates that this
is a tape for subsystem BES2.

For a B2B tape using a code book

Specify the code book name and the algorithm to use for encryption.

The syntax for the character string value has the following format:

BESn=(BOOK(codebook_name).algorithm)

• n
Specifies an identifying number for a Tape Encryption subsystem other than BES1.

• BOOK(codebook_name)
Specifies that a B2B tape uses the code book methodology for selecting and communicating a symmetric key. The
codebook_name in parenthesis specifies the value specified by the CodeBook attribute of the <B2BCodeBooks>
section, which also names the related customizable section in PARMLIB.

• algorithm
Specifies the algorithm for creating the randomly-generated symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data on the tape.

Example: BES2=(BOOK(CodeBook1).AES192)

In this example, BES2=(BOOK(CodeBook1).AES192) indicates that this tape uses the code book identified as
CodeBook1 to generate the symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data on the tape. AES192 indicates the algorithm to
use for the symmetric key that encrypts the data on the tape. BES2 indicates that this is a tape for subsystem BES2.

NOTE
To maintain compatibility with the security interface format, you should replace commas, used as command
delimiters, with periods and remove any imbedded blanks,

Specify Data Class Descriptions in ISMF
Use the data class description in ISMF to specify a tape for encryption when creating a tape.

To specify a tape for encryption

1. Select Data Class from the ISMF Primary Option Menu.
The Data Class Application Selection panel appears.

2. Specify a Data Class Name, select Define, and press Enter.
The Data Class Define panel appears.
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3. Specify the character string for Tape Encryption in the description field and press Enter.
The tape is now in a data class that Tape Encryption will recognize.

NOTE
No additional changes are required to the parameters on the other Data Class Define panels. Be sure to update
your ACS routines with the new data class names and associate them with Tape Encryption.

How Header Labels Work to Manage Tapes
Tape Encryption modifies standard tape labels and adds User Header Labels (UHLs) and User Trailer Labels (UTLs) to
embed identifying information on the tapes that it encrypts, and to include information about how the tape was encrypted.
It uses this information when monitoring tape read processing to identify encrypted tapes. The user labels are hidden from
the application program. The tape labels appear to be standard labels (SL) for all intents and purposes.

This method of storing data about the encrypted tape file in the labels of the tape itself allows Tape Encryption to
determine the following:

• Whether the tape has been encrypted
• The type of encryption used
• The key label name used for encryption

Depending on the type of tape you are encrypting, the information written to the labels for in-house and B2B tapes differs.

After the user header labels are written, the application can begin to write data to the tape. Tape Encryption intercepts and
encrypts the data before placing it on tape.

Note: When writing to an encryption-enabled TS1120 using the EEFMT2 recording technique, Tape Encryption does not
perform the encryption and therefore the tape labels are not altered by Tape Encryption (r12.6 and above). If the EKM is
being used to manage the digital certificates for the TS1120, it does so by dynamically altering the data class information
as seen by the IBM TS1120 EKM application but it does not otherwise alter the normal TS1120 encryption/decryption
processes and therefore does not require any changes to the tape header or trailer labels.

User Header Labels for Each File

User header labels are written for each file on a tape. This allows encryption to be controlled at the file level, not the
volume level. For example, file 1 and file 3 could be encrypted, but file 2 would not be encrypted.

Labels for In-House Tapes

Information about in-house tapes is written to standard user header labels and includes the following:

• Tape Encryption key label
• Algorithm type
• UHLs stored after the HDR1-HDR2 for each encrypted tape file on the cartridge
• UTLs stored at the end of every encrypted tape file on the volume.

Labels for Business-to-Business Tapes Using Digital Certificates

Information about B2B tapes that use digital certificates is written to standard user header labels, and includes the
following:

• The key label, written in clear text, that references the digital certificate of the business partner
• The randomly-generated symmetric key for each encrypted file:
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– This key is encrypted using the public key of the business partner, resulting in an encrypted key that is between 64
and 256 bytes in length.

– This encrypted key is stored on the tape in User Header Labels 1-8.
– The UHLs are stored after the HDR1-HDR2 for each encrypted tape file on the cartridge.
– The UTLs are stored at the end of every encrypted tape file on the volume.

Labels for Business-to-Business Tapes Using Code Books

Information about B2B tapes that use code books is written to standard user header labels, and includes the following:

• The code book name, written in clear text, along with a unique code book ID and information on how to rebuild the
symmetric key from the code book.

• This information is stored on the tape in User Header Labels 1-8.
• The UHLs are stored after the HDR1-HDR2 for each encrypted tape file on the cartridge.
• The UTLs are stored at the end of every encrypted tape file on the volume.

Use Your Security System
Tape Encryption lets you use your external security manager from the SAF Interface component of Tape Encryption to
provide greater control of the encryption process on z/OS. The implementation, resource definition, and control of the SAF
Interface is performed dynamically and does not require a system outage to implement.

By defining Tape Encryption resources to one of the supported external security managers (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM
Security Server RACF), you can allow the z/OS security system exclusive control in determining whether a data set is
eligible for encryption and how to encrypt the data. Another key feature of the SAF Interface is to provide the security
administrator the ability to protect Tape Encryption system commands, encryption key definitions and utilities, and which
users have permission to use these resources.

As the security administrator, you can create security profiles for this purpose using the supplied TBESAF99 utility, and
import them into ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM Security Server RACF, or you can enter the profiles and rules directly into
your security system. With these profiles you control data sets to be encrypted, who can manage and use encryption keys
and code book information, and which Tape Encryption commands and utilities users can access. You can define these
profiles directly in the control statement format of your security system or you can use the TBESAF99 utility to generate
these control statements.

NOTE
TBESAF99 is a general purpose utility that generates security profile models for command, key, and utility
protection. After executing TBESAF99 and generating model statements you need to perform additional edits
on the control statements to permit users to resources or add data set selection profiles before updating your
security system.

For sites that do not want to use DFSMS for data set selection or do not have an active DFSMS system, this security
feature provides an alternative method for automatically selecting data sets to encrypt.

For detailed information about defining control statements for use with your security system and Tape Encryption, see the
following topics:

• Define Security Protection Profiles in IBM Security Server RACF
• Defining Security Protection Profiles in Top Secret
• Define Security Protection Profiles in ACF2

Security Profiles
Security profiles let you define Tape Encryption resources to your security system and control those resources through the
security system. You can define the following security profiles to the security system:
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• Command protection profiles for Tape Encryption console commands.
• Key protection profiles for symmetric keys, digital certificate keys, and code books that have been defined to Tape

Encryption. Key protection includes both the tape encryption and decryption process.
• Batch utility program protection for eligible Tape Encryption utility programs.
• Data set selection profiles to select data sets that are eligible for tape encryption processing.
• Specify Application Management profiles to manage which users can use the Option for Application Management.

You can use the TBESAF99 utility to generate control statements for your security system. The exact commands for each
external security manager (ESM) have their own unique format. TBESAF99 provides a generic, common definition format
that is not ESM dependent. This allows you to define control statement formats for all three of the ESM's by using one
common set of instructions. However, administrators who are familiar with the control statements for their security system
can create control statements without using TBESAF99.

NOTE
If not specifically defined, the SAF Interface component of Tape Encryption will default to PERMIT processing
and no resources are protected in RACF or Top Secret. For ACF2, all resources are automatically protected.

Your Protection Profile Strategy
Your protection profile strategy for using the Tape Encryption SAF Interface is to first decide which resources you want
to protect and whether these resources are protected at the local (individual BESn subsystem), the global (all BES
subsystems) level or a combination of both. Next, you should decide if all resources are to be protected by default or only
a select few resources should be protected. Finally, you should select which data sets should be encrypted based upon
security selection criteria.

The architecture of ACF2 protects all resources by default therefore global resource definitions and PERMIT processing
is not supported. If you want to use PERMIT processing, you can define LOCAL pseudo-generic ACF2 rule sets that will
effectively allow all functions to be enabled for all users.

NOTE
The SAF Interface running under RACF or Top Secret uses a hierarchal model in determining security
processing options and resource protection. The first checks are to determine the scope of control that has been
implemented (PROTECT or PERMIT). PROTECT and PERMIT control statements allow you to set the scope
or default level of resource protection. The second check is to determine the resource protection level that has
been implemented (LOCAL or GLOBAL). All resources can be protected at either the LOCAL or GLOBAL level.
The third check is to determine if the individual USERID, ACID, or LID has been granted either implicit or explicit
access to the resource. Each of these terms are further explained in this section.

For Top Secret and IBM Security Server RACF, the security protection feature of Tape Encryption gives you a great deal
of leeway to set up your security profiles in the manner most suited for your needs. The following points describe some of
the possible configuration strategies:

• In some environments you might not require any of the SAF Interface features and continue to run on an open system
without any protection. In this case, you do not need to define any of the CA@BES entities. If this is the case Tape
Encryption will not issue any calls to determine user access to resources and will revert back to using the z/OS
DFSMS data class definitions to manage tape encryption.

• In some environments, you might want to default to encrypting all tape data sets using a default encryption key. If
this is the case only tape data set selection will be active, and with the exception of ACF2, no other resources will be
protected.

• In your test environment you might want to implicitly allow all users access to all commands, keys, and utilities. In this
scenario you would want to specify the PERMIT level of protection at either the global or local level.

• In most environments, you will want to use your security system to control a few important commands, keys, utilities,
and permit most users of Tape Encryption to run all the other commands and use most of the keys and utilities. In this
case, you can create global protection profiles that permit all users to run any command and use any key or utility on
all BES subsystems. Then you can restrict the use of specific commands, keys and utilities by defining these important
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elements to the CA@BES resource class and permitting only specific users to access them. You can create these
profiles at the global level to apply to all BES subsystems by specifying BES with no subsystem identifier, and at the
local level to apply to each BES subsystem by specifying the subsystem identifier.
Observe the following:
– For Top Secret and IBM Security Server RACF, Tape Encryption will look first at profiles for the local BES

subsystem to determine access permissions. If no profiles are found for a specific command, key, or utility, Tape
Encryption looks at the global profiles for BES to determine access permissions and to determine default tape
encryption processing.

– For ACF2, Tape Encryption only supports local profile definitions. The lone exception is the default data set
selection model, BES.DEFAULT.

In most environments, you will want to set security profiles to control commands and keys on specific BES
subsystems. In this case, you might have a primary BES subsystem (BES1), a failover BES subsystem (BES2), and a
test BES subsystem (BES3). You would define the same security profiles to BES1 and BES2, but you most likely want
less stringent security profiles for testing purposes on BES3. You can define commands, keys, and utilities to BES1
and BES2 and explicitly grant permissions for them on each subsystem. Then you might define a completely different
set of security permissions for commands, keys, and utilities on BES3.

• In some environments, you might want to use your security system to harden access to all commands, keys, and
utilities. In this case, you can create global protection profiles that prohibit all users from running any command, using
any key, or running any eligible utility on any BES subsystem. Then, you can permit the use of specific commands,
keys, and utilities by defining them to the security system and permitting only specific users to run these commands
and use these keys or utilities. You can create these global profiles by specifying BES with no subsystem identifier, and
for each BES subsystem by specifying the subsystem identifier.

NOTE
If you want to permit or protect specific commands, keys, or utilities, you must define them to the security system
and then define the permissions. If you do not do this and you are running Top Secret, RACF, or using ACF2
pseudo-global profiles, Tape Encryption will default to implicitly allowing access to these resources.

Global Resource Protection Security Profiles
Global security profiles are individual profiles that are used by all of the BES subsystems. The global resource will be used
if a local or individual resource definition has not been specified.

BES.SECURITY Control Profile

 

NOTE
All profiles are optional with the exception of the BES.SECURITY profile. If the Tape Encryption SAF Interface
is to be used, BES.SECURITY must be defined and have a valid APPLDATA/$USERDATA parameter of
ACTIVE. If BES.SECURITY is not defined or the accompanying APPLDATA/$USERDATA is not valid, the Tape
Encryption SAF Interface will be disabled.

Global Resource Protection Definition

This feature is not supported by ACF2. Global security profiles apply to all BES subsystems and are specified by
omitting the BES subsystem identifier on the first node of the resource definition (such as BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT,
BES.KEYSYMM.AES128, and so on). Think of global security profiles as default profiles that govern all BES subsystems.
If a resource (command, key, or utility) or processing parameter is not defined to a specific local BESn subsystem, Tape
Encryption is governed by the global security profile.

For Top Secret and IBM Security Server RACF installations, all Tape Encryption resource and security processing
parameters can be defined at the global level. For ACF2 all resource profiles can be define by using pseudo-global
definitions.
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Tape Encryption will first examine CA@BES or OPERCMDS for local (for example, BESn) profiles and if not found the
global profiles for these resource classes are examined.

For a list of resources and processing parameters that can be defined at the global level, see SAF Interface Parameter
Reference List.

NOTE
To differentiate between global and local resource profiles, global profile definitions do not have the BES
subsystem number defined on the first node of the resource definition.

Local Resource Protection Security Profiles
Local security profiles definition and processing is supported by all three of the z/OS external security managers. Local
security profiles allow the security administrator the opportunity to fine-tune security processing parameters (for example:
BES1.COMMANDS.PROTECT, BES8.KEYSYMM.AES128, and so on) and resources by limiting their scope to a specific
BESn subsystem, for example, BES1. Like all other security profile definitions, local security profiles are defined and
maintained in the CA@BES and OPERCMDS resource classes.

To differentiate from global security profiles, local security profiles must have the corresponding BESn subsystem number
on the first node of the CA@BES or OPERCMDS entity, for example BES1.DISPLAY or BES8.COMMANDS.PROTECT,
and so on.

Since local security profiles are tied to a specific BESn subsystem you must create a CA@BES or OPERCMDS entity for
each BESn subsystem where you want to control access to a command, encryption key, or utility. If you determine you will
be defining the same resource for multiple BESn subsystems, a global parameter should be considered.

All of the Tape Encryption system commands, encryption keys and utilities (TBEKMUTL & TBESHOW) can be defined at
the local BESn subsystem level. This allows the security administrator the ability to permit access to resources running
on a specific system. For a list of resources and processing parameters that can be defined at the local level, see SAF
Interface Parameter Reference List.

Observe the following:

• Tape Encryption will look first at profiles for the local BESn subsystem to determine access permissions. If no profiles
are found for a specific command, key, application management or utility, Tape Encryption looks at the global profiles
for BES to determine access permissions.

• ACF2 only supports local security profiles unless pseudo-global profiles are defined.

Data Set Selection Profiles
Data set selection profiles provide the z/OS security administrator the ability to encrypt tape data sets based solely on
resource definitions. These profiles are defined and maintained in the external security manager's CA@BES resource
class.

When defining data set selection profiles, Tape Encryption gives you the flexibility of defining either fully-qualified, discrete,
or generic data set names. When defining a generic data set profile, you should use the same pattern masking rules
unique to ACF2, Top Secret or IBM Security Server RACF.

Data Set Selection Profile Definitions

Data set selection profiles are comprised of two components, the data set selection name, and the encryption parameter.
The data set selection component is defined by prefixing the constant DSN followed by either the fully-qualified, discrete,
or generic data set name. The encryption parameter is specified within the APPLDATA field on the RACF RDEFINE
statement, on the PERMIT statement for Top Secret or the $USERDATA field of the ACF2 rule set. The encryption
parameter format is the same as the DFSMS data class description field with the following exceptions:
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• Embedded blanks are not supported
• Commas are not supported, periods are used instead

NOTE
For compatibility, the DFSMS data class description field has been enhanced to support these exceptions. Also,
encryption parameter data entered in lower case data will be translated to upper case.

Default Data Set Selection Profile (BES.DEFAULT)

The default data set selection profile (BES.DEFAULT) can be defined to encrypt tape data sets not explicitly defined to
CA@BES or to encrypt all tape data sets using a default encryption key. When defining BES.DEFAULT the APPLDATA
field contains a default BESn subsystem number and encryption key.

Tape Encryption will search CA@BES locating a matching DSN data set selection profile. If a match is not found, Tape
Encryption will again search CA@BES trying to locate the default encryption profile, BES.DEFAULT. If neither profile is
located, DFSMS will be used to make the encryption determination.

Tape Encryption relies on the external security manager for data set name pattern matching. The actual data set name
matching will be performed by ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM Security Server RACF, and reported in the BES logging facility.

Data Set Exclusion Using DONOTENCRYPT

When using BES.DEFAULT all output tape data sets will selected and encrypted using the default encryption parameter.
However, certain data sets should be excluded from this process, such as the Tape Encryption data base. To exclude
these data sets you need to create a data set selection profile using DONOTENCRYPT on the encryption parameter.
When DONOTENCRYPT is detected, Tape Encryption will not process the data set. Use the following format to define this
encryption parameter:

BESn=(DONOTENCRYPT)

• n
Specifies an identifying number for a Tape Encryption subsystem other than BES1.

You can define DONOTENCRYPT as your default encryption profile on BES.DEFAULT and then define additional
discrete, generic, or fully-qualified data set selection profiles to limit encryption to those defined. One advantage of using
this method is to override your DFSMS ACS routines and ensure all data sets encrypted are based on security data set
selection profiles.

Protect and Permit Scope Protection Resource Definitions
NOTE
By default, all ACF2 resources are protected therefore ACF2 does not support the definition of PROTECT and
PERMIT CA@BES processing parameters.

The most secure level of protection is PROTECT. This level explicitly protects all resources and requires individual access
be granted to the user or group. The external security manager verifies the specific user has been granted access to
the resource. Conversely, the PERMIT security level states all users have implicit access to all of Tape Encryption's
resources. If a particular resource requires a restricted access, that specific resource must be defined within CA@BES
and the security administrator grants resource access to the user. In other words, PERMIT processing does not perform
any access verification unless a specific resource (system command, encryption key, or utility) has been specifically
defined.

You can use the PROTECT and PERMIT commands to manage profiles at the global level for all BES subsystems and at
the local level for each BES subsystem. You can protect all commands, keys, and eligible utilities, and then permit specific
ones. Alternatively, you can permit all commands, keys, and eligible utilities, and then protect specific ones. Determine
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which scenario will work best for your environment. The security protection level can be refreshed dynamically by updating
the specific CA@BES entity and having an authorized user issue the appropriate BESn RELOAD=SECURITY command.

• PROTECT
Specifies that all Tape Encryption resources are protected by default. Each user must be granted explicit permission
to access the resource. This option offers a greater level of protection than the PERMIT option, but requires more
maintenance. PROTECT could be used to restrict access to a production BESn subsystem

• PERMIT
Specifies that all Tape Encryption resources are generally available unless they are specifically defined to the external
security manager as being protected. You then determine which resources require added security. Only resources that
have been specifically defined to the security system are protected. This option is for environments that only require
minimal security definitions. The PERMIT command turns on command and key protection but you must define specific
commands, keys, and eligible utilities, and specify user permissions for them. PERMIT could be used in a test or
development environment, this allows all users access to all resources not specifically defined.

NOTE
The term PERMIT should not be confused with the Top Secret or IBM Security Server RACF PERMIT
command.

How You Use PROTECT and PERMIT Commands
Use the PROTECT and PERMIT commands together to control which commands, keys, and eligible utilities users have
access to on the BES subsystems in your environment. The following points outline this process:

1. Define the command, key, or utility to the security system
– You can define all commands, keys, application management, and eligible utilities, globally to BES. This defines the

profile to all BES subsystems
– You can define all commands, keys, application management, and eligible utilities,to a specific BES subsystem.

This defines the profile to the specified BES subsystem.
2. Define permit and protect options.

– A local PROTECT restricts the commands, keys, application management, or utilities on the specified BESn
subsystem.

– A global PROTECT restricts the commands, keys, application management, or utilities to all BES subsystems.
– You grant access to protected resources by using the PERMIT command for Top Secret and IBM Security Server

RACF and from the rule set definition on the $KEY ACF2 definition.

NOTE
A global PROTECT command can be overridden by a local PERMIT command.A local PERMIT makes
the commands, keys, application management, or utilities available to all users on the specified BESn
subsystem.

– A global PERMIT makes the commands, keys, application management, or utilities available to all BES
subsystems.

NOTE
If PERMIT is used, you can restrict certain Tape Encryption resources by defining the resource to
CA@BES or OPERCMDS. A global PERMIT control statement can be overridden by a local PROTECT
control statement.

NOTE
If a resource is not defined to the security system, and either PERMIT is in control or the SAF Interface is not
being used, it is considered to be available for all Tape Encryption users.
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How You Set Global PROTECT and PERMIT Commands
NOTE
ACF2 does not support the GLOBAL processing or the definition of PROTECT or PERMIT security parameters.
By design, ACF2 protects all resources. However, you can define pseudo-global profiles that will emulate
PERMIT processing.

The following points outline how you set global PROTECT and PERMIT commands on all BES subsystems:

1. Define permissions to each BES for all commands, keys, application management, or eligible utilities using the
PROTECT or PERMIT command. This sets the global processing security options for all BES subsystems that share
this security system database by defining permissions for all commands, keys, application management, and utilities
for all BES subsystems.

2. Define specific commands, keys, application management, or eligible utilities to BES. This identifies to the security
system that you want to control a specific command, key, application management, or utility for all BES subsystems.
At the security system level, this definition prevents the command, key, application management, or utility from being
used.

NOTE
You can override these restrictions by specifying a corresponding PERMIT (IBM Security Server RACF or
Top Secret) or UID(userid) ALLOW (ACF2) command. For IBM Security Server RACF you can define the
resource with a universal access of READ (at a minimum).

3. Define a PERMIT command for a specific command, key, application management, or utility and identify which users
or groups are allowed to run the command, access the key, or execute the batch utility. This identifies to the security
system that the specified users are allowed to run the command, use the key, application management, or execute the
batch utility maintenance programs on any BES subsystem.

How You Set Local PROTECT and PERMIT Commands
The following points outline how you set local PROTECT and PERMIT commands on a specific BES subsystem, for
example, BES1:

1. Define permissions on the BES subsystem for commands, keys, application management, or utilities using the
PROTECT or PERMIT command. This sets the local permissions for all commands, keys, application management,
and eligible utilities for the specified BES subsystem.

2. Define specific commands, keys, application management, or utilities to the specific BES subsystem. This identifies to
the security system that you want to control a specific command, key, application management, or utility for this BES
subsystem. This definition restricts the command or key from being used unless you specify a corresponding PERMIT
command.

3. Define a PERMIT command for a specific command, key, application management, or utility and identify which users
are allowed to run the command, access the key, or execute the batch utility.

How Global and Local Security Profiles Work Together
With the exception of ACF2, you can use global and local security profiles together to control permissions for commands,
keys, and utilities. LOCAL resource profiles, when defined, take precedence. GLOBAL resource profiles are used if a local
resource is not defined. Tape Encryption executes the following steps to determine resource protection:

1. Tape Encryption examines CA@BES to determine whether BES.SECURITY is defined and the APPLDATA states
active. If this check fails, then access is automatically granted to the resource.

2. Local Scope processing parameters are checked for PERMIT or PROTECT resource protection.
3. Global scope processing parameters are checked for PERMIT or PROTECT resource protections if local has not been

defined.
4. Tape Encryption then examines CA@BES or OPERCMDS to locate the associated local resource profile.
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If scope is PERMIT the following steps are used to determine whether the resource is protected or access is granted:

1. Examine CA@BES or OPERCMDS to locate the local profile definition.
2. Examine CA@BES or OPERCMDS to locate the global profile definition.
3. If the profile is not defined at the local or global level, access is granted.
4. If a profile is located, the external security manager will be queried to determine the user's access level.

If scope is PROTECT the following steps are used to determine whether the access is granted to the resource:

1. Examine CA@BES or OPERCMDS to locate the local profile definition
2. Examine CA@BES or OPERCMDS to locate the global profile definition.
3. If the profile is not defined at the local or global level, access is denied.
4. If the profile is located, the external security manager will be queried to determine whether the user has access to the

resource.

How the Security System Determines Eligible Data Sets
The security system is queried to determine that a data set is eligible for encryption because the following conditions are
satisfied:

• The data set is defined in the CA@BES resource class and prefixed by DSN.
• A valid encryption parameter is defined in the APPLDATA field or the data set selection profile.

– For IBM Security Server RACF this is defined on the APPLDATA field of the RDEFINE command.
– For Top Secret, this field is APPLDATA on the PERMIT command.
– For ACF2 this field is $USERDATA on the key set.

The data in this field tells Tape Encryption which encryption key to use, and the field will be parsed for validity. If the
specific dataset profile encryption key is missing or invalid, Tape Encryption attempts to extract the encryption key from
the BES.DEFAULT profile. If the BES.DEFAULT profile does not contain a valid encryption parameter, DFSMS will be
used to determine if the data set is eligible for encryption.

The field name and the length of the field where the data is stored depends on the security system you use. The data field
includes the following information that Tape Encryption recognizes:

• The data field must include a Tape Encryption parameter, in the form of ('BES=(string_value)') or
('BESn=(string_value)').

• You can include additional text before or after the BES= or BESn= parameter.
• For Top Secret and IBM Security Server RACF the APPLDATA field can contain up to 120 alphanumeric and special

characters. For ACF2, the $USERDATA field can contain up to 64 alphanumeric and special characters and should not
be enclosed within apostrophes. If you enter lowercase characters, they are converted to uppercase. No commas or
embedded blanks are allowed.
Note: Except for the restrictions described here, the information in the data field is the same as the data class
character string values specified in the DFSMS data class definition field when tape encryption processing is under the
control of DFSMS.
If Tape Encryption cannot verify that the data set is eligible for processing by using the external security manager data
set selection profiles, it attempts to use the DFSMS data class description field to process the data set.

Encryption Parameter Information in DATA, APPLDATA, or $USERDATA
The character string value for the BES= parameter in the userdata field for your security system (APPLDATA or
$USERDATA) must match certain attributes in parmlib. The value depends on the type of tape you want to create.
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Specify a Symmetric Key for an In-House Tape

Specify the value of the key= attribute in the SymmetricKeys section. This value is used to create a
customizable key_section, in which you specify the additional attributes associated with the key.

Example: Specify a symmetric key

In this example, BES=(SYMKEY1) specifies a key section in parmlib, named SYMKEY1, which in turn contains attributes
that specify the algorithm to use, the frequency for generating a new key, and other attributes.

('BES=(SYMKEY1)')

If you specify BESn=(SYMKEY1), n is a number that indicates a Tape Encryption subsystem other than BES1.

Specify a B2B Tape Using Digital Certificates

Specify the digital certificate label name and the algorithm to use for encryption.

The syntax for the character string value has the following format:

('BESn=(RSA(ringname_alias):certificate_label.algorithm)')

• n
Specifies an identifying number for a Tape Encryption subsystem other than BES1. Specifying “BES=” is the same as
specifying “BES1=”. This does not mean that the encryption request can be processed by any active BES subsystem.

• RSA(ringname_alias)
Specifies that a B2B tape uses the RSA algorithm for public key cryptography. The ringname_alias in parenthesis
specifies the value specified by the ShareRingAlias or UserRingAlias in parmlib. Tape Encryption searches on the
specified key ring name for the digital certificate.

• certificate_label
Specifies the digital certificate to use.

• algorithm
Specifies the encryption algorithm for creating the randomly-generated symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data
on the tape.

Example: Specify a digital certificate

In this example, BES2=(RSA(Partner2):mycert.3DES192) indicates that this tape uses the digital certificate identified as
mycert, associated with the Partner2 key ring alias, to encrypt the symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data on the
tape. 3DES192 indicates the algorithm to use for the symmetric key that encrypts the data on the tape. BES2 indicates
that this is a tape for subsystem BES2.

('BES2=(RSA(Partner2):mycert.3DES192)')

Specify a B2B Tape Using a Code Book

Specify the code book name and the algorithm to use for encryption.

The syntax for the character string value has the following format:

BESn=(BOOK(codebook_name).algorithm)

• n
Specifies an identifying number for a Tape Encryption subsystem other than BES1.

• BOOK(codebook_name)
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Specifies that a B2B tape uses the code book methodology for selecting and communicating a symmetric key.
The codebook_name in parenthesis specifies the value specified by the CodeBook attribute of the <B2BCodeBooks>
section, which also names the related customizable section in PARMLIB.

• algorithm
Specifies the algorithm for creating the randomly-generated symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data on the tape.

Example: Specify a code book

In this example, BES2=(BOOK(CodeBook1).AES192) indicates that this tape uses the code book identified as
CodeBook1 to generate the symmetric key that is used to encrypt the data on the tape. AES192 indicates the encryption
algorithm to use for the symmetric key that encrypts the data on the tape. BES2 indicates that this is a tape for subsystem
BES2.

('BES2=(BOOK(CodeBook1).AES192)')

Data Sets Defined for Encryption and Decryption Processing
You must define each data set that you want to encrypt by altering the appropriate APPLDATA or $USERDATA field
definition in your security system to indicate that the data set is a candidate for encryption. You also use this definition
to define the type of encryption key to use. You must define a CA@BES data set selection or alter an existing profile for
each data set to be encrypted using security system selection. The security system provides the necessary data set name
masking for generic profiles.

Command Protection Profiles
Command protection profiles are used by your security system to control the ability of users to perform Tape Encryption
console commands. These command profiles are stored in the OPERCMDS, not CA@BES, resource class. These
profiles add a level of security verification to command processing that lets you limit the console commands a user is
allowed to enter.

All Tape Encryption commands are unsecured resources by default for external security managers except ACF2. In effect,
the default implies a PERMIT command for all commands for all BES subsystems.

To allow a user to access a particular command, you must define the command to the security system and issue an
associated PERMIT command to IBM Security Server RACF, Top Secret, or specify “ALLOW” on the ACF2 UID(userid)
rule set.

If you need to protect only a small number of Tape Encryption commands, you should specify a security scope of PERMIT.
Then all you have to define are specific resources you want to protect. This type of environment could be used on a test
subsystem or on a test LPAR.

Consequently, a security scope of PROTECT would explicitly protect all resources and allow the security administrator to
decide which users should have access to the Tape Encryption system commands. This type of configuration is used for
production environments where you want to restrict the use of the Tape Encryption commands.

List of Commands Eligible for Protection Profiles
This section contains a list of the console commands that you can protect with command protection profiles.

Some of these commands have qualifying command parameters that allow you to further refine access to that command's
detailed function. You can also generate generic resource commands that include in their scope all of the subfunctions
of the command. If a command that has qualifying command parameters is on this list and a qualifying parameter is not
listed, all forms of the command are governed by the command protection profile unless otherwise noted. If a command
with a qualifying command parameter is on this list, only that form of the command is governed by the command
protection profile.
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The following commands can be protected with command protection profiles:

• COMPROMISE
• DISPLAY
• DUMP
• MIGRATE
• REFRESH
• REFRESH=CODEBOOKS
• REFRESH=KEYRINGS
• REFRESH=OPTIONS
• REFRESH=SYMKEYS
• RELOAD
• RELOAD=PASSPHRASE
• REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS
• REFRESH=NKMPARMS
• SET CONSOLE
• SHUTDOWN
• START NKM
• STOP NKM

Note: To execute the TBEMIGRT symmetric key management utility when security profiles are in effect, the user must
have access to the MIGRATE command. If you have security access that allows you to issue the MIGRATE command,
then you also have permission to run the TBEMIGRT utility as a batch job.

For information about using the Tape Encryption console commands, see Configuring .

How Command Protection Profiles Work
Command protection profiles provide the following levels of protection for Tape Encryption console commands:

• Each user can be granted generic permission to execute a scope of commands.
• Each user can be granted specific permission to execute a specific command.
• A selected set of commands can be defined to require this added level of security protection. All other commands can

be unrestricted.
• The IBM Security Server RACF UACC (Universal Access) parameter of READ can be defined for the resource if you

want to grant that level of access to all users.
• The security definitions can range from generic pattern matching to a fully-qualified command. This lets you define

security profiles in different ways depending on your needs. The pattern masking substitution characters are unique to
each external security manager, you should use the one appropriate for your system.

• Command authorization is verified against the ACEE of the TSO user or console user (if the console was signed on
using the z/OS LOGON console command) to determine if the user is authorized to use the command.

• The error message BESnX0200E is displayed on the console if a user does not have authority to run the command.
• Security violations are logged in the BES Logger and to your external security manager violations log and optionally on

the z/OS system console.

If you are familiar with using control statements for your security system to manage security, you can create your own
control statements to define these protection profiles.

NOTE
You can use the TBESAF99 command generation utility to create these control statements. For information
about this utility, see Use the TBESAF99 Utility to Generate Security Profiles.
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General Considerations for Command Protection
Keep in mind the following points for managing command protection:

• The security definitions for each protected BES system command reside in the OPERCMDS resource class with
individual permissions based on that resource name and group.

• ACF2 supports only the definition and control of local command resource profiles.
• Regardless of the access levels assigned to individual ACIDs, Top Secret requires an additional PERMIT statement

for each command profile defined. This PERMIT statement should grant the ACID defined on the BES.TSS.ACID
parameter an access level of at least (READ).

Encryption Key Protection Profiles
Encryption Key protection profiles control access to encryption keys, keying data, and code book names used during
encryption and decryption processing. This type of profile protects the use of symmetric keys for in-house encryption,
public and private keys for B2B encryption, and code book names. These profiles are stored in the CA@BES resource
class. The following types of key protection profiles are used:

• Symmetric key protection profiles
• Digital certificate protection profiles
• Code book protection profiles

Key protection profiles determine the following user permissions:

• The user submitting the job must have access to the encryption key to encrypt or decrypt the data set.
• If using PERMIT processing, you only need to define keys that you need to protect.
• For PROTECT processing, you must specify the permission for each user that is granted access to the key.

All encryption keys are unsecured resources by default for external security managers except ACF2. In effect, the default
implies a PERMIT command for all commands for all BES subsystems.

When running ACF2 or when running in PROTECT mode, user access must be granted to a particular encryption key, you
must define the key to the security system, and issue an associated PERMIT command to IBM Security Server RACF, Top
Secret, or specify “ALLOW” on the ACF2 UID(userid) rule set.

If you need to protect only a small number of encryption keys, you should specify a security scope of PERMIT. Then
all you have to define are specific resources you want to protect. This type of environment could be used on a test
subsystem or on a test LPAR. Another consideration is the definition of a blanket generic encryption key profile.

Consequently, a security scope of PROTECT would explicitly protect all encryption keys and allow the security
administrator to decide which users should have access to specific encryption keys. This type of configuration is used for
production environments where you want to restrict the use of the Tape Encryption commands.

General Considerations for Encryption Key Protection

Keep in mind the following points for managing encryption key protection:

• When enabled, key protection is active for all data sets selected for encryption regardless of whether they are selected
using security profiles or DFSMS.

• ACF2 supports only the definition and control of local encryption key resource profiles.
• Regardless of the access levels assigned to individual ACIDs, Top Secret requires an additional PERMIT statement

for each encryption key profile defined. This PERMIT statement should grant the ACID defined on the BES.TSS.ACID
parameter an access level of at least (READ).

• If the data set has been selected for encryption (or decryption) by either the external security manager or the DFSMS
data class, the user submitting the job must have access to the encryption key. If the access is not granted the batch
job will be abended.
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If you are familiar with using control statements for your security system to manage security, you can create your own
control statements to define these protection profiles.

NOTE
You can use the TBESAF99 command generation utility to create these control statements. For information
about this utility, see Use the TBESAF99 Utility to Generate Security Profiles.

Utility Protection Profiles
Utility protection profiles for Tape Encryption let you control which users can execute certain BES database (BESDB)
batch job utilities. These profiles are stored in the CA@BES resource class. The following utilities are eligible to be
protected by utility protection profiles:

• TBESHOW, the BES database listing utility.
• TBEKMUTL, the BES key maintenance utility.

Each of these utilities is defined by an entry in the CA@BES resource class. You can control the use of these utilities with
the PROTECT and PERMIT security options at both the local and global BES level.

Access to the utility is verified against the job user ID and not the BES subsystem. Therefore, you should grant
permissions to individual users that are allowed to perform the functions.

General Considerations for Utility Protection

Keep in mind the following points for managing utility protection:

• If using PERMIT processing, you only need to define utility keys that you need to protect.
• For PROTECT processing, you must specify the permission for each user that is granted access to the Tape

Encryption utilities.
• ACF2 supports only the definition and control of local utility resource profiles.
• Regardless of the access levels assigned to individual ACIDs, Top Secret requires an additional PERMIT statement for

each utility profile defined. This PERMIT statement should grant the ACID defined on the BES.TSS.ACID parameter an
access level of at least (READ).

• To execute the TBEKMUTL symmetric key management utility when security profiles are in effect, the user must have
access to the MIGRATE command. If you have security access that allows you to issue the MIGRATE command, then
you also have permission to run the TBEKMUTL utility as a batch job.

• To execute the TBESHOW system resource display utility when security profiles are in effect, the user must have
access to the TBESHOW utility. This permission should also be granted to the GMI utility. To grant permission to both
utilities, permit users to the BESn.UTILITY.TBESHOW profile.

• Application Management protection profiles allow you to control which users can access the EKM Option for
Application Management.

BES Resource Class
CA@BES is a general resource security class for use with Tape Encryption in z/OS environments. CA@BES is the
repository for all Tape Encryption SAF Interface profiles and processing parameters. The following resources are defined
and stored in this class are:

• Data set selection profiles for defining which discrete, generic, or fully-qualified data set names are selected for
encryption. The data set selection profile also contains the encryption parameter within the APPLDATA portion of the
definition or permit command.

• Encryption key protection profiles for controlling access to encryption and decryption symmetric keys, code book data,
and digital certificates data.

• Utility protection profiles for controlling access to who can and cannot perform key maintenance and view sensitive
Tape Encryption internal data and reports.
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NOTE
The name of the resource class, CA@BES, is fixed and not dynamic. This feature prevents unauthorized users
from being able to disable selection processing and prevents the use of parameter override statements when
processing tapes for encryption.

BES Resource Class Definition
The following sections outline the steps needed to define and update the Tape Encryption CA@BES resource class.

ACF2 and Top Secret

ACF2 and Top Secret predefine and activate the CA@BES resource class. You should ensure you have the latest
software maintenance applied to your Broadcom external security manager.

IBM Security Server RACF

If you are running IBM Security Server RACF, you must define the CA@BES general resource class. One of the following
options should be used to define CA@BES:

• The easiest, most convenient, and least disruptive way to define the class is to use the RACF RDEFINE CDT
command to update the dynamic Class Descriptor Table (CDT).

• Use the Tape Encryption TBESAF99 utility program to generate the required RDEFINE statements. This method will
still generate CA@BES dynamically.

• The most disruptive process is to update the RACF ICHRRCDE and ICHRFR01 tables. After the source is updated,
the tables must be assembled and a z/OS IPL performed to load the updated tables.

 

Deactivate the SAF Interface (BES.SECURITY)
To deactivate the SAF Interface or prevent the SAF Interface from being activated during Tape Encryption initialization or
reload processing, the BES.SECURITY control profile must be defined with INACTIVE specified on the APPLDATA field of
the PERMIT command.

This definition can be used to alter the existing BES.SECURITY control profile to disable the SAF Interface:

TSS REVOKE(STCDEF) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY)

TSS PERMIT(STCDEF) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('INACTIVE')

NOTE
You can dynamically activate or inactivate the SAF Interface by replacing the BES.SECURITY APPLDATA
parameter and refreshing Top Secret and Tape Encryption storage profiles.

How BES Works
Use the CA@BES resource class to manage the tape encryption process and provide security protection as the following
points outline:

• Define the CA@BES resource class, you only need to do this one time.
– For IBM Security Server RACF, use the RDEFINE command.
– For ACF2 and Top Secret users CA@BES is predefined.

• Activate the CA@BES resource class to your security system and refresh any cached security profiles.
– For IBM Security Server RACF, use the SETROPTS command.
– For ACF2 and Top Secret users CA@BES is already activated.
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Note: The CA@BES class must be defined and activated for any security processing to take place.
• Add CA@BES to your security manager fast access, caching list.

– For IBM Security Server RACF, use the following commands:

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH 

SETROPTS GENERIC(CA@BES)      

SETROPTS GENCMD(CA@BES)       

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@BES)     

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA@BES)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA@BES) REFRESH     

– For ACF2 use the following commands:

ACF

SET CONTROL(GSO)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(R-RBES) ADD

QUIT

Refresh ACF2 by entering the following console commands:

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES)

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES),CLASS(RBES)

• Create security profile control statements to define the command protection profiles, key protection profiles, and utility
protection profiles using the TBESAF99 utility or the native control statement format of your security system.

• Edit the TBESAF99 resource definition profiles by adding or modifying user access and defining data set selection
profiles.

• Import the profiles into your external security manager to populate the CA@BES resource class. Sample JCL is
available in CTAPJCL members: TBEACF00, TBERAC00, or TBETSS00.

NOTE
Tape Encryption does not verify whether a user has access to a specific tape data set. z/OS performs this check
during data set open processing.

How Tape Encryption Works with Your External Security Manager
Tape Encryption works with your external security manager to manage the encryption process, as the following points
outline:

• Security profiles can be created with the TBESAF99 utility, which generates control statements that can be imported
into your security system at a later time. Administrators who are familiar with control statements for managing their
security system can write their own control statements. After generating the security control statements, the security
administrator must further edit and refine these statements before updating the security system.

• For a reference list of CA@BES profile definition formats, see the appendix “SAF Interface Parameter Reference List.”
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Tape Encryption exploits the IBM System Access Facility (SAF) through a series of internal RACROUTE macro calls,
native Top Secret programmable interfaces, or native ACF2 programmable interfaces, to transfer data and security
requests between the Tape Encryption subsystem and your security system.

• The CA@BES resource class is used with your security system to manage and control tape encryption processing and
resources. It is the repository for all of your security parameters and processing options.

• All of the processing parameters required for selecting data sets for encryption must be defined to the CA@BES
resource class.

• All security processing control parameters, such as scope protection level, or resource protection level, must be
defined to the CA@BES resource class.

• All Tape Encryption system console command security definitions must be defined to and reside in the existing
OPERCMDS resource class.

• User-defined processing parameter libraries and overriding SYSIN processing options are NOT supported for this
feature. This provides protection against malicious or unauthorized use of Tape Encryption.

• The SAF Interface is a completely integrated and closed system with no exit points or facilities to allow a third party to
intercept processing. This assumes you do not have any ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF system exits that intercept
calls to resource classes or change the return code from the external security manager.

• Tape Encryption extracts the information from the security system to determine the following:
– Whether a data set is a candidate for encryption.
– Whether the user has authority to execute specific Tape Encryption system commands.
– Whether the user submitting the job has access to an encryption or decryption key.
– Whether the user or GMI has access to the Tape Encryption TBEKMUTL and TBESHOW utilities
– Tape Encryption will first query the SAF Interface to determine if the tape data set should be encrypted using

security-based data set selection profiles. If not found or the BES.DEFAULT profile has not been defined, Tape
Encryption reverts to DFSMS Data Class Description to determine encryption eligibility.

• References made to the definition and maintenance of “APPLDATA” and the “encryption profile” should be translated
to the terminology used by your security system as follows:
– ACF2 - the APPLDATA is defined within the $USERDATA field on the rule set statement. This field can be 64

characters in length.
– Top Secret - the APPLDATA is defined on the APPLDATA parameter of the PERMIT statement. This field can be

255 characters in length. However, CA@BES limits this to 120 characters.
– IBM Security Server RACF - the APPLDATA is defined on the APPLDATA parameter within the RDEFINE

command. This field can be 255 characters in length. However, CA@BES limits this to 120 characters.
– When security selection occurs, the encryption parameter is verified for valid parameters. If the associated data

set selection profile encryption parameter is missing or is invalid, selection will revert back to DFSMS to determine
whether the tape data set is a candidate for encryption.

How You Define Protection Profiles to Your External Security Manager
You must define the Tape Encryption resources to your external security manager before you can use the security system
to manage encryption. The following points outline the information you need to provide to the security system:
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• For an IBM Security Server RACF system, you must define and activate the CA@BES resource class.
• For ACF2 and Top Secret users, the CA@BES resource class is automatically defined and activated if the appropriate

release or maintenance is installed. If you are running an older version of either product, contact the appropriate
Broadcom Support group to obtain the required maintenance.

• Define the security scope processing parameters for global and local definitions, and define your required security level
of PROTECT or PERMIT.

• Define the data set encryption profiles for the data sets you want to encrypt. This also specifies the type of encryption
key to use for encrypting the data set.

• Specify command protection profiles to manage which Tape Encryption system commands are permitted for use by
authorized users or protected from use by unauthorized users.

• Specify key protection profiles to manage which symmetric keys, digital certificates, and code books are permitted
for use by authorized users or protected from use by unauthorized users. Key protection profiles protect both the
encryption and decryption of a data set.

• Specify utility protection profiles to manage which Tape Encryption utilities are permitted for use by authorized users or
the GMI product.

• Resource profiles defined to CA@BES or OPERCMDS are verified when they are used and not at definition time.
• Specify application management protection profiles to manage which users are allowed to use the Option for

Application Management.

OPERCMDS Resource Class
The standard OPERCMDS general resource security class is used to contain the command protection profiles. A
command protection profile is used to grant or restrict access to the Tape Encryption system commands.

Define Security Protection Profiles in IBM Security Server RACF
Tape Encryption will first attempt to extract and process discrete profiles from the CA@BES resource class for resource
protection profiles, data set selection profiles, and security processing parameters. If a discrete profile is not located,
an attempt to extract a generic profile will be attempted. This algorithm is repeated for both global and local resource
definitions.

Encryption Processing with IBM Security Server RACF

Tape Encryption lets you use IBM Security Server RACF to control the encryption process on the z/OS platform. By
defining Tape Encryption resources to IBM Security Server RACF, you can let the security system automatically determine
whether a data set is eligible for encryption or decryption, how to encrypt or decrypt the data, and which users have
permission to use these resources.

Define the BES Resource Class for RACF

You must define the CA@BES general resource class to your security system before you can perform any tape encryption
processing. The CA@BES resource class must be defined using the parameters specified in this section.

We recommend that you create the CA@BES resource class from the dynamic class definition statement, RDEFINE
rather than adding the entry to the static resource definition table, ICHRRC01, and the SAF router table ICHRFRTB. This
lets you modify the CA@BES class description without having to IPL z/OS.

Example: Define the CA@BES Resource Class for RACF

This example shows the use of the RDEFINE command to define the CA@BES class in IBM Security Server RACF.

RDEFINE CDT CA@BES                                             

            UACC(NONE)                                         
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            CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE)                          

            FIRST(ALPHA)                                       

            MAXLENGTH(150)                                     

            OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,SPECIAL)                       

            POSIT(050)                                         

            RACLIST(ALLOWED))                                  

            DATA('<TE> SECURITY RESOURCE PROFILES')

NOTE
All of the parameters on the RDEFINE statement must be coded as shown with the exception of the POSIT
parameter. If you have an existing POSIT value that matches the values assigned to the CA@BES resource
class (CLASSACT, GENERIC, GENCMD, RACLIST(ALLOWED)) you can use that value.

About Using Vantage GMI With Tape Encryption and RACF

 

NOTE
If you are running the GMI with Tape Encryption and IBM Security Server RACF, or plan to run it, keep in mind
the following points when creating your RACF resource profiles for protecting Tape Encryption resources.

• To enhance GMI reporting, try to maximize your use of fully-qualified (discrete) resources.
• To obtain the latest Vantage service with the most recent support for Tape Encryption and RACF reporting, contact

Technical Support.

NOTE
If you are implementing the Tape Encryption SAF Interface, you will need to PERMIT the Vantage started task
user ID access to the TBESHOW utility program.

About Activating BES and the SAF Interface Using RACF
When running under RACF, you need to define the CA@BES resource class and run several RACF commands to activate
or inactivate the Tape Encryption SAF Interface.

BES Resource Class Activation

After successfully defining the CA@BES resource class there are several required RACF SETROPTS (Set RACF
Options) commands that you need to enter to enable generic profiles, activate the resource class, and create in-storage
profiles (RACLIST).

SETROPTS (Set RACF Options) Commands

 

NOTE
The following commands must be issued before creating CA@BES profiles and enabling the SAF Interface
in your BESn subsystem. The following SETROPTS commands can be entered using the CTAPJCL member
TBERAC00 or through the RACF ISPF panels:

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH      

SETROPTS GENERIC(CA@BES)           

SETROPTS GENCMD(CA@BES)            

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@BES)          

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA@BES) REFRESH
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SAF Interface Activation (BES.SECURITY)
During Tape Encryption initialization or SECURITY reload processing the BES SAF Interface performs the following steps
to determine whether the SAF Interface is activated or should be activated:

1. Issue a RACF status call to determine whether CA@BES has been defined and activated.
2. Attempt to extract the SAF Interface BES.SECURITY control entity. BES.SECURITY can only be defined at the

GLOBAL level.
3. Extract, parse, and validate the SAF Interface control parameter. The SAF Interface control parameter is defined on

the BES.SECURITY APPLDATA field on the RDEFINE command. Valid SAF Interface control parameters are ACTIVE
or INACTIVE. ACTIVE will activate the Tape Encryption SAF Interface. INACTIVE will deactivate the SAF Interface if
currently active or will prevent the SAF Interface from being initialized.

If any of these steps fail, the SAF Interface will not be activated and each BESn subsystem will default to a resource
protection level of PERMIT (no protected resources) and will disable security data set selection.

NOTE
The SAF Interface can only be controlled at the global level.

Activate the SAF Interface

NOTE
You must define the BES.SECURITY profile to CA@BES before the SAF Interface will be initialized.

The following sample definition uses the RDEFINE RACF command to define the BES.SECURITY profile and activate the
SAF Interface:

RDEFINE CA@BES BES.SECURITY                    

        OWNER(secadmin)                        

        APPLDATA('ACTIVE')                     

Deactivate the SAF Interface

NOTE
To deactivate the SAF Interface or prevent the SAF Interface from being activated during Tape Encryption
initialization or reload processing, the BES.SECURITY control profile must be defined with INACTIVE specified
on the APPLDATA field of the RDEFINE command.

To alter the existing BES.SECURITY control profile to disable the SAF Interface

1. Specify the following definition:

RALT CA@BES BES.SECURITY APPLDATA('INACTIVE')

NOTE
You can dynamically activate or inactivate the SAF Interface by replacing the BES.SECURITY APPLDATA
parameter and refreshing RACF and Tape Encryption.

Refresh CA@BES Storage Profiles Using RACF and BES Commands

NOTE
After defining or altering any CA@BES resource, you must refresh the RACF and Tape Encryption storage
profiles and system tables.
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To refresh storage profiles

1. Refresh the RACF CA@BES “RACLISTed” profile by entering the following RACF command:

SETROPTS RACLIST (CA@BES) REFRESH

This refreshes the RACF storage profile.
2. Reload the Tape Encryption SAF Interface environment by entering the following console command:

BESn RELOAD=SECURITY

– n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number.
Range: 1 to 8

This reloads the SAF Interface environment.

Select Data Sets for Encryption with RACF
Tape Encryption lets you use RACF to control the encryption process on the z/OS platform. By defining Tape Encryption
resources to the CA@BES RACF resource class, you can let the security system automatically determine whether a data
set is eligible for encryption, how to encrypt the data, and which users have permission to use these resources.

Data set selection profiles are comprised of two parts, the data set name component and the encryption parameter
component.

The data set name component is used to identify individual or groups data sets to be selected for encryption. The data
set name component is defined as the CA@BES entity name on the RACF RDEFINE command. To differentiate data set
selection profiles from other CA@BES resources, these profiles are prefixed with the constant “DSN.” (the letters DSN
followed by a period '.'). After the DSN constant, the fully-qualified, generic, or discrete data set name is specified.

The encryption parameter component identifies the encryption key used when creating the encrypted data set. For RACF,
the encryption parameter is defined on the 255-byte APPLDATA field of the RDEFINE command.

Data Set Selection Profiles with RACF
Data set selection profiles can be defined as discrete, fully-qualified, or generic. Regardless of which definition method
used (discrete or generic) each data set selection profile is defined to the CA@BES resource class and prefixed with the
constant: “DSN.” (the letters DSN followed by a period '.').

NOTE
Do not confuse CA@BES data set selection profiles with RACF data set resource protection profiles. Tape
Encryption data set profiles are definitions that reside in the CA@BES resource class, are prefixed with the
constant DSN, and are used only to select datasets for encryption.

This data set selection profile has the following format:

RDEF CA@BES DSN.data.set.name                                   

     OWNER(username)                                            

     APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption.parameter))

• RDEF
Specifies the RDEFINE command.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES.

• DSN.
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Specifies the constant “DSN.” This is used to denote a data set selection profile.
• Data.set.name

Specifies the discrete, fully-qualified, or generic data set name that is to be encrypted.
• OWNER(username)

Specifies the user name of the principle owner of the profiles, typically the security administrator.
• APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption.parameter)

Specifies the encryption key used to encrypt the data set. The encryption parameter must be coded using the format
for symmetric keys, code books, or digital certificates.

Discrete, Fully-Qualified, Generic Data Set Selection Profiles

By defining discrete, fully-qualified, or generic data set selection profiles, the security administrator can select specific data
sets or large groups of data sets for encryption. Individual or generic data set selection profiles can be tailored to match
specific encryption keys to data sets and select which BESn subsystem will encrypt the data sets.

Default Data Set Selection Profiles using BES.DEFAULT

Tape Encryption supports a CA@BES entity that will automatically encrypt all tape data sets. This method is used to
ensure that all tape data sets created are automatically encrypted.

NOTE
BES.DEFAULT, if defined, will only be used when a more specific selection profile is not matched.

Encryption Parameter
For IBM Security Server RACF, the data set selection encryption parameter is defined on the DATA (APPLDATA) field of
the RDEFINE command. The APPLDATA field is 255 bytes long. Tape Encryption will only process 120 bytes of the DATA
field beginning after the BESn keyword.

• Tape Encryption selects files for encryption based on a character string that is recognizable in the DATA (APPLDATA)
field within the data set selection CA@BES resource definition. Observe the following:

• The APPLDATA field must include a valid Tape Encryption parameter in the form of APPLDATA=('BES=(string_value)')
or APPLDATA=('BESn=(string_value)').

• The string_value is comprised of one of the following:
– a symmetric key name
– a code book name
– a digital certificate name

• You can include additional text before or after the BES= or BESn= parameter. A comma or blank must immediately
precede the BES= or BESn= statement if either is not the leftmost text in the description field.

• The description field can contain up to 120 alphanumeric and special characters. If you enter lowercase characters,
they are converted to uppercase.

• The data set selection encryption profiles do not support the use of commas as command delimiters or embedded
blanks. Use periods instead of these delimiters.

Symmetric Key

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses symmetric keys:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(symmetric_key_name)')
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Code Book

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses code books:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(BOOK(code_book_name).encryption_strength)')

Digital Certificates

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses digital certificates:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(RSA(ring_name):certificate_name.encryption_strength)')

Bypass Encryption Using DONOTENCRYPT

There are certain system data sets that should not be encrypted, such as the Tape Encryption data base or the z/
OS operating system backups. To circumvent automatic selection using BES.DEFAULT or to ensure a data set is not
encrypted (using RACF or DFSMS), you should define a CA@BES data set selection profile using the encryption
parameter DONOTENCRYPT.

Use the following format to bypass encryption for a specific data set profile:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(DONOTENCRYPT)')

Add Data Set Selection Profiles to RACF

Use the IBM Security Server RACF Define resource (RDEF) command to define data set selection profiles to IBM Security
Server RACF. If enabled, Tape Encryption will recognize the data set as a candidate for encryption.

Example: Define a RACF generic data set selection profile

This example uses the IBM Security Server RACF RDEFINE (define a general resource profile) synonym RDEF to define
CA@BES generic data set definition. All data sets beginning with SYS2.BACKUP will be encrypted on BES2 and will use
the 3DES192_KEY encryption key.

RDEF CA@BES DSN.SYS2.BACKUP.**                                     

     OWNER(secadmin)                                               

     APPLDATA('BES2=(3DES192_KEY)'                                 )

Example: Define a RACF fully-qualified data set selection profile

This example defines a fully-qualified data set profile but will bypass encryption because DONOTENCRYPT is defined on
the encryption parameter.

RDEF CA@BES DSN.SYSTEMS.PROD.BESBD.BACKUP   

     OWNER(secadmin) APPLDATA('BES=(DONOTENCRYPT)')   

Example: Define a RACF discrete data set selection profile

This example defines a discrete data set selection profile and will only be used for data set
ACH.PROD.BDTRNFO.FEDXMIT using a code book on BES3.
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RDEF CA@BES DSN.ACH.PROD.BDTRNFO.FEDXMIT   

     OWNER(BES) APPLDATA('BES3=(BOOK(FED_CODE_BOOK):AES128)')                  

Alter Data Set Profile in RACF for Encryption

Use the Alter General Resource Profile (RALTER), or its synonym RALT, to alter the properties of a security selection data
set previously defined for IBM Security Server RACF so that Tape Encryption will recognize the data set as a candidate for
encryption.

Example: Alter an existing data set selection profile using RACF

This example uses the RACF RALTER command to change the encryption parameter for the data set
SYS1.BACKUP.SYSRES to DONOTENCRYPT.

RALT CA@BES SYS1.BACKUP.SYSRES APPLDATA('BES=(DONOTENCRYPT)')

Command Protection Profiles for RACF
Use the command protection profiles to control access to Tape Encryption system commands. Command protection
profiles can be defined by the individual command, at the global or local BES subsystem level (for example BES or BESn)
or through the PROTECT or PERMIT scope processing options. Scope protection profiles are defined in CA@BES.

Command protection profiles are composed of two components that must be defined in this order: the BES or BESn
subsystem, command name and are defined in the OPERCMDS resource class.

NOTE
Tape Encryption supports the use of generic RACF profiles for key protection. You can define your encryption
key profiles as generic or fully-qualified as required.

Define Command Protection Resource Protection Scope and Level
Use the RDEFINE command to define the security protection scope used for command protection. The scope can be
defined globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.COMMANDS.permissions                               

     OWNER(username)                                                  

     DATA('commments'       )

• RDEF
Specifies the RDEFINE command.

NOTE
RDEFINE and RDEF are synonyms. IBM Security Server RACF accepts RDEF as the minimum control
word.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES for command protection processing
parameter profiles.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). If you specify BES without a subsystem identifier, the profile
becomes a global profile and is applied to all BES subsystems.

• COMMANDS
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Specifies that this definition is for a command profile.
• permissions

Specifies the permission setting. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that all the commands are permitted.
– PROTECT

Specifies that all the commands are protected.
• OWNER(username)

Specifies the user name of the primary profile owner, typically the security administrator.
• DATA('comments')

Specifies user-written comments to describe the profile.

NOTE
For the RDEFINE and PERMIT commands in the command protection profiles, the DATA field is a comment
field for providing user-supplied comments about the profile.

Example: Define command protection globally to all BES subsystems

This example defines a global command protection profile to IBM Security Server RACF for the console commands for
all BES subsystems, indicated by BES with no subsystem identifier, and permits the user of the resource to run these
commands, indicated by COMMANDS.PERMIT. These permissions can be overridden by a protect option specified for a
particular BES subsystem or a particular command.

RDEF CA@BES BES.COMMANDS.PERMIT                                     

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                              

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL COMMAND PROTECTION OPTION'       )

Example: Define command protection locally to a specific BES subsystem

This example defines a local command resource protection profile for BES2. The scope parameter of PROTECT requires
a PERMIT command for each user to allow access to the resource

RDEF CA@BES BES2.COMMANDS.PROTECT                                   

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL COMMAND PROTECTION OPTION'      )

Example: Allow all commands on a specific BES subsystem by defining a local definition for RACF

This example defines a local command profile to IBM Security Server RACF for BES2, and uses the
BES2.COMMANDS.PERMIT parameter to allow the use of all commands on that subsystem. These permissions can be
overridden by a protect option specified for a particular command for this subsystem or by explicitly defining a command
protection profile.

RDEF CA@BES BES2.COMMANDS.PERMIT                                    

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> LOCAL COMMAND PROTECTION OPTION'       )

Define Command Protection Profiles in RACF
Use the RDEFINE command to define a specific command to IBM Security Server RACF for individual Tape Encryption
console commands. You can specify this profile globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

NOTE
Tape Encryption command protection resource profiles are defined in the OPERCMDS resource class.
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This command has the following format:

RDEF OPERCMDS BESn.command_name.qualified_name 

     UACC(authority)                                 

     OWNER(username)                             

     DATA('commments'       )

• RDEF
Specifies the RDEFINE command.

• OPERCMDS
Specifies the general resource class for console commands, OPERCMDS.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). If you specify BES without a subsystem identifier, the profile
becomes a global profile and is applied to all BES subsystems.

• command_name.qualified_name
Specifies the name of the command you want to manage, and the qualifying name of the command, if any. Options for
this parameter are as follows:
– COMPROMISE

Specifies the COMPROMISE= command.
– DISPLAY

Specifies all forms of the DISPLAY command.
– DUMP

Specifies the DUMP command.
– MIGRATE

Specifies all forms of the MIGRATE= command.
– PASSPHRASE

Specifies the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– REFRESH.CAEKMAPI

Specifies the REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.CODEBOOKS

Specifies the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command.
– REFRESH.KEYRINGS

Specifies the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.
– REFRESH.NKMPARMS

Specifies the REFRESH=NKMPARMS command.
– REFRESH.OPTIONS

Specifies the REFRESH=OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.SYMKEYS

Specifies the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.
– RELOAD

Specifies all forms of the RELOAD= command, except for the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– SET.CONSOLE

Specifies the SET CONSOLE command.
– SHUTDOWN

Specifies the SHUTDOWN command.
– START.NKM

Specifies the START NKM command.
– STOP.NKM
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Specifies the STOP NKM command.
• UACC(authority)

Specifies RACF universal access authority, READ or NONE.
• OWNER(username)

Specifies the user name of the primary profile owner, typically the security administrator.
• DATA('comments')

Specifies user-written comments to describe the profile.

NOTE
For the RDEFINE and PERMIT commands in the command protection profiles, the DATA field is a comment
field for providing user-supplied comments about the profile.

Example: Define a specific command for all subsystems for RACF

This example defines the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command to IBM Security Server RACF globally for all BES
subsystems.

RDEF OPERCMDS BES.PASSPHRASE                               

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                       

     DATA(<TE> GLOBAL RESTRICT RELOAD PASSPHRASE COMMAND')

Example: Define a specific command for a specific subsystem for RACF

This example defines the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command to IBM Security Server RACF locally for BES2.

RDEF OPERCMDS BES2.PASSPHRASE                     

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                       

     DATA(<TE> LOCAL RESTRICT RELOAD PASSPHRASE COMMAND')

Example: Control access to the RELOAD commands for BES1 on RACF

This example uses the RDEFINE command for IBM Security Server RACF to define a generic resource profile that will
control the use of all versions of the RELOAD command on BES1.

RDEF OPERCMDS BES1.RELOAD.**                         

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                               

     DATA('<TE> RESTRICT RELOAD COMMANDS TO BES1'   ) 

Example: Define universal access for a command on RACF

This example shows the use of the RDEFINE command for IBM Security Server RACF to define all forms of the DISPLAY
command to BES7 with universal access (UACC) to run the command. Because READ is specified for UACC, all users
have access to the command and you do not need an associated PERMIT command.

RDEF OPERCMDS BES7.DISPLAY.**               

     UACC(READ)                     

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                         

     DATA('<TE> ALLOW DISPLAY COMMANDS ON BES7'   )

PERMIT Command for Command Protection Profiles
Use the IBM Security Server RACF PERMIT command to permit a user or group access to the CA@BES system
command.
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NOTE
Unlike other resource definitions, command definition profiles are defined in OPERCMDS. The RACF PERMIT
command grants access to defined resources. The BES PERMIT command defines security levels to specific
BES subsystems at the local level or to all BES subsystems at the global level.

This command has the following format:

PE   BESn.command_name.qualified_name                          

     ACCESS(READ)                                                

     GENERIC                                               

     CLASS(OPERCMDS)                                     

     ID(username[,username,…])

• PE
Specifies the PERMIT command.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). If you specify BES without a subsystem identifier, the profile
becomes a global profile and is applied to all BES subsystems.

• command_name.qualified_name
Specifies the name of the command you want to manage, and the qualifying name of the command, if any. Options for
this parameter are as follows:
– COMPROMISE

Specifies the COMPROMISE= command.
– DISPLAY

Specifies all forms of the DISPLAY command.
– DUMP

Specifies the DUMP command.
– MIGRATE

Specifies all forms of the MIGRATE= command.
– PASSPHRASE

Specifies the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– REFRESH.CAEKMAPI

Specifies the REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.CODEBOOKS

Specifies the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command.
– REFRESH.KEYRINGS

Specifies the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.
– REFRESH.NKMPARMS

Specifies the REFRESH=NKMPARMS command.
– REFRESH.OPTIONS

Specifies the REFRESH=OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.SYMKEYS

Specifies the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.
– RELOAD

Specifies all forms of the RELOAD= command, except for the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– SET.CONSOLE

Specifies the SET CONSOLE command.
– SHUTDOWN

Specifies the SHUTDOWN command.
– START.NKM
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Specifies the START NKM command.
– STOP.NKM

Specifies the STOP NKM command.
• ACCESS

Specifies the permission access granted. For granting access to run commands, the minimum value that you need to
specify is READ. It allows the specified user to execute the command.

• GENERIC
Specifies that the command name is treated like a generic name, even if no generic characters are specified.

• CLASS(OPERCMDS)
Specifies the general resource class for console commands, OPERCMDS.

• ID(username)
Specifies one or more user names or groups that have permission to execute the command.

Example: Permit specific users access to a global command protection profile

This example shows that users SECADMIN and SYSADM01 are defined to IBM Security Server RACF with permission to
use the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command on all BES subsystems.

PE   BES.PASSPHRASE                                            

     ACCESS(READ)                                             

     GENERIC                                                 

     CLASS(OPERCMDS)                                        

     ID(SECADMIN,SYSADM01)

Example: Permit users access to a command for a specific subsystem on RACF

This example shows that users SECADMIN and SYSADM01 are defined to IBM Security Server RACF with permission to
use the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command on BES2.

PE   BES2.PASSPHRASE                                            

     ACCESS(READ)                                           

     GENERIC                                                 

     CLASS(OPERCMDS)                                           

     ID(SECADMIN,SYSADM01)

Sample Command Protection Scenarios
The following sample command protection scenarios show how to define CA@BES and OPERCMDS resource profiles
and issue example PERMIT commands for IBM Security Server RACF:

Sample Scenario to Permit All Commands and Restrict a Specific Command

This sample scenario shows how to create a command protection profile for IBM Security Server RACF to permit all users
to run all commands except for the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE. This scenario would be of benefit to customers that want to
give implicit access to a test BES subsystem but restrict a command that could potentially affect all BES subsystems.

The first RDEF (BES.COMMANDS.PERMIT) statement indicates that all users have implicit access to all Tape Encryption
console commands that are not further restricted or defined. The second RDEF statement restricts the use of the
PASSPRASE command on BES8. The third statement allows SECADMIN and SYSADM01 to enter the PASSPHRASE
command on BES8.

RDEF CA@BES BES.COMMANDS.PERMIT                                     
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     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL COMMAND PROTECTION OPTION'  )

RDEF OPERCMDS BES8.PASSPHRASE                                         

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                  

     DATA(<TE> LOCAL RESTRICT RELOAD PASSPHRASE COMMAND')

PE   BES8.PASSPHRASE                                                 

     ACCESS(READ)                                                    

     GENERIC                                                          

     CLASS(OPERCMDS)                                                  

     ID(SECADMIN,SYSADM01)

Sample Scenario to Globally Restrict All Operator Commands

This sample scenario could be used for a production Tape Encryption subsystem. All of the system commands
implicitly protected. If access needs to be granted to an individual command either a LOCAL override specifying
BESn.COMMANDS.PERMIT statement needs to be specified or the individual command should be defined and permitted.

The first RDEF statement globally protects all Tape Encryption subsystem commands. The second statement grants
universal access for all BES subsystems to process the DISPLAY command. The third RDEF statement and the PE
statement specify that the PASSPHRASE command can be entered but only on BES8 and by user SECADMIN and group
SYSADM01.

RDEF CA@BES BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT                                    

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                 

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL COMMAND PROTECTION OPTION' )

RDEF OPERCMDS BES2.DISPLAY                                           

     UACC(READ) 

     OWNER(SECADMIN)   

RDEF OPERCMDS BES8.PASSPHRASE 

     OWNER(SECADMIN)

PE   OPERCMDS BES8.PASSPHRASE ACCESS(READ) ID(SECADMIN,SECASM01)

If you wanted to allow any users to run commands on any other subsystems, you would have to use an RDEF statement
for each subsystem and each command to indicate that you wanted to control the command. You would then need a PE
statement for each subsystem to define each permitted command and to specify the authorized users for each command.

Encryption Key Protection Profiles for RACF
Use the encryption key protection profiles to control access to keys, code books, and digital certificates. Encryption key
protection can be defined by the individual key name, at the global or local level BES subsystem level (for example BES
versus BESn) or through the PROTECT or PERMIT processing options.

Encryption key profiles are composed of three components that must be defined in this order: the BES or BESn
subsystem, encryption key type, encryption key name.

NOTE
Tape Encryption supports the use of generic RACF profiles for key protection. You can define your encryption
key profiles as generic or fully-qualified as required.

The second node in the resource definition states the type of encryption key being protected. Valid encryption key
definition types are:

• KEYCERT for digital certificates
• KEYCODE for Code Books
• KEYSYMM for symmetric keys
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RDEFINE Command to Define Encryption Key Resource Protection Scope and Level
Use the RDEFINE command to define global and local permissions for all keys to IBM Security Server RACF. This
command indicates the default permissions for using all keys on the specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.KEYS.permissions                                    

     OWNER(username)                                                 

     DATA('comments')

• RDEF
Specifies the RDEFINE command.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). If you specify BES without a subsystem identifier, the profile
becomes a global profile and is applied to all BES subsystems.

• KEYS
Specifies that this statement defines the default key permissions for the specified BES subsystem or globally for all
BES subsystems.

• permissions
Specifies the permission setting. Options for this parameter are as follows:
PERMIT
Specifies that all keys are permitted for all users on the specified BES subsystem unless otherwise defined.
PROTECT
Specifies that all keys are prohibited to all users on the specified BES subsystem unless otherwise defined.

• OWNER(username)
Specifies the user name of the principle owner of the profiles, typically the security administrator.

• DATA('comments')
Specifies user-written comments to describe the profile.

Example: Global permissions for all keys on all BES subsystems

This example specifies that all users are permitted to use any available keys on any BES subsystem.

RDEF CA@BES BES.KEYS.PERMIT                                          

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                 

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL KEY PROTECTION OPTION   ')

Example: Global restrictions for all keys on all BES subsystems

This example specifies that no users are permitted to use any available keys on any BES subsystem unless otherwise
defined.

RDEF CA@BES BES.KEYS.PROTECT                                         

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                 

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL KEY PROTECTION OPTION   ')

Example: Local permissions for all keys on a specific BES subsystem

This example specifies that all users are permitted to use any available keys on BES1.

RDEF CA@BES BES1.KEYS.PERMIT                                         
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     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                 

     DATA('<TE> LOCAL KEY PROTECTION OPTION   ')

Example: Local restrictions for all keys on a specific BES subsystem

This example specifies that no users are permitted to use any available keys on the specified BES subsystem unless
otherwise defined.

RDEF CA@BES BES1.KEYS.PROTECT                                        

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                 

     DATA('<TE> LOCAL KEY PROTECTION OPTION   ')

Command for Defining Specific Encryption Key Protection Profiles
Use the RDEFINE command to define a specific key to IBM Security Server RACF. This command indicates the type of
key you want to protect and the encryption key name. Use this command with an associated PERMIT command for each
key and each subsystem to allow access to that key.

This command has the following format:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.key_type.key_name                                   

     OWNER(username)                                                 

     DATA('comments ')

• RDEF
Specifies the RDEFINE command.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. For keys, this is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). If you specify BES without a subsystem identifier, the profile
becomes a global profile and is applied to all BES subsystems.

• key_type
Indicates the type of key to define. Options for this parameter are as follows:
KEYCODE
Specifies a code book. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the <B2BCodeBooks>
section of parmlib.
KEYCERT
Specifies a digital certificate key pair. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be a digital certificate
defined to the security system on a key ring specified in the <B2BKeyrings> section of parmlib.
KEYSYMM
Specifies a symmetric key. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the
<SymmetricKeys> section of parmlib.

• key_name
Specifies the name of the key. Replace any spaces in the key name with periods.

• OWNER(username)
Specifies the user name of the principle owner of the profiles, typically the security administrator.

• DATA('comments')
Specifies user-written comments to describe the profile.

Example: Define a symmetric key

This example defines a symmetric key named AES256_KEY to BES1 for IBM Security Server RACF. It indicates that you
want to control this key on this subsystem.
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RDEF CA@BES BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY                                  

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> KEY PROTECTION PROFILE'                )

PERMIT Command for Defining Key Permission for RACF
Use the PERMIT command to define permissions for a specific key and one or more specific users on a specified
subsystem for IBM Security Server RACF. Use this command with an associated RDEFINE command for the key.

This command has the following format:

PE   BESn.key_type.key_name                                        

     ACCESS(READ)                                                 

     GENERIC                                                     

     CLASS(CA@BES)                                            

     ID(username[,username,…])                                       

• PE
Indicates the PERMIT command.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). If you specify BES without a subsystem identifier, the profile
becomes a global profile and is applied to all BES subsystems.

• key_type
Indicates the type of key to define. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– KEYCODE

Specifies a code book.
– KEYCERT

Specifies a digital certificate key pair.
– KEYSYMM

Specifies a symmetric key.
• key_name

Specifies the name of the key.
• ACCESS

Specifies the permission access granted. This value is always READ. It allows the specified user to use the key.
• GENERIC

Specifies that the key name name is treated like a generic name, even if no generic characters are specified.
• CLASS(CA@BES)

Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. For keys, this is always CA@BES.
• ID(username)

Specifies one or more user names that have permission to use the key.

Example: Permit a user to access a key on a specific subsystem

This example defines permission for user SECADMIN to use a symmetric key named AES256_KEY on BES4.

PE   BES4.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY                                     

     ACCESS(READ)                                               

     GENERIC                                                    

     CLASS(CA@BES)                                        

     ID(SECADMIN)                                              
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Sample Key Protection Scenarios Using IBM Security Server RACF
The sample key protection scenarios show how to put all the key protection profile definitions together to permit and
restrict user access to keys using IBM Security Server RACF:

Sample Scenario for Permitting Global Key Use and Restricting a Specific Key

This sample scenario shows how to control key protection using the RDEF and PE commands on IBM Security Server
RACF. You can permit users to access most keys while restricting the use of a few keys.

The first RDEF statement permits all users to access any available key on any BES subsystem. The second RDEF
statement indicates that you want to control access to the symmetric key named AES256_KEY on BES1. The PE
statement indicates that only users SECADMIN and SYSADMIN are permitted to use this key on BES1. Because the
first RDEF statement defines the default behavior for key protection, any users can use any available keys on any active
subsystem except for AES256_KEY on BES1.

RDEF CA@BES BES.KEYS.PERMIT                                         

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL KEY PROTECTION OPTION   ' )

RDEF CA@BES BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY                                 

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> KEY PROTECTION PROFILE'   )

PE   BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY                                        

     ACCESS(READ)                                                   

     GENERIC                                                        

     CLASS(CA@BES)                                                  

     ID(SECADMIN,SYSADMIN)                                           

If you wanted to control access to AES256_KEY on other BES subsystems, you would have to create an RDEF statement
and a PE statement for each subsystem, for example BES2, BES3, and so on.

Sample Scenario for Restricting Global Access to Keys and Permitting a Specific Key

This sample scenario shows how to restrict key access using the RDEF and PE commands on IBM Security Server
RACF. The first RDEF statement restricts all users from accessing any key on any BES subsystem. The second RDEF
statement indicates that you want to control access to the symmetric key named AES256_KEY on BES1. The PE
statement indicates that only users SECADMIN and SYSADMIN are permitted to use this key on BES1. Because the first
RDEF statement defines the default behavior for key protection as PROTECT, no other users can use any key on any
active subsystem.

RDEF CA@BES BES.KEYS.PROTECT                                        

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> GLOBAL KEY PROTECTION OPTION   '       )

RDEF CA@BES BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY                                 

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> KEY PROTECTION PROFILE'                )

PE   BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY                                        

     ACCESS(READ)                                                   

     GENERIC                                                        

     CLASS(CA@BES)                                                  

     ID(SECADMIN,SYSADMIN)                                           
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If you wanted to permit other keys to be available, you would have to use an RDEF statement and a PE statement for
each key and each subsystem to define the permissions for each subsystem.

Utility Protection Resource Protection Profiles

Define Utility Resource Protection Scope and Level
Use the RDEFINE command to define a default utility protection profile for Tape Encryption utilities. You can specify this
profile globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.UTILITIES.permissions                               

     OWNER(username)                                                 

     DATA('comments ')

• RDEF
Specifies the RDEFINE command.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). If you specify BES without a subsystem identifier, the profile
becomes a global profile and is applied to all BES subsystems.

• UTILITIES
Specifies that this statement defines the default utilities permissions for the specified BES subsystem.

• permissions
Specifies the permission setting. Options for this parameter are as follows:
PERMIT
Specifies that the specified utility is permitted for all users on the specified BES subsystem unless otherwise defined.
PROTECT
Specifies that the specified utility is prohibited to all users on the specified BES subsystem unless otherwise defined.

Example: Define and restrict utilities globally on all BES subsystems for RACF

This example defines a global utilities protection profile to IBM Security Server RACF for all eligible utilities for all BES
subsystems, indicated by BES with no subsystem identifier, and restricts all users from running these utilities, indicated by
UTILITIES.PROTECT. These restrictions can be overridden by a permit option specified for a particular BES subsystem or
a particular utility.

RDEF CA@BES BES.UTILITIES.PROTECT

Define Specific Utility Protection Profiles
Use the RDEFINE command to define a specific utility to IBM Security Server RACF for eligible Tape Encryption utilities.
You can specify this profile globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.UTILITY.utility_name                             

     OWNER(username)                                              

     DATA('commments'       )
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• RDEF
Specifies the RDEFINE command.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• UTILITY
Specifies that this statement defines the specified utility on the specified BES subsystem.

• utility_name
Indicates one of the eligible utilities. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– TBESHOW

Specifies the BES database listing utility.
– TBEKMUTL

Specifies the BES key maintenance utility.
• OWNER(username)

Specifies the user name of the primary profile owner, typically the security administrator.
• DATA('comments')

Specifies user-written comments to describe the profile.

NOTE
For the RDEFINE and PERMIT commands in the command protection profiles, the DATA field is a comment
field for providing user-supplied comments about the profile.

Example: Define an eligible utility for a specific subsystem for RACF

This example defines the TBESHOW utility to IBM Security Server RACF locally for BES1.

DEF CA@BES BES1.UTILITY.TBESHOW                                  

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                             

     DATA('<TE> BATCH UTILITY PROTECTION'  )

PERMIT Command for Defining Utilities Permission for RACF
Use the PERMIT command to define permissions for a specific eligible utility and one or more specific users on a
specified subsystem for IBM Security Server RACF. Use this command with an associated RDEFINE command for the
utility.

PE   BESn.UTILITY.utility_name CLASS(CA@BES) ACCESS(READ)           

     GENERIC ID(SYSTEMS)

• PE
Indicates the PERMIT command.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• UTILITY
Specifies that this statement defines permissions for the specified utility on the specified BES subsystem.

• utility_name
Indicates one of the eligible Tape Encryption utilities. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– TBESHOW
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Specifies the BES database listing utility.
– TBEKMUTL

Specifies the BES key maintenance utility.
• CLASS(CA@BES)

Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. For utilities, this is always CA@BES.
• ACCESS

Specifies the permission access granted. For granting access to run utilities, the minimum value that you need to
specify is READ. It allows the specified user to execute the utility.

• GENERIC
Specifies that the utility name is treated like a generic name, even if no generic characters are specified.

• ID(username)
Specifies one or more user names that have permission to use the key.

Sample Utility Protection Scenario Using IBM Security Server RACF
This sample utility protection profile prevents all users, by global default, from being able to execute the TBESHOW
database list utility. However, user SYSTEMS can list the BES1 database.

RDEF CA@BES BES.UTILITIES.PROTECT

RDEF CA@BES BES1.UTILITY.TBESHOW                                    

     OWNER(SECADMIN)                                                

     DATA('<TE> BATCH UTILITY PROTECTION'  )

PE   BES1.UTILITY.TBESHOW CLASS(CA@BES) ACCESS(READ)                

     GENERIC ID(SYSTEMS)

Define Security Protection Profiles in Top Secret
BES General Resource Class
The Tape Encryption SAF Interface uses the CA@BES general resource class to warehouse the security protection
profiles. Tape Encryption always submits a fully-qualified, discrete, or generic resource name when requesting services
from Top Secret. This allows you to define either discrete or generic Tape Encryption resources in the CA@BES resource
class.

NOTE
Top Secret provides native support for the CA@BES resource class in Top Secret r12 and above.

Activate and Control the Tape Encryption SAF Interface for Top Secret
The SAF Interface is enabled or disabled at the global level for all BESn subsystems. You control the SAF Interface
through the definition of the CA@BES resource profile BES.SECURITY. The actual control information to activate or
inactivate the SAF Interface is stored on the APPLDATA field of the PERMIT command. The following steps outline the
order of the Top Secret commands used to control the SAF Interface:

1. ADDTO CA@BES the SAF Interface control profile: BES.SECURITY.
2. PERMIT BES.SECURITY to the started task ACID of the BES subsystems with an access level of at least READ.
3. Include an APPLDATA parameter that specifies the control options of either ACTIVE or INACTIVE on the

PERMIT.BES.SECURITY command.
4. Define the BES.TSS.ACID.

For information about defining the BES.TSS.ACID, see The Tape Encryption Processing ACID.
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5. Issue an additional PERMIT command to the ACID on the BES.TSS.ACID including the same APPLDATA that was
defined on the BES.SECURITY PERMIT command.

When ACTIVE is specified the Tape Encryption SAF Interface will control Tape Encryption resources (key and utility
protection) defined to CA@BES and OPERCMDS (command protection) and enable security data set selection.

NOTE
The absence of this parameter will set the SAF Interface to “INACTIVE” and for all BES subsystems.

Consider the following points when defining the BES.SECURITY control profile:

• BES.SECURITY is a global parameter and will control the SAF Interface for all BES subsystems.
• BES.SECURITY must have an APPLDATA statement defined in the PERMIT statement. The PERMIT statement must

grant READ access to the Started Task ACID assigned to the BES subsystem.
• The two valid APPLDATA entries that can be specified are: ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
• During initialization, the presence of an invalid or unsupported APPLDATA parameter will prevent the SAF Interface

from being initialized.
• During RELOAD=SECURITY processing, the presence of an invalid or unsupported APPLDATA parameter will

quiesce the SAF Interface.
• During INITIALIZATION or RELOAD=SECURITY processing, if the BES.SECURITY profile cannot be extracted or

if the APPLDATA contains an invalid control parameter, Tape Encryption will default to a global PERMIT resource
protection level (no resources are protected) and security data set selection will be disabled.

NOTE
In the sample statements presented, + indicates a Top Secret continuation character.

Activate the SAF Interface (BES.SECURITY)
Use the following Top Secret commands to define the BES.SECURITY control profile and enable the SAF Interface. In this
example the BES subsystems run under the control of the started task ACID STCDEF and the resources are owned by
PRODDEPT.

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) UNDERCUT

TSS PERMIT(STCDEF) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) +

     ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('ACTIVE  ')

Refresh Top Secret and Tape Encryption Storage Profiles
After modifying the BES.SECURITY profile or any other CA@BES or OPERCMDS profile, the following system
commands are required to refresh storage profiles:

TSS REFRESH(stc-acid) JOBNAME(BESn)

BESn RELOAD=SECURITY

The Tape Encryption Processing ACID
A special ACID, referred to as the Tape Encryption processing ACID, is required to perform certain RACROUTE functions
for the Tape Encryption SAF Interface. Consider the following points when defining the processing ACID:
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• The processing ACID is not used to determine access for any resource.
• The processing ACID is not used to determine system entry and therefore should be defined without a password.
• BES.TSS.ACID must specify the processing ACID name on the APPLDATA parameter of the PERMIT command. The

PERMIT statement must grant READ access to the Started Task ACID assigned to the BES subsystem.
• BES.TSS.ACID must have a PERMIT command issued for all Tape Encryption resource profiles defined in the

CA@BES and OPERCMDS resource classes. This includes the control profiles BES.SECURITY and BES.TSS.ACID.
• BES.TSS.ACID must be defined to include the facilities of STC and BATCH. If these are omitted you will receive

authorization failures during Tape Encryption initialization or during RELOAD=SECURITY processing.

Define the Tape Encryption Processing ACID
Use the following Top Secret commands to define the Tape Encryption processing ACID on the BES.TSS.ACID control
parameter. In this example the processing ACID is named BESACID, the started task ACID is STCDEF and each
resource is owned by PRODDEPT.

 TSS CREATE(BESACID) NAME('<TE>') TYPE(USER) +

     DEPARTMENT(PRODDEPT) PASSWORD(NOPW) FAC(STC,BATCH)

 TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT) CA@BES(BES.TSS.ACID) UNDERCUT

 TSS PERMIT(STCDEF) CA@BES(BES.TSS.ACID) +

     ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('BESACID ')

If BES.SECURITY is ACTIVE and the BES.TSS.ACID cannot be located or built, Tape Encryption initialization will
abend U2500. If BES.TSS.ACID or BES.SECURITY cannot be verified, the current SAF Interface environment will be
maintained.

NOTE
After the BES processing ACID has been defined, you should issue a PERMIT command for each Tape
Encryption CA@BES and OPERCMDS resource.

About Using Vantage GMI with Tape Encryption and Top Secret
If you are running GMI with Tape Encryption and Top Secret or plan to run it, keep in mind the following points when
creating your Top Secret resource profiles for protecting Tape Encryption resources:

• To enhance GMI reporting, try to maximize your use of fully-qualified (discrete) resources.
• To obtain the latest Vantage service with the most recent support for Tape Encryption and Top Secret reporting

features, contact Technical Support.

NOTE
If you are implementing the Tape Encryption SAF Interface, you will need to PERMIT the Vantage started task
ACID access to the TBESHOW utility program.

Select Data Sets for Encryption with Top Secret
Tape Encryption provides two different ways to enable Top Secret to select data sets for encryption. The first method is to
define data set selection profiles using the ADDTO and PERMIT command combination to define discrete, fully-qualified,
or generic data set selection profiles. Another option is to encrypt all data sets using the BES.DEFAULT profile.

NOTE
BES.DEFAULT, if defined, will only be used when a more specific selection profile is not matched.
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The data set selection profiles are comprised of two parts. The first part is the data set name component and the second
part is the encryption parameter component. The data set prefix or model is defined to Top Secret by using the ADDTO
command. The PERMIT command is used to define the generic, discrete, or fully-qualified data set name and to define
the encryption parameter.

The encryption parameter component identifies the encryption key used when creating the encrypted data set. For Top
Secret, the encryption parameter component is stored in the 255 byte APPLDATA data field of the PERMIT command.

Data Set Selection Profiles for Top Secret
Data set selection profiles can be defined as discrete, fully-qualified, or generic. Regardless of which definition method
used (discrete or generic) each data set selection profile is defined to the CA@BES resource class and prefixed with the
following constant: “DSN.” (the letters DSN followed by a period '.').

Discrete, Fully-Qualified, Generic Data Set Selection Profiles for Top Secret

The 26-character data set selection prefix resource is used to assign ownership and to create a model of data set
selection profiles using the ADDTO command. To further qualify a data set selection profile the Top Secret PERMIT
command is defined. On the PERMIT command you have the option of creating a discrete, fully-qualified, or generic data
selection profile.

By defining discrete, fully-qualified, or generic data set selection profiles the security administrator can select specific data
sets or large group of data sets for encryption. Individual or generic data set selection profiles can be tailored to match
specific encryption keys to data sets and select which BESn subsystem will encrypt the data sets.

Data Set Selection Prefix Profiles
Use data set selection prefix profiles to define the prefix for data set names.

Data Set Selection Prefix Profile Definition Using ADDTO

The ADDTO command has the following format for defining prefix data set selection profiles:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(DSN.data_set_prefix)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.

• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES for data set selection profiles.

• DSN
Indicates the entity is a data set selection profile.

• data_set_prefix
Specifies a 26-character data set selection prefix name.

Example: Add discrete data set selection prefix profile

This example uses the Top Secret command ADDTO to define discrete data set selection profiles to CA@BES. Because
the actual data set name is less than 26 characters, the entire data set name can be defined.
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TSS ADDTO(BESDEPT) CA@BES(DSN.SYS2.PROD.BACKUP.FILE)

Generic Data Set Selection Profiles
Generic profiles allow you to define single or multiple data set selection profiles using the ADDTO command and then
using multiple PERMIT commands to further qualify the data set name and to specify the encryption parameter.

Generic Data Set Selection Profile Definition for Top Secret

This example uses the Top Secret command ADDTO to define a generic data sets selection profile to CA@BES.

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(DSN.generic_definition)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.

• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always keyword keyref="bes"/> for data set selection
profiles.

• DSN
Indicates the entity is the generic data set selection profile.

• generic_definition
Specifies the partially-qualified or generic data set name.

NOTE
Optionally, you could define a single generic data set selection profile by specifying DSN and using the PERMIT
command to further qualify the generic data set.

Example: Define a single generic data set selection profile

This example can be used to specify a single generic data set selection profile to the Top Secret keyword keyref="bes"/
> resource class. In this example all data sets that begin with BACKUP will be encrypted using the encryption parameter
specified on the matching PERMIT statement.

TSS ADDTO(BESDEPT) CA@BES(DSN.BACKUP)

Example: Define multiple generic data set selection profiles

This example shows how you can define multiple generic data set selection profiles to the Top Secret keyword
keyref="bes"/> resource class. These examples select data sets beginning with SYSBKUP, SYS2.PROD, and
DDA.PROD.DAILY for encryption:

TSS ADDTO(BESDEPT) CA@BES(DSN.SYSBKUP)

TSS ADDTO(BESDEPT) CA@BES(DSN.SYS2.PROD)

TSS ADDTO(BESDEPT) CA@BES(DSN.DDA.PROD.DAILY)

Default Data Set Selection Profiles Using BES.DEFAULT

Tape Encryption supports a keyword keyref="bes"/> entity that will automatically encrypt all tape data sets;
BES.DEFAULT. When BES.DEFAULT is defined and has a valid accompanying encryption parameter on the PERMIT
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statement, all tape output data sets are automatically encrypted using the default encryption key specified on the PERMIT
statement. This method of data set selection is used to ensure that all tape data sets created are automatically encrypted.

Encryption Parameter for Top Secret
After the CA@BES data set selection profiles have been defined, the Top Secret PERMIT command must be issued
to associate the data set selection profile to the encryption parameter and define which ACID can use the selection
profile. The actual encryption parameter values are defined within the 255 character APPLDATA keyword of the PERMIT.
Consider the following rules when defining the encryption profile:

• The APPLDATA field must include a valid Tape Encryption parameter, in the form of APPLDATA('BES=(string_value)')
or APPLDATA('BESn=(string_value)').

• The string_value is comprised of one of the following:
– a symmetric key name
– a code book name
– a digital certificate name

• You can include additional text before or after the BES= or BESn= parameter. A blank must immediately precede the
BES= or BESn= statement if either is not the leftmost text in the description field.

• The description field can contain up to 120 alphanumeric and special characters. If you enter lowercase characters,
they are converted to uppercase.

• The data set selection profiles do not support the use of commas as command delimiters or embedded blanks. Use
periods instead of these delimiters.

Symmetric Key

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses symmetric keys:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(symmetric_key_name)')

Code Book

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses code books:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(BOOK(code_book_name).encryption_strength)')

Digital Certificates 

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses digital certificates:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(RSA(ring_name):certificate_name.encryption_strength)')

Encryption Parameter Definition Format for Top Secret
You associate the data set selection profile with its associated encryption parameter by issuing the Top Secret PERMIT
command. The actual data set encryption profile is contained within the APPLDATA field of the PERMIT command. When
issuing the PERMIT command, an ACID field must be specified. For Tape Encryption data set selection profiles, the ACID
on this form of the PERMIT command will be the ACID of the user submitting or running the job. Also, the resource name
on the PERMIT statement can be used to add granularity by allowing you to further qualify the data set name and match a
specific encryption parameter to a specific data set (fully-qualified or discrete) or group data sets (generic).
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NOTE
A PERMIT command must be issued to associate the data set selection profile with its required encryption
parameter and to further define the data set name. If this step is omitted, or an incorrect PERMIT statement is
defined, Tape Encryption will not select the data set or data sets using Top Secret. Two PERMIT commands
are required, the first is to PERMIT the ACID specified on BES.TSS.ACID access to read the data set selection
profile and the second PERMIT is to grant the ACID of the user submitting the job access to the profile.

TSS PERMIT(acidname) CA@BES(DSN.data_set_name) ACCESS(READ) +

APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption_parameter'))

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• PERMIT
Specifies the PERMIT command.

• acidname
Specifies the accessor ID assigned to the job.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES for data set selection profiles.

• DSN.
Indicates the entity is the generic data set selection profile.

• data_set_name
Specifies the discrete, fully-qualified, or generic data set name to be encrypted.

• APPLDATA('BESn=('encryption.parameter'))
Specifies the encryption key to encrypt the data set. The encryption parameter must be coded using the format for
symmetric keys, code books, or digital certificates.

Bypass Encryption for Top Secret using DONOTENCRYPT

There are certain system data sets that should not be encrypted, such as the Tape Encryption data base or the z/
OS operating system backups. To circumvent automatic selection using BES.DEFAULT or to ensure a data set is not
encrypted (using Top Secret or DFSMS), you should define a CA@BES data set selection profile using the encryption
parameter DONOTENCRYPT.

Use the following format to bypass encryption for a specific data set profile:

APPLDATA=('BESn=(DONOTENCRYPT)')

Example: Define a data set profile for encryption using Top Secret

This example uses the Top Secret command, PERMIT, to specify that only the specific data set, SYS2.BACKUP.FILE will
be eligible for encryption on BES2 and will use the encryption key 3DES192_KEY. When permitting a data set, you must
permit the ACIDNAME specified when you defined the BES.TSS.ACID.acidname CA@BES control parameter and the
ACID of the user submitting the job. In this example, we assume the defined acidnames are TSSACID and SYSTEMS
respectively.

TSS PERMIT(BESACID) CA@BES(DSN.SYS2.BACKUP.FILE)   +

    ACCESS(READ)   APPLDATA('BES2=(3DES192_KEY)')

TSS PERMIT(SYSTEMS) CA@BES(DSN.SYS2.BACKUP.FILE)   +

    ACCESS(READ)   APPLDATA('BES2=(3DES192_KEY)')

Example: Add an encryption key to a data set previously defined to Top Secret
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This example uses the Top Secret command, PERMIT, and the APPLDATA statement to specify that all data sets that
begin with BACKUP.B2B running on BES3 are eligible for encryption using code book BKUPBOOK with an encryption
strength of AES256.

TSS ADDTO( SYSDEPT ) CA@BES(DSN.BACKUP.B2B) UNDERCUT

TSS PERMIT(SYSTEMS) CA@BES(DSN.BACKUP.B2B) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('BES3=(BOOK(BKUPBOOK).AES256)')

The maximum length of the data set selection profile on the permit statement is 49 characters; the prefix constant of
“DSN.” plus an addition 44 characters that can include the fully-qualified data set name.

Note: The encryption data set selection process does not perform security resource validation checks. This is
automatically performed by z/OS during the data set open process.

Command Protection Profiles for Top Secret
 

ADDTO Command to Control Commands Globally or Locally in Top Secret
Use the ADDTO command to define a default command protection profile to Top Secret for all Tape Encryption console
commands. You can specify this profile globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BESn.COMMANDS.permissions)

TSS

Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.

• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES for default command protection
profiles that apply to all commands.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• COMMANDS
Specifies that this definition is for a command profile.

• permissions
Specifies the permission setting. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that all the commands are permitted.
– PROTECT

Specifies that all the commands are protected.
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NOTE
Top Secret PERMIT statements are not necessary for ADDTO commands because this command is not used in
determining access privileges. This command only sets the BES processing parameters.

Example: Define and permit all commands globally to all BES subsystems for Top Secret

This example defines a global command protection profile to Top Secret for the console commands for all BES
subsystems, indicated by BES with no subsystem identifier, and permits the user of the resource to run these commands,
indicated by COMMANDS.PERMIT. These permissions can be overridden by a protect option specified for a particular
BES subsystem or a particular command.

TSS ADD(DEPT2) CA@BES(BES.COMMANDS.PERMIT)

Example: Define and restrict all commands globally to all BES subsystems for Top Secret

This example defines a global command protection profile to Top Secret for the console commands for all BES
subsystems, indicated by BES with no subsystem identifier, and restricts the use of these commands by the department
DEPT1. These permissions can be overridden by a permit option specified for a particular BES subsystem or a particular
command.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT1) CA@BES(BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT)

Example: Allow all commands on a specific BES subsystem by defining a local definition for Top Secret

This example defines a local command profile to Top Secret for BES2, and uses the BES2.COMMANDS.PERMIT
parameter to allow the use of all commands on that subsystem. These permissions can be overridden by a protect option
specified for a particular command for this subsystem or by explicitly defining a command and not specifying access for a
specific user in the Top Secret PERMIT command.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT1) CA@BES(BES2.COMMANDS.PERMIT)

ADDTO Command for Defining Specific Commands in Top Secret
Use the ADDTO command to define a specific command to Top Secret for individual Tape Encryption console commands.
You can specify this profile globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

NOTE
Unlike other resource definitions, command definitions for specific commands are defined in the OPERCMDS
resource class.

This command has the following format:

TSS ADDTO(department) OPERCMDS(BESn.command_name.qualified_name)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.

• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• OPERCMDS
Specifies the general resource class for console commands, OPERCMDS.

• n
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Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• command_name.qualified_name
Specifies the name of the command you want to manage, and the qualifying name of the command, if any. Options for
this parameter are as follows:
– COMPROMISE

Specifies the COMPROMISE= command.
– DISPLAY

Specifies all forms of the DISPLAY command.
– DUMP

Specifies the DUMP command.
– MIGRATE

Specifies all forms of the MIGRATE= command.
– PASSPHRASE

Specifies the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– REFRESH.CAEKMAPI

Specifies the REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.CODEBOOKS

Specifies the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command.
– REFRESH.KEYRINGS

Specifies the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.
– REFRESH.NKMPARMS

Specifies the REFRESH=NKMPARMS command.
– REFRESH.OPTIONS

Specifies the REFRESH=OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.SYMKEYS

Specifies the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.
– RELOAD

Specifies all forms of the RELOAD= command, except for the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– SET.CONSOLE

Specifies the SET CONSOLE command.
– SHUTDOWN

Specifies the SHUTDOWN command.
– START.NKM

Specifies the START NKM command.
– STOP.NKM

Specifies the STOP NKM command.

Example: Define a specific command for all subsystems for Top Secret

This example defines the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command to Top Secret globally for all BES subsystems.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) OPERCMDS(BES.PASSPHRASE)

Example: Define a specific command for a specific subsystem for Top Secret

This example defines the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command to Top Secret locally for BES2.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) OPERCMDS(BES2.PASSPHRASE)

Example: Control access to the RELOAD commands for BES1 on Top Secret
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This example uses the ADDTO command for Top Secret to control the use of all versions of the RELOAD command
on BES1. If no associated PERMIT command is defined for this BES subsystem, users are restricted from using the
RELOAD commands.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) OPERCMDS(BES1.RELOAD)

Example: Define the local security option for BES7 on Top Secret

This example uses the ADDTO command for Top Secret to specify that commands are protected on BES7. If you want
to permit any users to run commands on BES7, you would have to define the command to BES7 with an RDEFINE
command and grant access with a Top Secret PERMIT command.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) OPERCMDS(BES7.COMMANDS.PROTECT)

PERMIT Command for Command Protection Profiles in Top Secret
Use the Top Secret PERMIT command to define to Top Secret the commands that a specific user is permitted to run.

NOTE
Unlike other resource definitions, command definitions for specific commands are defined in the OPERCMDS
resource class. The Top Secret PERMIT command grants access to defined resources. The BES PERMIT
command defines security levels to specific BES subsystems at the local level or to all BES subsystems at the
global level.

This command has the following format:

TSS PERMIT(acidname) OPERCMDS(BESn.command_name.qualified_name) ACCESS(READ)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• PERMIT
Specifies the PERMIT command.

• acidname
Specifies the accessor ID

• OPERCMDS
Specifies the general resource class for console commands, OPERCMDS.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• command_name.qualified_name
Specifies the name of the command you want to manage, and the qualifying name of the command, if any. Options for
this parameter are as follows:
Specifies the name of the command you want to manage, and the qualifying name of the command, if any. Options for
this parameter are as follows:
– COMPROMISE

Specifies the COMPROMISE= command.
– DISPLAY

Specifies all forms of the DISPLAY command.
– DUMP

Specifies the DUMP command.
– MIGRATE
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Specifies all forms of the MIGRATE= command.
– PASSPHRASE

Specifies the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– REFRESH.CAEKMAPI

Specifies the REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.CODEBOOKS

Specifies the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command.
– REFRESH.KEYRINGS

Specifies the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.
– REFRESH.NKMPARMS

Specifies the REFRESH=NKMPARMS command.
– REFRESH.OPTIONS

Specifies the REFRESH=OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.SYMKEYS

Specifies the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.
– RELOAD

Specifies all forms of the RELOAD= command, except for the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– SET.CONSOLE

Specifies the SET CONSOLE command.
– SHUTDOWN

Specifies the SHUTDOWN command.
– START.NKM

Specifies the START NKM command.
– STOP.NKM

• Specifies the STOP NKM command.ACCESS
Specifies the permission access granted. For granting access to run commands, the minimum value that you need to
specify is READ. It allows the specified user to execute the command.

Example: Permit specific users access to a command on all subsystems on Top Secret

This example shows that users SECADMIN and SYSADM01 are defined to Top Secret with permission to use the
DISPLAY commands on all BES subsystems.

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) OPERCMDS(BES.DISPLAY) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(SYSADM01) OPERCMDS(BES.DISPLAY) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Permit users access to a command for a specific subsystem on Top Secret

This example shows that users SECADMIN and SYSADM01 are defined to Top Secret with permission to use the
RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command on BES2.

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) OPERCMDS(BES2.PASSPHRASE) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(SYSADM01) OPERCMDS(BES2.PASSPHRASE) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Permit group access to all functions of the RELOAD command for BES1 on Top Secret

This example uses the PERMIT command for Top Secret to specify that users in the group SYSTEMS can run the
RELOAD commands on BES1. This definition requires an associated ADDTO command, as shown in the example for
controlling access to the RELOAD commands on BES1 in the section ADDTO Command for Defining Specific Commands
in Top Secret.

TSS PERMIT(SYSTEMS) OPERCMDS(BES1.RELOAD.**) ACCESS(READ)
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Example: Restrict universal access for a command on Top Secret

This example shows the use of the PERMIT command for Top Secret to exclude external users from using the DISPLAY
commands on BES7. This example assumes that an associated ADDTO command has been used to define the DISPLAY
commands on Top Secret. You can use this associated PERMIT command to specify ACCESS of FAIL. This allows
all users to run the DISPLAY commands except for the users specified in parentheses after the PERMIT, in this case,
EXT001 and EXT002.

TSS PERMIT(EXT001) OPERCMDS(BES7.DISPLAY.*) ACCESS(FAIL)

TSS PERMIT(EXT002) OPERCMDS(BES7.DISPLAY.*) ACCESS(FAIL)

Sample Command Protection Scenarios Using Top Secret
The sample command protection scenarios show how to put all the command protection profile definitions together to
permit and restrict commands using Top Secret:

Sample Scenario to Permit and Restrict Specific Commands on Top Secret

This sample scenario shows how to create a command protection profile for Top Secret to permit all users to run all
DISPLAY commands and to control access to the RELOAD commands. The first ADDTO statement indicates that all
users are permitted to use the DISPLAY commands on all BES subsystems. The second ADDTO statement indicates that
we want to control the use of the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command on BES1. The third ADDTO statement indicates
that we want to control the use of all RELOAD commands on BES2. The first PERMIT statement grants access to user
SECADMIN to run the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command on BES1. The second PERMIT statement grants access to
the user SECADMIN to run all the RELOAD commands on BES2. The third PERMIT statement grants access to the user
SYSADM01 to run all the RELOAD commands on BES2.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES.COMMANDS.DISPLAY) 

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) OPERCMDS(BES1.PASSPHRASE)

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) OPERCMDS(BES1.PASSPHRASE) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01)  OPERCMDS(BES2.RELOAD.**)

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN)  OPERCMDS(BES2.RELOAD.**)

TSS PERMIT(SYSADM01)  OPERCMDS(BES2.RELOAD.**)

Sample Scenario to Restrict All Commands and Permit a Specific Command on Top Secret

This sample scenario shows how to create a command protection profile for Top Secret to prohibit all users from running
all commands except for allowing specific users to run the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command on BES1 and BES2. The
first ADDTO statement indicates that all users are prohibited from using all commands unless otherwise defined. The
second and third ADDTO statements indicate that we want to control the use of the command on BES1 and BES2. The
PERMIT commands indicate that only the SECADMIN and SYSADM01 users can run this command on BES1 and BES2.
Because command protection is governed by the first ADDTO statement and commands are not defined to any other BES
subsystems, all users are prohibited from running any command on any subsystem, except for the two users defined to
BES1 and BES2.

TSS  ADDTO(DEPT01)  CA@BES(BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT)

TSS  ADDTO(DEPT01)  OPERCMDS(BES1.PASSPHRASE)

TSS  PERMIT(SECADMIN)  OPERCMDS(BES1.PASSPHRASE)

TSS  PERMIT(SYSADM01)  OPERCMDS(BES1.PASSPHRASE)

TSS  ADDTO(DEPT01)  OPERCMDS(BES2.PASSPHRASE)

TSS  PERMIT(SECADMIN)  OPERCMDS(BES2.PASSPHRASE)
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TSS  PERMIT(SYSADM01)  OPERCMDS(BES2.PASSPHRASE)

If you wanted to allow any users to run commands on any other subsystems, you would have to use an ADDTO statement
for each subsystem and each command to indicate that you wanted to control the command. You would then need a
PERMIT statement for each subsystem to define each permitted command and to specify the authorized users for each
command.

Sample Scenario for Controlling RELOAD Commands and Permitting Specific Users on Top Secret

This sample scenario shows the use of the ADDTO command for Top Secret to define the RELOAD commands to
BES7, and the use of the PERMIT command to specify that users SECADMIN and SYSADM01 are allowed to run these
commands on BES7.

TSS  ADDTO(DEPT01)  OPERCMDS(BES7.RELOAD)

TSS  PERMIT(SECADMIN)  OPERCMDS(BES7.RELOAD.**)

TSS  PERMIT(SYSADM01)  OPERCMDS(BES2.RELOAD.**)

Key Protection Profiles for Top Secret

ADDTO Command for Global and Local Key Permission Defaults on Top Secret
Use the ADDTO command to define global and local permissions for all keys to Top Secret. This command indicates the
default permissions for using all keys on the specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BESn.KEYS.permissions)     

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.

• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

NOTE
If you do not specify a BES task number for this command, the profile is a global profile that applies to all
BES subsystems. If you specify a BES task number, the profile is a local profile that applies to the specific
BES subsystem.

• KEYS
Specifies that this statement defines the default key permissions for the specified BES subsystem.

• permissions
Specifies the permission setting. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that all keys are permitted for all users on the specified BES subsystem unless otherwise defined.
– PROTECT
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Specifies that all keys are prohibited to all users on the specified BES subsystem unless otherwise defined.

Example: Global permissions for all keys on all BES subsystems

This example specifies that all users are permitted to use any available keys on any BES subsystem.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES.KEYS.PERMIT)

Example: Global restrictions for all keys on all BES subsystems

This example specifies that no users are permitted to use any available keys on any BES subsystem unless otherwise
defined.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES.KEYS.PROTECT)

Example: Local permissions for all keys on a specific BES subsystem

This example specifies that all users are permitted to use any available keys on BES1.

TSS ADD(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES1.KEYS.PERMIT)

Example: Local restrictions for all keys on a specific BES subsystem

This example specifies that no users are permitted to use any available keys on the specified BES subsystem unless
otherwise defined.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES1.KEYS.PROTECT)

ADDTO Command to Define a Specific Key for Top Secret
Use the RDEFINE command to define a specific key to Top Secret. This command indicates the type of key you want to
define. Use this command with an associated PERMIT command for each key and each subsystem.

This command has the following format:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BESn.key_type.key_name)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.

• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. For keys, this is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• key_type
Indicates the type of key to define. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– KEYCODE
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Specifies a code book. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the
<B2BCodeBooks> section of parmlib.

– KEYCERT
Specifies a digital certificate key pair. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be a digital
certificate defined to the security system on a key ring specified in the <B2BKeyrings> section of parmlib.

– KEYSYMM
Specifies a symmetric key. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the
<SymmetricKeys> section of parmlib.

• key_name
Specifies the name of the key. Replace any spaces in the key name with periods.

Example: Define a symmetric key

This example defines a symmetric key named AES256_KEY to BES1 for Top Secret. It indicates that you want to control
this key on this subsystem.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY)

PERMIT Command for Defining Key Permission for Top Secret
Use the PERMIT command to define permissions for a specific key and one or more specific users on a specified
subsystem for Top Secret. Use this command with an associated ADDTO command for the key.

This command has the following format:

TSS PERMIT(acidname) CA@BES(BESn.key_type.key_name) ACCESS(READ)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• PERMIT
Indicates the PERMIT command.

• acidname
Specifies the accessor ID.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. For keys, this is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• key_type
Indicates the type of key to define. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– KEYCODE

Specifies a code book.
– KEYCERT

Specifies a digital certificate key pair.
– KEYSYMM

Specifies a symmetric key.
• key_name

Specifies the name of the key.
• ACCESS

Specifies the permission access granted. This value is always READ. It allows the specified user to use the key.

Example: Permit a user to access a key on a specific subsystem
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This example defines permission for user SECADMIN to use a symmetric key named AES256_KEY on BES4.

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) CA@BES(BES4.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY) ACCESS(READ)

Sample Key Protection Scenarios Using Top Secret
The sample key protection scenarios show how to put all the key protection profile definitions together to permit and
restrict user access to keys using Top Secret:

Sample Scenario for Permitting Global Key Use and Restricting a Specific Key for Top Secret

This sample scenario shows how to control key protection using the ADDTO and PERMIT commands on Top Secret. You
might want to use a profile similar to this one to control the use of keys that require significant processing overhead. You
can permit users to access most keys while restricting the use of a few keys.

The first ADDTO statement permits all users to access any available key on any BES subsystem. The second ADDTO
statement indicates that you want to control access to the symmetric key named AES256_KEY on BES1. The PERMIT
statements indicate that only users SECADMIN and SYSADMIN are permitted to use this key on BES1. Because the first
ADDTO statement defines the default behavior for key protection, any users can use any available keys on any active
subsystem except BES1.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES.KEYS.PERMIT)

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY)

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) CA@BES(BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(SYSADMIN) CA@BES(BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY) ACCESS(READ)

If you wanted to control access to AES256_KEY on other BES subsystems, you would have to create an ADDTO
statement and a PERMIT statement for each subsystem, for example BES2, BES3, and so on.

Sample Scenario for Restricting Global Access to Keys and Permitting a Specific Key for Top Secret

This sample scenario shows how to restrict key access using the ADDTO and PERMIT commands on Top Secret. The
first ADDTO statement restricts all users from accessing any key on any BES subsystem. The second ADDTO statement
indicates that you want to control access to the symmetric key named AES256_KEY on BES1. The PERMIT statements
indicate that only users SECADMIN and SYSADMIN are permitted to use this key on BES1. Because the first ADDTO
statement defines the default behavior for key protection as PROTECT, no other users can use any key on any active
subsystem.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES.KEYS.PROTECT)

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY)

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN)  CA@BES(BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(SYSADMIN)  CA@BES(BES1.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY) ACCESS(READ)

If you want to permit other keys to be available, use an ADDTO statement and a PERMIT statement for each key and
each subsystem to define the permissions for each subsystem.

Utility Protection Profiles for Top Secret
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ADDTO Command to Control Utilities Globally or Locally in Top Secret
Use the ADDTO command to define a default utilities protection profile to Top Secret for all eligible Tape Encryption
utilities. You can specify this profile globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BESn.UTILITIES.permissions)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.

• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES for default utilities protection
profiles that apply to all eligible utilities.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• UTILITIES
Specifies that this statement defines the default utilities permissions for the specified BES subsystem.

• permissions
Specifies the permission setting. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that all the eligible utilities are permitted.
– PROTECT

Specifies that all the eligible utilities are protected.

Example: Define and restrict utilities globally on all BES subsystems for Top Secret

This example defines a global utilities protection profile to Top Secret for all eligible utilities for all BES subsystems,
indicated by BES with no subsystem identifier, and restricts all users from running these utilities, indicated by
UTILITIES.PROTECT. These restrictions can be overridden by a permit option specified for a particular BES subsystem or
a particular utility.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES.UTILITIES.PROTECT)

ADDTO Command for Defining Specific Utility in Top Secret
Use the ADDTO command to define a specific eligible Tape Encryption utility to Top Secret. You can specify this profile
globally for all BES subsystems or locally for a specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BESn.UTILITY.utility_name)

TSS

Indicates a Top Secret command.

• ADDTO
Specifies the ADDTO command. The short form of this command is ADD.
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• department
Specifies the department name that owns the BES resources.

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• UTILITY
Specifies that this statement defines the specified utility on the specified BES subsystem.

• utility_name
Indicates one of the eligible Tape Encryption utilities. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– TBESHOW

Specifies the BES database listing utility.
– TBEKMUTL

Specifies the BES key maintenance utility.

Example: Define an eligible utility for a specific subsystem for Top Secret

This example defines the TBESHOW utility to Top Secret locally for BES1.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01) CA@BES(BES1.UTILITY.TBESHOW)

PERMIT Command for Utility Protection Profiles in Top Secret
Use the Top Secret PERMIT command to define to Top Secret the utilities that a specific user is permitted to run.

This command has the following format:

TSS PERMIT(acidname)   CA@BES(BESn.UTILITY.utility_name) ACCESS(READ)

• TSS
Indicates a Top Secret command.

• PERMIT
Specifies the PERMIT command.

• acidname
Specifies the accessor ID

• CA@BES
Specifies the general resource class for Tape Encryption. This is always CA@BES.

• UTILITY
Specifies that this statement defines permissions for the specified utility on the specified BES subsystem.

• n
Indicates the BES task number. If you specify BES with no subsystem identifier, the profile applies to all BES
subsystems.

• utility_name
Indicates one of the eligible Tape Encryption utilities. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– TBESHOW

Specifies the BES database listing utility.
– TBEKMUTL

Specifies the BES key maintenance utility.
• ACCESS
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Specifies the permission access granted. For granting access to run utilities, the minimum value that you need to
specify is READ. It allows the specified user to execute the utility.

Example: Permit a specific user to access a specific utility on a specific BES subsystem

This example permits the user SYSTEMS to run the TBESHOW utility on BES1.

TSS PERMIT(SYSTEMS)   CA@BES(BES1.UTILITY.TBESHOW) ACCESS(READ)

Sample Utility Protection Scenario Using Top Secret
This sample scenario prevents all users, by global default, from being able to execute the TBESHOW database list utility.
However, user SYSTEMS can list the BES1 database.

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01)  CA@BES(BES.UTILITIES.PROTECT)

TSS ADDTO(DEPT01)  CA@BES(BES1.UTILITY.TBESHOW)

TSS PERMIT(SYSTEMS)  CA@BES(BES1.UTILITY.TBESHOW) ACCESS(READ)

Define Security Protection Profiles in ACF2
BES General Resource Class for ACF2
The Tape Encryption SAF Interface uses the CA@BES general resource class to warehouse the security protection
profiles. Tape Encryption always submits a fully-qualified resource name when requesting services from ACF2. This
allows you to define discrete, fully-qualified or generic Tape Encryption resources in the CA@BES resource class.

NOTE
ACF2 provides native support for the CA@BES resource class in ACF2 r12 and above. However, you might
have to update your ACF2 INFODIR settings. For more information, see Update ACF2 INFODIR Record.

BES Overview
The Tape Encryption SAF Interface uses the CA@BES general resource class to warehouse the profiles. ACF2 uses a
three letter resource name identifier when referencing these resources. The CA@BES resource class is referenced as
BES referencing the class in ACF2.

The architecture of ACF2 provides resource protection for all z/OS system resources by default. This type of architecture
imposes several limitations with the Tape Encryption SAF Interface. Tape Encryption does not support the following SAF
Interface features when running under ACF2:

• Global “PERMIT” scope processing mode.
• Local “PERMIT” scope processing mode.

NOTE
For more information about these global and local PERMIT modes, see Pseudo-Global Resource Profile
Definitions.

• Definition of explicit global resources. All resources must be defined to the local BESn subsystem or use pseudo-global
definitions. The only two explicit global exceptions are the BES.SECURITY control parameter and BES.DEFAULT
global default data set selection encryption key.

• Definition of any PROTECT or PERMIT resource protection levels. Protect is assumed.
• Users with the “Non-CNCL” or “SECURITY” attributes on a LID will not invoke the SAF Interface.
• GSO records that override or prohibit SAF calls to OPR (OPERCMDS), BES (CA@BES), or other SAFDEF definitions

that intercept Tape Encryption SAF calls
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NOTE
Each CA@BES and OPERCMDS key set has the ability to define the owner of the rule set. This field is an
informational field only, ACF2 does not use this field for any processing and it does not grant the specified user
any special privileges regarding the rule set.

Update ACF2 INFODIR Record
The CA@BES (BES) resource class is a predefined, protected system resource in ACF2 r12 or from APAR maintenance
for other supported versions. However, before adding entities and enabling the SAF Interface on your BESn subsystem,
you are required to update the ACF2 INFODIR with the changes shown by the following commands. If you do not update
your INFODIR record, generic resource matching will not be active and you will incur significant performance degradation.

Use the following change commands to update the ACF2 INFODIR:

ACF

SET CONTROL(GSO)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(R-RBES) ADD

The following sample shows the resulting console commands after INFODIR has been updated:

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES)

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES),CLASS(RBES)

Using Vantage GMI with Tape Encryption and ACF2
If you are running the GMI with Tape Encryption and IBM Security Server RACF, or plan to run it, keep in mind the
following points when creating your ACF2 key sets for protecting Tape Encryption resources:

• To enhance GMI reporting, try to maximize your use of fully-qualified (discrete) key set names.
• To obtain the latest Vantage service with the most recent support for Tape Encryption and RACF reporting, contact

Technical Support.

NOTE
If implementing the Tape Encryption SAF Interface, you will need to create a rule set granting your Vantage
started task ID access to the TBESHOW utility program.

Tape Encryption Processing with ACF2
Tape Encryption lets you use ACF2 to control the tape encryption process on the z/OS platform. By defining Tape
Encryption resources to ACF2, you can let the security system automatically determine whether a data set is eligible for
encryption or decryption, how to encrypt the data, and which users have permission to use these resources.

Activate and Control the Tape Encryption SAF Interface for ACF2
The Tape Encryption SAF Interface is controlled at the global level for all BESn subsystems. The Tape Encryption
resource profile definition, BES.SECURITY, requires a valid $USERDATA security control parameter. The $USERDATA
security control parameter is used to determine whether the SAF Interface is enabled to protect Tape Encryption
resources (for example; commands, keys, and utilities) and perform data set selection using ACF2 data set selection
profiles. The security control parameter can be added or modified dynamically but you must issue the appropriate ACF2
refresh commands to rebuild the Tape Encryption storage profiles. In addition to the ACF2 refresh commands, the Tape
Encryption reload command needs to be issued for all subsystems currently executing to reload the BES control tables.
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Control the SAF Interface (BES.SECURITY)
During Tape Encryption initialization or SECURITY reload processing the BES SAF Interface performs the following steps
to determine whether the SAF Interface should is activated.

1. Issue an ACF2 status call to determine whether CA@BES has been defined and activated.
2. Attempt to extract the SAF Interface BES.SECURITY control entity.
3. Extract, parse, and validate the SAF Interface control parameter. The SAF Interface control parameter is defined on

the BES.SECURITY $USERDATA field on the ACF2 key set definition. Valid SAF Interface control parameters are
ACTIVE or INACTIVE. ACTIVE will activate the Tape Encryption SAF Interface. INACTIVE will deactivate the SAF
Interface if currently active or will prevent the SAF Interface from being initialized.

NOTE
If any of these steps fail, the SAF Interface will not be activated and each BESn subsystem will default to a
resource protection level of PERMIT (no protected resources) and will disable security data set selection.

BES.SECURITY Control Parameter Format

The BES.SECURITY profile must be defined to the CA@BES before the SAF Interface will be initialized. The
BES.SECURITY control parameter has the following format:

$KEY(BES.SECURITY) TYPE(BES) 

$OWNER(ownerid)

$USERDATA(status)              

  UID(-) ALLOW

• $KEY
Fully-qualified name “BES.SECURITY”.

• TYPE(BES)
Indicates the entry is a CA@BES resource.

• $OWNER(ownerid)
Specifies the owner of the rule. You can specify up to 24 characters in the $OWNER control statement. ACF2 provides
the $OWNER statement in case you want to track ownership of a rule.

• $USERDATA(username)
Used to activate or inactive the Tape Encryption SAF Interface.

• status
Specifies the global processing parameter to activate or inactivate the Tape Encryption SAF Interface component.
Options for this parameter are as follows:
– ACTIVE

Specifies the SAF Interface is active for all BES subsystems on this LPAR.
– INACTIVE

Specifies the SAF Interface is inactive for all BES subsystems on this LPAR. This is the default setting if not
specified.

• UID(-) ALLOW
Specifies global access to this rule.

Activate the SAF Interface
The following ACF2 key set entry will activate the SAF Interface for all BES subsystems.

$KEY(BES.SECURITY) TYPE(BES) 
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$OWNER(ownerid)

$USERDATA(ACTIVE)

  UID(*) ALLOW 

Inactivate the SAF Interface
The following ACF2 key set entry will inactivate the SAF Interface for all BES subsystems.

$KEY(BES.SECURITY) TYPE(BES) 

$OWNER(ownerid)

$USERDATA(INACTIVE)

  UID(*) ALLOW 

Refresh BES Storage Profiles Using ACF2 and BES Commands
After defining or altering any CA@BES resource, the ACF2 and Tape Encryption storage profiles and system tables must
be refreshed. The following command examples provide information about how to reload storage security profiles.

Example: Console commands to reload security processing profiles

After the definition of the Tape Encryption BES.SECURITY SAF Interface control parameter, ACF2 needs to refresh
cached rules. BES2 and BES3 were already running initialized when the change to BES.SECURITY was made and
therefore their SAF Interface environments need to be reloaded.

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES)

BES2 RELOAD=SECURITY

BES3 RELOAD=SECURITY

How Tape Encryption Uses ACF2 to Select Data Sets for Encryption

Data Set Definitions
If the SAF Interface has been enabled from the BES.SECURITY processing parameter, Tape Encryption will interrogate
the CA@BES resource class to determine whether a data set should be encrypted based upon ACF2 profiles. If a
matching data set profile is found, the accompanying $USERDATA field is edited to determine whether it is valid. If all
of the edits are performed successfully, the data set is selected for encryption. If a matching data set selection profile is
not found, Tape Encryption will check CA@BES to see if a default data set selection profile, BES.DEFAULT, has been
defined. If so, the data set is encrypted using the default encryption parameter.

Data set selection profiles are defined to the CA@BES resource class and are prefixed with the constant: “DSN.” (the
letters DSN followed by a period '.'). Following the prefix constant, you can be as specific or generic about the actual data
set name. However, when defining generic profiles, you should pad the $KEY name with trailing asterisks to a maximum
of 40 characters. This will ensure a matching generic profile will be located during the data set selection process.

The maximum length of the data set definition profile is 40 characters; the prefix constant of “DSN.” plus an additional 36-
character data set name.

If you use extended rule sets, you must define the CA@BES data set resources by using the NEXTKEY field, specify
UID(-) PREVENT and include the encryption key name on the $USERDATA field on the following “NEXTKEY” key set.
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Note: The encryption data set selection process does not perform security resource validation checks. This is
automatically performed by z/OS during the data set open process. Therefore, the rule set associated with data set
selection profile should use “UID(-) ALLOW” to differentiate between standard and extended ACF2 rule definitions.

Encryption Parameters
For ACF2, the encryption processing information used to determine eligible data sets is stored in the $USERDATA field
component of the key set, which is 64 bytes long.

Tape Encryption selects files for encryption based on a character string that is recognizable in the $USERDATA field
within the CA@BES resource definition.

The DATA field must include a Tape Encryption parameter, in the form of BES=(string_value) or BESn=(string_value). Do
not include this parameter within apostrophes or other delimiters.

You can include additional text before or after the BES= or BESn= parameter. A comma or blank must immediately
precede the BES= or BESn= statement if either is not the leftmost text in the description field.

The description field can contain up to 64 alphanumeric and special characters. If you enter lowercase characters, they
are converted to uppercase.

The security selection data set feature does not support the use of commas and command delimiters or imbedded blanks.

Symmetric Key 

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses symmetric keys:

$USERDATA(BESn=(symmetric_key_name))

Code Book

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses code books:

$USERDATA(BESn=(BOOK(code_book_name).encryption_strength))

Digital Certificates

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses digital certificates:

$USERDATA(BESn=(RSA(ring_name):certificate_name.encryption_strength))

Bypass Encryption Using DONOTENCRYPT

There are certain system data sets that should not be encrypted, such as the Tape Encryption data base or the z/
OS operating system backups. To circumvent automatic selection using BES.DEFAULT or to ensure a data set is not
encrypted (using ACF2 or DFSMS), you should define a keyword keyref="bes"/> data set selection profile using the
encryption parameter DONOTENCRYPT.

Use the following format to bypass encryption for a specific data set profile:

$USERDATA=(BESn=(DONOTENCRYPT))
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Add Data Set Selection Profiles to ACF2
Use the ACF2 rule compiler to create data set selection resources in CA@BES. If enabled, Tape Encryption will recognize
the data set as a candidate for encryption:

Define a Generic Data Set Selection Profile Using ACF2 Standard Rule Set

Use the ACF2 batch rule compiler to define a CA@BES generic data set definition. The following sample definition will
encrypt all datasets beginning with SYS2.BACKUP on BES2 and will use the encryption key ACFSYMM.

$KEY(DSN.SYS2.BACKUP************************) TYPE(BES)

$USERDATA(BES2=(ACFSYMM))

  UID(*) ALLOW

Define Generic and Fully-Qualified Data Set Selection Profiles Using Extended Rule Sets

Use ACF2 extended rule sets to define tape encryption data set selection profiles. In this example, all of the data set
selection profiles are defined within the DSN key set. The extended rule sets that accompany the key set will be used to
associate the encryption parameter by using the $USERDATA field with the data set name. The first two data set selection
profiles are generic definitions and could encrypt a wide range of data sets. However, the third data set is a fully-qualified
data set selection profile and will only be invoked when an exact data set name matches this key set.

 ACF                                                             

COMPILE STORE                                                   

$KEY(DSN) TYPE(BES)                                             

$USERDATA(DOES NOT MATTER HERE)                                 

 UID(*) ALLOW                                                   

 ACH.PROD.- UID(*) NEXTKEY(DSNACFSYMM) PREVENT                  

 POS.XMIT.SECURED.- UID(*) NEXTKEY(DSNACFCODE) PREVENT          

 XMT.DAILY.FED.XMIT.DATA UID(*) NEXTKEY(DSNACFCERT) PREVENT     

                                                                

COMPILE STORE                                                   

$KEY(DSNACFSYMM) TYPE(BES)                                      

$USERDATA(BES2=(ACFSYMM))                                       

 UID(*) ALLOW                                                   

                                                                

COMPILE STORE                                                   

$KEY(DSNACFCODE) TYPE(BES)                                      

$USERDATA(BES=(BOOK(ACFCODE).AES128))                           

 UID(*) ALLOW                                                   

                                                                

COMPILE STORE                                                   

$KEY(DSNACFCERT) TYPE(BES)                                      

$USERDATA(BES=(RSA(BTERING):ACFCERT.3DES128))                   

 UID(*) ALLOW 

Default Data Set Selection Profiles Using BES.DEFAULT 

Tape Encryption supports a CA@BES entity that will automatically encrypt all tape data sets. This method is used to
ensure all tape data sets created are automatically encrypted.
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NOTE
BES.DEFAULT, if defined, is used only when a more specific selection profile is not matched.

Alter Data Set Selection Profiles
The following examples show you how to alter data set selection key sets in ACF2.

Example: Change the encryption key on a data set selection profile

$KEY(DSN.SYS2.BACKUP************************) TYPE(BES)

$USERDATA(BES=(AES128KEY))

  UID(*) ALLOW

Example: Delete data set selection key sets using pattern matching

ACF

T R(BES)

DEL LIK(DSN.SYS2.BACKUP)              

Example: Delete fully-qualified (discrete) data set selection key set

ACF

T R(BES)

DEL DSN.SYS2.BACKUP.WEEKLY      

NOTE
When performing maintenance (for example; adding/deleting profiles, updating profiles, and so on) on the
CA@BES or OPERCMDS resource classes, always rebuild the cached storage entries. If the cached rule
sets are not refreshed, they cannot be used unless you recycle your BESn subsystem. The ACF2 console
commands to rebuild the cached profiles are as follows:

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES)

F ACF2,REBUILD(OPR)

Pseudo-Global Resource Profile Definitions
ACF2's architecture protects all resources by default at the individual resource level. Tape Encryption's architecture
PERMIT resource protection processing is counterintuitive to the ACF2 architecture and therefore not supported. As an
alternative, Tape Encryption sites running ACF2 can define CA@BES and OPERCMDS “Pseudo-Global” resource profile
definitions. Pseudo-Global resource protection profiles, when defined, emulate PERMIT processing. As the name implies,
pseudo-global resource definition profiles are used as defaults and grant implicit access to Tape Encryption resources).

NOTE
Pseudo-Global resource protection profiles can be defined at either the global level for all BES subsystems or to
individual local BESn subsystems. Broadcom recommends defining pseudo-global resource profiles at the local
BESn subsystem and by function type. This will allow for more comprehensive reporting within the DISPLAY
SECURITY commands and can limit implicit access.

Example: Define pseudo-global resource profiles definitions for BES2

The following pseudo-global profile definitions grant implicit access to BES2. An example of each resource that can be
defined is shown.
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ACF                                                     

                                                        

COMPILE STORE                                           

$KEY(BES2.KEYCODE.**************************) TYPE(BES) 

  UID(*) ALLOW                                          

                                                        

COMPILE STORE                                           

$KEY(BES2.KEYCERT.**************************) TYPE(BES) 

  UID(*) ALLOW                                          

                                                        

COMPILE STORE                                           

$KEY(BES2.KEYSYMM.**************************) TYPE(BES) 

  UID(*) ALLOW                                          

                                                        

COMPILE STORE                                           

$KEY(BES2.UTILITY.TBE***********************) TYPE(BES) 

  UID(*) ALLOW                                          

                                                        

COMPILE STORE                                           

$KEY(BES2.**********************************) TYPE(OPR) 

  UID(*) ALLOW                          

Example: Define a specific resource to be protected

This example show how you define a specific resource and grant permission based on rule set definitions. This definition
would be used where pseudo-global profiles have been defined and the security administrator wants to explicitly protect a
resource.

ACF                                                     

                                                        

COMPILE STORE                                           

$KEY(BES2.DISPLAY***************************) TYPE(OPR) 

  UID(*) PREVENT                                        

Command Protection Profiles in ACF2
NOTE
Command protection processing options (PROTECT and PERMIT) are not supported in systems running under
ACF2. The definition of these resources will generate a system error during initialization or reload processing.

Define System Specific Command Protection Profiles in ACF2

This command has the following format:

$KEY(BESn.command_name.qualified_name) TYPE(OPR) 

$OWNER(ownerid) 

  UID(logon-ID) access

• $KEY
Key name for this rule set - the fully qualified command protection key name.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8) this rule will govern.

• command_name.qualified_name
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Specifies the name of the command you want to manage, and the qualifying name of the command, if any. Options for
this parameter are as follows:
– COMPROMISE

Specifies the COMPROMISE= command.
– DISPLAY

Specifies all forms of the DISPLAY command.
– DUMP

Specifies the DUMP command.
– MIGRATE

Specifies all forms of the MIGRATE= command.
– PASSPHRASE

Specifies the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– REFRESH.CAEKMAPI

Specifies the REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.CODEBOOKS

Specifies the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command.
– REFRESH.KEYRINGS

Specifies the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.
– REFRESH.NKMPARMS

Specifies the REFRESH=NKMPARMS command.
– REFRESH.OPTIONS

Specifies the REFRESH=OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.SYMKEYS

Specifies the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.
– RELOAD

Specifies all forms of the RELOAD= command, except for the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– SET.CONSOLE

Specifies the SET CONSOLE command.
– SHUTDOWN

Specifies the SHUTDOWN command.
– START.NKM

Specifies the START NKM command.
STOP.NKM

• TYPE(OPR)
Indicates that the ACF2 rule set being compiled is an operator command rule.

• $OWNER(ownerid)
Specifies the owner of the rule. You can specify up to 24 characters in the $OWNER control statement. ACF2 provides
the $OWNER statement in case you want to track ownership of a rule.

• UID(login-ID) ALLOW | PREVENT
Specifies the specific ACF2 logon ID that you want to define to the rule set. Two permissible values for
the access parameter is ALLOW to grant access to the command resource or PREVENT to withhold access.

Example: ACF2 fully-qualified command protection profile

This example defines the fully-qualified resource name REFRESH.CODEBOOKS key set for ACF2. The associated rule
set grants access to USERA and USERB on BES2.

$KEY(BES2.REFRESH.CODEBOOKS) TYPE(OPR) 

$OWNER(BES)     

  UID(USERA) ALLOW

  UID(USERB) ALLOW
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Example: ACF2 generic command protection profile definition

This example defines a generic rule set for all forms of the REFRESH command and grants all users of BES1 access to
use the command.

$KEY(BES1.REFRESH****************************) TYPE(OPR)

$OWNER(BES)                                      

  UID(*) ALLOW                                         

Example: ACF2 generic rule set definition for all commands

This example defines a generic key set for all commands on BES8. The rule set grants all users access to all commands.

$KEY(BES8.***********************************) TYPE(OPR)

$OWNER(BES)                                      

  UID(*) ALLOW

Example: ACF2 fully-qualified discrete rule set definition for specific users

This example defines a fully-qualified (discrete) key set definition to control access to the DISPLAY commands on BES1.
The rule set entries allow the following IDs access to the command: SYSADMIN, SYSPROG, and OPER. The additional
rule statement prevents DALSYS from using the command.

$KEY(BES1.DISPLAY) TYPE(OPR)

$OWNER(BES)   

  UID(SYS-) ALLOW

  UID(OPER) ALLOW

  UID(DALSYS) PREVENT

Encryption Key Protection Profiles for ACF2
NOTE
Tape Encryption supports the use of generic ACF2 profiles for key protection. You can define your encryption
key profiles as generic or fully-qualified as required. If using a generic encryption key rule, trailing asterisks
should be used (for a $KEY name length of 40 bytes) to ensure a key match.

• KEYCERT for digital certificates
• KEYCODE for Code Books
• KEYSYMM for symmetric keys

Define ACF2 Pseudo-Global Encryption Key Definitions
This command has the following format:

$KEY(BESn.KEY********************************) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(ownerid)

  UID(*) ALLOW  

• $KEY(
Specifies the definition of an ACF2 key set.

• BES
Specifies this is a Tape Encryption resource. This is always BES.

• n
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Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). You should create this rule set for each BES subsystem as
necessary.

• KEY********************************)
Generic encryption key name. The trailing asterisks should be used to ensure correct pattern matching.

• TYPE(BES)
Specifies that this statement is a Tape Encryption resource. This should always be BES.

• OWNER(ownerid)
Specifies the owner of the rule. You can specify up to 24 characters in the $OWNER control statement. ACF2 provides
the $OWNER statement in case you want to track ownership of a rule.

• UID(*) ALLOW
Allows all users access to the generic encryption key profile.

Defining System Specific Encryption Key Protection Profiles for ACF2
This command has the following format:

$KEY(BESn.key_type.key_name) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(ownerid)

  UID(userid) ALLOW

  UID(userid) PREVENT

• $KEY
Specifies the definition of an ACF2 key set.

• BES
Specifies this is a Tape Encryption resource. This is always BES.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). You should create this rule set for each BES subsystem as
necessary.

• key_type
Indicates the type of key to define. Options for this parameter are as follows:
KEYCODE
Specifies a code book. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the <B2BCodeBooks>
section of parmlib.
KEYCERT
Specifies a digital certificate key pair. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be a digital certificate
defined to the security system on a key ring specified in the <B2BKeyrings> section of parmlib.
KEYSYMM
Specifies a symmetric key. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the
<SymmetricKeys> section of parmlib.

• key_name
Specifies the name of the key.

• TYPE(BES)
Specifies that this statement is a Tape Encryption resource. This should always be BES.

• OWNER(ownerid)
Specifies the owner of the rule. You can specify up to 24 characters in the $OWNER control statement. ACF2 provides
the $OWNER statement in case you want to track ownership of a rule.

• UID(userid) ALLOW
Allows the specified userid access to the encryption key.

• UID(userid) PREVENT
Explicitly prevents the userid from gaining access and being able to use the encryption key.
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Example: ACF2 key set definition for digital certificates

$KEY(BES1.KEYCERT.ACFCERT) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

  UID(SH***********GARY)  ALLOW

  UID(SH***********BILLY) ALLOW 

Example: ACF2 key set definition for code books

NOTE
You need to define a unique key set for each individual BESn subsystem.

$KEY(BES1.KEYCODE.ACFCODE) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

  UID(SH***********JOHN)  ALLOW

  UID(SH***********BILLY) ALLOW

$KEY(BES2.KEYCODE.ACFCODE) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

  UID(SH***********SECADMIN)  ALLOW

  UID(SH***********ACHXMIT) ALLOW   

Example: ACF2 key set definition for symmetric keys

NOTE
You need to define a unique key set for each individual BESn subsystem.

$KEY(BES1.KEYSYMM.ACFSYMM) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

  UID(SYS-)  ALLOW

Utility Protection Profiles for ACF2
Use utility protection profiles with ACF2 to control access to the Tape Encryption utilities.

Defining System Specific Utility Protection Profiles for ACF2

This command has the following format:

$KEY(BESn.UTILITY.utility_name) TYPE(BES) 

$OWNER(ownerid)    

  UID(userid) ALLOW

  UID(userid) PREVENT

• $KEY(
Specifies the definition of an ACF2 key set.

• BES
Specifies this is a Tape Encryption resource. This is always BES.

• n
Indicates the local BES subsystem number (1-8). You should create this rule set for each BES subsystem as
necessary.

• UTILITY
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Specifies this is a Tape Encryption utility resource. This is always UTILITY.
• utility_name

Indicates one of the eligible Tape Encryption utilities. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– TBESHOW

Specifies the BES database listing utility.
– TBEKMUTL

Specifies the BES key maintenance utility.
• $OWNER(ownerid)

Specifies the owner of the rule. You can specify up to 24 characters in the $OWNER control statement. ACF2 provides
the $OWNER statement in case you want to track ownership of a rule.

• UID(userid) ALLOW
Rule set to allow the specified userid access to the encryption key.

• UID(userid) PREVENT
Rule set explicitly prevent the userid from gaining access and being able to use the encryption key.

Example: ACF2 utility protection key set for TBESHOW

NOTE
You need to define a unique key set for each individual BESn subsystem.

$KEY(BES2.UTILITY.TBESHOW) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

  UID(SYS-)  ALLOW

  UID(OPER-) PREVENT

Example: ACF2 utility protection key set for TBEKMUTL

NOTE
You need to define a unique key set for each individual BESn subsystem.

$KEY(BES8.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

  UID(SYS-)  ALLOW

  UID(OPER-) PREVENT

Example: Granting Vantage access to TBESHOW

NOTE
You need to define a unique key set for each individual BESn subsystem.

$KEY(BES8.UTILITY.TBESHOW) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

  UID(VANID)  ALLOW

Use the TBESAF99 Utility to Generate Security Profiles
The TBESAF99 utility is a batch program that generates native security system resource model definitions for Tape
Encryption resources that the security administrator wishes to have the security system control. This allows the security
administrator the flexibility of not having to define individual profiles or rules. TBESAF99 will only generate model
definitions for resource protection profiles, commands, keys, and utilities. If you want to use data set selection profiles, the
profiles have to be manually defined.
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TBESAF99 generates a set of model definitions that you need to edit before updating your security system data base.
This allows you to refine the resource definitions and to add additional statements such those that grant access to the
resource or resources.

NOTE
Administrators who are familiar with the control statements for their security system can create control
statements without using TBESAF99. These definitions are fixed and not variable and therefore if the elements
are not defined in the correct format, security processing might be disabled or a protected default might not be
protected.

For a list of supported entities and formats that you can define for your security system, see SAF Interface Parameter
Reference List.

TBESAF99 Utility
The TBESAF99 utility is a batch program that generates native security system resource model definitions for Tape
Encryption resources that the security administrator wishes to have the security system control. This allows the security
administrator the flexibility of not having to define individual profiles or rules. TBESAF99 will only generate model
definitions for resource protection profiles, commands, keys, and utilities. If you want to use data set selection profiles, the
profiles have to be manually defined.

TBESAF99 generates a set of model definitions that you need to edit before updating your security system data base.
This allows you to refine the resource definitions and to add additional statements such those that grant access to the
resource or resources.

NOTE
Administrators who are familiar with the control statements for their security system can create control
statements without using TBESAF99. These definitions are fixed and not variable and therefore if the elements
are not defined in the correct format, security processing might be disabled or a protected default might not be
protected.

For a list of supported entities and formats that you can define for your security system, see  SAF Interface Parameter
Reference List.

How TBESAF99 Generates Security Profiles
The TBESAF99 utility program uses a general definition language that generates security system-specific control
statements. Use the TBESAF99 utility to generate security profiles, as the following points outline:

1. Create generic security control statements for your environment as input to TBESAF99.
2. The utility parses and verifies the control statements to ensure that they conform to the command structures required

by your security system database.
3. The utility generates either a partitioned data set or a sequential data set containing these security profile control

statements.
4. The batch interface utility of your security system, for example ACFBCOMP, TSOBATCH or TSSBATCH can be used

to import the generated control statements to your security system.
5. After generating the security-system specific control statements you should edit them to customize to your

environment standards and to provide appropriate permission statements.

After the control statements have been processed by your security system, they will be available to the BES subsystem
when it is next started as long as the security manager's resource profiles are refreshed or rebuilt.

To refresh or rebuild security manager resource profiles use the following appropriate refresh or rebuild command:

• IBM RACF RACLIST refresh command:

SETR RACL (CA@BES) REF
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Optionally, if your OPERCMDS resource class is RACLISTED issue the following command:
• SETR RACL (OPERCMDS) REF
• ACF2 rebuild commands:

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES)

F ACF2,REBUILD(OPR)

• Top Secret refresh command:

TSS REFRESH(tssstcacid) JOB(BESn)

After issuing the appropriate security system refresh or rebuild command each BESn subsystem will need to rebuild its
security environment. Issue the following console command on each BES subsystem:

BESn RELOAD=SECURITY

TBESAF99 Control Statement Format Guidelines
The command statements you use as input for the TBESAF99 utility are free-form, with the following exceptions:

• Global commands that apply to all BES subsystems must begin with BES, with no subsystem identifier.
• Each execution of the TBESAF99 utility must contain at least a global control statement.
• Each new control statement must start with BESn to indicate the local BES subsystem to which the statement applies.

For Top Secret or IBM RACF global resources may be defined by omitting the subsystem number.
• Comments can be added to any record by adding an asterisk “*” in column 1. Blank lines are also treated as comment

lines. Comment records are not processed by TBESAF99.
• All other statements can begin in any column with the keyword and associated parameter completed on that line and

within columns 1 - 72. Information contained in columns 73-80 will be ignored.
• Continuation is supported by placing a comma as the last character in that line and continuing the control statement on

the next line (columns 1 to 72). All statements can be continued on multiple lines.

Global Command for Default Security Profiles in TBESAF99
Use the global command to define to TBESAF99 the default security profiles for all BES subsystems or to specify data
sets eligible for encryption by using security profiles and rules.

This statement has the following format:

BES TYPE=GLOBAL,    

SECURITY=your_security_system,

   ENABLED={YES|NO},

   COMMANDS=permissions,

   UTILITIES= permissions,

   CAEKMAPI=permissions,

   KEYS=permissions,

   TSSACID=accessor_ID,

   TSSSTCACID=STC accessor_ID,

   OWNER=userid,

   DEFAULT=(BESn=(default_encryption_key))
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NOTE
If you are generating GLOBAL control statements for ACF2, the COMMANDS=, UTILITIES=, and KEYS=
statements are not supported. If you use these statements, a warning message is issued and the erroneous
statement is discarded.

• BES
Indicates that this command applies to all BES subsystems. A global command must begin with BES, with no
subsystem identifier.

• TYPE=GLOBAL
Specifies that this is a global command that applies to all BES subsystems.

• SECURITY=your_security_system
Defines the external security system to use. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– RACF

Specifies IBM Security Server RACF.
– ACF2

Specifies ACF2.
– TSS

Specifies Top Secret.
• ENABLED

Indicates whether Tape Encryption should enable the Tape Encryption SAF Interface to the security system. Options
for this parameter are as follows:
– YES

Specifies that the SAF interface component will be loaded.
– NO

Specifies that the SAF interface component is not loaded. No security processing will be performed.
• COMMANDS=permissions

(Optional for RACF and Top Secret, not supported on ACF2.) Defines the default protection profile for all commands
on all BES subsystems. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, a default of PERMIT is used. Options for this
parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that all the commands are permitted.
– PROTECT

Specifies that all the commands are protected.
• UTILITIES=permissions

(Optional for RACF and Top Secret, not supported on ACF2.) Defines the default protection profile for Tape Encryption
utilities on all BES subsystems. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, a default of PERMIT is used. Options
for this parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that all the utilities are permitted.
– PROTECT

Specifies that all the utilities are protected.
• CAEKMAPI=permissions

(Optional for RACF and Top Secret, not supported on ACF2.) Defines the default protection profile for the Option for
Application Management on all BES subsystems. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that any user can user the Option for Application Management in any BES subsystem.
– PROTECT

Specifies that no user can use the Option for Application Management unless explicitally permitted to do so.
Default: PERMIT

• KEYS=permissions
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(Optional for RACF and Top Secret, not supported on ACF2.) Defines the default protection profile for all keys on
all BES subsystems. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, a default of PERMIT is used. Options for this
parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that all keys are permitted.
– PROTECT

Specifies that all keys are protected.
• TSSACID=accessor_ID

Required for Top Secret only. Specifies the accessor ID (ACID) that is used on the PERMIT statements with
accompanying APPLDATA. This ACID is used to allow for the Tape Encryption SAF interface to extract CA@BES
entities and their associated APPLDATA.

• TSSSTCACID=STC_accessor_ID
Required for Top Secret only. Specifies the accessor ID (ACID) that is assigned to the BESn started task(s).

• OWNER=userid
Indicates the owner of the resource. This userid is different for each security system. Options for this parameter are as
follows:
– RACF userid

(Optional.) For IBM Security Server RACF only. Specifies the RACF user ID of the resource owner. If the owner of
the resource is not specified, TBESAF99 uses a default user of CA@BES.

NOTE
The TBESAF99 utility generates the appropriate ADDUSER command. If you are creating your own
control statements for RACF and you want to use a default owner name that has not been defined to your
site, you must issue a RACF ADDUSER command before importing the remaining definitions into the
security system.

Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters.
Default: CA@BES

– ACF2 userid
(Optional.) For ACF2 only. Specifies a name to be generated as part of the $OWNER field on the key-set. If the
owner of the resource is not specified, TBESAF99 uses BES-owner. In ACF2 this is a comment-only field within the
rule set.
Default: BES-OWNER

– Top Secret userid
(Optional.) For Top Secret only. Specifies the name of the department that owns each Tape Encryption resource
class (CA@BES) and Tape Encryption operator command definitions (OPERCMDS). If the owner of the resource is
not specified, TBESAF99 uses BESDEPT.
Default: BESDEPT

• DEFAULT=(BESn=(default_encryption_key))
(Optional.) Specifies the name of the encryption key to use as a default for the specified BES subsystem. Everything
to the right of DEFAULT= is enclosed in parentheses, and the name of the encryption parameter is also enclosed in
parentheses. If the default encryption key is not specified, all eligible data sets selected from the security system must
be defined to the CA@BES resource class, otherwise Tape Encryption will default to using the DFSMS data class
definition for data set selection.
– n

Indicates the BES subsystem. If no subsystem number is specified here, the default for the key applies to BES1.
– default_encryption_key

Specifies the name of the default encryption key.

Example: Sample global default command for RACF

This example shows a sample global default command for IBM Security Server RACF.
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BES  TYPE=GLOBAL,

   SECURITY=RACF,

   ENABLED=YES,

   COMMANDS=PROTECT,

   CAEKMAPI=PROTECT,

   UTILITIES=PROTECT,

   KEYS=PERMIT,

   OWNER=RACFUSER,

   DEFAULT=(BES2=(AES192_KEY))

Example: Sample global default command for ACF2

This example shows a sample global default command for ACF2.

BES  TYPE=GLOBAL,

   SECURITY=ACF2,

   ENABLED=NO,

   OWNER=BES,

   DEFAULT=(BES2=(AES128_KEY))

Example: Sample global default command for Top Secret

This example shows a sample global default command for Top Secret.

BES  TYPE=GLOBAL,

   SECURITY=TSS,

   ENABLED=YES,

   COMMANDS=PROTECT,

   CAEKMAPI=PROTECT,

   UTILITIES=PERMIT,

   KEYS=PERMIT,

   TSSACID=SECADMIN,

   TSSSTCACID=STCACID,

   OWNER=PRODDEPT,

   DEFAULT=(BES2=(AES128_KEY))

Local Command for Protection Profiles Definition in TBESAF99
Use the TYPE=LOCAL command to define to TBESAF99 the default command protection profiles, utility protection
profiles, and key protection profiles for each BES subsystem that you want to protect with your security system.

The TYPE=LOCAL entries provide more flexibility and control by letting you add definitions at the individual BES
subsystem level. If you do not define a LOCAL entry, the GLOBAL rule is used, if it is specified. If no global rule is
specified, the resource is considered to be not protected.

Use these commands as input to TBESAF99, which generates control statements for your security system. These
local commands are optional and are only useful if you want to override the PERMIT or PROTECT statements for
COMMANDS=, UTILITIES=, or KEYS= specified by the global command for default security profiles.

NOTE
For ACF2 the TYPE=LOCAL processing parameters of COMMANDS, UTILITES, and KEYS are not supported.
If you use these statements, a warning message is issued and the erroneous statement is discarded.

The following syntax considerations apply to the local command for defining protection profiles to individual BES
subsystems:
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• You must specify a BESn subsystem at the beginning of the first statement for each subsystem.
• You can have up to 8 local commands, one for each BES subsystem (BES1-BES8).
• If you do not define a local command to an individual BES subsystem, the global security profile default associated

with the commands, utilities, or keys are used.
• You must specify a corresponding command protection definition, utility protection definition, or key protection

definition for each BES subsystem for which you define a local command protection profile.

This command has the following format:

BESn  TYPE=LOCAL,

   COMMANDS=permissions,

   CAEKMAPI=permissions,

   UTILITIES=permissions,

   KEYS=permissions

n

Indicates the BES task number.

• TYPE=LOCAL
Specifies that this is a local command that applies to the specified BES subsystem.

• CAEKMAPI=permissions
Defines the default protection profile for the Option for Application Management on the specified BES subsystem.
Options for this parameter are as follows:
– PERMIT

Specifies that any user can use the Option for Application Management.
– PROTECT

Specifies that no user can use the Option for Application Management unless explicitally permitted to do so.

• COMMANDS=permissions
Defines the default protection profile for all commands on the specified BES subsystem. Options for this parameter are
as follows:
PERMIT
Specifies that all the commands are permitted.
PROTECT
Specifies that all the commands are protected.

• UTILITIES=permissions
Defines the default protection profile for Tape Encryption utility programs on the specified BES subsystem. Options for
this parameter are as follows:
PERMIT
Specifies that all the utilities are permitted.
PROTECT
Specifies that all the utilities are protected.

• KEYS=permissions
Defines the default protection profile for all keys on the specified BES subsystem. Options for this parameter are as
follows:
PERMIT
Specifies that all keys are permitted.
PROTECT
Specifies that all keys are protected.

Example: Local commands for command, key, application management, and utility profiles for specific BES
subsystems
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The first command specifies that you want to grant implicit access to all Tape Encryption console commands, encryption
keys, and utilities on BES1. Conversely, the LOCAL statement for BES2 specifies just the opposite: all commands, keys,
and utilities are explicitly protected and the security administrator can give permission to the resource or resources. These
commands override any global commands previously defined by the GLOBAL command for these resources.

After defining the LOCAL security processing parameters, you must further define to each BES subsystem the specific
commands, keys, application management, and utilities that you want to control by creating command, key, and utility
profiles for the specific resources.

BES1  TYPE=LOCAL,

   COMMANDS=PERMIT,

   CAEKMAPI=PERMIT,

   UTILITIES=PERMIT,

   KEYS=PERMIT

BES2  TYPE=LOCAL,

   UTILITIES=PROTECT,

   COMMANDS=PROTECT,

   CAEKMAPI=PERMIT,

   KEYS=PROTECT

Detailed Command Protection Profile Definitions for TBESAF99
Use the command control commands to define each console command you want to protect. Use this control statement as
input to TBESAF99 to generate control statements for your security system.

You have the option to control each eligible Tape Encryption console command at the global level for all BES subsystems
or at the local level for each BES subsystem. The following guidelines apply to this command:

• For ACF2 you only define the commands for which you want to grant access. By default, all Tape Encryption
commands are protected by ACF2.

• For ACF2 you must specify the BESn subsystem.
• You can define a profile for the same command on multiple BES subsystems.
• You can define only one global profile for all BES subsystems for each command.
• Your use of command protection profiles for individual commands is optional, but if you create this type of profile, all

the parameters are required.
• You must define each console command that you want to protect to each BES subsystem if the results you want are

different from the global definition.

This command has the following format:

BESn TYPE=COMMAND,

    NAME=command_name.qualified_name

• n
Indicates the BES subsystem. To specify a global command protection profile for a specified console command for all
BES systems, start the command with BES and do not specify a BES subsystem.

NOTE
For ACF2, you must specify the BES subsystem number.

• TYPE=COMMAND
Indicates that this control statement defines a protection profile for a console command.

• NAME=command_name.qualified_name
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Specifies the name of the Tape Encryption console command and its qualified name, if any. Only the commands listed
here are eligible to be controlled by this feature. Some of these commands have qualifying command parameters
and some do not. If a command that has qualifying command parameters is on this list and a qualifying parameter
is not listed, all forms of the command are governed by the command protection profile, unless otherwise noted. If
a command with a qualifying command parameter is on this list, only that form of the command is governed by the
command protection profile. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– COMPROMISE

Specifies the COMPROMISE= command.
– DISPLAY

Specifies all forms of the DISPLAY command.
– DUMP

Specifies the DUMP command.
– MIGRATE

Specifies all forms of the MIGRATE= command.
– PASSPHRASE

Specifies the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– REFRESH.CAEKMAPI

Specifies the REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.CODEBOOKS

Specifies the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command.
– REFRESH.KEYRINGS

Specifies the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.
– REFRESH.NKMPARMS

Specifies the REFRESH=NKMPARMS command.
– REFRESH.OPTIONS

Specifies the REFRESH=OPTIONS command.
– REFRESH.SYMKEYS

Specifies the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.
– RELOAD

Specifies all forms of the RELOAD= command, except for the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
– SET.CONSOLE

Specifies the SET CONSOLE command.
– SHUTDOWN

Specifies the SHUTDOWN command.
– START.NKM

Specifies the START NKM command
– STOP.NKM

Specifies the STOP NKM command.

Example: Global command definition for REFRESH=SYMKEYS command

This example defines to all BES subsystems the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.

BES TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.SYMKEYS

Example: Local command definition for DISPLAY commands

This example defines to BES1 all commands that begin with DISPLAY. This includes any form of the DISPLAY command,
for example, DISPLAY ACTIVE, DISPLAY BUFFER, DISPLAY SECURITY, and so on.

BES1  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=DISPLAY
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Example: Local command definition for RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command

This example defines to BES2 the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.

BES2 TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=PASSPHRASE

Encryption Key Protection Profile Definitions for TBESAF99
Use the encryption key control commands to define each key you want to protect. Use this control statement as input to
TBESAF99 to generate control statements for your security system.

For RACF and Top Secret, you have the option to control each Tape Encryption key at the global level for all BES
subsystems or at the local level for each BES subsystem. For ACF2 you can only define and control Tape Encryption keys
at the local (BESn) level.

The following guidelines apply to this command:

• You can define a profile for the same key on multiple BES subsystems.
• You can define only one global profile for all BES subsystems for each key.
• Your use of key protection profiles for individual keys is optional, but if you create this type of profile, all the parameters

are required.
• You must define each key that you want to protect to each BES subsystem if the results you want are different from the

global definition.

This command has the following format:

BESn TYPE=key_type,

    NAME=key_name

n

Indicates the BES subsystem. To specify a global key protection profile for a specified key for all BES systems, start the
command with BES and do not specify a BES subsystem.

NOTE
For ACF2, you must specify the BES subsystem number.

• TYPE=key_type
Indicates the type of key to define. Options for this parameter are as follows:
KEYSYMM
Specifies a symmetric key. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the
<SymmetricKeys> section of parmlib.
KEYCODE
Specifies a code book. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must be defined in the <B2BCodeBooks>
section of parmlib.
KEYCERT
Specifies a digital certificate for public and private key pairs. If you specify this option, the value for the key_name must
be a digital certificate defined to the security system on a key ring specified in the <B2BKeyrings> section of parmlib.

• NAME=key_name
Specifies the user-defined key name that you want to protect or permit. Replace any spaces in the key name with
periods.

Example: Global key definition for a symmetric key

This example defines to all BES subsystems a symmetric key named AES128_KEY.
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BES TYPE=KEYSYMM,NAME=AES128_KEY

Example: Local key definition for a symmetric key

This example defines to BES2 a symmetric key named 3DES128 PRODUCTION KEY.

BES2 TYPE=KEYSYMM,NAME=3DES128.PRODUCTION.KEY

Example: Local key definition for a code book

This example defines to BES2 a code book named Company A Book.

BES2 TYPE=KEYCODE,NAME=COMPANY.A.BOOK

Example: Local key definition for a digital certificate

This example defines to BES2 a digital certificate named BESCERT.

BES2 TYPE=KEYCERT,NAME=BESCERT

Utility Protection Profile Definitions for TBESAF99
Use the utility control commands to define each eligible Tape Encryption utility you want to protect, that is, TBEKMUTL
and TBESHOW. Use this control statement as input to TBESAF99 to generate control statements for your security
system.

For RACF and Top Secret, you have the option to control each eligible Tape Encryption utility at the global level for all
BES subsystems or at the local level for each BES subsystem. For ACF2 each utility definition must be specified at the
local (BESn) level.

The following guidelines apply to this command:

• You can define a profile for the same utility on multiple BES subsystems.
• You can define only one global profile for all BES subsystems for each utility.
• Your use of utility protection profiles for individual utilities is optional, but if you create this type of profile, all the

parameters are required.
• You must define each utility that you want to protect to each BES subsystem if the results you want are different from

the global definition.

This command has the following format:

BESn TYPE=UTILITY,

    NAME=utility_name

• n
Indicates the BES subsystem. To specify a global key protection profile used by all BES systems, start the command
with BES and do not specify a BES subsystem.

NOTE
For ACF2, you must specify the BES subsystem number.

• TYPE=UTILITY
Indicates the definition of a protection profile for a Tape Encryption batch utility program.

• NAME=utility_name
Indicates the batch utility for the security system to protect. Options for this parameter are as follows:
– TBEKMUTL
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Specifies the TBEKMUTL utility.
– TBESHOW

Specifies the TBESHOW utility.

Sample JCL for Running TBESAF99
You can use the following sample JCL as a model for running TBESAF99 utility jobs. This JCL is provided on the
distribution tape in member TBESAF99 in the CTAPJCL sample library data set.

//*+------------------------------------------------------------------+

//*|          T B E S A F 9 9    B A T C H     U T I L I T Y          |

//*+------------------------------------------------------------------+

//*| Example JCL to execute the CA Tape Encryption batch utility      |

//*| program.  Modify JCL to conform with your site's standards.      |

//*| Refer to the CA Tape Encryption Security Administrator Guide for |

//*| details on how to build the control cards.                       |

//*+------------------------------------------------------------------+

//*| SYSUT1   - 80  byte records either PS or PO                      |

//*| SYSUT2   - 80  byte records either PS or PO                      |

//*| SYSPRINT - 133 byte print records using ASA control characters   |

//*+------------------------------------------------------------------+

//*                                                                   

//TBESAF99 EXEC PGM=TBESAF99,REGION=4M                 

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=yourhlq.CTAPLINK,DISP=SHR        

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=input.dataset.name(member),DISP=SHR  

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=output.dataset.name(member),DISP=SHR 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                 

//    

Sample TBESAF99-Generated Control Statements for RACF
This section contains sample control statements used as input to the TBESAF99 utility and the control statements
generated by TBESAF99 that are imported into IBM Security Server RACF.

Global Control Statements

The following sample shows a global control statement in TBESAF99 format. In this example, the key is named
default_encryption_key.

BES TYPE=GLOBAL,

   SECURITY=RACF,

   ENABLED=YES,

   UTILITIES=PERMIT,

   CAEKMAPI=PERMIT,

   COMMANDS=PERMIT,

   KEYS=PROTECT,

   OWNER=RACFOWNR,

   DEFAULT=(BES1=(default_encryption_key))

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into IBM Security
Server RACF. It defines the RACF class descriptor table entries that warehouse the CA@BES resource class entries. It
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also defines a global command protection profile (for example, command, key, and utility), enables the security profile,
and defines the default encryption key to use.

NOTE
The CA@BES resource class should be RACLISTed to allow for optimum performance.

RDEF CDT CA@BES        

         UACC(NONE)                                            

         CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE)                             

         FIRST(ALPHA)                                 

         MAXLENGTH(150)                                     

         OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,SPECIAL)                     

         POSIT(050)                                        

         RACLIST(ALLOWED))        

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH                            

SETROPTS GENERIC(CA@BES)                               

SETROPTS GENCMD(CA@BES)                                 

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@BES)                                    

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA@BES) REFRESH     

AU RACFOWNR                                              

   NAME('<TE>')                                 

   DATA('<TE> SECURITY ENCRYPTION OWNER')

RDEF CA@BES BES.COMMANDS.PERMIT                     

         OWNER(RACFOWNR)                             

RDEF CA@BES BES.UTILITY.PERMIT                           

         OWNER(RACFOWNR)

RDEF CA@BES BES.CAEKMAPI.PERMIT 

          OWNER(RACFOWNR) 

RDEF CA@BES BES.KEYS.PROTECT                           

         OWNER(RACFOWNR)                                 

RDEF CA@BES BES.DEFAULT                                  

         OWNER(RACFOWNR)                                   

         DATA('BES=(RACFDEFAULT)')

RDEF CA@BES BES.SECURITY                                 

         OWNER(RACFOWNR)                             

         DATA('ACTIVE' )

NOTE
RDEFINE and RDEF are synonyms. IBM Security Server RACF accepts RDEF as the minimum control word.

Local Control Statements

The following sample shows a local control statement in TBESAF99 format.

BES2  TYPE=LOCAL,

   COMMANDS=PROTECT,

   CAEKMAPI=PROTECT,

   KEYS=PROTECT

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into IBM Security
Server RACF. It defines a local command protection profile and a local key protection profile.

RDEF CA@BES BES2.COMMANDS.PROTECT   
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   OWNER(RACFOWNR)

RDEF CA@BES BES2.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT 

   OWNER(RACFOWNR) 

RDEF CA@BES BES2.KEYS.PROTECT  

   OWNER(RACFOWNR)

Command Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows a command protection control statement in TBESAF99 format.

NOTE
Command protection statements for Tape Encryption console commands are defined in the OPERCMDS
resource class and not in the CA@BES resource class.

BES  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=DISPLAY

BES2  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=RELOAD

BES2  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.CAEKMAPI

BES7  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.KEYRINGS

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into IBM Security
Server RACF. It defines the DISPLAY commands globally to all BES subsystems, the RELOAD commands to BES2, and
the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command to BES7.

RDEF OPERCMDS BES.DISPLAY                                          

    OWNER(RACFOWNR)

RDEF OPERCMDS BES2.RELOAD                                          

    OWNER(RACFOWNR)

RDEF OPERCMDS BES2.REFRESH.CAEKMAPI 

    OWNER(RACFOWNR) 

RDEF OPERCMDS BES7.REFRESH.KEYRINGS                                

    OWNER(RACFOWNR)

Key Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows a key protection control statement in TBESAF99 format. The first entry shows an example of
specifying a generic key name.

BES  TYPE=KEYSYMM,NAME=AES256_KEY

BES6 TYPE=KEYCODE,NAME=BOOK1

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into IBM Security
Server RACF. The first RDEFINE statement defines a symmetric key named AES256_KEY globally to all BES
subsystems. The second RDEFINE statement defines any code book that begins with BOOK1 to BES6.

RDEF CA@BES BES.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY 

    0WNER(RACFOWNR)

RDEF CA@BES BES6.KEYCODE.BOOK1*    

    OWNER(RACFOWNR)
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Utility Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows utility protection control statements in TBESAF99 format. The first statement globally protects
the TBESHOW display utility for all BES subsystems. The second utility statement protects the sensitive TBEKMUTL (Key
Maintenance Utility) for all users on BES6.

BES TYPE=UTILITY,NAME=TBESHOW  

BES6 TYPE=UTILITY,NAME=TBEKMUTL 

The following sample shows the control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into IBM Security Server
RACF. The first RDEFINE statement defines a global utility profile for the TBESHOW utility and the second RDEF
statement issues a local protection key for BES6 only.

RDEF CA@BES BES.UTILITY.TBESHOW    

    0WNER(RACFOWNR)

RDEF CA@BES BES6.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL  

     OWNER(RACFOWNR)

Sample TBESAF99-Generated Control Statements for Top Secret
This section contains sample control statements used as input to the TBESAF99 utility and the control statements
generated by TBESAF99 that are imported into Top Secret.

NOTE
Top Secret has been updated to provide CA@BES as a predefined resource class at r12 and later.  If you are
running earlier supported versions of Top Secret, contact the Top Secret support group for maintenance to
define the CA@BES class prior to defining your resources.

Global Control Statements

The following sample shows a global control statement in TBESAF99 format. In this example, the default encryption key of
TSSDEFAULT is used to encrypt data sets that are not otherwise specified.

BES     TYPE=GLOBAL,    

SECURITY=TSS,

   ENABLED=YES,

   CAEKMAPI=PROTECT,

   COMMANDS=PERMIT,

   KEYS=PROTECT,

   UTILITIES=PERMIT,

   OWNER=PRODDEPT,

   TSSACID=SECADMIN,

   TSSSTCACID=STCDEF,    

   DEFAULT=(BES=(TSSDEFAULT))

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into Top Secret.

*  BTE TSS Statements                                       

                                                            

*  Define BES Global                                        

TSS CREATE(SECADMIN) NAME('<TE>') +           

    DEPARTMENT(PRODDEPT ) PASSWORD(NOPW)
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TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT) UNDERCUT 

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES.COMMANDS.PERMIT ) UNDERCUT    

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES.KEYS.PROTECT) UNDERCUT        

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES.UTILITIES.PERMIT) UNDERCUT    

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) +                   

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA(ACTIVE  )                         

TSS PERMIT(STCDEF  ) CA@BES(BES.TSS.ACID) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('SECADMIN')            

TSS PERMIT(STCDEF  ) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) +      

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('ACTIVE  ')                              

Local Control Statements

The following sample shows a local control statement in TBESAF99 format.

BES2 TYPE=LOCAL,

  CAEKMAPI=PROTECT,

  COMMANDS=PROTECT,

  UTILITIES=PROTECT,

  KEYS=PROTECT

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into Top Secret. It
defines a local command protection profile, a local key protection profile, and a local utilities protection profile for BES2.

/*  Define BES2 Local                                      

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES2.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT) UNDERCUT 

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES2.COMMANDS.PROTECT) UNDERCUT  

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES2.KEYS.PROTECT) UNDERCUT      

TSS ADD(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES2.UTILITIES.PROTECT) UNDERCUT 

Command Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows a command protection control statement in TBESAF99 format.

NOTE
Command protection statements for Tape Encryption console commands are defined in the OPERCMDS
resource class and not in the CA@BES resource class.

BES  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=DISPLAY

BES2  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=RELOAD

BES7  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.KEYRINGS

BES7  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.CAEKMAPI 

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into Top Secret.
It defines the DISPLAY commands globally to all BES subsystems, the RELOAD commands to BES2, and the
REFRESH=KEYRINGS command to BES7. After the control statements are generated, you must add the appropriate
user ID information.

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) OPERCMDS(BES.DISPLAY) UNDERCUT   

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) OPERCMDS(BES.DISPLAY) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(user id ) OPERCMDS(BES.DISPLAY) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) OPERCMDS(BES2.RELOAD) UNDERCUT    
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TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) OPERCMDS(BES2.RELOAD) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(user id ) OPERCMDS(BES2.RELOAD) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) OPERCMDS(BES7.REFRESH.KEYRINGS) UNDERCUT   

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) OPERCMDS(BES7.REFRESH.KEYRINGS) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(user id ) OPERCMDS(BES7.REFRESH.KEYRINGS) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) OPERCMDS(BES7.REFRESH.CAEKMAPI) UNDERCUT 

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) OPERCMDS(BES7.REFRESH.CAEKMAPI) ACCESS(READ) 

TSS PERMIT(user id ) OPERCMDS(BES7.REFRESH.CAEKMAPI) ACCESS(READ) 

Key Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows a key protection control statement in TBESAF99 format. In this example, a global key
definition for asymmetric keys with the name of AES256_KEY will be generated to protect the key. The second entry will
protect the codebook encryption key, BOOK1 only on BES6.

BES  TYPE=KEYSYMM,NAME=AES256_KEY

BES6 TYPE=KEYCODE,NAME=BOOK1

The following sample shows the resulting key protection control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing
into Top Secret. After the control statements are generated, you must add the appropriate user ID information.

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES.KEYSSYMM.AES256_KEY) UNDERCUT     

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) CA@BES(BES.KEYSSYMM.AES256_KEY) ACCESS(READ) 

 

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES6.KEYCODE.BOOK1) UNDERCUT

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) CA@BES(BES6.KEYCODE.BOOK1) ACCESS(READ)

Utility Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows a UTILITY protection control statement in TBESAF99 format. The first statement will protect
the TBESHOW display utility in the BES3 subsystem. The second utility statement will protect the sensitive TBEKMUTL
(Key Maintenance Utility) to a select list of users which will be permitted later.

BES3 TYPE=UTILITY,NAME=TBESHOW 

BES TYPE=UTILITY,NAME=TBEKMUTL

The following sample shows the resulting utility protection control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing
into Top Secret. After the control statements are generated, you must add the appropriate user ID information.

/*  Define BES3 Utilities                                      

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES3.UTILITY.TBESHOW) UNDERCUT     

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) CA@BES(BES3.UTILITY.TBESHOW) ACCESS(READ) 

TSS PERMIT(user id ) CA@BES(BES3.UTILITY.TBESHOW) ACCESS(READ) 

                                                               

/*  Define BES8 Utilities                                      

TSS ADDTO(PRODDEPT ) CA@BES(BES.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL) UNDERCUT     

TSS PERMIT(SECADMIN) CA@BES(BES.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL) ACCESS(READ) 

TSS PERMIT(user id ) CA@BES(BES.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL) ACCESS(READ)  
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Sample TBESAF99-Generated Control Statements for ACF2
This section contains sample control statements used as input to the TBESAF99 utility and the control statements
generated by TBESAF99 that are imported into ACF2. The ACF2 rule compiler will process a single rule set per
execution; therefore, each rule must be generated in a separate job step. The TBESAF99 utility creates default JCL
to execute ACFBCOMP for each individual rule set. With each rule set generated by TBESAF99, two generic rule
permissions are created; one for an ALLOW and the other for PREVENT.

NOTE
ACF2 has been updated to provide CA@BES as a predefined resource class at r12 and later. If you are
running earlier supported versions of ACF2, contact Broadcom Support for assistance to define and support the
CA@BES class prior to defining your resources.

Global Control Statements

The following sample shows a global control statement in TBESAF99 format. In this example, the key is named
ACF2DEFAULT. By default, all resources within a system running ACF2 are protected. Therefore, PERMIT processing is
not supported.

     BES TYPE=GLOBAL,

         SECURITY=ACF2,

         ENABLED=YES,

         OWNER=BES,

         DEFAULT=(BES=(ACF2DEFAULT))

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into ACF2.

//*+------ Define BES Global --------+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES.DEFAULT) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

$USERDATA('BES=(ACF2DEFAULT)')

 UID(-) ALLOW

/*

//*+------ Define BES Global --------+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES.SECURITY) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

$USERDATA('ACTIVE')

 UID(-) ALLOW

/*

Local Control Statements

ACF2 does not support local control statements.
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Command Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows command protection control statements in TBESAF99 format.

BES1 TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=DISPLAY

BES2 TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=RELOAD

BES7 TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.KEYRINGS

BES7 TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.CAEKMAPI 

The following sample shows the resulting control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing into ACF2.
It defines the DISPLAY commands globally to the BES1 subsystem, the RELOAD commands to BES2, and the
REFRESH=KEYRINGS command to BES7.

NOTE
These rule sets are defined within the OPERCMDS (ACF2 resource “OPR”).

//*+------ Define BES1 Commands -----+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES1.DISPLAY) TYPE(OPR)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

/*

//*+------ Define BES2 Commands -----+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES2.RELOAD) TYPE(OPR)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

/*

//*+------ Define BES7 Commands -----+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES7.REFRESH.KEYRINGS) TYPE(OPR)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

$KEY(BES7.REFRESH.CAEKMAPI) TYPE(OPR) 

$OWNER(BES ) 

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW 

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT 
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Key Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows a key protection control statement in TBESAF99 format. In this example, a local asymmetric
key with the name of AES256_KEY will generated to protect the key on BES3 and generate rule permission statements.
The second entry will protect the codebook encryption key, BOOK1 only on BES4. The trailing asterisks allow for generic
naming and matching should you wish to use these keys for pattern masking by ACF2.

BES3 TYPE=KEYSYMM,NAME=AES256_KEY

BES4 TYPE=KEYCODE,NAME=BOOK1

The following sample shows the resulting key protection control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing
into ACF2.

//*+------ Define BES3 Keys ---------+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES3.KEYSYMM.AES256_KEY*****************) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

/*

//*+------ Define BES4 Keys ---------+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES4.KEYCODE.BOOK1**********************) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

Utility Protection Control Statements

The following sample shows a UTILITY protection control statement in TBESAF99 format. The first statement will protect
the TBESHOW display utility in the BES3 subsystem. The second utility statement will protect the sensitive TBEKMUTL
(Key Maintenance Utility) for all users on BES4.

BES3 TYPE=UTILITY,NAME=TBESHOW

BES4 TYPE=UTILITY,NAME=TBEKMUTL

The following sample shows the resulting utility protection control statements generated by TBESAF99 for importing
into ACF2.

//*+------ Define BES3 Utilities ----+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES3.UTILITY.TBESHOW) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )
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 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

/*

//*+------ Define BES4 Utilities ----+

//ACFBATCH EXEC PGM=ACFBCOMP,REGION=1M

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//RULES    DD  *

$KEY(BES4.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

/*

Sample TBESAF99 Report Showing Security Definitions Successfully Created
The following sample shows a report for a successfully generated set of security definitions on a Top Secret system, with
a return code of zero.

  <te> Rxx.x                                            Page 1

  The current Date and Time is: Monday JUN 04, 2007  19.12.00

  The CPU id of this system is: PROD

  Security system in use is   : TSS

  Reporting utility           : TBESAF99

  PTF Level                   : T5BB002

  Assembly Date and Time      : 06/04/07  18.06

                        BES TYPE=GLOBAL,

                            SECURITY=TSS,

                            ENABLED=YES,

                            CAEKMAPI=PROTECT,

                            COMMANDS=PERMIT,

                            KEYS=PROTECT,

                            UTILITIES=PERMIT,

                            OWNER=PRODDEPT,

                            TSSACID=SECADMIN,

                            DEFAULT=(BES=(TSSDEFAULT))

                        BES2 TYPE=LOCAL,

                            COMMANDS=PROTECT,KEYS=PROTECT,UTILITIES=PROTECT

                   BES  TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=DISPLAY

                   BES2 TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=RELOAD

                   BES7 TYPE=COMMAND,NAME=REFRESH.KEYRINGS

  <te> Rxx.x                                            Page 2

  The current Date and Time is: Monday JUN 04, 2007  19.12.00

  The CPU id of this system is: PROD

  Security system in use is   : TSS

  Reporting utility           : TBESAF99

  PTF Level                   : T5BB002

  Assembly Date and Time      : 06/04/07  18.06
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           Security parameter processing complete RC: 000

           Security definitions created

Use the TBESMFUT SMF Record Format Utility
The TBESMFUT utility is a batch program that formats both Tape Encryption and EKM SMF events from an SMF dump
data set generated by the SMF dump program (IFASMFDP).

The TBESMFUT utility can generate detail, summary, and statistics reports based on Tape Encryption SMF events.

The utility also handles user control statements. This allows you to specify StatsSMFRecordTypes associated with the
following:

• Tape Encryption and EKM products
• User-specified Tape Encryption and EKM events
• BES address spaces
• Date ranges

This utility can run without an active BES task.

NOTE
For information about Tape Encryption and EKM SMF record tracking configuration, see Configuring.

JCL

Member BESSMFUT in the CTAPJCL library demonstrates how to run the TBESMFUT utility. The following sample JCL
prints a report of all Tape Encryption and EKM events recorded in the SMF dump dataset:

//JOBNAME JOB

//BESSMFUT EXEC PGM=TBESMFUT,

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LIBPFX.CTAPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SMFINPUT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@SMFDSN 

//SYSIN DD *

             SMFRECTYPE = nnn

/*

This JCL has the following format:

• STEPLIB
Specifies where TBESMFUT resides.
Optional if the Tape Encryption or EKM load library is in the link list.

• @LIBPFX
Specifies the high level prefix to use for CTAPLINK.

• SYSPRINT
Specifies output which contains both the results for the user provided SYSIN control statements and the report
generated by TBESMFUT.

• SMFINPUT
Specifies the name of the input SMF dump data set generated by the SMF dump program (IFASMFDP).

• @SMFDSN
Specifies the name of the SMF dump data set that contains the output of the IFASMFDP utility.

• SYSIN
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Specifies the input control statements for the job.
• DEBUG

Optional. Triggers TBESMFUT to add additional information about the SYSIN control statements to the SYSPRINT
output for debugging purposes.

• nnn
Specifies the numeric value of StatsSMFRecordTypes associated with Tape Encryption and EKM.

Control Statements

The control statements specify the report generation selection criteria.

The control statement uses the following keywords:

• SMFRECTYPE = (nnn,nnn,nnn,nnn,nnn,nnn,nnn,nnn)
(Required) Specifies up to 8 SMF record types to select events associated with the record type. These values match
StatsSMFRecordTypes associated with Tape Encryption and EKM.
Range: 128 to 255

• BES = (BESn,BESn,BESn,BESn,BESn,BESn,BESn,BESn, )
Specifies up to 8 BES IDs to select events from these BES subsystems. Omitting this keyword will select events from
all BES subsystems.
Valid values: BES1, BES2, BES3, BES4, BES5, BES6, BES7, and BES8.

• SMFRECSUBTYPE = (eventname|n)
Specifies specific events. The events are represented by the subtype numbers used by EKM or Tape Encryption that
are placed in the SMF record during the encryption/decryption process. Omitting this keyword selects all events. You
can specify either the values or their numerical equivalents. The following events and their related subtype numbers
are available:
– CKMINIT

CA Key Manager initialized.
Subtype number: 16

– CKMSTOPPKDS
CA Key Manager stopped using PKDS.
Subtype number: 17

– CKMMAINTAIN
CA Key Manager key maintenance.
Subtype number: 18

– CKMMIGR
CA Key Manager migration started.
Subtype number: 19

– CKMMIGRSTATS
CA Key Manager migration statistics.
Subtype number: 20

– CKMSYNCSTATS
CA Key Manager synchronization statistics.
Subtype number: 21

– CKMNEWCERT
CA Key Manager new certificate.
Subtype number: 22

– CKMDELCERT
CA Key Manager certificate deleted.
Subtype number: 23

– CRYPTSTATS
Cryptographic statistics.
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Subtype number: 32
– TS1120STATS

TS1120 Statistics.
Subtype number: 33

NOTE
For information about subtype numbers, see Configuring.

• DATE = (date1, date2)
Specifies the date or the date range. A single value selects events occurring on that date. Two values select events
occurring in that period. Omitting this keyword selects all events in the file.
The date formats must meet the following requirements:
– Middle-endian Gregorian

These dates must be in form MM/DD/YYYY, MM-DD-YYYY or MM.DD.YYYY.
– Big-endian Gregorian

These dates must be in the ISO 8601 international standard and in the form YYYY/MM/DD, YYYY-MM-DD or
YYYY.MM.DD form.

– Ordinal
These dates must be in the form YYYY/DDD, YYYY-DDD or YYYY.DDD form.

• PRINT = SUMMARY|DETAIL|STATISTICS
Specifies the type of report to generate. You can only specify one print type. Omitting this keyword generates a
summary report.
The valid values are:
– SUMMARY

(Default) Generate a summary report of the selected events.
– DETAIL

Generate a detail report of the selected events.
– STATISTICS

Generate a statistical report based on the selected events.

Syntax

To help you format the control statements to appear more legible, TBESMFUT ignores the following:

• Blank lines
• Comment blocks beginning with a ‘/*’ and ending with a ‘*/
• Lines that have an asterisk in the first column that are outside the comment blocks
• Blank spaces

To assign a single value to a keyword, use the following format:

KEWORD = VALUE

To assign more than one value to a keyword, use the following list format:

KEYWORD = ( VALUE1, VALUE2, …, VALUEn )

You can also repeat the KEYWORD = VALUEn format multiple times. You can only have one keyword per line and you
cannot specify blank values.

SMF Reader Return Codes

When using the list format, you can continue multiple values onto proceeding lines. In this case, line breaks are only
allowed after the “,”.
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TBESMFUT issues the following condition codes upon execution:

• 0
The program ran successfully and generated the requested report.

• 8
The program did not generate a report because it encountered an error in the control statement syntax.

• 12
The program did not generate a report because it encountered a severe error. Possible reasons are:
– The program failed to open the required data set.
– The program failed to allocate sufficient memory.

Sample Control Statement

The following is an example with multiple search criteria and detail report generation:

 * SELECT SMF RECORD TYPES 241 through 245        

SMFRECTYPE = (241,                   

              242,                   

              243,                   

              244,                   

              245)             

* SELECT BES SUBSYSTEMS 1,2 AND 3           

BES = ( BES1,   /* BES 1 */         

        BES2,   /* BES 2 */         

        BES3 )  /* BES 3 */      

* SELECT ALL RECORD SUBTYPES

* THIS IS THE SAME AS OMITTING THE 'SMFRECSUBTYPE' KEYWORD

SMFRECSUBTYPE = ( CKMINIT,       /*KEY MANAGER INITIALIED*/         

                  CKMSTOPPKDS,   /*KEY MANAGER STOP USING PKDS*/    

                  CKMMAINTAIN,   /*KEY MANAGER KEY MAINTENANCE*/    

                  CKMMIGR,       /*KEY MANAGER MIGRATION STARTED*/  

                  CKMMIGRSTATS,  /*KEY MANAGER MIGRATION STATS*/    

                  CKMSYNCSTATS,  /*KEY MANAGER SYNC STATS*/         

                  CKMNEWCERT,    /*KEY MANAGER NEW CERTIFICATE*/    

                  CKMDELCERT,    /*KEY MANAGER CERTIFICATE DELETED*/

                  CRYPTSTATS,    /*CRYPTOGRAPHIC STATISTICS*/       

                  TS1120STATS )  /*TS1120 STATISTICS*/    

* SELECT THE YEAR 2009                                       

DATE = ( 2009/001, 2009/365 )                              

* GENERATE A DETAIL REPORT                    

PRINT = DETAIL   

The following example has the same search criteria for SMFRECSUBTYPE and DATE as the previous example, but with
different formats for the values:

* SELECT ALL RECORD SUBTYPES

* THIS IS THE SAME AS OMITTING THE 'SMFRECSUBTYPE' KEYWORD

SMFRECSUBTYPE = ( 16,   /*KEY MANAGER INITIALIED*/         

                  17,   /*KEY MANAGER STOP USING PKDS*/    

                  18,   /*KEY MANAGER KEY MAINTENANCE*/    

                  19,   /*KEY MANAGER MIGRATION STARTED*/  

                  20,   /*KEY MANAGER MIGRATION STATS*/    
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                  21,   /*KEY MANAGER SYNC STATS*/         

                  22,   /*KEY MANAGER NEW CERTIFICATE*/    

                  23,   /*KEY MANAGER CERTIFICATE DELETED*/

                  32,   /*CRYPTOGRAPHIC STATISTICS*/       

                  33 )  /*TS1120 STATISTICS*/                       

* SELECT THE YEAR 2009                                       

DATE = ( 01/01/2009, 12/31/2009 )

Use Digital Certificates
Tape Encryption and Digital Certificates
For sending tapes to business partners, Tape Encryption uses a symmetric cryptography and takes advantage of public
key encryption.

NOTE
If you are planning to encrypt and decrypt only in-house tapes, you do not need digital certificates.

How Digital Certificates are Obtained and Used

The following describes the process of obtaining and using digital certificates:

• You can obtain the digital certificate of a business partner from a Certification Authority and store it in the database of
your security product.

• The security products store the certificates as resources owned by specific users.
• A certificate is added to the security product database by or on behalf of a user by a security administrator, and is only

available to that user.
• The information can be made available to an authorized application such as Tape Encryption, which can access it

when you need to send a tape to that business partner.
• When exported, the digital certificate contains the public key portion of the public key/private key pair of the business

partner.
• Because data encrypted with the public key can only be decrypted with the associated private key, the data can be

transmitted in a secure manner.
• Parameter attributes in the parmlib are used to identify the key ring of a business partner and associate the digital

certificate specified in the DFSMS data class or the key protection profiles in your security system with that key ring.
• The public key is exported from the security product database and sent to the system where the tape will be created.

The public key is then used to encrypt the symmetric data encryption key, which is used to actually encrypt the tape
file.

How Digital Certificates Work with Your Security System

Tape Encryption works with your security system to access digital certificates, as outlined in the following list:

• ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM Security Server RACF generate digital certificates.
• All of the information found in a digital certificate is stored in the security product's database, including information

about the certificate owner and their public keys.
• The digital certificate information can be retrieved by authorized users and applications.
• Digital certificates can be exported in X.509 format, to be shared publicly, containing only the public portion of the

public key or private key pair.
• Tape Encryption interfaces with the security product and dynamically retrieves the certificate when it is needed for

encryption or decryption.
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How Keys Are Generated and Transmitted

When you send a tape to a system that does not share the same key repository as the system creating the tape, you need
a way to securely share keys with the business partner that will be reading the encrypted tape. The following points outline
how this process works for Tape Encryption:

• To provide a secure method for transmitting both the data and the key used to encrypt the data, an asymmetric key
and a symmetric key are used for these external B2B tapes.

• The business partner that will receive the encrypted tape must have a version of Tape Encryption installed, either the
full product, the free version, or one of the available Tape Encryption options.

• If you are the business partner who wishes to receive encrypted tapes, do the following to prepare a digital certificate
for use with Tape Encryption:
– Generate a digital certificate for use with Tape Encryption, using your security system.
– Export the certificate in X.509 format.
– Transfer the exported file to the site that will create the encrypted tape, using FTP, email, or any normal means.

• If you are the business partner who will create the encrypted tape, do the following:
– Import your business partner's digital certificate into your security system.
– Add the certificate to a key ring that can be accessed by a Tape Encryption user or started task.

• To send an encrypted tape to the business partner, Tape Encryption does the following:
– Creates a single-use symmetric data encryption key for each B2B tape.
– Retrieves the public key portion of the business partner's public key/private key pair from the digital certificate in the

security system.
– Uses the public key to encrypt the symmetric key that is used to encrypt data.
– Stores the resulting encrypted key in the tape labels.
– Writes the data to the tape in encrypted format using the symmetric key.
The tape is now ready to be sent to the business partner.
Tape Encryption, running on the system of the business partner who receives the encrypted tape, obtains the private
key from the security system to transparently decrypt the symmetric key that is stored in the tape labels and uses the
symmetric key to decrypt the data on the tape.

 

Digital Certificates and Key Rings
Digital certificates are stored in a structure called a key ring. You can think of a key ring as similar to the key ring you keep
your house keys or car keys on. A key ring may have many keys on it, and each key opens a different lock. Similarly, a
digital certificate key ring can have a collection of digital certificates, and each certificate is used for a different purpose.
You can have multiple key rings to store and group multiple digital certificates.

Key Ring Names

The following points describe how Tape Encryption uses key ring names:

• The actual key ring names, as defined to the security products, can be any valid name.
• The key ring names do not need to be the same at the site that creates the encrypted tape and the remote site of the

business partner that reads the tape.
• The key rings used by Tape Encryption are defined on both the system that creates the tape and the system that reads

the tape, in their respective parmlibs.
• The key ring names are aliases that do not have to be the same on the system that creates the tape and the system

that reads the tape.
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Shared Key Rings and User Key Rings

The following points describe the characteristics of shared key rings and user key rings:

• The difference between a shared key ring, as defined by the attributes of a ShareRingAlias section in parmlib and a
user key ring, as defined by a UserRingAlias section in parmlib, are as follows:
– The shared key ring or rings are associated with the Tape Encryption address space.
– The user key ring specification identifies a single key ring name that may or may not be associated with the user ID

who is running the tape job.
• Tape Encryption may or may not preload into memory at initialization time all certificates found on its shared key ring

or rings. The loading of keys into memory is determined by the value of the B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates attribute in
parmlib.

• Any time a certificate is loaded from a shared key ring, it is loaded only in the Tape Encryption address space and only
into Tape Encryption private storage.

• Certificates on the user key rings are never pre-loaded. Certificates loaded from user key rings are loaded in the tape
job's address space into the tape jobs private storage

How Digital Certificates Are Located

The following points summarize how Tape Encryption locates digital certificates:

• Locating a certificate is controlled by the KeyRingSearchOrder parameter in parmlib.
• If the value of KeyRingSearchOrder is set to BESKeyRingsFirst, the following occurs:

– Tape Encryption looks for the certificate on the shared key ring or rings first, as defined by the attributes in a
ShareRingAlias section in parmlib and the DFSMS data class RSA(ringname_alias) parameter.

– If the certificate is not found, Tape Encryption determines whether the user running the tape job has a key ring. The
user's key ring is defined by the attributes in the UserRingAlias section in parmlib. If a user's key ring name exists,
Tape Encryption looks for the certificate on that key ring.

– If certificates are preloaded, the search is an in-memory search of a table of certificates loaded during initialization.
– If certificates are not preloaded, the key rings are read until the certificate is found or there are no more key rings to

search.
• If the value of KeyRingSearchOrder is set to UserKeyRingFirst, the following occurs:

– Tape Encryption determines whether the user running the tape job has a key ring that is of the same name as
defined by the attributes in the UserRingAlias section in the Tape Encryption parmlib.

– If the certificate is not found on the user key ring, or the user does not have a key ring with a name as specified in
the Tape Encryption parmlib, or no user key ring is defined to the parmlib, the certificate is located on the shared
key rings as defined by the attributes in the existing ShareRingAlias sections in parmlib and the DFSMS data
class RSA(ringname_alias) parameter, if you are using DFSMS. If you are using your security system to control
tape encryption processing, the key ring attributes are stored in the key protection profiles in your security system.

• The method of locating certificates is as follows:
– When creating a B2B tape, the certificate label comes from

the BES=(RSA(ringname_alias):certificate_label,algorithm) string in the DFSMS data class description field or in the
key protection profiles of the security system.

– When reading a B2B tape, the certificate label comes from information stored on the tape in the Tape Encryption
standard user labels.

– Only the label for the digital certificate must be the same on both the system that creates the encrypted tape and the
remote system of the business partner that reads the tape. The key rings are described in parmlib, which provides
Tape Encryption with the information it needs to locate certificates.

How Digital Certificates Are Used

Digital certificates are stored in key rings so that they can be referred to by an authorized user or application when
needed. The following points outline the process of how Tape Encryption uses digital certificates:
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• To use a specific digital certificate, the certificate must reside on a key ring that is associated with the Tape Encryption
task or the end user who wants to use the certificate.

• To identify which certificate to use in a given situation, the user must specify which key ring the certificate is on, as well
as which certificate on the key ring to use.
– The user references the key ring using a name selected when the key ring was created.
– The user explicitly specifies the key ring in the DFSMS data class description parameter, as shown in the following

example if you are using DFSMS:

BES=(RSA(SYSTEMRING):CERTIFICATEZ,AES128)

In these examples, the certificate CERTIFICATEZ is specifically searched for on key ring SYSTEMRING.
If you are using the security system to select data sets for encryption, set a similar parameter in the userdata field of
the appropriate data set security profile:

BES=(RSA(SYSTEMRING):CERTIFICATEZ.AES128)

NOTE
When specifying this parameter for the userdata field in your security system, a period separates the
certificate name and algorithm

• For each user, each key ring name must be unlike all other key rings owned by that user.
• Digital certificates are also given a name when they are created by the owner. This name is the digital certificate label,

which identifies individual certificates on a ring.
• The specific digital certificate is identified by user, key ring name, and digital certificate label.

Example How a B2B Tape Is Created Using Digital Certificates

The following example describes the process of creating a tape using a digital certificate:

1. If a business partner on system A wants to receive encrypted tapes from a business partner on system B, the user on
system A uses a security product to generate a public key/private key pair to create a digital certificate.

2. The certificate is stored in the security product database on system A.
3. The certificate is then exported in X.509 format and sent to the site that will create the encrypted tape, system B. (This

can also be done through Certification Authorities.) In this manner, system A has transmitted a public key to system B.
4. System B adds the certificate from system A to its security product database, and connects the certificate to a key ring

that has been created specifically for the Tape Encryption started task.
5. When making a tape to send to system A, a user or process on system B creates an encrypted tape by specifying

a DFSMS data class if using DFSMS, or CA@BES if using security protection profiles in your security system, that
indicates the use of public key encryption, and specifies the certificate label of the digital certificate that belongs to
system A.

6. During the creation of the tape on system B, the security system is queried for the certificates on its key rings, and the
public key is extracted from the proper certificate, based on the label specified in the DFSMS data class definition if
using DFSMS, or in the security protection profiles if using your security system.

7. A new randomly-generated symmetric key is also created and used to encrypt the data before it is written to tape.
8. The public key is used to encrypt the symmetric key, and the resulting encrypted symmetric key is written to the tape

using standard user header labels.
9. The certificate label name is also written out to a user header label in clear text.
10. After the user header labels have been written, the application can write the data to the tape.
11. Tape Encryption intercepts the data and encrypts it before placing it on the tape.

Example How an Encrypted B2B Tape is Read

The following example describes the process of reading a B2B tape using a digital certificate:
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• When the encrypted tape is received by system A, Tape Encryption intercepts any attempt to read the tape.
• It reads in the certificate label and encrypted symmetric key from the user header labels.
• Using the certificate label, it queries the security system for the certificates on its key ring, and looks for the certificate

that matches the label.
• Because the original certificate was added to the security system's database, it finds a match for the certificate.
• Tape Encryption obtains the private key from the security system, and uses it to decrypt the encrypted symmetric key.
• This symmetric key is then used to decrypt the data on the tape as it is read by the application.

Digital Certificates and ACF2
Sample procedures are provided that show how to generate digital certificates with ACF2 to use for Tape Encryption. The
samples also show how to add the certificates to the Tape Encryption-started task on the system that will generate the
encrypted tape.

Generate Digital Certificates with ACF2

The following example shows how a business partner can set up Tape Encryption with self-signed digital certificates
generated by ACF2. This lets you send your public key to the site that creates the tape so that it can be used for
encryption purposes.

NOTE
The sample commands in this example may vary at your site depending on your naming conventions and
environment. Adjust the commands according to your site standards and environment.

To generate a digital certificate with ACF2

1. Generate the Tape Encryption digital certificate with the GENCERT command as shown in the following example:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

GENCERT BES.TAPECRE8 SUBJ(cn='common-name' OU='org-unit' -            

                 O='organization' L='location' ST='state' C='US') - 

                 LABEL(BESCERT) -                                 

                 EXPIRE(mm/dd/yy)              

– In this example, BES is the Tape Encryption started task user id and BES.TAPECRE8 is the digital certificate profile
name in ACF2. If the started task user id differs, change BES.TAPECRE8 to xxxxxxx.TAPECRE8 where xxxxxxx is
the user id of your Tape Encryption started task.
Note: Even if you plan to run multiple started tasks, the started task user ID will all be the same.

– Tailor the GENCERT SUBJ parameters as needed for your company or organization. Change mm/dd/yy in the
EXPIRE parameter to a valid expiration date.

– Tailor the LABEL parameter to match what you specify on the BES= string. The certificate LABEL parameter
is case-sensitive. Because the DFSMS data class editor forces the BES= parameter in the description field to
uppercase, the LABEL name you choose must be specified as all uppercase in order to match. This example
creates a certificate with the label BESCERT, which corresponds to the following BES= string:

BES=(RSA(BTERING):BESCERT,AES128)

The digital certificate is generated.
2. Create the Tape Encryption key ring and connect the certificate to it as shown in the following example:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)                      

INSERT BES.RING RINGNAME(BESRING)                   

CONNECT CERTDATA(BES.TAPECRE8) KEYRING(BES.RING) DEFAULT
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– In this example, the Tape Encryption started task user id is BES. If the started task user id differs, change
BES.RING to xxxxxxx.RING where xxxxxxx is the user id of your Tape Encryption started task. Change
BES.TAPECRE8 on the CONNECT command to xxxxxxx.TAPECRE8 where xxxxxxx is the user id of your Tape
Encryption started task.

– Tailor the RINGNAME parameter on the INSERT command. The RINGNAME parameter you specify in this step
must match the value of the KeyRingName attribute in your parmlib. Since the SMS Data Class editor forces the
description field to upper case, the RINGNAME you choose must be specified as all upper case in order to match.

– In this example, BESRING is the key ring name that corresponds to the value of the KeyRingName attribute in the
parmlib member, as shown in the following sample:

<B2BKeyrings>                                             

  ShareRingAlias = BTEring                                

<BTEring>                                                 

  KeyRingName = 'BESRING'                                 

  B2BRSAKeepHours=8                                       

The key ring RINGNAME is case-sensitive and must exactly match the value of the KeyRingName attribute in your
Tape Encryption parmlib.
A Tape Encryption key ring is created and the certificate is attached to it.

3. Authorize the Tape Encryption started task to be able to read certificates from the key ring as shown in the following
example:

4. SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)   

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

– Specify the ACF2 UID value of the Tape Encryption started task in both RECKEY commands.
– READ access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve certificates from a key ring that you own, for

example, BES.RING.
– UPDATE access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve certificates from a key ring that another user

owns.
– If the EKM is being used, CONTROL access is required to IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST and UPDATE access is required to

IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING.
The Tape Encryption started task can now read the certificates from the key ring.

5. Export the self-signed Tape Encryption started task certificate as shown in the following example.

EXPORT BES.TAPECRE8 DSN('BES.TAPE.ENCRYPT.STC.CERT')

The certificate is exported. The EXPORT command creates an industry standard, transportable digital certificate. This
allows you to transmit the certificate to another site where the tape will be read.

6. Transfer the data set BES.TAPE.ENCRYPT.STC.CERT to the site that will be creating the tape using FTP, email, or
any normal means.

NOTE
For more information about the commands in the example, see the ACF2 Security for z/OS Administrating
section.

Sample JCL - How to Generate Digital Certificates

The following sample JCL shows how to generate digital certificates with ACF2. Modify the sample to suit the needs of
your site.

//JOBNAME  JOB  (00000000),'BTE SSL SETUP',NOTIFY=xxxxxxx,MSGCLASS=X    00010002

//*                                                                            
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//* Step 1: Generate the self-signed <te>                

//*         digital certificate                                                

//*                                                                            

//* Note: Tailor the GENCERT SUBJ parameters as needed for your                

//*       company or organization. Change "mm/dd/yy" in the EXPIRE             

//*       parameter to a valid expiration date.                                

//*                                                                            

//*       Tailor the LABEL parameter to match what you specify on              

//*       the BES= string. This example creates a certificate with             

//*       label "BESCERT" which corresponds to the following BES=              

//*       string:                                                              

//*                                                                            

//*         BES=(RSA(BTERING):BESCERT,AES128)                              

//*                                                                            

//*       This example assumes that your CA started task user id              

//*       is "BES". If the started task user id differs, change             

//*       "BES.TAPECRE8" to "xxxxxxx.TAPECRE8" where xxxxxxx is the name       

//*       of your CA started task user id.                                     

//*                                                                            

//BATCH1   EXEC PGM=ACFBATCH                                                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                               

  GENCERT BES.TAPECRE8 SUBJ(cn='common-name' OU='org-unit' -                   

                   O='organization' L='location' ST='state' C=US) -            

                   LABEL(BESCERT) -                                            

                   EXPIRE(mm/dd/yy)                                            

//*                                                                            

//* Step 2: Create the <te> keyring                      

//*         and connect the certificate to it                                  

//*                                                                            

//* Note: Tailor the RINGNAME parameter on the INSERT command.                 

//*       The RINGNAME parameter you specify in this step must match           

//*       the "Keyringname" parameter in your PARMLIB. This example            

//*       uses "BESRING" which corresponds to the PARMLIB member               

//*       shown below:                                                         

//*                                                                            

//*       <B2BKeyrings>                                                        

//*         ShareRingAlias = BTEring                                           

//*                                                                            

//*       <BTEring>                                                            

//*         Keyringname = 'BESRING'                                            

//*         B2BRSAKeepHours=8                                                  

//*                                                                            

//*       The keyring RINGNAME is case-sensitive and must match                

//*       the BTE PARMLIB "Keyringname" exactly.                               

//*                                                                            

//*       This example assumes that your CA started task user id              

//*       is"BES". If the started task user id differs, change             

//*       "BES.RING" to "xxxxxxx.RING" where xxxxxxx is your CA started           

//*       task user id. Change "BES.TAPECRE8" on the CONNECT command to 

//*       "xxxxxxx.TAPECRE8" where xxxxxxx is your CA started task user id.                                

//*                                                                            
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//BATCH2   EXEC PGM=ACFBATCH                                                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                               

  SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)                                               

  INSERT BES.RING RINGNAME(BESRING)                                            

  CONNECT CERTDATA(BES.TAPECRE8) KEYRING(BES.RING) DEFAULT                     

//*                                                                            

//* Step 3: Authorize the <te>                           

//*         started task to be able to read certificates                       

//*         from the keyring                                                   

//*                                                                            

//* Note: Specify the CA-ACF2 UID value of the CA started task         

//*       in both RECKEY commands.                                             

//*                                                                            

//*       READ access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve         

//*       certificates from a keyring that you own (i.e. BES.RING).            

//*                                                                            

//*       UPDATE access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve       

//*       certificates from a keyring that another user owns.                  

//*                                                                            

//BATCH3   EXEC PGM=ACFBATCH                                                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                               

  SET RESOURCE(FAC)                                                            

  RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)             

  RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)          

//*                                                                            

//* Step 4: EXPORT the self-signed <te> started          

//*         task certificate. This is done so that it can be transmitted       

//*         to another site.                                                   

//*                                                                            

//BATCH4   EXEC PGM=ACFBATCH                                                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                               

  EXPORT BES.TAPECRE8 DSN('BES.TAPE.ENCRYPT.STC.CERT')                         

//*                                                                            

//NOTIFY   EXEC PGM=NOTIFY,COND=EVEN,PARM=XXXXXXX                              

//                                                                             

Add the ACF2 Digital Certificate of a Business Partner

If you are running ACF2 at your site and you receive a digital certificate that was generated by a business partner using
ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM Security Server RACF, use the following sample commands to define and add the certificate to
the user task and Tape Encryption started task on your system.

If the remote security system is not using ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM Secure Server RACF, ensure that the certificate is a
DER encoded X.509 certificate that is in Base64 format (CERTB64).

NOTE
The sample commands in this example may vary at your site depending on your naming conventions and
environment. Adjust the commands according to your site standards and environment.
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To add the digital certificate a business partner using ACF2

1. Import the self-signed Tape Encryption digital certificate into ACF2 as shown in the following example:

INSERT BES.TAPEREAD  DSN('BES.TAPE.ENCRYPT.STC.CERT') LABEL(BESCERT)

In this example, BES is the Tape Encryption started task user ID and BES.TAPEREAD is the digital certificate name in
ACF2. If the started task user id differs, change BES.TAPEREAD to xxxxxxx.TAPEREAD where xxxxxxx is the started
task user id.
The LABEL parameter must match what you specify on the BES= string on the system the tape was created on. This
example inserts a certificate with label BESCERT, which corresponds to the following BES= string on the system the
tape was created on:

BES=(RSA(BTERING):BESCERT,AES128)

The digital certificate from the business partner is imported into ACF2.
2. Create the Tape Encryption key ring and connect the certificate to it as shown in the following example:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

INSERT BES.RING RINGNAME(BESRING)

CONNECT CERTDATA(BES.TAPEREAD) KEYRING(BES.RING) DEFAULT

In this example, BES is the started task user id and BES.TAPEREAD is the digital certificate profile name in ACF2. If
the started task user id differs, change BES.TAPEREAD on the CONNECT command to xxxxxxx.TAPEREAD where
xxxxxxx is the started task user id.
The Tape Encryption key ring is created and the certificate is connected to it.

3. Authorize the Tape Encryption started task to be able to read certificates from the key ring as shown in the following
example:

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)    

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

– Specify the ACF2 UID value of the Broadcom started task in both RECKEY commands.
– READ access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve certificates from a keyring that you own (for

example, BES.RING).
– UPDATE access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve certificates from a keyring that another user

owns.
– If the EKM is being used, CONTROL access is required to IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST and UPDATE access is required to

IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING.
The Tape Encryption started task is now authorized to read the certificates from the key ring.

NOTE
For more information about the commands in the example, see the ACF2 documentation.

Sample JCL - How to Add a Business Partner's Digital Certificates

The following sample JCL shows how to add a business partner's digital certificates with ACF2. Modify the sample to suit
the needs of your site.

//JOBNAME  JOB  (00000000),'BTE SSL SETUP',NOTIFY=xxxxxxx,MSGCLASS=X    00010002

//*                                                                            

//* After running job BTEACF2, the data set that is created in the              

//* EXPORT step should be transmitted to a remote site. This job               

//* illustrates how that data set can be used to install the                    

//* self-signed <te> certificate at the                  
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//* remote site.                                                               

//*                                                                            

//* Step 1: Import the self-signed <te>                  

//*         digital certificate                                                

//*                                                                            

//*       This example assumes that your CA started task user id               

//*       is "BES". If the started task user id differs, change             

//*       "BES.TAPEREAD" to "xxxxxxx.TAPEREAD" where xxxxxxx is       

//*       your started task.                                     

//*                                                                            

//BATCH1   EXEC PGM=ACFBATCH                                                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                               

  SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)                                              

  INSERT BES.TAPEREAD  DSN('BES.TAPE.ENCRYPT.STC.CERT') LABEL(BESCERT)         

//*                                                                            

//* Step 2: Create the CA Tape Encryption keyring                      

//*         and connect the certificate to it. If the KEYRING                  

//*         already exists, remove the INSERT command and just                 

//*         do the CONNECT.                                                    

//*                                                                            

//*       This example assumes that your started task user id              

//*       is "BES". If the started task user id differs, change             

//*       "BES.RING" to "xxxxxxx.RING" where xxxxxxx is your started               

//*       task user id. Change "BES.TAPEREAD" on the CONNECT command       

//*       to "xxxxxxx.TAPEREAD" where xxxxxxx is the started task user          

//*       id.                                

//*                                                                            

//BATCH2   EXEC PGM=ACFBATCH                                                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                               

  SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)                                               

  INSERT BES.RING RINGNAME(BESRING)                                            

  CONNECT CERTDATA(BES.TAPEREAD) KEYRING(BES.RING) DEFAULT                     

//*                                                                            

//* Step 3: Authorize the <te>                           

//*         started task to be able to read certificates                       

//*         from the keyring                                                   

//*                                                                            

//* Note: Specify the CA-ACF2 UID value of the CA started task         

//*       in both RECKEY commands.                                             

//*                                                                            

//*       READ access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve         

//*       certificates from a keyring that you own (for example, BES.RING).    

//*                                                                            

//*       UPDATE access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING is required to retrieve       

//*       certificates from a keyring that another user owns.                  

//*                                                                            

//BATCH3   EXEC PGM=ACFBATCH                                                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        
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//SYSIN    DD  *                                                               

  SET RESOURCE(FAC)                                                            

  RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)             

  RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(bes_uid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)          

//*                                                                            

//NOTIFY   EXEC PGM=NOTIFY,COND=EVEN,PARM=XXXXXXX                              

//                                                                             

Digital Certificates and Top Secret
The following sections provide sample procedures that show how to generate digital certificates with Top Secret to use for
Tape Encryption, and how to add the certificates to the Tape Encryption started task on the system that will generate the
encrypted tape.

Generate Digital Certificates with Top Secret

The following example shows how a business partner can set up Tape Encryption with self-signed digital certificates
generated by Top Secret and transmit them to the organization that will create the encrypted tape.

NOTE
The sample commands in this example may vary at your site depending on your naming conventions and
environment. Adjust the commands according to your site standards and environment.

To generate a digital certificate with Top Secret

1. Generate the Tape Encryption digital certificate with the TSS GENCERT command as shown in the following example:

TSS GENCERT(BES)  DIGICERT(BESCERT) -

SUBJECTN('o="COMPANYA" CN="BES certificate"  -

OU="SYSTEMS" C="US" ')

In this example, BES is the Tape Encryption started task region accessor ID (ACID) and BESCERT is the digital
certificate name in Top Secret.
The Tape Encryption digital certificate is generated.

2. Create the Tape Encryption started task KEYRING with the TSS ADD command as shown in the following example:

TSS ADD(BES) KEYRING(BESRING)  LABLRING(BESRING)

Note: There are no blank spaces in the LABLRING portion of the command.
The Tape Encryption started task KEYRING is created.

3. Add the Tape Encryption started task's certificate to the Tape Encryption started task's KEYRING with the TSS ADD
command as shown in the following example:

TSS ADD(BES) KEYRING(BESRING) RINGDATA(BES, BESCERT) - USAGE(PERSONAL)

The Tape Encryption started task's certificate is added to the key ring.
4. Permit the Tape Encryption started task's region ACID to the SSL KEYRING, certificates, and mappings with the TSS

PERMIT as shown in the following example:

TSS PER(BES) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT) ACC(UPDATE)

TSS PER(BES) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

TSS PER(BES) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(UPDATE)

Note: If the EKM is being used, CONTROL access is required to IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT and UPDATE access is
required to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING.
The Tape Encryption started task's region ACID now has the appropriate permissions.
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5. Export the Tape Encryption started task's certificate public key to a data set with the TSS EXPORT command as
shown in the following example:

TSS EXPORT(BES)  DIGTCERT(BESCERT) DCDSN('BES.STARTED.TASK.CERT')

The TSS EXPORT command creates an industry standard, transportable digital certificate.
Note: The data set does not need to be formatted. It is automatically created and cataloged.
The certificate is exported.

6. Transfer the data set BES.STARTED.TASK.CERT to the site that will be creating the tape, using FTP, email, or any
normal means.
The certificate is transferred.

NOTE

For more information about the commands in the example, see the  Top Secret Security for z/OS Cookbook.

Add a Business Partner's Digital Certificate Using Top Secret

If you are running Top Secret at your site and you receive a digital certificate that was generated by a business partner
using Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM Security Server RACF, use the following sample commands to define and add the
certificate to the user task and Tape Encryption started task on your system.

If the remote security system is not using Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM Secure Server RACF, ensure the certificate is a DER
encoded X.509 certificate that is in Base64 format (CERTB64).

NOTE
The sample commands in this example may vary at your site depending on your naming conventions and
environment. Adjust the commands according to your site standards and environment.

To add a business partner's digital certificate using Top Secret

1. Import the certificate into the Top Secret security file as shown in the following example:

TSS ADD(USERA) DIGTCERT(BESCERT) DCDSN(BES.STARTED.TASK.CERT) TRUST

The digital certificate from the business partner is imported into Top Secret.
2. Create the KEYRING for a user task or started task ACID as shown in the following example. Skip this step if the user

already has a KEYRING.

TSS ADD(USERA) KEYRING(BESRING)

The key ring is created.
3. Attach the certificate to the user task or started task ACID KEYRING as shown in the following example:

TSS ADD(USERA) KEYRING(BESRING) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,BESCERT)  USEAGE(PERSONAL)

The certificate is connected to the key ring.
4. Permit the user task or started task ACID to the SSL KEYRING, certificates, and mappings with the TSS PERMIT as

shown in the following example:

TSS PER(USERA) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT) ACC(UPDATE)

TSS PER(USERA) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

TSS PER(USERA) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(UPDATE)

Note: If the EKM is being used, CONTROL access is required to IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT and UPDATE access is
required to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING.
The Tape Encryption started task's region ACID now has the appropriate permissions.

NOTE
For more information about the commands in the example, see the  Top Secret Security for z/OS Cookbook.
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Digital Certificates and IBM Security Server RACF
The following sections provide sample procedures that show how to generate digital certificates with IBM Security Server
RACF to use for Tape Encryption, and how to add the certificates to the Tape Encryption started task on the system that
will generate the encrypted tape.

Generate Digital Certificates with IBM Security Server RACF

The following example shows how a business partner can set up Tape Encryption with self-signed digital certificates
generated by IBM Security Server RACF and transmit them to the organization that will create the encrypted tape.

NOTE
The sample commands in this example may vary at your site depending on your naming conventions and
environment. Adjust the commands according to your site standards and environment.

To generate a digital certificate with IBM Security Server RACF

1. Generate the Tape Encryption digital certificate with the RACF RACDCERT GENCERT command as shown in the
following example:

RACDCERT ID(BES) GENCERT 

SUBJECTSDN(CN('BES certificate') O('organization'))  

SIZE(1024) WITHLABEL('BESCERT')

In this example, BES is the Tape Encryption started task region user ID, and BESCERT is the digital certificate name
in RACF.
The digital certificate is generated.

2. Create the Tape Encryption started task KEYRING with the RACDCERT ADDRING command as shown in the
following example:

RACDCERT ID(BES) ADDRING(BESRING)

The key ring is created.
3. Add the Tape Encryption started task's certificate to the Tape Encryption started task's KEYRING with the RACDCERT

CONNECT command as shown in the following example:

RACDCERT ID(BES) CONNECT(LABEL('BESCERT') RING(BESRING))

The certificate is added to the key ring.
4. Permit Tape Encryption started task's region to the KEYRING, certificates and mappings with the RACF PERMIT as

shown in the following example:

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT CLASS(FACILITY) -

ID(BES) ACCESS(UPDATE)                

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) -

ID(BES) ACCESS(UPDATE)               

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) -

ID(BES) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Note: If the EKM is being used, CONTROL access is required to IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT and UPDATE access is
required to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING.
The Tape Encryption started task now has the appropriate permissions.

5. Export the Tape Encryption started task's certificate public key to a data set with the RACF RACDCERT EXPORT
command as shown in the following example:

RACDCERT ID(BES) EXPORT(LABEL('BESCERT')) -
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DSN('BES.TAPEENCRYPTION.CERT') FORMAT(CERTDER)

The RACDCERT EXPORT command creates an industry standard, transportable digital certificate.
Note: The data set does not need to be formatted. It is automatically created and cataloged.
The certificate is exported.

6. Transfer the data set BES.TAPEENCRYPTION.CERT to the site that creates the tape, using FTP, email, or any normal
means.
The certificate is transferred.

NOTE
For more information about the commands in the example, see IBM's z/OS Security Server RACF Command
Language Reference.

Add a Business Partner's Digital Certificate Using IBM Security Server RACF

If you are running IBM Security Server RACF at your site and you receive a digital certificate that was generated by
a business partner, use the following sample commands to define and add the certificate to the user task and Tape
Encryption started task on your system.

If the remote security system is not using IBM Secure Server RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2, ensure the certificate is a DER
encoded X.509 certificate that is in Base64 format (CERTB64).

NOTE
The sample commands in this example may vary at your site depending on your naming conventions and
environment. Adjust the commands according to your site standards and environment.

To add a business partner's digital certificate using IBM Security Server RACF

1. Import the certificate into the IBM Security Server RACF security file as shown in the following example:

RACDCERT ID(USERA) ADD('BES.TAPEENCRYPTION.CERT') -

WITHLABEL('BESCERT') TRUST

The certificate is imported.
2. Create the KEYRING for a user task or started task ACID as shown in the following example. Skip this step if the user

already has a KEYRING.

RACDCERT ID(USERA) ADDRING(BESRING)

The key ring is created.
3. Attach the certificate to the user task or started task ACID KEYRING as shown in the following example:

RACDCERT ID(USERA) CONNECT(LABEL('BESCERT') RING(BESRING))

The certificate is attached to the key ring.
4. Permit the user task or started task to the KEYRING, certificates, and mappings with the RACF PERMIT as shown in

the following example:

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT CLASS(FACILITY) -

ID(USERA) ACCESS(UPDATE)                

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) -

ID(USERA) ACCESS(UPDATE)               

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) -

ID(USERA) ACCESS(UPDATE)     

Note: If the EKM is being used, CONTROL access is required to IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT and UPDATE access is
required to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING.
The user task or started task now has the appropriate permissions.
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5. Create the DFSMS data class that references the certificate and key ring. It should be set up on the system that
creates the tape as shown in the following example:

BES=(RSA(BESRING):BESCERT,AES128)

In this example, the specific certificate BESCERT will be searched for on key ring BESRING.
The DFSMS data class is created.

NOTE
For more information about the commands in the example, see IBM's z/OS Security Server RACF Command
Language Reference.

Deactivate Keys
Tape Encryption and Tape Management Systems
The following points outline some of the considerations relating to the requirements for retiring keys with Tape Encryption
and your tape management system:

• Tape Encryption works with your tape management system to automatically remove keys from the key repository that
are no longer needed to decrypt data.
– The tape management system provides the status of encrypted tape files to Tape Encryption.
– The tape management system informs Tape Encryption when it no longer needs a specific key instance because

all tape files encrypted with that key have been scratched and overwritten (reused) or the tape volumes have been
removed from the tape management system's database.

• By default, the key removal logic is not performed automatically.
– To enable the automatic key removal feature you must set the following parmlib attribute:

AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=Y

– You must also schedule an extract job for your tape management system to provide information on key usage and
then run the TBEKMUTL utility to process the extract.

• If you activate key removal in your configuration, Tape Encryption does not immediately delete a key that the tape
system has identified as no longer being in use.
– A grace period of 90 days occurs before a key that is identified as no longer in use is finally removed from the key

repository.
– If a key is identified as no longer in use and is then subsequently found to be in use, the key is automatically taken

off the queue of keys to delete.
• If you have Tape Encryption Option for Vtape or Tape Encryption Option for Disk, the keys must be tracked by your

tape management system. If you have CA 1 or TLMS as your tape management system, your keys will be managed
without your having to purchase any additional Tape Encryption options.

• For sites that do not have Tape Encryption Option for Vtape or Tape Encryption Option for Disk, if you want to take
advantage of the ability of Tape Encryption to deactivate old keys, you must be running a tape management system
that supports Tape Encryption. These include the following:
– CA 1
– TLMS
– Any third-party tape management system that provides a PTF with BES Key Index tracking support for Tape

Encryption.
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How Tape Management Systems Track Key Usage
Tape Encryption works with your tape management system to track key usage. The tape system volume or secondary
file record is updated with a BES Key Index (a numeric ID) that maps to a Tape Encryption key instance in the Tape
Encryption database.

How Tape Management Systems Track Key Usage

The following points outline how key usage is tracked:

• To ensure that keys are not retained beyond their useful life cycle, every symmetric key is associated with a unique key
index identifier called the BES Key Index.

• This identifier is stored in the following places:
– The User Header Label (UHL) of the encrypted tape
– The User Trailer Label (UTL) of the encrypted tape
– The BES database
– The database of the tape management system

• All symmetric keys are tracked, including the temporary symmetric keys used for encrypting B2B tapes.
Note: All B2B temporary symmetric keys use a single BES Key Index, 65521 (hexadecimal FFF1).

• A system procedure (PROC) is distributed with Tape Encryption that you must schedule to be run.
– This procedure does the following:

• Creates an extract file of the BES Key Indexes in use and a detailed report about the tapes encrypted by Tape
Encryption.

• Executes program TBEKMUTL to process the extract file and put keys that are no longer needed in a deletion
queue.

– CA 1 users must configure and schedule procedure BESKMNT1 distributed in the PROCLIB data set.
– TLMS users must configure and schedule procedure BESKMNTT distributed in the PROCLIB data set.
– DFSMSrmm users must configure and schedule procedure BESKMNTR distributed in the PROCLIB data set.

NOTE
For information about other OEM tape management systems that provide support for Tape Encryption, see
the vendor's documentation.

• The tape management system returns a list of all keys that are still in use on active tape volumes.
• If the tape has been scratched and the encrypted file or files have been physically overwritten (reused), the key is no

longer needed.
– Tape Encryption places the key in a queue to be removed after the grace period.
– When you use the ICSF CKDS as a key repository, the removal routine removes the key from both the BES

database and the ICSF CKDS database.

WARNING
Broadcom does not support sharing the BES database across systems that do not share the same tape catalog.

How Tape Encryption for CA 1 Tracks Key Usage

Tape Encryption Option for CA 1 tracks key usage automatically. When a tape is written, Tape Encryption calls CA 1 with
information that allows the BES Key Index to be stored in the Tape Management Catalog (TMC).

How Tape Encryption for TLMS Tracks Key Usage

Tape Encryption Option for TLMS tracks key usage automatically. When a tape is written, Tape Encryption calls TLMS
with information that allows the BES Key Index to be stored in the Volume Master File (VMF).
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How Tape Encryption with DFSMSrmm Tracks Key Usage

Tape Encryption for Third Party TMS with DFSMSrmm tracks key usage automatically. When a tape is written, Tape
Encryption calls DFSMSrmm with information that allows the BES Key Index to be stored in the Control Data Set (CDS).

NOTE
To allow the BES Key Index to be maintained and displayed additional DFSMSrmm maintenance is required.

How Tape Encryption with DFSMSrmm Tracks Key Usage

Tape Encryption for Third Party TMS with DFSMSrmm tracks key usage automatically. When a tape is written, Tape
Encryption calls DFSMSrmm with information that allows the BES Key Index to be stored in the Control Data Set (CDS).

NOTE
To allow the BES Key Index to be maintained and displayed additional DFSMSrmm maintenance is required.

How Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS Tracks Key Usage

Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS tracks key usage by invoking the Tape Encryption API at certain points during
tape processing:

• Tape management systems other than CA 1, TLMS, and DFSMSrmm that provide maintenance to integrate with Tape
Encryption call the API during tape open processing that passes the BES Key Index to the tape system.

• The tape management system is then responsible for retaining the BES Key Index in its tape catalog.
• The tape management system must also provide an extract to be processed by the TBEKMUTL utility that identifies

the BES Key Indexes in use for active encrypted tape volumes.

Deactivated Keys and Scratch Tapes
A deactivated key is no longer used for encryption. New versions of the key are not generated, but the key instance is
retained for reading tapes that were encrypted with this key. The following points describe how deactivated keys are
managed for scratch tapes:

• • Tape Encryption is a rule-based system that allows you to define the types of encryption to perform and how often
to regenerate keys.

• After you define these rules, new versions of keys are generated automatically.
Only one version of a key is considered to be the current active key. All other keys are flagged for future use or may
be marked as deactivated.

• You may have any number of keys in the deactivated state under each specific Tape Encryption key name.
– These deactivated keys represent keys in the ICSF database or BES database that were used to encrypt tapes

in the past under the specific Tape Encryption key name.
– The appropriate key is referenced any time an application mounts and reads one of these tapes.

• To ensure that keys do not remain in the BES database and ICSF database beyond the lifecycle of the tapes,
Tape Encryption automatically removes these deactivated keys from Tape Encryption and ICSF when the tape
management system flags the last tape encrypted under these old keys as a scratch tape that has been overwritten
(reused) and after the grace period expires.

• The Deactivate attribute in parmlib indicates whether an entire key section is marked as deactivated. Deactivating
a key section in parmlib is similar to deactivating individual keys: the key section cannot be used for creating new
tapes but may be used to read old tapes.

• If you do not want a key to be used for any new encryption activity, specify the following value for the Deactivate
attribute in parmlib to deactivate all versions of the key:

Deactivate=Y
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– This deactivates the current key. It is no longer used for encryption.
– This makes the use of the key name invalid. No new key instances are generated for this key name.
– This also removes all future versions of the key that had been generated based on the values of the Regenerate

attribute and NumberOfGenerations attribute in parmlib.
– Now that the currently active instance of the key is deactivated, it is retained in the key repository in case it is

needed for decryption purposes, until the tape management system indicates that it can be removed after the
grace period expires.

– The key may be reactivated by removing the Deactivate=Y specification. Doing so will cause Tape Encryption to
generate a new current key and all of the required future keys. Any time you cause new keys to be generated,
you should immediately back up the mirror database and send a copy of the backup to your disaster recovery
site.

NOTE

 You can also deactivate a key by simply removing from parmlib the key name and the key section that
defines the attributes of the key.

For more information about the Deactivate attribute, see Configuring.

Retired Keys
A retired key is an instance of a key that in the normal course of its use is no longer needed for reading encrypted tapes
and can be destroyed. The following points outline the process of deactivating keys:

• The currently active symmetric key instance for each key name defined in parmlib is automatically deactivated and a
new active key instance takes its place, based on the time interval specified for the Regenerate attribute in parmlib.

• When a key instance is deactivated, it is kept in the key repository until the tape management system indicates that it
is no longer needed to decrypt any encrypted tape file. At that point the key is considered to be retired.

• When your site is configured for the automatic removal of the keys, the retired keys are not removed from the key
repository immediately.
– After keys are identified by the TBEKMUTL utility as retired, they are retained for a grace period of 90 days. If a

request to use the key occurs during that time, the key is promoted back to deactivated status and it is removed
from the queue of keys to be deleted.

– After the grace period of 90 days, the retired key instance is destroyed.
• To configure your site for the automatic removal of keys, specify the following attribute in parmlib:

AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=Y

Note: The default is not to delete keys automatically.
• Only the instance of the key is retired.

The key name is still specified in parmlib.
– New generations of the key are available.
– The currently active instance of the key is used to perform encryption.

Manage Compromised Keys
Tape Encryption provides a special key status of Compromised to support FIPS processing requirements. Consider the
following points for managing compromised keys:

• If the Tape Encryption system commands are protected by the external security manager, you must be permitted to the
BESn.COMPROMISE OPERCMDS resource.

• Use the BESn COMPROMISE= console command to flag either the currently active version of a key or all versions of
a key to be marked as compromised.
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NOTE
For more information about using the BESn COMPROMISE= console command, see Define Keys in Parmlib.
When a key instance is marked as compromised, the next pre-generated key for that key name is activated
and a new key instance is automatically generated for future use.

• If you specify BESn COMPROMISE= ALL, all future keys are discarded. New instances of the keys are
generated to ensure that the number of keys available for future use equals the number of keys specified in the
NumberOfGenerations attribute.

• The compromised key is retained for decrypting any data that was already encrypted with this key.

NOTE
For more information about commands, see Configuring .

TBEKMUTL Utility
Use the TBEKMUTL utility to process an extract file of information about symmetric keys from the tape management
system. This extract file identifies specific instances of symmetric keys that are no longer in use so that the keys can be
marked for deletion. This processing of keys for automatic removal is optional.

This utility never deletes a key. It places the key marked for deletion on a queue where it is retained for a grace period of
90 days. After 90 days in the queue, the appropriate BES subsystem deletes the key. Before the retention period expires,
if a key on this queue is referenced by a tape job or if the BES Key Index appears in a subsequent run of this utility, the
key is taken off the queue and reclaimed for decrypting the encrypted data.

Remove Keys Automatically from Your Key Repository

You can configure Tape Encryption to remove keys automatically from your key repository. To take advantage of the
automatic key removal capability, you must use the AutomaticallyRemoveKeys attribute in parmlib, schedule a job to
create an extract file of keys in use, and schedule the TBEKMUTL utility to run regularly.

To remove keys automatically

1. Specify the following attribute in parmlib:

AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=Y

This specifies that automatic key removal is in effect.
2. Schedule a job to run using one of the following procedures:

– Run BESKMNT1 if your site uses CA 1.
– Run BESKMNTT if your site uses TLMS.
– Run BESKMNTR if your site uses DFSMSrmm.
The job creates an extract file of information about the status of keys, which is passed to a second step as input
for running the TBEKMUTL utility. This second step marks keys as available for deletion and moves the keys to the
deletion queue. After 90 days, the keys are deleted.

WARNING
Broadcom does not support sharing the BES database across systems that do not share the same tape catalog.

Retain All Instances of Keys in Your Key Repository

You can choose to retain all instances of keys past and present in your key repository if you do not want to remove them
automatically.

To retain all instances of keys

Specify the following attribute in parmlib to retain all instances of keys in your key repository:
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AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=N

NOTE
The default is not to automatically remove keys; you can accept the default without specifying this attribute.

All instances of keys in your key repository will be retained.

Sample TBEKMUTL JCL

The TBEKMUTL utility is executed in the BESKMNT1, BESKMNTT, and BESKMNTR procedures and supports the
following parameters:

//TBEKMUTL EXEC PGM=TBEKMUTL,PARM='BES=BESn,SIMULATE'             

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK       

//TAPEKEYS  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.extract.dsn

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

Considerations for Running the TBEKMUTL Utility

When you run the TBEKMUTL utility, consider the following points:

• If the Tape Encryption utilities are protected by the external security manager, you must be permitted to the
BESnUTILITY.TBEKMUTL CA@BES resource.

• Use PARM='BES=BESn' to specify the BES task whose keys you want to mark for deletion.
– If you run with a separate BES database for two or more production BES systems, which is not recommended, you

must run the TBEKMUTL utility for each subsystem.
– You do not need to run TBEKMUTL against failover BES systems because the BES database is shared with the

primary BES system.
• Replace the data set your.extract.dsn, shown in the sample TBEKMUTL, with the name of the Earl extract from your

CA 1 or TLMS system.

NOTE
For information about how to create this extract file if you are running another tape management system that
supports Tape Encryption, see the vendor's documentation.

• Use the SYSPRINT DD statement to write a summary report about the processing performed by the utility.
• You can produce a TBEKMUTL report without moving any keys in the following ways:

– If the AutomaticallyRemoveKeys attribute in the dynamic options section in parmlib is set to No (or defaulted to No),
the keys are reported on but they are not moved to the deletion queue.

– Run the utility with the SIMULATE option, for example, PARM='BES=BES6,SIMULATE'.
• If you began using Tape Encryption or Tape Encryption Key Manager before your TMS was upgraded to track

BESKEYs, specify the NOTBEFORE option for TBEKMUTL. This prevents TBEKMUTL from deleting keys which were
used before your TMS was tracking them. Run the utility with the NOTBEFORE option, for example:

PARM='BES=BES6,NOTBEFORE=2009/123'

Sample TBEKMUTL Report Written to SYSPRINT

The following sample report shows the output of the TBEKMUTL utility written to SYSPRINT:

<te> r12.5 Key Maintenance               (TBEKMUTL -USERA02 02/20/07 19.53)
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The current date and time is:   Wednesday Feb 22, 2007  16.11.13            

The CPU id of this system is:   XE90                                        

Reporting BES Subsystem:        BES1                                        

Execution parameters:           BES=BES1,SIMULATE                           

Automatic Deletions:            OFF                                         

DSname of Primary DB:           BESXE90.BTE.PRIMARY                         

DSname of Mirror DB:            BESXE90.BTE.BACKUP                          

                                                                            

Number of tape records:         461                                         

Eligible BES database records:  1326                                        

Keys to be reclaimed:           1                                           

Keys to be deleted:             88                                          

Use the Tape Encryption Health Checker
Use the IBM Health Checker for z/OS to identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking system or
product parameters and system status against recommended settings. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS is structured
as a framework that includes a health check started task and various separate check routines provided by IBM and other
vendors.

Tape Encryption provides health checks for database capacity, BESKEY usage, and other conditions that could result in a
problem. When these conditions are found, Tape Encryption Health Checker provides recommendations on how to correct
the problem.

The Tape Encryption Health Checker also make best practice recommendations for using the product.

To use Tape Encryption Health Checker, you must have the following components configured and running on your system:

• Health Checker Common Service -- Supplied with Common Components and Services. This service does not require
any address space.

• IBM Health Checker for z/OS -- Distributed with z/OS.

For information on the IBM Health Checker, including set up and configuration tasks, see the IBM Health Checker for z/OS
User's Guide.

For information about the health checks provided with Tape Encryption, see the section Tape Encryption Health Checks.

Health Check Parameter Overrides

The IBM Health Checker for z/OS allows the override of selected default parameters by specifying desired defaults on the
POLICY statement in the HZSPRMxx member of parmlib. This is useful in changing such values as INTERVAL to a value
more appropriate for your installation.

For a complete list of parameters that can be overridden see Managing Checks in the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User's
Guide.

Individual checks can also be written to support parameter overrides using the PARM( ) parameter on the POLICY
statement. These parameters can also be overridden by using the MODIFY command to pass the desired parameters to
the IBM Health Checker for z/OS started task.

F hzsproc,UPDATE,CHECK(check_owner,check_name),PARM='chkparm'

Example: parameter override

F HZS,UPDATE,CHECK(CA_TE, TE_CHECK_BES_KEYS_AVAIL@BESn), PARM=' THRESHOLD(90)'
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SAF Interface Parameter Reference List
This section contains a reference list of valid entities (control statements and parameters) that can be entered into
CA@BES or OPERCMDS to create security profiles for use with the Tape Encryption SAF Interface.

The tables in this section indicate whether a control statement or parameter is supported or required, or both, for a specific
security system. The security systems are indicated by abbreviated column titles, as follows:

• ACF2
Indicates ACF2.

NOTE

 For ACF2, the presence of unsupported ACF2 entries affects initialization and reload processing. Invalid
statements are flagged and appropriate messages are issued. Initialization stops if invalid or unsupported
statements are found. During a reload, invalid statements generate error messages and the reload continues.

• RACF
Indicates IBM Security Server RACF.

• TSS
Indicates Top Secret.

APPLDATA Considerations
Consider the following points when specifying APPLDATA for your security system:

• For RACF, specify the APPLDATA parameter of the RDEFINE command.
• For ACF2, specify the $USERDATA parameter on the $KEY rule set.
• For Top Secret, specify APPLDATA in the individual PERMIT commands for the resource.

NOTE

You must PERMIT the resource to the ACID specified on the BES.TSS.ACID APPLDATA parameter.

SAF Interface Control Parameters
The following table lists the SAF Interface control parameters:

CA@BES
Entity Name 

Required
APPLDATA 

Supported Required 

ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BES.SECURIT
Y

ACTIVE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

BES.SECURIT
Y

INACTIVE Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.TSS.ACID  acidname No No Yes No No Yes

Data Set Selection Parameters
The following table lists the data set selection parameters:

CA@BES
Entity Name 

Required
APPLDATA 

Supported Required 

ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
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BES.DEFAULT BESn=(default_encryption_key)Yes Yes Yes No No No
DSN.dataset.n
ame

BESn=(encryption_key)Yes Yes Yes @ @ @

•  @
Required only if you want to use the security system for encryption data set selection.

NOTE
For ACF2, the presence of these or other unsupported ACF2 entries will affect initialization and reload
processing.

Global Processing Parameters
The following table lists the global processing parameters:

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BES.CAEKMAPI.
PERMIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.CAEKMAPI.
PROTECT

No Yes Yes No # #

BES.COMMAND
S.PERMIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.COMMAND
S.PROTECT

No Yes Yes No # #

BES.KEYS.PER
MIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.KEYS.PRO
TECT

No Yes Yes No # #

BES.UTILITIES.P
ERMIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.UTILITIES.P
ROTECT

No Yes Yes No # #

•  #
If this option is not specifically defined, Tape Encryption uses a value of PERMIT.

Local Processing Parameters
The following table lists the local processing parameters:

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BESn.CAEKMAP
I.PERMIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BESn.CAEKMAP
I.PROTECT

+ Yes Yes No # #
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BESn.COMMAN
DS.PERMIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BESn.COMMAN
DS.PROTECT

+ Yes Yes No # #

BESn.KEYS.PER
MIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BESn.KEYS.PRO
TECT

+ Yes Yes No # #

BESn.UTILITIES.
PERMIT

No Yes Yes No No No

BESn.UTILITIES.
PROTECT

+ Yes Yes No # #

•  #
If this option is not specifically defined, Tape Encryption uses a value of PERMIT.

•  +
The ACF2 architecture assumes that all resources are protected by default. Therefore this entity should not be defined.
It is only shown in this table for reference purposes.

NOTE
For ACF2, the presence of these or other unsupported ACF2 entries will affect initialization and reload
processing.

Command Protection Profile Parameters
The following tables list the global and local command protection profile parameters:

  

Global Command Protection Profile Parameters

The following table lists the global command protection profile parameters.

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

 ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BES.COMPROM
ISE

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.DISPLAY No Yes Yes No No No
BES.DUMP No Yes Yes No No No
BES.MIGRATE No Yes Yes No No No
BES.PASSPHRA
SE

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH No Yes Yes No No No
BES.REFRESH.
CAEKMAPI

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.
CODEBOOKS

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.K
EYRINGS

No Yes Yes No No No
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BES.REFRESH.
NKMPARMS

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.
OPTIONS

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.S
YMKEYS

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.RELOAD No Yes Yes No No No
BES.SET.CONS
OLE

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.SHUTDOW
N

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.START.NK
M

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.STOP.NKM No Yes Yes No No No

Local Command Protection Profile Parameters

The following table lists the local command protection profile parameters:

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

 ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BES.COMPROM
ISE

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.DISPLAY Yes Yes Yes No No No
BES.DUMP Yes Yes Yes No No No
BES.MIGRATE Yes Yes Yes No No No
BES.PASSPHRA
SE

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.
CAEKMAPI

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.
CODEBOOKS

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.K
EYRINGS

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.
NKMPARMS

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.
OPTIONS

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.REFRESH.S
YMKEYS

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.RELOAD Yes Yes Yes No No No
BES.SET.CONS
OLE

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.SHUTDOW
N

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BES.START.NK
M

Yes Yes Yes No No No
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BES.STOP.NKM Yes Yes Yes No No No

Key Protection Profiles Parameters
The following tables list the global and local encryption key protection profile parameters:

  

Global Encryption Key Protection Profiles

The following table lists the global encryption key protection profile parameters:

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

 ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BES.KEYCERT.c
ertificate_name

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.KEYCODE.c
odebook_name

No Yes Yes No No No

BES.KEYSYMM.
symmetric_key

No Yes Yes No No No

Local Encryption Key Protection Profiles

The following table lists the local encryption key protection profile parameters.

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

 ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BESn.KEYCERT.
certificate_name

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BESn.KEYCODE.
codebook_name

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BESn.KEYSYMM
.symmetric_key

Yes Yes Yes No No No

Utility Protection Profiles Parameters
The following tables list the utility protection profile parameters:

  

Global Utility Protection Profiles

The following table lists the global utility protection profile parameters.

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

 ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BES.UTILITY.TB
EKMUTL

No Yes Yes No No No
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BES.UTILITY.TB
ESHOW

No Yes Yes No No No

Local Utility Protection Profiles

The following table lists the local utility protection profile parameters:

CA@BES Entity
Name 

Supported Required 

 ACF2 RACF TSS ACF2 RACF TSS
BESn.UTILITY.T
BEKMUTL

Yes Yes Yes No No No

BESn.UTILITY.T
BESHOW

Yes Yes Yes No No No

SAF Interface External Security Manager Command Reference
The following sections list the system commands, by external security manager, to maintain the Tape Encryption entities
within CA@BES or OPERCMDS resource classes.

ACF2 Commands
The following commands are entered from the MVS console or as processing parameters to the ACF2 batch utility
program, ACFBATCH:

•  GSO Record Update: 

SET CONTROL(GS0)

   CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(R-RBES) ADD

   F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

   F ACF2,REBUILD(BES)

   F ACF2,REBUILD(BES),CLASS(RBES)

 

   SET CONTROL(GS0)

   CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(R-ROPR) ADD

   F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

   F ACF2,REBUILD(OPR)

   F ACF2,REBUILD(OPR),CLASS(ROPR)

•  Refresh Storage Profiles:
F ACF2,REBUILD(BES)

F ACF2,REBUILD(BES),CLASS(RBES)

ACF2 Data Set Selection Profiles
The following rule set formats should be used when defining Tape Encryption processing and control profiles to ACF2.
The rules are processed by the ACF2 rule compiler program, ACFBCOMP:

• Generic Data Set Profile:

$KEY(DSN.generic.data.set********************) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

$USERDATA(BESn=(encryption-key))
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 UID(-) ALLOW

Note: When defining ACF2 generic rule sets, you should pad the data set name with trailing asterisks (40-byte
standard $KEY name).

• Discrete Data Set Profile:

$KEY(DSN.ACH.PROD.BDTRNFO.ZES128.EXTRACT) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

$USERDATA(BESn=(encryption-key))

 UID(-) ALLOW

• Default Data Set Profile:

$KEY(BES.DEFAULT) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES)

$USERDATA(BES=(ACF2DEFAULT))

 UID(-) ALLOW

ACF2 Resource Profiles
The following rule formats are used when defining Tape Encryption system commands, encryption keys, and utility profiles
to ACF2 using ACFBCOMP:

• SAF Interface Control Parameter:

$KEY(BES.SECURITY) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

$USERDATA(ACTIVE | INACTIVE)

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

• Application Management Profiles:

$KEY(BESn.CAEKMAPI) TYPE(BES) 

$OWNER(BES) 

UID(uid-value) ALLOW 

UID(uid-value) PREVENT

• Command Protection Profiles:

$KEY(BESn.command-name) TYPE(OPR)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

• Key Protection-Digital Certificates:

$KEY(BESn.KEYCERT.certificate-name) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

• Key Protection-Digital Code Books:

$KEY(BESn.KEYCODE.code-book-name) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW
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 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

• Key Protection-Symmetric Keys:

$KEY(BESn.KEYSYMM.symmetric-key-name) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

• Utility Protection Profiles:

$KEY(BESn.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW) TYPE(BES)

$OWNER(BES     )

 UID(uid-value) ALLOW

 UID(uid-value) PREVENT

Top Secret Commands
The following commands are entered from the MVS console or as processing parameters to Top Secret. The Top Secret
commands can be entered by using the TSO command line interface, Top Secret ISPF panels or submitted in batch using
CTAPJCL job TBETSS00.

• Refresh Storage Profiles:

TSS REFRESH(stc-acid) JOBNAME(BESn)

   BESn RELOAD=SECURITY

Top Secret BES Processing ACID
The following commands are used to define the BES processing ACID, BES.TSS.ACID.

• Define BES Processing ACID (BES.TSS.ACID):

TSS CREATE(besacid) NAME('<TE>') TYPE(USER) +

    DEPARTMENT(department) PASSWORD(NOPW) FAC(STC,BATCH)

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BES.TSS.ACID) UNDERCUT

TSS PERMIT(besacid) CA@BES(BES.TSS.ACID) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(besstcacid) CA@BES(BES.TSS.ACID) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('besacid')

Top Secret Scope and Processing Parameters
The following profiles should be used when defining Tape Encryption processing and control profiles to Top Secret. The
profiles can be submitted using CTAPJCL job TBETSS00.

• SAF Interface Control Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) UNDERCUT

TSS PERMIT(besacid) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY)

TSS PERMIT(besstcacid) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) +

     ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('ACTIVE'|'INACTIVE')

• Replace/Alter SAF Interface Control Parameter:

TSS REVOKE(besstcacid) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY)
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TSS PERMIT(besstcacid) CA@BES(BES.SECURITY) ACCESS(READ) +

    APPLDATA('ACTIVE'|'INACTIVE')

Top Secret GLOBAL Scope Processing Parameters
The following profiles set the GLOBAL scope protection processing parameters. GLOBAL processing parameters are
defined once and used by all BES subsystems. GLOBAL scope parameters are used if LOCAL parameters have not been
defined.

• Application Management Scope Parameter

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BES.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)   CA@BES(BES.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

• Commands Scope Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

• Encryption Keys Scope Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BES.KEYS.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BES.KEYS.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

• Utilities Scope Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BES.UTILITIES.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BES.UTILITIES.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

Top Secret LOCAL Scope Processing Parameters
The following profiles set the LOCAL scope protection processing parameters. LOCAL processing parameters can be
defined to each individual BES subsystem to make each have a unique security scenario.

• Application Management Scope Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BESn.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid) CA@BES(BESn.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

• Commands Scope Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.COMMANDS.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.COMMANDS.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

• Encryption Keys Scope Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.KEYS.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.KEYS.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

• Utilities Scope Parameter:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.UTILITIES.PROTECT|PERMIT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.UTILITIES.PROTECT|PERMIT) ACCESS(READ)

Top Secret Data Set Selection Profiles
The following profiles should be used when defining Tape Encryption processing data set selection profiles.
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• Define Data Set Selection Prefix:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(DSN.prefix.value)

TSS ADDTO(BESACID) CA@BES(DSN.ACH)

TSS ADDTO(BESACID) CA@BES(DSN.BACKUP)

NOTE
You use data set selection prefix profiles to define the prefix for data set selection name profiles. The data set
selection prefix value is limited to 26 characters. The PERMIT command is used to further qualify the data set
name.

• Generic Data Set Selection Profile:

TSS PERMIT(besacid) CA@BES(DSN.prefix.generic.data.set) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption_key)')

TSS PERMIT(BESACID) CA@BES(DSN.BACKUP.HSM) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('BES=(AES128')

• Discrete/Fully-Qualified Data Set Selection Profile:

TSS PERMIT(besacid) CA@BES(DSN.prefix.discrete.data.set.name) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption_key)')

TSS PERMIT(BESACID) CA@BES(DSN.ACH.PROD.BDTRNFO.FEDXMIT) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('BES=(FEDKEY')

• Default Data Set Selection Profile:

TSS ADDTO(department) CA@BES(BES.DEFAULT)

TSS PERMIT(besacid) CA@BES(BES.DEFAULT) +

    ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption_key)')

Top Secret Resource Profiles
The following profiles can be used as either GLOBAL or LOCAL resource-level profiles. GLOBAL resource profiles are
defined by omitting the BES subsystem number following the BES prefix.

Command Protection Profiles:

TSS ADDTO(department)  OPERCMDS(BESn.command_name)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    OPERCMDS(BESn.command_name) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   OPERCMDS(BESn.command_name) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   OPERCMDS(BESn.command_name) ACCESS(NONE)

• Application Management Protection Profiles:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.CAEKMAPI) 

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.CAEKMAPI) ACCESS(READ) 

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   CA@BES(BESn.CAEKMAPI) ACCESS(NONE)

Key Protection-Digital Certificates:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.KEYCERT.certificate_name)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.KEYCERT.certificate_name) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   CA@BES(BESn.KEYCERT.certificate_name) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   CA@BES(BESn.KEYCERT.certificate_name) ACCESS(NONE)
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Key Protection-Code Books:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.KEYCODE.codebook_name)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.KEYCODE.codebook_name) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   CA@BES(BESn.KEYCERT.codebook_name) CCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   CA@BES(BESn.KEYCERT.codebook_name) ACCESS(NONE)

Key Protection-Symmetric Keys Books:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.KEYSYMM.symmetric_key_name)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.KEYSYMM.symmetric_key_name) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   CA@BES(BESn.KEYSYMM.symmeetric_key_name) ACCESS(NONE)

Utility Protection Profiles:

TSS ADDTO(department)  CA@BES(BESn.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW)

TSS PERMIT(besacid)    CA@BES(BESn.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(useracid)   CA@BES(BESn.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW) ACCESS(NONE)

IBM Security Server RACF Commands
The following commands are entered from the MVS console or as processing parameters to RACF. The RACF commands
can be entered by using the TSO command line interface, RACF ISPF panels, console command interface, or submitted
in batch using CTAPJCL job TBERAC00.

• Dynamically Define CA@BES Resource Class:

RDEF CDT CA@BES                                  

        UACC(NONE)                               

        CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE)                

        FIRST(ALPHA)                             

        MAXLENGTH(150)                           

        OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,SPECIAL)             

        POSIT(050)                               

        RACLIST(ALLOWED))                         

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH                     

SETROPTS GENERIC(CA@BES)                          

SETROPTS GENCMD(CA@BES)                           

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA@BES)                          

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CA@BES)                         

SETROPTS RACLIST(CA@BES) REFRESH      

• Refresh Storage Profiles:

SETROPTS RACLIST (CA@BES) REFRESH

SETROPTS RACLIST (OPERCMDS) REFRESH

BESn RELOAD=SECURITY

• Define Tape Encryption Resources Owner (optional):

AU besuser NAME('<TE>')  
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RACF Scope and Processing Parameters
The following profiles should be used when defining Tape Encryption processing and control profiles to RACF. The profiles
can be submitted using CTAPJCL job TBERAC00.

• SAF Interface Control Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BES.SECURITY                         

     OWNER(besuser )                         

         APPLDATA('ACTIVE'|'INACTIVE')        

• Replace/Alter SAF Interface Control Parameter:

RALT CA@BES BES.SECURITY APPLDATA('ACTIVE'|'INACTIVE')

RACF GLOBAL Scope Processing Parameters
The following profiles set the GLOBAL scope protection processing parameters. GLOBAL processing parameters are
defined once and used by all BES subsystems. GLOBAL scope parameters are used if LOCAL parameters have not been
defined.

• Commands Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser) 

• Application Management Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BES.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser)  

• Encryption Keys Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BES.KEYS.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser)

• Utilities Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BES.COMMANDS.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser) 

RACF LOCAL Scope Processing Parameters
The following profiles set the LOCAL scope protection processing parameters. LOCAL processing parameters can be
defined to each individual BES subsystem to make each have a unique security scenario.

• Commands Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.COMMANDS.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser)   

• Application Management Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.CAEKMAPI.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser)

• Encryption Keys Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.KEYS.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser)   

• Utilities Scope Parameter:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.UTILITIES.PROTECT|PERMIT OWNER(besuser)  
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RACF Data Set Selection Profiles
The following profiles should be used when defining Tape Encryption processing data set selection profiles.

• Generic Data Set Selection Profile:

RDEF CA@BES DSN.generic.data.set.**          

         OWNER(besuser) APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption_parameter)')     

• Discrete Data Set Selection Profile:

RDEF CA@BES DSN.SYSTEMS.PROD.TRAN.HISTORY    

         OWNER(besuser) APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption_parameter)')     

• Discrete Data Set Selection Profile (assume creating a GDG):

RDEF CA@BES DSN.SYSTEMS.PROD.BDBKPDO.SYSRES    

         OWNER(besuser) APPLDATA('BESn=(encryption_parameter)')    

• Default Data Set Selection Profile:

RDEF CA@BES BES.DEFAULT    

         OWNER(besuser) APPLDATA('BESn=(default_encryption_parameter)') 

RACF Resource Profiles
The following profiles can be used as either GLOBAL or LOCAL resource-level profiles. GLOBAL resource profiles are
defined by omitting the BES subsystem number following the BES prefix.

Command Protection Profiles:

RDEF OPERCMDS BESn.command_name OWNER(besuser)

PE BESn.command_name    ACCESS(READ) CLASS(OPERCMDS) ID( user-id )

PE BESn.command_name    ACCESS(NONE) CLASS(OPERCMDS) ID( user-id )         

• Application Management Protection Profiles:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.CAEKMAPI OWNER(besuser)

PE BESn.CAEKMAPI  ACCESS(READ) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id ) 

PE BESn.CAEKMAPI  ACCESS(NONE) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id )

Key Protection-Digital Certificates:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.KEYCERT.certificate_name OWNER(besuser)

PE BESn.KEYCERT.certificate_name  ACCESS(READ) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id )

PE BESn.KEYCERT.certificate_name  ACCESS(NONE) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id )          

Key Protection-Code Books:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.KEYCODE.code_book_name OWNER(besuser)

PE BESn.KEYCODE.code_book_name  ACCESS(READ) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id )

PE BESn.KEYCODE.code_book_name  ACCESS(NONE) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id ) 

Key Protection-Symmetric Keys Books:
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RDEF CA@BES BESn.KEYSYMM.symmetric_key_name  OWNER(besuser)

PE BESn.KEYSYMM.symmetric_key_name ACCESS(READ) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id)

PE BESn.KEYSYMM.symmetric_key_name ACCESS(NONE) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id)

Utility Protection Profiles:

RDEF CA@BES BESn.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW  OWNER(besuser)

PE BESn.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW ACCESS(READ) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id )

PE BESn.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW ACCESS(NONE) CLASS(CA@BES) ID( user-id )

TBESAF99 Global Statement Definition
Use the global command to define to TBESAF99 the default security profiles for all BES subsystems or to specify data
sets eligible for encryption by using security profiles and rules.

This statement has the following format:

BES  TYPE=GLOBAL,

SECURITY=ACF2|TSS|RACF,

   ENABLED={YES|NO},

   COMMANDS=PROTECT|PERMIT,

   CAEKMAPI=PROTECT|PERMIT,

   UTILITIES=PROTECT|PERMIT,

   KEYS=PROTECT|PERMIT,

   TSSACID=accessor_ID,

   TSSSTCACID=STC_accessor_ID,

   OWNER=userid,

   DEFAULT=(BESn=(default_encryption_key))

TBESAF99 Local Statement Definition
Use the TYPE=LOCAL command to define to TBESAF99 the default command protection profiles, utility protection
profiles, and key protection profiles for each BES subsystem that you want to protect with your security system.

BESn  TYPE=LOCAL,

    COMMANDS=PROTECT|PERMIT,

    CAEKMAPI=PROTECT|PERMIT,

    UTILITIES=PROTECT|PERMIT,

    KEYS=PROTECT|PERMIT

TBESAF99 Individual Resource Definition
The following TBESAF99 control statement will generate local or global resource definitions for commands, keys and
utilities.

BESn TYPE=COMMAND,

    NAME=command_name.qualified_name
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BESn TYPE=KEYCODE|KEYCERT|KEYSYMM,

    NAME=key_name

BESn TYPE=UTILITY,

    NAME=TBEKMUTL|TBESHOW

Encryption Parameter Formats
The following definitions show a basic model of how to code the data set selection encryption parameter. This format is
common for all of the external security managers and the DFSMS DATACLAS description field:

Symmetric Key

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses symmetric keys:

BESn=(symmetric_key_name)

Code Book

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses code books:

BESn=(BOOK(code_book_name).encryption_strength)

Digital Certificates

Use the following format to define an encryption parameter that uses digital certificates:

BESn=(RSA(ring_name):certificate_name.encryption_strength)

Tape Encryption Health Checks
This topic contains the Tape Encryption Health Checks:

NOTE

For more information about each of these Health Checks, see Messages.

TE_BEST_PRACTICE_ALOGRITHMS BESn

Use TE_BEST_PRACTICE_ALGORITHMS@BESn to monitor the control parameters that cause encryption to be
performed outside of the CPACF processor.

• Default Interval
Every 24 hours.

• Exception Interval
The system's default.

• Best Practice
Tape Encryption best practice is to use the CPACF to perform all encryption work in your environment. The use of
certain algorithms in certain levels of your operating system and/or hardware environment could be using either
software or slower hardware devices to accomplish encryption.

• Parameters Accepted
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None.
• Debug Support

Yes.
• Verbose Support

Yes.
• Message

BESH0041E BESn is not using the CPACF encryption facility to perform encryption.

TE_CHECK_BES_KEYS_AVAIL BESn - Monitor BES Key Index

Use TE_CHECK_BES_KEYS_AVAIL@BESn to monitor the number of unique BES key index values in use by this BES.
Each BES address space is allocated a range of BES key index values. Once a given BES uses all of the BES key index
values assigned in its range, it begins acquiring available BES key index values outside of its range.

• Default Interval
Every 24 hours.

• Exception Interval
Every hour.

• Best Practice
There should always be BES key index values available for use by a given BES. The BES key index values map to
specific encryption keys. CA 1, and TLMS and IBM DFSMSrmm Tape Management systems track the BES key index
values in use. These tape management systems can communicate back to Tape Encryption the keys still in use so the
older, unused keys may be deleted. BES key index values of deleted keys are then reclaimed for reuse.

• Parameters Accepted
This check accepts one parameter, THRESHOLD(nn). The value specified in THRESHOLD(nn) is the percentage of
used BES keys to trigger this alert.
Range: 0 to 99
Default: 80

• Debug Support
Yes.

• Verbose Support
Yes.

• Message
BESH0071E BESn is running short of BES key index values.

TE_VRFY_DB_PLACEMENT BESn - Check Database Locations

Use TE_VRFY_DB_PLACEMENT@BESn to ensure that the BES primary and mirror databases are not on the same
volume.

• Default Interval
Runs once when the BES address space starts up.

• Exception Interval
The system default.

• Best Practice
The purpose of the mirror data set is to recover the primary database if it becomes damaged or inaccessible. In the
event of a volume failure, you would lose both of the primary and the mirror and will have to resort to a backup copy.
This extends the time it takes to get the BES address space operational again.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes.

• Verbose Support
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Yes.
• Message

The BESn primary and mirror databases are both on volume volser.

TE_VRFY_ICSF_CHECKAUTH BESn - Verify CHECKAUTH(NO) is Specified

Use TE_VRFY_ICSF_CHECKAUTH@BESn to ensure that your ICSF system is operating with CHECKAUTH(NO)
specified.

• Default Interval
Every hour.

• Exception Interval
15 minutes.

• Best Practice
Encryption performance is affected by the ICSF parameter setting of CHECKAUTH(YES). The ICSF CHECKAUTH
parameter controls whether or not RACROUTE security calls are made for callers that are in supervisor state or are
running in a system key (key 0 - 7). Typically, programs running in supervisor state or in a system key are considered
authorized and do not need extra authentication. With CHECKAUTH(YES) the security call overhead for each service
call made by Tape Encryption to ICSF services significantly degrades performance.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Message
BESH0051E BESn performance degraded by ICSF CHECKAUTH(YES) setting.

For more information, see the IBM ICSF System Programmer's Guide.

TE_VRFY_KEYS_DB BESn - Check KeysDatabase StartUp Attribute

Use TE_VRFY_KEYS_DB@BESn to check that your KeysDatabase StartUp attribute correctly identifies the keys
database.

• Default Interval
Once when the BES address space starts up.

• Exception interval
System default.

• Best Practice
Normally, when you specify KeysDatabase=BES, you would expect the BES primary and mirror databases contain
the encryption keys required by Tape Encryption. However, the specification SecureKeysOnly=Y as a global attribute
causes Tape Encryption to use the CKDS as the Keys database. That means the CKDS contains all the keys and the
BES database does not. In the event of a disaster recovery, the keys cannot be recovered from the BES database. A
backup of the ICSF CKDS must be available to recover the keys. If you specify SecureKeysOnly=K, then the CKDS
contains the keys that have the SecureKeysOnly=Y at the key level. If either of these conditions exist, you will need a
backup of your ICSF CKDS.

• Parameters Accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes.

• Verbose Support
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Yes.
• Message

BESH0061E The BESn database in use does not match the KeysDatabase attribute specified in the <StartupOptions>.

TE_VRFY_LPA_MODULES BESn - Check LPA Module Level

Use TE_VRFY_LPA_MODULES@BESn to ensure that the LPA modules in use by this BES have not been back-leveled
by another BES.

• Default Interval
Every hour.

• Exception Interval
5 minutes.

• Best Practice
All BES address spaces in a given system should be at the same maintenance level. Tape Encryption places certain
control modules in commons storage and dynamically adds them to the system LPA. If a back level BES address
space anchors back level control modules in the LPA, a serious problem could arise.

• Parameters Accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes.

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Message
BESH0081E BESn has detected a discrepancy between the version of its service modules in LPA compared to its
STEPLIB.

TE_VRFY_ZIIP_ENVIRON BESn - Ensures zIIP Resources are Used

Use TE_VRFY_ZIIP_ENVIRON@BESn to ensure that zIIP resources are being used when they are available in the
system. If there are zIIP processors available to perform work, but you are not using them, this check goes into exception
status.

• Default Interval
Every 24 hours.

• Exception Interval
15 minutes.

• Best Practice
Using zIIP processors is considered the best practice for performing encryption work. When zIIP processors are
available to use, the zIIPExploitation attribute should be set to Y and the PercentRunOnzIIP should be set to a non
zero value.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes.

• Verbose Support
Yes.

• Message
BESH0011E zIIP processors are enabled for use, but the BESn zIIPExploitation attribute setting prevents the use of
zIIP processors.
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TE_VRFY_DB_SPACE BESn - Monitor Key Storage Space

Use TE_VRFY_DB_SPACE@BESn to monitor the amount of space available for encryption key storage in the database
used by this BES.

• Default Interval
Every 24 hours.

• Exception Interval
Every hour.

• Best Practice
There should always be database space available for use by a given BES. CA 1, TLMS and IBM DFSMSrmm tape
management systems track the encryption keys in use. These tape management systems can communicate back to
Tape Encryption the keys still in use so the older, unused keys may be deleted. The database space of deleted keys is
freed for reuse.

• Parameters Accepted
This check accepts one parameter, THRESHOLD(nn). The value specified in THRESHOLD(nn) is the percentage of
used database space to trigger this alert.
Range: 1 to 99
Default: 80

• Debug Support
Yes.

• Verbose Support
Yes.

• Message
BESH0091E BESn has detected its database is nn% full.Reference

TE_VRFY_ZIIP_ATTRS BESn - Ensure zIIPExploitation and PercentRunOnzIIP are Consistant

Use TE_VRFY_ZIIP_ATTRS@BESn to ensure that the zIIPExploitation and the PercentRunOnzIIP attributes are
consistent.

• Default Interval
Every 24 hours.

• Exception Interval
15 minutes.

• Best Practice
The zIIPExploitation attribute affects how the fundamental execution environment is constructed. Therefore
zIIPExploitation attribute is a StartupOptions attribute and cannot be changed. However PercentRunOnzIIP can be
change via console commands. For that reason zIIPExploitation=Y with PercentRunOnzIIP=0 is allowed by Tape
Encryption. If you plan to use your zIIP processors, specify zIIPExploitation=Y with a PercentRunOnzIIP greater than
zero.

• Parameters accepted
None.

• Debug Support
Yes.

• Verbose Support
Yes

• Message
BESH0021E A conflict between the zIIPExploitation and PercentRunOnzIIP attributes is preventing BESn from
exploiting zIIP processors.
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Best Practices
The following section explains the best practices for configuring Tape Encryption for optimal performance.

  

Disaster Recovery Plan

Create a plan that includes all the environments where Tape Encryption runs before commencing installation. Planning
ahead to identify the z/OS system and cryptographic components available at your disaster recovery (DR) site ensures
that Tape Encryption can initialize and run smoothly at DR. This avoids any problems with not having the required
cryptographic components available at DR. If your production site runs a z9 with CPACF enabled and your DR site runs
a z890, the CPACF processor may not be enabled at the DR site. This would require you to use slow software-based
algorithms rather than the fast hardware-based implementations of the algorithms.

If a third party hosts your disaster recovery processing, contact them to identify the cryptographic capabilities of the
systems at DR.

Database Selection

Use the Tape Encryption database (BES database) as your key repository unless your company has specific security and
cryptography requirements.It is faster and easier to recover at DR with a BES database key than with a Crytographic Key
Data Set (CKDS) key repository. Choosing the BES database saves your business time and money because you can start
application processing at DR more quickly.

Symmetric keys are saved in one of the following:

• The BES database
• The CKDS database

The parmlib attribute KeysDatabase= specifies the database that is used.

If you save keys in the CKDS database:

• The keys are prevented from leaving the secure hardware environment provided by a FIPS 140-2 certified IBM PCI
cryptographic coprocessor card.

• The ICSF component must be installed and configured to allow Tape Encryption to request that ICSF creates keys in
the trusted hardware.

• Recover the ICSF application and the CKDS using the utilities and procedures that are provided by IBM to run your
applications at DR.

• Recover the BES database to run at DR.

 For information about secure key processing requirements, see Administrating .  

Pass Phrase Protection

Update your DR procedures to ensure that you have the pass phrase (or dual pass phrases) used to protect the BES
database before leaving your home site. 

Having the BES database pass phrase (or dual pass phrases) with you at DR ensures that you are able to recover Tape
Encryption quickly on a new CPU.

You are prompted for the pass phrase when:

• Starting the BES task on a new CPU
• You use the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command to change the pass phrase
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Until you provide the correct pass phrase (or dual pass phrases) you cannot access your encrypted tape data. If you
upgrade CPUs at your home site you should also be prepared to provide the pass phrase (or dual pass phrases) when
starting Tape Encryption on any new CPUs. 

Dual Pass Phrases

Use the dual pass phrase feature to provide optimal protection of the BES database.

The use of dual pass phrases ensures that no individual can gain access to the BES database that contains the crypto-
keys that are used by Tape Encryption. This provides increased protection for this critical resource. 

The master BES pass phrases are the cryptographic pass phrases that are used to securely encrypt sensitive data in the
BES database.

Use the PassPhraseCount= attribute in the PARMLIB Startup member to specify either a single or dual pass phrase.

Use PassPhraseID1= and PassPhraseID2= attributes in the Startup member to customize the messages that are issued
at startup that request the two parts of the pass phrase. The messages can be used to specify names or groups that are
meaningful for your company to identify the individuals owning the two parts of the pass phrase.

Multisystem Environments

Use a single PARMLIB in shared multisystem environments. A single PARMLIB simplifies maintenance and control of the
system options.

If you are sharing the BES database and mirror database among multiple systems, consider the following:

• The Tape Encryption installation libraries can be shared or cloned.
• The Tape Encryption maintenance levels of sharing systems do not need to be the same, but new features or

enhancements might be usable only when supported by all systems.
• The sharing systems do not need to belong to the same SYSPLEX and do not have to be at the same MVS level.
• Keep production and test BES systems separate. Have a test “sandbox” system with a different BES database and

mirror and a separate tape management system catalog.

zIIP Processor

Use the IBM System z Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) if they are available. Off-loading encryption and
compression processing from the main processor to the zIIP:

• Saves billable CPU time by reducing the execution time on the normal central processing unit (CPU).
• Frees up processing cycles from the CPU to other work.

To direct encryption and compression processing to the zIIP:

1. Specify zIIPExploitation=Y in the StartupOptions member.
2. Update the PercentRunOnzIIP= attribute with a value greater than 0 in the DynamicOptions member.

Use of the zIIP processor is monitored through the IBM Resource Management Facility (RMF) Service Class (WLMGL)
report using SMF Record Types 72 (RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data) and 79 (RMF Monitor II Activity).

Encryption Algorithm Selection

Select the strongest hardware-based algorithm available on your system. Selecting a strong algorithm implemented in
hardware with a larger key gives you the best combination of faster processing while securing the encrypted data for a
longer period of time.

 Tape Encryption supports the DES, triple DES, and AES algorithms:
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• DES64
• 3DES128
• 3DES192
• AES128
• AES192
• AES256

Hardware algorithms perform quicker than their software equivalents. With the exception of DES64, these algorithms are
all FIPS-compliant. The DES and triple DES algorithms are implemented in hardware in CCF and CPACF, and AES128 is
implemented in hardware on the z9. The z10 provides hardware implementations of AES192 and AES256.

Consider your DR processing when selecting the algorithm. Tape Encryption provides software versions of the AES128,
AES192, and AES256 algorithms that can be used to recover tapes at a DR site if the algorithms are not available in
hardware.

Compression 

Enabling Tape Encryption compression and selecting the best compression method for your site reduces the number of
tapes required for your business. 

The IDRC compression provided in most tape hardware is rendered ineffective by encryption. Tape files that used to fit on
one tape cartridge might expand to a second or third cartridge. The built-in compression processing in Tape Encryption,
includes:

• Nine software compression algorithms (S0-S8)
• Five hardware compression algorithms (H1-H5)
• A utility that evaluates the effectiveness of the different compression algorithms on your data

To activate compression, specify the Compress= parameter in either the Dynamic Options member or in specific
symmetric key definitions. Use the MinimumCompressionRate = parameter to turn off compression if the desired rate of
compression is not met.

Use the S0 compression algorithm if you do not have the time to research the best compression algorithm. S0 is a
standard Run Length Encoding (RLE) algorithm primarily used for files that contain redundant alphanumeric data such as
blanks, zeros, and asterisks. The S0 algorithm generally produces the best results with fewer CPU cycles.

If CPU resources are available, the S8 algorithm might result in better compression. The S8 algorithm is an adaptive Ziv-
Lempel algorithm commonly referred to as LZ78, but the data is first compressed using the S0 method (RLE) to reduce
the amount of data that must be processed by LZ78.

Key Life Cycle Management

Use Tape Encryption automated key life cycle management. The Tape Encryption key life cycle management feature
reduces business costs by allowing you to control the expiration of your tape files from the tape management system.
Keys that are known to no longer be used are available for deletion.

 Tape Encryption integrates with the CA 1, TLMS, and IBM DFSMSrmm tape management systems to control the life-
cycle management of keys used to encrypt tape files managed by these products.

 Tape Encryption assigns a unique identifier for each symmetric key known as the BES Key Index (BESKEY). The
BESKEY is saved in:

• The tape management catalog. This allows you to identify what files are encrypted and what key was used to encrypt
the data.

• The User Header Labels (UHL) and User Trailer Labels (UTL) on the tape and in the Tape Encryption database.

 Tape Encryption provides a job to read each tape management system catalog to identify all BESKEYs retained
in the catalog to ensure that the keys are retained. To automatically remove keys, set the PARMLIB attribute
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AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=Y. Tape Encryption puts the keys that are no longer defined to the tape management system
catalog on a 90-day deletion queue. If a key is used to decrypt a tape, it is automatically removed from the queue.

Tape Encryption Health Checker

Monitor the Tape Encryption Health Checker messages to:

• Alert you to conditions that can prevent Tape Encryption from running properly.
• Guide you in how to address any problems.
• Provide best practices for running Tape Encryption.

The following checks are provided for Tape Encryption:

•  TE_BEST_PRACTICE_ALOGRITHMS@BESn
Monitors your use of control parameters that cause encryption to be performed outside of the CPACF processor.

•  TE_CHECK_BES_KEYS_AVAIL@BESn
Monitors the number of unique BES key index values in use by this BES.

•  TE_VRFY_DB_PLACEMENT@BESn
Ensures that the BES primary and mirror databases are not on the same volume.

•  TE_VRFY_DB_SPACE@BESn
Monitors the amount of space available for encryption key storage in the database that is used by this BES.

•  TE_VRFY_ICSF_CHECKAUTH@BESn
Ensures that your ICSF system is operating with CHECKAUTH(NO) specified.

•  TE_VRFY_KEYS_DB@BESn
Ensures that your KeysDatabase StartUp attribute correctly identifies the keys database.

•  TE_VRFY_LPA_MODULES@BESn
Ensures that the LPA modules in use by this BES are not back-leveled by another BES.

•  TE_VRFY_ZIIP_ATTRS@BESn
Ensures that the zIIPExploitation and the PercentRunOnzIIP attributes are consistent.

•  TE_VRFY_ZIIP_ENVIRON@BESn
Ensures that the zIIP resources are being used when they are available in the system.

Use the Graphical Management Interface (GMI)

Use GMI to view and monitor Tape Encryption activity.

GMI is the graphical management interface product that allows you to view and manage Tape Encryption activity from
a Windows PC. GMI is object oriented and provides a common layout consisting of an object tree, and consistent menu
options and icons. This common layout makes it easy to remember how to navigate and use features.

The point-and-click interface provides a common and consistent method for viewing and managing multiple Broadcom
products, saving considerable cost and time on training and learning. GMI is included free of charge with many Broadcom
products, including Tape Encryption.

Largest Supported Tape Block Size

Use the largest supported tape block size. See IBM documentation ‘z/OS DFSMS Using Data Sets' for specific block size
limits of various IBM tape devices.
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Configuring

The system programmer should work closely with the security administrator to determine appropriate parameter attributes
and settings for controlling the behavior of Tape Encryption for your site. Configuration and customization of Tape
Encryption involves the following processes:

• Customize the Broadcom Encryption Subsystem (BES) to identify the symmetric keys and encryption algorithms to
use and to specify how often to regenerate them. The BES task must also be configured to identify the key rings that
contain digital certificates to use when performing encryption for business-to-business (B2B) tapes. For information
about customizing parmlib attributes, see Define System Options in Parmlib.

• Tape data sets are selected for encryption processing by using DFSMS Automatic Class Selection (ACS) routines
and one or more data classes or by using the CA@BES class and security protection profiles that are defined to your
security system. The ACS routines on your system must be updated to identify the data sets that you want encrypted
by assigning them to a data class associated with encryption processing. For information about selecting tape files for
encryption and defining security resource profiles, see Administrating.

• Additional customization is required to create B2B tapes to send to business partners, based on Public Key Algorithm
processing. Digital certificates must be created through an external security system such as ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM
Security Server RACF. For information about using digital certificates, see the Administrating section and refer to your
security system documentation about creating digital certificates.

NOTE
After reading this content, you can refer to Messages for additional information about Tape Encryption.

Define System Options in Parmlib
Tape Encryption creates the key indexes and passes them to the tape management system to record this information at
the tape file level. Tape Encryption depends on the tape management system for information about which keys are still
needed because the tape management system knows which tape files still contain active data.

Key Removal

Use the TBEKMUTL key maintenance utility to analyze the CA 1, TLMS, or DFSMSrnn tape catalog to determine which
keys you can remove from the Tape Encryption database and from the ICSF CKDS database if it is in use.

NOTE
For information about how to manage the removal of Tape Encryption keys, see the documentation for your tape
management system.

Use the AutomaticallyRemoveKeys= attribute in parmlib to remove specific instances of keys from the key repository that
have been identified by the TBEKMUTL utility as no longer used by any tape data set.

Remove Inactive Keys

Specify the following attribute in the DynamicOptions section in parmlib to remove inactive keys automatically:

AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=Y

This specifies that 90 days after an instance of a key is identified by the TBEKMUTL utility as no longer used, it is
removed automatically.

NOTE
For information about processing and removing keys, see Administrating.
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Parmlib Syntax
Each of the sample parmlib members contains comments documenting the structure of that member, how to customize
that member, the attributes contained in the member, and the attributes' valid values.

In general, parmlib members consist of the following:

• Blank lines
These are used for legibility and are completely ignored by Tape Encryption.

• ;Comments
Comment lines always begin with a semicolon. These statements are ignored by Tape Encryption and are used for
documentation and readability. 

• <SectionNames>
Section names are always enclosed with greater than and less than signs ('<' and '>'). Sections are used to identify a
common set of related parmlib attributes. The order of sections in a parmlib member is not important. Sections cannot
be embedded or nested. Each new SectionName marks the end of the prior section.

• Attribute=Values
The left side of the equal sign denotes the name of a particular attribute while the right side denotes its assigned value
or values. Blanks are permitted before and after the equal sign.

Parmlib Syntax Characteristics
Consider the following characteristics of parmlib syntax:

• Entries in parmlib are case-sensitive. However, values for certain keywords such as DsnameBESPrimaryDB are
converted to uppercase when run.

• There is no line continuation character. Each individual attribute must be specified on a single statement.
• Attribute=value pairs must be coded together on a single line between columns 1-72.
• Descriptive attribute names are used to associate and assign data values to Tape Encryption parameters.
• Values containing special characters must be enclosed in single (') or double (") quote marks.
• Attributes must be coded in their assigned section.
• Multiple parmlib data sets may be concatenated. The first member in the concatenated data sets that contains the

section name being searched for will be the one used to load the corresponding attribute values.
• System symbol substitution is supported in parmlib members.

System Symbol Substitution
Tape Encryption supports system symbol substitution in the parmlib members. For example, &SYSNAME resolves to the
system name on which Tape Encryption is run. In addition to the standard system symbols, the following symbols may be
used:

• &JOBNAME for the jobname of the started task
• &STEPNAME for the stepname of the started task
• &BES for the subsystem id of the started task (BESn where n = 1-8)
• &PARMDIR for the parmlib member containing the ParmlibDirectory section
• &THIS for the current parmlib member name
• Substring notation is allowed. For example, &SYSNAME(4:1) means the substring of &SYSNAME starting in position 4

for a length of 1. If the value of &SYSNAME is TSO1, then the value of &SYSNAME(4:1) is “1”

Symbolic variables allow attributes to be assigned unique values while sharing parmlib members among different
subsystems.

Example: symbolic substitution 
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In this example a common BESPARMS member directs Tape Encryption to different members to determine the
appropriate symmetric keys or B2B key rings to use:

<ParmlibDirectory>                       ; Directory of Parmlib Members

  StartupOptions         =&This          ; Options used at initialization

  DynamicOptions         =&This          ; Options which can be refreshed

  SymmetricKeys          =TESTKEYS       ; Get Symmetric Keys from

                                         ; member TESTKEYS

  CAEKM_API_Options       CAEKMAPI       ; Options related to the CA EKM API

  B2BKeyrings            =KR&SYSNAME     ; Get Key ring definitions from

                                         ; member KRSYS1 when run on SYS1

                                         ; and KRSYS2 when run on SYS2

NOTE
For information on the use of system symbols including substring notation, see the IBM MVS Initialization and
Tuning Reference.

Parmlib Syntax Checking
At startup, Tape Encryption reads and validates the parmlib members that define runtime attributes. Parmlib syntax
errors may prevent Tape Encryption from being able to start up properly and can result in one or more error messages
describing the condition along with a subsequent ABEND.

Because parmlib changes can be critical to the performance and operation of Tape Encryption, it is important to review
all such changes. To assist in making and testing your changes, a parmlib Syntax Check Utility is provided. The utility
invokes a parmlib reader to check the syntax of the parmlib members. It produces a report detailing the attributes read
and their values. The JCL to run the utility is in HLQ.CTAPJCL(TBEPARMS).

Sample TBEPARMS Output Report

The following is a sample output report for TBEPARMS:

PARMS INPUT: PARMDIR=SYSABES1,SYSID=&SYSNAME,BES=BES1,HEXDUMP=N,SYNCHECK=Y

Processing Options Selected

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JOBNAME..... TBEPARMS

STEPNAME.... CHECKIT

SYSNAME..... SYSA

PARMDIR..... SYSABES1

SYSID....... SYSA

BES......... BES1

SYNCHECK.... Y

HEXDUMP..... N

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Member...... SYSABES1

Section..... ParmlibDirectory

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ParmlibDirectory read from SYSABES1:

   Maps <sections> to PDS Members

      ParmlibDirectory.................. SYSABES1

      StartupOptions.................... SYSABES1

      DynamicOptions.................... SYSABES1

      StartupCommands................... SYSABES1

      ShutdownCommands.................. SYSABES1
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      SymmetricKeys..................... SYSABES1

      B2BKeyrings....................... SYSABES1

      B2BCodeBooks ..................... B2BBOOKS

      IBM_EKM_Options................... IBMEKM

      NKMHosts.......................... $NULL

      NKMClusters....................... $NULL

      NKMTcpOptions..................... $NULL

      CAEKM_API_Options................. CAEKMAPI

Member...... SYSABES1

Section..... StartupOptions

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

StartupOptions read from SYSABES1:

PSYS_SSANAM BES1

      DsnameBESPrimaryDB................ BES1SYSA.PROD.PRIMARY

      DsnameBESMirrorDB................. BES1SYSA.PROD.MIRROR

      LogDataspaceSize.................. 8

      LogCSAsize........................ 8

      MessagePrefix..................... BES1

      RoutingCodeNormal................. -1

      RoutingCodeCritical............... -1

      B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates..... N

      KeysDatabase...................... CKDS

      LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly.. 300

      BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm.......... AES128

      FipsMode.......................... Disable

      SecureKeysOnly.................... N

      Keyhash........................... SHA-1

      StatsSMFRecordType................ 240

      StatsSMFRecordSubtype............. (1-8,16-23,32-33)

      zIIPExploitation.................. Y

      PassPhraseCount................... 2

      PassPhraseID1..................... User1

      PassPhraseID2..................... User 2

      SubAddressSpaceName............... BES1

Member...... SYSABES1

Section..... DynamicOptions

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DynamicOptions read from SYSABES1:

      LogDetailLevel.................... 3

      LogStream......................... BES1.SYSA.LOG

      EncryptFailAction................. Continue

      FailoverCandidate................. Y

      TMSUpdate......................... Y

      AutomaticallyRemoveKeys........... N

      KeyringSearchOrder................ UserKeyringFirst

      TimedBufferReduction.............. 2

      PercentRunOnzIIP.................. 90

      Compression....................... K

      MinimumCompressionRate............ 50

      CAKMEnable........................ Y

      IBMEKMKeysDatabase................ SAF

      IBMEKMSTC......................... EKMSERVR

      EMCSTerminalPrefix................ SYSA
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      EMFromHost........................ SYSTEMA

      EMWriter.......................... SMTP

      EMSysout.......................... B

      EMFormat.......................... HTML

      CAEKMAPIEnable.................... Y

Member...... SYSABES1

Section..... StartupCommands

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

StartupCommands read from SYSABES1:

     Command='BES1 RELOAD=TEP'

     Command='BES1 RELOAD=TBECONCT'

     Command='BES1 RELOAD=TBEDDT'

Member...... SYSABES1

Section..... ShutdownCommands

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ShutdownCommands read from SYSABES1:

     Command='BES1 D S'

Member...... SYSABES1

Section..... SymmetricKeys

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SymmetricKeys read from SYSABES1:

     <AES128>

         Regenerate..................... WEEKLY

         Algorithm...................... AES128

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N

         NumberOfGenerations............ 1

         Compression.................... S8

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... Y

     <AES128_KEY>

         Regenerate..................... WEEKLY

         Algorithm...................... AES128

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N

         NumberOfGenerations............ 1

         Compression.................... S8

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... Y

     <AES192_KEY>

         Regenerate..................... WEEKLY

         Algorithm...................... AES192

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N

         NumberOfGenerations............ 1

         Compression.................... S8

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... Y

     <AES256_KEY>

         Regenerate..................... WEEKLY

         Algorithm...................... AES256

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N
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         NumberOfGenerations............ 1

         Compression.................... S8

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... Y

     <3DES128_KEY>

         Regenerate..................... WEEKLY

         Algorithm...................... 3DES128

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N

         NumberOfGenerations............ 1

         Compression.................... S8

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... Y

     <3DES192_KEY>

         Regenerate..................... WEEKLY

         Algorithm...................... 3DES192

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N

         NumberOfGenerations............ 6

         Compression.................... S8

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... N

     <DES64_KEY>

         Regenerate..................... WEEKLY

         Algorithm...................... DES64

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N

         NumberOfGenerations............ 1

         Compression.................... S8

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... Y

     <CLEAR_KEY>

         Regenerate..................... YEARLY

         Algorithm...................... CLEAR

         Deactivated.................... N

         SecureKeysOnly................. N

         NumberOfGenerations............ 6

         Compression.................... S0

         MinimumCompressionRate......... 0

         CAKMManaged.................... N

Member...... SYSABES1

Section..... B2BKeyrings

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B2BKeyrings read from SYSABES1:

     <USER_RING> (UserKeyringAlias)

         KeyringName.................... USERRING1

         B2BRSAKeepHours................ 1

     <EKMRING>

         KeyringName.................... ekmring

         B2BRSAKeepHours................ 16

     <BTERING>

         KeyringName.................... BTETEST1

         B2BRSAKeepHours................ 1
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Member...... B2BBOOKS

Section..... B2BCodeBooks

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B2BCodeBooks read from B2BBOOKS:

     <BOOKA128>

         Rebuild........................ WEEKLY

     <BOOKA192>

         Rebuild........................ MONTHLY

     <BOOKA256>

         Rebuild........................ YEARLY

     <BOOKD64>

         Rebuild........................ WEEKLY

     <BOOKT128>

         Rebuild........................ WEEKLY

     <BOOKT192>

         Rebuild........................ WEEKLY

     <01234567890123456789012345>

         Rebuild........................ WEEKLY

     <XYZ>

         Rebuild........................ MONTHLY

     <NEW1>

         Rebuild........................ MONTHLY

Member...... IBMEKM

Section..... IBM_EKM_Options

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IBM_EKM_Options read from IBMEKM:

      IBMEKMRing........................ ekmring

      IBMEKMUser........................ BESEKM

      IBMEKMKeySize..................... 512

      IBMEKMCertExportHLQ............... STCUSER.HLQ

      IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey............... NONE

NKMHosts read from $NULL:

NKMClusters read from $NULL:

NKMTCPOptions read from $NULL:

Member...... CAEKMAPI

Section..... CAEKM_API_OPTIONS

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAEKM_API_OPTIONS read from CAEKMAPI:

         AllowDynamicTableid............ Y

         AllowDynamicKeyPool............ Y

End of Report

Parmlib Attribute List and Location
The following table lists all the parmlib attributes and indicates where each attribute is located.

When reading the table, consider the following:

• Section names are enclosed in greater than and less than signs (< >); customizable section names are italicized
• The sample parmlib members are in HLQ.CTAPPARM.

Attribute Section Sample Parmlib Member 
Algorithm key_section SYMKEYS
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Allow_Dynamic_Keypool CAEKM_API_Options CAEKMAPI
Allow_Dynamic_Product CAEKM_API_Options CAEKMAPI
AutomaticallyRemoveKeys DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
B2BCodeBooks ParmlibDirectory BESPARMS
B2BKeyrings ParmlibDirectory BESPARMS
B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates StartupOptions STARTUP
B2BRsaKeepHours RingAlias B2BRINGS
BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm StartupOptions STARTUP
CAEKMAPIEnable DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
Compression DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
Compression key_section SYMKEYS
Deactivate key_section SYMKEYS
DsnameBESMirrorDB StartupOptions STARTUP
DsnameBESPrimaryDB StartupOptions STARTUP
DynamicOptions ParmlibDirectory BESPARMS
EMCSTerminalPrefix DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
EMFromHost DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
EMWriter DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
EMSysout DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
EMFormat DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
EMText DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
EncryptFailAction DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
FailoverCandidate DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
FipsMode StartupOptions STARTUP
IBMEKMSTC DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
Key SymmetricKeys SYMKEYS
Keyhash StartupOptions STARTUP
Keypool CAEKM_API_Options CAEKMAPI
KeyringName RingAlias B2BRINGS
KeyringSearchOrder DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
KeysDatabase StartupOptions STARTUP
LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly StartupOptions STARTUP
LogCSASize StartupOptions STARTUP
LogDataspaceSize StartupOptions STARTUP
LogDetailLevel DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
LogStream DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
MessagePrefix StartupOptions STARTUP
MinimumCompressionRate DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
MinimumCompressionRate key_section SYMKEYS
NumberOfGenerations key_section SYMKEYS
PassPhraseCount StartupOptions STARTUP
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PassPhraseID1 StartupOptions STARTUP
PassPhraseID2 StartupOptions STARTUP
PercentRunOnzIIP DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
Product CAEKM_API_Options CAEKMAPI
Rebuild Codebook-section B2BBOOKS
Regenerate key_section SYMKEYS
RoutingCodeCritical StartupOptions STARTUP
RoutingCodeNormal StartupOptions STARTUP
SecureKeysOnly StartupOptions STARTUP
SecureKeysOnly key_section SYMKEYS
ShareRingAlias B2BKeyrings B2BRINGS
ShutdownCommands ParmlibDirectory BESPCMDS
StartupCommands ParmlibDirectory BESSCMDS
StartupOptions ParmlibDirectory BESPARMS
StatsSMFRecordSubtype StartupOptions STARTUP
StatsSMFRecordType StartupOptions STARTUP
SymmetricKeys ParmlibDirectory BESPARMS
TimedBufferReduction DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
TMSUpdate DynamicOptions DYNAMIC
UserRingAlias B2BKeyrings B2BRINGS
zIIPExploitation StartupOptions STARTUP

Sample Parmlib Members

BESPARMS
The BES JCL procedure contains a PARMDIR= keyword parameter and a BESPARMS DD for the parmlib. At startup,
BES searches the BESPARMS DD for the parmlib member named by the PARMDIR keyword (the default is BESPARMS).
This PARMDIR= named member must have a ParmlibDirectory section. This is used as a directory or index to the
remaining members and sections used by Tape Encryption.

Parmlib Directory

The ParmlibDirectory section contains the members and sections used by Tape Encryption.

The following table lists the ParmlibDirectory attribute sections and their valid values:

Attribute Name Valid Values Required Description 
StartupOptions= Valid PDS member name

&THIS
Yes Parmlib member that contains

the StartupOptions section

DynamicOptions= Valid PDS member name
&THIS

Yes Parmlib member that contains
the DynamicOptions section

B2BKeyrings= Valid PDS member name
&THIS

Yes Parmlib member that contains
the B2BKeyrings section
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B2BCodeBooks= Valid PDS member name
&THIS

Yes Parmlib member that contains
the B2BCodeBooks section

SymmetricKeys= Valid PDS member name
&THIS

Yes Parmlib member that contains
the SymmetricKeys section

Startup Options

Use the startup options in the StartupOptions attributes section to specify the behavior of Tape Encryption when it is
started.

Consider the following when using these options:

• Valid values should not contain blanks. Use the underscore character instead of a blank, and enclose the value in
quotes, for example: ShareRingAlias='Business_Partner_1'

• Valid values enclosed in parentheses must be entered with parentheses. For example: RoutingCodeCritical=(1,7,9)
• When an attribute is commented out or not specified, the default value for the attribute is used as indicated in the

following list.
• Attributes in this section are only loaded when Tape Encryption is started. A change to any of these attributes will not

take effect until Tape Encryption is stopped and started.

The following startup options are available:

• B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates=[Y|N]
Determines if the B2B digital certificates stored in the key rings specified in the B2BRings parmlib member are loaded
once at BES startup and retained in storage.
– Y

(Default) Indicates that the digital certificates stored in the key rings specified in the B2BRings parmlib member are
loaded once at system startup and kept in storage for the duration of the BES address space. This option provides
the best performance because your security product is queried only once. However, updates to digital certificates
are only retrieved during the next startup, or as a result of issuing the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.

– N
Indicates that the digital certificates stored in the key rings specified in the B2BRings parmlib member are not kept
in storage. Each time a digital certificate is required by an application to encrypt or decrypt a B2B tape, the digital
certificate is loaded from the security database. The digital certificate is reloaded for every B2B tape data set that
requires it.

• BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm=[AES128|3DES192]
Specifies the encryption algorithm to use when encrypting every symmetric key saved in the BES database. This
encryption value is used to protect the keys stored in the BES database, and is distinct from the algorithm used to
encrypt the data on a tape.
– AES128

(Default) Specifies the AES algorithm using a 128-bit key.
– 3DES192

Specifies the Triple DES algorithm using a 192-bit key.
Note: The Tape Encryption parmlib values that identify specific cryptographic algorithms are limited to those that are
built into Tape Encryption as software implementations when running Tape Encryption on a z/OS platform without ICSF
and without CPACF. If you are running Tape Encryption on a z/OS platform without ICSF and without CPACF then
BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm must be set to AES128.

• DsnameBESMirrorDB=[JCL|datasetname]
Determines if the name of the BES mirror database is allocated by JCL or dynamically allocated by Tape Encryption.
Any value specified other than JCL is assumed to be the data set name of the mirror copy of the BES database and
will be dynamically allocated.
– JCL
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(Default) Indicates that the BESMDB DD in the JCL procedure allocates the mirror BES database.
– datasetname

The data set name of the BES mirror database. Indicates that dynamic allocation is used to allocate the BES
mirror database. If the BESMDB DD is coded in the BES JCL procedure, it must point to the same data set name
coded for the attribute. An inconsistency will generate a critical error aborting the subsystem initialization. If the
BES primary data set name is coded for this attribute, Broadcom recommends that you comment out or delete the
BESMDB DD in the BES JCL procedure.
If installing in multiple environments with separate primary and mirror databases, use a different name for the
primary and mirror databases in each environment. Tape Encryption creates an internal database ID by hashing the
data set name of the primary database. The hashed name is saved in the database and in the user header label
of each encrypted tape. If the same database name is used in different sites, Tape Encryption may find a database
with a matching internal database ID but the wrong symmetric key. This results in the message:
BESnT0304E Key not available on this system - Tape cannot be decrypted.

• DsnameBESPrimaryDB=[JCL|datasetname]
Determines if the name of the BES primary database is allocated by JCL or dynamically allocated by Tape Encryption.
Any value specified other than JCL is assumed to be the data set name of the BES primary database and will be
dynamically allocated.
– JCL

(Default) Indicates that the BESPDB DD in the JCL procedure allocates the BES primary database.
– datasetname

The data set name of the BES primary database Indicates that dynamic allocation is used to allocate the BES
primary database. If the BESPDB DD is coded in the BES JCL procedure, it must point to the same data set name
coded for the attribute. An inconsistency will generate a critical error aborting the subsystem initialization. If the BES
primary data set name is coded for this attribute, we recommend that you comment out or delete the BESPDB DD
in the BES JCL procedure.
If installing in multiple environments with separate primary and mirror databases, use a different name for the
primary and mirror databases in each environment. Tape Encryption creates an internal database ID by hashing the
data set name of the primary database. The hashed name is saved in the database and in the user header label
of each encrypted tape. If the same database name is used in different sites, Tape Encryption may find a database
with a matching internal database ID but the wrong symmetric key. This results in the message:
BESnT0304E Key not available on this system - Tape cannot be decrypted.

• FipsMode=[Enable|Disable]
Specifies whether to use only FIPS-compliant encryption algorithms and standards.
– Enable

Specifies that FIPS compliance is enabled. Only FIPS-compliant encryption algorithms can be used for tape
encryption.

– Disable
(Default) Specifies that FIPS compliance is not enabled. FIPS enforcement is not in effect. The use of a
cryptographic PCI card is optional. Both FIPS-compliant algorithms and non-FIPS-compliant algorithms can be used
for tape encryption.

• Keyhash=[MD5|SHA-1|SHA-256]
Specifies the hashing algorithm to use for the key verification hash for symmetric keys. This value must be enclosed in
single quotes. Use the strongest algorithm supported by your configuration.

WARNING
If the Keyhash value is changed for any reason, you must re-specify the pass phrase used to protect the
database on startup after the attribute change.

Tape Encryption tests the selected hashing algorithm and does not complete the startup or options refresh if the
algorithm is not available on the running LPAR. If you share a BES database between multiple systems you must
select a hashing algorithm that is available on all of these systems.
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NOTE
All of the algorithms are supported in software.

• KeysDatabase=[CKDS|BES]
Determines the storage location of the symmetric keys.
– CKDS

(Default) Stores the symmetric keys in the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) Cryptographic Key Data
Set (CKDS) database. If this option is specified and the CKDS is not available, the BES primary database and BES
mirror database are automatically used to store the keys.

– BES
Stores the symmetric keys in the BES database.

WARNING
Even if you choose to save your symmetric keys in the BES database, you must start the ICSF started task
on z800 and z900 platforms because ICSF provides support for accessing the CCF facility.

• LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly=[0|300|1000]
Specifies the monthly number of encrypted data sets licensed for Tape Encryption. This parameter applies only to Tape
Encryption customers licensing any of the product options. Valid values are:
– 0

Indicates a Large licensing option. Your license does not limit the number of encrypted data sets generated at this
site in a month.

– 300
(Default) Indicates a Small licensing option. Your license allows up to 300 encrypted data sets generated at this site
in a month.

– 1000
Indicates a Medium licensing option. Your license allows up to 1,000 encrypted data sets generated at this site in a
month.

WARNING
It is a violation of the license agreement to specify a value for this parameter other than the actual licensed
monthly maximum number of encrypted data sets.

NOTE
For information about monthly licensing restrictions, see the Managing Operations topic.

• LogCSASize=nn
Specifies the size in KB of the Extended Common Storage Area (ECSA) used by enhanced logging to temporarily
store event log records when the log data space cannot be accessed. This area is acquired during initialization. You
do not need to change the size unless records are missing from the logger files. Indicates the size of the ECSA area in
KB.
Valid values: 4 to 16
Default: 8

• LogDataspaceSize=nn
Specifies the size in MB of the enhanced log data space used for event log records. Indicates the size of the data
space used by the Internal Logger in MB
Valid values: 1 to 16
Default: 8

• MessagePrefix=[&BES|cccc]
Specifies the four-character value for all messages issued by a Tape Encryption subsystem.
– &BES

(Default) Indicates that this system symbol will be translated to the Tape Encryption subsystem number, BESn
where n is 1-8, depending on which subsystem issues the message. For example, all messages issued by
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subsystem BES1 will start with BES1, as in BES1QQ851E. All messages issued by subsystem BES2 will start with
BES2, as in BES2QQ851E.

– cccc
Any four-character value or a variable that will be translated to a four-character value. If four characters are entered,
for example, TEST, all messages issued by all Tape Encryption subsystems using this parmlib will start with TEST,
as in TESTQQ851E.

NOTE
Do not change the default value unless another software product is using the same message prefix as Tape
Encryption.

• PassPhraseCount=[1|2]
Specifies the number of pass phrases used to encrypt the primary and mirror databases. When set to 1, the
PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 parameters are ignored. The following console message is displayed:
BES4KM597W Enter new database pass phrase

If a database has been initialized with a single pass phrase and the PassPhraseCount is subsequently set to 2, the
next time that BES is started, the following message appears:
BES4KM990I Switching from pass phrase count of 1 to 2

You are then prompted for the old pass phrase and the two new dual pass phrases.
Other BES address spaces sharing this database detect the change in pass phrase and query for the new dual
pass phrases. All BES address spaces sharing the same database must be at a maintenance level that supports the
PassPhraseCount attribute or they will be unable to query for the dual pass phrases.
Default: 1

• PassPhraseID1=
• PassPhraseID2=

When PassPhraseCount is set to 2, the PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 values distinguish which pass phrase is
required. With the default values of 'first' and 'second', the following console messages appear:
BES4KM597W Enter new first database pass phrase

BES0KM598W Confirm first pass phrase

BES4KM597W Enter new second database pass phrase

BES0KM598W Confirm second pass phrase

PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 may contain any string up to 32 characters in length. For example, using 'Storage
Administrator' and 'Security Administrator' produces:
BES4KM597W Enter new Storage Administrator database pass phrase

BES0KM598W Confirm Storage Administrator pass phrase

BES4KM597W Enter new Security Administrator database pass phrase 

BES0KM598W Confirm Security Administrator pass phrase

• RoutingCodeCritical=[-1|code|code 1, code2,...]
Determines the route code or codes for Tape Encryption to use for high priority console messages.
– -1

(Default) Indicates that a route code of 1 (master console) should be used.
– code

A single valid route code that specifies a single route code to use for high priority console messages.
– (code1,code2,…)

Specifies the multiple route codes to use for high priority console messages.1
• RoutingCodeNormal=[-1|code|code 1, code2,...]

Determines the route code or codes for Tape Encryption to use for normal priority console messages. The following
valid values are available for this option:
– -1

(Default) Indicates that the ROUTCODE keyword value on the DEFAULT statement in the CONSOLxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB or SYSn.IPLPARM should be used.

– code
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A single, valid route code that specifies a single route code to use for normal priority console messages.
– (code1,code2,…)

Specifies the multiple route codes to use for normal priority console messages.
• SecureKeysOnly=[N|Y|K]

Determines if secure keys are enforced by routing all or selected encryption and decryption processes through an
optional FIPS 140-2 certified IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor card such as the PCIXCC or Crypto Express2 on the
z890, z990, or z9 platforms.
When the SecureKeysOnly attribute is set to Y in the StartupOptions section, all of the symmetric key definitions
defined to parmlib must be set to an algorithm that ICSF supports for using secure keys. With this option in effect,
algorithms that ICSF only supports for using clear keys cannot appear in parmlib. As of HCR7731, AES is only
supported using clear keys in ICSF. Therefore, AES keys are not allowed when this option is set. The exception to this
rule is that keys using the CLEAR algorithm are allowed. The CLEAR algorithm is used to test your Tape Encryption
subsystem but does not actually perform any encryption of data, and does not involve secure keys or clear keys.
Note: These optional IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessors are not designed to handle large amounts of data and
can greatly affect the run times of tape jobs when encryption or decryption is employed. For this reason, Broadcom
does not recommend forcing all encryption and decryption activities through these external PCI cryptographic co-
processors.
The following valid values are available for this option:
– N

(Default) Disallows the use of secure keys. This option improves encryption performance by routing cryptographic
processing through CPACF on z890, z990, and z9 processors.

– Y
Globally enforces the use of secure keys for all cryptographic processing. When this option is specified, secure keys
are always stored in the ICSF CKDS, even if BES is the value specified for the KeysDatabase attribute.
Note: IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor cards may slow down I/O processing above the Missing Interrupt Handler
(MIH) threshold for the device and MIH may begin taking corrective actions with the assumption that the device is
no longer responding.
Before you enable SecureKeysOnly, you can verify that the MIH value for your virtual and physical tape drives is set
at least to two minutes by executing the DISPLAY IOS,MIH console command. Vtape customers should also adjust
the parmlib attribute MIHTimeoutValue to at least 120 seconds.

– K
Allows selective enforcement of secure keys at the symmetric key name level in member SYMKEYS. When this
option is in effect, specify SecureKeysOnly = Y for each symmetric key name definition for which you want to
enforce secure keys.

• StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(aa[,…][,cc-dd])
Specifies the subtype number of the data structure placed in the SMF record when SMF records for encryption and
decryption are created.

NOTE
The ellipsis indicates that more than one subtype number can be displayed.

Range: 1 through 56
Limits: Tape Encryption supports subtype 32 (detail record) only.
Example 1: In this example, subtype record types 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, and 13 are written to the SMF records.
StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(1,2,10-13)

Example 2: In this example subtype record type 32 is written to the SMF records.
StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(32)

• StatsSMFRecordType=[n|0]
Specifies a unique record type number that identifies Tape Encryption SMF records. Use a number that is not already
in use by another software product.
– n

Indicates the record type for Tape Encryption SMF records.
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Range: 128 to 255 for a non-IBM vendor record type.
– 0

(Default) Indicates that no Tape Encryption SMF records are created.
• zIIPExploitation=[Y|N]

Determines if the zIIP processor is used. This attribute should only be specified if your system supports the zIIP
processor (z9 and later systems with the required level of z/OS.) A companion parameter in the Dynamic Options
member is required to specify what percentage of work is to be made eligible to run on the zIIP. See the discussion of
the PercentRunOnzIIP= attribute later in this section.
– Y

Indicates that Tape Encryption is to use the zIIP processor. You must also specify a value greater than 0 for the
PercentRunOnzIIP attribute in the Dynamic Options member to cause work to be made eligible for the zIIP.

– N
(Default) Indicates that Tape Encryption will not use the zIIP processor.

Dynamic Options

Use the dynamic options in the DynamicOptions attributes section to specify the behavior of Tape Encryption when it is
active.

While active, the Tape Encryption subsystem can dynamically reload the DynamicOptions attributes by using the following
operator command:

BESn REFRESH=OPTION

where n is the number of the subsystem.

The following dynamic options attributes are available:

• AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=[Y|N]
Specifies whether specific instances of keys are eligible to be removed permanently from the CKDS or BES key
repository after being identified by the TBEKMUTL utility as no longer used by any tape data set. For information abut
this utility, see the Interfacing to Tape Management Systems topic.
– Y

Indicates that any key instance identified as no longer used by any tape data set is eligible to be removed from the
key repository 90 days after the last use of the key. To use this option, TMSUpdate must be set to Y, and your tape
management system must support the Tape Encryption API.

– N
(Default) Indicates that keys are not removed.

• CAEKMAPIEnable=Y|N
Specifies the enablement of the EKM Option for Application Management. This feature requires an LMP key.
Valid Values: Y and N
Default: N

• CAKMEnable=[Y|N]
Specifies the enablement of the licensed Key Manager Option feature. A Common Services LMP key must be installed
prior to enabling this feature.
Valid Values: Y and N
Default: N

• Compression=[Y|N|K|Sn|Hn]
Specifies global options for applying compression to files that will be encrypted. The following valid values are
available for this option:

NOTE
Values beginning with S are software compression methods. Values beginning with H are hardware-assisted
compression methods. If you specify any of the values from S0 through S6 or H1 through H5 in the dynamic
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options, compression is turned on for all symmetric keys. Because of this, when you specify one of these
compression methods, it overrides the Compression= attributes specified in the symmetric key options.

All hardware compression algorithms are based on the IBM Hardware Compression facility and use a Ziv-
Lempel algorithm. These algorithms do not yield consistent results when compressing data that conforms
to a specific data profile. To determine which compression algorithm works best with your data, use the
TBECMPCA utility.

H2

Specifies hardware compression algorithm number two.

H3

Specifies hardware compression algorithm number three.

H4

Specifies hardware compression algorithm number four.

H5

Specifies hardware compression algorithm number five.

Note: The Compression= attribute specified in the dynamic options is applied globally and overrides any
Compression= attribute in the symmetric key options.

• EMCSTerminalPrefix=[LPAR|cccc]
Specifies the first four characters that form the dynamic console name.
If LPAR is coded, the SMF ID of the LPAR running this BES is used.
Valid Values: 1 to 4 characters
Default: LPAR

• EMFromHost=[JESNODE|cccccccc]
Specifies the host name to use with the SMTP HELO command. Broadcom recommends using the default,
'JESNODE'. JESNODE causes BES to substitute the JES2 Node Name for this operand.
Valid Values: 1 to 8 characters
Default: JESNODE

• EMWriter=[SMTP|ccccccc]
Specifies the JES2 writer used when sending an email from BES. Broadcom recommends setting to SMTP.
Valid Values: 1 to 8 characters
Default: SMTP

• EMSysout=[B|c]
Specifies the sysout class used for sending an email through the JES2 interface.
Valid Values: A thru Z and 0 thru 9
Default: B

• EMFormat=[HTML|TEXT]
Specifies the format of the email BES will send.
– TEXT

The email format will be in plain text with no HTML formatting.
– HTML

(Default) The email will contain HTML formatting.
• EMText='[Null|custom text]'

(Optional) Adds custom text before the standard notification text in the outgoing email message. There can be up to 20
occurrences of this parameter.
The text should be enclosed in single quotes. If not enclosed in single quotes the operand stops on the first blank.
Range: 1 to 60 characters
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Default: 'Null'
• EncryptFailAction=[Abend|Continue]

Indicates the action to take if the tape specified for encryption cannot be encrypted because of a key management
failure.
– Abend

(Default) Specifies that the job abends.
– Continue

Specifies that the job continues.
• FailoverCandidate=[Y|N]

Indicates whether the automatic failover feature is active.
– Y

Indicates that the automatic failover feature is active. This BES subsystem will be eligible to assume BES services
for a BES subsystem with similar attributes that has failed on the same LPAR or that is not active.

– N
(Default) Indicates that the automatic failover features are not in effect. Automatic failover features are not in effect.

• IBMEKMKeysDataBase=SAF| PKDS| NONE
Specifies where the digital certificates generated by the Key Manager Option are stored.
– SAF

(Default) Digital certificates generated by the Key Manager Option are stored in the Security System's data base.
– PKDS

Digital certificates generated by the Key Manager Option are stored in the ICSF PKDS.

WARNING
Important! Specifying PKDS prohibits Key Manager Option from storing a backup copy of the digital
certificate in the BES database. This makes automated synchronization impossible. Certificates stored in
the PKDS cannot be exported using the TBECKMUT utility.

– NONE
This specification disables Key Manager Option from generating and managing digital certificates.

• IBMEKMSTC=cccccccc
Specifies the name of the IBM EKM started task. If NONE is specified, no refresh directives will be issued from this
BES to the IBM EKM started task.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters
Default: None

• KeyringSearchOrder=[BESKeyRingsFirst|UserKeyRingFirst]
Specifies the search order to use when searching for a B2B digital certificate label name coded in the DFSMS data
class description field used for B2B tape processing or when reading a B2B tape. This parameter applies only to B2B
tape processing. It is required only if you expect your security system to manage digital certificates that have the same
label name but are stored on different key rings.
– BESKeyRingsFirst

(Default) Indicates that key rings specified on the ShareRingAlias of your B2BRings parmlib member are searched
first for the appropriate digital certificate.

– UserKeyRingFirst
Indicates that key rings specified on the UserRingAlias of your B2BRings parmlib member are searched first for the
appropriate digital certificate.

• LogDetailLevel=[0|1|2|3]
Determines the level of events captured for logging.
– 0

Indicates that no events are logged. Do not specify 0 (zero) unless directed to do so by Broadcom Support.
– 1
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(DefauIt) Indicates that basic events are logged, such as messages and console commands. This option logs basic
events but does not provide enough detail to fully debug potential product failures.

– 2
Indicates that I/O activity, exceptions, and some service calls are logged. This level provides enough information to
debug potential failures.

– 3
Indicates that full encryption and decryption activities are logged. Do not specify this level of logging unless directed
to do so by Technical Support.

• LogStream=[NONE|validlogstreamname]
Controls whether Tape Encryption uses the external logger to keep a history of log events.
– NONE

(Default) Indicates that a log stream does not exist so a copy will not be performed. If you specify this option, only
a few minutes of log events are maintained in a data space by the BES started task. The Logger will overwrite the
previously generated data in the log data space.

– 'A valid Log Stream name'
Indicates that a log stream exists as defined in the SAMPJCL member BESCLS. As each block in the log data
space is filled, a call is made to the System Logger to write the block to the defined log stream. If errors are
detected, the System Logger and Tape Encryption will issue messages and this attribute will be changed internally
to a value of NONE.

Note: Broadcom recommends that you define an external log stream before you deploy Tape Encryption in a
production environment. The only valid log stream name is one that was created using the IBM IXCMIAPU utility. The
BESn Display Log console command can be used to determine the status of the logger.

• MinimumCompressionRate=nn
Specifies the minimum acceptable compression rate, expressed as a percentage of the original file. The percentage
rate equals the percentage of bytes removed from the original file by compression.
– nn

Indicates the percentage of bytes to remove from the file by compression.
Range: 0 to 99
Default: 50

NOTE
When the Compression= attribute in the dynamic options is set to a value of "K" indicating that compression
information is coded at the key level, the MinimumCompressionRate= attribute in the dynamic options is
ignored. Each key with a Compression= attribute specified will be checked for a MinimumCompressionRate=
attribute. If a MinimumCompressionRate= attribute is not found, the default value of 50 will be used.

• PercentRunOnzIIP=[0|nn]
Specifies the percentage of work to be made eligible for the zIIP processor. Startup member attribute zIIPExploitation=
must be set to Y to cause this attribute to take effect. If PercentRunOnzIIP= is nonzero but zIIPExploitation=N is
specified an error message will be issued but Tape Encryption will continue to initialize and run without zIIP processing
activated.
– 0

Specifies that no work is to be directed to the zIIP processor. It is valid to specify PercentRunOnzIIP=0 and
zIIPExploitation=Y at the same time. In this case, Tape Encryption will issue warning message BESnI0009W but
will go on to build and maintain the internal resources required to use the zIIP processor, however no work will
be made zIIP eligible until a nonzero value is specified and the dynamic options are refreshed using the “BESn
REFRESH=OPTIONS” command.

– nnn
Specifies the percentage of work that is to be made eligible for the zIIP processor.
Range: 1 to 100
Default: N

• TimedBufferReduction=[0|nn]
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Specifies the number of minutes before idle buffers are eligible to be freed. The buffer reduction process runs every
two minutes. After the specified number of minutes has elapsed, buffers that have been idle for that length of time are
freed.
– 0

Disables the process of making idle buffers eligible to be freed. Do not specify 0 (zero) unless directed to do so by
Broadcom Support.

– nn
Indicates the number of minutes after which idle buffers are eligible to be freed.
Range: 1 to 60
Default: 2

• TMSUpdate=[Y|N]
Indicates whether to update your tape management system with the BES Key Index, which allows the tracking of key
use by tape data set for every tape created using Tape Encryption. TMSUpdate is an interface to all tape systems
that provide support for Tape Encryption. It requires vendors to implement support for the Tape Encryption API. CA 1,
TLMS, and DFSMSrmm include maintenance to support this interface. Consult with your tape management system
customer support representative to verify if they have implemented support for Tape Encryption.
– Y

(Default) Indicates that the tape management system will be supplied with the BES Key Index when an encrypted
tape is created.

– N
Indicates that the tape management system will not be supplied with the BES Key Index when an encrypted tape is
created.

B2B Key Ring Options

Use the B2B key ring options in the B2BKeyrings attributes section to specify the alias names for key rings defined to your
security system for encryption purposes.

Introduction

The B2B key rings named in this section are used in the RingAlias section to specify detailed attributes for the associated
key rings.

NOTE
For information about the attributes for each key ring, see RingAlias Options.

Each time a tape data set is created using a DFSMS data class for Tape Encryption and a description containing BES
keywords that request a digital certificate if using DFSMS, or using security protection profiles in your security system,
the key rings specified in the B2BRINGS member are searched for the first occurrence of the digital certificate label
name. The only user IDs that your security system queries are the BES started task user ID and the user ID associated
with the user requesting encryption. The search order is defined by the KeyRingSearchOrder attribute in the dynamic
options. When the digital certificate is found, the RSA public key stored in the digital certificate is extracted. (RSA stands
for Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman, the inventors of this algorithm.) A unique symmetric key is generated to encrypt the tape
data. The public key is used to encrypt the symmetric key, which is then stored on the tape in the tape labels. Only the
specific tape data set is encrypted with this RSA key. The key is temporarily stored in the BES primary database and BES
mirror database, based on the value of the B2BRSAKeepHours attribute for the key ring that holds the digital certificate.

• ShareRingAlias='definedkeysection'
Assigns a set of attributes defined by a customizable section name to a key ring. The assigned value must be a section
name defined in the same parmlib member. You can have as many ShareRingAlias names as necessary. The key ring
referenced by the ShareRingAlias must be owned by the BES address space that will perform B2B encryption.
– definedkeysection
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Specifies a customizable section name to use for assigning attributes to a key ring. Use the underscore character
instead of a space, and enclose the operand in single quotes.
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters
Default: None

• UserRingAlias='definedkeysection'
Assigns a set of attributes defined by a customizable section name to the key ring that is owned by the user. The
assigned value must be a section name defined in the same parmlib member.
– definedkeysection

Specifies a customizable section name to use for assigning attributes to the key ring that is owned by the user. Use
the underscore character instead of a space, and enclose the operand in single quotes.
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters
Default: None
Note: You can specify only one UserRingAlias.

Example: B2BKeyrings section

This example shows the B2BKeyrings section with three key ring sections specified, and the associated RingAlias
sections.

<B2BKeyrings>

   ShareRingAlias = 'Business_Partner_1'

   ShareRingAlias = 'Business_Partner_2'

   UserRingAlias = 'BES_Owned_Keyring'

<Business_Partner_1>

.

.

.

<Business_Partner_2>

.

.

.

<BES_Owned_Keyring>

.

.

.

RingAlias Options

Use the RingAlias options to specify parameters for the key ring alias names specified in the B2BKeyrings section.

Each ShareRingAlias and the UserRingAlias defined in the B2BKeyrings section must be further described in its own
RingAlias section:

• ShareRingAlias
Specifies the same value that was assigned as an operand of the ShareRingAlias= parameter in the B2BKeyrings
section.

• UserRingAlias
Specifies the same value that was assigned as an operand of the UserRingAlias= parameter in the B2BKeyrings
section.
Note: If the operand for ShareRingAlias or UserRingAlias contains spaces, use the underscore character instead of a
space, and enclose the operand in single quotes.

Use the following keywords with the ShareRingAlias and UserRingAlias sections:

• KeyRingName="keyringname'
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Indicates the name of the key ring that is stored in your security system.
– 'keyringname'

Indicates the name of the key ring. Enclose this value in single quotes. The KeyRingName value is case-sensitive.
Limits: 72 alphanumeric characters
Default: None

• B2BRsaKeepHours=nnn
Indicates the specified number of hours after the creation of the tape to retain a randomly generated symmetric key
that is encrypted with a public RSA key. This retention period allows the created tape to be added to or read. After
the specified number of hours from the creation of the tape, the key is deleted, and no reading or writing of the tape is
permitted without the private key of the public/private key pair.
– nnn

Specifies the number of hours to retain a randomly generated symmetric key that is encrypted with a public RSA
key.
Range: 0 to 999
Default: 8

Example Specify Key Rings

The following example shows the B2BKeyrings section and associated keywords and attributes for specifying key rings:

<B2BKeyrings>

ShareRingAlias = 'Business_Partner_1'

ShareRingAlias = 'Business_Partner_2'

UserRingAlias = BESRing

<Business_Partner_1>

Keyringname = 'Business_Partner_1_Keyring'

B2BRsaKeepHours = 8

<Business_Partner_2>

Keyringname = 'Business_Partner_2_Keyring'

B2BRsaKeepHours = 24

<BESRing>

KeyringName = 'BES_default_Keyring'

B2BRsaKeepHours = 8

Use the startup options in the StartupOptions attributes section to specify the behavior of Tape Encryption when it is
started.

Consider the following when using these options:

• Valid values should not contain blanks. Use the underscore character instead of a blank, and enclose the value in
quotes, for example: ShareRingAlias='Business_Partner_1'

• Valid values enclosed in parentheses must be entered with parentheses. For example: RoutingCodeCritical=(1,7,9)
• When an attribute is commented out or not specified, the default value for the attribute is used as indicated in the

following list.
• Attributes in this section are only loaded when Tape Encryption is started. A change to any of these attributes will not

take effect until Tape Encryption is stopped and started.

The following startup options are available:

• B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates=[Y|N]
Determines if the B2B digital certificates stored in the key rings specified in the B2BRings parmlib member are loaded
once at BES startup and retained in storage.
– Y

(Default) Indicates that the digital certificates stored in the key rings specified in the B2BRings parmlib member are
loaded once at system startup and kept in storage for the duration of the BES address space. This option provides
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the best performance because your security product is queried only once. However, updates to digital certificates
are only retrieved during the next startup, or as a result of issuing the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command.

– N
Indicates that the digital certificates stored in the key rings specified in the B2BRings parmlib member are not kept
in storage. Each time a digital certificate is required by an application to encrypt or decrypt a B2B tape, the digital
certificate is loaded from the security database. The digital certificate is reloaded for every B2B tape data set that
requires it.

• BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm=[AES128|3DES192]
Specifies the encryption algorithm to use when encrypting every symmetric key saved in the BES database. This
encryption value is used to protect the keys stored in the BES database, and is distinct from the algorithm used to
encrypt the data on a tape.
– AES128

(Default) Specifies the AES algorithm using a 128-bit key.
– 3DES192

Specifies the Triple DES algorithm using a 192-bit key.
Note: The Tape Encryption parmlib values that identify specific cryptographic algorithms are limited to those that are
built into Tape Encryption as software implementations when running Tape Encryption on a z/OS platform without ICSF
and without CPACF. If you are running Tape Encryption on a z/OS platform without ICSF and without CPACF then
BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm must be set to AES128.

• DsnameBESMirrorDB=[JCL|datasetname]
Determines if the name of the BES mirror database is allocated by JCL or dynamically allocated by Tape Encryption.
Any value specified other than JCL is assumed to be the data set name of the mirror copy of the BES database and
will be dynamically allocated.
– JCL

(Default) Indicates that the BESMDB DD in the JCL procedure allocates the mirror BES database.
– datasetname

The data set name of the BES mirror database. Indicates that dynamic allocation is used to allocate the BES
mirror database. If the BESMDB DD is coded in the BES JCL procedure, it must point to the same data set name
coded for the attribute. An inconsistency will generate a critical error aborting the subsystem initialization. If the
BES primary data set name is coded for this attribute, Broadcom recommends that you comment out or delete the
BESMDB DD in the BES JCL procedure.
If installing in multiple environments with separate primary and mirror databases, use a different name for the
primary and mirror databases in each environment. Tape Encryption creates an internal database ID by hashing the
data set name of the primary database. The hashed name is saved in the database and in the user header label
of each encrypted tape. If the same database name is used in different sites, Tape Encryption may find a database
with a matching internal database ID but the wrong symmetric key. This results in the message:
BESnT0304E Key not available on this system - Tape cannot be decrypted.

• DsnameBESPrimaryDB=[JCL|datasetname]
Determines if the name of the BES primary database is allocated by JCL or dynamically allocated by Tape Encryption.
Any value specified other than JCL is assumed to be the data set name of the BES primary database and will be
dynamically allocated.
– JCL

(Default) Indicates that the BESPDB DD in the JCL procedure allocates the BES primary database.
– datasetname

The data set name of the BES primary database Indicates that dynamic allocation is used to allocate the BES
primary database. If the BESPDB DD is coded in the BES JCL procedure, it must point to the same data set name
coded for the attribute. An inconsistency will generate a critical error aborting the subsystem initialization. If the BES
primary data set name is coded for this attribute, we recommend that you comment out or delete the BESPDB DD
in the BES JCL procedure.
If installing in multiple environments with separate primary and mirror databases, use a different name for the
primary and mirror databases in each environment. Tape Encryption creates an internal database ID by hashing the
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data set name of the primary database. The hashed name is saved in the database and in the user header label
of each encrypted tape. If the same database name is used in different sites, Tape Encryption may find a database
with a matching internal database ID but the wrong symmetric key. This results in the message:
BESnT0304E Key not available on this system - Tape cannot be decrypted.

• FipsMode=[Enable|Disable]
Specifies whether to use only FIPS-compliant encryption algorithms and standards.
– Enable

Specifies that FIPS compliance is enabled. Only FIPS-compliant encryption algorithms can be used for tape
encryption.

– Disable
(Default) Specifies that FIPS compliance is not enabled. FIPS enforcement is not in effect. The use of a
cryptographic PCI card is optional. Both FIPS-compliant algorithms and non-FIPS-compliant algorithms can be used
for tape encryption.

• Keyhash=[MD5|SHA-1|SHA-256]
Specifies the hashing algorithm to use for the key verification hash for symmetric keys. This value must be enclosed in
single quotes. Use the strongest algorithm supported by your configuration.

WARNING
If the Keyhash value is changed for any reason, you must re-specify the pass phrase used to protect the
database on startup after the attribute change.

Tape Encryption tests the selected hashing algorithm and does not complete the startup or options refresh if the
algorithm is not available on the running LPAR. If you share a BES database between multiple systems you must
select a hashing algorithm that is available on all of these systems.

NOTE
All of the algorithms are supported in software.

• KeysDatabase=[CKDS|BES]
Determines the storage location of the symmetric keys.
– CKDS

(Default) Stores the symmetric keys in the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) Cryptographic Key Data
Set (CKDS) database. If this option is specified and the CKDS is not available, the BES primary database and BES
mirror database are automatically used to store the keys.

– BES
Stores the symmetric keys in the BES database.

WARNING
Even if you choose to save your symmetric keys in the BES database, you must start the ICSF started task
on z800 and z900 platforms because ICSF provides support for accessing the CCF facility.

• LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly=[0|300|1000]
Specifies the monthly number of encrypted data sets licensed for Tape Encryption. This parameter applies only to Tape
Encryption customers licensing any of the product options. Valid values are:
– 0

Indicates a Large licensing option. Your license does not limit the number of encrypted data sets generated at this
site in a month.

– 300
(Default) Indicates a Small licensing option. Your license allows up to 300 encrypted data sets generated at this site
in a month.

– 1000
Indicates a Medium licensing option. Your license allows up to 1,000 encrypted data sets generated at this site in a
month.
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WARNING
It is a violation of the license agreement to specify a value for this parameter other than the actual licensed
monthly maximum number of encrypted data sets.

NOTE
For information about monthly licensing restrictions, see Managing Operations.

• LogCSASize=nn
Specifies the size in KB of the Extended Common Storage Area (ECSA) used by enhanced logging to temporarily
store event log records when the log data space cannot be accessed. This area is acquired during initialization. You
do not need to change the size unless records are missing from the logger files. Indicates the size of the ECSA area in
KB.
Valid values: 4 to 16
Default: 8

• LogDataspaceSize=nn
Specifies the size in MB of the enhanced log data space used for event log records. Indicates the size of the data
space used by the Internal Logger in MB
Valid values: 1 to 16
Default: 8

• MessagePrefix=[&BES|cccc]
Specifies the four-character value for all messages issued by a Tape Encryption subsystem.
– &BES

(Default) Indicates that this system symbol will be translated to the Tape Encryption subsystem number, BESn
where n is 1-8, depending on which subsystem issues the message. For example, all messages issued by
subsystem BES1 will start with BES1, as in BES1QQ851E. All messages issued by subsystem BES2 will start with
BES2, as in BES2QQ851E.

– cccc
Any four-character value or a variable that will be translated to a four-character value. If four characters are entered,
for example, TEST, all messages issued by all Tape Encryption subsystems using this parmlib will start with TEST,
as in TESTQQ851E.

NOTE
Do not change the default value unless another software product is using the same message prefix as Tape
Encryption.

• PassPhraseCount=[1|2]
Specifies the number of pass phrases used to encrypt the primary and mirror databases. When set to 1, the
PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 parameters are ignored. The following console message is displayed:
BES4KM597W Enter new database pass phrase

If a database has been initialized with a single pass phrase and the PassPhraseCount is subsequently set to 2, the
next time that BES is started, the following message appears:
BES4KM990I Switching from pass phrase count of 1 to 2

You are then prompted for the old pass phrase and the two new dual pass phrases.
Other BES address spaces sharing this database detect the change in pass phrase and query for the new dual
pass phrases. All BES address spaces sharing the same database must be at a maintenance level that supports the
PassPhraseCount attribute or they will be unable to query for the dual pass phrases.
Default: 1

• PassPhraseID1=
• PassPhraseID2=

When PassPhraseCount is set to 2, the PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 values distinguish which pass phrase is
required. With the default values of 'first' and 'second', the following console messages appear:
BES4KM597W Enter new first database pass phrase

BES0KM598W Confirm first pass phrase

BES4KM597W Enter new second database pass phrase
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BES0KM598W Confirm second pass phrase

PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 may contain any string up to 32 characters in length. For example, using 'Storage
Administrator' and 'Security Administrator' produces:
BES4KM597W Enter new Storage Administrator database pass phrase

BES0KM598W Confirm Storage Administrator pass phrase

BES4KM597W Enter new Security Administrator database pass phrase 

BES0KM598W Confirm Security Administrator pass phrase

• RoutingCodeCritical=[-1|code|code 1, code2,...]
Determines the route code or codes for Tape Encryption to use for high priority console messages.
– -1

(Default) Indicates that a route code of 1 (master console) should be used.
– code

A single valid route code that specifies a single route code to use for high priority console messages.
– (code1,code2,…)

Specifies the multiple route codes to use for high priority console messages.1
• RoutingCodeNormal=[-1|code|code 1, code2,...]

Determines the route code or codes for Tape Encryption to use for normal priority console messages. The following
valid values are available for this option:
– -1

(Default) Indicates that the ROUTCODE keyword value on the DEFAULT statement in the CONSOLxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB or SYSn.IPLPARM should be used.

– code
A single, valid route code that specifies a single route code to use for normal priority console messages.

– (code1,code2,…)
Specifies the multiple route codes to use for normal priority console messages.

• SecureKeysOnly=[N|Y|K]
Determines if secure keys are enforced by routing all or selected encryption and decryption processes through an
optional FIPS 140-2 certified IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor card such as the PCIXCC or Crypto Express2 on the
z890, z990, or z9 platforms.
When the SecureKeysOnly attribute is set to Y in the StartupOptions section, all of the symmetric key definitions
defined to parmlib must be set to an algorithm that ICSF supports for using secure keys. With this option in effect,
algorithms that ICSF only supports for using clear keys cannot appear in parmlib. As of HCR7731, AES is only
supported using clear keys in ICSF. Therefore, AES keys are not allowed when this option is set. The exception to this
rule is that keys using the CLEAR algorithm are allowed. The CLEAR algorithm is used to test your Tape Encryption
subsystem but does not actually perform any encryption of data, and does not involve secure keys or clear keys.
Note: These optional IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessors are not designed to handle large amounts of data and
can greatly affect the run times of tape jobs when encryption or decryption is employed. For this reason, Broadcom
does not recommend forcing all encryption and decryption activities through these external PCI cryptographic co-
processors.
The following valid values are available for this option:
– N

(Default) Disallows the use of secure keys. This option improves encryption performance by routing cryptographic
processing through CPACF on z890, z990, and z9 processors.

– Y
Globally enforces the use of secure keys for all cryptographic processing. When this option is specified, secure keys
are always stored in the ICSF CKDS, even if BES is the value specified for the KeysDatabase attribute.
Note: IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor cards may slow down I/O processing above the Missing Interrupt Handler
(MIH) threshold for the device and MIH may begin taking corrective actions with the assumption that the device is
no longer responding.
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Before you enable SecureKeysOnly, you can verify that the MIH value for your virtual and physical tape drives is set
at least to two minutes by executing the DISPLAY IOS,MIH console command. Vtape customers should also adjust
the parmlib attribute MIHTimeoutValue to at least 120 seconds.

– K
Allows selective enforcement of secure keys at the symmetric key name level in member SYMKEYS. When this
option is in effect, specify SecureKeysOnly = Y for each symmetric key name definition for which you want to
enforce secure keys.

• StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(aa[,…][,cc-dd])
Specifies the subtype number of the data structure placed in the SMF record when SMF records for encryption and
decryption are created.

NOTE
The ellipsis indicates that more than one subtype number can be displayed.

Range: 1 through 56
Limits: Tape Encryption supports subtype 32 (detail record) only.
Example 1: In this example, subtype record types 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, and 13 are written to the SMF records.
StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(1,2,10-13)

Example 2: In this example subtype record type 32 is written to the SMF records.
StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(32)

• StatsSMFRecordType=[n|0]
Specifies a unique record type number that identifies Tape Encryption SMF records. Use a number that is not already
in use by another software product.
– n

Indicates the record type for Tape Encryption SMF records.
Range: 128 to 255 for a non-IBM vendor record type.

– 0
(Default) Indicates that no Tape Encryption SMF records are created.

• zIIPExploitation=[Y|N]
Determines if the zIIP processor is used. This attribute should only be specified if your system supports the zIIP
processor (z9 and later systems with the required level of z/OS.) A companion parameter in the Dynamic Options
member is required to specify what percentage of work is to be made eligible to run on the zIIP. See the discussion of
the PercentRunOnzIIP= attribute later in this section.
– Y

Indicates that Tape Encryption is to use the zIIP processor. You must also specify a value greater than 0 for the
PercentRunOnzIIP attribute in the Dynamic Options member to cause work to be made eligible for the zIIP.

– N
(Default) Indicates that Tape Encryption will not use the zIIP processor.

B2B Code Book Options

Use the B2B code book options in the B2BCodeBooks section to specify the names of the code books to be defined to the
BES database.

  

Introduction

The B2B code books named in this section are used in the CodeBook section to specify detailed attributes for the
associated code books.

NOTE
For information about the attributes of each code book, see CodeBook Options.
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Each time a tape data set is created using a DFSMS data class, or CA@BES for security protection profiles in your
security system, for Tape Encryption, and a description containing BES keywords that request a code book, the BES
database is searched for this code book. If the code book is found, it is used to randomly generate a new key or to extract
a key for data already encrypted using the code book. For new keys, information is written to the tape labels to uniquely
identify the instance of the code book used. Instructions on how to reconstruct the key from the code book are also written
to the tape.

On the z/OS system, you can read tapes encrypted with code books, or add new data to the last encrypted file on the tape
using MOD processing, for the length of time that the specific instance of the code book remains in the BES database.
Ordinarily, this time period is up to 90 days after the code book is rebuilt, as specified by the REBUILD code book option.

•  CodeBook='codebookname' 
Assigns a name to a code book to be defined to the BES database. This name also identifies the name of a
customizable section for defining the code book attributes. This value must be a section name defined in the same
parmlib member. You can have as many CodeBook names as needed to support your non-z/OS business partners.
You can define a different code book for each partner or reuse the same code book between two or more partners, as
needed.
Limits: 26 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters: $, #, @.

NOTE
Any spaces that come before the first non-space character are discarded.

 Default: None

Example: B2BCodeBooks section 

This example shows the B2BCodeBooks section with two code books specified, and the associated CodeBook sections.

<B2BCodeBooks>

   CodeBook='Business_Partner_3'

   CodeBook='Business_Partner_4'

<Business_Partner_3>

.

.

.

<Business_Partner_4>

.

.

.

CodeBook Options

Use the CodeBook options to specify parameters for the code book names specified in the B2BCodeBooks section.

Each CodeBook defined in the B2BCodeBooks section must be further described in its own CodeBook section.

•  Rebuild=[Weekly|Monthly|Yearly]
Specifies the frequency for rebuilding the code book to contain a completely new set of potential key codes. Each time
a code book is rebuilt, the prior instance of the code book is retained in the BES database for an additional 90 days.
During this time, the older instances of a code book are available for reading and updating encrypted tape files, and
are also placed in the export file along with the current (active) instance during the export process.
–  Weekly

Specifies that the code book is rebuilt every Monday at 6:00 a.m. local time.
–  Monthly

(Default) Specifies that the code book is rebuilt on the first Monday of every month at 6:00 a.m. local time.
–  Yearly
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Specifies that the code book is rebuilt on the first Monday of the year at 6:00 a.m. local time.

NOTE
Tape Encryption checks for the need to rebuild code books and performs the rebuild logic every Monday at
6:00 a.m. local time. If the BES address space is not active when a code book is scheduled to be rebuilt, the
code book will be rebuilt the next time the address space is active.

Example: Specify Code Books 

This example shows the B2BCodeBooks section and associated keywords and attributes for defining code books:

<B2BCodeBooks>

   CodeBook = 'Business_Partner_3'

   CodeBook = 'Business_Partner_4'

<Business_Partner_3>

   Rebuild=Weekly

<Business_Partner_4>

   Rebuild=Monthly

Symmetric Key Options

Use the symmetric key options in the SymmetricKeys attributes section to specify the types of keys that Tape Encryption
employs to encrypt tapes. Each key defined in the SymmetricKeys section must be further described under the
key_section. 

NOTE
For information about which cryptographic hardware supports the available encryption algorithms, see the
sections Cryptographic Hardware Supported and Crytographic Algorithms Supported.

The following attribute is available for the SymmetricKeys section:

•  Key=keyattributes 
Assigns a set of attributes defined by a customizable section name to a symmetric key. The assigned value must be
a section name defined in the same parmlib member. For descriptions of the attributes for each key, see Key Section
Options.
Each key section defines a key name and its characteristics. To specify that a key associated with a particular key
section should be used for a specific encryption or decryption job, specify the key section name in the DFSMS data
class description field after the keyword BES=.
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters, no blanks.

NOTE
If a key section is missing, it generates a validation error at startup or when symmetric keys are refreshed.

 Example: SymmetricKeys section 

This example shows the SymmetricKeys section with four keys specified:

<SymmetricKeys>

   Key=hrkey

   Key=payrollkey

   Key=vaultkey

   Key=AES128_KEY

Example: Symmetric key specified in data class description field 

This example shows a key section named AES128_KEY specified as part of the DFSMS data class description field:

BES=(AES128_KEY)
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NOTE
For information about specifying BES key section names in the DFSMS data class description field, see
Administrating.

Key Section Options

Use the key section options in the key_section attributes section to specify detailed information about each key that Tape
Encryption employs to encrypt tapes. The key_section must follow the SymmetricKeys section.

  

Attributes

The name of the key section is defined by the value specified for the key in the SymmetricKeys section.

The following key_section attributes are available:

•  Algorithm=[DES64|3DES128|3DES192|AES128|AES192|AES256|CLEAR]
Specifies the type of encryption algorithm to use with this key, using Data Encryption Standard (DES), Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES), Triple Data Encryption Standard (TDES), and the strength of the encryption key.
Notes: 
– Actual key length is slightly smaller than the algorithm name implies because a small number of bits are used for

parity checking, for example, the DES64 key is 56 bits long.
– When you select the appropriate algorithm standard for your site, use the stronger key length supported by your

hardware and ICSF release, for example 3DES192 for 3DES.
– To specify any AES algorithm you must be running z/OS 1.6 or higher
–  DES64

(Default) Specifies the DES algorithm using a 64-bit key. This algorithm is implemented by hardware. DES64 is not
FIPS-compliant.

–  3DES128
Specifies the Triple DES algorithm using a 128-bit key. FIPS-compliant. This algorithm is implemented by hardware.

–  3DES192
Specifies the Triple DES algorithm using a 192-bit key. FIPS-compliant. This algorithm is implemented by hardware.

–  AES128
Specifies the AES algorithm using a 128-bit key. FIPS-compliant. This algorithm is implemented by software on any
hardware prior to z9. This algorithm is implemented by hardware on z9.

–  AES192
Specifies the AES algorithm using a 192-bit key. This algorithm is implemented by software only.

–  AES256
Specifies the AES algorithm using a 256-bit key. FIPS-compliant. This algorithm is implemented by software only.

–  CLEAR
Specifies that no encryption is performed. Used for testing purposes. When CLEAR is specified only one key entry
is created, therefore the NumberOfGenerations= attribute is set to 1.

Limits: The DES and 3DES algorithms are performed by specific cryptographic hardware available on the z890, z990,
and z9 processors only when the no-fee CPACF feature is enabled on the processor. Contact IBM to enable CPACF if
it is needed.
On the z800 and z900 processors, equivalent functionality is included in CCF, which must be installed for ICSF to
initialize. For that reason, DES and 3DES algorithms are always performed by hardware on a z800 or z900 processor.
The AES128 algorithm is performed by hardware only on the z9 processor.

NOTE
For information about which cryptographic hardware supports the available encryption algorithms, see
Cryptographic Hardware and Algorithms Supported.

•  CAKMManaged=[Y|N]
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Specify Y to enable digital certificate generation and management by the Key Manager Option for this symmetric key.
Note: If CAKMManaged=Y is specified, NumberOfGenerations must be omitted.
Default: N

•  Compression=[Y|N|Sn|Hn|]
Specifies options for applying compression to a file that will be encrypted when using a specific key definition. Values
beginning with S are software compression methods. Values beginning with H are hardware-assisted compression
methods.
–  Y

Specifies that the S0 compression method is applied.
–  N

(Default) Specifies that no compression is applied.
–  S0

Specifies a standard Run Length Encoding (RLE) algorithm primarily used for files that contain redundant
alphanumeric data such as blanks, zeros, and asterisks. This is a high-speed software method equivalent to the
Compress Data Compression method SUPEREXP.

–  S1
Specifies a standard Huffman algorithm primarily used for files that contain alphanumeric uppercase data.

–  S2
Specifies a standard Huffman algorithm primarily used for files that contain alphanumeric uppercase and lowercase
data.

–  S3
Specifies a standard Huffman algorithm primarily used for files that contain packed decimal data.

–  S4
Specifies a standard Huffman algorithm primarily used for files that contain alphanumeric, 45 percent packed
decimal data.

–  S5
Specifies a standard Huffman algorithm primarily used for files that contain uppercase and lowercase, 35 percent
packed decimal data.

–  S6
Specifies a standard Huffman algorithm primarily used for files that contain alphanumeric, 20 percent packed
decimal, binary data.

–  S7
Specifies an adaptive Ziv-Lempel algorithm commonly referred to as LZ78. This method is effective in compressing
data that is considered fairly "uncompressible" using other methods. Consider using the S8 method instead of S7 if
the data can is even somewhat compressible by the S0 method.

–  S8
Specifies an adaptive Ziv-Lempel algorithm commonly referred to as LZ78, but the data is first compressed using
the S0 method (RLE) to reduce the amount of data that must be processed by LZ78. For most data, S8 will use less
CPU time than S7.

–  H1
Specifies hardware compression algorithm number one.

NOTE
All hardware compression algorithms are based on the IBM Hardware Compression facility and use a Ziv-
Lempel algorithm. These algorithms do not yield consistent results when compressing data that conforms
to a specific data profile. To determine which compression algorithm works best with your data, use the
TBECMPCA utility.

 Default: N
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NOTE
The Compression= attribute specified in the dynamic options is applied globally and overrides any
Compression= attribute in the symmetric key options.

•  EMEmailAddr='[NULL|email_address]'
Specifies the email address sent an SMTP note whenever the current instance of a key is replaced with a prior
generated key instance.
The operand should be enclosed in single quotes. If not enclosed in single quotes, the operand stops on the first blank
encountered.
Specify up to ten email addresses per key definition by entering the EMEmailAddr= attribute up to 10 times.
This example shows two email recipients:
EMEmailAddr='tapetech@your.com'

EMEmailAddr='johnsmith@your.com'

 Valid values: 1 to 50 character valid email address
Default: Null

•  EMLibURL='[NULL|url]'
Specifies the URL address of the automated tape library.
This operand should be enclosed in single quotes. If the operand is not enclosed in single quotes, the operand will stop
on the first blank encountered.
The operand is placed into the text of the email.
Specify up to ten URL addresses per key definition by entering the EMLibURL= attribute up to ten times.
When an EMLibURL= attribute is specified, at least one EMEmailAddr= attribute must also be specified.
This example shows two URL addresses:
EMLibURL='LIBRARY1.CA.COM:1000 Lib1 comments'

EMLibURL='LIBRARY2.CA.COM:1000 Lib2 comments''Null'

 Valid values: 1 to 50 character valid URL of the automated tape library.
Default: 'Null'

•  Deactivate=[Y|N]
Indicates whether a key is actively used for encryption or is deactivated.
–  Y

Specifies that all generations of this key are marked as being deactivated. Keys that were generated for future use
are deleted. New keys are not regenerated. The key is deactivated and no further data encryption is possible with
this key, but the key instances are retained for reading tapes that have been encrypted with this key.

–  N
(Default) Specifies that the key is active. It is not deactivated, so the currently active instance of the key is available
for encrypting and decrypting tapes that use this key. Future generations of the key will be available as needed. For
information about deactivated keys and retiring keys, see the Administration Guide.

•  MinimumCompressionRate=nn 
Specifies the minimum acceptable compression rate, expressed as a percentage of the original file. The percentage
rate equals the percentage of bytes removed from the original file by compression.
–   nn 

Indicates the percentage of bytes to remove from the file by compression.
Range: 0 to 99
Default: 50

NOTE
The MinimumCompressionRate= attribute specified in the symmetric key options for a specific key overrides
that setting in the dynamic options.

•  NumberOfGenerations=nnn 
Indicates the number of pre-generated operational keys allowed for this key. Keys are generated ahead of time to
facilitate disaster recovery scenarios where the most current copy of the ICSF CKDS database or BES database may
not be available at the disaster recovery site.
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–   nnn 
Specifies the number of pre-generated operational keys for this key.
Range: 6 to 999
Default: 6

•  Regenerate=[Weekly|Monthly|Yearly|Manual]
Specifies the frequency for regenerating the symmetric key. When regeneration occurs, the previous value of the key is
retained for decrypting tapes.
–  Weekly

Specifies that a new symmetric key is generated every Monday at 6:00 a.m. local time.
–  Monthly

(Default) Specifies that a new symmetric key is generated on the first Monday of every month at 6:00 a.m. local
time.

–  Yearly
Specifies that a new symmetric key is generated on the first Monday of the year at 6:00 a.m. local time.

–  Manual
Specifies that a new symmetric key is applied when the REGENERATE command is issued.

Note: Tape Encryption checks for the need to generate new versions of keys and performs its key generation logic
every Monday at 6:00 a.m. local time. If the BES address space is not active when a key is scheduled for regeneration,
the key will be regenerated the next time the address space is active.

•  SecureKeysOnly=[Y|N]
Determines if secure keys are enforced by routing encryption and decryption activities for specific keys through
an optional FIPS 140-2 certified IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor card on a z890, z990, or z9 platform. The
SecureKeysOnly attribute in the key section is only in effect if SecureKeysOnly=K is set in the Dynamic Options
section.
–  N

(Default) Specifies that secure keys are not enforced for this key name. This option improves performance by
routing all encryption/decryption processes through CPACF on z890, z990, and z9 processors.

–  Y
Specifies that secure keys are enforced for this key name. All encryption and decryption activities for this key are
processed on a FIPS 140-2 certified PCI cryptographic coprocessor. New keys created for this key name will be
stored on the ICSF CKDS.

NOTE
IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor cards may slowdown I/O processing above the Missing Interrupt Handler
(MIH) threshold for the device and the MIH may begin taking corrective actions with the assumption that the
device is no longer responding.

Before you enable SecureKeysOnly, you can verify that the MIH value for your virtual and physical tape drives is set at
least to two minutes by executing the DISPLAY IOS,MIH console command. Vtape customers should also adjust the
parmlib attribute MIHTimeoutValue to at least 120 seconds.
Limits: As of HCR7731, ICSF only supports the AES algorithm using clear keys. Therefore, Tape Encryption does not
support specifying SecureKeysOnly=Y for an AES key definition. The SecureKeysOnly attribute is ignored for keys
defined with the CLEAR algorithm.
Note: These optional IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessors are not designed to handle large amounts of data and can
greatly affect the run times of tape jobs when encryption or decryption is employed. For this reason, Broadcom does
not recommend forcing all encryption and decryption activities through these external PCI cryptographic coprocessors.

Example Valid Key Section Names

This example shows valid key section names that have been defined in the SymmetricKeys section using the Key=
attribute:

<hrkey>
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.

.

.

<payrollkey>

.

.

.

<vaultkey>

.

.

.

Example Symmetric Key and Key Section

This example shows the use of the SymmetricKeys section and the key_section to specify keys and their associated
parameters. In this example the hrkey has been deactivated, as specified by the Deactivate=Y attribute, and a new key
has been added to replace it, hrkey_new.

<SymmetricKeys>

   Key=hrkey

   Key=payrollkey

   Key=vaultkey

<hrkey>

   Algorithm=aes128

   Regenerate=monthly

   Deactivate=Y

<hrkey_new>

   Algorithm=aes256

   Regenerate=monthly

<payrollkey>

   Algorithm=aes192

   Regenerate=yearly

<vaultkey>

   Algorithm=des64

   Regenerate=weekly

   NumberOfGenerations=20

Hardware Requirements

The hardware requirements for Tape Encryption are:

• Any supported hardware and support release of z/OS, and the IBM z/Architecture (ARCHLVL=2).
• The CP Assist for Cryptographic Functions (CPACF) is required.

You can use the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) Cryptographic Key Data Set (CKDS) instead of the
BES database to store your symmetric encryption keys if a cryptographic coprocessor is present.

Cryptographic Hardware Supported

For optimal performance, install or enable CCF or CPACF. On systems where CCF is installed ICSF is also required.
Review the ICSF install requirements for your system and the ICSF options you intend to implement.

Two cryptographic hardware options are available for use on various systems:

• Cryptographic Coprocessor Facility (CCF)
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A standard component on z900 and a no-cost option for z800. On z800 and z900 systems, ICSF requires CCF.
• CP Assist for Cryptographic Functions (CPACF)

A standard component on z9, z10, and z11 and a no-cost option for z890 and z990.

Other available cryptographic hardware components do not necessarily improve encryption performance, as described in
the following list:

• Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)-based coprocessors (PCICC, PCIXCC, and Crypto Express2), which
provide secure key storage, hardware hashing, and SSL support.

• PCI-based accelerators (PCICA, Crypto Express2 configured in accelerator mode), which provide high performance
SSL assistance.

NOTE
Support for the IBM TS1120 and TS1130 encryption capable drives is also provided when the EKM is licensed.

Cryptographic Algorithms Supported

Tape Encryption provides software implementations of the AES128, AES192, and AES256 algorithms. These algorithms
are provided to insure that you can encrypt and decrypt tape files at a disaster recovery site where crypto-processors may
not be available. The performance of these software-based algorithms is slower than the same algorithms implemented
in hardware (CPACF) or in the IBM ICSF software implementations. For this reason, Broadcom recommends selecting an
algorithm supported by your cryptographic hardware. This gives you significant performance improvement. 

Tape Encryption provides software implementations of the MD5, SHA-1, and SHA-256 hashing algorithms. These
algorithms are provided so that you can run Tape Encryption at recovery sites where a hardware implementation of the
algorithm may not be available.

The DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192 algorithms are available in hardware on all systems with a CCF or CPACF
processor installed. Tape Encryption does not have a software implementation of the DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192
algorithms. Ensure that the algorithm is provided by CCF, CPACF, or ICSF at your disaster recovery site.

NOTE
 Software versions of the AES and hashing algorithms are available on all systems.

The following list identifies when a hardware implementation of an algorithm is available: 

•  IBM z800 or z900 with CCF
The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
– DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 hashing algorithm.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm.

•  IBM z800 or z900 without CCF
There are no algorithms supported in hardware.

•  IBM z890 or z990 with CPACF
The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
– DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 hashing algorithm.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm. Hardware support is provided by a PCI-based coprocessor. If the hardware

is not present, the encryption is performed by software with low CP overhead.
•  IBM z890 or z990 without CPACF

There are no algorithms supported in hardware.
•  IBM z9 with CPACF

The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
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– DES64, 3DES128, 3DES192, and AES128 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 and SHA-256 hashing algorithms.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm. Hardware support is provided by a PCI-based coprocessor. If the hardware

is not present, the encryption is performed by software with low CP overhead.
•  IBM z10 or z11 with CPACF

The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
– DES64, 3DES128, 3DES192, AES128, AES192 and AES256 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 and SHA-256 hashing algorithms.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm. Hardware support is provided by a PCI-based coprocessor. If the hardware

is not present, the encryption is performed by software with low CP overhead. 

NOTE
The RSA encryption algorithm is employed only when encrypting symmetric keys for B2B tapes.

BESSCMDS
The BESSCMDS parmlib member contains operator console commands that are processed by Tape Encryption after
successful initialization. Any MVS, JES, and Tape Encryption console command can be specified in this member. If
no commands are needed at startup, $NULL can be coded as the value for the StartupCommands attribute in the
ParmlibDirectory section of BESPARMS.

To define the desired startup console commands, use the CMD or COMMAND attributes in the StartupCommands section
of the BESSCMDS member.

Example: Startup commands 

This example shows the startup commands:

<StartupCommands>

    CMD='D U,TAPE,ONLINE'   

    CMD='&BES DISPLAY PARMLIB,SHORT,HARDCOPY'   

    CMD='&BES DISPLAY STATUS'   

    COMMAND='D A,L' 

    COMMAND='&BES D A'  

NOTE
The use of the subsystem symbolic &BES in this example ensures that the BES command is processed by the
current Tape Encryption subsystem being initialized.

Sample BESSCMDS Member

The following is a sample StartupCommands BESSCMDS member:

********************************* Top of Data ******************

;                                                               

; BESPARMS is a member of the <TE> Parameter      

; Library (PARMLIB).                                            

;                                                               

; The syntax of the individual PARMLIB members is:              

; ;              = Comment Line (or record)                     

; <section_name> = Section Name                                 

;  keyword=value = Keyword and Value                            

; ;                                                             

; ; Comments always begin with a semicolon.                     

; ;                                                             
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;---------------------------------------------------------------

;                                                               

; <section_name>   ; optional comments                          

; attribute=value  ; optional comments value stops at first     

;                  ; blank                                      

; attribute='text with blanks'                                  

;                                                               

; <another section>                                             

; moreattribute=morevalues                                      

;                                                               

; PARMLIB is not case sensitive.  You can enter <sectionnames>, 

; attributes and values in upper, lower, or mixed case.         

;                                                               

;***************************************************************

;                                                               

;                   <ParmlibDirectory>                          

;                                                               

; This section represents a directory index to other PARMLIB    

; members. Each keyword/value associates a section to a member  

; of <TE> PARMLIB.                                

;                                                               

; NOTE: This library is SMP/E managed. You MUST copy this       

;       member to your production PARMLIB to keep your changes  

;       in between SMP/E maintenance cycles.                    

;                                                               

;       The values included in this section are RECOMMENDED     

;       values and NOT necessarily the Default values. You      

;       must review and adjust these values as needed after     

;       copying BESPARMS to your production PARMLIB.            

;                                                               

;***************************************************************

;                                                               

;******************************************************************

; BESPARMS  - Directory of Parmlib Members                         

;******************************************************************

<ParmlibDirectory>                    ; Directory of Parmlib Members

  StartupOptions            =Startup  ; Startup Attributes         

  DynamicOptions            =Dynamic  ; Refreshable Attributes     

  B2BKeyrings               =B2BRings ; B2B Key Rings              

  B2BCodeBooks              =B2BBooks ; B2B Code Books             

  SymmetricKeys             =SYMKeys  ; Symmetric Keys             

  StartupCommands           =BESSCMDS ; Startup Commands           

  ShutdownCommands          =BESPCMDS ; Shutdown Commands          

  IBM_EKM_Options           =IBMEKM   ; Key Manager Options - TS1120

BESPCMDS
The BESPCMDS parmlib member contains operator console commands that are processed by Tape Encryption before
starting the actual shutdown process. Any MVS, JES, and Tape Encryption console command can be specified in this
member. If no commands are needed at shutdown, $NULL can be coded as the value for the ShutdownCommands
attribute in the ParmlibDirectory section of BESPARMS.
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To define the desired shutdown console commands, use the CMD or COMMAND attributes under the
ShutdownCommands parmlib section part of the BESPCMDS member.

Example: Shutdown commands 

This example shows the shutdown commands:

<ShutdownCommands>

    CMD='D U,TAPE,ONLINE'   

    CMD='&BES DISPLAY PARMLIB,M,H'  

    CMD='&BES DISPLAY STATUS'   

    COMMAND='D A,L' 

    COMMAND='&BES D A'  

NOTE
The use of the subsystem symbolic &BES in this example ensures that the BES command is processed by the
current Tape Encryption subsystem that will be shut down.

Sample BESPCMDS Member

The following is a sample ShutdownCommands BESPCMDS member:

;**************************************************************

;                                                               

; BESPCMDS is a member of the <TE> Parameter      

; library (PARMLIB).                                           

;                                                              

; The syntax of the individual PARMLIB members is:             

; ;              = Comment Line (or record)                    

; <section_name> = Section Name                                

;  keyword=value = Keyword and Value                           

; ;                                                            

; ; Comments always begin with a semicolon.                    

; ;                                                            

;--------------------------------------------------------------

;                                                              

; <section_name>   ; optional comments                         

; attribute=value  ; optional comments value stops at first    

;                  ; blank                                     

; attribute='text with blanks'                                 

;                                                              

; <another section>                                            

; moreattribute=morevalues                                     

;                                                              

; PARMLIB is not case sensitive.  You can enter <sectionnames>,

; attributes and values in upper, lower, or mixed case.        

;                                                              

;**************************************************************

;                                                              

;                     <Shutdown Commands>                      

;                                                              

; This section allows the definion of z/OS operator commands   

; that are issued during <TE> shutdown.           

;                                                              

; Each command attribute is defined within this                
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; section. A "Command=" or "CMD=" attribute defines the        

; respective operator command to be issued.                    

;                                                              

;                                                              

; NOTE: This library is SMP/E managed. You MUST copy this      

;       member to your production PARMLIB to keep your changes 

;       in between SMP/E maintenance cycles.                   

;                                                              

;       The values included in this section are RECOMMENDED    

;       values and NOT necessarily the Default values. You     

;       must review and adjust these values as needed after    

;       copying BESPCMDS to your production PARMLIB.           

;                                                              

;**************************************************************

;                                                              

;                                                              

; Each command attribute is defined within the                 

; <ShutdownCommands> section.                                  

; A "Command=" or "CMD=" attribute defines the                 

; respective operator command to be issued.                    

;                                                              

;    Command='Operator Command'                                

;**************************************************************

;                                                                

<ShutdownCommands>                                               

;  CMD           = 'D A,L'        ; z/OS Display Active      

;                                 ; Command                  

;  Command       = '&BES D S'     ; BESn Display Status      

;                                 ; Command                  

;  Command       = '&BES D P,S'   ; BESn Display PARMLIB     

;                                 ; (Short)                  

;                                                                

; By default there are no commands defined for the               

; ShutdownCommands section.                                      

;                                                                

Manage Operations
The Broadcom Encryption Subsystem (BES) plays the major roles in Tape Encryption. This diagram provides an overview
of how the Tape Encryption system works:
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The following list outlines how the Tape Encryption system works:

• During OPEN, the tape exits (TEP) determine whether or not encryption is to be applied.
• Based on the DFSMS DATACLAS construct assigned to the tape data set, or the security protection profiles in the

security system, an encryption key and algorithm are selected.
• All subsequent I/O to this file is processed by the encryption I/O engine, applying the selected encryption algorithm and

key.
• The key index associated with the encryption key instance is passed over to the tape management system for tracking.
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NOTE
Specific maintenance is required for CA 1, TLMS, and DFSMSrmm to support full key management and
tracking. You should call your tape management system vendor to obtain any maintenance they may have
available for Tape Encryption full key management.

• Application programs are unaware that the data is being encrypted or decrypted. The encryption keys are maintained
in the BES primary and mirror databases and may optionally be maintained in ICSF's CKDS. ICSF services are
employed using industry-standard encryption algorithms of varying strengths.

• For B2B tapes, BES encrypts the tape data with a unique randomly generated symmetric key. BES also extracts
the public key from the business partner's digital certificate and uses it to encrypt the symmetric key. The encrypted
symmetric key is then embedded with the data and can be decrypted only by the corresponding private key owned by
the business partner.

Processing Restrictions
The following restrictions apply to Tape Encryption processing:

• Tape Encryption only supports Standard Label (SL) tapes. Encryption or decryption capabilities are not provided for
non-SL tapes.

• Applications using the z/OS Checkpoint Restart facility are not supported.
• Tape Encryption:

– Dynamically converts SL tape volumes to SUL volumes. The label change is masked from the application. To the
application, the tape appears to be SL.

– Updates the HDR1 record and inserts User Header Labels and User Trailer Labels with encryption processing
information. Header and trailer labels are installed through a DCB exit (DCBX) that is dynamically added by Tape
Encryption.

WARNING
Any programs or utilities that dynamically modify the DCB exit list must be tested with Tape Encryption to
help ensure that there are no incompatibilities.

• The Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU), which your non-z/OS business partners use to decrypt data encrypted by
Tape Encryption, only supports the decryption of standard fixed or fixed-blocked datasets.

• View modifies the HDR1 after tape open processing by rewinding the tape and rewriting the HDR1. You must obtain a
compatibility PTF for Unicenter View to work correctly with Tape Encryption. Failure to obtain the required maintenance
may result in creating tapes with encrypted data that are not recognized by Tape Encryption as encrypted tapes;
consequently Tape Encryption would not decrypt these types of tapes.

• Tape Encryption allows you to select the data sets you want to encrypt. For many mainframe applications, tape is the
primary medium. A tape data set may be the first and only copy of your business critical data, as opposed to a backup
of such data. If you plan to encrypt a primary data set when it is being written to tape, you should thoroughly test your
application's encryption and decryption processing to help ensure that there are no possible incompatibilities with Tape
Encryption.

• Data blocks smaller than 16 bytes are not supported by Tape Encryption.
• DISP=OLD / DISP=SHR Restrictions. When DISP=OLD or DISP=SHR is specified and the tape is being opened for

output, Tape Encryption prevents a job from rewriting a data set in unencrypted mode. Tape Encryption ABENDs a job
performing RECREATE processing to prevent a previously encrypted data set from being overwritten.

NOTE
In tape management systems, this is referred to as RECREATE processing. RECREATE processing is defined
as the attempt to rewrite the same data set to the same volume serial number and file sequence number.

Tape Encryption Licensing Restrictions
Tape encryption licensing restrictions for Tape Encryption allow unlimited tape file encryptions or a limited number of tape
file encryptions in a year. The product tracks the number of tape file encryptions on a monthly basis.
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WARNING
Additional fees will be incurred when you exceed the number of tape file encryptions you are licensed for in a
year.

Licensing Options

The licensing options for each Tape Encryption option specify the number of tape file encryptions permitted as follows:

• Small
Allows up to 300 tape file encryptions in a month.

• Medium
Allows up to 1,000 tape file encryptions in a month.

• Large
Allows an unlimited number of tape file encryptions.

Number of Tape File Encryptions Allowed in One Year

The number of tape file encryptions allowed in one year for your type of license is a multiple of the number of encryptions
specified for a month.

You may exceed the monthly limit for one or more months provided that you do not exceed the annual limit as described
in the following points:

• A Small license allows 300 tape file encryptions in a month, so in a year you should not exceed 12 x 300 = 3600
encrypted tape files.

• A Medium license allows 1,000 tape file encryptions in a month, so in a year you should not exceed 12 x 1,000 =
12,000 encrypted tape files.

If you exceed the number of monthly licensed encryptions in any given month, the product continues to function, but the
following error message is issued for each tape file encryption above the limit:

BESnKM950E BES license monthly encryption limit exceeded - nnnn files (nnnn licensed)

Earl Report for Monitoring Small and Medium Licenses

If you license the small or medium versions of Tape Encryption, use the Earl report TBERPT01 to monitor the number
of tape file encryptions. This ensures that you do not exceed the license limit. The report provides a month-by-month
count of the number of tape file encryptions for the last 12 months. Separate counts are provided for the current month.
Your Broadcom account team may ask that you run the TBERPT01 report to demonstrate that you are not exceeding the
number of encryptions that you are licensed for on an annual basis.

The following screen shot shows a sample of the tape encryption and decryption statistics that the TBERPT01 report
provides:
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If you are using the Tape Encryption SAF Interface to protect resources, the GMI started-task ID must have permission to
the BESn.UTILITY.TBESHOW profile.

Specify the Number of Tape File Encryptions Allowed for Your License

Edit the LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly attribute in parmlib to specify the number of tape file encryptions allowed in a
month for your type of license.

Specify one of the following values for the LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly attribute in the StartupOptions section:

• 0
Indicates a Large licensing option. Your Tape Encryption license does not limit the number of encrypted data sets
generated at this site in a month.

• 300
(Default) Indicates a Small licensing option. Your Tape Encryption license allows up to 300 encrypted data sets
generated at this site in a month.

• 1000
Indicates a Medium licensing option. Your Tape Encryption license allows up to 1,000 encrypted data sets generated at
this site in a month.

The attribute that determines the number of tape file encryptions in a month is specified.
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APF Authorizations
Use the Authorized Program Facility (APF) to APF authorize the Tape Encryption SMP/E target loadlib in each LPAR on
which Tape Encryption will run.

Tape Encryption Open Intercept Installation Logic
Tape Encryption intercepts tape open processing to determine whether a tape data set should be encrypted or decrypted.
One of three sets of open intercepts will be used to intercept tape opens:

• Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS intercepts
• TLMS intercepts
• CA 1 intercepts

The CA 1 and TLMS intercepts are normally installed by Common Components and Services at system Initial Program
Load (IPL). These intercepts check if Tape Encryption is active when an open is intercepted and call Tape Encryption.

The Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS intercepts are installed by Tape Encryption only when the CA 1 and
TLMS intercepts are not installed and after trying to determine if the CA 1 or TLMS intercepts will not be installed. These
checks are necessary to prevent multiple sets of open intercepts from being installed which could result in system abends
or other problems.

When Tape Encryption is started, it checks to see if the CA 1 or TLMS open intercepts are installed. If the open intercepts
are found, no additional checking is required.

If no open intercepts are found, a query is made to Common Components and Services to see if the LMP keys for the
Tape Encryption Option for CA 1, the Tape Encryption Option for TLMS, and the Tape Encryption Option for Third Party
TMS are installed. One of the following occurs when this happens:

• If more than one of these options returns a key found response, it is assumed an Enterprise License or an Emergency
Key Generator (EKG) is in effect which activates all Broadcom products. Since Tape Encryption cannot determine what
environment it will be running in, the following BESnI0053Q Write To Operator With Reply (WTOR) will be issued and
the start-up will wait for a response.

BESnI0053Q Will CA 1 or CA TLMS be used on this system? Reply (Y)es or (N)o

A reply of Y will indicate that the Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS intercepts should not be installed
because CA 1 or CA TLMS will be started. Until one of them is started, tape mounts cannot be intercepted. Tape
Encryption will issue the following message and continue the start-up:

BESnI0054W No intercepts are active

A reply of N will indicate that the Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS intercepts should be installed because
CA 1 or CA TLMS will not be started. Tape Encryption will issue the following message and continue the start-up:

BESnI0051I Installing <TE> Third Party intercepts

• If either the Tape Encryption Option for CA 1 or the Tape Encryption Option for TLMS is found, then Tape Encryption
will issue the following message and continue the start-up:

BESnI0054W No intercepts are active

Note: Until CA 1 or TLMS is started, tape opens cannot be intercepted.
• If none of the Tape Encryption options are found, then a query is made to Common Components and Services to see if

the LMP keys for the CA 1 product and the TLMS product are installed and one of the following occurs:
– If both product LMP keys are found, then the following BESnI0053Q WTOR is issued and the start-up waits for a

response:
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BESnI0053Q Will CA 1 or CA TLMS be used on this system? Reply (Y)es or (N)o

– If only one of the product LMP keys is found, then the following message is issued and the start-up continues:

BESnI0054W No intercepts are active

Note: Until CA 1 or TLMS is started, tape opens cannot be intercepted.
– If none of the CA 1 or TLMS product LMP keys are found, then the Tape Encryption Option for Third Party TMS

intercepts are installed, the following message is issued, and the start-up continues:

BESnI0051I Installing <TE> Third Party intercepts

If your site uses CA 1 or TLMS, you should always make sure that the appropriate tape management system software is
started prior to starting Tape Encryption. This will prevent the BESnI0053Q WTOR from being issued and ensure that tape
opens can be intercepted.

Startup Considerations
When Tape Encryption starts, consider the following:

• During the installation of Tape Encryption the BES procedure is configured and placed in a system procedure library
(PROCLIB). The BES task can then be started from the system console.

• Optional parameters permit you to override the parameter library (parmlib) used and other attributes.
• You can run multiple BES tasks to isolate test and production systems. Up to 8 tasks can be run on an LPAR.

NOTE
To start additional tasks, specify a stepname in the range of BES2 to BES8.

• A set of z/OS, JES or Tape Encryption commands can be executed automatically when starting a BES task.

NOTE
For information about these startup commands, BESSCMDS, see the section Defining System Options in
Parmlib.

Cold and Warm Starts

There are two types of initializations that are automatically done:

•  COLD
A COLD start is always done after an IPL.

•  WARM
A WARM start is always done when Tape Encryption is stopped and started when an IPL has not been done. In this
situation Tape Encryption detects that this part of the subsystem is already initialized and reuses what is already in
place. For a WARM start, fewer modules will be printed in the BES JOBLOG Resident Module List (RML) since some
modules will be found in memory and will not be loaded during the initialization.

Start Tape Encryption

Use the Start command to start Tape Encryption. Issue the following console command to start Tape Encryption:

Start BES.BESn

•  n
Indicates the BES task you want to start.

NOTE
For information about using the Start command, see Using Console Commands.
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Shutdown Considerations
When stopping Tape Encryption, consider the following:

• When the BES task is running it can be stopped from the system console.
• A set of z/OS, JES or Tape Encryption commands can be executed automatically when stopping a BES task.

NOTE
For information about these shutdown commands, BESPCMDS, see Defining System Options in Parmlib.

Stop Tape Encryption

To stop Tape Encryption issue the following console command:

STOP BESn

•  n
Indicates the subsystem identifier specified as part of the stepname when the task was started.

NOTE
For information about using the STOP command, see Using Console Commands.

BES Database Pass Phrase Protection
The BES database pass phrase or dual pass phrases secure the integrity of the BES primary database and the BES
mirror database. This pass phrase or dual pass phrases must be created when the BES primary database is initialized
after Tape Encryption is installed. The master pass phrase or dual pass phrases protect all the keys stored in the BES
database.

WARNING
If you lose the pass phrase or dual pass phrases, you will lose all encrypted data. Keep a record of the pass
phrase or dual pass phrases in secured storage with restricted access.

Pass Phrase Considerations

The BES database pass phrase or dual pass phrases protect all of the data in the database. Consider the following points
for using the pass phrases:

• The value of the pass phrase can be any uppercase or lowercase character, including blanks and special characters,
up to 32 characters in length.

• If using dual pass phrases specify PassPhraseCount=2 in the StartupOptions section of your Startup parmlib member.
When PassPhraseCount=2 is specified, dual pass phrases will be required.
Broadcom recommends that two persons be responsible for a single pass phrase each. Internally, the two phrases are
taken together to create a single master key for the BES database.
Use the PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 StartupOptions attributes to specify role names such as “Security
Administrator” or “Storage Administrator”. These names are used to identify which pass phrase is required when
prompting for pass phrases.

• To convert a database currently using one pass phrase to use two pass phrases, update the StartupOptions section
with PassPhraseCount=2. The next time the BES is started, it will detect the change and prompt you for the current
pass phrase and then for the two new pass phrases.

• Once a database has been encrypted with dual pass phrases, you cannot revert back to a single pass phrase.
• Dual pass phrases require that all BES address spaces that share the same database must be at a maintenance level

that supports the PassPhraseCount attribute.
• If multiple BES address spaces are sharing a database protected with a single pass phrase and any one of them is

recycled with PassPhraseCount=2 in effect, the database is converted to dual pass phrase protection. The other BES
address spaces will detect the change in the pass phrase and query for the new dual pass phrases. Until that query is
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answered, those BES address spaces will not be able to begin any new encryption work, but any work that has already
begun will continue unimpeded.

• You are required to enter the pass phrase or dual pass phrases when:
– Initializing the BES primary database after installation.
– Starting up on a disaster recovery system.
– Upgrading to a different central processing unit.
– Moving BES to another CPU.
– Sharing the BES database with another CPU.
– After changing the value of the Keyhash attribute in the startup options of parmlib.
– After changing the value of the PassPhraseCount to 2.
– After issuing the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.
When you enter a lowercase pass phrase on the console and do not enclose it in quotation marks, the pass phrase is
folded to uppercase. When you enter the same lowercase pass phrase on the console enclosed in quotation marks,
the pass phrase is NOT folded to uppercase. It is considered to be a different pass phrase. The SDSF operator
command function folds everything to uppercase, even when you enclose the phrase in quotation marks. Broadcom
recommends using uppercase pass phrases to avoid confusion.

• You must provide a new pass phrase that is different from the old one if you need to change it. Use the
RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command to change the pass phrase or dual pass phrases.

• Symmetric keys and code books stored in the BES database are protected by the pass phrase.
•  Tape Encryption re-encrypts the keys stored in the BES database if the pass phrase changes. Changing the pass

phrase or dual pass phrases generates a new cryptographic key to securely encrypt the sensitive data in the database.
• You can continue to read tapes that were encrypted with keys based on the old pass phrase.

Automatic Failover and the BES Subsystem
Broadcom recommends that you always use a second BES subsystem to act as a failover for the primary BES system.
The main prerequisite is that the failover BES subsystem must share the same primary and mirror databases with
the primary BES system. The tape exits determine the status of the primary BES system. If the primary BES system
has unexpectedly terminated or is attempting to shut down, the failover BES subsystem is selected for encryption and
decryption. If the primary BES system receives a command to stop, it will not shut down until all encryption or decryption
tasks using its services have terminated.

  

Diagram

This diagram illustrates the relationship between the primary BES system and the failover BES subsystem:

  

Continuous Availability and Automatic Failover

Tape Encryption provides maximum flexibility for running multiple tasks, which provides for continuous availability and
automatic failover capability. This lets you:

• Run up to eight Tape Encryption tasks on a given LPAR.
• Share databases between tasks and on other LPARs.

Continuous Availability of Encryption and Decryption Services

Real-time encryption processing is a critical system resource. Encryption and decryption services must be available
continuously. If these services are not available in real time, you do not have immediate access to encrypted data. To
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ensure continuous availability, Tape Encryption provides failover processing to one or more secondary BES tasks. To
implement failover capability, specifically configure these secondary tasks for failover processing.

Most of the time you only need to run a primary Tape Encryption task and one or two failover tasks.

Define Secondary Tasks as Failover Candidates

Use the FailoverCandidate attribute in parmlib to set up a secondary task to make it available for failover processing.
Specify the following attribute in parmlib to define a secondary task as a failover candidate:

FailoverCandidate=Y

The task is made available for failover processing.

Parmlib Settings for Failover Tasks

You must set up Tape Encryption failover tasks to use the same parmlib settings as the primary task for the following
attributes:

• DsnameBESPrimaryDB
• DsnameBESMirrorDB
• KeysDatabase
• TMSUpdate
• FipsMode
• Keyhash

In addition, for all the attributes of the following sections, use the same settings from the parmlib of the primary task for the
parmlib of the failover task:

• B2BKeyrings section
• B2BCodeBooks section
• SymmetricKeys section

In most cases, for all failover tasks that provide failover support to a primary task, it is easiest to use the same parmlib as
that used by the primary task, with the following exception:

For tasks that are to be run as failover tasks, set the FailoverCandidate attribute as follows:

FailoverCandidate=Y

How Automatic Failover Works

Tape Encryption failover processing is summarized as follows:

• Tape Encryption provides system intercepts to monitor tape activity during open, close and end-of-volume processing.
During tape file open for output processing these routines examine the DFSMS data classes assigned. When
encryption is requested, they trigger the encryption routines. Similarly, during read processing these routines identify
whether a tape is encrypted. If so, they invoke the decryption routines.

NOTE
These tape intercepts are independent of any single Tape Encryption task.

• During output processing the Tape Encryption system intercepts attempt to find the most appropriate task for
processing the encryption request found in the data class assigned.
If the data class description includes a specific task identifier, using the BESn= format, communication with that
specific task is attempted.
If the specified task is not up, the automatic failover logic searches for a task with compatible parameters that can
service this encryption request. All BES tasks configured as failover tasks are examined in the numbered order of the
task. The first BES task that matches all of the required attributes is selected.
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NOTE
For a list of parmlib attributes that must match for failover, see Parmlib Settings for Failover Tasks.

• If an encryption request is not directed to a specific task, the system intercepts query the Tape Encryption tasks in
order, for example, BES1 followed by BES2 and so on, until they find an active task that includes the requested key in
its database.
If the requested key is not found in any BES database the encryption request fails.

• Tape Encryption system intercepts attempt to find the most appropriate task during read processing.
The user header information on the encrypted tape includes information about the key used, the task that created it
and more.
The creating task is checked first. If it is available, this task is selected to process the decryption. If the creating task is
not available, additional checks are made to see if an available task is configured for failover processing and if the task
is running with the same Tape Encryption database and that the attributes are compatible.

NOTE
For information, see Parmlib Settings for Failover Tasks.

• Tape Encryption is designed to recover from as many internal errors as possible to prevent the BES task from
terminating abnormally.
If an error is encountered that prevents the primary BES task from processing the encryption or decryption request, the
failover tasks will take over and process the request.

• Typically, the primary BES task services all requests for encryption or decryption for keys defined in its database.
Failover tasks do not perform any work unless the primary task terminates.

Database Sharing
You can share the BES primary database and mirror database between multiple BES tasks on the same system or on
multiple systems.

To enable the BES primary database and mirror database between multiple BES tasks, consider the following:

• To share the databases between LPARs, they must be allocated on shared DASD.
• Update the parmlib parameters to define the primary database and the mirror database to specify the same values for

all systems sharing the databases.
• If any combination of Tape Encryption, the Option Application Management, and the Option for IBM are being used,

map a single tape management system catalog to a single BES primary database.
If you use:
– , there should be one primary and mirror database for each TMC.
– TLMS, there should be one primary and mirror database for each VMF.
– DFSMSrmm, there should be one primary and mirror database for each CDS.
Tape Encryption creates a unique key index for each symmetric key it creates. This key index is passed to the tape
management system and maintained in the tape management system catalog.

• For each BES task that initializes using this database, the database provides a separate storage area to retain
information.

BES Database Backup and Recovery Considerations
When you back up the BES mirror database, consider the following points:

• The BES primary database and BES mirror database are VSAM linear datasets. These databases are updated
automatically with new key generations weekly, monthly, or yearly on Mondays at 6:00 a.m. as specified by the value
of the Regenerate attribute in parmlib.

NOTE
For information about this attribute, see Defining System Options in Parmlib.
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Statistics and other temporary information is generated and automatically stored in the databases but that information
is not crucial or required to read encrypted tapes.

WARNING
The data to recover a BES primary database must come from the BES mirror database.

• You should back up the BES mirror database on a regular basis, preferably to a tape medium. You can use either
IDCAMS REPRO or the backup utility of your choice.

NOTE
If you back up your BES mirror database with a backup program other than IDCAMS, be sure to set up the
backup program to permit “backup while open” processing.

• You should not encrypt the backups. This lets you recover the BES databases when BES is not operational. Because
the primary and mirror databases are already encrypted, your data will not be exposed.

• You should not back up your BES primary database. A backup of the BES primary database is not reliable if the
BES started task is running because it can be incomplete. You do not need to back up the BES primary database for
recovery.

• You should consider the BES mirror database to be part of the essential system recovery backup requirements at your
disaster recovery site.

• The BES primary database is backed up in real time to the mirror database (also sometimes referred to as the backup
database) during normal processing. This lets you recover the primary database from the mirror database in the event
of loss of the primary database.

• Before attempting any recovery you must stop the BES started task in every LPAR that shares the databases being
recovered.

• If you are using your security system to control tape encryption processing rather than DFSMS, ensure that the
security protection profiles defined to your security system are the same on your primary and backup systems.

BES Mirror Database Backup Frequency
It is crucial that you back up the BES mirror database regularly. Consider the following guidelines:

• You should back up the BES mirror database weekly after 6:00 a.m. on Mondays.
• Keep a minimum of five generations of the backup in a secure location.

WARNING
This backup must not be encrypted, so that you can recover the BES databases when BES is not operational. If
you are using the SAF Interface BES.DEFAULT data set selection profile, you must define a fully-qualified data
set selection profile and specify the encryption parameter DONOTENCRYPT.

ICSF Considerations
For using ICSF, consider the following points:

• ICSF is always required on your primary system and any disaster recovery systems that run on a z800 or z900
processor, and is optional on all z890, z990, and z9 processors.
If you choose to store your encryption keys in the CKDS, ICSF must be running in Special Secure Mode to allow
the extraction of clear keys from the ICSF CKDS. You must set the following option in the ICSF parameter library as
follows:
SSM = YES

Note: When running with SecureKeysOnly=Y in the StartupOptions section, disable Special Secure Mode by
specifying SSM=NO to ensure that keys are always handled in a secure fashion. Because SSM=NO, Tape
Encryption will never gain access to the clear key values that are stored in the CKDS.
When running SSM=NO, Tape Encryption cannot support the migration of keys to and from the CKDS and the BES
database for disaster recovery. Therefore, in addition to following the guidelines for disaster recovery of the BES
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database, you must also follow the IBM guidelines for disaster recovery of the CKDS. When running with SSM=NO,
any attempt to use hardware or software facilities that require clear keys, such as CPACF, with keys stored in the
CKDS will fail.
Broadcom recommends that you run SSM=YES when running with SecureKeysOnly=K in the StartupOptions where
individual keys have been defined as SecureKeysOnly=Y key entries. Tape Encryption provides only partial support for
secure keys when running with some keys being secured and others not being secured.

• Broadcom recommends that you specify the following ICSF option when setting up and configuring ICSF:
CHECKAUTH(NO)

This setting indicates that ICSF will not perform a security check for the following:
– Each call to an ICSF callable service by an authorized caller.
– Access to an ICSF key for programs running in supervisor state.
– Access to a system key by an authorized caller.

NOTE
The CHECKAUTH parameter does not apply to unauthorized programs.

The ICSF documentation indicates that this setting results in a significant performance improvement for authorized
callers.

Exploitation of the zIIP Processor
Tape Encryption is designed to exploit IBM zIIP processors when they are installed and enabled on the system where
Tape Encryption will run and the appropriate parmlib attributes are specified. By default, Tape Encryption will not
attempt to make work eligible to run on the zIIP. You must activate zIIP processing using the zIIPExploitation= and
PercentRunOnzIIP= attributes in parmlib. Tape Encryption is designed to run in Service Request Block (SRB) mode, a
pre-requisite of zIIP processing. When the zIIP feature is activated Tape Encryption will create the environment necessary
to schedule work on the zIIP. Tape Encryption allows you to specify a percentage of work that is to be made eligible to run
on the zIIP.

Example: Specifying 20 percentage of work to run on the zIIP 

zIIPExploitation=Y
PercentRunOnzIIP=20

Every fifth SRB will be directed to the zIIP. All encryption, decryption, compression and decompression processing runs in
SRB mode; therefore the most processor intensive functions of Tape Encryption can be made eligible to run on the zIIP if
the zIIP capacity permits it.

NOTE
IBM documents that work directed to the zIIP processor may not be processed on the zIIP for a number of
reasons. Refer to the appropriate IBM documentation for further information on the zIIP. Only z/OS 1.6 or later
releases are supported and PTFs on z/OS may be required.

How to Monitor zIIP Usage for a Service Class
Use of the zIIP processor should be planned and monitored through the IBM Resource Management Facility (RMF)
Service Class report (WLMGL). This report is based on data taken from the following SMF Record Types:

• SMF Record Type 72 (x48) RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data
• SMF Record Type 79 (x4F) RMF Monitor II Activity

The Service Class report provides information to your capacity planner to determine how much zIIP capacity is needed.

When viewing the RMF Service Class report fields, the following fields in the “APPL %” column are the most important:

•  CP
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Specifies the percentage of work run on a normal CP.
•  IIP

Specifies the percentage of work run on a zIIP processor.
•  IIPCP

Specifies the percentage of work eligible for the zIIP processor that WLM redirected to the general processor.

If the zIIP Exploitation feature is activated you will see a percentage of work that corresponds to the PercentRunOnzIIP=
attribute in the IIP field.

Some work may be reported in the IIPCP field. This work was zIIP enabled, but was redirected by WLM to the general CP.

zIIP Capacity Planning

To perform capacity planning activities before you have zIIP processors installed or online run with zIIPExploitation=Y
and PercentRunOnZIIP=100. Tape Encryption enables its work for the zIIP engine and RMF reports on the work in the
IIPCP column. If IIPCP is equal to or greater than 100% more than one zIIP processor is needed for the work that was
zIIP enabled.

How to Monitor zIIP Usage for a Job
SMF Record 30 (x1E) - Common Address Space Work provides details on zIIP usage at a specific job level.

For work that is run on a normal processor, CPU time is accumulated in SMF 30 record field SMF30CPT for task related
work or SMF30CPS for SRB work. Tape Encryption normally runs in SRB mode; therefore CPU time is mainly held in
SMF30CPS.

The SMF 30 record provides for accumulating CPU time for both independent and dependent enclaves in the SMF 30
record of the owning address space. SMF30ENC or SMF30DEP holds CPU time used by the independent or dependent
enclaves but only when in the WLM enclave. Time accumulated in SMF30ENC and SMF30DEP is also part of the value in
SMF30CPT. Tape Encryption uses dependent enclaves.

The SMF30ENC, SMF30DEP, or SMF30CPT fields do not include time spent processing SRBs joined to an enclave that
is eligible to run on a zIIP. Instead, time spent on a zIIP is held in fields

• SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_zIIP (independent enclaves) or
• SMF30_DEPENC_TIME_ ON_zIIP(dependent enclaves) and
• SMF30_TIME_ON_zIIP (both independent and dependent enclaves).

Recommendations for Test Environments
We recommend that you maintain a separate environment to test maintenance and new releases of the product. The ideal
test environment includes the following:

• A separate test machine with cryptographic hardware identical to your production environment.
• Separate test primary and mirror databases.
• A test tape management system with a test-only version of the tape management catalog. This lets you test the key

maintenance logic for identifying keys to remove from the Tape Encryption database or the CKDS, or both.
• If present, ICSF should be installed in your test environment. If you are planning to store the keys in the CKDS, it is

preferable that you install a dedicated CKDS for testing purposes only.

In this test environment, you can define one or more test Tape Encryption tasks on the test system and you can exercise
all features of the product without impacting your production environment. If you are using security protection profiles from
your security system, you can create separate profiles for your test system.
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When Identical Cryptographic Hardware is Not Available for Test Systems

For many sites, you will have a separate test system available but the identical cryptographic hardware may not be
installed. It is very important that you perform testing in this environment. Consider the following:

• You can test the system intercepts to tape activity during open, close and end-of-volume processing. These intercepts
are shared by all Tape Encryption tasks, so only a single version of these components can be active on the system at a
time.

• After successfully testing a new version of the system intercepts and Tape Encryption tasks on a test system, you
can test any hardware-related processing by bringing up a test task on the production LPAR where the hardware is
installed.

• You can use the TBEMIGRT utility to copy keys from your production CKDS to create a test database on your test
system. For information about copying keys with this utility, see TBEMIGRT Utility in the Performing Recovery
Operations topic.

When Separate Test Systems or LPARs are Not Available
If a separate test system or LPAR is not available, you can define a specific Tape Encryption task to verify maintenance
and new releases.

How You Verify Maintenance and New Releases

For many sites, you will have a separate test system available but the identical cryptographic hardware may not be
installed. It is very important that you perform testing in this environment. Consider the following:

• You can test the system intercepts to tape activity during open, close and end-of-volume processing. These intercepts
are shared by all Tape Encryption tasks, so only a single version of these components can be active on the system at a
time.

• After successfully testing a new version of the system intercepts and Tape Encryption tasks on a test system, you
can test any hardware-related processing by bringing up a test task on the production LPAR where the hardware is
installed.

• You can use the TBEMIGRT utility to copy keys from your production CKDS to create a test database on your test
system. For information about copying keys with this utility, see TBEMIGRT Utility in the Performing Recovery
Operations topic.

Load TEP Routines for Testing

If you are testing the B2B decryption capabilities, you need to load the TEP routines for testing. Issue the following
command for the test BES task to load the TEP routines for testing:

RELOAD=TEP

Load SAF Interface Routines for Testing

When performing tests and you are using the SAF Interface, you need to load the SAF Interface routines for testing. Issue
the following command for the test BES subsystem to load the SAF Interface routines for testing:

RELOAD=SECURITY

WARNING
If you issue the RELOAD=TEP and RELOAD=SECURITY commands for the test BES task it will cause
the open, close, end-of-volume, and SAF Interface routines to be refreshed for all BES tasks, both test and
production.
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WARNING
Failover processing can cause a production failover task to be invoked for a BES test request unless the
parameters are different. For a list of parmlib attributes for failover, see Parmlib Settings for Failover Tasks.

How You Test Without a Separate Test System

When you do not have a separate test system, you can still test a new release or service pack . You can run the test
subsystem without changing the TEP modules in your production environment. This is necessary because there can be
only one set of open, close, and end-of-volume (TEP) routines active on the system at any time.

To test when a separate test system is not available

1. Configure a new BES subsystem, for example BES8, to use as a test subsystem, with a STEPLIB that uses the new
service pack or release load modules for this subsystem only.
This specifies alternate libraries that you can use on the test subsystem so that the libraries you are testing do not
affect your production system.
Note: Ensure that TMSUpdate=N is specified in the test parmlib.

2. Start the test subsystem on your production system.
This starts the test subsystem, which by default, will run with the new load modules, but will not change the TEP or
SAF Interface modules that are in place on your production system.

3. Run the CTAPJCL library BESAMIVP test job.
This lets you test most of the product functionality.

4. If your testing is satisfactory, bring in the new versions of the TEP and SAF Interface modules if there are any, by
issuing the following command:

RELOAD=TEP

RELOAD=SECURITY

Note: You need to update the TEP modules because there is considerable communication between them and Tape
Encryption. The SAF Interface reload should be performed to update all of the Tape Encryption internal pointers and
control flags.
This updates the TEP and SAF Interface modules on your test subsystem and your production system.

5. Run tests on the test subsystem using the new TEP and SAF Interface modules.
This determines that the new TEP and SAF Interface modules are functioning correctly with the test subsystem.

6. Check encryptions performed by your BES1 subsystem.
This ensures that there are no incompatibilities between the new TEP modules and the old load modules.

NOTE
If any problems are detected, immediately issue the RELOAD=TEP and RELOAD=SECURITY console
commands to one of your production BES subsystems to reestablish the production TEP intercept and SAF
Interface processing.

7. If all testing is successful, you can migrate to the new release or service pack by specifying it in your system linklist.
This allows the new service pack or release load modules to be accessed by all BES subsystems.

Management Jobs in the CTAPJCL Data Set
 Tape Encryption is distributed with jobs and utilities in the CTAPJCL data set that you can use to manage and maintain
the product at your site, and to gather data for problem analysis.

NOTE
For information about running any of these jobs, see the instructions in the appropriate member in CTAPJCL.

The following list describes the members in the CTAPJCL data set and their uses:

•  BESLOGRX
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Demonstrates how to run the TBECKMUT utility to extract records from the Tape Encryption or EKM log data set into
the extract log.

•  BESSMFUT
Demonstrates how to run the TBECKMUT utility to report on SMF events.

•  BESBOOK
Exports code books from an active BES database to a sequential data set suitable for transmission to non-z/OS B2B
business partners. You must run this job against all code books that are used to encrypt B2B tapes. After running the
job, you must send the resulting export file to your B2B partners to enable them to decrypt your B2B tapes. This job
requires a passkey to encrypt the export file, and you must also provide this passkey to your B2B partners.

•  BESDBBAK
Creates a tape backup copy of the BES mirror database. Run this job on a regular basis. Keep at least six generations
of the backup data in a safe location.

•  BESDBRST
Restores the BES primary database from a backed-up copy of the BES mirror database. Before running this job, use
BESPALC to delete and redefine the BES primary database.

•  BESDCLST
Lists the DFSMS data classes that have valid BES information in the data class description field.

•  BESDTAIL
Produces a disk file of the last 1000 encryption and decryption detail records in the BES data space. The records
written to disk are 512 bytes in length. Each record conforms to a valid SMF record, where the first two bytes contain
the length of the data.

•  BESEREP
Copies the active SYS1.LOGREC data set to a disk data set, and reports the contents. Send the output file from this
job to Broadcom Support for problem analysis when requested.

•  BESICSF
Inspects your z/OS system and reports details on ICSF, cryptographic coprocessors, and Tape Encryption tape
interface and service modules in storage.

•  BESIPCS2
Formats log entries from the BES log data space (in storage) and saves them to a DASD data set. If you are using a
DASD log stream, use the IPCS job to format the entries. Send the output file from this job to Broadcom Support for
problem analysis when requested.

•  BESIPCS
Formats selected log entries from a DASD log stream and saves them to a DASD data set. Send the output file from
this job to Broadcom Support for problem analysis when requested.

•  BESIVP
Performs verification of a successful installation. Run this job after you have installed Tape Encryption and configured
your DFSMS data classes. The expected results and return codes are documented in the job itself.

•  BESLOGR
Copies selected entries from a DASD log stream to a sequential file. Send the output file from this job to Broadcom
Support for problem analysis when requested.

•  BESPALC
Deletes and redefines a single database for Tape Encryption. The database is either the BES primary database or the
BES mirror database. Use this job when recovering the BES primary database from the BES mirror database or when
recovering the BES primary database from a tape copy of the BES mirror database.

•  BESPCOPY
Copies the BES mirror database to the BES primary database. Use this job when the BES primary database is
corrupted or unusable. Delete and redefine the BES primary database using sample job BESPALC.

•  BESPRTTP
Prints the contents of the header labels, a portion of the data, and the trailer labels of a tape file encrypted by Tape
Encryption.

•  BESSAF99
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Provides JCL for the TBESAF99 control statement generation utility.
•  BESSHOW

Produces a list of the BES system parameters, symmetric key labels, and RSA key labels.
•  BTE09PRC

Copies members from the CTAPJCL library to the system procedure library that you specify.
•  BTE10DDB

Allocates both the BES primary database and the BES mirror database. If you are deleting and defining a single BES
database, use the BESPALC job instead.

•  TBEACF00
Executes the TSO batch Terminal Monitor Program (TMP) to add and maintain Tape Encryption security profile
definitions for ACF2.

•  TBEACF01
Lists the contents of the CA@BES resource class, the OPERCMDS resource class, and external security manager
processing and control options for ACF2.

•  TBEPARMS
Validates the input parameters of a BES started task. This job is useful for checking new parameters without having to
use the started task as the validation mechanism.

•  TBERAC00
Executes the TSO batch TMP to add and maintain Tape Encryption security profile definitions for RACF.

•  TBERAC01
Lists the contents of the CA@BES resource class, the OPERCMDS resource class, and external security manager
processing and control options for RACF.

•  TBETSS00
Executes the TSO batch TMP to add and maintain security profile definitions for Top Secret.

•  TBETSS01
Lists the contents of the CA@BES resource class, the OPERCMDS resource class, and external security manager
processing and control options for Top Secret.

Interface to Tape Management Systems
Fully automated key management requires that you match up a BES primary and mirror database with one tape
management system catalog. Think of your tape management catalog as part of the Tape Encryption database.

  

The encryption key information stored in your tape management system's catalog remains synchronized with the BES
database associated with it, as the following diagram illustrates:
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Automated key management is made possible by your tape management system. It tracks which key instances are still
in use. The tape management system does not contain the encryption key, but it does contain a key index value that
is associated with a given instance of a key. During OPEN for output, the key index associated with the encryption key
instance is passed to the tape management system, where it is stored, as the following diagram illustrates:

  

The tape management system tracks the usage of every unique key instance. Even when a tape containing encrypted
files is scratched, the tape management system considers the key to be in use. Only when a scratch tape is physically
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overwritten and the encrypted data is destroyed will the tape management systems consider the key to be no longer in
use. If automatic key deletion is enabled, BES will delete these keys after a grace period of 90 days.

BES Key Index

The BES Key Index is a unique key identifier created by Tape Encryption for every instance of a symmetric key. The BES
Key Index is essentially a unique number assigned by the BES task. The BES primary database maintains key entries for
all keys in use, including the key index for each key and the next available key index.

How Key Information is Retained

Key information is retained in different ways depending on the type of key and the tape management system at your site.
The following points outline this process:

• Tape Encryption is designed to map a single Tape Encryption database to a single tape management system catalog.
Because keys are identified by a key index it is possible to lose key index information by interfacing Tape Encryption to
the wrong tape catalog.

NOTE
For information on key management, see Key Management.

• All B2B tapes are assigned a single key index because the data encryption keys that are created are single-use
keys. They are temporarily retained in the Tape Encryption database for the number of hours specified in the
B2BRsaKeepHours attribute.

• For sites running CA 1, TLMS, and DFSMSrmm the key index is passed to the tape management system during tape
file close processing.

• For sites that are not running CA 1, TLMS, or DFSMSrmm, the Tape Encryption TEP module calls a Third Party
Option interface routine provided by Tape Encryption to obtain the key index after file open processing and before the
completion of file close processing.

• The tape management systems save the key index in their respective tape catalogs.

Identification of Encrypted Tapes

To easily identify an encrypted tape, look for a non-zero key index in the tape management system's volume or file
records.

For sites running CA 1 and TLMS, a new Earl field has been defined to display the Key Index.

Specify the field BES_KEY in any Earl report to display the Key Index. For information, see Reporting and Logging.

For sites running DFSMSrmm, see your IBM product documentation.

Activate the Tape Management System Interface

For Tape Encryption to communicate with the tape management system installed in your environment, you need to modify
the TMSUpdate attribute in parmlib. Specify the following attribute to activate the tape management system interface:

TMSUpdate=Y

Tape Encryption passes the generated key index to the active tape management system during tape file close processing.

NOTE
Do not set the TMSUpdate attribute to Y for test BES tasks on systems where a production BES task is also
running with TMSUpdate=Y.
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Tape Management Systems and Key Management

Tape Encryption creates the key indexes and passes them to the tape management system to record this information at
the tape file level. Tape Encryption depends on the tape management system for information about which keys are still
needed because the tape management system knows which tape files still contain active data.

Key Removal

Use the TBEKMUTL key maintenance utility to analyze the CA 1, TLMS, or DFSMSrnn tape catalog to determine which
keys you can remove from the Tape Encryption database and from the ICSF CKDS database if it is in use.

NOTE
For information about how to manage the removal of Tape Encryption keys, see the documentation for your tape
management system.

Use the AutomaticallyRemoveKeys= attribute in parmlib to remove specific instances of keys from the key repository that
have been identified by the TBEKMUTL utility as no longer used by any tape data set.

Remove Inactive Keys

Specify the following attribute in the DynamicOptions section in parmlib to remove inactive keys automatically:

AutomaticallyRemoveKeys=Y

This specifies that 90 days after an instance of a key is identified by the TBEKMUTL utility as no longer used, it is
automatically removed.

NOTE
For information about processing and removing keys, see Administrating.

Use Console Commands
All parameter settings are maintained across IPLs unless specifically noted.

All of the examples in this section use the following console command prefix:

BESn

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

There can be up to eight BES subsystem tasks. When issuing a console command to a subsystem other than BES1, you
must use the appropriate prefix.

Example: Display encryption activity for subsystem 3

Issue the following command to display encryption activity for subsystem 3:

BES3 Display Active

Syntax Conventions

The following syntax conventions are used throughout this section:

• Braces {A | B}
Braces represent a set of multiple parameter values, one of which must be selected.

• Brackets [A] [B]
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Brackets represent optional parameters that may be selected or ignored.
• Single bar A | B

A single bar is used to separate multiple values for the same parameter.
• Underlining A|B|C

Underlines are used to indicate the default value of a parameter.
• Italics nn

Italics text represents a variable, for example BESn where n is a number.
• Uppercase

AAaaa Uppercase characters indicate abbreviations or the minimum number of characters that must be entered to
identify the parameter or value.

Start and Stop Commands
Use these commands to start and stop Tape Encryption.

  

START Command -- Start Tape Encryption Subsystem

Use the START command to start the Tape Encryption subsystem.

This command has the following format:

START BES.BESn

•   n 
Indicates the number of the BES task you want to start.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

S BES.BESn

 Example 1: START command 

This example starts the BES2 task:

S BES.BES2

 Example 2: START command 

This example starts the BES6 task and specifies that the subsystem should use the SYSP.BES.CTAPPARM dataset
rather than the default parmlib dataset:

S BES.BES6,PARMLIB='SYSP.BES.CTAPPARM'

STOP Command -- Stop Tape Encryption Subsystem

Use the Stop command to stop the Tape Encryption address spaces and bring down the subsystem.

This command has the following format:

STOP BESn

•   n 
Indicates the number of the BES task you want to stop.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

P BESn

 Example: STOP Command 
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This example stops the BES6 task:

P BES6

Console Commands
The console commands are used to display the status of Tape Encryption parameter settings and activity, change the
parameter settings, or initiate new Tape Encryption activity.

NOTE
The BESn HELP console command displays the syntax for all valid commands.

The following table provides a quick reference of all the console commands with a brief description. Each command is
discussed in greater detail following the table.

If the command description is prefixed by PARMLIB:, that command is for the parmlib function.

 Command  Description 
COMPROMISE= Used to flag compromised code books or symmetric keys.
DISPLAY ACTIVE | CSA | LOGGER | PARMLIB | SECURITY |
STATUS

Displays encryption activity, logging information, parmlib
information, security profile options, and status of non-parmlib
options.

DUMP Dumps the Tape Encryption address space for the specified BES
task.

HELP Provides on-console syntax for all console commands.
MIGRATE=FROMCKDS | FROMCKDS,MOVE | TOCKDS |
TOCKDS,MOVE

Used to copy or move keys from the CKDS to the BES database
and back. These commands are useful when you have a
cryptographic coprocessor in your normal test system but not at
your disaster recovery site.

REFRESH=CAEKM_API_OPTIONS|KEYRINGS | CODEBOOKS |
SYMKEYS | OPTIONS

PARMLIB: Used to dynamically activate key section changes,
CodeBook section changes, SymmetricKeys section changes, or
DynamicOptions section changes.

RELOAD= COMPRESSSION | PASSPHRASE | SECURITY |
TBEKAPI|TEP

Used to reload compression options, change the pass phrase for
protecting sensitive data in the BES database, reload security
profile settings, reload the security (SAF Interface) global module,
and for reloading the TBETEP global module. Use the TEP
command with caution.

Command Protection
Command protection profiles can be defined to protect some or all of the Tape Encryption system (console) commands.
Command protection profiles are defined in the external security manager OPERCMDS resource class. You can permit or
prohibit commands globally for all BES subsystems, locally for specific BES subsystems or by individual user.

For information about using command protection profiles, see Administrating.

COMPROMISE Command-Flag Compromised Symmetric Keys or Code Books
Use the COMPROMISE command to indicate that a symmetric key or code book has been compromised and that you
should stop using the key or code book to encrypt data. 

The COMPROMISE command marks the active instance of the specified key or codebook in the database as
compromised and deactivates it. The next pre-generated key is promoted to active status. For code books, the book
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is immediately rebuilt. For symmetric keys, a new key is generated to keep the number of key generations at the level
specified by the NumberOfGenerations attribute. The compromised key or code book is retained for decrypting any data
that was already encrypted with this key or code book.

This command has the following format:

BESn COMPROMISE=keyname|codebook|,ALL

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

•   keyname 
Specifies the keyname of the active instance of the compromised key. When you use this value without the ,ALL
option, only the currently active version of the key is flagged as compromised.

NOTE
Application keys managed by the Option for Application Management for external applications have the fixed
key names APIDESKEY and APIAESKEY.

•   codebook 
Specifies the code book name of the active code book that is considered to be compromised. The ,ALL option is
ignored if this option is specified.

•  ,ALL
(Optional) Specifies all the versions of the key indicated by the keyname value. This option flags as compromised all
the keys referred to by the specified keyname. Any pre-generated keys that were reserved for future use are deleted. A
new set of keys is generated to replace them, including a new current key.

NOTE
You should back up the mirror database immediately and send a copy to your disaster recovery site to
ensure that you have all of your keys in the event of a disaster.

 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to Tape Encryption commands, all forms of this command
can be controlled by a command protection profile.

•  Default: keyname 

 Example: COMPROMISE=keyname command 

This example flags as compromised the currently active symmetric key named HRKEY in the BES2 task. A new version
of the key will be generated for future encryption requests that specify this keyname. The compromised key is retained for
decrypting data that was encrypted using this key.

BES2 COMPROMISE=HRKEY

 Example: COMPROMISE=keyname,ALL command 

This example flags as compromised all versions of the symmetric key named HRKEY in the BES2 task. All instances of
the named key are marked as compromised. If the number of keys specified in the NumberOfGenerations attribute is n,
then n + 1 new instances of the key are automatically generated.

BES2 COMPROMISE=HRKEY,ALL

 Example: COMPROMISE=codebook command 

This example flags as compromised the code book named Business_Partner_3.

BES2 COMPROMISE=Business_Partner_3
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DISPLAY ACTIVE Command -- Display Encryption Activity
Use the DISPLAY ACTIVE command to display encryption activity for all jobs running on the LPAR where the command is
issued.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY ACTIVE

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D A

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to Tape Encryption commands, all forms of this command
can be controlled by a command protection profile.

Example: Display Active command

This example displays active status information for the z/OS system where task BES1 is running.

BES1 D A 

BES1X0200I Display Active Status Information 180      

                                  

BES# UCB  Jobname  Jobnum   Comp  %  Program  Asid Volume KeyIndex

---- ---- -------- -------- ---- --- -------- ---- ------ --------

BES1 0E8B FDRDUMP1 JOB00215  S0   53 FDRB       54 082950   75081

BES1 0E8C GENTAPE1 JOB00327  S0   31 IEBGENER   57 021553   62127

BES1 0E8D TESTDUMP JOB00128  H1   65 ADRDSSU    70 063482   64041

BES1X0200I Command Complete 

DISPLAY BUFFER Command -- Display Buffer Utilization
Use the DISPLAY BUFFER command to display buffer utilization for the jobs actively performing encryption or decryption
for the specified BES subsystem.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY BUFFER

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D BUFFER

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to Tape Encryption commands, all forms of this command
can be controlled by a command protection profile.

Example: DISPLAY BUFFER command

This example displays buffer utilization information for the BES3 subsystem.

BES3 D BUFFER                                                       
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BES3X0103I Command Accepted                                         

BES3O2100I Display Buffer Information 474                           

                 MB.Buffer(31) MB.Buffer(64) MB.Total             

 Asid  Jobname   Alloc--InUse  Alloc--InUse  Alloc--InUse  Age   

 0038  HELDA70S    9.5    0.0    0.0    0.0    9.5    0.0  00:00:02

 0040  PAYMST10    9.5    1.3    0.0    0.0    9.5    1.3  00:00:01

 004A  QV3RX1      0.5    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.5    0.1  00:00:00

BES3X0100I Command Complete 

DISPLAY CSA Command -- Display CSA Utilization
Use the DISPLAY CSA command to report CSA utilization by the Tape Encryption address spaces and any lost
(unowned) CSA storage attributed to subsystem restarts. This command will not provide any information unless CSA/SQA
VSM tracking is specified ON in the DIAGxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB or SYSx.IPLPARM member.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY CSA[,Detail]

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

•  CSA
(Default) Provides a summary report.

•  Detail
Adds information showing each allocated CSA area.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D CSA

 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to Tape Encryption commands, all forms of this command
can be controlled by a command protection profile.

 Example: DISPLAY CSA command 

This example displays a CSA utilization summary report for task BES8:

BES8 D CSA                

BES8D1000I - CSA/SQA Utilization Summary Report 587                   

                             ECSA       CSA                           

 Jobname           Asid     Usage     Usage                           

 BES8              004C      831K       13K                           

 UNOWNED           0000        0B        0B                           

BES8X0100I Command Complete     

 Example: DISPLAY CSA,Detail command 

This example displays a portion of a CSA utilization detail report for task BES8:

BES8 D CSA,DETAIL

BES8D1100I - Active CSA/SQA Utilization Report 590                    

 Jobname           Asid Address  Length   MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS         

 BES      STC06831 004C 00BED1D0 00000168 01/25/2006 21:44:20         

    Data ----> 00000168 00BED1D0 F1000000 00C252F8  *......J.1....B.8*

 BES      STC06831 004C 00BED338 00000168 01/25/2006 21:44:20         

    Data ----> 00000168 00BED338 F1000000 00C254E0  *......L.1....B..*

 BES      STC06831 004C 00C25278 00000080 01/25/2006 21:44:20         

    Data ----> 17000080 E5E2C90B 00C25460 00C252E8  *....VSI..B.-.B.Y*
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 BES      STC06831 004C 00C252F8 00000168 01/25/2006 21:44:20         

    Data ----> 00000168 00C252F8 F1000000 00000000  *.....B.81.......*

DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS Command -- Display Database Subsytem Information
Use the DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS command to display information about the BES database. The BES database is
used to store the following:

• Cryptographic key management information.
• Cryptographic keys (optional).
• Encryption and decryption statistics for every subsystem sharing a database. This includes detailed information about

the last 1000 files that were either encrypted or decrypted by each subsystem.

The command displays information about the following:

• Subsystems sharing the database.
• Subsystems that have shared the database.
• Remote subsystems with keys mirrored via the EKM Networked Key Management Option.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLY DATABASE,SUBSYS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn DISPLY DB,SUB

Example: DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS command

This example issues the command on LPAR SY0A to the BES1 subsystem:

BES1 DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS

The output from the display command shows the following:

• A BES2 subsystem sharing the same database running on LPAR SY0A.
• BES1 and BES2 subsystems sharing the database running on LPAR SY0B.
• Three subsystems (BES6, BES7 and BES8 on LPAR SY0A) which have shared the database but have not been

started since October 2010 and August 2009 respectively.
• Remove keys that were mirrored by EKM Networked Key Management Option from remote LPARS ES00 and ES01.

BES1X0103I Command Accepted: BES1 DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS 

BES1X0211I Database Subsystems 794                        

 Subsystem         Last Known Activity    Status          

 ----------------- ---------------------  ---------       

 SY0A.BES1         January 27, 2011       Running         

 SY0A.BES2         January 27, 2011       Running       

 SY0A.BES6         October 18, 2010              

 SY0A.BES7         August 24, 2009              

 SY0A.BES8         August 24, 2009              

 SY0B.BES1         January 27, 2011       Running         
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 SY0B.BES2         January 27, 2011       Running      

 ES00.BES1         February 04, 2010      *NKMKeys*       

 ES01.BES1         February 04, 2010      *NKMKeys*       

 End of subsystems

DISPLAY FIPS Command -- Display FIPS Self-test Results
Use the DISPLAY FIPS command to display the FIPS self-test results to verify FIPS 140-2 compliance.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY FIPS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to Tape Encryption commands, all forms of this command
can be controlled by a command protection profile.

Example: DISPLAY FIPS command

This example displays the FIPS self-test results for task BES6.

BES6 DISPLAY FIPS

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6X0103I Command Accepted                              

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP800I Starting FIPS self-test suite                 

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES128 Variable text known answer - OK       

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES192 Variable text known answer - OK       

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES128 Inverse permutation known answer - OK 

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES192 Inverse permutation known answer - OK 

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES128 Variable key known answer - OK        

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES192 Variable key known answer - OK        

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES128 Permutation operation known answer - OK

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES192 Permutation operation known answer - OK

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES128 Substitution table known answer - OK  

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I 3DES192 Substitution table known answer - OK  

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I AES128 GFSbox known answer - OK               

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I AES192 GFSbox known answer - OK               

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I AES256 GFSbox known answer - OK               

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I AES128 KeySbox known answer - OK              

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I AES192 KeySbox known answer - OK              

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP810I AES256 KeySbox known answer - OK              

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6FP801I Finished FIPS self-test suite                 

09.04.28 STC06672  BES6X0100I Command Complete                              

DISPLAY LOGGER Command -- Display Logger Status Information
Use the DISPLAY LOGGERr command to display the Logger status and activity level.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY LOGGER

• n
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Indicates the BES task number.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D LOGGER

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to Tape Encryption commands, all forms of this command
can be controlled by a command protection profile.

Example: DISPLAY LOGGER command

This example displays the Logger status for task BES7.

BES7 D LOGGER                                                    

BES7D1400I Logger Status Display 304                             

                                                                 

     Field               Current State                           

     ------------------- ----------------- 

     LogDetailLevel      1                                       

     LogStream           BES.XE90.LOG                            

     LogDataspaceSize    8M                                      

     LogCSAsize          8K                                      

     Bytes Logged        50,662                                  

     Events Logged       314                                     

     Events needing CSA  0                                       

     Calls to IXGLOGR    2                                       

BES7X0100I Command Complete       

DISPLAY PARMLIB Command -- Display Parmlib Attributes
Use the DISPLAY PARMLIB command to see the active values for all Tape Encryption parmlib attributes. At startup and
after a REFRESH console command, all or part of the parmlib attributes are loaded into the Tape Encryption database.
This command displays the loaded values.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY PARMLIB [,{Short|Long}] [,{Hardcopy|Console}]

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

•  Short|Long
Displays active attributes. Options for this parameter are as follows:
–  Short

(Default) Displays the active attributes defined in the parmlib directory, startup options, and dynamic options.
–  Long

Displays Short plus the startup and shutdown commands, and the SymmetricKeys and Keyrings sections of
parmlib.

•  Hardcopy|Console
Indicates where to direct the output of the command. Options for this parameter are as follows:
–  Hardcopy

(Default) Directs the output to the system log and the BES JOBLOG.
–  Console

Directs the command response to the system log, BES JOBLOG, and the operator console.
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 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

NOTE
By adding the BESn D P,L console command to the Startup Commands section in the parmlib, the
complete set of active parmlib attributes can be automatically documented in the BES JOBLOG during Tape
Encryption initialization.

 Example: DISPLAY PARMLIB command 

This example displays the active attributes in the parmlib directory, startup options, and dynamic options for the BES6 task
and sends the output to the system log and the BES JOBLOG.

BES8X0103I Command Accepted: BES8 D PARMLIB

BES8CM010I CA Tape Encryption Active Parmlib Attributes 716

   ParmlibDirectory initialized from -

         DSN: TOWLE02.BES8.CNTL

              TOWLE02.BES8.CNTL

      Member: XE90BES8

   Maps <sections> to PDS Members:

      ParmlibDirectory... XE90BES8    SymmetricKeys..... XE90BES8

      DynamicOptions..... XE90BES8    B2BKeyrings....... XE90BES8

      StartupOptions..... XE90BES8    StartupCommands... XE90BES8

      ShutdownCommands... XE90BES8    B2BCodeBooks...... B2BBOOKS

      IBM_EKM_Options.... IBMEKM      NKMHosts.......... $NULL

      NKMClusters........ $NULL       NKMTcpOptions..... $NULL

      CAEKM_API_Options.. CAEKMAPI

   StartupOptions initialized from Parmlib member: XE90BES8

      DsnameBESPrimaryDB. BES8XE90.TOWLE02.PRIMARY

      DsnameBESMirrorDB.. BES8XE90.TOWLE02.MIRROR

      LogDataspaceSize (Megabytes)... 8

      LogCSAsize (Kilobytes)......... 8

      MessagePrefix.................. BES8

      RoutingCodeNormal.............. -1

      RoutingCodeCritical............ -1

      B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates.. N

      KeysDatabase................... CKDS

      LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly 300

      BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm....... AES128

      FipsMode....................... Disabled

      SecureKeysOnly................. N

      Keyhash........................ SHA-1

      StatsSMFRecordType............. 240

      StatsSMFRecordSubtype.......... (1-8,16-23,32-33)

      zIIPExploitation............... Y

      PassPhraseCount................ 2

      PassPhraseID1.................. User1

      PassPhraseID2.................. User 2

      WorkDatasetPrefix.............. BESEKM

   DynamicOptions initialized from Parmlib member: XE90BES8

      LogDetailLevel................. 3

      LogStream...................... VTAPE.XE90.LOG

      EncryptFailAction.............. Continue

      FailoverCandidate.............. Y

      TMSUpdate...................... Y
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      AutomaticallyRemoveKeys........ N

      KeyringSearchOrder............. UserKeyringFirst

      TimedBufferReduction........... 2

      PercentRunOnzIIP............... 90

      Compression.................... K

      MinimumCompressionRate......... 50

      CAKMEnable..................... Y

      IBMEKMKeysDatabase............. SAF

      IBMEKMSTC...................... EKMSERVR

      EMCSTerminalPrefix............. XE90

      EMFromHost..................... USI290ME

      EMWriter....................... SMTP

      EMSysout....................... B

      EMFormat....................... HTML

      CAEKMAPIEnable................. Y

   IBM_EKM_Options initialized from Parmlib member: IBMEKM

      IBMEKMRing..................... bobsring

      IBMEKMUser..................... BESEKM

      IBMEKMCertExportHLQ............ BESEKM

      IBMEKMKeySize.................. 512

      IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey............ NONE

BES8CM010I End of Parmlib Display

DISPLAY SECURITY Command -- Display All Security Protection Options
Use the DISPLAY SECURITY command to display all the security protection options in effect for command protection
profiles and key protection profiles on all BES subsystems in an LPAR. This is equivalent to the Display Security,Full
command.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY SECURITY

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

NOTE
This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D Y

 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

For examples of the output of this command, see Display Security,Full Command.

DISPLAY SECURITY,FULL Command -- Display Security Protection Options
Use the DISPLAY SECURITY,FULL command to display all the security protection options in effect for command
protection profiles and key protection profiles on all BES subsystems in an LPAR.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY SECURITY,FULL

• n
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Indicates the BES task number.

NOTE
This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D Y,FULL 

or

BESn D Y

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

NOTE
The information presented by the DISPLAY SECURITY,FULL command is dynamic and contains additional
information depending on which external security manager is being used.

Example: Display Security,Full command

NOTE
The "Generic Profiles" section will only be displayed when the Display Security,Full command is issued.

This example displays the command protection options in effect for all BES subsystems in the LPAR where the command
is issued when CA@BES is active.

BES2 D Y

BES2X0103I Command Accepted

BES2SS500I <TE> SAF Interface Options:

      BES SAF System Data Values

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Module Name         TBESAF00

      Found at location   86073000

      Assembly Date       11/07/07

      Assembly Time       11.16

      PTF Level           GGG0086

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Security System     RACF

      BES.SECURITY/CA@BES Active

      BES.DEFAULT         Defined

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Resource Modes

      Commands            Permitted (Global)

      Keys                Protected (Global)

      Utilities           Permitted

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Key Profiles        AES*

                          3DES192_KEY                (GLOBAL)

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Certificate Prof.   CERT512

                          CERT1024                   (GLOBAL)

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      CodeBook Profiles   ALLBESCODEBOOK

                          BES2CODEBOOK
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      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Command Profiles    REFRESH.OPTIONS

                          PASSPHRASE                 (GLOBAL)

                          REFRESH.COPY*              (GLOBAL)

                          REFRESH.**                 (GLOBAL)

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Utility Profiles    TBESHOW

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

      Generic Profiles    BES2.KEY*.**

                          BES%.KEY*.**

                          BES%.UTILITY.TBEKMUTL

                          BES%.UTI*.**

                          BES%.DISPLAY

                          BES%.DUMP

                          BES%.REFRESH.**

      ------------------- -----------------------------------

 BES2SS502I <TE> SAF Display Complete

 BES2X0100I Command Complete

NOTE
Only generic resources that are defined to CA@BES or OPERCMDS whose resource type (for example;
command, key, utility) cannot be determined will be displayed in the Generic Profiles section. Generic profiles or
profiles defined with wildcards whose type can be determined will be reported in their appropriate section.

Example: Display Security,Full command when CA@BES or BES.SECURITY is not active

This example displays the following information for all BES subsystems in the LPAR where the command is issued when
CA@BES or BES.SECURITY is not active.

BES2 D Y,FULL                                                     

BES2X0103I Command Accepted                                       

BES2SS500I <TE> SAF Interface Options:           

                                                                  

     BES SAF System Data Values                                   

     ------------------- -----------------------------------      

     Module Name         TBESAF00                                 

     Found at location   86096000                                 

     Assembly Date       04/06/07                                 

     Assembly Time       17.51                                    

     PTF Level           T5BB002                                  

     ------------------- -----------------------------------      

     Security System     RACF                                     

     CA@BES/BES.SECURITY Inactive                                 

     ------------------- -----------------------------------

BES2SS502I <TE> SAF Display Complete            

BES2X0100I Command Complete     

Example: Display Security,Full command showing TEP module not supporting security data set selection

This example displays the following information for BES2 when the loaded version of the Tape Exit Processing module
(TBETEP) does not support the security features through the SAF Interface. This result is displayed if the TEP module
currently in storage is at a lower level than needed to support encryption data set selection. This can happen when the
first BES subsystem that is initialized loads an earlier version of the TEP module. The results indicate that no security-
based data set selection will occur. The TEP release level field only appears under this type of circumstance.
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BES2 DISPLAY SECURITY,FULL

BES3X0103I Command Accepted                                               

BES3SS500I <TE> SAF Interface Options:                   

                                                                          

     BES SAF System Data Values                                           

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     Module Name         TBESAF00                                         

     Found at location   99963000                                         

     Assembly Date       04/12/07                                         

     Assembly Time       16.08                                            

     PTF Level           T5BB001                                          

     TEP release level   Does not support Security Selection              

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     Security System     ACF2                                             

     CA@BES Class        Active                                           

     BES.DEFAULT         Not Defined                                      

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     Resource Modes                                                       

     Commands            Not Defined                                      

     Keys                Not Defined                                      

     Utilities           Not Defined                                      

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     Key Profiles        --- No entries found --                          

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     Certificate Prof.   --- No entries found --                          

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     CodeBook Profiles   --- No entries found --                          

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     Command Profiles    --- No entries found --                          

     ------------------- -----------------------------------              

     Utility Profiles    --- No entries found --                          

BES3SS502I <TE> SAF Display Complete                        

BES3X0100I Command Complete

DISPLAY SECURITY,COMMANDS Command -- Display Command Protection Options
Use the DISPLAY SECURITY,COMMANDS command to display the command protection options in effect for all
command profiles for all BES subsystems in the LPAR where the command is issued.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY SECURITY,COMMANDS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D Y,COMMANDS

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.
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Example: Display Security,Commands command

This example displays the command protection options in effect for all command profiles on all BES subsystems in the
LPAR where the command is issued.

BES2 D Y,COMMANDS                                             

BES2X0103I Command Accepted                                   

BES2SS500I <TE> SAF Interface Options:       

                                                              

     BES SAF System Data Values                               

     ------------------- -----------------------------------  

     Command Profiles    REFRESH                              

                         DISPLAY                    (GLOBAL)  

                         RELOAD                     (GLOBAL)  

                         RELOAD.PASSPHRASE          (GLOBAL)  

                         RESTART                    (GLOBAL)  

BES2SS502I <TE> SAF Display Complete            

BES2X0100I Command Complete              

DISPLAY SECURITY,KEYS Command -- Display Key Protection Options
Use the DISPLAY SECURITY,KEYS command to display the key protection options in effect for all BES subsystems in the
LPAR where the command is issued.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY SECURITY,KEYS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

NOTE
This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D Y,KEYS

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: DISPLAY SECURITY,KEYS command

This example displays the key protection options in effect for all key profiles on all BES subsystems in the LPAR where
the command is issued.

BES2 D Y,KEYS

BES2X0103I Command Accepted                                  

BES2SS500I <TE> SAF Interface Options:      

                                                             

     BES SAF System Data Values                              

     ------------------- ----------------------------------- 

     Key Profiles        KEY2                                

                         KEY                        (GLOBAL) 

     ------------------- ----------------------------------- 
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     Certificate Prof.   --- No entries found --             

     ------------------- ----------------------------------- 

     CodeBook Profiles   --- No entries found --             

BES2SS502I <TE> SAF Display Complete           

BES2X0100I Command Complete      

DISPLAY SECURITY,UTILITIES Command -- Display Utility Protection Options
Use the DISPLAY SECURITY,UTILITIES command to display the utilities protection options in effect for all BES
subsystems in the LPAR where the command is issued.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY SECURITY,UTILITIES

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

NOTE
This command can be abbreviated as follows:

BESn D Y,UTILITIES

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: DISPLAY SECURITY,UTILITIES command

This example displays the utility protection options in effect for all utilities profiles on all BES subsystems in the LPAR
where the command is issued.

BES2 D Y,UTILITIES                                                 

BES2X0103I Command Accepted                                        

BES2SS500I <TE> SAF Interface Options:            

                                                                   

     BES SAF System Data Values                                    

     ------------------- -----------------------------------       

     Utility Profiles    TBESHOW                    (GLOBAL)       

BES2SS502I <TE> SAF Display Complete                 

BES2X0100I Command Complete                                        

DISPLAY STATUS Command -- Display Status Information
Use the DISPLAY STATUS command to display status information about non-parmlib Tape Encryption parameter settings,
information about cryptographic coprocessors installed, the tape system interface routine, dynamic modules, and other
useful information.

This command has the following format:

BESn DISPLAY STATUS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.
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Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: DISPLAY STATUS command

This example displays status information for task BES1.

BES1 DISPLAY STATUS

BES8X0224I Subsystem Status Display 721

Field                  State

---------------------- ---------------------------------

Release                14.5

Subsystem              Active

System id              XE90,8

Trace flag             Off

Requested Keys DB      CKDS

CKDS Available         Y

Passphrase Set Date    Tuesday OCT 06, 2009  16.47.18

Passphrase Set SYS     XE90

Passphrase Set BES     BES8

Passphrase Count       2

Passphrase Id1         User1

Passphrase Id2         User 2

Licensed Interfaces    Values

---------------------- -----------------------------------

CA 1                   Y (PARM)

CA TLMS                Y (PARM)

Third Party            Y (PARM)

CA VTAPE               Y (PARM)

Key Manager            Y (PARM)

CAKM Option for IBM    Y (LMP)  (LMP key is installed)

Networked Key Mgmt.    N (LMP)  (LMP key not installed)

CAEKMAPI               Y (PARM)

ICSF Facilities        Values

---------------------- -----------------------------------

ICSF FMID              HCR7751

PKA Services           Available

64-bit Callers         Supported

CPACF Availability     SHA384+SHA512+DES/TDES Available

AES Availability       AES192 + AES256 HW

DSA Algorithm          DSA Not Available

RSA Signature          RSA 4096 Key Size

RSA Key Mgmt           RSA 4096 Key Size

RSA Key Gen            4096 Bit Modulus

RSA Key Accel          No Accelerator(s) Available

STATEXPT Data          Values

---------------------- -----------------------------------

BASE CCA Services      Available

CDMF Availability      Unavailable

56Bit Des              Available

Triple DES             Available

Set Services           Available

Maximum Modulus        4096
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STATCARD Data          Values

---------------------- -----------------------------------

Coprocessor Number     00

DES Hardware Level     0

RSA Hardware Level     0

Post Version           138 143

Operating System       Linux

OS Version             2.4.18.0

Processor Part #       41U0441

Processor EC Level     0J99635

MiniBoot Version       89  89

CP Speed (Mhz)         268

Adapter ID             711EE5F0000000DF

Flash Memory (KB)      16

DRAM (KB)              65536

Battery Backed (KB)    255

Serial Number          97020090

TEP Exit Data          Values

---------------------- -----------------------------------

Tape Management Sys    CA 1    (Inactive)

BES TEP Exit Module    TMSOCEPR

                       (Not in Memory)

---------------------- -----------------------------------

Tape Management Sys    CA TLMS (Inactive)

BES TEP Exit Module    TLMSTEP

                       (Not in Memory)

---------------------- -----------------------------------

Tape Management Sys    Third Party

BES Tep Exit Module    TBEOEM00

Found at location      00BF3ED8

Gen Level              0903G8120

Assembly Date          03/27/09

Assembly Time          12:11

---------------------- -----------------------------------

Key Label Intercept    Option for IBM

Module Name            TBESMSKM

Found at location      00BF70D0

Gen Level              0904G8120

Assembly Date          06/09/09

Assembly Time          14:58

BES Dynamic Modules    Values

---------------------- -----------------------------------

Module Name            TBETEP

Found at location      8622E000

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.42

PTF Level              CD4BE50

Module Name            TBECONCT

Found at location      861C2000

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.35

PTF Level              CD4BE50
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Module Name            TBESAF00

Found at location      86199000

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.41

PTF Level              CD4BE50

Module Name            TBEKYNDX

Found at location      861C1000

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.39

PTF Level              CD4BE50

Module Name            TBEDDT

Found at location      05D46080

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.35

PTF Level              CD4BE50

Module Name            TBECMP

Found at location      861AB000

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.34

PTF Level              CD4BE50

Module Name            TBECMPTS

Found at location      861A6000

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.35

PTF Level              CD4BE50

Module Name            ZSAMINFO

Found at location      861A5000

Assembly Date          02/27/07

Assembly Time          16.26

PTF Level              PI01764

Module Name            TBECMPTH

Found at location      6FF00000

Assembly Date          03/11/10

Assembly Time          13.35

PTF Level              CD4BE50

BES8X0100I Command Complete

DUMP Command-Issue a System Dump
Use the DUMP command to take a system dump of the BES address space. Whenever you encounter a problem, issue
this command to document the current settings, control information, and status of internal processes for the address
space.

When Dynamic Dump Dsname is active in the operating system, the address space requesting the dump is built into
the dump data set name. Since the BESn DUMP console command is executed from the operating system console, the
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generated dump data set name will contain the console ID. This is not very helpful when attempting to identify which dump
data set contains the BESn DUMP output.

The dump produced by using this command will contain an internal title of "BES Dump Requested."

This command has the following format:

BESn DUMP [,QUE]

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

•  DUMP
Issues a system dump. Use this option without the QUE option if the Tape Encryption command processor or
scheduler is hung, and the command does not execute with the QUE option.

•  QUE
(Optional) Executes the DUMP command from the BES address space. The BES address space name will
then appear in the dump data set name. The only drawback to using the QUE subparameter is that if the Tape
Encryption command processor or scheduler is hung, the command may not execute. In this case the BESn DUMP
format of the command will be required to produce the dump.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

HELP Command-Display Command Syntax Help
Use the HELP command to display the syntax of all BESn console commands in the system log.

This command has the following format:

BESn HELP

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

MIGRATE Command and TBEMIGRT Utility Considerations
You can perform any of the MIGRATE= operations by running a job using the TBEMIGRT utility.

NOTE
For information about this utility, see TBEMIGRT Utility.

To execute the TBEMIGRT symmetric key management utility when security profiles are in effect, the user must have
access to the MIGRATE command. If you have security access that allows you to issue the MIGRATE command, then you
also have permission to run the TBEMIGRT utility as a batch job.

MIGRATE=FROMCKDS Command-Copy Keys from CKDS to BES Database
Use the MIGRATE=FROMCKDS command to copy all the keys managed by Tape Encryption from the ICSF CKDS into
the specified BES database. This copies the keys and leaves them in the CKDS.

This command has the following format:

BESn MIGRATE=FROMCKDS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.
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Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: MIGRATE=FROMCKDS command

This example indicates that the symmetric keys defined in the database for task BES2 are maintained in the ICSF CKDS
database and that they should remain there and also be copied to the BES database.

BES2 MIGRATE=FROMCKDS

MIGRATE=FROMCKDS,MOVE Command-Move Keys from CKDS to BES Database
Use the MIGRATE=FROMCKDS,MOVE command to migrate all the keys managed by Tape Encryption from the ICSF
CKDS into the specified BES database and then to delete the keys from the CKDS.

This command has the following format:

BESn MIGRATE=FROMCKDS,MOVE

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to Tape Encryption commands, all forms of this command
can be controlled by a command protection profile.

Example: MIGRATE=FROMCKDS,MOVE command

This example indicates that the symmetric keys defined in the database for task BES2 that are in the ICSF CKDS
database should be migrated to the BES database and then deleted from the CKDS.

BES2 MIGRATE=FROMCKDS,MOVE

MIGRATE=TOCKDS Command-Copy Keys from BES Database to CKDS
Use the MIGRATE=TOCKDS command to copy all the keys managed by Tape Encryption from the specified BES
database into the CKDS. This copies the keys and leaves them in the specified BES database.

This command has the following format:

BESn MIGRATE=TOCKDS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: MIGRATE=TOCKDS command

This example indicates that the symmetric keys defined in the database for task BES2 are maintained in the BES
database and that they should remain there and also be copied to the CKDS database.

BES2 MIGRATE=TOCKDS
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MIGRATE=TOCKDS,MOVE Command-Move Keys from BES Database to CKDS
Use the MIGRATE=TOCKDS,MOVE command to migrate all the keys managed by Tape Encryption from the specified
BES database into the CKDS and then to delete the keys from the specified BES database.

This command has the following format:

BESn MIGRATE=TOCKDS,MOVE

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: MIGRATE=TOCKDS,MOVE command

This example indicates that the symmetric keys defined in the database for task BES2 should be migrated to the CKDS
database and then deleted from the BES database.

BES2 MIGRATE=TOCKDS,MOVE

REGENERATE Command -- Regenerate Key
Use the REGENERATE command to do the following:

• Control the exact time that new keys are placed into service. When Regenerate=Manual is specified in the symmetric
key definition in parmlib, keys are generated in advance. The keys do not change until the REGENERATE command is
entered for a specific symmetric key name or codebook.

• Advance keys that are not set for manual regeneration, as well as the application keys internally managed by the
Option for Application Management.

This command has the following format:

BESn REGENERATE=keyname|codebook[,ALL]

• keyname|codebook
Specifies the symmetric key or codebook key to be replaced.

NOTE
Application keys managed by the Option for Application Management for external applications have the fixed
key names APIDESKEY and APIAESKEY.

• ALL
(Optional) Specifies that all of the pre-generated keys are to be discarded. This deactivates the current key and
generates new keys for the current and pre-generated keys.

Example: REGENERATE Command

This example replaces the current version of the symmetric key defined in parmlib as AES128_KEY with a new version of
the key:

BES1 REGENERATE=APIAESKEY
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REFRESH=CODEBOOKS Command-Reload Code Book Options
Use the REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command to cause the BES address space to reload the CodeBook section of
parmlib.

The command has the following format:

BESn REFRESH=CODEBOOKS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: REFRESH=CODEBOOKS command

This example reloads the CodeBook section of the parmlib associated with the BES6 task.

BES6 REFRESH=CODEBOOKS

BES6X0103I Command Accepted                           

IEE252I MEMBER XE90BES6 FOUND IN BES1200.USERA02.CNTL 

IEE252I MEMBER CODEBOOK FOUND IN BES1200.USERA02.CNTL 

BES6S2600I B2BCodeBooks refresh complete              

BES6X0100I Command Complete                           

REFRESH=KEYRINGS Command-Reload Key Ring Options
Use the REFRESH=KEYRINGS command to cause the BES address space to reload the Keyrings section of the parmlib.

This command has the following format:

BESn REFRESH=KEYRINGS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: REFRESH=KEYRINGS command

This example reloads the Keyrings section of the parmlib associated with the BES6 task.

BES6 REFRESH=KEYRINGS                                             

IEE252I MEMBER XE90BES6 FOUND IN BES1200.USERA02.CNTL             

IEE252I MEMBER XE90BES6 FOUND IN BES1200.USERA02.CNTL             

BES6S2700I B2BKeyrings refresh complete                           

REFRESH=OPTIONS Command-Reload Dynamic Options
Use the REFRESH=OPTIONS command to cause the BES address space to reload the DynamicOptions section of the
parmlib.

This command has the following format:
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BESn REFRESH=OPTIONS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: REFRESH=OPTIONS command

This example reloads the DynamicOptions section of task BES1.

BES1 REFRESH=OPTIONS                       

BES1X0100I Command Scheduled in BES            

IEE252I MEMBER  BESPARMS FOUND IN  QAPROD.BES.SMP120.CTAPPARM 

IEE252I MEMBER  BESPARMS FOUND IN  QAPROD.BES.SMP120.CTAPPARM  

BES1S2500I SystemOptions refresh complete

REFRESH=SYMKEYS Command-Reload Symmetric Key Options
Use the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command to cause the BES address space to reload the SymmetricKeys section of the
parmlib.

This command has the following format:

BESn REFRESH=SYMKEYS

• n
Indicates the BES task number.

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: REFRESH=SYMKEYS command

This example reloads the SymmetricKeys section of parmlib for task BES2.

BES2 REFRESH=SYMKEYS

RELOAD=COMPRESSION Command-Reload Compression Modules and Tables
Use the RELOAD=COMPRESSION command to load new versions of load modules for compression attributes. This
command reloads and refreshes all resident compression modules and compression tables. Old versions of these
modules and tables are deleted when this command is run. The addresses of any current versions of these modules and
tables are saved in the addresses of the old versions. New versions of the modules and tables are loaded and stored at
the addresses where current versions had been located. The RELOAD=COMPRESSION command must be issued for
each active BES task on the system.

This command has the following format:

BESn RELOAD=COMPRESSION

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.
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 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

 EXAMPLE: RELOAD=COMPRESSION command 

This example reloads the software and hardware compression tables for BES1.

BES1 RELOAD=COMPRESSION  

BES1X0103I Command Accepted                         

BES1D0451I BES Compression routines reloaded        

BES1D0452I BES Software compression tables reloaded 

BES1D0453I BES Hardware compression tables reloaded 

BES1X0100I Command Complete

RELOAD=modname Command-Reload Global Modules
Use the RELOAD=modname command to reload global modules shared by all BES subsystems when instructed to do
so by Technical Support. This command reloads the specified routine from the STEPLIB defined to the BES task that the
command is issued against. If no STEPLIB is defined to the task, the module is loaded from the Tape Encryption load
library in the linklist.

WARNING
Use caution when issuing this command. It impacts every BES task on the system where you issue it. The best
practice is to test new versions of the specified module on a separate test system.

NOTE
For information about test systems, see Recommendations for Test Environments.

This command has the following format:

BESn RELOAD=modname

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

•  modname
Specifies the global routine to reload. Options for this parameter are as follows:
–  TBEDDT

Loads a new interface routine to the IBM Device Descriptor Table control block.
–  TBECONCT

Loads a new Unit Control block for Encryption (UCE) connect routine.
–  TBEKAPI

Loads a new copy of the TBEKAPI callable service routine for the Option for Application Management.
–  TBEKYNDX

Loads a new Key Index processing routine.
–  ZSAMINFO

Compress Data Compression API to prevent double compression from Tape Encryption. 

Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

Example: RELOAD=modname command 

This example loads a new UCE connect routine from the STEPLIB for task BES1.

BES1 RELOAD=TBECONCT
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NOTE
For information about reloading the open, close, and end-of-volume routines using the RELOAD=TEP
command, see RELOAD=TEP Command-Reload TBETEP Global Module.

RELOAD=PASSPHRASE Command-Reload Cryptographic Database Pass Phrase
Use the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command to change the cryptographic pass phrase or dual pass phrases used to
securely encrypt sensitive data in the BES database. Changing the pass phrase or dual pass phrases generates a new
cryptographic key and results in the re-encryption of sensitive information in the BES database so that this information is
protected with the new cryptographic key.

If the PassPhraseCount attribute in the StartupOptions section is set to 1 or is not specified, only one pass phrase is
required. If it is set to 2, then two pass phrases are required and the PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 attributes are
used in console messaging to identify which pass phrase is being requested.

WARNING
We recommend that you use the console command protection feature of your external security system to
prevent unauthorized individuals from executing the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command.

This command has the following format:

BESn RELOAD=PASSPHRASE

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

 EXAMPLE: RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command 

This example re-encrypts sensitive database information under a new pass phrase for the database employed by the
BES6 task.

BES6 RELOAD=PASSPHRASE

BES6X0103I Command Accepted 

*29 BES6KM597W Enter old database pass-phrase or CANCEL or ABORT

R 29,SUPPRESSED                                             

*30 BES6KM597W Enter new database pass-phrase or CANCEL or ABORT

R 30,SUPPRESSED                                             

*31 BES6KM598W Confirm pass-phrase or CANCEL or ABORT        

R 31,SUPPRESSED                                             

BES6X0100I Command Complete                                

RELOAD=SECURITY Command-Reload External Security Profile Information
Use the RELOAD=SECURITY command to reload and rebuild the Tape Encryption security environment provided by
the SAF Interface. Depending on which external security manager is running, different steps will be performed. Common
to all external security managers, RELOAD=SECURITY will first fetch, load, and begin using a new version of the SAF
Interface nucleus, TBESAF00, process the BES.SECURITY control parameter, and update the CA@BES local and global
resources. Certain steps are unique to each external security manager. For ACF2, additional edits are performed on
each CA@BES entity to enforce global rules. For Top Secret, the BES processing ACID is replaced and security storage
profiles refreshed. For IBM Security Server RACF, the status of CA@BES is examined.
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WARNING
Use caution when issuing this command. It impacts every BES task on the system where you issue it. The best
practice is to test new versions of the SAF Interface on a separate test system. Additional CA@BES scope
resource profiles should be defined to enforce LOCAL PERMIT processing.

This command has the following format:

BESn RELOAD=SECURITY

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

 EXAMPLE: RELOAD=SECURITY command 

The following example shows the results of running the RELOAD=SECURITY command on BES2 to reload the security
information successfully.

BES2X0103I Command Accepted

BES2D0446I SAF Interface module (TBESAF00) reloaded

BES2SS110I SAF Interface reload/restart in progress

BES2SS102I z/OS Security: Top Secret

BES2SS108I SAF Interface anchor addresses: Module(0605B000) Global(061AA000) Local(01C10700)

BES2SS105I Global/Local security parameters loaded

BES2SS121I CA@BES default encryption parameter (BES.DEFAULT) not defined

BES2SS103I SAF Interface active; all security functions are now active

BES2SS116I SAF Interface reload/restart completed normally

BES2X0100I Command Complete

The following is an example of a rejected reload request. The line BES2SS111I SAF Interface request ignored; current
environment maintained indicates that the reload request was (ignored and ultimately) rejected. A SAF Interface
processing parameter was found in error and the current Tape Encryption SAF Environment was kept and no changes
were applied other than the SAF Interface module being reloaded.

BES2X0103I Command Accepted

BES2D0446I SAF Interface module (TBESAF00) reloaded

BES2SS110I SAF Interface reload/restart in progress

BES2SS102I z/OS Security: IBM Security Server RACF

BES2SS108I SAF Interface anchor addresses: Module(0605B000) Global(061AA000) Local(01C10700)

BES2SS802W BES.SECURITY not defined or cannot be extracted from CA@BES

BES2SS105I Global/Local security parameters loaded

BES2SS120I SAF Interface default dataset encryption parameter (BES.DEFAULT) located and extracted

BES2SS103I SAF Interface active; all security functions are now active

BES2SS111I SAF Interface request ignored; current environment maintained

BES2SS116I SAF Interface reload/restart completed normally

BES2X0100I Command Complete

RELOAD=TEP Command-Reload TBETEP Global Module
Use the RELOAD=TEP command to reload the TBETEP global module. This module includes the Tape Encryption open,
close, and end-of-volume routines, which are shared by all BES address spaces.

This command loads the open, close, and end-of-volume routines from the STEPLIB defined to the BES task that
the command is issued against. If no STEPLIB is defined to the task, the TBETEP module is loaded from the Tape
Encryption data set in the linklist.
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WARNING
Use caution when issuing this command. It impacts every BES task on the system where you issue it. The best
practice is to test new versions of TBETEP on a separate test system.

NOTE
For information about test systems, Recommendations for Test Environments.

This command has the following format:

BESn RELOAD=TEP

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

 Limits: If you are using your security system to control access to commands, all forms of this command can be controlled
by a command protection profile.

 Example: RELOAD=TEP command 

This example loads the open, close, and end-of-volume routines from the STEPLIB for task BES2.

BES2 RELOAD=TEP

RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS Command -- Reset Subsystem Database Storage
Use the RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command to reclaim a database storage area allocated by a subsystem which
shared the database in the past but is not expected to share the database in the future.

Each subsystem that shares the database allocates a 1MB area of database storage to maintain cryptographic statistics.
These 1MB areas are not automatically freed. Any subsystems which shared the database in the past continue to take up
database space.

This command returns the subsystem areas to the available pool of database space. You can specify a sussytem area or
be prompted through a list of eligible subsystems one at a time. No keys are removed from the database as a result of this
command. 

Before issuing this command, use the DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS command to display the list of subsystems. Only
subsystems which are not currently running and are not shown as *NKMKEYS* can be reset.

This command has the following format:

BESn RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=[lpar.BESn|ALL]

•   n 
Indicates the BES task number.

•   lpar.BESn 
Specifies a specific subsystem area to be reset. You are prompted with the following WTOR which you must respond
to:

BESnX0210I Reset this subsystem (YES, NO or QUIT)

YES

Reset the subsystem, returning its database storage to the available database storage pool.

NO

Do not reset this subsystem. (The command terminates and no action is taken.)

QUIT

Do not reset this subsystem. (The command terminates and no action is taken.)
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NOTE
The following abbreviation can be used for this command:

BESn RESET DB,SUB=lpar.BESn

•  ALL
This option prompts you through a list of eligible subsystem areas one at a time. You are prompted with the following
WTOR for each eligible subsystem, which you must respond to:
BESnX0210I Reset this subsystem (YES, NO or QUIT)

–  YES
Reset the subsystem, returning its database storage to the available database storage pool.

–  NO
Do not reset this subsystem. (The command terminates and no action is taken.)

–  QUIT
Do not reset this subsystem. (The command terminates and no action is taken.)

NOTE
The following abbreviation can be used for this command:

BESn RESET DB,SUB=ALL

 Example: RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=ALL command 

This example allows the system to prompt for each eligible subsystem. This allows you to reset specific subsystems which
shared the database in the past while leaving other subsystems untouched.

BES1 RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=ALL  

BES1X0103I Command Accepted: BES1 RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=ALL

  SY0A.BES6         October 18, 2010              

*19 BES1X0210I Reset this subsystem (YES, NO or QUIT)  

 R 19,NO                                        

 IEE600I REPLY TO 19 IS;NO             

  SY0A.BES7         August 24, 2009   

*20 BES1X0210I Reset this subsystem (YES, NO or QUIT) 

 R 20,YES                      

 IEE600I REPLY TO 20 IS;YES         

 BES1X0216I Reset completed successfully    

  SY0A.BES8         August 24, 2009   

*21 BES1X0210I Reset this subsystem (YES, NO or QUIT) 

 R 21,QUIT               

 IEE600I REPLY TO 20 IS;QUIT                      

 BES1X0217I Reset aborted

 Example: RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS =lpar.BESn command 

This example resets a specific subsystem which had shared the database in the past but is not currently sharing the
database.

BES1 RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=SY0A.BES6                             

BES1X0103I Command Accepted: BES1 RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=SY0A.BES6

  SY0A.BES6         October 18, 2010              

*18 BES1X0210I Reset this subsystem (YES, NO or QUIT)             

 R 18,YES                                                         

 IEE600I REPLY TO 18 IS;YES                                       

 BES1X0216I Reset completed successfully                          

 BES1X0211I Database Subsystems 121                               

  Subsystem         Last Known Activity    Status                 
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  ----------------- ---------------------  ---------              

  SY0A.BES1         January 27, 2011       Running         

  SY0A.BES2         January 27, 2011       Running              

  SY0A.BES7         August 24, 2009              

  SY0A.BES8         August 24, 2009              

  SY0B.BES1         January 27, 2011       Running         

  SY0B.BES2         January 27, 2011       Running              

  ES00.BES1         February 04, 2010      *NKMKeys*       

  ES01.BES1         February 04, 2010      *NKMKeys*       

   End of subsystems 

Reporting and Logging
 Tape Encryption provides the following reporting and logging capabilities:

• Sample EARL reporting through Tape Encryption, and a procedure for performing batch reporting using these sample
reports. The Earl (Easy Access Report Language) Service is a subset of Earl, a user-friendly report definition facility
with the power of a comprehensive programming system.

• Online reporting capability through Vantage.
• EARL reports that track BES Key Index information and encryption activity in a CA 1 environment.
• EARL reports that track BES Key Index information and encryption activity in a  environment.
• Detailed reports of encryption and decryption activity using the z/OS System Logger, which can be viewed through

batch reporting on z/OS, and a debugging facility.
• The TBECMPCA utility provides a customized report on the effectiveness of the various compression algorithms. This

utility accepts a tape or disk data set as input and compresses the data set using each of the compression algorithms
supported by Tape Encryption. The utility creates a report showing the performance of each algorithm and identifies
both the fastest algorithm and the algorithm that yielded the best compression ratio.

Earl Reports
The following sample Earl reports are provided with Tape Encryption:

• TBERPT01
Creates a summary report of the number of files encrypted and decrypted each month for the last 12 months.

• TBERPT02
Creates a report on the last 1000 encryption or decryption actions for a BES subsystem.

• TBERPT03
Creates a report on the last 1000 encryption or decryption actions for a BES subsystem, showing compression
information.

NOTE
The information in these reports is also available for viewing online using Vantage GMI.

BESEARL Procedure for Batch Reporting

Use the BESEARL procedure to specify TBERPT01, TBERPT02, or TBERPT03 as input for performing batch reporting.
This is similar to EARL reporting for CA 1 and TLMS

This procedure is placed in a system procedure library during installation of the product. During installation, the data set
names referenced in the procedure must be changed to reflect the names in use at your site.
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BESEARL JCL Syntax-Create Batch Reports

Use the BESEARL JCL to invoke the BESEARL procedure to create batch reports with data from TBERPT01,
TBERPT02, or TBERPT03.

This JCL has the following format:

//STEP1    EXEC BESEARL,PRM=xx,[BES=BESn,]REPORT=report

• xx
Specifies the positional parameter that indicates how to display byte counts in the reports returned. This must be the
first parameter, if specified.
The following parameters are supported:
– KB

Displays the byte counts in kilobytes.
– MB

Displays the byte counts in megabytes.
– GB

Displays the byte counts in gigabytes.
• BES=BESn

(Optional) Specifies that records for only a selected BES subsystem are returned. If this option is not specified,
detailed encryption activity is returned for all active subsystems.
Default: //STEP1 EXEC BESEARL,PRM=xx,REPORT=report

• report
Specifies the report to use as input, TBERPT01, TBERPT02, or TBERPT03. If this option is omitted, TBERPT01 is
produced.

Example: BESEARL Procedure JCL

This example JCL invokes the BESEARL procedure to generate the TBERPT02 report for the BES subsystem BES2, and
displays the byte counts in megabytes.

//STEP1    EXEC BESEARL,PRM='MB,BES=BES2',REPORT=TBERPT02

Online Reporting with the GMI Interface
Use the GMI for online viewing of the same data presented in the TBERPT01, TBERPT02, and TBERPT03 reports.
The GMI offers both a graphical user interface and extensive on-demand reporting capabilities.

Reports for Tape Management Systems
For sites with CA 1, TLMS, or DFSMSrmm a system procedure (PROC) is provided to perform key maintenance and
provide reporting capabilities using Earl, as outlined by the following points:

• CA 1 users can execute the BESKMNT1 procedure to create the extract file used by the TBEKMUTL utility and a
report of each tape data set encrypted by Tape Encryption.

• TLMS users can execute the BESKMNTT procedure to produce a similar extract and report.
• DFSMSrmm users can execute the BESKMNTR procedure to produce a similar extract and report.
• BESKMNT1 and BESKMNTT do the following:

– Executes Earl to create the report and the extract file.
– Executes the TBEKMUTL utility to process the extract file.

• BESKMNTR does the following:
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– Executes TBERMMX to create the report and the extract file.
– Executes the TBEKMUTL utility to process the extract file.

The report created in the first step includes tape file details as well as the BES Key Indexes that are used to identify which
key was used to encrypt the file.

NOTE
You can modify any existing Earl report distributed with CA 1 or TLMS to specify the EARL field BES_KEY. This
lets you include the BES Key Index in the report output.

Systems Management Facilities Record Tracking
Tape Encryption lets you create Systems Management Facilities (SMF) records to track encryption-related processing.
Compression statistics about the percentage of a tape used can be tracked with SMF.

Tape Encryption keeps detailed records in the BES database for the last 1,000 files encrypted or decrypted by each
subsystem. As new files are encrypted or decrypted, the oldest detail records are purged from the BES database. Use
SMF records to retain information beyond this 1,000-file limit. By creating SMF records of Tape Encryption activity, you
can keep an unlimited amount of detailed encryption and decryption information in your SMF data sets.

NOTE
For information about using SMF, see the IBM MVS Systems Management Facility (SMF) manual for your level
of z/OS.

How You Specify the SMF Records

Use the following parameters in the <StartupOptions> section of the Tape Encryption initialization parameters to specify a
record type number and subtype for encryption-related SMF records.

•  StatsSMFRecordType
Specifies a unique record type number that identifies Tape Encryption SMF records.

•  StatsSMFRecordSubtype
Specifies the subtype number of the Tape Encryption data structure that is placed in the SMF record when SMF
records for encryption and decryption are created. Only subtype 32 (detail record) is supported at this time.

NOTE
For information about these parameters, see Defining System Options in Parmlib.

SMF Record Type Considerations

When creating SMF records, consider the following points:

• Specify a unique record type (a number) that is not in use by other software products in your environment.
• IBM provides record types in the range of 128 through 255 for user and non-IBM vendor records.
• The number you select will be placed in the SMF record, and is used to identify the Tape Encryption SMF records.
• Tape Encryption can place unique data structures, known as subtypes, in the SMF record.

Tape Encryption Subtype Data Structures

Subtype data structures are unique data structures that Tape Encryption can place in the SMF record. Only subtype
32 (the encryption/ decryption detail record) is supported. Use the StatsSMFRecordSubtype parameter in the
<StartupOptions> section of the Tape Encryption initialization parameters to specify the subtype value.

NOTE
For information about the layout of the encryption/decryption detail record (subtype 32), see the macro TBESMF
in the CTAPMAC installation library.

 Example 1: StatsSMFRecordSubtype 
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This example specifies that subtype record types 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, and 13 are written to the SMF records.

StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(1,2,10-13)

 Example 2: StatsSMFRecordSubtype 

This example specifies that subtype record type 32 is written to the SMF records.

StatsSMFRecordSubtype=(32)

System Logger
The System Logger was introduced in the operating system to centrally collect data generated by transactional
applications and databases. Tape Encryption creates log records for internal events. These log records can be copied
to an operating system log stream and used for statistical reports and problem analysis. The Tape Encryption Logger
consists of two customizable components: the Internal and the External Logger.

  

Internal Logger

The Tape Encryption Internal Logger uses a data space created at startup as a repository for the logger data. The
size of the data space is determined by a parmlib attribute in the STARTUP member. The default value is 8MB.
Any Tape Encryption automatically generated dump or any manually requested dump generated by executing the Tape
Encryption DUMP console command will include the Internal Logger data.

External Logger

The Tape Encryption External Logger provides the capability to optionally offload the internal logger data to an operating
system log stream. By implementing the External Logger, logged events can be kept for several days in operating system-
managed storage and then copied to physical sequential data sets for archival. This feature is required for statistical
reports and we strongly recommend its use to facilitate problem determination.

How Security Works for System Logger
Before setting up policies for your installation with the IXCMIAPU Administrative Data Utility program, you must get your
User ID authorized to use IXCMIAPU. To define the External Logger Log Stream for each system you must customize and
run the IXCMIAPU utility, distributed in CTAPJCL member BESCLS. We recommend that you set the HLQ parameter in
BESCLS to the Tape Encryption PREFIX. However, if a different HLQ is selected for the External Logger Log Stream, add
to the Tape Encryption profile CREATE access authority to the defined HLQ. Other security-related steps may be required
if the System Logger was never customized in your system.

The following list summarizes the steps required to customize the System Logger.

• IBM recommends that the System Logger address space (IXGLOGR) be assigned privileged security status to avoid
giving the logger specific access rights to each Log Stream defined in the system.

• The LOGR policy information describes the characteristics of each log stream and coupling facility structure that will be
used when there are active connections to the log stream.

• The CFRM policy contains the definition of all coupling facility structures used by system logger, if applicable.
• The users of the IXCMIAPU utility require authorization to the resources accessed by the utility. Define the appropriate

authorizations before users attempt to add, update, delete, or extract a report from the LOGR policy.
• The LOGR couple data set must be activated and available before you add log streams and structure definitions to it.

NOTE
For information about these steps and requirements, see the IBM Assembler Services Guide.
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Considerations for Defining the External Logger Log Stream
When defining the External Logger Log Stream, consider the following points:

• A Log Stream can be defined to the System Logger as resident in the Coupling Facility or as DASDONLY.
– When defined as resident in the Coupling Facility a single Log Stream can be defined for all the Tape

Encryption subsystems.
– When defined as DASDONLY each subsystem must have a different Log Stream name defined for it. For example,

BES.sysid.subsys.LOG could be used.
• We recommend that DASDONLY Log Streams be defined for each subsystem. DASDONLY Log Streams do not

require access to the Coupling Facility.
• The operating system will keep the data in LDS data sets for the period of time specified when the Log Stream is

defined.
– The LDS data sets are managed by the operating system.
– A subsystem named LOGR is provided with the operating system to access and filter the data written to a Log

Stream.
• To access the data in a Log Stream a DD is coded with a DSN parameter containing the Log Stream name and a

SUBSYS parameter pointing to LOGR.
– Any data selection criteria is also coded on the SUBSYS parameter.
– Sample JCL to copy a subset of the Log Stream data to a sequential data set is provided as member BESLOGR in

HLQ.CTAPJCL.

NOTE
The actual LDS data set name used by the System Logger to store the Log Stream data is not used in the
JCL. The Log Stream name defined to the System Logger is used instead.

• GENLOGR can be easily customized to select the previous day's Log Stream data and copy it to tape.
By scheduling this job to run daily, Log Stream data can be kept for days, weeks, or months and used for historical
reporting and troubleshooting.

• The IPCS utility is the reporting tool for both the internal and external logger.

NOTE
For information about the IPCS utility, see Troubleshooting.

System Logger Setup
A System Logger should be active in a SYSPLEX (MONO, LOCAL, or Full SYSPLEX), the LOGR policy should be
defined, and the IXGLOGR started task should be active in the system.

  

If the requirements are not met for utilizing the System Logger, only the Internal Logger is active and the amount of data
collected is limited by the size of the Logger data space as defined in parmlib member STARTUP (default 8MB). The
Logger data space will wrap when it is full.

NOTE
For detailed information about how to set up the System Logger facility on a system and how to activate the
LOGR policies, see the IBM reference manual, Setting up a Sysplex.

Determine if System Logger is Active

Use the Display Logger command to determine if your system meets the requirements for running the System Logger.

Enter the following console command to determine if your system meets the System Logger requirements:

D LOGGER
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 Example: Display Logger command 

This example shows that the System Logger status is Active.

D LOGGER

IXG601I   09.36.12  LOGGER DISPLAY

SYSTEM LOGGER STATUS             

 SYSTEM   SYSTEM LOGGER STATUS   

 ------   --------------------   

 XE61     ACTIVE

External Logger Setup

The External Logger requires the creation of a System Logger Log Stream. IBM's Administrative Data Utility program
IXCMIAPU is used for this purpose. Sample JCL is provided in member BESCLS of HLQ.CTAPJCL.

NOTE
For information about all the options available for this utility, see the IBM reference manual, Setting up a
Sysplex.

 Example: JCL for Creating a System Logger Data Set 

This example shows JCL for creating a System Logger data set. In this example, the Log Stream will be called
BES.sysid.LOG and is the name that must be supplied in the LogStream attribute in parmlib member DYNAMIC. This
example instructs the system to create a DASD-only Log Stream which does not require the coupling facility.

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU                                 

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                     

//SYSIN    DD   *                                            

 DATA TYPE (LOGR)                                            

    DELETE LOGSTREAM NAME(BES.sysid.LOG)                         

    DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(BES.sysid.LOG) DASDONLY(YES) RETPD(4)  

           STG_SIZE(640) LS_SIZE(25600) HLQ(BES) AUTODELETE(YES)

Keywords and options used in this example are explained as follows:

•  RETPD(4)
Instructs the System Logger to retain the log data for 4 days.

•  AUTODELETE(YES)
Instructs the System Logger to automatically delete the log data after the number of days specified by the RETPD
keyword.
The System Logger deletes the data on a log data set basis when the log data set is full, is no longer in use as the
current log data set for the log stream, and is not allocated to any system in the sysplex the next time a data set switch
occurs.

•  STG_SIZE(n)
Instructs the system to create a VSAM linear data set with a size of n*4096 bytes for staging logger records.
The example shows the stage size is 640. This means a staging data set will be allocated with a size of 640 * 4096 or
2,621,440 bytes.

•  DASDONLY
For DASDONLY Log Streams, staging data sets are required as part of the System Logger configuration. The System
Logger automatically duplexes data to the staging data set for the system at the same time it writes the data to local
storage buffers.

•  LS_SIZE(n)
Instructs the system to automatically create VSAM linear data sets of size n * 4096 when necessary to hold logger
records as they are off-loaded from the staging library.
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IBM recommends that you size the data sets as large as your installation can afford to make them. This will minimize
the number of log data sets required to represent a Log Stream. It will also minimize the number of times the System
Logger must reallocate and switch to using a new log data set when an old one becomes full. Because allocating and
switching to a new log data set incurs overhead, it should be done as little as possible.
By default, each Log Stream is limited to a maximum of 168 log data sets unless you define data set directory extent
records in the LOGR couple data set and make it the active primary LOGR couple data set. By defining data set
directory extent records, a Log Stream is no longer limited to 168 log data sets.
The example shows the size is 25600. This means each logger data set will be a size of 25600 * 4096 or 100MB. This
further implies the maximum amount of data that can be held concurrently in the Log Stream will be 100MB * 168 or
16.8GB.

•  HLQ(nnnnnnnn)
Instructs the system to define the staging and logger VSAM linear data sets using the nnnnnnnn high level qualifier in
the data set name. We recommend that you specify the Tape Encryption PREFIX in this parameter.

Logger Extract Utility TBELOGRX
An IBM System Logger Log Stream is defined for BES to offload its log records to. The Log Stream typically holds two
to four days of log data before the data is eligible for deletion. Saving this data allows you to report on encryption and
decryption activity and troubleshoot problems. To save this data, customize the CTAPJCL data set BESLOGR member
and then execute the member daily to unload the last 24 hours of log records to a generational data set.

  

A day’s worth of log records can contain millions of records. A file of this size is difficult to ftp or read into a report.

You can use the TBELOGRX utility to do the following:

• Read the Log Stream unload file.
• Select blocks of records for a specific time frame.
• Write the selected records to a separate, smaller output file.
• Produce a report on what data is in an unload file without creating an extract file.

JCL for the TBELOGRX Utility

Member BESLOGRX in the CTAPJCL library demonstrates how to run the TBELOGRX utility.

This example extracts all of the blocks of records from the Tape Encryption or EKM log data set specified in SYSUT1 into
the extract log data set specified in SYSUT2. The job also generates a report on the log data set.

//JOBNAME JOB

//BESLOGRX EXEC PGM=TBELOGRX,

//         PARM=’ ’

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LIBPFX.CTAPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@CPYPFX.@CPYDSN

//         DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=24576)

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=(,CATLG),

//         DSN=@EXTRDSN,

//         DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=24576),

//         UNIT=@DUNIT,SPACE=(CYL,(100,50),RLSE),

//         VOL=SER=@DVOL

/*

•  @LIBPFX
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Specifies the high level prefix to use CTAPLINK.
•  @CPYPFX

Specifies the high level qualifier of the log dataset to extract data from.
•  @CPYDSN

Specifies the low level level qualifier of the log dataset to extract data from.
•  @DUNIT

Specifies the DASD unit name.
•  @DVOL

Specifies the to the volume serial number.
•  PARM=’…’

(Optional) Specifies input options for TBELOGRX.
Note: For information on the supported options, see Execution Parameters.

•  STEPLIB
Indicates where TBELOGRX resides. (Optional if the Tape Encryption or EKM load library is in the link list.)

•  SYSPRINT
Specifies dataset name for the report generated by TBELOGRX.

•  SYSUT1
Specifies the dataset name for the input log or log stream.

•  SYSUT2
(Optional) Specifies the dataset name for the extract log dataset.

Execution Parameters

You can use TBELOGRX to extract blocks either based on individual log entry dates or based on the block header dates.
You can specify the date and time range, and whether to create the extract data set or generate the report only.

The following options are available:

•  FROM=(YYYY/DDD,HH:MM) 
(Optional) Specifies that blocks recorded on or after this date and time are extracted.
Default: 2001/001,01:01

•  TO=(YYYY/DDD,HH:MM) 
(Optional) Specifies that blocks recorded on or before this date and time are extracted.
Default: 2042/259,23:59

•  REPORTONLY
(Optional) Specifies generation of report only and that no data is extracted (event if the SYSUT2 DD is present).

•  USEBLOCKTIME
(Optional) Specifies that block header dates and not log entry dates are checked. Use this option in the case of corrupt
log entry records.

Examples

In this example there are multiple parameter option selections. The “from” date and time, “to” date and time and
“USEBLOCKTIME” options are specified.

//JOBNAME  JOB

//BESLOGRX EXEC PGM=TBELOGRX,

//         PARM=(’FROM(2010/001,08:00), TO(2010/001,20:00)’,

//         ‘USEBLOCKTIME’)

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LIBPFX.CTAPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOGPFX.@SRCDSN,

//         DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=24576)
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//SYSUT2   DD DISP=(,CATLG),

//         DSN=@CPYPFX.@CPYDSN,

//         DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=24576),

//         UNIT=@DUNIT,SPACE=(CYL,(100,50),RLSE),

//         VOL=SER=@DVOL

/*           

In this example the SYSUT1 DD points to the BES log stream and only the REPORTONLY option is specified. The date
and time range is already specified for the system logger in the SUBSYS parameter.

//JOBNAME  JOB

//BESLOGRX EXEC PGM=TBELOGRX,

//         PARM=’REPORTONLY’

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LIBPFX.CTAPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOGPFX.@SRCDSN,

//         DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=24576),

//         SUBSYS=(LOGR,,

//         'FROM=(2006/172,00:01),TO=(2010/365,23:59)')

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=(,CATLG),

//         DSN=@CPYPFX.@CPYDSN,

//         DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=24576),

//         UNIT=@DUNIT,SPACE=(CYL,(100,50),RLSE),

//         VOL=SER=@DVOL

/*

This sample shows a report generated with the following settings:

• The date and time range set from January 18, 2009 at 1:01 am to January 30, 2010 at 11:59 pm.
• The USEBLOCKDATE option specified.
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Compression Analysis Utility TBECMPCA
TBECMPCA is a utility for determining which compression algorithm to use for a data set or a group of data sets. This
utility accepts a disk or tape data set as input and invokes each of the compression algorithms to compress the data set.
The effectiveness of the algorithm (expressed as the percentage of compression) and the total number of microseconds it
takes to compress the data is calculated for each compression algorithm. A report is created showing the results of each
compression algorithm with a summary on the first page and a detail page for each compression algorithm. The report
includes a recommended compression method on the summary page. This recommended method represents the ratio of
the total time divided by the percent of compression.

You can also use this utility to provide detailed diagnostics for Broadcom Support if you encounter a problem with
compression processing.

  

Sample JCL Required to Execute TBECMPCA

Sample JCL required to execute TBECMPCA is provided as follows:

NOTE
This sample JCL is also provided in data set CTAPJCL member BESCMPCA.

//ANALYSIS EXEC PGM=TBECMPCA,PARM=('COMP=H3')

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//*DIAGMSG  DD   SYSOUT=A

//*DIAGSNAP DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD   DSN=tape.data.set.to.analyze,DISP=OLD,

SYSUT1 can define a data set on either disk or tape. For disk data sets, specify the DISP=SHR parameter. Only the first
file of a concatenation will be processed.

Supported Execution Parameters

The TBECMPCA utility supports the following execution parameters:

•  COMP=xx
Specifies any valid compression algorithm (S0 through H5). If an algorithm is specified, analysis is limited to that
specified compression algorithm. If no algorithm is specified, all compression algorithms are tested..

•  STOPAFTER=nnnnnnnn
Specifies the number of data blocks to analyze. If the file contains more blocks than the number specified, the analysis
stops when this limit is reached.

•  DIAG
Specifies that blocks of diagnostic data are written to the DIAGMSG and DIAGSNAP DD statements. Use this
parameter only if directed to do so by Broadcom Support.

•  NOCOMP
Specifies that the data set will not be compressed. This parameter is useful for determining the overhead involved
because of TBECMPCA simply reading the data set.

•  READTOEOF
Specifies that TBECMPCA is not to stop processing after it has processed 24 MB. TBECMPCA normally stops
after processing 24 MB because the realtime process checks for the minimum compression rate after 24 MB, so
TBECMPCA shows what the rate for the current dataset would be at 24 MB. Use this parameter for files that may have
poorly compressible data in the first 24 MB, but very compressible data elsewhere in the file. This parameter does not
override the STOPAFTER parameter.
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TBECMPCA Processing Recommendations

The summary page of the TBECMPCA report provides high level results about the performance of the different
compression algorithms. The fastest algorithm, the most efficient algorithm and a recommended algorithm are provided
in the Compression and Expansion Summary. Use the results in the following fields to help you determine which
compression method might provide you with the best results for your job:

•  Fastest Method
Displays the algorithm that completed compression and expansion of the file (or the number of blocks specified in the
STOPAFTER parameter) with the least amount of CPU time. If maximizing CPU time is your highest priority, use this
algorithm.

•  Best Compression Rate
Displays the algorithm that achieved the best compression rate without regard to the amount of CPU time required.
In some instances this can be the preferred compression algorithm to use if it results in the tape files selected for
compression fitting on a single cartridge.

•  Recommended Method
Displays the method that provides the best balance between compression and CPU utilization. A ratio is calculated
for each compression algorithm by dividing the total number of CPU seconds by the percent of compression. The
algorithm with the best ratio is selected as the recommended method.

How the TBECMPCA Utility Calculates Compression Timings

The times in the TBECMPCA report measure only the code related to compression and expansion. This represents the
additional instructions that are required to compress or expand file data. The time is captured for each block of data as
it is compressed and again when it is expanded. A TTIMER with a TASK parameter is issued immediately before the
compression code and again immediately afterwards. Differences between the two values are computed and an overhead
value is subtracted from that difference. The result is then added to a total for that compression method. The overhead
value is the time difference between two TTIMER macros issued back-to-back.

How the TBECMPCA Utility Processes Files for Analysis

TBECMPCA attempts to mimic Tape Encryption processing as much as possible, so it does not process block less than
1024 bytes and stops after processing 24 MB which is where the first test for minimum compression rate is checked. If
you use the READTOEOF to process more than 24 MB, TBECMPCA can not mimic the realtime process of skipping
compression when the minimum compression rate is not met. This means an analysis of an entire file may not match the
result from the realtime process. Tape Encryption processes data at a channel command level. This normally results in
data being processed in buffers equal to the block size of the file. The TBECMPCA compression analysis utility attempts
to reproduce this by reading the input one block at a time. This provides better compression rates and faster times than
reading record by record.

The compression analysis utility reads the SYSUT1 data one time. After each block is read, the block is compressed and
then expanded by each method. The next block is read until the 24 MB or the STOPAFTER value is reached. The run
time of the compression analysis utility does not necessarily reflect the run time of your programs with the same input file,
because of the way programs access data differently. You can determine how much of the run time of the compression
analysis utility is not related to compression or expansion routines by specifying PARM=NOCOMP. This bypasses the
code between the TTIMER macros.

It is possible that your run time may not be extended by the full time that the compression analysis report shows for
a compression method. This is because Tape Encryption will be compressing or expanding the data during the time
your program is performing I/O. If you program overlaps processing with that I/O, you might only see a portion of the
compression time.
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Sample Compression Analysis Report

This section contains a partial sample compression analysis report generated by the TBECMPCA utility. The first page is a
summary page. The report provides a separate detail page for each algorithm analyzed.

The following sample shows a summary page generated by TBECMPCA:

 <TE> rxx.x              Compression Analysis (TBECMPCA-T5Q3133 03/16/07 13.55)                    PAGE   1

 The current date and time is:   Friday MAR 16, 2007  12.56.21

 The CPU ID of this system is:   XE90  

 Execution parameters:           NONE  

 Input Data Set Name:            ASM.TLMSDV.VMF  

                                                         Compression and Expansion Summary

                                                 Block Size ..................................8,000  

                                                 Blocks Read ...................................200  

                                                 Total Bytes Processed ...................1,595,000  

                                                 Fastest Method .................................S0  

                                                 Best Compression Rate ..........................S8  

                                                 Recommended Method .............................S0  

                                         Compression             Percent of              Total CPU Micro  

                                         Algorithm               Compression             Seconds (MuSecs) 

                                         -----------             -----------             ----------------- 

                                         S0                      61%                                11,060  

                                         S1                      49%                                64,115 

                                         S2                      48%                                57,319 

                                         S3                      43%                                64,168 

                                         S4                      68%                                29,364 

                                         S5                      68%                                28,675 

                                         S6                      68%                                28,100 

                                         S7                      73%                                54,399 

                                         S8                      77%                                39,958 

                                         H1                      61%                                14,403 

                                         H2                      60%                                14,304 

                                         H3                      62%                                13,582 

                                         H4                      60%                                13,217 

                                         H5                      63%                                14,670

The following sample shows a detailed page generated by TBECMPCA, listing the results of the analysis for a particular
algorithm, in this case, method S0:

 <TE> rxx.x              Compression Analysis (TBECMPCA-T5Q3133 03/16/07 13.55)                    PAGE   2

 The current date and time is:   Friday MAR 16, 2007  12.56.21

 The CPU ID of this system is:   XE90 

 Execution parameters:           NONE 

 Input Data Set Name:            ASM.TLMSDV.VMF 

                                         Compress and Expand with Method S0 -- Software RLE (Run Length

 Encoding) 

                                         Percent of compression .........................61% 

                                         Compression CPU MuSecs ......................7,714 

                                         Expansion CPU MuSecs ........................3,346 

                                         Original bytes ..........................1,595,000 

                                         Compressed bytes ..........................627,486 

                                         Blocks processed ..............................200 

                                         Blocks not compressed ...........................0 

                                         Blocks not expanded .............................0
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Perform Recovery Operations
Recovery Operational Considerations
When you implement Tape Encryption, consider the following points for performing recovery operations:

• Ensure that the tape files written as part of the backup processing for system residence volumes and other essential
system volumes are not encrypted.

• Tape Encryption must be included in the list of essential components that are to be recovered before you run any
application jobs.

• The backup copy of the mirror database must not be encrypted because it must be read before the BES subsystem
can be started. The data contained in the primary and mirror databases is already encrypted to protect their contents.

NOTE
The BESDBBAK member of the CTAPJCL data set contains a model job that should be used to back up the
mirror database.

• ICSF is always required on your primary system and any disaster recovery systems that run on a z800 or z900
processor, and is optional on all z890, z990, and z9 processors. In an emergency situation, you can run on a z800
or z900 system without ICSF if only AES128, AES192, or AES256 algorithms are in use. Tape Encryption provides
software implementations of these algorithms, however, they do not perform as well as the hardware implementations.
– If you have elected to save symmetric keys in the ICSF CKDS, you must also recover the CKDS or use the

TBEMIGRT utility.
– For information about using TBEMIGRT, see How Key Management for Disaster Recovery Backup Works.
– You should specify the following ICSF option when setting up and configuring ICSF:

CHECKAUTH(NO)

For information about the CHECKAUTH option, see Managing Operations.

Starting BES on a Disaster Recovery Floor System
Common Components and Services must be started before starting BES. If this does not occur, the BES started task
abends with an S122 operator cancel at the point in the start up where the BES LMP key is validated.

If CA 1 or TLMS Tape Management Systems are installed at the home site and are not installed on the floor system, add
the CTAPLINK to the LNKLST or to the BES PROC STEPLIB DD. If neither of these actions are taken, the BES started
task abends with a S806 for the G8UTY load module.

If CA 1 or TLMS Tape Management Systems will not be started on the floor system, add the CTAPLINK to the LNKLST or
to the BES PROC STEPLIB DD. If neither of these actions are taken, the BES started task will experience an S806 abend
for the CAILPAM load module immediately after you reply no to the BESnI0053Q WTOR.

BES Primary Database Recovery
You can recover a damaged BES primary database from the BES mirror database as outlined by the following points:

• Always use the BES mirror database to recover from a damaged BES primary database. The BES mirror database will
contain the most up-to-date information.

• Note: The BES mirror database must be valid for you to use it to recover the BES primary database.
• The technique used to allocate the databases (NOREUSE) prohibits overwriting the data from the beginning of the file.

Because of this, you will have to delete and reallocate the BES primary database.
• The space requirements for reallocating the BES primary database should match what the BES mirror database is

currently using.
You can over-allocate the BES primary database, but the additional space will never be used.
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If you under-allocate the BES primary database, there will be insufficient space for all of the data contained in the BES
mirror database. The step for copying the data from BES mirror database to the new BES primary database will fail. If
the copy step fails, delete and reallocate the BES primary database with more space and attempt the copy again.

• Recovery of the BES primary database from a tape or disk backup is possible, but you should avoid this method if the
current BES mirror database is intact.
If you need to use this method of recovery, delete and then redefine the BES primary database. The space
requirements for the new BES primary database should match what the BES mirror database is using. The input to the
copy and restore job is either the current BES mirror database on disk if it is available, or the mirror's latest backup.

How BES Primary Database Recovery Works
The following points outline how the recovery of the BES primary database works:

• Stop all BES address spaces that share the BES primary database that you want to recover.
• Delete and redefine the BES primary database.

You can use the sample JCL member BESPALC to delete and redefine the BES primary database.
• Use care when specifying the space requirements for the BES primary database. Use the current space requirements

of the BES mirror database for allocating the new BES primary database.
It is likely that the BES mirror database has grown since it was first allocated. Because of this, the space requirements
for the BES primary database will have changed also.

• Use IDCAMS REPRO or the backup utility of your choice to copy the BES mirror database into the new BES primary
database.
– You can use the sample JCL member BESPCOPY.
– This job must complete with a return code of 0.

• Start the BES address spaces that share the BES primary database.

Recover a Damaged BES Primary Database
Use the BES mirror database to recover from a damaged BES primary database.

To recover a damaged BES primary database from the BES mirror database

1. Invoke the following command to stop each BES address space that shares the BES primary database:

P BESn

– n
Indicates the number of the BES address space that shares the BES primary database.

The appropriate BES address space stops.
2. Delete and redefine the BES primary database using the sample JCL member BESPALC.

This deletes the original BES primary database and redefines the specifications for recovering the database.
3. Copy the BES mirror database into the new BES primary database using IDCAMS REPRO or the backup utility of your

choice.
You can use the sample JCL member BESPCOPY.
Note: This job must complete with a return code of 0.
This copies the data from the mirror database into the new primary database.

4. Start the BES address spaces that share the BES primary database with the following command:

Start BES.BESn

– n
Indicates the number of the BES address space that shares the BES primary database.

This makes available all the appropriate BES address spaces for use with the newly-restored BES primary database.
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How You Recover Damaged Mirror and Primary Databases
If the BES mirror database becomes damaged, you should recover both the BES primary database and the BES mirror
database using the same latest backup copy. You cannot recover the mirror database from the primary database. You
must recover the mirror database from a backup of the mirror database. You can perform one of the following procedures:

• Perform a restore twice.

NOTE
For a procedure to do this, see Restore Databases from a Mirror Database Backup.

• Restore the BES mirror database and then recreate the BES primary database.

NOTE
For a procedure to do this, see Restore Damaged Mirror Database and Recreate Primary Database.

The objective is that before you start BES, both databases must have the same content.

Restore Databases from a Mirror Database Backup
To restore a primary database from a mirror database backup

1. Restore the mirror database backup to the mirror database.
The mirror database is restored from the mirror database backup.

2. Restore the mirror database backup to the primary database.
The primary database is restored from the mirror database backup.

Restore Damaged Mirror Database and Recreate Primary Database
To restore the BES mirror database and then recreate the BES primary database

1. Restore the backup to the BES mirror database.
The BES mirror database is restored from an undamaged backup copy.

2. Recreate the BES primary database using IDCAMS REPRO or the backup utility of your choice.
The BES mirror database is recreated from an undamaged backup copy Both databases should now have the same
content.

TBEMIGRT Utility
The TBEMIGRT utility is a separate program for managing symmetric keys when you prepare for or perform disaster
recovery. Use it to run jobs to copy or move keys from an ICSF CKDS database to the Tape Encryption database and
back. This utility is useful when you have a cryptographic coprocessor in your normal test system but not at your disaster
recovery site. TBEMIGRT is located in CAI.CTAPLINK.

Note: To execute the TBEMIGRT symmetric key management utility when security profiles are in effect, the user must
have access to the MIGRATE command. If you have security access that allows you to issue the MIGRATE command,
then you also have permission to run the TBEMIGRT utility as a batch job.

TBEMIGRT PARM= String Syntax
Use the TBEMIGRT PARM= in the JCL for a TBEMIGRT job to specify what you want the utility to do. The basic syntax is
as follows:

PARM='BES=BESn,command_value'

•  n
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Indicates the BES task number.
•  command_value

Indicates one of the command values to direct TBEMIGRT what action to take.

NOTE
All of the values to the right of PARM= must be enclosed in single quote marks.

  

Sample JCL to Run TBEMIGRT

The following sample JCL shows an example of how to run the TBEMIGRT utility. In this example, the PARM= string value
indicates that the utility is run against the BES subsystem BES6 to copy all keys in the BES database to the ICSF CKDS
while retaining the keys in the BES database.

//TBEMIGRT EXEC PGM=TBEMIGRT,PARM='BES=BES6,TOCKDS'

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CTAPLINK 

BES=BESn,FROMCKDS Command-Copy Keys from CKDS to BES Database

Use the FROMCKDS value to copy all the keys from the ICSF CKDS into the specified BES database. This copies the
keys and leaves them in the CKDS.

This command has the following format:

'BES=BESn,FROMCKDS'

 Example: BES=BESn,FROMCKDS command 

This example specifies that the keys in the CKDS are copied to the BES database of the BES6 subsystem and remain in
the CKDS.

PARM='BES=BES6,FROMCKDS'

BES=BESn,FROMCKDS,MOVE Command-Move Keys from CKDS to BES Database

Use the FROMCKDS,MOVE values to migrate all the keys from the ICSF CKDS into the specified BES database and then
to delete the keys from the CKDS.

This command has the following format:

'BES=BESn,FROMCKDS,MOVE'

 Example: BES=BESn,FROMCKDS,MOVE command 

This example specifies that the keys in the CKDS are moved to the BES database of the BES6 subsystem and are then
deleted from the CKDS.

PARM='BES=BES6,FROMCKDS,MOVE'

BES=BESn,TOCKDS Command-Copy Keys from BES Database to CKDS

Use the TOCKDS value to copy all the keys from the specified BES database into the CKDS. This copies the keys and
leaves them in the specified BES database.

This command has the following format:

'BES=BESn,TOCKDS'

 Example: BES=BESn,TOCKDS command 
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This example specifies that the keys in the BES database of the BES6 subsystem are copied to the CKDS and remain in
the BES6 database.

PARM='BES=BES6,TOCKDS'

BES=BESn,TOCKDS,MOVE Command-Move Keys from BES Database to CKDS

Use the TOCKDS,MOVE values to migrate all the keys from the specified BES database into the CKDS and then to delete
the keys from the specified BES database.

This command has the following format:

'BES=BESn,TOCKDS,MOVE'

 Example: BES=BESn,TOCKDS,MOVE command 

This example specifies that the keys in the BES database of the BES6 subsystem are moved to the CKDS and are then
deleted from the BES6 database.

PARM='BES=BES6,TOCKDS'

How Key Management for Disaster Recovery Backup Works
If your site runs in production with cryptographic keys stored in the ICSF CKDS, and your disaster recovery site does not
have a cryptographic coprocessor, you cannot use the CKDS at the disaster recovery site. Because of this, you need to
do the following:

• Back up keys from the CKDS by copying them to the BES database.
• Back up your BES database so that the backup copy can be used at the disaster recovery site.
• At the recovery site, use the BES database for encryption and decryption.
• Conclude your disaster recovery operations by backing up the mirror database.
• When you return to your home site, restore the primary and mirror databases from the mirror backup taken at your

recovery site.
• Move the keys from the BES database back to the CKDS to remove them from the BES database.

Copy Keys from CKDS for Disaster Recovery and Clear the BES Database

Use the TBEMIGRT utility to copy keys from CKDS to the BES database for use at a disaster recovery site when the
disaster recovery site does not have a cryptographic coprocessor. You can then use TBEMIGRT to clear the keys from the
BES database.

 To copy keys for disaster recovery 

1. When you back up your BES database, run TBEMIGRT with the following PARM= syntax:
PARM='BES=BESn,FROMCKDS'

–  n
Indicates the subsystem of the BES database you are backing up.

This copies the keys stored in the CKDS to the specified BES database.
2. Back up your BES mirror database using your tape backup software.

This makes a backup of the BES database that you can use at the disaster recovery site.
3. Go to the disaster recovery site and restore the primary and mirror databases using the jobs in the BESDBRST and

BESPCOPY members of the CTAPJCL data set.
The primary and mirror databases at the disaster recovery site are restored with the most recent data.

4. Operate with the primary and mirror databases for recovery operations.
Tape Encryption runs at the disaster recovery site in a normal manner.
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5. Before you return to your home site, use the job in member BESDBBAK to back up the mirror data set used for
recovery operations.
The backup mirror database is updated with any new keys that may have been generated.

6. After you return to your home site, run TBEMIGRT against the original BES database with the following PARM=
syntax:
PARM='BES=BESn,TOCKDS,MOVE'

–  n
Indicates the subsystem of the BES database you backed up.

This moves the keys to the CKDS and removes them from the BES database.
Note: Generally, the keys are already in the CKDS, so the effect of this command is to delete the keys from the BES
database. However, any new keys generated from an extended disaster recovery operation would be added to the
CKDS, so do not skip this step.

How You Modify Your Configuration to Add a System With No CKDS Support
If your site runs a production system with cryptographic keys stored in the ICSF CKDS, and you want to add another
system, but that system does not support CKDS, you need to modify your Tape Encryption configuration. This is a
situation where you are adding another system that shares DASD with the existing production system, and the new
system does not have a cryptographic coprocessor. Therefore, it cannot support CKDS. If you have all your keys in
CKDS, the new system will not be able to use them. You can modify your configuration as follows:

• Move keys from CKDS to a shared BES database so that the keys can be shared across all systems that perform tape
encryption and decryption.

• Modify parmlib to use BES as the database for storing all keys.

NOTE
For information about modifying parmlib, see Defining System Options in Parmlib.

Move Keys to a BES Database for Sharing Keys

You can move keys from CKDS to a shared BES database to share keys across systems that have cryptographic
coprocessors with systems at your site that do not support CKDS.

To move keys to a BES database for sharing

1. Run TBEMIGRT with the following PARM= syntax:

PARM='BES=BESn,FROMCKDS,MOVE'

– n
Indicates the subsystem of the BES database you want to share across subsystems.

This moves the keys to the specified BES subsystem and removes them from the CKDS.
2. Specify the following attribute in the startup options in parmlib:

KeysDatabase=BES

This ensures that your symmetric keys are stored in the BES database, and allows all systems performing tape
encryption and decryption to use the same keys.

How You Modify Your Configuration for Key Management for CPU Upgrades
If you are upgrading your production system from one that does not have a cryptographic coprocessor to one that
does, you can modify your Tape Encryption configuration to support the capabilities of the new system. In your existing
configuration, keys are stored in the BES database because the system does not support CKDS. Because the new
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system has a cryptographic coprocessor and does support CKDS, you can move your keys from the BES database to
CKDS. To modify your configuration, you need to do the following:

• Move your keys from the BES database to CKDS.
• Modify parmlib to use CKDS as the database for storing all keys.

NOTE
You are not required to store the keys in the CKDS, but you have the option to do so.

Move Keys for CPU Upgrades That Support CKDS

You can move keys from the BES database to CKDS when you upgrade your system to a CPU that has a cryptographic
coprocessor and support for CKDS.

To move keys for CPU upgrades that support CKDS

1. Run TBEMIGRT with the following PARM= syntax:

PARM='BES=BESn,TOCKDS,MOVE'

– n
Indicates the subsystem of your BES database.

This moves the keys to the CKDS and then removes them from the BES database.
2. Specify the following attribute in the startup options in parmlib:

KeysDatabase=CKDS

This ensures that your symmetric keys are stored in the CKDS database.

NOTE
You are not required to store the keys in the CKDS, but you have the option to do so.

Sample Job Log Output for Moving Keys to BES Database
The following sample job log output shows the result of running a TBEMIGRT job using the
PARM='BES=BES6,FROMCKDS,MOVE' string syntax:

                   J E S 2  J O B  L O G  --  S Y S T E M  X E 9 0  --  N O D E

                                                                               

16.06.44 JOB06068 ---- THURSDAY,  19 JAN 2006 ----                             

16.06.44 JOB06068  IRR010I  USERID USER002  IS ASSIGNED TO THIS JOB.           

16.06.44 JOB06068  ICH70001I USER002  LAST ACCESS AT 15:58:47 ON THURSDAY, JANUA

16.06.44 JOB06068  $HASP373 USER002A STARTED - INIT 3    - CLASS B - SYS XE90  

16.06.44 JOB06068  IEF403I USER002A - STARTED - TIME=16.06.44                  

16.06.49 JOB06068  BES6KM750I Moved from CKDS: 42 Copied 0 Already in BESDB 0  

16.06.49 JOB06068  IEF404I USER002A - ENDED - TIME=16.06.49                    

16.06.49 JOB06068  $HASP395 USER002A ENDED                                     

Troubleshooting
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Problem Determination Using IPCS
Tape Encryption provides an IPCS VERBX exit to use during problem determination. By customizing and running the
BEJIPCS job distributed in HLQ.CTAPJCL you can get detailed information about control block structures residing in the
BES database and the content of the Internal and External Logger.

Note: When updating the Index, note that not all references to IPCS and IXCMIAPU should not be changed, only
references to the specific CTAPJCL member name must be changed. In other places "IPCS" and "IXCMIAPU" describe
the IPCS product or IXCMIAPU utility.

  

IPCS Command and Parameters to Print the Logger

Use the IPCS command to specify options for running the Logger print engine.

This command has the following format:

VERBX BESIPCS '[BES(BESn)] +

                NOLOG | [LOG(see note)] | [LOGONLY(see note)]'

                PRINT

 Note: Valid subcommands for LOG and LOGONLY are:

ACTIVE | NOACTIVE |,LEVEL(n) |,DDNAME(nnnnnnnn)

The following BESIPCS operands are available:

•  BES(BESn)
Specifies the subsystem ID number of the Tape Encryption subsystem for which to display information. This value
correlates to the last character of the Tape Encryption subsystem (BESn, where n must be between 1 and 8). The
operand defaults to 1, which is the subsystem id number of BES1.

•  NOLOG
(Optional) Specifies that no historical logging data be displayed.

•  PRINT
(Optional) Writes the output to the IPCSPRNT DDNAME. The PRINT keyword is part of IBM's IPCS VERBX command.
Do not include the PRINT keyword in quotes. Output is always written to the SYSTRPRT DDNAME, so specifying
DUMMY helps to limit the output.

•  LOG
(Optional) Appends the Logger report to the regular IPCS report.
Note: See the subparameters under LOGONLY for available valid values for this parameter.
Default: ACTIVE

•  LOGONLY
(Optional) Formats the Logger report exclusively.

NOTE
These subparameters apply to LOG and LOGONLY.

 Examples: DDNAME 

This example shows how to use the IPCSPRNT DDNAME:

//IPCSPRNT DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=BES.TEMP.IPCS.PRINT,       

// SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),UNIT=SYSALLDA,

// DCB=(LRECL=137,RECFM=VBA,BLKSIZE=23476) 

This example shows how to code a Log Stream DDNAME using IBM's LOGR subsys parameter to filter records based on
date and time:
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//LOGR    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=BES.LOG,SUBSYS=(LOGR,,

// FROM=(2002/302,12:00),TO=(2002/302,15:23),LOCAL'),// DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=24576)

VERBX BESIPCS Examples

This section contains examples of the use of the VERBX BESIPCS command.

 Example 1: PRINT 

In this example, the IPCS print engine takes all the Tape Encryption defaults and writes a copy of the output to the
IPCSPRNT DDNAME. The option in effect is NOLOG.

VERBX BESIPCS PRINT

 Example 2: LOGONLY 

In this example, the IPCS print engine generates the output based on the external Logger events pointed by DDNAME
LOGR and does not include the typical internal control blocks.

VERBX BESIPCS 'LOGONLY(NOACTIVE,DDNAME(LOGR))'

 Example 3: LOGONLY 

In this example, the IPCS print engine looks in the dump 'SYS1.P390.DMP00017' for the internal Logger data space and
formats all events at level 1. A copy of the output is written to the IPCSPRNT DDNAME.

SETD DA('SYS1.P390.DMP00017') NOCONFIRM

VERBX BESIPCS 'LOGONLY(ACTIVE,LEVEL(1))' PRINT

 Example 4: LOGONLY 

In this example, the IPCS print engine writes the output to the SYSTRPRT DDNAME and only formats the data from the
active running system's internal Logger data space.

SETD ACTIVE NOCONFIRM

VERBX BESIPCS 'LOGONLY'

 Example 5: LOG 

In this example, the IPCS print engine prints the traditional internal control blocks and data from the internal Logger data
space. The input is the live system and output is written to the SYSTRPRT DDNAME.

SETD ACTIVE NOCONFIRM

VERBX BESIPCS 'LOG(ACTIVE)'

Trace I/O Events Using BESGTF
Use the BESGTF procedure to trace I/O events. Send the output file from this job to Technical Support for problem
analysis when requested.

To trace I/O events using BESGTF 

Modify member BESGTFPM in the CTAPJCL library to reflect the tape device range you are tracing. 

The tracing parameters have the following format:

TRACE=SLIP,IOP,SSCHP,CCWP,HSCH,CSCH,MSCH,USRP             

IO=SSCH=(aaaa-bbbb,cccc-dddd),CCW=(DATA=80,CCWN=280,IOSB) 

USR=(FF,100,101,102,103,104,105,106)                      

Change the following variables in the tracing parameters as needed:
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•  aaaa-bbbb
Specifies the range of devices to trace.

•  cccc-dddd
Specifies a second range of devices to trace. If only one range is necessary, you can omit the cccc-dddd range.

Self-Documenting Error Recovery Routines
Symptom: 

When an error is detected in any Tape Encryption module, error recovery routines get control and issue messages such
as BESnx100E and BESnx200E. This condition will generate an SVC dump. The SVC dump is eligible to be suppressed
by DAE (Dump Analysis and Elimination) and will be generated only during the first failure.

Solution: 

These self-documenting error recovery procedures are designed to simplify the error data collection process and ensure
that the documentation is appropriately collected. As soon you detect that a dump is generated under these conditions,
contact Broadcom Support to report the error and receive the corresponding corrective maintenance.

For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://broadcom.com.

Common Error Conditions
This section contains symptoms and solutions for common error conditions that you might encounter.

  

File Not Selected for Encryption

Symptom: 

There are many reasons why a file you intended to set up for encryption has not been selected. In most cases a message
is issued by the OPEN routine. However, in some of these cases, no error message is issued. This is because Tape
Encryption is designed to issue messages only for those tape files selected for encryption. In most installations, the
majority of tape processing activity is excluded from encryption processing because of the overhead involved.

Solution: 

To assist you in determining why a file you intended to encrypt was not selected, check the following:

1. Check to see if the DFSMS data class specified on your JCL DATACLAS parameter has been overridden by the ACS
routines at your installation. Check the SYSMSGs to see the actual data class assigned.

2. Check the spelling of the data class name.
3. Check the data set name specified in the CA@BES data set selection profile.
4. Check the APPLDATA/$USERDATA encryption parameters associated with your CA@BES data set selection profiles.
5. If encryption key protection is active, check the user ID submitting the job to ensure it has permission to use the

specified key.
6. Check the description field of the data class associated with your encryption processing to verify that the correct BES=

or BESn= parameters are specified.

SO8B Abends

Symptom: 

S08B abends are related to the IBM Data-In-Virtual (DIV) access method. These abends typically occur when accessing a
control data set, such as the Tape Encryption database, when the data set has not been initialized. Abends at other times
may be preceded by error messages which indicate the problem encountered.
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Solution: 

Look up the S08B reason code in the IBM System Codes manual to relate the S08B abend to the preceding error
messages.

Slow Performance
If you are experiencing slow performance problems, verify that you are using the largest supported tape block size. Using
the largest allowable block size for tape data sets can significantly decrease elapsed processing times. 

Sometimes specification of the System Determined Blocksize (SDB) results in use of the maximum tape block size. There
are some system configurations which reduce this value.

 

 

NOTE

• IBM documentation "z/OS DFSMS Using Data Sets"
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Installing
This section describes how to install and implement Tape Encryption. Readers of this section should have knowledge in
the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

You might need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Security administrator, for library and started task access authority
• SMS or Storage Administrator, for DASD allocations

How the Installation Process Works

Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition -- Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- Optionally creates a CSI environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps.

The software is untailored.
• Deployment -- Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration -- Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM provides a web-based interface to make the standardized installation process easier. Using CSM, someone with
limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

As a best practice, we recommend that you install mainframe products and maintenance using CSM.

Note: If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at Broadcom Support. Follow the
installation instructions in the CSM documentation on the CSM product page.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that are downloaded from or a
product DVD.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Acquire the product using one of the following methods:

–  CSM 
– Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)

3. Install the product based on your acquisition method.

NOTE
If a Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) package is published for your product, install it before
continuing with deployment.

4. Install the Common Components and Services using the pax files that contain the Common Components and Services
you need at your site.
Install all Common Components and Services contained in the Required Common Components and Services bundle.

5. Apply maintenance, if applicable.
6. Deploy your target libraries.
7. Configure your product.
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Prepare for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

  

Hardware Requirements

The hardware requirements for Tape Encryption are:

• Any hardware that supports z/OS 1.6 and above, and the IBM z/Architecture (ARCHLVL=2).
• The following processors are supported:

– IBM z800
– IBM z900
– IBM z890
– IBM z990
– IBM z9
– IBM z10
– IBM z11

• The Cryptographic Coprocessor Facility (CCF) is not required for IBM z800 or z900 processors, however for optimal
system performance Broadcom recommends that you have one installed.

• You are not required to activate the CP Assist for Cryptographic Functions (CPACF) feature for IBM z890, z990, z9, or
z10 processors; however for optimal system performance Broadcom recommends that you activate it. (In most cases,
CPACF is shipped in the enabled state on IBM z9 and z10 processors.)

NOTE
The z9 Business Class (BC) and z9 Enterprise Class (EC) systems are supported, and are referred to in
the documentation as z9. z9 zIIP specialty processors are optional but strongly recommended to improve
performance and minimize central processors overhead.

You can use the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) Cryptographic Key Data Set (CKDS) instead of the BES
database to store your symmetric encryption keys if a cryptographic coprocessor is present.

Cryptographic Hardware Supported

For optimal performance, install or enable CCF or CPACF. On systems where CCF is installed ICSF is also required.
Review the ICSF install requirements for your system and the ICSF options you intend to implement.

Two cryptographic hardware options are available for use on various systems:

•  Cryptographic Coprocessor Facility (CCF)
A standard component on z900 and a no-cost option for z800. On z800 and z900 systems, ICSF requires CCF.

•  CP Assist for Cryptographic Functions (CPACF)
A standard component on z9, z10, and z11 and a no-cost option for z890 and z990.

Other available cryptographic hardware components do not necessarily improve encryption performance, as described in
the following list:

• Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)-based coprocessors (PCICC, PCIXCC, and Crypto Express2), which
provide secure key storage, hardware hashing, and SSL support.

• PCI-based accelerators (PCICA, Crypto Express2 configured in accelerator mode), which provide high performance
SSL assistance.

Support for the IBM TS1120 and TS1130 encryption capable drives is also provided when the EKM is licensed.
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Virtual Tape Systems

Virtual tape systems (for example, Vtape) that create a physical copy of the virtual volume using the z/OS host can
optionally encrypt the physical copy. These virtual tape systems can encrypt at either of the following times:

• When the virtual volume is created on disk.
• When creating the copy on physical tape.

A virtual tape system that creates a physical copy of the virtual volume offline to the z/OS host cannot encrypt the physical
copy. Virtual volumes written in cache can be encrypted. This results in the physical copy being encrypted too.

If you have Tape Encryption Option for Vtape licensed, only the backstore and recycle volumes created by Vtape are
encrypted, the virtual volumes in disk cache are not encrypted.  If you require that the virtual volumes in disk cache be
encrypted, either the Option for CA 1, Option for TLMS, or Third Party Option must be licensed.

Cryptographic Algorithms Supported

Tape Encryption provides software implementations of the AES128, AES192, and AES256 algorithms. These algorithms
are provided to insure that you can encrypt and decrypt tape files at a disaster recovery site where crypto-processors may
not be available. The performance of these software-based algorithms is slower than the same algorithms implemented
in hardware (CPACF) or in the IBM ICSF software implementations. For this reason, Broadcom recommends selecting an
algorithm supported by your cryptographic hardware. This gives you significant performance improvement.

Tape Encryption provides software implementations of the MD5, SHA-1, and SHA-256 hashing algorithms. These
algorithms are provided so that you can run Tape Encryption at recovery sites where a hardware implementation of the
algorithm may not be available.

The DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192 algorithms are available in hardware on all systems with a CCF or CPACF
processor installed. Tape Encryption does not have a software implementation of the DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192
algorithms. Ensure that the algorithm is provided by CCF, CPACF, or ICSF at your disaster recovery site.

NOTE
Software versions of the AES and hashing algorithms are available on all systems.

The following list identifies when a hardware implementation of an algorithm is available:

•  IBM z800 or z900 with CCF
The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
– DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 hashing algorithm.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm.

•  IBM z800 or z900 without CCF
There are no algorithms supported in hardware.

•  IBM z890 or z990 with CPACF
The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
– DES64, 3DES128, and 3DES192 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 hashing algorithm.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm. Hardware support is provided by a PCI-based coprocessor. If the hardware

is not present, the encryption is performed by software with low CP overhead.
•  IBM z890 or z990 without CPACF

There are no algorithms supported in hardware.
•  IBM z9 with CPACF

The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
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– DES64, 3DES128, 3DES192, and AES128 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 and SHA-256 hashing algorithms.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm. Hardware support is provided by a PCI-based coprocessor. If the hardware

is not present, the encryption is performed by software with low CP overhead.
•  IBM z10 or z11 with CPACF

The algorithms supported in hardware are the:
– DES64, 3DES128, 3DES192, AES128, AES192 and AES256 symmetric algorithms.
– SHA-1 and SHA-256 hashing algorithms.
– RSA asymmetric encryption algorithm. Hardware support is provided by a PCI-based coprocessor. If the hardware

is not present, the encryption is performed by software with low CP overhead.

NOTE
The RSA encryption algorithm is employed only when encrypting symmetric keys for B2B tapes.

Software Requirements

The software requirements for Tape Encryption are:

• IBM supported releases of z/OS 1.6 and above, running in 31-bit or 64-bit mode.

NOTE
You need z/OS 1.6 to perform encryption using any AES algorithm.

• IBM's Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF). ICSF is a software element of z/OS that works with hardware
cryptographic features and the security system (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM Security Server RACF) to provide secure,
high-speed cryptographic services in the z/OS environment. ICSF is only required for systems without CPACF, Secure
Keys or for software algorithms not supported by CPACF.
ICSF libraries must be available during the installation of Tape Encryption. (The Tape Encryption SMP/E process
must have access to the CSF.SCSFMOD0 ICSF DLIB dataset.) However, ICSF does not need to be active while Tape
Encryption is running.

• Tape Encryption supports the following versions of ICSF (identified by FMID):
– HCR770B
– HCR7720
– HCR7730
– HCR7731
– HCR7740
– HCR7750
You may need to contact IBM to obtain a current version of ICSF. Tape Encryption does not support HCR770A on z800
and z900 platforms. (HCR770A might be packaged with z/OS 1.7 and earlier versions of z/OS.) On z890, z990, and
z9 platforms, HCR770A may be used to satisfy the SMP/E install requirements of Tape Encryption only, but this ICSF
version should not be running in your systems.

• SMP/E must have access to the following IBM libraries:
– CSF.SCSFMOD0 as DDDEF SCSFMOD0
– CEE.SCEELIB as DDDEF SCEELIB
– CBC.SCLBSID as DDDEF SCLBSID
– SYS1.SIEASID as DDDEF SIEASID
– CEE.SCEEBND2 as DDDEF SCEEBND2

• Any of these storage management systems:
– CA 1
– TLMS
– Disk
– Vtape
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Customers running non-Broadcom tape management systems are also supported through the Tape Encryption Third
Party Option.

• The Tape Encryption SAF Interface supports the following security systems:
–  ACF2 
–  Top Secret 
– IBM Security Server RACF

• The IBM TS1120 Encryption Key Manager (EKM) application, running under z/OS UNIX System Services and Java, is
required to perform device-based encryption on an encryption-enabled TS1120 using the EKM to manage the TS1120
keys. The IBM EKM application is also required to support the IBM TS1130 encrypting drive.

Maintenance for Broadcom Products

NOTE
Additional maintenance is required for ACF2, Top Secret, CA 1, TLMS, Disk, and Vtape to enable the interfaces
between these products and Tape Encryption. The exact PTFs required to enable this interface for each product
are documented in the cover letter shipped with the product. Integration with IBM DFSMSrmm is also provided
and requires additional maintenance from IBM. For integration with non-Broadcom storage products, check with
the vendor to determine support requirements.

Multisystem Requirements

The Tape Encryption primary database and mirror database must be on shared DASD to allow these files to be read and
written by all subsystems configured to be part of the same Tape Encryption complex.

NOTE
Tape Encryption uses a hardware RESERVE to protect the BES database. The QNAME used with the
RESERVE is “BESX”, the RNAME is the name of the BES primary data set, and the UCB address used is the
UCB address of the volume containing the BES primary data set. The BES primary and mirror data sets should
not be placed on volumes containing system catalogs, JES spool data sets or any other high activity data sets. If
you have a DASD resource serialization manager such as MIM or IBM Global Resource Serialization (GRS) you
may want to convert the QNAME=BESX hardware reserves to SCOPE=SYSTEMS enqueues.

NOTE
A reserve is not issued for the BES mirror data set. Tape Encryption relies on the reserve of the primary data set
to provide the necessary serialization for both the primary and the mirror data sets.

Tape Encryption uses ENQ with SCOPE=SYSTEM and QNAME=BESn (where n is a value from 1 to 8) for various other
purposes. These enqueues should not be changed by your DASD resource serialization manager since they are intended
to serialize within a single system.

Considerations for ExHPDM Users

Tape Encryption provides support for the Extended High-Performance Data Mover (ExHPDM) product from Sun
Microsystems / Storage Tek. ExHPDM users are cautioned that ExHPDM run times may be elongated when encrypting
data with Tape Encryption. Run-time elongation may be more significant when the Integrated Compression feature of Tape
Encryption is also selected for the encrypted volumes. Broadcom recommends that ExHPDM users should evaluate if
data compression is needed for the ExHPDM encrypted volumes and in that case, to test production-like workloads to
verify if the required resources will be available in the production environment.

For information on enabling compression in ExHPDM environments where FDR and DFDSS are used, see
the Administration Guide.

Common Components and Services Requirements

The Common Components and Services used with Tape Encryption include:
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• CAIRIM
• EARL Service
• Health Checker Common Service
• LMP

If there are other Broadcom products used at your site, some of these services may already be installed.

In general, Tape Encryption requires Common Components and Services r11 or higher. The Health Checker common
service requires Common Components and Services installed at r11 SP8 plus any additional maintenance listed
at Broadcom Support.

Maintenance is also required for the Earl service. Refer to the cover letter for details on the required maintenance.

NOTE
For information about Common Components and Services, see Administrating.  

Storage Requirements

Ensure that you have the following storage available:

• If installing with ESD, 100 cylinders for the downloaded files.
• For installation and setup:

– Installation = 100 cylinders
– SMP/E temporary libraries = 100 cylinders

Integration with IBM DFSMSrmm

IBM's tape management product DFSMSrmm interfaces with Tape Encryption to provide lifecycle management for tapes
encrypted using symmetric key processing. If EKM Option for IBM is also licensed, certificates associated with IBM
TS1120 or TS1130 tapes may also be tracked in DFSMSrmm.

For information about the PTFs required to enable this interface, contact IBM.

Processing Restrictions

The following restrictions apply to Tape Encryption processing:

• Tape Encryption only supports Standard Label (SL) tapes. Encryption or decryption capabilities are not provided for
non-SL tapes.

• Applications using the z/OS Checkpoint Restart facility are not supported.
• Tape Encryption dynamically converts SL tape volumes to SUL volumes.
• The Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU), which your non-z/OS business partners use to decrypt data encrypted by

Tape Encryption, only supports the decryption of standard fixed or fixed-blocked datasets.
• Tape Encryption updates the HDR1 record and inserts User Header Labels and User Trailer Labels with encryption

processing information. Header and trailer labels are installed through a DCB exit (DCBX) that is dynamically added by
Tape Encryption.

WARNING
Any programs or utilities that dynamically modify the DCB exit list must be tested with Tape Encryption to
ensure that there are no incompatibilities.

WARNING
Do not encrypt sort work (SORTWKnn) files. The advanced data management techniques used by various
sort programs can interfere with the DCB exit processing used by Tape Encryption.

• Data blocks smaller than 16 bytes are not supported by Tape Encryption.
• The View Output Archival and Viewing utility SARTCP modifies the HDR1 after tape open processing by rewinding

the tape and rewriting the HDR1 , resulting in the loss of data saved in the HDR1 by Tape Encryption. To support
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encryption of any output tapes that are created by the SARTCP utility, you must obtain maintenance to SARTCP.
Without this maintenance, Tape Encryption will exclude SARTCP tapes from encryption processing.

• IBM Tivoli Storage Manager for z/OS and Compuware File-AID are not supported. These products either do not
support User Labels or use BlockID positioning that makes them incompatible with Tape Encryption.

• Tape Encryption allows you to select the data sets you want to encrypt. For many mainframe applications, tape is the
primary medium. A tape data set may be the first and only copy of your business critical data, as opposed to a backup
of such data. If you plan to encrypt a primary data set when it is being written to tape, you should thoroughly test your
application's encryption and decryption processing to ensure that there are no possible incompatibilities with Tape
Encryption.

• DISP=OLD / DISP=SHR Restrictions. When DISP=OLD or DISP=SHR processing is used, Tape Encryption prevents
a job from rewriting a data set in unencrypted mode. Tape Encryption abends a job performing RECREATE processing
to prevent a previously encrypted data set from being rewritten in unencrypted format.

NOTE
In tape management systems this is referred to as RECREATE processing. RECREATE processing is the
attempt to rewrite the same data set to the same tape volume serial number and file sequence number.

NOTE
Physical tapes created by Vtape (Backstore and Recycle volumes) can be encrypted by Tape Encryption
because they conform to the requirements listed in this section. They are z/OS SL tapes and they do not use
User Header Labels. However, physical container volumes created by IBM and StorageTek virtual tape systems
cannot be encrypted because they do not conform to these requirements.

The Tape Encryption SAF Interface uses published ACF2 and Top Secret APIs together with standard RACROUTE macro
calls in determining resource authorization protection and data set selection. Therefore, if your environment has special
security-related system exits or implements external security manager processing parameters that override or modify SAF
router calls and return codes, the SAF Interface cannot be used.

Install Your Product Using CSM
Use the procedures in this section to manage your product using CSM. Managing includes acquiring, installing, and
maintaining products, and managing your CSIs. These procedures assume that you have already installed and configured
CSM.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Technical Support site at https://support.broadcom.com.
Follow the installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page.

When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configure Your Product.

Use the following process to install a product using CSM. To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have
a Support Online account. If you do not have an account, create one through the Support web site. Contact your system
administrator to obtain the CSM URL.

Follow these steps:

1. Access CSM. Log in to CSM, and select the Software Catalog tab to display the products to which your organization
is entitled. If you cannot find the product you want to acquire, update the catalog. CSM refreshes the catalog through
Support Online using the site IDs associated with your Support Online credentials.

2. Download the product installation packages. CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance
packages) from the FTP site.

3. Determine the applicable gen level. Identify the packages at the product gen level that you need.
4. Install your product. A wizard guides you through the installation process. A CSI is created for the installed product as

part of the installation process.
After you complete the installation dialog, your product libraries are created, and you are ready for deployment and
customization.
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5. Deploy and configure you product.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface
You access CSM using the web-based interface. You must have at least one of the following web browsers: Microsoft
Internet Explorer 6.0 or 7.0, or Mozilla Firefox 2.0 or 3.0.

You need the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and click the Log In button.
The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your Broadcom Support Online
account.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the Help link at the top right corner of the page.

3. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the support Online website.
Important! The account to which the credentials apply must have the Product Display Options set to BRANDED
PRODUCTS. You can view and update your account preferences by logging in to the support Online website and
clicking My Account. You need the correct setting to use CSM to download product information and packages.

4. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
 These settings are available on the User Settings page.

5. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
A dialog shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of the actions in
a finished task.

WARNING
 If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Acquire a Product
This section includes information about how to use CSM to acquire products.

  

Update Software Catalog

Initially, the CSM software catalog is empty. To see available products at your site, update the catalog. As new releases
become available, update the catalog again to refresh the information. The available products are updated using the site
ID associated with your credentials on the support Online website.

If you update the catalog tree and some changes are missing, check your user settings on the support Online website.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab.

NOTE
The information on the Software Status tab for HIPERs and new maintenance is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the catalog on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.
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2. Click the Update Catalog Tree link in the Actions section at the left.

You are prompted to confirm the update.
3. Click OK.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Download Product Installation Packages

You can download product packages through the Software Catalog tab. The Update Catalog action retrieves information
about the products for your site.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom support.

2. Locate and select the product you want to download by using the Search For field or expanding the Available Products
tree at the left.
The product releases are listed.

NOTE
If the product does not appear on the product tree, click the Update Catalog Tree link in the Actions
section at the left. The available products are updated using the site ID associated with your credentials
for Broadcom Support website. If you update the catalog tree and some changes are missing, check your
user settings on the support Online website.

3. Click Update Catalog Release in the Actions column in the right pane for the product release you want to download.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.
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NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

NOTE
The product packages are downloaded.

Migrate Installation Packages Downloaded External to CSM

If you have acquired product pax files by means other than through CSM, you can add information about these product
installation packages to CSM from the Software Catalog tab.

Migrating these packages to CSM provides a complete view of all your product releases. After a package is migrated, you
can use CSM to install the product.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click Insert New Product.

NOTE
A product not acquired from the Broadcom Support website does not appear in Software Catalog until you
perform this step.

An entry is added for the product.
2. Select the product gen level (for example, SP0 or 0110) for which the package applies.

The packages for the gen level are listed.
3. Click the Add External Package button.

You are prompted to enter a path for the package.
4. Specify the USS path to the package you want to migrate, and click OK.

Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

Add a Product

Sometimes, a product is not currently available from Broadcom Support Online. For example, if you are testing a beta
version of a product, the version is delivered to you by other means. You can add these types of product packages
to CSM using the Insert New Product action.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Insert New Product link in the Actions section at the left.
You are prompted to supply information about the product.

2. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product.
The product is added to the software catalog.

3. Click the gen level of the product you want to install on the product tree at the left.
The Base Install Packages section appears at the right.

4. Click the Add External Package button.
You are prompted to identify the package.

5. Specify the USS path to the package you want to add, and click OK.
Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.
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Install a Product
This section includes information about how to use CSM to install products.

Install a Product

You can install a downloaded product through the Software Catalog, Base Install Packages section. The process starts a
wizard that guides you through the installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other
utilities required to install the product.

NOTE
If your site uses only one file system (for example, only zFS or only HFS), you can configure CSM to use this file
system for all installed products regardless of the file system that the product metadata specifies. The settings
are available on the System Settings, Software Installation page. The file system type that you specify will
override the file system type that the product uses.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product gen level (for example, SP0 or 0110) you want to install on the
product tree at the left.
Information about the product appears in the Base Install Packages section at the right, for example:

 

NOTE
If a product is acquired external to CSM, you can install the product using the Install External Package link.
The process starts the wizard.

2. Do one of the following:
– If the package was acquired using CSM, locate the product package that you want to install, click the Actions drop-

down to the right of the package, and select Install.
or

– If the package was acquired external to CSM, click the Install External Packages link under the Actions section in
the left pane, enter the location of the package, and click OK.

The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.
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3. Review the information about the installation, and click Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.

4. Click the type of installation, and then click Next.
(Optional) If you select Custom Installation, you are prompted to select the features to install. Select the features, and
click Next.
A summary of the features to install is displayed, with any prerequisites.

5. Review the summary to check that any prerequisites are satisfied.
– If no prerequisites exist, click Next.

You are prompted for the CSI to use for this installation.
– If prerequisites exist, and they are all satisfied, click Next.

You are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites. If an installed prerequisite is in more than one CSI or zone,
the CSI and Zone drop-down lists let you select the specific instance. After you make the selections, click Next.
You are prompted for the CSI to use for this installation.

– If prerequisites are not satisfied, click Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites, and then install this
product.

NOTE
You can use the Custom installation to select only those features that have the required prerequisites. You
can click Back to return to previous dialogs.

6. Select an existing CSI, or click the Create a New SMP/E CSI option button. Click Next.
If you select Create a New SMP/E CSI, you are prompted to specify the CSI parameters.

NOTE
Only CSIs for the SMP/E environments in your working set are listed. (You can configure your working set
from the SMP/E Environments tab.) If you select a CSI about which CSM has incomplete information, the
wizard prompts you with extra parameters.

After a CSI is selected or a new CSI is specified, you are prompted for the target zone to use.
7. Select an existing zone, or click the Create a New SMP/E Target Zone option button. Click Next.

NOTE
If you select Create a New SMP/E Target Zone, you perform additional steps similar to the steps for the
Create a New SMP/E CSI option.

After a target zone is selected or specified, you are prompted for the distribution zone to use.
8. Select an existing zone, or click the Create a New SMP/E Distribution Zone option button. Click Next.

After a distribution zone is selected or specified, a summary of the installation task appears.
9. Review the summary, and click Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
 While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

WARNING
 After you install the product, you still need to implement and deploy the product.

Create a CSI

You can create a CSI while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify data set allocation
parameters, which you can then customize for each data set.

1. Click Create a New SMP/E CSI from the product installation wizard.
You are prompted to define a CSI.
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2. Specify a name for the environment represented by the CSI, and the following VSAM and data set allocation
parameters. You can leave the other parameters at their defaults.
– Specify the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
– Specify the prefix for the names of the SMP/E data sets.
– Select whether to use SMS, and complete the appropriate fields.

NOTE
 An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

3. Click Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the CSI appears.

4. Review the data set names. Click the Override Globals link to change allocation parameters, and then click Next.
You are prompted to specify any additional parameters. A new CSI is specified.

Download LMP Keys

When you install a Broadcom product on z/OS systems, you must license the product on each system that uses the
product. You do this by entering Common Components and Services Broadcom License Management Program (LMP)
statements. You can download LMP keys through the Software Catalog tab so that the keys are available for you to enter
manually. The Show LMP Keys action retrieves the keys for the products to which your site is entitled.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Show LMP Keys link in the Actions section at the left.

A list of LMP keys retrieved for the indicated site ID appears.
2. Select the site ID for which you want to list the LMP keys from the Site IDs drop-down list.

The list is refreshed for the selected site ID.
If the list is empty or if you want to update the lists, proceed to the next step.

3. Click Update Keys.
You are prompted to confirm the update.

4. Click OK.
The LMP keys are retrieved. On completion of the retrieval process, the LMP keys are listed for the selected site.

NOTE
 You can use the Refresh Site IDs button to refresh the information on the page.
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Maintain a Product
This section includes information about how to use CSM to download and apply product maintenance packages.

NOTE
We recommend that you check for available maintenance; however, you may find that none is available.

Use this process to download and apply product maintenance packages.

1. Identify your download method. This section details the steps to use the following download methods:
–  Download Product Maintenance Packages 
–  Download Product Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs 
–  Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM 
Contact your system administrator, if necessary.

2. Apply the product maintenance package. This section also details the role of USERMODs.

NOTE
This section also describes how to back out maintenance that has been applied but not yet accepted.

Download Product Maintenance Packages
You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Software Catalog tab.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of the support Online website on the
Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access the support Online website.

2. Click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance on the product tree at the left.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.

3. Click the Update Catalog Release button for the product release for which you want to download maintenance.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Download Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs
 CSM does not retrieve information about old product releases and service packs. If you need maintenance from those
releases and service packs, you must add them to the software catalog before you can download the maintenance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Insert New Product link in the Actions section at the left.
You are prompted to supply information about the product release.

2. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.

NOTE
Use the same product name that appears on the product tree, and use the release and gen level values as
they appear for Published Solutions on the support Online website.

The product release is added to the software catalog.
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3. From the product tree at the left, click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.

4. Click Update Catalog Release for the added product release.

NOTE
Maintenance packages are downloaded. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task
completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens
and you can view the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser. While a task is in progress,
you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the Tasks tab.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM
Some maintenance, such as unpublished maintenance, APARs, and USERMODs, are acquired by means other than
through CSM. You can add information about these maintenance packages to CSM from the Software Catalog tab.

Migrating these maintenance packages to CSM enables you to have a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

The maintenance must be placed in a z/OS data set or a USS directory. If you use a z/OS data set, it must have an
LRECL of 80. If you place the maintenance in a USS directory, copy it in binary mode. The maintenance package can only
contain one SYSMOD.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Add External Maintenance button.
You are prompted to enter a path for the package.

3. Specify the data set name for the package or the USS path to the package you want to migrate, and click OK.
Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

Apply Maintenance
After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply (install) the maintenance to an existing SMP/E
product installation environment. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the maintenance steps. At the end
of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities required to apply the maintenance.

Procedure to Apply Maintenance

You can also apply maintenance to an SMP/E environment through the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product from the tree at the left.
Maintenance information appears at the right for the releases you have.

2. Click Update Catalog Release for the release on which you want to apply maintenance.
The maintenance information is updated.

3. If the information indicates that maintenance is available, click the Release Name link.
Red asterisks identify HIPER maintenance packages.

4. Click the Fix # link for each maintenance package you want to install.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog appears, identifying any prerequisites.
Click Close to return to the Maintenance Packages section after you review the information for a package.

5. Select the maintenance packages you want to install, and click the Install link.
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Note: The Installed column indicates whether a package is installed.
The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.

6. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages to install are listed.

7. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.
The SMP/E environments that contain the product to maintain are listed. Only environments in your working set are
listed.

8. Select the environments in which you want to install the packages, and click Next.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them and click Next. CSM installs these prerequisites as part of the

process. If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. You must acquire the prerequisite and restart
the process.

– If HOLDDATA entries exist, review and select them, and click Next.

NOTE
A summary of the task appears.

9. Review the summary, and click Finish.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

NOTE
The task applies the maintenance. You can accept the maintenance (except USERMODs) using the SMP/E
Environments, Maintenance tab. As a best practice, CSM prevents you from accepting USERMODs.

USERMODs Overview

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Catalog
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Back Out Maintenance
You can back out applied (but not accepted) maintenance packages through the SMP/E Environments tab. The process
starts a wizard that guides you through the backout.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to back out maintenance
on the tree on the left side.
Products installed in the environment are listed.

2. Select the product component from which you want to back out maintenance.
The features in the component are listed.

NOTE
You can back out maintenance from all the products in the environment. Click the Maintenance tab to list all
the maintenance packages for the environment.
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3. Select the function from which you want to back out maintenance.
The maintenance packages for the feature are listed.

NOTE
You can use the Show drop-down list to show only applied packages.

4. Select the packages that you want to back out, and click the Restore link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

5. Review the information about the backout, and click Next.
The packages to back out are listed.

6. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.
The Prerequisite tab of the wizard appears.

7. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and click Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
backout process.
A summary of the task appears.

8. Review the summary, and click Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product.

 

Install Your Product from Pax-Enhanced ESD
This section describes the Pax-Enhanced ESD process. We recommend that you read this overview and follow the entire
procedure the first time you complete a Pax-Enhanced ESD installation. For experienced UNIX users, the Pax-Enhanced
ESD Quick Reference has sufficient information for subsequent installations.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

If you prefer not to involve all Broadcom product installers with z/OS UNIX System Services, assign a group familiar with
USS to perform Steps 1 through 4 and provide the list of the unpacked MVS data sets to the product installer. USS is not
required for the actual SMP/E RECEIVE of the product or for any of the remaining installation steps.

To install files using Pax-Enhanced ESD, use the following process:

1. Allocate and mount the file system. This process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the
unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD and
create the directory in this file system. Ensure that all users who will be working with pax files have write authority to
the directory.

2. Copy the product pax files into your USS directory. To download files, choose one of the following options:
– Download a zip file from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, unzip the file, and then upload the product pax files

to your USS file system.
– FTP the pax files from Broadcom Support Online directly to your USS directory.

NOTE
Perform Steps 3 through 6 for each pax file that you upload to your USS directory.
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3. Create a product directory from the pax file. Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file,
and create a directory in your USS directory by entering the following command:
pax -rvf pax-filename 

4. Use the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create z/OS installation data sets. The file UNZIPJCL in the directory that the
pax command created in Step 3 contains a sample JCL to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit the
UNZIPJCL JCL.

5. Receive the SMP/E package. Use the data sets that GIMUNZIP created in Step 4. Perform a standard SMP/E
RECEIVE using the SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable) DASD data sets. Also, specify the high-level qualifier for
the RELFILEs on the RFPREFIX parameter of the RECEIVE command.

6. Proceed with product installation. Consult product-specific documentation, including AREADME files and installation
notes to complete the product installation.

7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory. Delete the pax file, the directory that the pax command created, all of the files
in it, and the SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA data sets.

How to Install a Product Using Pax-Enhanced ESD
This section describes the Pax-Enhanced ESD process. We recommend that you read this overview and follow the entire
procedure the first time you complete a Pax-Enhanced ESD installation. For experienced UNIX users, the Pax-Enhanced
ESD Quick Reference Guide has sufficient information for subsequent installations.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

How to Install a Product Using Pax-Enhanced ESD

If you prefer not to involve all Broadcom product installers with z/OS UNIX System Services, assign a group familiar with
USS to perform Steps 1 through 4 and provide the list of the unpacked MVS data sets to the product installer. USS is not
required for the actual SMP/E RECEIVE of the product or for any of the remaining installation steps.

To install files using Pax-Enhanced ESD, use the following process:

1. Allocate and mount the file system. This process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the
unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD and
create the directory in this file system. Ensure that all users who will be working with pax files have write authority to
the directory.

2. Copy the product pax files into your USS directory. To download files, choose one of the following options:
– Download a zip file from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, unzip the file, and then upload the product pax files

to your USS file system.
– FTP the pax files from Broadcom Support Online directly to your USS directory.

NOTE
Perform Steps 3 through 6 for each pax file that you upload to your USS directory.

3. Create a product directory from the pax file. Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file,
and create a directory in your USS directory by entering the following command:
pax -rvf pax-filename 

4. Use the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create z/OS installation data sets. The file UNZIPJCL in the directory that the
pax command created in Step 3 contains a sample JCL to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit the
UNZIPJCL JCL.

5. Receive the SMP/E package. Use the data sets that GIMUNZIP created in Step 4. Perform a standard SMP/E
RECEIVE using the SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable) DASD data sets. Also, specify the high-level qualifier for
the RELFILEs on the RFPREFIX parameter of the RECEIVE command.
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6. Proceed with product installation. Consult product-specific documentation, including AREADME files and installation
notes to complete the product installation.

7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory. Delete the pax file, the directory that the pax command created, all of the files
in it, and the SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA data sets.

How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works

WARNING
To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, you must have write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the ESD process and available USS file space
before you start the procedures in this guide.

Use the following process to download files using Pax-Enhanced ESD:

1. Log in to https://support.broadcom.com/, and click Download Center.
The Broadcom Support Online web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and genlevel (if
applicable), and click Go.
The Broadcom Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC or mainframe. If you
download a zip file, you must unzip it before continuing.
For both options, The ESD Product Download Window topic explains how the download interface works.

NOTE
For traditional installation downloads, go to https://support.broadcom.com/, log in, and click Download
Center. A link to the Traditional ESD User documentation appears under the Download Help heading.

4. Perform the steps to install the product based on the product-specific steps.
The product is installed on the mainframe.

ESD Product Download Window

You can download Broadcom product ESD packages multiple ways. Your choices depend on the size of the individual files
and the number of files that you want to download. You can download the complete product with all components, or you
can select individual pax and documentation files for your product or component.

The following illustration shows sample product files. The illustration lists all components of the product. You can use the
Download Cart by selecting one or more components that you need, or selecting the check box for Add All to cart. If you
prefer to immediately download a component, click the Download link.
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Clicking the link for an individual component takes you to the Download Method page.
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Depending on the size and quantity of ordered product files, the Download Method screen could also have these options:

Note: For mainframe downloads using this HTTP method, click the Learn More link.

The HTTP method lets you start downloading immediately. The FTP method takes you to the Review Orders page that
displays your order, first in a Pending status changing to Ready when your order has been processed.
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Preferred FTP uses the new content delivery network (CDN). Alternate FTP uses the Broadcom New York-based FTP
servers.

The Create a Zip File option first creates the zip, and when ready, offers the options that the Zip Download Request
examples show in the next illustration.

USS Environment Setup

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support Online.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD. The amount of space
that you need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. You need to complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent
downloads. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

WARNING
The USS file system that is used for Pax-Enhanced ESD must have sufficient free space to hold the directory
that the pax command created, and its contents. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free
space to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file,
you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for ESD downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:
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//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAESD  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAESD directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAESD

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSESDdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSESDdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Copy the Product Pax Files into Your USS Directory
To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.
Use one of the following methods:
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• Download the product pax files directly from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your z/OS system.
• Download the product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your computer, and upload it to your z/

OS system.
• Download the product file from Broadcom Support Online to your computer. If your download included a zip file, unzip

the file, and upload the unzipped pax files to your z/OS system.

This section includes a sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server
directly to a USS directory on your z/OS system and sample commands to upload a pax file from your computer to a USS
directory on your z/OS system.

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using for Pax-Enhanced ESD to hold the
product pax file. If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Using Batch JCL
Use this process to download a pax file from the Broadcom Support Product Downloads window by running batch JCL on
the mainframe. Use the sample JCL attached to perform the download:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* Broadcom Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
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//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSESDdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
The job points to your profile.

3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.
The job points to your email address.

4. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.
The job points to your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window.
You have identified the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

NOTE
The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download. We send
you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
–  Preferred FTP

Uses Broadcom worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method, review
the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.broadcom.com

–  Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.broadcom.com for product files and download cart files and ftp://ftp.broadcom.com for
individual solution files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.
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After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC
If you download pax or zip files from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, use this procedure to upload the pax file from
your PC to your z/OS USS directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the procedures in How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works to download the product pax or zip file to your
PC. If you download a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files.
The pax or zip file resides on your PC.

2. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

3. Customize and enter the FTP commands with the following changes:
a. Replace mainframe with the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.
b. Replace userid with your z/OS user ID.
c. Replace password with your z/OS password.
d. Replace C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile with the location of the pax file on your PC.
e. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.
f. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file to upload.
The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Example FTP Commands

This list is a sample of FTP commands to upload the pax file from your PC to your USS Pax-Enhanced ESD directory:

ftp mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
Use the sample job attached to the PDF file as Unpackage.txt to extract the product pax file into a product installation
directory.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
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2. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.
The job points to your specific directory.

3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.
The job points to your specific pax file.

4. Submit the job.
The job runs and creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Sample Job to Execute the Pax Command (Unpackage.txt)

The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX ESD PACKAGE ',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line, make  *

//*       sure the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.        *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
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Your view is of the product-specific directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.

NOTE
The default Java location is the following:

/usr/lpp/java/Java_version

b. Perform one of the following steps:
• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/

classes/.
• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.

One of the following occurs: ICSF is active, or you are using Java.
5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process

uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not use
the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Receiving the SMP/E Package
If you are installing the package into a new SMP/E environment, use the sample jobs included with the product to set up
an SMP/E environment before proceeding.

At this point, complete the SMP/E RECEIVE using files on DASD that the UNZIPJCL job created. Consult the product
sample JCL library that contains a sample job customized to receive the product from DASD. Specifically, you must
specify the following values:

• DASD data set names for SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable)
• The HLQ that you used in the UNZIPJCL job on the RFPREFIX parameter on the RECEIVE command

How to Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create SMP/E CSI.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Apply base functions.
5. Accept base functions.
6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.
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Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Pax Installation

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for Tape
Encryption.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro TBESEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type TBESEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members. 
Note: Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ for the unzip to DASD ESD JCL.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the TBESEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
TBEEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member TBE1ALL in an edit session and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the command line.
TBE1ALL is customized.

3. Submit TBE1ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for Tape Encryption are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member TBE2CSI in an edit session and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the command line.
TBE2CSI is customized.

5. Submit TBE2CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation

Submit and run these yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has
completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member TBE3RECD in an edit session, and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the command
line.
TBE3RECD is customized.

2. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member TBE3RECD to receive SMP/E base functions.
Third-Party Software for Tape Encryption is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member TBE4APP in an edit session, and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the command line.
TBE4APP is customized.

4. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member TBE4APP to apply SMP/E base functions.
Third-Party Software for Tape Encryption is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member TBE5ACC in an edit session, and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the command line.
TBE5ACC is customized.

6. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member TBE5ACC to accept SMP/E base functions.
Third-Party Software for Tape Encryption is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.
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Clean Up the USS Directory
WARNING
This procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire installation process.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for
your Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data
sets. You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

Note: Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to your Pax-Enhanced ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

–   paxfile 
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

–   product-specific_directory 
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Apply Maintenance from Pax-Enhanced ESD
Broadcom Support Online has maintenance and HOLDDATA published since the installation data was created. After the
maintenance process completes, the product is ready to deploy.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Check Broadcom Support Online and download any PTFs and HOLDDATA published since this release was created.
If the base release was created recently, no PTFs or HOLDATA will have been published yet.

2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs
and the other to contain the HOLDDATA. The PTFs and HOLDDATA become accessible to the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL
maintenance members.

3. The TBESEDIT macro was customized in the installation steps. Verify that you still have the values from the base
installation.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member TBE6RECP in an edit session and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the command
line. TBE6RECP is customized with your JOB statement, CSI location, and zone names.

5. Customize the TBE6RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and HOLDDATA.

6. Submit TBE6RECP.
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The PTFs and HOLDDATA are received.
7. Open the SAMPJCL member TBE7APYP in an edit session and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the command

line.
TBE7APYP is customized. 

8. Submit TBE7APYP.
The PTFs are applied. 

9. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member TBE8ACCP in an edit session and execute the TBESEDIT macro from the
command line.
TBE8ACCP is customized. 

10. (Optional) Submit yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member TBE8ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted. 

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

NOTE
We recommend that you check for available maintenance; however, you may find that none is available.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

NOTE
When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product.

Configure Your Product
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before Tape Encryption can be started, customized, and
used in your environment.

Define the Primary and Mirror Databases

The primary and mirror databases are defined as VSAM Linear data sets.

To allocate the Tape Encryption primary and mirror databases

1. If Tape Encryption runs in a shared environment, place the databases on shared DASD. Define the two databases on
separate DASD volumes.
If installing Tape Encryption in multiple environments with separate primary and mirror databases, use a different name
for the primary and mirror databases in each environment.

2. Update job BTE10DDB in CTAPJCL to specify the PREFIX in use at your company.

The BES primary and mirror databases are automatically formatted and initialized when they are first opened by a BES
task.

Update ICSF and the Security System

Updating your security system permissions ensures that your BES and ICSF resources work correctly.

To update your security

1. Update your security system to provide the following information:
– Control access to the PREFIX used for BES databases
– Update access to:
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• IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING (If B2B tapes are to be created.)
• ICSF CKDS (If you save keys in the CKDS.)

– Read access to general resource classes:
• CSFKEYS
• CSFSERV

2. Define the following ICSF startup parameters:
– Configure ICSF with parameter SSM(YES)
– CHECKAUTH(NO) (Recommended for improved performance.)

NOTE
For more information about resource classes, see the IBM ICSF Administrator's Guide, the IBM Security Server
RACF Security Administrator's Guide, the ACF2 for z/OS Administrating section, and the Top Secret for z/OS
Using section.

Authorize the Tape Encryption Load Library

Authorizing the load library allows the programs to be executed.

To authorize the load library

1. Update the appropriate PROGxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB on your target system to specify the Tape Encryption
load library name and the VOLSER it resides on.

2. Place the Tape Encryption load library (CAI.CTAPLINK) and the ICSF load library in your LNKLIST (link list)
concatenation. This is consistent with IBM's recommendation to place the ICSF load library in your LNKLIST
concatenation.

3. Update the appropriate PROGxx or LNKLSTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB on your target system to specify the Tape
Encryption load library name and the ICSF load library if not already done.

4. If the HLQ (High Level Qualifier) is not defined in the master catalog, add the VOLSER parameter for the DASD
volume where the Tape Encryption load library resides.

Concurrent Releases

If you are running an older version of Tape Encryption or EKM in the same LPAR as the Release 14.5.00 release, issue
the command RELOAD=SECURITY to the most current BES subsystem. The BES SAF security facility must be at
Release 14.5.00 or greater to enable application requests to the EKM Option for Application Management.

Auditor Considerations

Tape Encryption installs load module CAIXCEA@ into the CTAPLINK data set. CAIXCEA@ is the Auditor Product
Description Module (PDM) for Tape Encryption. CAIXCEA@ is updated to reflect the service pack or release level as new
levels of Tape Encryption are made available.

If you:

• Have Auditor and want to include Tape Encryption in the list of products audited, this module should reside in the
currently active LPA.

• Do not have Auditor, update the BES procedure to add a STEPLIB DD for the CTAPLINK data set so that module
CAIXCEA@ can be located to identify the current release and service pack level of EKM.

Define the System Options in the Parameter Library

Before commencing this step, determine if the BES database will be encrypted with a single pass phrase or dual pass
phrases.
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A request for the pass phrase is issued whenever Tape Encryption is started on a CPU other than the one that the first
install was performed on. For example, if you start Tape Encryption at a disaster recovery site with a copy of the home site
database or after upgrading your CPU, the request is issued. If the correct pass phrase is not entered, Tape Encryption
does not start up and you will not be able to read or write any encrypted tapes.

Some experts consider a single pass phrase a security exposure. Anyone who knows the pass phrase can gain access
to your encryption information or could change the current pass phrase. Tape Encryption allows the use of two pass
phrases entered by separate individuals. These pass phrases are combined, hashed and saved in the database for future
reference like the single pass phrase.

With dual pass phrases and proper physical security, no individual is able to gain access to your encryption information or
change the current pass phrase.

To define system options

1. Modify the following STARTUP member parameters:
– DsnameBESPrimaryDB=name

Specify the name of the BES primary database to reflect the data set name created in Define the Tape Encryption
Primary and Mirror Databases.

– DsameBESMirrorDB=name
Specify the name of the BES mirror database to reflect the data set name created in Define the Tape Encryption
Primary and Mirror Databases.

– LicensedEncryptedDatasetsMonthly=value
Specify a value that corresponds to the type of license purchased for Tape Encryption.

– PassPhraseCount=[1|2]
Specify if single or dual pass phrase control is used on the data in the BES database. The options are:
1
(Default) Single pass phrase. A database encrypted with a single pass phrase can be converted to use dual pass
phrases. Single phrase control is compatible with previous releases.
2
Dual pass phrases. A database encrypted with a dual pass phrases cannot be converted to use a single pass
phrase.
All of the BES address spaces that share the database must be at the same maintenance level.
If you plan to use dual pass phrase control, set PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 to identify the individuals who
will maintain a written copy of the pass phrases, such as “Storage Administrator” and “Security Administrator”.

The remaining parameters have defaults that work in most customer environments.

For information about the dual pass phrases and other parameters, see the Configuring section.

Note: Unless otherwise noted, references to “parmlib” refer to the Tape Encryption parameter library.

Optionally, you can define system protection and data set selection profiles to the CA@BES resource class. Entities within
CA@BES are used by the Tape Encryption SAF Interface to protect system commands, encryption keys, and utilities. The
SAF Interface can be used in place of DFSMS or with DFSMS to select data sets for encryption.

For information about using these security system features, see the Administrating section.

Tailor the LMP Keys

This product is part of the Broadcom License Management Program (LMP). LMP is distributed as part of the Common
Components and Services CAIRIM component and consists of the following:

• Broadcom product
• LMP Product Key Certificate with an execution key for each CPU licensed at your site
• Common LMP enforcement software
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The pack list contains a LMP Product Key Certificate that corresponds to the Tape Encryption product option that you are
running.

To tailor the LMP keys

1. Enter the keys into the PPOPTION data set LMP product keys member that has a default name of KEYS.
2. Edit the information as needed.

Deploy Your Product
This topic describes the tasks needed to deploy your product in your environment.

NOTE
Skip this topic if you used CSM to deploy your product.

Verify Basic Functionality

When Tape Encryption is operational the BES primary and mirror databases are secure.

To verify that Tape Encryption is operational

1. To start the BES address space, enter the command:
S BES.stepname

– stepname
Defines the subsystem name.
Values: BES1 to BES8

The BES address space starts and dynamically updates the stepname value into the subsystem name table and uses
it as its subsystem name.

2. To start Tape Encryption, enter the command:
BESn D S 

– n
Specifies the BES address space. This must be the same number used in step 1.

The output of the command shows the following:
– That both Tape Encryption and ICSF have been properly installed and activated on your system.
– That the proper maintenance for CA 1 and TLMS has been applied to your system to support Tape Encryption.
– The first time the BES primary database is used, a message is displayed indicating that a new database is being

initialized.
3. Enter a cryptographic pass phrase of up to 64 characters.

The integrity of the BES primary database and the BES mirror database is secured.

WARNING
Keep a record of the pass phrase stored securely and with restricted access. The pass phrase is required when
starting a disaster recovery system or when upgrading to a different central processing unit.

For the CA 1, TLMS, and Third Party Tape Management System Options, you can verify the basic functionality of Tape
Encryption by running job BESIVP in the CTAPJCL data set. The BESIVP job runs IEBGENER in the following three steps
to verify encryption and decryption processing:

• Step GENER1 executes program IEBGENER to read a member of the parmlib data set and write it to tape in
encrypted format.

• Step GENER2 adds another parmlib member to the tape file created in step GENER1, using MOD processing. The
additional data is encrypted using the same encryption algorithm.

• Step LIST reads the tape file created in the first two steps and automatically decrypts it, resulting in a printout of the
two PARMLIB members in clear text.
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All steps must run with a condition code of 00. If Tape Encryption is properly installed, message BESnT0001I is issued for
each step. If this message is not issued, encryption activity is not being performed, and further analysis is necessary.

The Vtape and Disk Options can be tested by setting their encryption parameters and performing backstore or a backup/
archival to tape.

Refer to the comments in the BESIVP job for details on the customization required. As part of the installation procedure
you set up the Symmetric Keys to be used at your site or accepted the default keys shipped with Tape Encryption. Prior to
running BESIVP, set up a data class that references one of the Symmetric Keys defined in parmlib. The data class you set
up must be specified in the first step of BESIVP.

NOTE
For information about creating the DFSMS data classes to control encryption processing, see Administrating.

NOTE
Check the ACS routines on the target system to insure that they permit the data class to be assigned by the JCL
and do not override it with another data class. If you do not see the BESnT0001I message, check the job log to
see that the expected data class was assigned.

Manage Business to Business (B2B) Partnerships
Tape Encryption allows you to send encrypted tapes to business partners on other z/OS systems or on selected
distributed platforms. This is known B2B processing. To decrypt tapes created by Tape Encryption, your business partners
must do one of the following:

• On z/OS platforms, install and run the Tape Encryption base product.
• On Microsoft Windows, Linux, and Sun Solaris platforms, install the Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU).

Both the Tape Encryption base product and the MDU are available to your business partners free of charge.

What z/OS Business Partners Need to Decrypt B2B Tapes

After you contact your z/OS business partners and agree on the use of Tape Encryption, your business partners need to
install the free base product, as outlined by the following points:

• Each z/OS partner that wants to process tapes encrypted by Tape Encryption should inform the Customer Service
Representative that they need to order the free Tape Encryption base product.

• The representative will take the necessary information to process and ship the order and provide the required License
Managed Product (LMP) key to activate the base product. This license will entitle the z/OS business partner to receive
regular maintenance for Tape Encryption.

Required Maintenance for z/OS Business Partners

Business partners who install the free Tape Encryption base product must plan to keep the product up-to-date on
maintenance using the Technical Support site https://support.broadcom.com/.

What Distributed Business Partners Need to Decrypt B2B Tapes

After you contact your business partners that run distributed systems and agree on the use of Tape Encryption, these
business partners need to install the Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU), as outlined by the following points:

• Business partners who need to process tapes on distributed systems that were encrypted by Tape Encryption on the
mainframe do not need to order and install the Tape Encryption base product.

• These partners should obtain the Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) from the site that creates the encrypted tape.
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– The MDU is delivered as part of the z/OS product install in a ZIP or TAR file format that allows for easy transmission
or sharing on a CD-ROM or other media.

– The MDU files are delivered in a z/OS data set named CAI.CTAPMDU.

NOTE
For information about the MDU, see the instructions provided in CAI.CTAPMDU member $MDUNDX and the
Multiplatform Decryption Utility User Guide.

Required Maintenance for Distributed Business Partners

Business partners who install the MDU on their distributed systems must plan to apply maintenance to the MDU.
Maintenance is provided in new TAR and ZIP files delivered to the z/OS product. When maintenance is provided, the new
TAR or ZIP file must be sent to the distributed systems that run the MDU. This maintenance must be installed using the
instructions provided in the Multiplatform Decryption Utility User Guide.

To ensure that proper maintenance is applied, all PTFs that provide maintenance to the MDU include an SMP/E ACTION
HOLD.

How You Identify MDU Versions

The ISPF statistics of the members in the CAI.CTAPMDU data set show the date, time and PTF level of the MDU. The
maintenance level of the MDU on your target system can be determined by reviewing the readme file delivered with the
MDU utility.
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Messages
This section contains the messages issued by both EKM and Tape Encryption.

Each message entry includes the message identifier, message text, reason (why the message was produced), and action
(what you should do to correct it).

The message identifier has the following components:

• The subsystem prefix (BESn, where n is equal to 1 through 8). BES0 displays if the subsystem cannot be identified.
• An alphanumeric message number.
• A suffix that denotes the severity level of the message:

– I-Information
– W-Warning
– E-Error

Message text can contain variable values that are useful in determining the exact cause of the problem or situation. The
message text in this section shows these variable fields as one repetitive character. To provide uniqueness when more
than one variable is contained in a message, different characters are used. The characters used to represent variables
are explained in the message Reason.

 Note: If the parmlib attribute MessagePrefix was updated to override the default message prefix value of &BESS, replace
the override value with BESn to find the appropriate message in this section.

 

User Abends Issued During Execution
The following Tape Encryption user abend codes are issued as a result of a failure during Tape Encryption execution.
These user abend codes are accompanied by additional messages and return codes. Locate the return code (rc) under
the proper system abend code (Xnnnn) for a description of the problem and its resolution. Security authorization failures
can cause one of the following user abend codes to be issued.

  

U0203

The DCB user label exit which was dynamically installed by Tape Encryption, failed because the encryption key for this file
is not available. Either the required BES address space is not active or the file was created using another BES data base.
See accompanying messages for details.

The Reason Code contains the Return Code value from the authorized program TBECONCT.

U0204

Program TBETEP is terminated for uncorrectable errors. See accompanying messages for details.

 

Reason Code Description 
Hex Dec  
04 04 Could not obtain UCE
0C 12 Could not locate BES Table control block
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14 20 Error obtaining SMS DataClass or
CA@BES APPLDATA encryption
parameter invalid

20 32 Error from TBECRYPT Initialization
24 36 DCB exits could not be installed
28 40 No BES address space/subsystem number

was selected
30 48 Attempt to create a foreign tape with a

NON-B2B encryption method
34 52 One or more modules are not in the

composite link for TBETEP
38 56 A required control block is missing or invalid
3C 60 A TBETEP was called with an invalid

parameter
40 64 TBETEP was not called by an authorized

program
44 68 A previously encrypted file is being

recreated with DISP=SHR/OLD so
encryption method cannot be determined

User Abends Issued During Initialization
The following Tape Encryption user abend codes are issued as a result of a system or service failure during Tape
Encryption initialization. Each of these user abend codes will direct you to a specific error message to assist you in
problem determination and resolution.

U0004

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. The parmlib reader does not recognize the named attribute. This is most likely a
misspelled or unsupported attribute name. Refer to message BESnQQ184E for additional diagnostic information.

U0006

When attempting to update the Tape Encryption dataspace the BESDSP service encountered an invalid return code.
The BES subsystem terminates abnormally. The return, reason and feedback codes are restored in the general purpose
registers at the time of the abend. Refer to message BESnI0132E for more information.

U0008

There were errors in the Parmlib specification for B2BKeyrings, SymmetricKeys, or B2BCodeBooks. Initialization cannot
continue. This user abend will be preceded with a BESnQQ message describing the error.

U0018

The latch set for suspending request callers cannot be created. The BES subsystem terminates abnormally. Refer to
message BESnI0400E for more information.

U0024

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. The parmlib reader does not recognize the named attribute. This is most likely a
misspelled attribute name. Refer to message BESnQQ184E for additional diagnostic information.
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U0056

The MVS service, Cell Pool Services, returned an invalid return code during cell pool allocation. The return, reason and
feedback code from cell pool services (CSRPBLD) are loaded in GPR2 and GPR3. Refer to the IBM documentation
regarding callable cell pool services for problem determination. Refer to message BESnI0300I for more details.

U0057

The BES key management service encountered an invalid or unexpected return code or the key manager service
intercepted a program ABEND. Refer to message BESnKM933E for more details. Reason codes associated with this
ABEND are:

• 01 or 11
ICSF is not active.

• 02
Invalid BESPARM key or SecureKeysOnly=N definition.

• 03
Operator replied “N” to message BESnKM005W.

U0099

An error condition was found within the primary BESPDB or mirror BESMDB databases. If abend U0099 with a
reason code=00 has occurred, refer to message BESnI0232E. For ABEND U0099, reason code=03 refer to message
BESnI0236E.

U0224

The VSAM GENCB service failed when trying to open the BES primary database. The BES subsystem terminates
abnormally. Refer to message BESnI0224E for more information.

U0228

The VSAM OPEN service failed when trying to open the BES primary database. The BES subsystem terminates
abnormally. Refer to message BESnI0228E for more information.

U0230

BES startup has detected module TBECAPI is not in the steplib concatenation or the LINKLIST. Module TBECAPI
is required for the Networked Key Management feature address space. Refer to message BESnI0072E for more
information.

U1024

The VSAM GENCB service failed. The BES subsystem terminates abnormally. Refer to message BESnI0204E for more
information.

U1025

The VSAM OPEN service failed. The BES subsystem terminates abnormally. Refer to message BESnI0208E for more
information.

U1026

The VSAM SHOWCB service failed. The BES subsystem terminates abnormally. Refer to message BESnI0212E for more
information.
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U1027

The size of the BES primary database and the BES mirror database are not compatible. The mirror database does not
have sufficient space to backup all records in the primary database. The BES subsystem terminates abnormally. Refer to
message BESnI0216E for more information.

U1028

The MVS service cannot locate the DSAB control block. The BES subsystem terminates abnormally. Refer to message
BESnI0220E for more information.

U2500

The SAF Interface is attempting to initialize however a service or component has failed. The BES subsystem terminates
abnormally. Refer to messages BESnI2500E and BESnI0874E and any messages from the z/OS external security
manager.

U4090

The response to message BESnI0150W indicated that BES subsystem was not to be modified. The BES subsystem
terminates abnormally. Refer to message BESnI0150W for more details.

U4091

When the starting subsystem issued that enqueue, another subsystem was found using the same SYSID value.
To prevent Global BES corruption and resource hangs, the starting subsystem was shut down. Refer to message
BESnI0151E for more details.

U4094

While starting BES, the system detected the maximum number of BES systems had been exceeded for this database.
This abend will be preceded by message BESnDS065E.

Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) Messages
Algorithm not supported
Reason:

This version of the MDU facility does not support the algorithm used to encrypt the code book or encrypted data file.

Action:

Check with your B2B partner to ensure that you have the current level of the MDU utility that is compatible with the version
of Tape Encryption they are running on the z/OS platform.

BTE_HOME is not set
Reason:

The BTE_HOME environment variable is not defined.

Action:

Verify that you customized the .bat (Windows) or .sh (Linux/UNIX) script files as required by the MDU install procedures.
You must customize these script files to set the location of the BTE_HOME environment variable to the full path of the
MDU utility files installation location.
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Codebook exists in the codebooks folder
Reason:

The code book being imported already exists.

Action:

The import function aborts normally (no new code book data is registered with the MDU facility).

Codebook is empty
Reason:

The codebook file or the codebook array within the codebook file is empty. This message may indicate that you have a
corrupt codebook file.

Action:

Ask your B2B partner to re-export the code book and to ship you the new copy, and then try to import the code book
again. Unless your B2B partner gives you a new pass key, use the agreed-upon pass key you already received from your
partner.

Codebook signature verification failed. Pass Key may be incorrect
Reason:

The code book pass key did not successfully decrypt the code book.

Code books contain an encrypted signature that the MDU utility decrypts and verifies. This signature ensures that the
code book will be decrypted properly. If the signature does not verify after the MDU decrypts it using the pass key you
provided, then the pass key is different from the pass key used to export the code book on the z/OS platform.

Action:

Verify that you are entering the pass key correctly. If you are, then you may have received the wrong pass key; contact
your B2B partner to obtain the correct pass key. If the pass key still does not verify, ask your B2B partner to re-export the
code book and to ship you the new version, and then try to decrypt the code book again.

Codebook version verification failed
Reason:

This version of the MDU utility does not support the version of Tape Encryption (z/OS) that exported the codebook file.

Action:

Get the current (compatible) version of the MDU utility from your B2B partner.

Data decryption failed
 Reason: 

An error occurred during decryption. One or more additional error messages should accompany this message.

 Action: 

To obtain required actions, refer to the documentation for the error messages that follow this message.
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Data decryption failed due to invalid key or key strength not supported
Reason:

The version of the MDU you are using is not compatible with the version of Tape Encryption used to encrypt the code
book or the encrypted data file, or the JCE currently installed on your computer does not support the algorithm that was
used to encrypt the code book or the encrypted data file. Note that the MDU ships with the limited key strength version of
the JCE.

Action:

Check with your B2B partner to ensure that you have the current level of the MDU that is compatible with the version of
Tape Encryption they are running on the z/OS platform. If you have the current level, you may need to install the unlimited
key strength version of the JCE. For more information on key strength support in the JCE, see Unlimited Key Strength
Support.

Decryption was successful
Reason:

The MDU successfully decrypted the encrypted data file.

Action:

None.

File is empty
Reason:

The input file is empty.

Action:

Verify that the input file is not empty.

Filename not found
Reason:

You have received this message for one of the following reasons:

• The import function did not find the codebook file name at the location specified.
• The decryption function either did not find the input data file, or did not find the header file at the specified location.

Action:

Check the path and filenames specified. For the decryption function, check the location and name of the input file. If you
did not specify the location of the header file, make sure the header file exists in the same directory and with the same
name as the input file and has a .HDR filename extension.

Hashing method not supported
Reason:

The Java JRE currently installed with the MDU does not support the one-way-hash method used to process the code
book or encrypted data file.

Action:
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Check with your B2B partner to ensure that you have the current level of the MDU that is compatible with the version of
Tape Encryption they are running on the z/OS platform.

Import codebook failed
Reason:

A code book import failed to register and place the code book in the MDU directory structure. One or more additional error
messages should accompany this message.

Action:

Refer to the documentation for the error messages that accompany this message.

Import codebook was successful
Reason:

The MDU successfully imported and registered the code book.

Action:

None.

Not a valid BTE Codebook file
Reason:

You can receive this error for one of two reasons:

• The code book is corrupt
• The file you have specified is not a valid Tape Encryption code book.

Action:

Verify that the code book is a valid Tape Encryption code book and that it is not corrupt. If you determine that the code
book is corrupt, ask your business partner to send you a new copy.

Output File already exists
Reason:

The output file already exists and the overwrite flag is not set.

Action:

Enter a different output file or set the overwrite flag to "Y" by checking the Overwrite Existing File checkbox in the GUI or
delete the existing file in the file path.

Pass Key does not match with Confirm Pass Key
Reason:

The Pass Key value does not match the Confirm Pass Key value.

Action:

Reenter the Pass Key and Confirm Pass Key values. Uncheck the Hide Pass Key checkbox if necessary so you can see
what you are entering in the Pass Key field.
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Please enter codebook filename
Reason:

The code book filename was not entered for an import code book request.

Action:

Enter the code book filename and retry the import.

Please enter input filename
Reason:

The input filename value (encrypted filename) was not entered for a decrypt request.

Action:

Enter the input filename and restart the decryption function.

Please enter Pass Key
Reason:

The Pass Key was not entered for a decrypt request.

Action:

Enter the Pass Key and restart the decryption function.

Tape header on input filename cannot be read
Reason:

The header file is either not a valid BTE tape header file or the file has been corrupted.

Action:

Verify that you have specified the correct header file. Unload the header file again if necessary.

Unable to find codebook. Please import appropriate codebook using Import
Codebook.
Reason:

The code book needed to decrypt the input file has not been imported into the MDU.

Action:

Verify that you have processed all codebook files received from your B2B partner using the MDU import function. If you
have imported all of your code books and you still get this message, ask your B2B partner to re-export the code book and
to send you the new file, and then use the MDU import function to import the code book. If the problem persists, it is likely
your B2B partner has sent you a code book they did not use to encrypt the file you are attempting to decrypt.

Verification failed for Header File or Codebook File
Reason:

For the import function, the code book does not appear to be a valid export from the z/OS Tape Encryption product.
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For the decrypt function, the header file does not appear to have the standard z/OS tape headers required by the MDU.

Action:

Verify that the codebook file is valid, or that you properly unloaded the z/OS tape headers related to the encrypted file that
you unloaded from the z/OS tape.

Health Check Messages
BESH0011E
zIIP processors are enabled for use, but the BESn zIIPExploitation attribute setting prevents the use of zIIP
processors.

Reason:

Tape Encryption is designed to exploit IBM zIIP specialty processors when installed and enabled on the system where
Tape Encryption will run and the appropriate parameter library attributes are specified. By default, Tape Encryption will
not attempt to make work eligible to run on the zIIP. You must activate zIIP processing using the zIIPExploitation= and
PercentRunOnzIIP= attributes in the related <StartupOptions> and <DynamicOptions> sections of the BESn parameter
library.

The use of zIIP is a high value performance option. When the zIIP feature is activated, Tape Encryption creates the
environment necessary to schedule work on the zIIP.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this exposure.

System Programmer Response:

Investigate and evaluate the use of zIIP specialty processors for Tape Encryption. The use of zIIP specialty processors in
a Tape Encryption environment offers superior performance advantages over non zIIP processor configurations. Evaluate
the zIIPExploitation and PercentRunOnZIIP attributes defined in the respective <StartupOptions> and <DynamicOptions>
sections of the BESn parameter library.

Problem Determination:

For more information on zIIP usage and the zIIPExploitation and PercentRunOnzIIP attributes, see the Configuring
section.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC001.

BESH0021E
A conflict between the zIIPExploitation and PercentRunOnzIIP attributes is preventing BESn from exploiting zIIP
processors.

Reason:

The value defined for the zIIPExploitation attribute specified in the <StartupOptions> section of the BESn parameter
library is not compatible with the value specified for the PercentRunOnzIIP attribute specified in the <DynamicOptions>
section of the BESn parameter library.

System Action:
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The BES system continues processing without exploitation of zIIP processors.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this exposure.

System Programmer Response:

When specifying zIIPExploitation=Y, set PercentRunOnZIIP to a value greater than 0 and refresh the dynamic options to
activate zIIP exploitation.

When specifying zIIPExploitation=N, set PercentRunOnZIIP=0 and refresh the dynamic options.

Investigate and evaluate the use of zIIP specialty processors for Tape Encryption. The use of zIIP specialty processors in
a Tape Encryption environment offers superior performance advantages over non zIIP processor configurations. Evaluate
the zIIPExploitation and PercentRunOnZIIP attributes defined in the respective <StartupOptions> and <DynamicOptions>
sections of the BESn parameter library.

Problem Determination:

For information on the zIIP and the zIIPExploitation and PercentRunOnzIIP attributes, see the Configuring section.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC002.

BESH0031E
The BESn primary and mirror databases are both on volume volser.

Reason:

BESn is using the following database data sets:

• Primary: primary.database.dsn
• Mirror: mirror.database.dsn

Both of these data sets are on volume volser. The purpose of the mirror data set is to provide recoverability in the event
the primary database becomes damaged or inaccessible. In the event of a volume failure, you will lose both of them and
will have to resort to a backup copy. This will extend the time it takes to get the BES address space operational again.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing with this exposure.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this exposure.

System Programmer Response:

For optimal recoverability and also better performance, move either the primary or the mirror data set to a different
volume, preferably to a volume on a different control unit.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC003

For more information about primary and mirror databases, see the Installing section.

BESH0041E
BESn is not using the CPACF encryption facility to perform encryption
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Reason:

BESn is currently operating under these conditions:

• CPACF Status: status
• SecureKeysOnly: x

If CPACF status is "Absent" the optimum encryption hardware is not available for use in encryption processing. Even if the
CPACF is available, its use can be overridden by specifying SecureKeysOnly=Y. This forces the use of a PCI connected
cryptographic coprocessor card such as the PCIXCC or Crypto Express2 on the z890, z990, z9, or z10 platforms. While
this is hardware, it is much slower than using the CPACF.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing, but encryption work is not being performed in the most efficient manner.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this condition.

System Programmer Response:

For optimal encryption performance, use the CPACF hardware in your system. If you do not have CPACF enabled,
contact IBM to determine if no cost CPACF can be made available on your system.

If SecureKeysOnly is set to yes, there may be legitimate reasons for using the PCI connected cryptographic coprocessors.
For example, if you require enforcement of FIPS 140-2 encryption standards, you must use the SecureKeysOnly option.
Determine whether CPACF can be used.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC004

For more information, see Configuring.

BESH0051E
BESn performance degraded by ICSF CHECKAUTH(YES) setting

Reason:

BESn performance is affected by the ICSF parameter setting of CHECKAUTH(YES). The ICSF CHECKAUTH parameter
controls whether or not RACROUTE security calls are made for callers that are supervisor state or are running in a system
key (key 0 - 7). Typically, programs running in supervisor state or in a system key would be considered authorized and
would not need any extra authentication. The security calls are adding overhead for each service call made by Tape
Encryption to ICSF services.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing, but RACROUTE security calls are being made for each call to ICSF services.
Tape Encryption performance is degraded.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this performance degradation.

System Programmer Response:

For optimal encryption performance, use the ICSF CHECKAUTH(NO) setting. With that setting, ICSF will continue to
make security calls for callers that are not in supervisor state and that are not in a system key (key 0 - 7), but will not make
the RACROUTE security calls when Tape Encryption and other system services make calls for ICSF services.
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The CSFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB contains the ICSF startup parameters including the CHECKAUTH
parameter. Note that with CHECKAUTH(NO), accesses to the ICSF services are not logged in SMF records for callers
that are in supervisor state or in a system key.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC005

For more information, see the IBM ICSF System Programmer's Guide.

BESH0061E
The BESn database in use does not match the KeysDatabase attribute specified in the <StartupOptions>

Reason:

KeysDatabase=dbid was specified in the <StartupOptions> section of the parameter library, but KeysDatabase=dbid is in
effect. This was caused by also specifying SecureKeysOnly=Y in the <StartupOptions> section.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this exposure.

System Programmer Response:

Normally, when you specify KeysDatabase=BES, you would expect the BES primary and mirror databases contain the
encryption keys required by Tape Encryption. However, the specification SecureKeysOnly=Y causes Tape Encryption to
use the CKDS as the Keys database. That means the CKDS contains all the keys and the BES database does not. In the
event of a disaster recovery, the keys cannot be recovered from the BES database. A backup of the ICSF CKDS must be
available to recover the keys.

If you want to be able to completely recover all of the encryption keys required by Tape Encryption, you would need
to specify KeysDatabase=BES and SecureKeysOnly=N. Note that SecureKeysOnly=K at the <StartupOptions> level
allows specifying SecureKeysOnly=Y at the key level. Even when KeysDatabase=BES is in effect, any keys with the
SecureKeysOnly=Y attribute are always stored in the ICSF CKDS and not in the BES database.

If you plan to continue to use the ICSF CKDS as the keys database, then change the <StartupOptions> attribute
KeysDatabase to specify KeysDatabase=CKDS. That setting will cause this exception to clear.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC006

For more information on ICSF, see Configuring.

BESH0071E
BESn is running short of BES key index values

Reason:

Tape Encryption assigns a BES key index (BESKEY) to each key it generates. The BESKEY is used by the tape
management system for key life cycle management. BESn is allocated a range of BES key index values as displayed in
the report above. The number of free key index values left in that range has fallen to n which is at or below the threshold
of thresh or thresh%. This number is considered low. When all free key index values in the assigned range have been
used, then BES key index values will be taken out of the remaining BES ranges that are available in the database.
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Encryption processing will continue until all the keys have been exhausted. At that time, no new keys will be generated
until old keys are deleted.

Currently there are x keys available outside the range assigned to BESn.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this condition.

System Programmer Response:

To reduce the total number of key index values in the database you should delete keys that are no longer in use. Tape
Encryption provides full key life cycle management by integrating with your tape management system.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC007

For information on deactivating keys, see Administrating.

BESH0081E
BESn has detected a discrepancy between the version of its service modules in LPA compared to its STEPLIB

Reason:

Tape Encryption loads several control modules into CSA and then dynamically adds them to LPA. This is required so that
both the BES address space and the application address space can have access to the same services.

In the report above, modules that are loaded into LPA are listed. The module identification of the LPA version is listed on
the left side and the module identification of the STEPLIB version is listed on the right side. Normally, these should be the
same.

Currently n module(s) in LPA do not match the version from the BESn STEPLIB. The modules that don't match are
flagged in the column labeled "Backlvl". There are three possible back level indications:

• LPA -- The LPA version is older than the STEPLIB version.
• BESn -- The STEPLIB version is older than the LPA version.
• SYSMOD -- The LPA and STEPLIB versions have different change IDs.

Back level versions of any of the service modules may cause production jobs to fail during tape encryption processing.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this condition.

System Programmer Response:

If the back level column indicates "LPA", then the STEPLIB version is more current than the LPA version. The LPA loaded
versions are back level compared to those available in this BES STEPLIB. The LPA modules should be refreshed using
the RELOAD= MVS console command.
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Depending on the module that needs to be reloaded, you will need to use a slightly different command. Refer to the table
below. Note that in each example, the "BESn" must be replaced with "BESn" to direct the command to the correct BES
system.

Module to reload Command to issue
TBECMP BESn RELOAD=COMPRESSION
TBECMPTS BESn RELOAD=COMPRESSION
TBECONCT BESn RELOAD=TBECONCT
TBEKYNDX BESn RELOAD=TBEKYNDX
TBESAF00 BESn RELOAD=SECURITY
TBESMSHK BESn RELOAD=TBESMS
TBETEP BESn RELOAD=TEP

If the back level column indicates "BESn", then the LPA loaded version is more current than the one in this BES STEPLIB.
This BES is using a back level version of the Tape Encryption load library. Generally, this will work fine since the LPA
versions should be fully compatible with this back level BES. However, the BESn address space should be updated to use
the more current version of the Tape Encryption load library that is already in use in this same system.

If the back level column indicates "SYSMOD", then you may be running with a test PTF applied and the published version
is now available. This is not likely to cause any problems, but the final, published version of the fix should be applied and
refreshed into LPA using the appropriate RELOAD command from the table above.

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC008

For information about console commands, see Configuring.

BESH0091E
BESn has detected its database is xx% full

Reason:

Tape Encryption stores keys, digital certificates, and other control and monitoring information in its database. Current
database information:

• BESn database: bes.primary.database.dsn
• Key and digital certificate storage:

– Total: nn,nnn,nnn
– Free: nn,nnn,nnn
– Used: nn,nnn,nnn (xx%)

The database utilization of xx% exceeds the warning threshold of yy%.

Once the database becomes full, no new keys can be generated.

System Action:

The BES system continues processing.

Operator Response:

Notify the systems programmer of this condition.

System Programmer Response:

There are two approaches to solving this problem:
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• Reduce the number of keys in the database. This requires the implementation of full key life cycle management.
Tape Encryption interfaces with CA 1 and CA 1 to provide full life cycle management of keys. The tape management
systems keep track of all keys in use. This information can be given to Tape Encryption so the unused keys may be
deleted. For information on the TBEKMUTL utility, see Configuring.

• Reduce the frequency with which you generate keys - Each key is generated on a regular basis. If you are using
"weekly" as your regeneration interval, you could significantly reduce the number of keys being generated by
specifying "monthly".

Source:

Tape Encryption System, TBEHC009

BESnA Messages
BES0A1105E
RC=n,n,TCPINI,string

Reason:

During a startup, an error was encountered. The subaddress space is unable to initialize. The return codes and text string
pinpoints the cause of the error:

-4,8,Parmlib error

-4,9,RESMGR delete error

-4,10,RESMGR add error

-4,13-17,VCHAR length error

Action:

The subsystem initiates an SVC Dump. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BES0A9903W
NKM May violate Secure Keys (check ICSF SSM setting)

Reason:

NKM attempts to extract a clear key from the ICSF CKDS. If SSM(YES) is set, keys are extracted and in the clear before
the key is encrypted by NKM and sent over TCP/IP. If SSM(NO) is set, NKM attempts to extract the clear key from the
CKDS but is not allowed to do so.

Action:

Initialization proceeds.

BESnA0001I Messages
This page contains the BESnA0001I messages.

BESnA0001I stepname Ready

Reason:

The NKM address space has been successfully initialized and is ready for work.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

 

BESnA0001I stepname Stopping

Reason:

This message indicates the NKM address space is shutting down.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 

BESnA0004E
stepname ESTAEX failed

Reason:

A recovery environment cannot be established. The function is terminated.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0008E
stepname is executing with backlevel maintenance. Add the correct STEPLIB and restart BES

Reason:

The BES1NKM proc for the address space is running with a maintenance level not supported by the modules loaded from
the STEPLIB specified in the BES proc.

Action:

Modify the BES1NKM STEPLIB ddname to point to the same libraries defined in the BES proc.

BESnA0016E
stepname Aleserv failed. Make sure BES is up

Reason:

The NKM address space is unable to connect to the VCAT dataspace. The address space terminates.

Action:

Investigate whether the main NKM address space has been started; if not, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0020E
stepname Primary CDS allocation failed

Reason:

The Primary VSAM linear data set cannot be allocated. The address space terminates.

Action:
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Ensure the Primary VSAM linear data set is accessible to the NKM address space and proper security authorization is
granted.

BESnA0028E
stepname BESX initialization failed

Reason:

Startup was unable to initialize properly. Look for accompanying BESnAnnnnE messages to pinpoint the error.

Action:

Review and correct any related errors. If unable to resolve, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0032E
stepname Unable to locate BES

Reason:

While starting or restarting a subaddress space, the address space created PARMs were missing. The subaddress
space terminates. This message should only be possible if the subaddress space is started directly from an MVS START
command or if running with mismatching levels of maintenance.

Action:

If the MVS START command was issued improperly, the message can be ignored and the BES RESTART commands
should be used instead.

BESnA0036E
stepname RESMGR failed

Reason:

During a startup, the call to IBM service RESMGR ADD failed. The subaddress space is unable to initialize.

Action:

Re-issue the BES RESTART command. If it fails, examine the messages. A previous problem can cause this problem.
Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0044E
stepname SYSTCPD allocation failure

Reason:

During a startup, the SYSTCPD dataset could not be allocated. The subaddress space is unable to initialize.

Action:

Customize the Dsname SYSTCPD attribute of parmlib to match what is being used by the TCP/IP address space running
on the system.

BESnA0045E
stepname TCP/IP initialization error

Reason:
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During startup, the TCP/IP resources failed to initialize. Look for accompanying BESnAnnnnE messages to pinpoint the
error.

Action:

Review and correct any related errors. If unable to resolve, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0100E
stepname Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic info.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0104E
stepname Recovery routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic info.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0204E
stepname return code, reason code, SWAREQ failed

Reason:

The SWAREQ service ended with an unexpected return and reason code. The NKM address space terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support with the return and reason code.

BESnA0208E
stepname The Primary DDname allocated does not match the live system

Reason:

The NKM address space was started with the Primary VCAT data set ddname coded in the JCL. The referenced data set
does not match what the NKM subsystem is running with. The NKM address space terminates.

Action:

The Primary ddname should be removed from the JCL and the NKM subsystem restarted.

BESnA0212E
stepname return code, reason code,SVC99 failed

Reason:
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During initialization, while invoking dynamic allocation for the Primary VSAM linear data set, an error occurred. The NKM
address space terminates.

Action:

Try to interpret the dynamic allocation return codes to determine the cause of the problem. If necessary, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA0700I
stepname Command Scheduled

Reason:

A syntactically correct command has been received and scheduled.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnA0704E
stepname Incorrect command

Reason:

A syntactically incorrect command has been received.

Action:

Correct the command syntax to retry the command. If unsure of the proper syntax, issue the F BES1NKM,HELP
command.

BESnA1200I
Valid Command Syntax:

F BES1NKM,HELP

F BES1NKM,DISPLAY|D

F BES1NKM,STOP TASKID=nn

F BES1NKM,FREE DDNAME=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Output display from the F BES1NKM,HELP Command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnA1404E
stepname xxxxyyyy,zzzzzzzz,SVC99 failed

Reason:

While trying to free a ddname, an SVC 99 error was encountered. Message Syntax: xxxx The SVC 99 reason code. yyyy
The SVC 99 error code. zzzzzzzz The SMS error code.

Action:
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See the SVC 99 error and reason codes. If unable to resolve the SVC 99 error condition, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

BESnA1406E
BESnUT Task table is full

Reason:

During task initialization the maximum of 100 tasks was exceeded.

Action:

If the Listener does not restart itself manually stop the NKM address and it will automatically restart itself and the Listener.

BESnA1408E Messages
This page contains the BESnA1408E messages.

BESnUT rc=n, Subtask attach error

Reason:

When attaching a subtask an unexpected error was encountered.

Action:

If the Listener does not automatically restart itself manually stop the NKM address and it will automatically restart itself
and the Listener.

stepname Error, loop detected in DDN queue

Reason:

A loop was detected while chaining through the DDN control blocks.

Action:

Issue the BES DUMP command and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA1412E
BESnUT rc=n, TCBTOKEN error

Reason:

During a startup, the call to IBM service TCBTOKEN failed. The subaddress space is unable to initialize.

Action:

The subsystem initiates an SVC Dump. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA1700I
tasked module tcb description ddname devn volser seq dataset

Reason:

This is a two-line display in response to the F BES1NKM, DISPLAY command. See the command descriptions for
examples.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnA1704E
BESnUT Listener not found

Reason:

During stopping the Listener the task could not be located.

Action:

If the Listener does not automatically restart itself manually stop the NKM address space and it will automatically restart
itself and the Listener.

BESnA1801E
Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA1804E
BESnUT the Listener failed to initialize and will not be restarted. Contact Support

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. Initialization SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA1820E
Recovery routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA2000E
Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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BESnA2004E
Recovery routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic information. Percolating indicates
that pertinent information is being collected and recorded while the system continues without error recovery.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA2104E
stepname return code, TCBTOKEN failed

Reason:

During initialization, the TCBTOKEN service encountered an unexpected return code. The NKM address space
terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA2108E
stepname return code, IEANTCR failed

Reason:

During initialization, the IEANTCR service encountered an unexpected return code. The NKM address space terminates.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA2112E
stepname 12345678,ASEXT failed

Reason:

While starting or restarting a subaddress space, the address space created PARMs were missing. The subaddress
space terminates. This message should only be possible if the subaddress space is started directly from an MVS START
command or if running with mismatching levels of maintenance.

Action:

If the MVS START command was issued improperly, the message can be ignored and the BES RESTART commands
should be used instead.

BESnA2116E
stepname 12345678,ASEO locate failed

Reason:
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While starting or restarting a subaddress space, the address space created PARMs were invalid. The subaddress space
terminates. This message should only be possible if the subaddress space is started directly from an MVS START
command or if running with mismatching levels of maintenance.

Action:

If the MVS START command was issued improperly, the message can be ignored and the BES RESTART commands
should be used instead.

BESnA2120E
stepname 12345678,Module load failed for 12345678

Reason:

While starting or restarting a subaddress space, a required load module was missing. The subaddress space terminates.
This message should only be possible if the subaddress space is running with mismatching levels of maintenance.

Action:

If the MVS START command was issued improperly, the message can be ignored and the BES RESTART commands
should be used instead.

BESnA2200I
stepname nn Taskid terminated

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the BES STOP PTASKID=nn command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnA2204E
stepname nn Taskid is not valid

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the BES STOP PTASKID=nn command. The specified task was not valid. The task
ID is a decimal number from 01-99.

Action:

Issue the BES DISPLAY NKM command to find the proper task. The task may have already terminated.

BESnA2208E
stepname nn Taskid was not active

Reason:

This message is issued in response to the BES STOP PTASKID=nn command. The specified task was not found.

Action:

Issue the BES DISPLAY NKM command to find the proper task. The task may have already terminated.
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BESnA2300I
stepname ddname successfully freed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a F BES1NKM,FREE DDNAME=ddname command and indicates the ddname was
successfully freed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnA2304E
stepname ddname return code, reason code,SVC99 failed

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a F BES1PT,FREE DDNAME=ddname command and indicates the ddname was
not freed.

Action:

If the return code indicates that a file is open, look for the owning task using the BES DISPLAY NKM command and
terminate it using the appropriate stop command. If you are unable to locate an owning task, the NKM address space can
be restarted using the BES RESTART NKM command.

BESnA2404E
stepname return code Callrtm failed.

Reason:

The CALLRTM service ended with an unexpected return code. The stop command did not complete successfully.

Action:

Retry the command. If the problem persists, restart the NKM address space with the BES RESTART NKM command. If
the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA2501I
stepname NKM Stopped

Reason:

This message indicates the NKM component is shutting down.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnA2502I
stepname NKM Started

Reason:

This message indicates the NKM component is starting.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnA3300W
Warning: Mismatching maintenance levels detected Module mmmmmmmm Maintenance Level llllll Address
Space ssssss

Reason:

The maintenance level llllll of the referenced module mmmmmmmm and address space ssssssss does not match the
NKM main address space. This can happen when SMP maintenance is applied to the load libraries, and a subaddress
space is restarted.

Action:

If restarting the BES subsystem must be avoided, restore the SMP maintenance and restart the referenced subaddress
space.

BESnA9900E
RC=rc,rs,ATTACH,description

Reason:

During attach processing an error was encountered. The following return codes, return reasons are possible: rc,rs: 18,10
Task table full rc,rs: 18,11 Attach error rc,rs: 18,12 TCBTOKEN error

Action:

If the message persists, take a dump of the BES address space using the BES DUMP command and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.

BESnA9901E
BES1NKM estai entered

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA9902E
RC=rc,rs,RUNTCB,description

Reason:

During scheduling of an internal routine an error was encountered. The following return codes, return reasons are
possible: rc,rs: 18,10 Task table full rc,rs: 18,11 Function error

Action:

If the message persists, take a dump of the BES address space using the BES DUMP command and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance.
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BESnA9905E
stepname NKM Controller failed

Reason:

During a startup, NKM Controller initialization failed. The subaddress space is unable to initialize.

Action:

The subsystem initiates an SVC Dump. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA9908E
stepname NKM Listener start failed

Reason:

During a startup, the TCP/IP listener initialization failed. The subaddress space is unable to initialize.

Action:

The subsystem initiates an SVC Dump. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA9909E
TBEP2P ESTAI entered

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. SDUMP has been invoked to collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnA9912E
Contents

stepname is already started. Terminating

Reason:

The NKM address space is terminating because a duplicate address space has been detected. The presence of a
duplicate address space is determined by scanning for an enqueue with a QNAME of BES and an RNAME of the
stepname from the message.

Action:

To see if a second NKM address space is already active, issue the IBM command D GRS,RES=(BES,stepname),
where stepname is the value from the message. If another address space is not found, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

BESnAP000E

Security is back level - issue RELOAD=SECURITY command

Reason:

The BES SAF security interface has been enhanced to support additional security protections that cover the [assign the
value for ekm in your book] Option for Application Management. This message indicates that the version of the BES
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SAF security facility that is currently loaded is not at the r14.5 product release level or greater, and therefore application
requests must be denied access as a default response.

Action:

Issue the RELOAD=SECURITY command to the BES subsystem that is at the most current release and maintenance
level to enable application requests to [assign the value for ekm in your book] subsystems that are enabled for the Option
for Application Management.

BESnB Messages
BESnB0000E
BES Control block failure

Reason:

The BES control block cannot be located by the subsystem interface routines.

Action:

Stop and then restart the BES started task. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnBK000I
Code Book changed since last export: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A code book, not exported since its last rebuilding, encrypted a tape. To read this tape you must export the code book and
send the updated code book to your B2B partner or partners.

Syntax:

• xxxxxxxx
Represents the name of the code book.

Action:

Run the TBEBOOK export utility to export the updated code book into a sequential data set. Transmit or ship this
sequential data set to your B2B partner or partners. Also, separately ship the passkey you use as input to TBEBOOK
to your B2B partner or partners, or use a different method of transmission to prevent an unauthorized third party from
intercepting the code book and passkey.

BESnBK0999E
PASSKEY contains invalid characters

Reason:

The pass key supplied to the code book export utility contains invalid characters.

Action:

Verify that the pass key contains only alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9), spaces, or the following characters: @, #, or $.

BESnC Messages
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BESnCK000I
EKM subtask started

Reason:

This message indicates that the EKM subtask of the Tape Encryption subsystem has started.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK001E
CAKM work element is invalid - queue flushed

Reason:

An internal work request element was posted to the EKM subtask that was not supported by this release.

Action:

The current work element queue is discarded. Any work that was queued to the EKM is lost and will need to be re-
queued. Restart the Tape Encryption subsystem when convenient, and re-run any key management utilities that may have
been running at the time of the error that did not complete normally. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK002E
CAKM unable to allocate the CKDATA area

Reason:

The EKM was starting for the first time with the current Tape Encryption database and was unable to allocate an area for
the primary EKM control structure in the database.

Action:

The EKM is not able to initialize. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK003I
The PKDS is no longer selected for storing keys

Reason:

The EKM has been running with the PKDS selected as the private key database but the current PARMLIB settings no
longer specify that the PKDS is to be used.

Action:

This message is informational but will be followed by the BESnCK004I WTOR message.

BESnCK004I
Enter SAF to switch or PKDS to continue using the PKDS

Reason:

The EKM has been running with the PKDS selected as the private key database but the current PARMLIB settings no
longer specify that the PKDS is to be used. To stop using the PKDS requires confirmation.
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Action:

Reply to the WTOR with one of the following options:

• SAF-switch from using the PKDS to storing the entire certificate in the security (SAF) database. When switching over
to using the SAF database, any new certificates will be generated and stored within the SAF database and not in the
ICSF PKDS. Also, any existing pre-generated certificates that were generated using the PKDS will be deleted and new
pre-generated certificates using only the SAF database will be created.

• PKDS-continue using the PKDS, ignoring the PARMLIB setting.

BESnCK005I
EKM is now using the SAF database

Reason:

The EKM has been re-configured from using the PKDS to using only the security (SAF) database. The transition over from
the PKDS to the SAF database is complete and all new certificates will be generated only within the SAF database.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK006I
EKM will continue using the PKDS

Reason:

A reply of PKDS was provided to the BES0CK004I WTOR, electing to continue using the PKDS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK007E
EKM PKDS LPAR already set to lpar-name

Reason:

The IBMEKMKeysDataBase PARMLIB attribute has been set to PKDS but another LPAR already owns the PKDS
processing for the EKM.

Action:

Change your IBMEKMKeysDataBase attribute to NONE, or release ownership of the PKDS processing on the other LPAR
and restart the subsystem or refresh the dynamic options to re-drive the selection of the PKDS on this LPAR.

BESnCK008I
EKM switching to PKDS

Reason:

The IBMEKMKeysDataBase PARMLIB attribute has been set to PKDS, directing the current subsystem and LPAR to take
ownership of the PKDS processing for the EKM.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnCK010E
* EKM unable to initialize *

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred during the initialization of the EKM.

Action:

The EKM is not available. Look for other messages to determine the cause of the failure. Also look at the output from
any REXX processing in the SYSTSPRT DD output dataset of the subsystem for SAF processing errors. For further
assistance contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK011I
EKM ready for work

Reason:

The EKM has initialized and is ready to begin managing keys.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK020I
IBM EKM Key maintenance started

Reason:

The EKM has been posted to perform key maintenance work for the IBM TS1120 EKM Server. This involves tasks such
as creating or deleting Digital Certificates for the user ID and key ring that was configured in the IBM_EKM_Options
section of PARMLIB.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK021W
IBM EKM Key maintenance errors occurred

Reason:

During normal key maintenance processing for the IBM TS1120 EKM Server, errors have occurred either in the creation or
deletion of Digital Certificates intended for use by the EKM Server.

Action:

Look for related error messages and make any corrections that are necessary. After correcting the error, issue the
CAKMSYNC console command (for example; BESn CAKMSYNC) to ensure that any generated certificates are placed
into the SAF database.

BESnCK028I
IBM EKM Key maintenance scheduled on lpar-name

Reason:
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EKM maintenance has been scheduled to run on the LPAR that owns the management of certificates to be stored in the
IBM ICSF PKDS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK029I
IBM EKM Key maintenance completed

Reason:

The EKM has completed processing of certificates for the current key maintenance cycle.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK050I
IBM EKM Synchronization started

Reason:

The EKM has determined that certificates currently managed by the key manager are not found on the key ring defined for
the TS1120 EKM Server. The missing certificates will be extracted from the BES database if necessary and placed onto
the key ring.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK051I
IBM EKM Synchronization second pass

Reason:

The first attempt to synchronize the managed certificates on the EKM key ring did not result in full synchronization. This
could be because another copy of the EKM was also attempting to synchronize the key ring, which resulted in conflicts
in SAF processing. A second attempt at synchronization has started under exclusive control of the EKM tasks to avoid
the potential for SAF conflicts. During this second pass at synchronization under exclusive EKM control, any errors in the
process will be reported.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK052I
IBM EKM keys are synchronized

Reason:

A specific request to synchronize the key ring has determined that the key ring is already synchronized with the
certificates currently being managed by the EKM.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnCK053W
IBM EKM Reversing migration

Reason:

The migration has failed and will be reversed.

Action:

Do not reconfigure the TS1120 EKM Server until you have corrected the errors and restarted the migrate to a successful
completion.

BESnCK054W
Do not reconfigure the EKM - reply CONTINUE

Reason:

The migration of keys failed and was reversed.

Action:

Ensure that the EKM Server is configured with the user ID and key ring in effect prior to the migration. Also ensure that all
other LPARs have migrated back to the original Id/key ring then reply CONTINUE.

BESnCK055W
IBM EKM Synchronization failed

Reason:

Errors occurred during the process of synchronizing the SAF key ring.

Action:

Look for other error messages identifying the cause of the failure. Correct the problems and retry. For assistance, contact
support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK056E
IBM EKM Migration failed

Reason:

Errors occurred during the process of migrating EKM certificates.

Action:

Look for other error messages identifying the cause of the failure. Correct the problems and retry. For assistance, contact
support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK057I
IBM EKM Synchronization scheduled on lpar-name

Reason:

The EKM has identified a need or request to synchronize the key ring, but the key manager processing is under the
control of another LPAR to allow proper processing of the IBM ICSF PKDS.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK058I
Synchronization nn percent complete (hh:mm:ss remaining)

Reason:

Synchronization of the SAF key ring is proceeding, having processed the indicated percentage of the managed
certificates. The estimated time remaining before synchronization will be complete is also indicated. After this message is
issued once, it will be re-issued approximately once every 5 minutes until the process is complete.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK059I
IBM EKM Synchronization completed

Reason:

The synchronization of the SAF key ring has completed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK060I
IBM EKM key grooming started

Reason:

The EKM has determined that certificates are no longer needed and can be deleted from the SAF and BES databases.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK068I
IBM EKM grooming scheduled on lpar-name

Reason:

The EKM has determined that certificates are no longer needed and can be deleted from the SAF and BES databases,
but the key management processes for the key manager are owned by another LPAR to ensure proper processing of the
IBM ICSF PKDS. The handling of the request has been scheduled to run on the PKDS LPAR.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK069I
IBM EKM key grooming completed

Reason:

The process of deleting unneeded certificates from the SAF and BES databases has completed.
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Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK070I
Enter MIGRATE to move the EKM keys or CANCEL

Reason:

The SAF user ID or key ring name has been changed in the IBM_EKM_Options section of PARMLIB. The certificates
managed by the EKM will need to be moved from their current location (user ID/key ring) to the new location. Confirm the
request to migrate the certificates to the new location by replying with the word “MIGRATE” or reply “CANCEL” to stop the
process of migrating the certificates.

Action:

Reply MIGRATE to migrate the certificates, or CANCEL to not perform the migration.

BESnCK071I
IBM EKM key migration will start in 30 seconds

Reason:

A migration of certificates to a new user ID or key ring has been requested. The EKM is notifying any other LPARs sharing
the same BES database, and has suspended the migration for 30 seconds to allow the other LPARs to recognize the
migration.

Also, any task attempting to access or create an encrypted TS1120 tape will be placed into a wait during these 30
seconds and will remain in a wait state until the migration process has completed and a reply has been provided to the
BES0CK073I WTOR.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK072I
IBM EKM key migration has started

Reason:

The process of migrating certificates from one user ID/key ring in SAF to another user ID or key ring has begun.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK073I
Reconfigure and restart EKM and then reply RESUME

Reason:

The process of migrating certificates from one user ID/key ring in SAF to another user ID or key ring has completed.
However, the IBM EKM Server must be reconfigured and restarted to begin using the new user ID/key ring.

Action:

Reply RESUME only after the IBM EKM Server has been reconfigured and restarted with the new user ID or key ring.
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BESnCK074I
IBM EKM key migration cancelled

Reason:

A reply of CANCEL was given to the BESnCK070I WTOR.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK075W
PKDS keys will not be moved to the new User Id

Reason:

A request has been made to migrate certificates from one user ID to another, but the PKDS is being used to store the
private keys of the certificates. Because the private keys are stored in the PKDS, the EKM will not be allowed to move
these certificates over to the new user ID (any certificates that were generated outside of the PKDS will be moved).

Action:

Verify that you can successfully continue processing encrypted TS1120 tapes after switching the EKM over to another
user ID where some or all certificates generated up to this point may remain with the old user ID and reply to the
BESn0CK070I WTOR accordingly.

BESnCK076W
IBM EKM key migration must be started only on lpar-name

Reason:

A request has been made to migrate certificates from one user ID/key ring to another, but the key management processes
for the key manager are owned by another LPAR to ensure proper processing of the IBM ICSF PKDS. The handling of the
request has been scheduled to run on the PKDS LPAR.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK077E
Unable to create IBM EKM Key Ring

Reason:

A request was made to migrate certificates from one user ID/key ring to another, but the EKM was unable to create the
new key ring in SAF.

Action:

Look for error messages coming from SAF (your security product). Correct any errors and retry the migration (you may
need to migrate back to your old user ID/key ring and migrate to the new key ring again after correcting the problem).

BESnCK078I
Migration nn percent complete (hh:mm:ss remaining)

Reason:
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The migration of certificates from one user ID/key ring to another is proceeding, having processed the indicated
percentage of the managed certificates. The estimated time remaining before the migration will be complete is also
indicated. After this message is issued once, it will be re-issued approximately once every 5 minutes until the process is
complete.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK079I
IBM EKM key migration has completed

Reason:

The migration of certificates from one user ID/key ring to another has completed, and a reply was provided to the
BESnCK073I WTOR. Normal processing continues, and any tasks waiting on TS1120 tape processing are allowed to
resume processing.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK080E
Synchronization allocate failed: dataset-name

Reason:

During the process of synchronizing the SAF key ring, the EKM failed to allocate a cataloged dataset that is required by
the SAF command to import a certificate into the SAF database.

Action:

Check for any system messages that would indicate the cause of the failure. Correct the problem and retry the current
process (or issue the CAKMSYNC console command).

BESnCK081E
Synchronization open failed: dataset-name

Reason:

During the process of synchronizing the SAF key ring, the EKM failed to open a cataloged dataset.

Action:

Check for any system messages that would indicate the cause of the failure. Correct the problem and retry the current
process (or issue the CAKMSYNC console command).

BESnCK082E
Synchronization length overflow: dataset-name

Reason:

During the process of synchronizing the SAF key ring, the EKM encountered certificate data that was longer than the
amount of data it expected for the certificate.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK083W
Synchronization failed: certificate-label

Reason:

An error occurred during the synchronization of the SAF key ring.

Action:

Look for other messages that would indicate the cause of the failure. Correct the problems and retry.

BESnCK090I
Certificate %TL32 export data updated

Reason:

The TBECKMUT export utility has exported a certificate to an external sequential data set.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK091E
Exported key validation error

Reason:

The TBECKMUT export utility provided information about a certificate that does not appear to be valid. The BES database
will not be updated to reflect the export of the intended certificate (this information is for historical tracking only).

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK092I
EKM key server task refresh complete

Reason:

The IBM EKM server task has refreshed the key store as directed by an internal BES command.

Action:

Processing continues. None, this is an informational message.

BESnCK093W
EKM key server task not found

Reason:

A BES internal command was issued to refresh the IBM EKM key store, but the z/OS reported the task as not active.

Action:
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Processing continues. Insure the IBM EKM Key Server is started, and insure dynamic option IBMEKMSTC specifies the
correct name of the IBM Key Server started task. This message will be followed by message BESnCK094W.

BESnCK094W
EKM key server task not refreshed

Reason:

A BES internal command was entered to refresh the IBM EKM key store, but no positive response from the EKM was
received.

Action:

Processing continues, but jobs creating new tapes using the EKM key server task may fail. Halt processing of these types
of jobs until the EKM key server task is started and refreshed.

BESnCK095W
No response from EKM key server task refresh command

Reason:

A BES internal command was entered to refresh the IBM EKM key store, but no recognizable response was received by
BES.

Action:

Processing continues. Insure dynamic option IBMEKMSTC specifies the correct name of the IBM key server started task.
This message will be followed by message BESnCK094W.

BESnCK098E
Invalid directive: directive-value

Reason:

An external directive was posted to the EKM that it does not understand or support.

Action:

The directive is ignored. If other problems persist, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK400E
function failed due to SAF capacity limit

Reason:

The EKM is unable to add a new digital certificate (GENCERT) or connect a certificate to a key ring (CONNECT) due to
capacity constraints and limitations in your security product.

Action:

You should attempt to free up any unneeded certificates by running the TBEKMUTL Utitlity as described in the
Administrating section. Depending upon the security product, you may have other options that would allow you to expand
the capacity of the security product so that additional certificates can be added (contact the technical support group for
your security product).
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BESnCK401E
Reusing key for keyname

Reason:

A key managed by the EKM is unable to switch to a new key instance because there are no available pre-generated
keys. This could be caused by hitting a limitation in the security product for the total number of digital certificates (look
for message BESnCK400E). The digital certificate that was currently is use will continue to be used until this situation is
resolved.

Action:

Look for message BESnCK400E. If message BESnCK400E was issued the last time key maintenance was run, then you
have reached the maximum capacity for storing digital certificates in your security system. You should attempt to free up
any unneeded certificates by running the TBEKMUTL utility as described in the Administrating section. Depending upon
the security product, you may have other options that would allow you to expand the capacity of the security product so
that additional certificates can be added (contact the technical support group for your security product).

BESnCK710E
SYSTSPRT DD Statement missing

Reason:

The SYSTSPRT DD statement was not in the JCL.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid SYSTSPRT DD statement.

BESnCK711E
SYSPRINT DD Statement missing

Reason:

The SYSPRINT DD statement was not in the JCL.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid SYSPRINT DD statement.

BESnCK712E
SYSPRINT failed to open

Reason:

The SYSPRINT DD statement is not specified correctly.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid SYSPRINT DD statement.

BESnCK713E
SYSIN failed to open

Reason:
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The SYSIN DD statement is not specified correctly.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid SYSIN DD statement.

BESnCK714E
SYSEXEC failed to open

Reason:

The SYSEXEC DD statement is not specified correctly.

Action:

Processing terminates. Do not specify a SYSEXEC statement in the JCL. It will be dynamically named and allocated.

BESnCK720E
'BES' keyword missing - required

Reason:

The BES keyword is required for utility TBECKMUT.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid operand for BES=.

BESnCK721E
'BES' keyword specification is not valid

Reason:

The BES= operand is not valid.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid operand for BES=.

BESnCK722E
'Date' format is invalid

Reason:

The Date= specification format does not conform to YYYY-MM-DD or (YYYY-MM-DD,YYYY-MM-DD).

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the Date= specification.

BESnCK723E
'SELECT' keyword missing - required

Reason:

TBECKMUT did not encounter a SELECT= statement while processing SYSIN data.

Action:
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Processing terminates. Specify a valid Select= statement.

BESnCK724E
'SELECT' keyword specification is invalid

Reason:

The operand coded for Select= is not valid. Refer to the documentation for valid operands.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid Select= statement.

BESnCK725E
'IncludeFutureKeys' keyword specification is invalid

Reason:

The operand coded for IncludeFutureKeys was not Y or N.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify Y or N for IncludeFutureKeys.

BESnCK726E
'HighLevelQualifier' keyword specification is invalid

Reason:

The operand coded for HighLevelQualifier is not correct. It must be 1 to 17 characters and conform to z/OS data set
naming conventions,

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid HighLevelQualifier= statement.

BESnCK727E
'CertificateLabel' keyword specification is invalid

Reason:

The operand coded for CertificateLabel is not correct. It must be 1 to 32 characters.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid CertificateLabel statement.

BESnCK728E
'SymmetricKey' keyword specification is invalid

Reason:

The operand coded for SymmetricKey is not correct. It must be 1 to 32 characters.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid SymmetricKey statement.
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BESnCK729E
'ExportType' keyword specification is missing - required

Reason:

Keyword 'ExportType' must be specified with a valid operand.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid ExportType statement.

BESnCK730E
'ExportType' keyword specification is invalid

Reason:

Keyword 'ExportType' must be specified with a valid operand.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid ExportType statement.

BESnCK731E
Keyword 'PKCS12Password' must be specified when 'ExportType' = PKCS12DER or PKCS12B64

Reason:

Keyword 'PKCS12Password' was not specified by is required.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid PKCS12Password statement.

BESnCK732E
'PKCS12Password' keyword specification is invalid

Reason:

Keyword 'PKCS12Password' was not specified correctly. It must specify a string from 1 to 32 characters long. If
embedded blanks are present, enclose the password in single quotes.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid PKCS12Password statement.

BESnCK733E
Ending date specification is not greater than beginning date specification

Reason:

The second date encountered in a date range was not greater than the first date.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid Date statement.
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BESnCK734E
Date date is not a valid date

Reason:

The date specified must be a valid date in the form of YYYY-MM-DD.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid Date statement.

BESnCK735E
'Date' may only be specified when 'Select' specifies ByCertificateDate or ByCreationDate

Reason:

The Date= keyword was found but is not valid with the supplied Select= statement.

Action:

Processing terminates. Remove the Date= keyword or change the Select= statement to a selection that requires the
Date= keyword.

BESnCK736E
'Select=BySymmetricKey' was specified but 'SymmetricKey' was not specified'

Reason:

When BySymmetricKey is specified for the Select statement, the SymmetricKey keyword must be specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid SymmetricKey statement.

BESnCK737E
'Select=CertificateLabel' was specified but 'Certificatelabel' was not specified

Reason:

When ByCertificateLabel is specified for the Select statement, the CertificateLabel keyword must be specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid CertificateLabel statement.

BESnCK738E
'Select=ByCreationDate' was specified but no 'Date' was specified'

Reason:

When Select=ByCreationDate is specified, a Date specification must be specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid Date statement.
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BESnCK739E
'Select=ByExportedDate' was specified but no 'Date' was specified'

Reason:

When Select=ByExportedDate is specified, a Date specification must be specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a valid Date statement.

BESnCK740E
'Date' keyword is not valid when 'Select=All' is specified'

Reason:

When Select=All is specified, a Date specification must not be specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Remove the Date statement.

BESnCK741E
'Certificate' keyword is not valid when 'Select=All' is specified

Reason:

When Select=All is specified, the Certificate statement must not be specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Remove the Certificate statement.

BESnCK742E
'SymmetricKey' keyword is not valid when 'Select=All' is specified

Reason:

When Select=All is specified, the SymmetricKey statement must not be specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Remove the SymmetricKey statement.

BESnCK743E
'Export' verb was not found

Reason:

No 'EXPORT' verb was found in the SYSIN input.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the SYSIN input.
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BESnCK744W
'PKCS12PASSWORD' ignored

Reason:

A 'PKCS12Password' statement was found, but the ExportType was not PKCS12DER or PKCS12B64. PKCS12Password
is only valid when the ExportType is PKCS12DER or PKCS12B64.

Action:

Processing continues. Remove the PKCS12Password statement to prevent the warning message.

BESnCK745E
'Date' keyword is not valid when ByCurrentKey' is specified.

Reason:

A 'Date' was specified with ByCurrentKey selection.

Action:

Processing terminates. Remove the Date= specification when specifying ByCurrentKey.

BESnCK746E
'Certificate' keyword is not valid when ByCurrentKey is specified.

Reason:

A 'Certificate=' was specified with ByCurrentKey selection.

Action:

Processing terminates. Remove the Certificate= specification when specifying ByCurrentKey.

BESnCK747E
'SymmetricKey' keyword is not valid when ByCurrentKey is specified.

Reason:

A 'SymmetricKey=' was specified with ByCurrentKey selection.

Action:

Processing terminates. Remove the SymmetricKey= specification when specifying ByCurrentKey.

BESnCK748E
Ending parentheses not found

Reason:

Data specified for a keyword contains left parentheses but no right parentheses.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the keyword specification.
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BESnCK749E
Ending quote not found

Reason:

Data specified for a keyword begins with a single quote, but no ending quote was found.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the keyword specification.

BESnCK750E
The BES requested is not active

Reason:

The BES specified on the BES= statement was not active.

Action:

Processing terminates. Activate the BES specified on the BES= statement.

BESnCK751E
Security Authorization Failed - ruletype - besn,user

Reason:

The security system has prohibited user from accessing certificate data from BESn Ruletype represents either a specific
rule or a default rule.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact your security administrator to acquire the proper authorizations for the requested data.

BESnCK754E
Input control stream errors detected

Reason:

The SYSIN control stream is coded incorrectly.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the SYSIN control stream.

BESnCK755W
NOEXPORT parameter detected - certificates will not be exported

Reason:

A “NOEXPORT” parameter was coded on the EXECUTE statement.

Action:

Processing continues. Syntax and control statement verification will be performed, but no certificates will be exported.
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BESnCK756E
No certificates were selected for export

Reason:

No certificates matched the selection criteria on the EXPORT statement.

Action:

Processing terminates with no certificates exported. Change the specifications on the EXPORT statement to select
eligible certificates.

BESnCK757E
EXPORT command is incomplete

Reason:

The last parameter on the EXPORT verb contained a comma, indicating there was another parameter, but there were no
more parameters.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the EXPORT verb.

BESnCK758E
Invalid parm on the execute

Reason:

The parameter on the EXECUTE statement is not 'NOEXPORT'.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the parameter on the EXECUTE statement, specifying 'NOEXPORT' for a simulation run,
or omitting the parameter for an actual export run..

BESnCK759E
EXPORT command contains unknown or duplicate keywords

Reason:

The SYSIN control stream contains commands that are unknown or have already been specified.

Action:

Processing terminates. Correct the SYSIN control stream.

BESnCK761E
EKM not installed in BESn

Reason:

An export request specified BESn as the target BES, but EKM is not installed in this BES.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify a BES that has EKM installed.
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BESnCK762I
IncludeFutureKeys specification overidden - set to N

Reason:

IncludeFutureKeys was not specified as N in the utility input. It is always forced to N when SelectByCurrentKeys is
specified.

Action:

Processing continues. This is an information message. To avoid this message, remove the IncludeFutureKeys
specification.

BESnCK763E
Keyword contains invalid data

Reason:

Invalid data was specified for a keyword and cannot be processed by the parsing routine.

Action:

Processing terminates. Insure the specification for the keyword is within the documented limits.

BESnCK764I
Import script creation is requested

Reason:

The IMPMODEL and IMPSCRPT DD statements were detected. The model will be read in and validated.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK765E
)ENDCERT must be specified before another )CERT

Reason:

A )CERT control statement was found after another )CERT control statement had been specified. It is not valid to nest
one )CERT loop within another one. The previous )CERT loop must be terminated with an )ENDCERT control statement
before beginning another )CERT loop.

Action:

Insert an )ENDCERT control statement before this )CERT control statement.

BESnCK766E
)CERT must be specified prior to )ENDCERT

Reason:

An )ENDCERT control statement was found when no previous )CERT control statement had been specified.

Action:
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Insert a )CERT control statement prior to this the )ENDCERT control statement.

BESnCK767E
Unrecognized symbolic parameter detected

Reason:

A string beginning with “%%” was detected, but the symbolic variable was not recognized. An “*” is printed on the
preceding line to identify the location of the unrecognized symbolic parameter.

Action:

Correct the spelling of the symbolic parameter.

BESnCK768E
Import script was not generated

Reason:

A valid script model was detected, but no certificates matched the selection criteria. A script is generated only when
certificates are exported.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK769E
Unknown variable encountered - string

Reason:

After the model had been validated, a string beginning with “%%” was detected, but the symbolic variable was not
recognized. The value string is the string beginning with the “%%” that was detected.

Action:

This error should have been detected when the model was first loaded. See message BESnCK767E. The storage has
been corrupted. Review any recently applied maintenance.

BESnCK770I
Import script generation [begins | complete]

Reason:

This message appears with the “begins” notation when the script generation process begins. After all script lines have
been successfully generated, the message is issued with the “complete” notation.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK771E
EKM not enabled in BESn

Reason:
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An export request specified BESn as the target BES, but EKM is not enabled for this BES.

Action:

Processing terminates. Specify CAKMEnable=Y in the DynamicOptions for the specified BES to enable EKM.

BESnCK772E
This variable may only be used between )CERT and )ENDCERT

Reason:

An “*” is printed on the preceding line to identify the location of the symbolic parameter. This variable is specific to an
individual digital certificate and therefore must be placed between a )CERT and an )ENDCERT control statement.

Action:

Ensure this symbolic parameter is placed after a )CERT control statement but before the )ENDCERT control statement.

BESnCK773I
Import script model has been accepted

Reason:

All model script control statements have been processed. No errors have been detected. If digital certificates are
exported, the import script will be generated.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK774E
)ENDCERT control statement was not found

Reason:

All script model statements have been processed. Previously a )CERT control statement was specified, but
no )ENDCERT was found after the )CERT control statement.

Action:

Ensure an )ENDCERT control statement is specified after the )CERT control statement. If you are including “/*” as part
of the script model, either ensure that it does not appear in column one or use DD DATA and code the DLM parameter to
specify an alternate end of data indicator.

BESnCK800I
IBM_EKM_Options refresh complete

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of a BESn REFRESH=IBMEKM.

Action:

Processing continues. None, this is an informational message.
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BESnCK810E
Key Specified for IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey was not found in Symmetric Keys

Reason:

If this message is issued at BES initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued for a BESn
REFRESH=IBMEKM console command, the refresh is aborted. The symmetric key specified for IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey
was not found in the SymmetricKeys definition member.

Action:

Change the IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey specification to a key that specifies CAKMManaged=Y in your Symmetric Keys
definition, or change the IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey specification to NONE.

BESnCK811E
Key Specified for IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey was found but CAKMMANAGED set to N

Reason:

The IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey specified was located in the SymmetricKeys section, but the key did not specify
CAKMManaged=Y.

Action:

If this message is issued at BES initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued for a BESn
REFRESH=IBMEKM console command, the refresh is aborted. Change the IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey specification to
specify a Symmetric Key that has CAKMManaged=Y, or change the IBMEKMB2BDefaultKey specification to NONE.

BESnCK812E
No LMP Key was found for EKM

Reason:

BES Parmlib Dynamic Options specified CAKMEnable=Y, but an LMP Key was not found to be installed for the EKM.

Action:

Processing terminates. If Common Components and Services is installed, it must be initialized before BES is initialized. If
no LMP exists for EKM, change BES Parmlib Dynamic Options to specify CAKMEnable=N.

BESnCK813E
No LMP Key was found for any EKM Option

Reason:

BES Parmlib Dynamic Options specified CAKMEnable=Y, but an LMP Key was not found to be installed any EKM Option.

Action:

Processing terminates. If Common Components and Services is installed, it must be initialized before BES is initialized. If
no LMP exists for any EKM Option, change BES Parmlib Dynamic Options to specify CAKMEnable=N.

BESnCK857E
Parmlib Error: CAKMManaged Key <key> NumberOfGenerations must not be specified.

Reason:
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While initializing or refreshing the symmetric keys, a key was encountered that specified CAKMManaged=Y and
NumberOfGenerations.  NumberOfGenerations is not allowed with a key that specifies CAKMManaged=Y.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received as a result of a BESn
REFRESH=SYMKEYS command, the refresh is aborted. Remove the “NumberOfGenerations” specification from the key.

BESnCK858E
CAKMEnable=Y and B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates=Y may not be specified together.

Reason:

During BES initialization or during a dynamic option refresh, conflicting parameters were found. Startup option
B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates must be specified as N if CAKMEnable=Y is specified.

Action:

If this message is received at BES initialization, the initialization terminates. If this message is received as the result of a
BESn REFRESH=OPTIONS, the refresh is aborted. If running EKM, specify B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates=N in Startup
Options.

BESnCK860I
EKM SMS exit enabled

Reason:

The EKM SMS exit has been enabled.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK861I
EKM SMS exit previously enabled

Reason:

The EKM SMS exit was already active for another running BES.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK862E
EKM SMS exit could not be enabled

Reason:

The EKM SMS exit could not be enabled.

Action:

This is a critical error, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnCK863I
EKM SMS exit replaced

Reason:

This message is in response to a BESn RELOAD=TBESMSHK command. The exit has been replaced with a new copy.

Action:

Processing continues. None, this is an informational message.

BESnCK900I
Encryption key label n set to keylabel

Reason:

The key manager has set a key label for the encrypting tape drive to use. The value n can be “1” meaning key label 1 or
“2” meaning key label 2.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK901I
Encoding for key label n set to "H" (hash)

Reason:

The key manager has set the key label encoding for the encrypting tape drive to use. The value n can be “1” meaning key
label 1 or “2” meaning key label 2. The encoding method was either not set by SMS or it was set to “L” (label).

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCK903E
 Key Manager Option failed with RC=n 

 Reason: 

An unexpected condition was detected that prevented the Key Manager Option from setting the key label for the
encrypting tape drive. The values of “n” indicate the specific failure.

 n  Description of Error 
1 SIOT SVA was zero
2 SSSAJSDD SVA was zero
3 SIOT was not marked as SIOT
4 SIOT indicates this is not tape but it is a request to update the

tape volume record
5 SIOUCBA4 (UCB address) was zero
6 UCB is not marked as UCB
7 UCBTBYT3 says not tape
8 IOSDCXR failed to get UCBCX
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9 UCBCX not marked with UCBT
10 UCBCXEPI indicates no encryption support
11 Name/token located, but BES_TABLE address is zero
12 SJFCBPTR (SVA pointer to JFCB) is zero
13 'AL' label file after SMS but it was SL before SMS call
14 BES_TABLE is not marked correctly

 Action: 

Any of these errors indicate a severe problem which will require support personnel to evaluate. Retain the console log and
logs of any BES running in the LPAR where the failure occurred. 

BESnCK904E
DSA storage release failed

Reason:

All processing completed normally but the attempt to free the dynamic storage area (subpool 230) failed.

Action:

Processing continues. The storage area will be freed at the end of the job step.

BESnCK951I
Waiting for EKM migration, LPAR=xxxx, BES=yyyy

Reason:

The Key Manager Option discovered that a key migration is in process. A z/OS process is attempting to use an encryption
capable tape drive. That process is suspended to prevent encryption failures that may occur during key migration. The
value of xxxx identifies the LPAR where the key migration is being processed. The value of yyyy identifies the BES on that
system that is controlling the key migration.

Action:

Processing is suspended until the migration completes. The Key Manager Option will continue checking on the key
migration status at frequent intervals.

BESnCK952I
Continuing to wait for EKM migration, LPAR=xxxx, BES=yyyy

Reason:

The Key Manager Option has waited more than 5 minutes for a key migration to complete. The z/OS process remains
suspended to prevent encryption failures that may occur during key migration. The value of xxxx identifies the LPAR
where the key migration is being processed. The value of yyyy identifies the BES on that system that is controlling the key
migration.

Action:

Processing remains suspended until the migration completes. The Key Manager Option continues checking on the key
migration status at frequent intervals. Verify the key migration process is running normally on the system indicated.
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BESnCK953I
EKM key migration complete

Reason:

The Key Manager Option detected the completion of the key migration process.

Action:

The z/OS process that was suspended is now allowed to continue.

BESnCK990W
Bypassing CAKM Lock held by bes-id (lpar-name)

Reason:

The global EKM lock was held by another BES subsystem on the LPAR indicated, and that BES subsystem does not
appear to have performed any EKM tasks for an inordinately long period of time.

Action:

The BES subsystem holding the lock may be down or not functioning properly. The lock is no longer being honored and
normal processing continues.

BESnCK991E
CAKM Sxxx Uyyy ABEND - function aborted

Reason:

An ABEND has occurred in the EKM.

Action:

The EKM subtask is terminated and should be automatically restarted by the BES subsystem. If this problem persists,
contact Broadcom Support Technical at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK992E
RESET failed nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn

Reason:

During processing of a key management function, a DIV RESET call was issued but failed. This call fails because the BES
subsystem may not detect updates to the BES database if it is being shared with other BES subsystems.

Action:

Stop and restart the BES database. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnCK993E
CAKM Post error (nnnnnnnn)

Reason:

A work element was posted to the EKM with a request to post the caller at the completion of the request but the POST
service failed.

Action:
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The reason code for the POST failure is noted in the message. Contact Broadcom Support at for assistance.

BESnCK999I
EKM subtask terminated

Reason:

The EKM subtask has terminated.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCM010I
CA Tape Encryption Active Parmlib Attributes

Reason:

This message is displayed when a DISPLAY PARMLIB command is entered on the console. This is the first message
displayed in a multi-line command response. Subsequent lines are displayed (based on the command request
parameters) that represent active user-defined Tape Encryption initialization parameters.

Action:

None. The current BES processing parameters are written to the system log and optionally to the system console.

BESnCM011I
D PARMLIB command response successfully written to SYSLOG

Reason:

The system successfully processed the DISPLAY PARMLIB command and issued this message to notify the console
operator that the command response is written to the MVS SYSLOG. The command response is not displayed on the
MVS operator console.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCM110I
Tape Encryption Module Revision Level Log - S S S S

DDDDDDDD MMM DD, YYYY HH:MM:SS

Reason:

This message is displayed on the BES JOBLOG during Tape Encryption initialization. Tape Encryption initialization
generates a Module Revision Level (MRL) log that displays the revision level of Tape Encryption owned modules. This
message is a header descriptor that represents the first line of a multi-line MRL log display.

This message appears in the BES main address space JOBLOG data definition statement, JESMSGLG (JES Message
Log).

Syntax:

• S S S S
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SMF System ID
• DDDDDDDD

Day of the week
• MMM

Month of year
• DD

Numeric day of month
• YYYY

Year
• HH:MM:SS

Log report time

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCM111I
CA Tape Encryption Resident Module Storage Map - S S S S DDDDDDDD MMM DD, YYYY HH:MM:SS

Reason:

This message is displayed on the BES JOBLOG during Tape Encryption initialization. Tape Encryption initialization
generates a Resident Module Storage (RMS) map that displays the revision level of modules owned by Tape Encryption
and the storage location address of Tape Encryption resident modules. This message is a header descriptor that
represents the first line of a multi-line RMS map display.

This message appears in the Tape Encryption main address space JOBLOG data definition statement, JESMSGLG (JES
Message Log).

• Syntax:
• S S S S

SMF System ID
• DDDDDDDD

Day of the week
• MMM

Month of year
• DD

Numeric day of month
• YYYY

Year
• HH:MM:SS

Log report time

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnCSA00E
CSA initialization failure. Module nnnnnnnn not found

Reason:
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The Tape Encryption common services loader module encountered a severe error; the Tape Encryption common module
named nnnnnnnn could not be loaded in the CSA. This could be due to the module missing, being marked as non-
executable, CSA storage exhausted, or a damaged load library.

Action:

Check the load library where the module is resident to determine if the module:

• actually exists
• has been flagged as non-executable due to a program management binder failure
• review CSA storage map to determine if CSA is exhausted

Review any accompanying messages for further problem determination and contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnCSA01E
Initialization failure. Invalid BES control block

Reason:

The Tape Encryption common services loader module encountered a severe error; the BES system control block specified
on the service request is invalid.

Action:

This is an internal Tape Encryption error. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for further
assistance.

BESnD Messages
BESnD0000E
Unable to locate the BES

Reason:

The BES control block cannot be located. The task terminates.

Action:

Stop and then restart the BES started task. If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For
assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0000I
Command Manager Ready

Reason:

The command manager has been successfully initialized and is ready for work.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0001I
Task terminated
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Reason:

The task has terminated normally.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0004E
Invalid post code

Reason:

An invalid internal request was ignored by the task.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0008E
ESTAEX failed

Reason:

A recovery environment cannot be established. The function is terminated.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0100E
Recovery1 routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem may have caused this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the
problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0104E
Recovery1 routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and the unit of work proceeds with
termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnD0200E
Recovery2 routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0204E
Recovery2 routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and proceeds with termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0300E
Recovery3 routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0304E
Recovery3 routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues with termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD03A0E
Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:
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An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record, schedules a system dump, and
continues processing.

Action:

Locate the dump data set. If no dump is produced, examine the logrec data set to determine why the dump was not taken.
Dump Analysis and Elimination (DAE) might have suppressed it. If suppressed, locate the dump for the original failure.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD03A4E
Recovery routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and proceeds with termination.

Action:

Examine messages, dumps and the logrec data set error records for previous abend codes. Look at the explanations of
any previous abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0408E
12345678,12345678,DIV Save failed

Reason:

The Data-In-Virtual request failed. The background function that keeps the BES database storage size requirements to a
minimum was unable to complete successfully. The return and reason code are supplied in the message. The function is
terminated.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0412E
12345678,12345678,DIV Savelist failed

Reason:

The Data-In-Virtual request failed. The background function that keeps the BES database storage size requirements to a
minimum was unable to complete successfully. The return and reason code are supplied in the message. The function is
terminated.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnD0441E
Reload of pppppppp module failed

Reason:
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During reload or restart and recovery processing one of the required Tape Encryption modules was not able to be loaded
into LPA storage.

The reload of the module pppppppp into the system LPA failed. This could be due to a corrupted or missing module in
your BES load library or system link list concatenation. Depending on the type of failure the specific Tape Encryption
service associated with that module could be disabled (for example, SAF Interface, TEP - Tape Processing, and so on).

Action:

Verify that the pppppppp module is loaded in the BES load library or system LNKLST data set or data sets. If the data sets
reside in LNKLST, verify they are APF authorized and in the active LNKLST concatenation.

If the data sets are in LNKLST and maintenance has been recently applied, refresh the system LNKLST by issuing the z/
OS command: F LLA,REFRESH and then reenter the BESn RELOAD=xxxxxxxx command.

The Tape Encryption service module is not reloaded.

BESnD0442W
Unable to register pppppppp in LPA

Reason:

The reload of the Tape Encryption service module pppppppp the system LPA failed during IBM CSVDYLPA processing.
Depending on the type of failure the specific Tape Encryption service associated with that module could be disabled (for
example, SAF Interface, TEP - Tape Processing, and so on).

The reload of the SAF interface composite module TBESAF00 into the system LPA failed during IBM CSVDYLPA
processing. Further security reload processing is terminated.

Action:

For more information, see message BESnD0451W for return and reason codes returned from the IBM CSVDYLPA
service. The new module pppppppp is not reloaded and the existing module is still loaded and used for processing.

BESnD0443W
CSA delete of pppppppp failed

Reason:

The old, registered pppppppp module could not be deleted and replaced with a new copy of module pppppppp.

Action:

For more information, see message BESnD0451W for return and reason codes returned from the IBM CSVDYLPA
service and determine the reason for the failure.

The old module is not replaced.

BESnD0445E
Hardware Compression table load failed, R15=n

Reason:

While processing a “BESn RELOAD=COMPRESSION” command, Tape Encryption failed to load the compression
hardware tables into the VCAT data space.

Action:
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Processing continues. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for assistance and be prepared to
provide the error message and the contents of register 15.

BESnD0446I
SAF Interface module (TBESAF00) reloaded

Reason:

A request to reload the Tape Encryption SAF Interface nucleus has completed successfully.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0447E
Library module pppppppp is corrupt - Reload aborted

Reason:

Module pppppppp is corrupt and cannot be reloaded into the LPA. The BESn RELOAD=pppppppp command will be
aborted. The old version of the module will remain in the LPA and will continue to be used by the BESn subsystem.

• pppppppp
Indicates the program name.

Action:

Perform the following steps to resolve the error:

1. Review any associated messages that detail why the reload of the module has failed. Correct the problem and reenter
the RELOAD command.

2. If the RELOAD command was issued to update modules that have had recent PTF service applied, review the service
application job to determine if it ended normally. If not, attempt to correct the error and restart the service job. If the
service finishes normally, reenter the BESn RELOAD=pppppppp command.

3. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for assistance.

BESnD0450I
BES TEP Exit reloaded

Reason:

The Tape Encryption console command: BESn RELOAD=TEP was entered to refresh the z/OS Tape Exit Program
intercepts. This message indicates that a new copy of TEP (TBETEP) has been loaded into storage, the old version
deleted and the system pointers have been successfully updated.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0451I
BES Compression routines reloaded

Reason:

A request to reload the Tape Encryption compression program modules has completed successfully.
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Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0452I
BES Software compression tables reloaded

Reason:

A request to reload the Tape Encryption software tape compression tables has completed successfully.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0453I
BES Hardware compression tables reloaded

Reason:

A request to reload the Tape Encryption hardware-based tape compression tables has completed successfully.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0454I
TBECONCT reloaded

Reason:

The Tape Encryption BES connection service has been successfully reloaded into common storage.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0456I
TBEKYNDX reloaded

Reason:

The Tape Encryption key maintenance service has been successfully reloaded into common storage.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0459I
BES TEP Exit removed

Reason:

The last active Tape Encryption subsystem has been successfully quiesced and the Tape Exit Program is now has been
quiesced and removed from storage.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnD0460E
CA Tape Encryption security protection and security data set selection functions are disabled

Reason:

A request to reload the SAF Interface environment has failed due to a BES, IBM or SAF error. Additional diagnostic
information is returned in the BESnD0431E message.

Action:

Review the diagnostic information to see which component or service failed. Try to correct if possible (for example, invalid
CA@BES entities, and so on) or contact Broadcom Support.

BESnD0461W
CA Tape Encryption SAF Interface RELOAD Failed - Diagnostic Data: RC(rrrrrrrr), RS(ssssssss), FB(ffffffff)

Reason:

The RELOAD=SECURITY command failed and the following associated diagnostic information is displayed in this
message:

• RC (rrrrrrrr)
Indicates the return code associated with the error.

• RS (ssssssss)
Indicates the reason code associated with the error.

• FB(ffffffff)
Indicates the feedback code for the associated reason code and return code.

Action:

Record this information and submit it to Broadcom Support if requested.

BESnD1000I
CSA/SQA Utilization Summary Report

Reason:

This message occurs when a BES CSA summary command was entered.

Action:

None. The report lists the Common Service Area used by each BES subsystem.

BESnD1008E
Command unavailable. CSA/SQA tracking must be active. See the DIAGXX member of SYS1.PARMLIB

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a BESn D CSA command if CSA/SQA tracking is not active.

Action:

If Tape Encryption CSA utilization is desired, a DIAGXX member of IBM's SYS1.PARMLIB search order specifying VSM
TRACK CSA(ON) SQA(ON) must be available and made active using the SET DIAG=XX command.
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BESnD1012E
Command failed. Unable to locate the ASEO table. Contact support

Reason:

The internal table used to locate the subaddress spaces of Tape Encryption was not found.

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance,
contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD1100I
Active CSA/SQA Utilization ReportJobname

Asid Address

Length

MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a BESn D CSA,DETAIL command to report detailed CSA utilization attributed to
Tape Encryption.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD1101I
Unowned CSA/SQA Utilization ReportJobname

Asid Address

Length

MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a BESn D CSA,DETAIL command to report detailed CSA utilization attributed to
Tape Encryption.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnD1400I
Logger Status Display

Reason:

The BESn DISPLAY LOGGER command was entered on the console.

Action:

None. The BES logger information is displayed to indicate the current logging stream name, logging level, bytes logged,
and other significant logger information.
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BESnD1904E
BESEXT UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

The BESEXT pointer was missing in the BES control block when BESPARMS was reallocated.

Action:

Run an IPCS report. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD1908E
PARMLIBS NOT REMEMBERED IN BESEXT

Reason:

The PARMLIB pointer was missing in the BESEXT control block when BESPARMS reallocated.

Action:

Run an IPCS report. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD1912E
DYNALLOC ERROR eeee-rrrr: BESPARMS[+n]

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed with error code eeee and reason code rrrr when BESPARMS was reallocated. If +n is in the text,
the failure was for the nth concatenated data set.

Action:

Ensure that you have not deleted or uncataloged the data set since starting Tape Encryption, and that you do not have
exclusive control of it, perhaps by ISPF EDIT. If the problem continues after confirming that neither of these is true, run an
IPCS report. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD1916E
DYNALLOC CONCAT ERROR eeee-rrrr

Reason:

During BESPARMS reallocation, dynamic concatenation failed with error code eeee and reason code rrrr.

Action:

Ensure that you have not deleted or uncataloged the data set since starting Tape Encryption, and that you do not have
exclusive control of it, perhaps by ISPF EDIT. If the problem continues after confirming that neither of these is true, run an
IPCS report. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD1944E
BESEXT UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

The BESEXT pointer was missing in the BES control block when BESPARMS was unallocated.

Action:
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Run an IPCS report. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD1948E
PARMLIBS NOT REMEMBERED IN BESEXT

Reason:

The PARMLIB pointer was missing in the BESEXT control block when BESPARMS was unallocated.

Action:

Run an IPCS report. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD1952E
DYNALLOC ERROR eeee-rrrr: BESPARMS

Reason:

Dynamic allocation failed with error code eeee and reason code rrrr when BESPARMS was unallocated.

Action:

Run an IPCS report. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnD9920I
Task timeout value has expired, reply W(ait) or C(ancel)

Reason:

The command processor subtask (TBECMD) did not complete its current task in the predetermined time limit of 30
seconds.

Action:

If you suspect that the TBECMD subtask is hung up and not capable of recovery, reply C to cancel the subtask. The
subtask will automatically be restarted. Some tasks, such as key migrations to or from the ICSF CKDS, can take longer
than the 30 second timeout limit. Give such tasks extra time by replying W.

BESnDS000I
Unformatted primary detected

Reason:

This message is issued during startup if the primary and mirror databases are empty and indicates formatting is
necessary.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnDS001I
Formatting complete

Reason:

This message is issued after BESnDS000I to indicate the formatting is complete.
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Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnDS002I
Size of Primary(xxxx) Mirror(xxxx)

Reason:

This message is issued during startup and indicates the size of the primary and mirror databases in 4K pages.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnDS004E
GETDSAB Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the GETDSAB service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Investigate the return codes provided in the message and make sure the parmlib startup option for
DsnameBESPrimaryDB references the correct data set.

BESnDS005E
SWAREQ Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the SWAREQ service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Investigate the return codes provided in the message and make sure the parmlib startup option for
DsnameBESPrimaryDB references the correct data set.

BESnDS008E
DIV Identify Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Identify service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Investigate the return codes provided in the message and make sure the parmlib startup option for
DsnameBESPrimaryDB references the correct data set.

BESnDS009E
DIV Identify Error on the mirror R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)
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Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Identify service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Investigate the return codes provided in the message and make sure the parmlib startup option for DsnameBESMirrorDB
references the correct data set.

BESnDS012E
DIV Access Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Access service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Investigate the return codes provided in the message and make sure the parmlib startup option for
DsnameBESPrimaryDB references the correct data set.

BESnDS013E
DIV Access Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Access service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Investigate the return codes provided in the message and make sure the parmlib startup option for DsnameBESMirrorDB
references the correct data set.

BESnDS016E
DSPSERV Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DSPSERV service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS017E
DSPSERV Error on the Mirror R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DSPSERV service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.
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Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS020E
ALESERV Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the ALESERV service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS021E
ALESERV Error on the Mirror R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the ALESERV service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS024E
DIV MAP Error on the primary R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Map service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS025E
DIV MAP Error on the Mirror R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Map service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnDS028E
Primary/Mirror Mismatch

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the primary and mirror databases are not the same size.
Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Investigate the return codes provided in the message and make sure the parmlib startup option for
DsnameBESPrimaryDB and DsnameBESMirrorDB reference the correct data sets.

BESnDS030E
CSRPEXP failed R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the CSRPEXP service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS032E
CSRPBLD failed R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the CSRPBLD service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS033E
CSRPEXP failed R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the CSRPEXP service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS034E
DIV Save Error R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:
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This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Save service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS036E
Primary/Mirror Mismatch

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the internal data fails validity edits. Subsystem initialization
fails.

Action:

Make sure the parmlib startup option for DsnameBESPrimaryDB and DsnameBESMirrorDB reference the correct data
sets.

BESnDS037E
Primary/Mirror Mismatch

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the internal data fails validity edits. Subsystem initialization
fails.

Action:

Make sure the parmlib startup option for DsnameBESPrimaryDB and DsnameBESMirrorDB reference the correct data
sets.

BESnDS040E
DIV Unmap Error R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Unmap service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS041E
DIV Map Error R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Map service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:
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This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS042E
DIV Save Error R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Save service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS044E
CSRPRGT Error R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the internal data fails validity edits. R15 contains the return
code describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure the parmlib startup option for DsnameBESPrimaryDB and DsnameBESMirrorDB reference the correct data
sets.

BESnDS056E
CSRPEXP Error R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the internal data fails validity edits. R15 contains the return
code describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure the parmlib startup option for DsnameBESPrimaryDB and DsnameBESMirrorDB reference the correct data
sets.

BESnDS060E
DIV database Error on the function R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during subsystem initialization if the DIV Save service fails. R15 contains the return code
describing the error. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnDS065E
Maximum number of BES subsystems exceeded

Reason:

An attempt to start BES with a new BES system id (SMF id + BESn) has failed because the maximum number of BES
system id's has been reached. For most installations this is 31 different BES subsystems on multiple LPARs sharing a
single BES database.

The BES database is partitioned into 32 segments with one segment reserved for shared resources. Each of the
remaining 31 segments is allocated to a unique BES subsystem as they are started. In some installations where an
extensive number of symmetric keys or digital certificates have been generated, a second segment may be required,
reducing the number of segments available for other BES subsystems.

Action:

Initialization of the new BES subsystem terminates. You will not be able to add any new BES subsystems. Review the
BES systems sharing the BES database to identify workloads that can be migrated to a new BES database. For example
if you share a BES database between production and test systems, define a separate BES database for use by test
systems only.

BESnDS101E
control_block_ID block id edit failure

Reason:

This message may be seen during normal operation during new subsystem startup or key management. A new cell
cannot be allocated and the return code is passed to the caller.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS108E
GETDCELL error, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during normal operation during new subsystem startup or key management. A new cell
cannot be allocated and the return code is passed to the caller.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS112E
DCELLX error, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during normal operation during new subsystem startup or key management. A new cell
cannot be allocated and the return code is passed to the caller.

Action:
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This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS116E
SAVE error, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

This message may be seen during normal operation during new subsystem startup or key management. A new cell
cannot be allocated and the return code is passed to the caller.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS120E
control_block_ID expand severe error, dump requested

Reason:

This message may be seen during normal operation during new subsystem startup or key management. A new cell
cannot be allocated and the return code is passed to the caller.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnDS138E
DIV database Error on the function

Reason:

This message may be seen during normal operation during new subsystem startup or key management. A new cell
cannot be allocated and the return code is passed to the caller. The first set of variables may be Map, Save or Unmap.
The second set of variables may be Primary or Mirror.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for additional information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnE Messages
BES0EM020E
Maximum of 20 email text lines has been exceeded.

Reason:

More than 20 EMText= parameters have been specified in the <Dynamic_Options> section.

Action:
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Correct the specification for the affected definition. If this message is received at startup, Tape Encryption initialization
terminates. If this messsage is received as the result of a refresh command, the refresh command fails, but normal
processing continues.

BES0EM022E
EMLibURL <url> was previously defined in Symmetric Key <keyname>.

Reason:

The EMLibURL specified has been defined previously in Symmetric Key keyname. The EMLibURL specification must not
be duplicated.

Action:

Correct the specification for the affected definition. If this message is received at startup, Tape Encryption initialization
terminates. If this message is received as the result of a refresh command, the refresh command fails, but normal
processing continues.

BES0EM024E
Maximum number of EMEmailAddr specifications has been exceeded for Symmetric Key <keyname>.

Reason:

More than 10 EMEmailAddr statements have been specified for the symmetric key.

Action:

Correct the specification for the affected definition. If this message is received at startup, Tape Encryption initialization
terminates. If this message is received as the result of a refresh command, the refresh command fails, but normal
processing continues.

BES0EM026E
Maximum number of EMLibURL specifications has been exceeded for Symmetric Key <keyname>.

Reason:

More than 10 EMLibURL statements have been specified for the Symmetric Key.

Action:

Correct the specification for the affected definition. If this message is received at startup, Tape Encryption initialization
terminates. If this message is received as the result of a refresh command, the refresh command fails, but normal
processing continues.

BES0EM027E
Parmlib Error: Symmetric Key <keyname> contains EMLibURL specification but no EMEmailAddr specification.

Reason:

An EMLibURL has been specified, but no EMEmailAddr has been specified. An EMEmailAddr specification is required if
any EMLibURL statements are present.

Action:
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Correct the specification for the affected definition. If this message is received at startup, Tape Encryption initialization
terminates. If this message is received as the result of a refresh command, the refresh command fails, but normal
processing continues.

BES1EM001I
Key change notification has been sent for <keyname>

Reason:

EKM has just created and sent an email after a key changed. Where <keyname> is the symmetric key name for which an
email has been generated.

Action:

This is an informational message. The email recipients specified in the key should receive an email.

BES1EM002
Allocation failed for email output.

Reason:

EKM failed in its attempt to allocate a SYSOUT data set for an email.

Action:

Verify that the parmlib values for EMSysout and EMWriter are valid for your environment.

BES1EM003E
Open failed for email output.

Reason:

EKM failed in its attempt to open a dynamically allocated SYSOUT data set for an email.

Action:

Verify that the parmlib values for EMSysout and EMWriter are valid for your environment. Correct the specification for the
affected definition.

BESnER001E
No BES system has been started

Reason:

TBEEARL reports on data from active BES address spaces. Since there are no active BES address spaces no reports
can be produced.

Action:

Start one or more BES address spaces.

BESnER002E
Invalid TYPRUN= specified

Reason:
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The Tape Encryption database can be accessed from EARL user programs using a special I/O module. The EARL user
program requests the type of access using the TYPRUN variable. Two values are available, SUMMARY and DETAIL.
TYPRUN=SUMMARY will read the monthly statistics summary records for the specified Tape Encryption address spaces.
TYPRUN=DETAIL reads the last one thousand statistics records for the specified address spaces.

Action:

In the EARL user program code TYPRUN=SUMMARY or TYPRUN=DETAIL.

BESnER004E
Call to BES API failed

Reason:

The BES API service could not be found or returned an invalid return code.

Action:

Check to insure that the BES load library is defined to this Earl job. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnES000I Messages
This page contains the BESnES000I messages.

BESnES000I Swapped UCB/UCE ucb1/uce1 with ucb2/none

Reason:

Tape Encryption has acknowledged the DDR swap and has swapped the device number ucb1, which was associated with
the Tape Encryption UCE control block at uce1, with the ucb2 device. The ucb2 device address was not associated with
any UCE control block. After the swap, the device at ucb2 will be associated with the UCE at uce1.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnES000I Swapped UCB/UCE ucb1/uce1 with ucb2/uce2

Reason:

Tape Encryption has acknowledged the DDR swap and has swapped the device number ucb1, which was associated
with the Tape Encryption UCE control block at uce1, with the ucb2 device. The ucb2 device address was also associated
with a UCE control block at uce2. After the swap, the device at ucb2 will be associated with the UCE at uce1 and the old
device at ucb1 will assume ownership of the UCE at uce2.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnES202E
CA Tape Encryption IO intercept was not installed. RC(nn)

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed while attempting to dynamically add a Device Descriptor Table (DDT) entry for this UCB.

Syntax:

• nn = 12
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The BES UCE control block was not valid.
• nn = 13

There was no address for the BES control block.
• nn = 14

The BES control block is invalid.
• nn = 15

Could not find this UCB.
• nn = 16

Could not find the DDT table.
• nn = 17

Could not find the DDT entry for this device.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnF Messages
BESnFP015E
Invalid algorithm: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) self-test suite attempted to use a cryptographic algorithm that is not
valid in the current version of the BES address space.

Action:

For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnFP800I
Starting FIPS self-test suite

Reason:

The FIPS self-tests on the algorithm shown in the message have started. The FIPS self-tests are described in the FIPS
140-2 publication, which details the security requirements that must be satisfied by a cryptographic module used in a
security system.

NOTE
If FIPS mode is enabled, the FIPS self-test suite is executed during initialization of the BES address space. You
can also initiate the FIPS self-test suite using the FIPSTESTS command. For more information about FIPS, see
the Administrating section.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnFP801I
Finished FIPS self-test suite

Reason:
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The FIPS self-tests on the algorithm shown in the message are complete. The FIPS self-tests are described in the FIPS
140-2 publication.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnFP810I
algorithm algorithm_description - OK

Reason:

The FIPS self-tests on the algorithm shown in the message have completed successfully. The FIPS self-tests are
described in the FIPS 140-2 publication.

Syntax:

• algorithm
A 0 to 16 character value that represents the encryption algorithm that was tested.

• algorithm_description
A 1 to 64 character value description of the specific FIPS self-test that was performed.

Example: BESnFP810I message

BESnFP810I 3DES192 Permutation operation known answer - OK

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnFP811E
algorithm type test - FAILED

Reason:

The FIPS self-test on the algorithm shown in the message did not complete successfully due to problems with the ICSF
product or address space, or with one or more cryptographic hardware elements. The FIPS self-tests are described in the
FIPS 140-2 publication.

Syntax:

• algorithm
A 0 to 16 character value that represents the encryption algorithm that was tested.

• type
A 0 to 16 character value that can be Encryption or Decryption to indicate whether the FIPS self-test failed during the
encryption test or the decryption test.

• test
A 1 to 64 character description of the specific FIPS self-test that was performed.

Action:

Verify that the ICSF product is running. Check the LOGREC file for any error messages or error entries associated
with ICSF or any cryptographic hardware installed on the system. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnFP890E
Error obtaining a UCE..test cancelled
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Reason:

The FIPS self-test on the algorithm shown in the message did not complete successfully due to an internal error in
allocating a BES UCB Extension Block (UCE). The FIPS self-tests are described in the FIPS 140-2 publication.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnFP933E
TBEFPSST Sxxx Uxxx ABEND

Reason:

An ABEND occurred during the processing of the FIPS self-test described in the FIPS 140-2 publication.

Syntax:

• Sxxx
Represents a three-digit hexadecimal value for the system ABEND code.

• Uxxx
Represents a three-digit hexadecimal value for the user ABEND code.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnH Messages
BESnHL015E
Contents

Invalid algorithm: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The cryptographic algorithm specified in parmlib for parameter BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm is not correct.

Action:

Verify the parmlib definition and specify a valid algorithm.

BESnHL883E

CPACF and ICSF not available - invalid BES DB encryption algorithm

Reason:

The Tape Encryption BES DB (database) has been found to be encrypted with the 3DES192 algorithm but the BES task
has been started on a system where 3DES192 is not available. Tape Encryption requires that CPACF or ICSF is available
to support the 3DES1982 algorithm.

Action:

Either CPACF or ICSF must be available for Tape Encryption to initialize properly when the BES DB has been protected
with 3DES192 (BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm=3DES192 was specified in the STARTUP member of parmlib on the
system where the database was first initialized). Tape Encryption provides its own software version of the AES
algorithm (AES128, AES192 and AES256), but not 3DES192. Once initialized with 3DES192, you cannot change the
BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm= parameter. Either enable CPACF or start ICSF on the system.
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BESnHL885W
CKDS requested but ICSF is not active

Reason:

The KeysDatabase attribute in the StartupOptions section of parmlib was set to CKDS but ICSF is not active.

Action:

Tape Encryption begins using the CKDS when ICSF is started. Ensure that ICSF is started before accessing any keys that
may be stored in the CKDS. Any keys generated by Tape Encryption while the CKDS is not available are stored in the
BES database instead of the CKDS, and the BESnKM017W message is issued. If you are not running ICSF, change the
KeysDatabase parameter to BES.

BESnHL886E
SecureKeysOnly requires that ICSF be active

Reason:

The SecureKeysOnly attribute in the StartupOptions section of parmlib was set to Y for yes or K for key, but ICSF is not
active.

Action:

You must either start ICSF or disable the use of secure keys. Specify SecureKeysOnly=N in the StartupOptions section to
disable the use of secure keys.

BESnHL887E
SecureKeysOnly requires at least one cryptographic coprocessor card

Reason:

The SecureKeysOnly attribute in the StartupOptions section of parmlib was set to Y for yes or K for key but there are no
cryptographic coprocessor cards currently online. At least one PCIXCC or Crypto Express2 card, or CCF is required and
must be loaded with a valid master key in order to exploit secure keys.

Action:

You must activate at least one cryptographic coprocessor card or disable the use of secure keys (SecureKeysOnly=N).
For z800 and z900 platforms, CCF must be installed and loaded with a valid ICSF master key.

BESnHL888E
One way hash failed RC(xxxx) RS(yyyy) - xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The cryptographic one-way-hash algorithm specified in parmlib could not be validated. An error occurred when the BES
cryptographic health check routine attempted to use this algorithm.

Syntax:

• RC (xxxx)
Represents the return code generated by ICSF.

• RS (yyyy)
Represents the reason code generated by ICSF.

• xxxxxxxx
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Represents the name of the one-way hash algorithm.

Action:

If the algorithm is available on your system, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com; otherwise
change the KeyHash parameter in parmlib to specify an algorithm that is available on your system.

BESnHL889E
Encryption check failed RC(xxxx) RS(yyyy) - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The validation of the cryptographic algorithm specified in PARMLIB failed. The cryptographic algorithm specified in
parmlib could not be validated. An error occurred when the BES cryptographic health check routine attempted to use this
algorithm.

Syntax:

• RC(xxxx)
Represents the return code generated by ICSF.

• RS(yyyy)
Represents the reason code generated by ICSF.

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Represents the name of the encryption algorithm.

Action:

If the algorithm is available on your system, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com; otherwise,
change parmlib to specify an algorithm that is available on your system.

BESnHL933E
TBEHLTH Sxxx Uxxx ABEND - function aborted

Reason:

An ABEND occurred during the processing of the BES cryptographic health check routine. The routine checks your
system for the availability of the one-way hash and cryptographic algorithm you specified in your parmlib.

Action:

Obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnHL999E
ICSF is not active - function aborted

Reason:

BES determined that the ICSF subsystem was inactive during BES cryptographic health checks. BES requires the ICSF
subsystem to be active for it to manage keys in the ICSF CKDS.

Action:

Start the ICSF subsystem.

BESnI Messages
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BESnI0000I
Subsystem(VvRrr) initialized

Reason:

This message indicates that Version v Release rr of the subsystem has successfully initialized.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0001I
Subsystem shutdown complete

Reason:

This message indicates that the Tape Encryption subsystem has shut down successfully.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0001W
External logging is inactive

Reason:

The dynamic options attribute Logstream= has been set to NONE, which indicates that an external log stream has not
been defined to log events.

Action:

This is a warning message. CA recommends that you run with an external log stream. For more information about the
Logstream attribute, see the Configuring section.

BESnI0002E
ENQ failed - possible duplicate

Reason:

When a Tape Encryption subsystem is started (BES JCL procedure), it checks for an enqueue with a QNAME of BES
and an RNAME of the subsystem ID (BES1-8). If the enqueue is found, the start-up is terminated because two Tape
Encryption subsystems with the same subsystem ID cannot be run at the same time on the same system or LPAR.BES
cannot start due to an ENQ conflict. The started task terminates.

Action:

Check the system enqueues or the active Tape Encryption subsystems to determine which ones are active on this system.
Change the BES parameter in the BES JCL procedure to a subsystem value (BES1-8) that is not already active.

BESnI0003E
Region insufficient, 5M minimum

Reason:
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BES tests for a minimum region required to run and perform system interface functions. While BES may be able to run
with less region, doing so may cause unpredictable abend and recovery scenarios.

Action:

Increase the region value in the BES PROC to 5 MB or greater.

BESnI0004E
Archlvl = 1 is invalid for BES execution

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption detected the architecture level of the hardware was set to 1 (ESA/390). Tape Encryption
requires architecture level 2 (z/OS). Tape Encryption initialization terminates.

Action:

The architecture of the hardware must be set to architecture level 2 (z/OS) before Tape Encryption will start.

If the problem cannot be resolved, execute the batch BESPARMS (Tape Encryption parameter library validation
procedure) to validate the syntax of the Tape Encryption initialization parameters. If the problem persists and cannot be
resolved, gather the Tape Encryption JOBLOG and BESPARMS output. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0006W
B2BPreloadDigitalCertificates = Y is specified, but no SAF security routine found in system

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption found a specification to preload all of the digital certificates from key rings, but was
unable to locate the SAF security routine in the system. An SAF security routine is a standard facility of the security
system, and is required to process digital certificates defined in the <B2BKeyrings> section of your Tape Encryption
Parmlib.

Action:

Insure your security system is active. If you are running on a system without a security system, remove all key ring
definitions defined in the <B2BKeyRings> section of your Tape Encryption parmlib. Initialization processing will continue
with this warning.

BESnI0007E
Key rings defined in <B2BKeyrings>, but no SAF security routine was found in system

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption found key ring definitions in the <B2BKeyring> section of the Tape Encryption
parmlib, but was unable to locate the SAF security routine in the system. An SAF security routine is a standard facility
of the security system, and is required to process digital certificates defined in the <B2BKeyrings> section of the Tape
Encryption parmlib.

Action:

Initialization processing terminates. Insure your security system is active. If you are running on a system without a security
system, remove all key ring definitions defined in the <B2BKeyRings> section of your Tape Encryption parmlib.
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BESnI0009W
zIIP Exploitation Parameter Conflict

Reason:

The value coded for zIIPExploitation in the startup options is not compatible with the value specified for PercentRunOnzIIP
in the dynamic options member. zIIP processing will not be enabled, however BES initialization continues.

Action:

If you have coded zIIPExploitation=Y in the startup options and coded PercentRunOnzIIP=0 in the dynamic options,
change the value for PercentRunOnzIIP to a value of 1 to 100 and refresh the dynamic options. If no zIIP processing is
desired, code zIIPExploitation=N in the startup options and code PercentRunOnzIIP=0 in the dynamic options.

BESnI0010I
zIIP Processors online=nn, zIIP support enabled|disabled, Percent to run on zIIP=pp

Reason:

This message is issued at startup and when the dynamic options are refreshed when either there are available zIIP
processors, represented by nn, or when zIIPExploitation=Y. The value of parmlib startup attribute zIIPExploitation=
determines whether support is enabled or disabled. The value of parmlib attribute PercentRunOnzIIP= in the dynamic
options member is represented by pp.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0016E
Unable to read Startup Command parameters from parameter library

Reason:

Tape Encryption initialization attempted to read the StartupCommands parameters from the Tape Encryption parameter
library. Errors were detected by Tape Encryption due to a syntax error or Tape Encryption parameter library read errors.

Action:

Tape Encryption terminates the Tape Encryption initialization process in response to detecting Tape Encryption
initialization parameter syntax errors. View corequisite error messages written by Tape Encryption, and isolate the
parameter in error. Correct the syntax of the Tape Encryption initialization parameter and restart Tape Encryption.

If the problem cannot be resolved, execute the batch BESPARMS (Tape Encryption parameter library validation
procedure) to validate the syntax of the Tape Encryption initialization parameters. If the problem persists and cannot be
resolved, gather the Tape Encryption JOBLOG and BESPARMS output. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0017E
Unable to read Shutdown Command parameters from parameter library

Reason:

Tape Encryption initialization attempted to read the ShutdownCommands parameters from the Tape Encryption parameter
library. Errors were detected by Tape Encryption due to a syntax error or Tape Encryption parameter library read errors.

Action:
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Tape Encryption terminates the BES initialization process in response to detecting Tape Encryption parameter syntax
errors. View corequisite error messages written by BES, and isolate the parameter in error. Correct the syntax of the BES
initialization parameter and restart Tape Encryption.

If the problem cannot be resolved, execute the batch TBEPARMS (Tape Encryption parameter library validation
procedure) to validate the syntax of the Tape Encryption initialization parameters. If the problem persists and cannot be
resolved, gather the Tape Encryption JOBLOG and TBEPARMS output. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI28R0E
Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

The restart subaddress space recovery routine has been entered. An entry detailing the problem is written to LOGREC.

Action:

Attempt to restart the subaddress space by restarting the BES subsystem. If unsuccessful, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

BESnI28R4E
Recovery routine entered, percolating

Reason:

The restart subaddress space recovery routine has been entered more than once for the same restart. An entry detailing
the problem is written to LOGREC.

Action:

Attempt to restart the subaddress space by restarting the BES subsystem. If unsuccessful, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

BESnI0040I
Highest tape format supported by this system: Version nn

Reason:

Tape Encryption issues this informational message at startup or initialization time to indicate to the user the highest
version of the Tape Encryption tape format that the system can support.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0050E
The installation of CA Tape Encryption Third-Party intercepts has failed

Reason:

During the initialization process, Tape Encryption encountered an error installing the Third Party intercepts.

Action:

Initialization terminates. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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BESnI0051I
Installing CA Tape Encryption Third Party intercepts

Reason:

Tape Encryption is activating the Third Party Intercepts.

Action:

Initialization continues. This is an informational message

BESnI0052I
CA Tape Encryption Third Party intercepts are active

Reason:

Tape Encryption detected active intercepts during the initialization process. Tape Encryption will use these intercepts,
denoted by intercept-type. The valid intercept types are: CA 1, TLMS, or OEM.

Action:

Initialization continues. This is an informational message.

BESnI0053Q
Will CA 1 or CA TLMS be used on this system? Reply (Y)es or (N)o

Reason:

Tape Encryption did not find any active intercepts, and cannot determine what intercepts to use during the initialization
process. This occurs when Tape Encryption is started before the Common Components and Services (formerly known
as Common Components and Services) have become active. The Common Components and Services normally load the
intercepts if CA 1 or TLMS are on this system. If you use CA 1 or TLMS, specify Y to this message to avoid loading the
Third Party intercepts.

If you do not use CA 1 or TLMS, specify N and the Third Party intercepts are loaded.

Note: If you do specify N, do not activate CA 1 or TLMS. This will damage the system and may require an IPL to correct.

Action:

Specify N if you will not be using CA 1 or TLMS. Specify Y if you will be using CA 1 or TLMS.

BESnI0054W
No intercepts are active

Reason:

Tape Encryption did not find any active intercepts during the initialization process.

Action:

Initialization Continues. Tape Encryption cannot process any tapes until CA 1 or TLMS become active.

BESnI0057E
CA Tape Encryption Third Party intercepts removal has failed

Reason:
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During the shutdown process, Tape Encryption encountered an error when removing the Tape Encryption Third Party
intercepts.

Action:

Shutdown continues. Review any messages preceding this message and contact Broadcom Support if required.

BESnI0058I
CA Tape Encryption Third Party intercepts are being removed

Reason:

During the shutdown process, Tape Encryption removes the OEM/Third-Party tape intercepts.

Action:

None, this is an informational message only.

BESnI0059I
CA Tape Encryption Third Party intercepts were not active

Reason:

While terminating, this Tape Encryption system has detected there are no more Tape Encryption systems active on this
MVS image, and is attempting to remove any Tape Encryption third party intercepts that may have been loaded on behalf
of a third party tape management system. However, no Tape Encryption third party intercepts were found.

Action:

If either CA 1 or TLMS is active, this message is normal and can be ignored. However, if Tape Encryption is running with
a third party tape management system, this message indicates a possible problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0066I
CA Health Checker added: health_check_name@BESn

Reason:

The BES address space has detected that the Health Checker Common Service is active and has defined a health check
to the system.  The value health_check_name@BESn is the full name of the check.  All Tape Encryption health checks
are qualified by the “@BESn” string to allow multiple BES address spaces in the same system at the same time.  This
provides a unique name for each Tape Encryption health check which is a requirement of the IBM Health Checker.

Action:

Processing continues uninterrupted. If IBM Health Checker is active, the named check will appear in the list of active
health checks under the IBM Health Checker.

BESnI0070I
CA Health Checker successfully initialized, check owner=CA_TE

Reason:

The BES address space has detected that the Health Checker Common Service is active and has initialized the Health
Checker infrastructure within the BES address space. The Health Checker infrastructure operates independently of and
asynchronously with the main BES address space task.  This message does not indicate whether the IBM Health Checker
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is active or not. If the IBM Health Checker is not active, the Tape Encryption health checks and their definition information
will be held until such time as the IBM health Checker becomes active. At that point in time, the checks will be defined
to the IBM Health Checker.  If the IBM Health Checker is recycled, the Health Checker infrastructure will manage the
termination and restarting of the various health checks. All Tape Encryption health checks are assigned the owner name
of “CA_TE”.

Action:

Processing continues uninterrupted.

BESnI0071I
CA Health Checker successfully terminated

Reason:

The Health Checker Common Service has successfully shut down the Health Checker infrastructure within the BES
address space.  The various Tape Encryption health checks have all terminated.

Action:

Termination processing continues.

BESnI0072E
Cannot locate required module TBECAPI - initialization will terminate

Reason:

BES startup has detected module TBECAPI is not in the steplib concatenation or the LINKLIST. Module TBECAPI is
required for the Networked Key Management feature address space.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Add the PDSE library that contains module TBECAPI to the STEPLIB DD concatenation for BES,
or place the PDSE library that contains module TBECAPI in the LINKLIST.

BESnI0072I
DD statement for CAG8LIB1 found, will be deallocated

Reason:

During initialization, BTE dynamically allocates SYS1.LPALIB to the CAG8LIB1 DD statement. Once initialization is
complete, BTE deallocates this DD statement so that this data set is released.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

Symptoms:

Exclusive access to SYS1.LPALIB cannot be obtained unless the BTE address space is shut down.

Impact:

The application (which can include SMP/E) that is attempting to obtain exclusive control of SYS1.LPALIB cannot be run.

BESnI0073I
DD statement for CAG8LIB2 found, will be deallocated
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Reason:

During initialization, BTE dynamically allocates SYS1.LPALIB to the CAG8LIB2 DD statement. Once initialization is
complete, BTE deallocates this DD statement so that this data set is released.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

Symptoms:

Exclusive access to SYS1.LPALIB cannot be obtained unless the BTE address space is shut down.

Impact:

The application (which can include SMP/E) that is attempting to obtain exclusive control of SYS1.LPALIB cannot be run.

BESnI0074E
CAG8LIB1 was not deallocated

Reason:

During initialization, BTE dynamically allocates SYS1.LPALIB to the CAG8LIB1 DD statement. Once initialization is
complete, BTE deallocates this DD statement so that this data set is released.  If BTE is unable to deallocate this DD
statement, the exclusive access to SYS1.LPALIB cannot be obtained unless the BTE address space is shut down.

Action:

Look for IBM dynamic allocation messages that accompany this message that describe the reason why the DD statement
could not be deallocated.

 

BESnI0075E
CAG8LIB2 was not deallocated

Reason:

During initialization, BTE dynamically allocates SYS1.LPALIB to the CAG8LIB2 DD statement. Once initialization is
complete, BTE deallocates this DD statement so that this data set is released.  If BTE is unable to deallocate this DD
statement, the exclusive access to SYS1.LPALIB cannot be obtained unless the BTE address space is shut down.

Action:

Look for IBM dynamic allocation messages that accompany this message that describe the reason why the DD statement
could not be deallocated.

BESnI0104E
DIV Identify failed

Reason:

The Data-In-Virtual request failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the Tape Encryption started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which
contain the failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can
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cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0108E
DIV Access failed

Reason:

The Data-In-Virtual request failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the Tape Encryption started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which
contain the failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can
cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0112E
DSPSERV failed

Reason:

The service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the Tape Encryption started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which
contain the failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can
cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0120E
ALESERV failed

Reason:

The service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the Tape Encryption started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which
contain the failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can
cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0124E
DIV Map failed

Reason:

The service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the Tape Encryption started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which
contain the failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can
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cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0125E
Invalid BES Primary DB, DSN=your.primary.besdb

Reason:

The BES database, whose DSN= is displayed in the message text does not include the proper internal identification
information. The primary database may have been restored from an improper backup. During initialization of a new BES
primary database, Tape Encryption finds the BES database empty and dynamically formats it. This error is unrelated to
the initial formatting of an empty Primary database.

Action:

You must correct the problem in the BES Primary database before Tape Encryption can be restarted. If you have recently
restored the database, check the input source used for your recovery. If you are unable to identify the problem, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com with information on your recovery processing.

BESnI0132E
DIV Save failed

Reason:

The service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the Tape Encryption started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which
contain the failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can
cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0150W
Confirm system name change: Old() New() Reply (Y)es to proceed or (N)o to terminate abnormally

Reason:

During startup, the subsystem name does not match the saved internal subsystem name.

Action:

The subsystem waits for a response. The subsystem name is comprised of the first 6 characters of the system name
concatenated with the BESn= parameter of the started task JCL. Respond yes if the name change is desired or respond
no to terminate immediately.

BESnI0151E
Contention detected on the internal system id. id value(system id value) Terminating abnormally

Reason:

During startup, Tape Encryption creates an internal SYSID value that is used to enqueue or reserve the Global BES.
The value is composed of the system name, truncated to six characters, a comma, and the last character of the Tape
Encryption subsystem ID with any internal blanks removed. For example, when subsystem BES1 is started on LPAR
SYSA, the internal SYSID will be BESA,1. On LPAR PRODSYSA, the SYSID value will be PRODSY,1. To ensure that
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the SYSID value is unique, an enqueue is issued with a QNAME of BESX and a RNAME of the SYSID value when each
subsystem is started. When the starting subsystem issued that enqueue, another subsystem was found using the same
SYSID value. To prevent Global BES corruption and resource hangs, the starting subsystem was shut down.

Action:

To identify the subsystem using the same SYSID value, issue the console command D GRS,RES=(BESX.sysid value)
(where sysid value is the value from the message). To display the subsystem SYSID values currently in use, issue the
console command BESn Display Status and check the System ID field.

If the problem occurred because the starting subsystem was using the same subsystem name as an already active
subsystem, the problem can be corrected by updating the BES parameter in the BES PROC. For example, if BES1 is
already active, change the BES=BES1 value to BES=BES2. The valid values for the BES parameter are BES1 through
BES8.

If the problem occurred because the operating system names on two LPARs are greater than six characters and the first
six characters are not unique, changing the BES parameter value to start BES1 on one LPAR and BES2 on the other
LPAR will solve the problem. Alternately, the SYSID parameter in the BES PROC can be changed to a unique value. For
example, subsystem BES1 being started on LPARs PRODSYSA and PRODSYSB would encounter the problem since
both would have internal SYSID values of PRODSY,1. If the SYSID parameter in the BES PROC was changed from
SYSID=&SYSNAME to SYSID=SYSA on PRODSYSA and SYSB on PRODSYSB, the two subsystems would then use
SYSID values of SYSA,1 and SYSB,1 respectively.

Both the BES and SYSID parameters can be overridden on the start command for Tape Encryption. Issuing the
console command S BES.BES=BES1 will start subsystem BES1. S BES, BES S= BES2 will start subsystem BES2. S
BES,SYSID=SYSA will start a subsystem that will use SYSA,1 as the internal SYSID value. S BES,SYSID=SYSB will start
a subsystem that will use SYSB,1 as the internal SYSID value.

BESnI0204E
BESMDB GENCB failed

Reason:

The VSAM GENCB service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0208E
Open for BSDS1 failed

Reason:

The VSAM OPEN service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0212E
Unable to determine BESMDB hi-used RBA
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Reason:

The VSAM SHOWCB service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0216E
The BESMDB and BESPDB are not the same size

Reason:

The size of the BES primary database and the BES mirror database are not compatible. The mirror database does not
have sufficient space to backup all records in the primary database. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Ensure that the proper database data sets are referenced and verify that the mirror database has been written to. You
can delete and re-allocate the mirror database if it does not contain data. You can re-allocate the mirror database with at
least as much space as was allocated to the primary database. Restart the BES task using the new mirror database. For
assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0220E
GETDSAB failed

Reason:

The MVS service cannot locate the DSAB control block. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which contain the
failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can cause this
problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0224E
BESPDB GENCB failed

Reason:

The VSAM GENCB service failed when trying to open the BES primary database.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0228E
Open for GLOBAL failed

Reason:
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The VSAM OPEN service failed. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0232E
Control Dataset Error Function (ffffffff) RC(rrrrr) RS(ssss) Contact Support

Reason:

During initialization the integrity of BESPDM primary and BESMDB mirror databases are verified. However, a problem or
system service has failed during this process and the BES subsystem is abnormally terminated with U099, Reason 03.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for assistance.

BESnI0236E
Control Dataset Error BESPDB(vvvvvv) BESMDB(xxxxxx) Control Dataset Mismatch

Reason:

During initialization a control data set error was discovered and the BES subsystem is abnormally terminated with U0099,
Reason 00.

Syntax:

• vvvvvv
Volume serial number where the BES primary database is allocated.

• xxxxxx
Volume serial number where the BES mirror database is allocated.

Action:

Contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/ for assistance.

BESnI0300I
Cell pool services error

Reason:

The MSG cell pool cannot be created. The started task terminates abnormally.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which contain the
failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can cause this
problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0400E
Latchset create error

Reason:
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The service failed. The latch set for suspending request callers cannot be created. The started task terminates
abnormally.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which contain the
failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can cause this
problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0410E
Latchset create error

Reason:

The service failed. The latch set for synchronizing BSDS control intervals cannot be created. The started task terminates
abnormally.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine messages and the contents of GPR2 and GPR3, which contain the
failing return and reason codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous abend codes. A previous problem can cause this
problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0501I
Quiescing the catalog

Reason:

This message indicates the local system BES is in the process of being quiesced.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0700I
BESn Cold start: CA Tape Encryption Version|Release|Service Pack VV.R.SP

Reason:

A Tape Encryption address space has been started.

During initialization, Tape Encryption examines the z/OS and BES system control blocks to determine if this is the first
invocation of the BESn address space since the last IPL.

A COLD start indicates these control blocks were not located in the CSA but they have been successfully created and
anchored.

Syntax:

• Release|Version|Service Pack
– Version

Denotes a version with no subsequent releases.
– Release

Denotes a version that has subsequent releases.
– Service Pack
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Denotes a service pack level of the product.
• VV.R.SP

– VV
Specifies the version.

– R
Specifies the release.

– SP
Specifies the service pack number.

Note: The SP number is only displayed after a service pack has been published and successfully installed on your
system. The SP number is obtained from the Auditor module CAIXCEA@, which is distributed with Tape Encryption.

Action:

None. The Tape Encryption control blocks are built in common storage and processing continues.

BESnI0701I
BESn Warm start: Version|Release|Service Pack VV.R.SP

Reason:

A Tape Encryption address space has been started.

During initialization, Tape Encryption examines the z/OS and BES system control blocks to determine if this BES address
space has been initialized since the last IPL.

A WARM start indicates that all of the Tape Encryption z/OS common storage control blocks have been located and
updated to reflect BES characteristics.

Syntax:

• Release|Version|Service Pack
– Version

Denotes a version with no subsequent releases.
– Release

Denotes a version that has subsequent releases.
– Service Pack

Denotes a service pack level of the product.
• VV.R.SP

– VV
Specifies the version.

– R
Specifies the release.

– SP
Specifies the service pack number.

Note: The SP number is only displayed after a service pack has been published and successfully installed on your
system. The SP number is obtained from the Auditor module CAIXCEA@, which is distributed with Tape Encryption.

Action:

None. The Tape Encryption control blocks are updated with this BES address space information and processing
continues.
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BESnI0702I
BESn Cold start: EKM Version|Release|Service Pack VV.R.SP

rXX.X SPyy

Reason:

An EKM address space has been started. During initialization, EKM examines the z/OS and BES system control blocks to
determine if this is the first invocation of the BESn address space since the last IPL.  A COLD start indicates these control
blocks were not located in the CSA but they have been successfully created and anchored.

Syntax:

• Release|Version|Service Pack
– Version

Denotes a version with no subsequent releases.
– Release

Denotes a version that has subsequent releases.
– Service Pack

Denotes a service pack level of the product.
• VV.R.SP

– VV
Specifies the version.

– R
Specifies the release.

– SP
Specifies the service pack number.

NOTE
The SP number is only displayed after a service pack has been published and successfully installed on your
system. The SP number is obtained from the Auditor) module CAIXCEA@, which is distributed with EKM.

Action:

None. The EKM control blocks are built in common storage and processing continues.

BESnI0703I
BESn Warm start: EKM Version|Release|Service Pack VV.R.SP

Reason:

An EKM address space has been started.

During initialization, EKM examines the z/OS and BES system control blocks to determine if this BES address space has
been initialized since the last IPL. A WARM start indicates that all of the EKM z/OS common storage control blocks have
been located and updated to reflect BES characteristics.

Syntax:

• Release|Version|Service Pack
– Version

Denotes a version with no subsequent releases.
– Release

Denotes a version that has subsequent releases.
– Service Pack
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Denotes a service pack level of the product.
• VV.R.SP

– VV
Specifies the version.

– R
Specifies the release.

– SP
Specifies the service pack number.

NOTE
The SP number is only displayed after a service pack has been published and successfully installed on your
system. The SP number is obtained from the Auditor module CAIXCEA@, which is distributed with EKM.

Action:

None. The EKM control blocks are updated with this BES address space information and processing continues.

BESnI0708E
Unable to create the ASEO name token

Reason:

During a cold start, the call to IBM name token services failed. The subsystem is unable to initialize.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine previous messages. A previous problem can cause this problem.
Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0712E
Unable to extract home stoken

Reason:

During a startup, the call to IBM service ALESERV EXTRACTH failed. The subsystem is unable to initialize.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine previous messages. A previous problem can cause this problem.
Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI0804E
kkkkk=vvvvv, missing or invalid

Reason:

There is an error in the specification of a Tape Encryption parameter. The value (vvvvv) for the keyword (kkkkk) is too
long, too short, or invalid. This error message is commonly received if an invalid BES task number is specified in the
BES=parameter.

Action:

Look up the specified parameter (kkkkk) in the Configuring section to determine the correct value to specify for this field.
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BESnI0810E
Load failed. Unable to load module TBEMODS

Reason:

Tape Encryption attempted to load module TBEMODS and the module was not found. A logical abend S806 condition
exists. Tape Encryption continues BES initialization without writing the Module Revision Level (MRL) log and Resident
Module Storage (RMS) log to the JES JOBLOG.

Action:

Ensure that the proper Tape Encryption load libraries are defined in the BES started task procedure and restart Tape
Encryption.

BESnI0811E
Initialization error. Invalid version of module TBEMODS

Reason:

Tape Encryption attempted to load module TBEMODS and an invalid version of the module was found. Tape Encryption
continues BES initialization without writing the Module Revision Level (MRL) log and Resident Module Storage (RMS) log
to the JES JOBLOG.

Action:

Ensure that the proper Tape Encryption load libraries are defined in the BES started task procedure and restart Tape
Encryption.

BESnI0812E
Error(s) detected creating MRL report

Reason:

Tape Encryption initialization detected errors during the Module Revision Level (MRL) generation process. Tape
Encryption continues BES initialization without writing the MRL and Resident Module Storage (RMS) logs to the BES
JOBLOG.

Action:

Ensure that the proper Tape Encryption load libraries are defined in the BES started task procedure and restart Tape
Encryption.

BESnI0813E
Initialization failed. BES control block not found

Reason:

During initialization of Tape Encryption a critical control block created by BES could not be found. This situation should not
have occurred and indicates a logic error in Tape Encryption. Initialization of the BES task is terminated.

Action:

Ensure that the proper Tape Encryption load libraries are defined to the BES started task procedure. Collect the Tape
Encryption JOBLOG and BESPARMS output if the load library appears to be correct. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnI0860I
Parmlib has enabled BES feature: feature

Reason:

A parmlib statement has enabled a feature of Tape Encryption. The value of feature will be one of the following:

• CA 1
• TLMS
• VTAPE
• DISK
• Third Party

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0861I
Parmlib has disabled BES feature: feature

Reason:

A parmlib statement has disabled a feature of Tape Encryption. The value of feature will be one of the following:

• CA 1
• TLMS
• VTAPE
• DISK
• Third Party

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0862I
LMP has enabled BES feature: feature

Reason:

A Tape Encryption feature has been activated by discovering a valid LMP license key for that feature. The value of feature
will be one of the following:

• CA 1
• TLMS
• VTAPE
• DISK
• Third Party

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0863I
LMP has disabled BES feature: feature
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Reason:

A Tape Encryption feature has been disabled because no valid LMP key was discovered for the feature.

Action:

None. This is an informational message. The behavior of the BES system will be influenced by the features that are
disabled or enabled.

BESnI0864I
LMP license verified for product: product

Reason:

The LMP code for a Broadcom product has been detected. The product will be one of the following:

• CA 1
• CA TLMS

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0865W
CA Tape Encryption is in Decryption Only Mode

Reason:

No valid LMP license keys for Tape Encryption features or Broadcom products were detected. Tape Encryption will only
decrypt files.

Action:

If you want this Tape Encryption system to encrypt tapes, check the LMP codes for the associated features and products
and insure they are valid. If you want this Tape Encryption system only to decrypt tapes created by another Tape
Encryption system, then no action is required.

BESnI0870W
Automatic Deletion of Keys has been requested but neither CA 1 or CA TLMS is licensed. Automatic Deletion of
Keys has been disabled

Reason:

The AutomaticallyRemoveKeys parameter in parmlib was coded as Y, but no LMP license key was found for CA 1 or
TLMS. Tape Encryption will not automatically remove keys in this environment.

Action:

If neither CA 1 nor TLMS is licensed, automatic removal of keys is not permitted.

BESnI0871W
CA Tape Encryption (EA) is not licensed for this CPU

Reason:
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While initializing, Tape Encryption did not find a valid LMP code for the base version of the product (EA). By default, the
product checks for and requires that the base feature (EA) is defined. Additional LMP codes may also be defined for
separate Broadcom products.

Action:

Processing continues and this message repeats periodically until a valid LMP code for the base version of the product is
defined to the Common Components and Services CAIRIM program (in the CAS9 procedure). An LMP certificate should
have been shipped with the product. If you cannot locate your certificate contact the to obtain the correct keys for the Tape
Encryption options you have licensed for your CPU. Stop and restart the BES subsystem after you have activated the
proper LMP codes.

BESnI0872I
CA Tape Encryption SAF Interface modules are being loaded

Reason:

The SAF Interface nucleus modules are being loaded into the LPA. Immediately after the modules are loaded the SAF
Interface will attempt to initialize.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0874E
CA Tape Encryption SAF Interface INIT Failure - Diagnostic Data: RC(rrrr), RS(ssss), FB(ffff)

Reason:

During the SAF Interface initialization a system failure occurred and the SAF Interface status (BES.SECURITY) was
determined to be active. This message is issued in addition to other diagnostic messages.

Action:

Review preceding messages and fix the identified problems and restart the BES subsystem. If the restart fails, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnI0900I
Subsystem STOP issued, subsystem is quiescing

Reason:

BES started task has received a STOP operator command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0902I
STOP command ignored, system not yet fully initialized

Reason:

P BES was issued before the started task finished coming up.

Action:
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The system ignores the STOP command. To stop the started task, try it again when initialization is complete.

BESnI0904I Messages

This page contains the BESnI0904I messages.

BESnI0904I Forcing termination may cause active tape jobs to abend and may force devices offline

Reason:

A shutdown command has been entered for the last active BES task and jobs are still running performing encryption or
decryption services.

Action:

Wait for the BES task to terminate normally. The WTOR automatically withdraws when the active jobs complete. In an
emergency, you may reply F(orce) to interrupt these jobs to allow BES to shut down. The active jobs will abend and must
be rerun after BES has been started successfully.

 

BESnI0904I If you must force termination, reply F(orce)

Reason:

A shutdown command has been entered for the last active BES task and jobs are still running performing encryption or
decryption services.

Action:

Wait for the BES task to terminate normally. The WTOR automatically withdraws when the active jobs complete. In an
emergency, you may reply F(orce) to interrupt these jobs to allow BES to shut down. The active jobs will abend and must
be rerun after BES has been started successfully.

BESnI0906I
Shutdown will automatically resume after all the virtual devices are no longer in use. Reply to BESnI0904I to
continue with a Forced Shutdown

Reason:

Some Virtual Drives were unable to go offline during shutdown.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI0907I
SAF Interface quiesce complete for this BES subsystem

Reason:

The associated BESn subsystem is being quiesced. The local SAF Interface flags and settings within the BES control
blocks have been cleared.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnI0944I
(nnnn) ucbid Waiting for job jobname(.stepname)

Reason:

A shutdown command was issued for the BES address space and jobs with active encryption or decryption processing
have been found. The jobs will be allowed to continue to run until they complete or are cancelled. This message is issued
for each active job connected to the BES address space. The message is repeated every sixty seconds for each active
job.

Syntax:

• (nnnn)
Reflects the total number of jobs still active for this BES address space.

• ucbid
Identifier for the system UCB associated with the job identified by jobname (.stepname).

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI1000E
Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the explanations of any
previous abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the
problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1004E
Recovery routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues with termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the explanations of any
previous abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the
problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1100I
Subsystem interface initialized

Reason:

The Tape Encryption subsystem interface has successfully initialized.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnI1104E
return_code,reason_code,IEFSSI add failed

Reason:

The MVS service failed. The reason codes are supplied in the message. The started task terminates.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1108E
return_code,reason_code,IEFSBES exchange failed

Reason:

The MVS service failed. The return and reason codes are supplied in the message. The started task terminates.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1112E
return_code,reason_code,IEFSSI put failed

Reason:

The MVS service failed. The return and reason codes are supplied in the message. The started task terminates.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1116E
return_code,reason_code,IEFSSI option failed

Reason:

The MVS service failed. The return and reason codes are supplied in the message. The started task terminates.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1120E
return_code,reason_code,IEFSSI activate failed

Reason:

The MVS service failed. The return and reason codes are supplied in the message. The started task terminates.

Action:
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If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1304I
return_code,BESENF failed to load into CSA. Subsystem initialization will still continue

Reason:

The MVS service failed. The return code is contained in the message. Processing continues.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1308I
return_code,ENF Listener failed to initialize. Subsystem initialization will still continue

Reason:

The ENF listener exit load failed.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1400I
The BES save IRB was not scheduled

Reason:

The process that periodically saves changing information in the local control data set cannot establish an STIMERM.
Processing continues.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI1660W
Warning BESPDB, ICFCAT and BESMDB data sets may be placed incorrectly

Reason:

Two or more of the following data sets have been placed on the same DASD volume: the BES primary database, the BES
mirror database, or the ICF catalog that the BES Primary or Mirror database is cataloged in. We recommend that you
place these data sets on different volumes to maximize recoverability and performance. BESnI1670I follows this message
to identify the volumes where these data sets were found.

Action:

This message is a warning. Tape Encryption successfully initializes with the data sets on these volumes to support test
environments. However, it is strongly recommended that you place the data sets on separate volumes when running in
production environments.
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BESnI1670I
BESPDB=aaaaaa ICFCAT=bbbbbb BESMDB=cccccc

Reason:

This message displays the DASD volumes where the BES primary database, indicated by aaaaaa, the BES mirror
database, indicated by cccccc, and the ICF catalog, indicated by bbbbbb, have been allocated. This message is issued
after BESnI1660W is issued to warn users that they should allocate these data sets on separate volumes. See also the
Reason section for message BESnI1660W.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI1800I
The MIH IRB was not scheduled

Reason:

The process that periodically looks for missing interrupts established an STIMERM. Processing continues.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI2500E
Initialization terminating due to a required SAF Interface Component failure; see SYSLOG

Reason:

BES.SECURITY was specified as ACTIVE however a system service component failed while building the SAF Interface
environment. In order to secure the protected resources defined in CA@BES the BES subsystem is abnormally
terminated with U2500. Message BESnI0874E will contain additional diagnostic information.

Action:

Review any prior messages issues by the z/OS external security manager or messages issued during SAF initialization
processing (messages prefixed: BESnSSxxxx). The BES logger could contain additional diagnostic information related
to the failing component. Examine the system log for additional diagnostic messages that occurred before this ABEND.
Correct any problems identified by the external security manager and try to restart the BES subsystem. If the SAF
Interface continues to fail, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnI2701I
Still waiting for Sub Address Spaces to start

Reason:

A sub address space is taking over one minute to start up. This message will be reissued every minute up to a maximum
of three times. After three times, the started is stopped.

Action:

No action is necessary if the error is due to an acceptable condition like an underpowered test system. Otherwise,
diagnose and correct the condition causing the delay.
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BESnI2708E
Unable to initialize the NKM Sub-Address Spaces. Check the SubAddressSpaceName PARMLIB value

Reason:

The NKM address space failed to start within 10 seconds.

Action:

Look for accompanying messages to learn why the address space failed to initialize. Contact Broadcom Support for
assistance if unable to determine the cause.

BESnI2712E
Internal Sub-Address Space table missing or overlayed

Reason:

During startup, the first attempt to start the subaddress spaces could not proceed because and internal control block could
not be located. The subsystem is unable to initialize.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine previous messages. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnI2716E
Database upgrade routine now found

Reason:

During initialization of the product subsystem, the module responsible for managing any database upgrade requirements
was not found.

Action:

Verify the product install and maintenance steps to ensure that no errors were reported. Check the subsystem procedure
JCL and verify that the product modules are available either through a JOBLIB/STEPLIB or that the modules reside in
your LINKLIST. If LINKLIST is used, refresh the look-aside facility (F LLA,REFRESH) and try to restart the subsystem.
Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI2808E
ssssssss failed while initializing. Correct the problem and issue a SVTS RESTART command

Reason:

The subaddress space ssssssss failed to initialize. If this message is issued during startup, the subsystem will terminate.

Action:

Investigate why the subaddress space could not initialize and correct the error. Typical reasons are JCL errors or
incompatible levels of software. If the subsystem was initializing, restart the subsystem.

BESnI2812E
ssssssss ASCRE TRMEXIT routine failed and cannot restart the SubAddresSspace
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Reason:

While restarting the subaddress space ssssssss, an unexpected error caused entry to a recovery routine. An entry
detailing the problem is written to LOGREC.

Action:

Attempt to restart the subaddress space by restarting the BES subsystem. If unsuccessful, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

BESnI2816E
ssssssss TRMEXIT ASCRE failed and cannot restart the SubAddresSspace. rc=12345678, rs=12345678

Reason:

While restarting the subaddress space ssssssss, the call to IBM service ASCRE failed. The return code and reason code
are supplied as part of the message.

Action:

Attempt to restart the subaddress space by restarting the BES subsystem. If unsuccessful, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance..

BESnI2908I
Initiating Tape Encryption Shutdown Commands

Reason:

The system is processing the commands found in the shutdown command's parmlib member.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI2912I
Tape Encryption Shutdown Command Processed

Reason:

The MVS STOP command has been detected by the Tape Encryption subsystem and the system is beginning to quiesce. 
All tape processing should be stopped prior to entering this command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI6908E
Control Dataset Error: Ddname ( ) DSname ( ) Unable to retrieve the started task JCL dataset name

Reason:

The identified control data set DDname was not allocated in the started task JCL and could not be allocated during
startup, The subsystem terminates abnormally.

Action:
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Verify the attributes specified for the DsnameBESPrimaryDB= and DsnameBESMirrorDB= in the startup member of
parmlib. Any value specified other than JCL must be a valid data set name of a VSAM Linear Data Set that you have
allocated as the BES primary or mirror database. Restart the subsystem with the correct attribute or DD statement in the
BES procedure.

BESnI6912E
Control Dataset Error:

DDname() DSname( ) Started Task JCL DSname( )

Resolve the conflict and restart the subsystem

Reason:

Both the subsystem started task JCL and the parmlib startup options supplied control data set names but they did not
match. The subsystem terminates abnormally.

Action:

Verify the attributes specified for the DsnameBESPrimaryDB= and DsnameBESMirrorDB= in the startup member of
parmlib. Any value specified other than JCL must be a valid data set name of a VSAM Linear Data Set that you have
allocated as the BES primary or mirror database. Restart the subsystem with the correct attribute or DD statement in the
BES procedure.

BESnI6916E
Control Dataset Error: DDname() DSname( ) Dynamic allocation failed

Reason:

The identified control data set DDname was not allocated in the started task JCL and could not be allocated during
startup. The subsystem terminates abnormally.

Action:

Verify the attributes specified for the DsnameBESPrimaryDB= and DsnameBESMirrorDB= in the startup member of
parmlib. Any value specified other than JCL must be a valid data set name of a VSAM Linear Data Set that you have
allocated as the BES primary or mirror database. Restart the subsystem with the correct attribute or DD statement in the
BES procedure.

BESnI7004E
Task table is full

Reason:

More than 99 tasks appeared in the task table while starting or restarting the command manager or timer manager. The
task is not started.

Action:

This is an unexpected condition. Try to restart the command or timer manager. A previous problem can cause this
problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Support at https://
support.broadcom.com/.

BESnI7008E
Attach failed. Return code=return_code
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Reason:

The IBM ATTACH service received the reported return code while starting or restarting the command manager or timer
manager. The task is not started.

Action:

This is an unexpected condition. Try to restart the command or timer manager. A previous problem can cause this
problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Support at https://
support.broadcom.com/.

BESnI7012E
TCBTOKEN failed.

Return code=return_code

Reason:

While starting or restarting the command manager or timer manager, the IBM TCBTOKEN service received the reported
return code. The task is not started.

Action:

This is an unexpected condition. Try to restart the command or timer manager. A previous problem can cause this
problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI7100I
Command Manager Stopping

Reason:

This message is issued to acknowledge restarting the command manager.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI7200I
asn has not terminated yet, waiting

Reason:

The sub address space has been requested to terminate and has not terminated.

Action:

Check the status of the sub address space and correct any problems. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the
problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI7204W
Not all sub address spaces terminated within the 2 minute quiesce period

Reason:

During shutdown, not all subaddress space terminated within the 2 minute quiesce period. Shutdown proceeds.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnI7700I
HELP COMMAND ENTERED

Reason:

The message is issued in response to a MODIFY BES,HELP command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI7800I
Command Scheduled

Reason:

The message is issued in response to a BES RESTART CMDMGR or TIMERMGR command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnI7804E
Incorrect command

Reason:

This message indicates an incorrect command was received by the Tape Encryption main address space. Because the
BES command interface handles communicating with the Tape Encryption main address space, this message should
not be encountered. It could be encountered if a modify command is issued directly to the Tape Encryption main address
space. The command is ignored and processing continues.

Action:

If you did not issue any modify commands directly to the Tape Encryption main address space then this is an unexpected
message. You should report this issue. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI7808E
Command failed

Reason:

An unexpected error was encountered while processing the Tape Encryption command. Processing continues.

Action:

This is an unexpected message. You should report this issue. For assistance, contact Support at https://
support.broadcom.com/.

BESnI7904E
Unable to locate the task to stop

Reason:
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In response to a BES RESTART CMDMGR or TIMERMGR command, the associated task could not be found.

Action:

This is an unexpected message. You should report this issue. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI8004E
BESNKM.BES1nn unable to locate internal SVTS_ASEO control block. SubAddressSpace not started

Reason:

The internal table used to locate the subaddress spaces of Network Key Manager was not found.

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnI8008E
BESNKM.BES1nn unable to locate internal ASEO control block. SubAddressSpace not started

Reason:

The internal table used to locate the subaddress spaces of Network Key Manager was not found.

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnI8012E
BESNKM.BES1nn failed startability tests. SubAddressSpace not started

Reason:

Validity tests revealed the subaddress space could not be started.

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnI8016E
123456789abcdef ASCRE failed. SubAddressSpace not started

Reason:

The IBM ASCRE service failed with the supplied return and reason codes. The codes are documented in MVS
Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Reference, Volume 1 (ALESERV-DYNALLOC).

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists,
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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BESnI8208E
module_name CSVDYLPA failed. RC=return_code RS=reason_code

Reason:

During a startup, the call to IBM service CSVDYLPA failed. The return code and reason code are supplied as part of the
message. The subsystem is unable to initialize.

Action:

Restart the BES started task. If it fails, examine previous messages. A previous problem can cause this problem.
Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnI8300W
Load of CSF module module failed, RC=rc, RS=rs - Initialization Continues

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption did not find the ICSF modules that support 64-bit callers but ICSF is indicating 64-bit
support should be enabled. Module refers to the ICSF module being loaded. rc is the return code in register 15. rs is the
reason code in register 1.

Action:

The ICSF services that support 64-bit callers are offered with ICSF HCR7720 and above. Tape Encryption will run without
these modules, but 64-bit call services are disabled. These modules reside in the ICSF CSF.SCSFMOD0 library that must
be in LINKLIST as indicated in the ICSF System Programmer Guide. Check LINKLIST to see that you have only one
instance of the CSF.SCSFMOD0 library and it corresponds to ICSF HCR7720 or above.

BESnI8301E
ICSF is not active

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption determined that the ICSF started task was not active. The ICSF started task must be
active before Tape Encryption initialization will complete.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Start the ICSF started task, and then start Tape Encryption.

BESnI8302E
ICSF FMID fmid is not supported

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption found the level of ICSF to be below HCR770B.

Action:

Tape Encryption interfaces with ICSF HCR770B or above. Upgrade ICSF to the most current level.

BESnI8303E
ICSF Routine routine is not present
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Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption did not locate a required ICSF routine.

Action:

This message is repeated for any other required ICSF modules. This message is followed by message BESnI8304E.

BESnI8304E
Required ICSF routines are missing from Tape Encryption

Reason:

ICSF modules required by Tape Encryption are not linked into the product.

Action:

This message is preceded by message BESnI8303E. Initialization will terminate. Review the output of the Tape Encryption
installation jobs for any non-zero return code. Notify Broadcom Support of this condition. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnI8305E
Tape Encryption is terminating

Reason:

Tape Encryption has encountered environmental errors while initializing. This message is preceded by other messages
indicating the errors.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Inspect the preceding messages for errors encountered.

BESnI8308E
module CSVDYLPA failed. RC=rc RS=rs EP(entrypt) Length(length)

Reason:

Tape Encryption has encountered an error while attempting to load a module into dynamic LPA.

Syntax:

• module
The module name.

• rc
The return code in register 15.

• rs
The reason code in register 0.

• entrypt
The entry point of the program.

• length
The length of the program.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Save the job log and notify Broadcom Support. For assistance, contact Support at https://
support.broadcom.com/.
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BESnI9001E
LoadCSA failed

Reason:

During initialization, Tape Encryption failed to load a resident system service routine in the LPA. The system service fails
and might not be available for use.

Action:

Refer to accompanying messages for additional diagnostic details. Try and determine if the module names in the
accompanying messages is in the Tape Encryption load library, the load library is authorized and the correct load library
name is specified on the BESn started task proc.

BESnI9002E
mmmmmmmm not found

Reason:

During initialization, the module named mmmmmmmm was not found in the Tape Encryption load library.

Action:

Refer to accompanying messages for additional diagnostic details.  Try and determine if the module names in the
accompanying messages is in the Tape Encryption load library, the load library is authorized and the correct load library
name is specified on the BESn started task proc.

BESnI9004E
Hardware Compression table load failed, R15=n

Reason:

During initialization Tape Encryption failed to load the compression hardware tables into the VCAT data space.

Action:

Processing terminates. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for assistance and be prepared to
provide the error message and the contents of register 15.

BESnI9010W
Resident module pppppppp loaded at aaaaaaaa is corrupt - reloading

Reason:

During initialization processing a previously loaded Tape Encryption LPA resident module was found to be corrupt. This
can occur when a previously issued BESn RELOAD=pppppppp command failed.

• pppppppp
Indicates the program name.

• aaaaaaaa
Indicates hexadecimal load address of the module.

Action:

None. The module is automatically reloaded into the LPA and initialization continues.
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BESnI9012E
Library module pppppppp is corrupt - startup aborted

Reason:

During initialization processing a previously loaded Tape Encryption LPA resident module was found to be corrupt and
cannot be reloaded. This can occur when a previously issued BESn RELOAD=pppppppp command failed.

• pppppppp
Indicates the program name.

Action:

Perform the following steps to resolve the error:

1. Review all job logs for this BES subsystem to determine if a previously issued BESn RELOAD=pppppppp command
failed. Also review previous job logs for the module reference list printed during initialization for the last data and time
the module was loaded during initialization processing.

2. Review the contents of the Tape Encryption load library to determine if the module pppppppp is in the load library. If
not found, review any PTF service application jobs to determine if they ended normally. If not, attempt to correct the
error and restart the service job. If the service application finishes normally, attempt to restart the BESn subsystem.

3. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for assistance.

BESnIP020I
logger input selected from ACTIVE

Reason:

This is an informational display to indicate the IPCS report is formatting logger information from the active IPCS input
source.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnIP021I
logger input selected from DDname = ddname

Reason:

This is an informational display to indicate the IPCS report is formatting logger information from the Ddname referenced
by the message.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnIP022E
DD DDname open failed

Reason:

While attempting to format the logger report, the ddname keyword was supplied but the input indicated by the ddname
could not be allocated. The logger portion of the report is terminated.

Action:
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Ensure the input is a valid Tape Encryption logstream or an input file extracted with DCB=(BLKSIZE=24576,RECFM=U).
Change the JCL and resubmit the job.

BESnIP024W
logger formatting was requested but logger validity tests failed

Reason:

While attempting to format the logger report, the validity tests for the LOG data space failed. The logger portion of the
report is terminated.

Action:

This message should not occur when the input to the IPCS job as indicated by the SETDEF command is ACTIVE, a
dump received by a BESn DUMP command, or one with a BESnnnnnn title. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at
https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnIP026E
logger error threshold exceeded

Reason:

While formatting the logger report, the error threshold was met. The logger portion of the report is terminated.

Action:

Ensure the input is a valid Tape Encryption logstream or an input file extracted with DCB=(BLKSIZE=24576,RECFM=U).
Change the JCL and resubmit the job.

BESnIP028E
DD DDname specified for log input but was not allocated

Reason:

While attempting to format the logger report, the ddname keyword was supplied but the ddname was not preallocated to
the job. The logger portion of the report is terminated.

Action:

Change the JCL and resubmit the job.

BESnIP0104W
Unable to get leap second correction

Reason:

While accessing the CVT or CVT extension, the storage was unable to be extracted from the IPCS input source.
Processing continues although the VTIOLOG may report timestamps that are slightly off GMT.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnIR000E
The BESRV IRB was not scheduled
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Reason:

During timer manager initialization, the internal routine could not be scheduled. The task abnormally terminates and will
restart.

Action:

Inspect the contents of GPR2, which contains the return code from the failed STIMERM. Search problem reporting
databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnIR099I
The Timer Manger has terminated

Reason:

This message is issued when the timer manager terminates normally.

Action:

None. This is an informational message. The recall will be queued on the subsystem identified by this message.

BESnIR104E
The BES save IRB was not scheduled

Reason:

During timer manager processing, the internal routine could not be scheduled. The task abnormally terminates and will
restart.

Action:

Inspect the contents of GPR2, which contains the return code from the failed STIMERM. Search problem reporting
databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESNI0069E
CAIRIM (CAS9) has not been initialized – terminating

Reason:

CAS9 has not been run. 

Action:

Initialize CAS9 before running Tape Encryption.

BESnI0060W
Unable to install Key Label intercepts. CA Gate maintenance may be required

Reason:

The CA Gate service was unable to install the TBESMSKM key label intercept. CA Gate is probably not at the current
maintenance level and TBESMSKM is not applied.

Action:

Update CA Gate to the current maintenance level. If the update does not resolve the problem, contact Broadcom Support.
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BESnI0063I
Alternate Key Label intercepts will be used. Processing continues

Reason:

BES initialization was not able to install the primary intercepts for Key Label modification processing. The BES task
continues initialization using alternate Key Label intercepts.

Action:

None. The message is informational only.

BESnKM Messages
BES0KM595I
Confirmation came from a different console, please try again

Reason:

When replying to a BESnKM597W message, the confirmation response must come from the same console.

Action:

The response is discarded and the BES address space will reissue the BESnKM597W request.

BESnKM000E
Database corruption detected

Reason:

The Key Header ID field of the BES database is invalid, which indicates a corrupted BES database. The BES Key
Management Initialization module (TBEKMINI) determined that the BES database was not empty, but that the integrity
check against the Key Header ID field failed during initialization of a BES address space. Startup of the BES address
space is aborted.

Action:

Ensure that all BES subsystems sharing the corrupted BES database are shut down. Restart the BES subsystem and
if the problem persists, restore the BES database from a previous backup. Assuming recovery is from a backup that is
no more than six weeks old, only performance statistics information is lost. If recovery is from a backup that is more than
six weeks old, some ICSF key tracking information may be lost but this does not affect your ability to create new tapes
or read existing tapes. This loss results in keys remaining in the ICSF key database even after all of the tapes that used
those keys have been scratched.

Delete and redefine the BES database file and restart the BES address space if a backup of the BES database is not
available. Should this be necessary, all historical performance statistics will be lost and all of the ICSF keys created by
Tape Encryption up to that point will no longer be tracked. The ICSF keys will remain in the ICSF database and will be
used in reading previously encrypted tape files. Tape Encryption does not remove any of these keys when tapes go into
scratch status.

Restart all of the BES address spaces that were sharing the corrupted database after recovery or re-allocation of the BES
database completes. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM001E
Database version mismatch oldid/newid
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Reason:

The release of the Tape Encryption software you attempted to start does not support the version of the BES database.
The BES Key Management Initialization module (TBEKMINI) determined that the BES database was formatted with a
release of Tape Encryption during initialization of a BES address space. This release of Tape Encryption is different from
the release of Tape Encryption that is starting, and this release does not support a BES database formatted at this level of
the database. Startup of the BES address space is aborted.

Action:

Ensure that you start the proper release level of the Tape Encryption product. If you move from one release of Tape
Encryption to an older release of Tape Encryption, it may be necessary for you to reformat your BES database.

Check the Configuring section to determine if there are tools available for moving to a back-level release of Tape
Encryption. For assistance, contact Technical Support at https://support.broadcom.com/

BESnKM002E
Invalid subsystem Id: n

Reason:

The BES subsystem ID in the BES subsystem control block is not valid. The BES Key Management Initialization module
(TBEKMINI) determined that the BES subsystem ID found in the BES subsystem control block is not a valid value during
initialization of a BES address space. Startup of the BES address space is aborted.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM003E
routine-name GETD256 failed RC=xxxx RS=yyyy

Reason:

An internal Tape Encryption routine failed to allocate a new 256-byte cell. Since no cell was returned, the Key
Management function terminated prematurely.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to these messages
for more information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM004E
routine-name GETD8K failed RC=xxxx RS=yyyy

Reason:

An internal Tape Encryption routine failed to allocate a new 8K cell. Since no cell was returned, the Key Management
function terminated prematurely.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. If other error messages are generated, refer to other Tape
Encryption messages for more information. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnKM005W
Key definition changes - confirm (Y or N)

Reason:

Tape Encryption detected differences between the symmetric key definitions or B2BCodeBook definitions found in parmlib
and the definitions recorded in the BES database.

Action:

To accept the symmetric key or B2BCodeBook definition changes in parmlib, specify Y to the WTOR (Write To
Operator With Reply) statement. If you specify Y, Tape Encryption will implement the new symmetric key definition or
B2BCodeBook definition changes made in parmlib. If new symmetric keys or B2BCodebook keys are generated as a
result of this command, message BESnKM060I will follow this message.

If you specify N, the changes made to the key definitions in parmlib will not be implemented, and you will continue to
receive this message each time Tape Encryption is started. The messages continue to display until you either accept the
changes or revert back to the previous parmlib definitions.

BESnKM006I
Key changes cancelled

Reason:

Tape Encryption declined the new parmlib definitions loaded for the Tape Encryption keys. Tape Encryption detected
differences between the key definitions found in parmlib and the definitions recorded in the BES database.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM007W
Primary DB name has changed

Reason:

The BES Key Management Initialization module (TBEKMINI) determined that the data set name of the BES database
changed during initialization of a BES address space.

Tape Encryption creates a unique hash token based on the data set name of your BES database. This hash token is used
by Tape Encryption to identify the subsystems sharing the same database and also to identify the database that was in
use at the time a file was encrypted. This hash token enables Tape Encryption to identify possible failover BES subsystem
candidates. These candidates service the reading or extending of encrypted tape files should the original BES subsystem
be down or otherwise unavailable.

This message indicates that Tape Encryption discovered a change in the BES database's data set name, and that a new
unique hash token was generated. The hash token that was being used is retained as an alias for the BES database
to ensure that the Tape Encryption failover processing can continue to identify potential failover BES subsystems. Tape
Encryption can support multiple events involving the renaming (or cloning) of its database, and in each event a new alias
is formed and all prior aliases remain intact.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnKM008I
COMPROMISED: New xxxxxxxx has been activated

Reason:

You flagged a specific symmetric key or code book entry as compromised. In response, Tape Encryption activated a new
instance of this key or code book.

An unauthorized third party may know the value of the key or contents of the code book. Tape Encryption retains the
current instance of this key or code book to ensure that files encrypted with it can be read. This instance cannot be used
to encrypt future files. For symmetric keys, Tape Encryption immediately replaces the current key with the next available
pre-generated key. For code books, Tape Encryption immediately rebuilds the book.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM009I
Key was not found

Reason:

You requested that a Tape Encryption managed key be flagged as compromised, but that key is not found in the BES
database.

You issued a command indicating that one of the keys being managed by Tape Encryption may have been compromised.
Tape Encryption did not find that key in its database.

Action:

Verify that you are specifying the correct name of the Tape Encryption key. Note that your parmlib definitions may not be
active in Tape Encryption. You can restart the BES address space or issue the REFRESH=SYMKEYS operator command
to ensure that the BES database matches parmlib. If this message persists after verifying the key name and that the key
name is active in the BES subsystem, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM010I
Key is not active

Reason:

You requested that a Tape Encryption managed key be flagged as compromised but that key is currently deactivated.

Issuing the command to compromise a Tape Encryption managed key is performed because of the possibility that a key
you are currently using to encrypt data may have been compromised. By issuing this command, Tape Encryption takes
the currently active key and replaces it with the next generation of this key, retaining the current key to ensure that data
encrypted under this key is still readable.

However, the specified key is currently in a deactivated state, which means that there is no current key in place and
therefore there is nothing to flag as compromised.

A key is in the deactivated state as a result of either specifying DEACTIVATE=Y in the parmlib definition for a key, or
removing the key definition from parmlib altogether.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnKM011E
Key error - key is not active

Reason:

An error occurred while processing a user request to flag a Tape Encryption-managed key as being compromised. The
key cannot be used for encrypting new files. Files previously encrypted with this key are still readable.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM012W
BES database warning: UILO/UIHI reset

Reason:

During key management processing, the values that describe the range of key indexes assigned by this subsystem have
been recalculated and stored in the BES database. This is a recoverable error that may have been caused by a prior
abnormal termination of the BES subsystem.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM013E
BES database error: KHDRMSZ is not set

Reason:

An error was detected during the validation of the BES database. The size of an internal BES database mapping structure
was not set properly while validating the integrity of the BES database.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM014E
Key creation failed for xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error was encountered during the creation of a new encryption key. The character string
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx represents the key name that failed to be encrypted. The specified key on this
message cannot be used until the error is corrected and the key definitions have been reloaded.

Action:

Correct the error and restart the BES address space, or issue the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.

BESnKM015E
Invalid algorithm: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:
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An invalid encryption algorithm was specified for a key definition in parmlib. The character string xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
represents the invalid algorithm name. This message is issued if you specify an unsupported algorithm or misspelled
an algorithm name, for example, if you specified ASE128, instead of the supported algorithm AES128. For detailed
information on the encryption algorithms supported by Tape Encryption, see the Configuring section.

The key definition cannot be used until the error is corrected and the keys have been reloaded or refreshed. Refer to the
message BESnKM014E for the key name in error.

Action:

Correct the error and restart the BES address space, or issue the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.

BESnKM016E
TBEKMSCN Invalid algorithm for xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid encryption algorithm was specified on a key definition in parmlib. The key definition cannot be used until the
error is corrected and the keys have been reloaded or refreshed.

Action:

Correct the error and restart, or issue the REFRESH=SYMKEYS command.

BESnKM017W
Keys have been stored in the BES DB

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to create the required key token or failed to store the key token in the Integrated Cryptographic
Service Facility (ICSF) Cryptographic Key Data Set (CKDS) during the generation of one or more new key instances. To
ensure that this key is available, Tape Encryption has stored it in its own database.

Action:

If you have configured Tape Encryption to run with ICSF as the key repository and have previously been saving keys in
the CKDS you should check to see if the CKDS is full or look for other possible problems. Follow the instructions in the
ICSF documentation set to diagnose problems with the CKDS.

BESnKM018E
RESET failed nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn

Reason:

During processing of a key management function, a DIV RESET call was issued but failed. This call fails because the BES
subsystem may not detect updates to the BES database if it is being shared with other BES subsystems.

Action:

Stop and restart the BES database. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM019E
One-way-hash failed RC=xxxx RS=yyyy

Reason:
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Parmlib processing terminates for a new code book definition because the ICSF call to perform the one-way-hash unique
code book ID failed.

Action:

For a description of the return code and the reason code, see Appendix A in the IBM Cryptographic Services ICSF
Application Programmer's Guide.

BESnKM020W
SecureKeysOnly selected - switching to CKDS

Reason:

The SecureKeysOnly attribute in the StartupOptions section of parmlib was set to Y (for yes) but the KeysDatabase
attribute in the StartupOptions section was set to BES to store keys in the BES database. When secure keys are turned
on globally, use of the CKDS is also required. You can still migrate keys to and from the CKDS and the BES database for
disaster recovery, but new keys will always be generated using the PCI cards and placed in the CKDS.

Action:

Ensure that your backup strategy for your cryptographic keys includes a backup and restore procedure for your CKDS, or
that it includes a procedure to migrate keys from the CKDS to the BES database each time before you back up the BES
database. Change the KeysDatabase attribute in parmlib to CKDS to avoid receiving this message in the future.

BESnKM021E
AES symmetric keys not allowed in PARMLIB with SecureKeysOnly option

Reason:

The current generations of the IBM PCI cryptographic coprocessor cards do not support secure keys for the AES
cryptographic algorithm. For this reason, specifying the SecureKeysOnly=Y option in StartupOptions is inconsistent with
defining symmetric keys that use the AES algorithm.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• Change the SecureKeysOnly option in the StartupOptions section to K and specify SecureKeysOnly at the individual
key levels for keys other than AES keys.

• Deactivate your AES keys by specifying the Deactivate=Y option for every AES symmetric key definition.
• Change the SecureKeysOnly option in the StartupOptions section to N.

BESnKM022E
Contents

Initialization aborted

Reason:

Key changes reflected in parmlib were not accepted during the initialization of the Tape Encryption product .See message
BESnKM005W.

Action:

Make the necessary adjustments to parmlib and start the product again.
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BESnKM024W

Cannot change BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm value from value1 to value2

Reason:

The BES subsystem detected a change to <StartupOptions> parameter BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm. The BES database
was previously initialized with BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm set to value1. Once the BES database has been initialized, the
BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm value can not be changed.

Action:

Startup continues. This message is a warning message. To prevent this message from reoccurring, change the
<StartupOptions> parameter BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm back to value1.

BESnKM050E
Invalid key ring structure

Reason:

Tape Encryption attempted to perform its periodic cleanup of resources associated with B2B key rings and found the
control structures for managing key rings was invalid.

Action:

If the problem persists, obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM060I
Key maintenance completed on the BESPDB/BESMDB

Reason:

This message is issued when new generations of symmetric keys or B2B code books have been created in the
Tape Encryption primary database (BESPDB) and mirror database (BESMDB). The generation of new symmetric
keys and B2B code books is performed weekly, monthly, or yearly, based on the value specified for the regenerate=
parameter for symmetric keys and the rebuild= parameter for code books. Tape Encryption checks to see if new keys
are to be generated every Monday at 6:00 a.m. local time. New symmetric keys and B2B code books may also be
generated when a BES task is started with new symmetric key or code book definitions or as a result of issuing the BESn
refresh=codebooks or BESn refresh=symkeys commands.

Action:

This is an informational message. Processing continues. The issuance of this message may be useful in an automated
operations environment to initiate a backup of the BESMDB.

BESnKM500E
Invalid function code

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine was called with an invalid function code. This message represents
an internal logic error.

NOTE
The pass phrase is the password that is used to securely encrypt sensitive data in the BES database.

Action:
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If the problem persists, obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM501E
BESUCE build failure

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine was unable to allocate an internal control block essential to the
processing of the database pass phrase. This message represents an internal logic error.

Action:

If the problem persists, obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM502E
xxxxxxxx ENCRYPT failed RC= xxxx RS= yyyy

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine failed during an encryption request function. The problem could be
caused by specifying an encryption algorithm for the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm attribute in parmlib that is not available
on your system.

Action:

Verify that your system is capable of performing the encryption algorithm specified for the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm
parmlib parameter. If so, obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM503E
xxxxxxxx DECRYPT failed RC= xxxx RS= yyyy

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine failed during a decryption request function. The problem could be
caused by specifying an encryption algorithm for the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm parmlib parameter that is not available
on your system.

Action:

Verify that your system is capable of performing the encryption algorithm specified for the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm
parmlib parameter. If so, obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM504E
xxxxxxxx ASKKEY failed RC= xxxx RS= yyyy

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine failed during the setting or resetting of the database pass phrase.

Action:
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Verify that your system is capable of performing the encryption algorithm specified for the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm
parmlib parameter. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM505E
Invalid algorithm: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine failed during the verification of the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm
parmlib parameter. The algorithm specified for the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm parmlib parameter appears to be invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have specified a valid value for the BESDBEncryptionAlgorithm parmlib parameter. If so, obtain a dump of
the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM506E
New and old pass phrases are the same

Reason:

Your new pass phrase matches your old (current) pass phrase. Your new pass phrase must be different from your old
pass phrase.

Action:

Specify a new pass phrase that is different from your old pass phrase.

BESnKM507I
Database structural error encountered - unable to proceed

Reason:

While re-encrypting the database keys due to a change in the pass phrase, the database structure related to remote NKM
key tables could not be validated.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM521I
Database pass phrase changed by NKM

Reason:

The database pass phrase was changed by a remote NKM subsystem that was in the peer-to-peer cluster. This has
caused the pass phrase of the local database to be changed so that the pass phrase remains synchronized throughout
the peer-to-peer cluster.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnKM522I
Database pass phrase changed by shared system

Reason:

The database pass phrase was changed by a remote NKM subsystem that was in the peer-to-peer cluster, but it was
determined that another system sharing the database has already updated the pass phrase.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM523I Message
This section contains the BESnKM523I messages.

BESnKM523W Pass phrase settings overridden by NKM...Rem ote PARMLIB values:

Reason:

The database pass phrase was changed by a remote NKM subsystem that was in the peer-to-peer cluster, including the
pass phrase PARMLIB settings. This has caused the pass phrase of the local database to be changed as well as the
associated PARMLIB settings so that the pass phrase remains synchronized throughout the peer-to-peer cluster. This
message will be accompanied by additional BESnKM523I messages with the new PARMLIB settings.

Action:

If the PARMLIB count has increased from one to more than one, update the local PARMLIB accordingly. Also review the
local pass phrase ID settings to determine whether or not they also should be updated (not required).

BESnKM523W PASSPHRASECOUNT=pass_phrase_count

Reason:

The database pass phrase was changed by a remote NKM subsystem that was in the peer-to-peer cluster, including the
pass phrase PARMLIB settings. This has caused the pass phrase of the local database to be changed as well as the
associated PARMLIB settings so that the pass phrase remains synchronized throughout the peer-to-peer cluster.

Action:

If the PARMLIB count has increased from one to more than one, update the local PARMLIB accordingly.

BESnKM523W PASSPHRASEID1=pass_id1

Reason:

The database pass phrase was changed by a remote NKM subsystem that was in the peer-to-peer cluster, including the
pass phrase PARMLIB settings. This has caused the pass phrase of the local database to be changed as well as the
associated PARMLIB settings so that the pass phrase remains synchronized throughout the peer-to-peer cluster.

Action:

Review the local pass phrase Id settings to determine whether or not they should be updated to be consistent with the
remote setting. This is not required; different NKM sites may assign unique names to reflect the roles of local personnel
who are authorized to maintain the pass phrase value.

BESnKM523W PASSPHRASEID2=pass_id2

Reason:
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The database pass phrase was changed by a remote NKM subsystem that was in the peer-to-peer cluster, including the
pass phrase PARMLIB settings. This has caused the pass phrase of the local database to be changed as well as the
associated PARMLIB settings so that the pass phrase remains synchronized throughout the peer-to-peer cluster.

Action:

Review the local pass phrase Id settings to determine whether or not they should be updated to be consistent with the
remote setting. This is not required; different NKM sites may assign unique names to reflect the roles of local personnel
who are authorized to maintain the pass phrase value.

 

BESnKM588E
CANCEL is not allowed

Reason:

In response to the BESnKM597W pass phrase prompt, the operator replied CANCEL when cancel was not an option. The
word cancel cannot be used as a pass phrase, so the response is not accepted.

Action:

The BESnKM597W prompt is reissued.

BESnKM590I
Do not forget {this pass phrase | these pass phrases}

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine has successfully encrypted the BES database with the pass
phrase(s). The BES database is now encrypted with the pass phrase(s) you have provided. It is critical that you keep the
pass phrase(s) in a safe place as you will need it/them to move BES to another CPU or to share the BES database with
another CPU. This includes running in a disaster recovery site as well as CPU upgrades.

Action:

Be sure to record the pass phrase(s) and keep it/them secure for future reference.

BESnKM593I
Pass phrase obtained from another BES address space sharing this database

Reason:

The BES address space issuing this message has previously issued the BESnKM597W message and is waiting to
learn the new pass phrase(s). Another BES address space that is sharing the same BES database has also issued the
BESnKM597W message but has received the new pass phrase and updated the BES database. This BES address space
checks the database periodically while it is waiting for your response. When it detects the database has been updated
with a new pass phrase, it issues this message.

Action:

This BES address space deletes the outstanding reply associated with its BESnKM597W message and proceeds to use
the new pass phrase.

BESnKM594I
Changes cancelled
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Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine has accepted your request to cancel the BES database pass phrase
change. You replied ABORT to either message BESnKM597A or BESnKM598A.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM596I
Initializing new database

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine determined that you are starting BES for the first time with this BES
database. The BES database is being initialized for the first time.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM597W
Enter {new | old | current} {id} database pass phrase {or CANCEL} or ABORT

Reason:

You are required to specify a pass phrase for the BES database. This message is issued by the BES database pass
phrase manager whenever a database pass phrase is required. If the PassPhraseCount attribute is set to 1, the id field
is absent. If the PassPhraseCount is set to 2, the id field will contain the value of the PassPhraseID1 or PassPhraseID2
attribute depending on which of the two pass phrases is required. If canceling out of the operation is an option, then the
clause “or CANCEL” will appear in the message, otherwise it will be omitted.

Action:

Specify the required pass phrase. The value can be up to 32 characters in length. Note that you can also specify ABORT
to terminate the BES address space. If cancelling is an option, you can reply CANCEL to abandon the operation.

BESnKM598W
Confirm {id} pass phrase {or CANCEL} or ABORT

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine requires that you confirm the value that you entered by reentering
it. If the PassPhraseCount attribute is set to 1, the id field is absent. If the PassPhraseCount is set to 2, the id field will
contain the value of the PassPhraseID1 or PassPhraseID2 attribute depending on which of the two pass phrases is
being confirmed. If canceling out of the operation is an option, then the clause “or CANCEL” will appear in the message,
otherwise it will be omitted.

Action:

Specify the correct pass phrase. Note that you can also specify ABORT to terminate the BES address space. If cancelling
is an option, you can reply CANCEL to abandon the operation.

BESnKM599I
The confirmation did not match, please try again
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Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine determined that the BES database pass phrases as described in
messages BESnKM597W and BESnKM598W do not match.

Action:

Specify the exact same pass phrase, or reply ABORT to one of these messages. For additional information, see
messages BESnKM597W and BESnKM598W.

BESnKM700I
ICSF CKDS refreshed

Reason:

Tape Encryption determined that another Tape Encryption instance running on a different LPAR updated the ICSF CKDS.
To ensure that these updates are available to the current LPAR, Tape Encryption issued a request to ICSF to refresh its
CKDS cache.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM701W
Unable to determine CKDS DSN

Reason:

The BES subsystem attempted to request that ICSF refresh its CKDS cache, but Tape Encryption was unable to
determine the data set name of the current CKDS.

Tape Encryption determined that another Tape Encryption instance on a different LPAR updated the ICSF CKDS, and
when attempting to refresh its CKDS cache, it was unable to identify the name of the current CKDS data set.

Action:

You should manually refresh the ICSF CKDS to ensure that keys added on another LPAR are active on this LPAR. For
assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM702W
LINK to CSFEUTIL failed

Reason:

Tape Encryption determined that another Tape Encryption instance on a different LPAR updated the ICSF CKDS. When it
attempted to refresh its CKDS cache, the LINK to the ICSF CSFEUTIL utility failed.

Action:

You should manually refresh the ICSF CKDS to ensure that keys added on another LPAR are active on this LPAR. Verify
that the ICSF module library (SCSFMOD0) is either in LINKLIST or in a STEPLIB in the BES startup procedure.

BESnKM703W
CSFEUTIL failed RC= xxxx RS= yyyy

Reason:
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The BES subsystem attempted to request that ICSF refresh its CKDS cache and got a nonzero return code from ICSF.
Tape Encryption determined that another Tape Encryption instance on a different LPAR updated the ICSF CKDS. When it
attempted to refresh its CKDS cache, a nonzero return code was issued by the ICSF CSFEUTIL utility program.

Action:

You should manually refresh the ICSF CKDS to ensure that keys added on another LPAR are active on this LPAR. Check
with your ICSF documentation on the CSFEUTIL utility to determine the reason for the failure and correct the problem.

BESnKM704W
TBERFCSF Abend Sxxxx Uyyyy

Reason:

Tape Encryption determined that another Tape Encryption instance running on a different LPAR updated the ICSF CKDS.
When it attempted to refresh its CKDS cache, an ABEND occurred.

Action:

You should manually refresh the ICSF CKDS to ensure that keys added on another LPAR are active on this LPAR.
Determine the cause of the ABEND and correct the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM710W
ICSF CKDS refresh failed

Reason:

Tape Encryption determined that another Tape Encryption instance on a different LPAR updated the ICSF CKDS. When it
attempted to refresh its CKDS, it could not complete this function.

Action:

You should manually refresh the ICSF CKDS to ensure that keys added on another LPAR are active on this
LPAR. Be sure to verify that the ICSF subsystem is active. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM750I
Moved from CKDS: nnnnnnnn Copied: nnnnnnnn Already in BESDB: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A request was made to migrate all the keys currently managed in the ICSF CKDS into the specified BES database. This
command also deletes any keys in the CKDS that are in both the CKDS and the BES database.

This message indicates the results of the key migration command, MIGRATE=FROMCKDS,MOVE. The counters
nnnnnnnn represent the following values:

• Moved from CKDS
The number of keys moved from the ISCF CDKS to the BES database.

• Copied
The number of keys copied to the BES database.

• Already in BESDB
The total number of keys in the BES database.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM751I
Copied from CKDS: nnnnnnnn Already in BESDB: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The migration copies the keys from the CKDS into the BES database, leaving the keys in the CKDS. After this command
has executed, keys that are in the CKDS are stored in both the CKDS and the BES database.

This message indicates the results of the key migration command, MIGRATE=FROMCKDS. The counters nnnnnnnn
represent the following values:

• Copied from CKDS
The number of keys copied from the ISCF CDKS into the BES database.

• Already in BESDB
The total number of keys in the BES and CKDS database.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM752I
Moved to CKDS: nnnnnnnn Already in CKDS: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A request was made to migrate all the keys currently managed in the BES database into the ICSF CKDS. This command
also removes any keys in the BES database that are in both the BES database and the CKDS.

The message indicates the results of the key migration command, MIGRATE=TOCKDS,MOVE. The counters nnnnnnnn
represent the following values:

• Moved to CKDS
The number of keys moved from the BES database to the ICSF CKDS.

• Already in CKDS
The number of BES database keys that were already in the ICSF CKDS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM753I
Copied to CKDS: nnnnnnnn Already in CKDS: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A request was made to have all keys currently managed in the BES database copied from the BES database into the
ICSF CKDS. The migration copies the keys from the BES database into the ICSF CKDS, leaving the keys in the BES
database.

This message indicates the results of the key migration command, MIGRATE=TOCKDS. The counters nnnnnnnn
represent the following values:

• Copied to CKDS
The number of keys copied from BES database into the ICSF CKDS.

• Already in CKDS
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The total number of keys in the ISCF CDKS.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM754E
ICSF key not found (xxxx,yyyy) cccccccc

Reason:

During the migration of keys from the CKDS to the BES database, the BES database identified a key as being in the
CKDS but that key was not found.

Syntax:

• xxxx,yyyy
The ICSF return code (xxxx) and reason code (yyyy).

• cccccccc
The CKDS key label of the key that was not found in the CKDS.

Action:

Verify that the correct CKDS is currently online to ICSF.

BESnKM755E
Key token build failed (xxxx,yyyy) cccccccc

Reason:

During the migration of keys from the CKDS to the BES database, an ICSF request to build an exporter key token failed.

Syntax:

• xxxx,yyyy
The ICSF return code (xxxx) and reason code (yyyy).

• cccccccc
The CKDS key label of the key that was not migrated from the CKDS

Action:

Verify that ICSF is running in Special Secure Mode. When this mode is running, the ICSF SSM parameter is set to YES.
For an explanation of the return code and reason code, see the ICSF Application Programmer's Guide, Appendix A.
Correct the error and retry.

BESnKM756E
Key import failed (xxxx,yyyy) cccccccc

Reason:

During the migration of keys from the CKDS to the BES database, an ICSF request to import an exporter key failed.

Syntax:

• xxxx,yyyy
The ICSF return code (xxxx) and reason code (yyyy).

• cccccccc
The CKDS key label of the key that was not migrated from the CKDS.
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Action:

Verify that ICSF is running in Special Secure Mode. When this mode is running, the ICSF SSM parameter is set to YES.
For an explanation of the return code and reason code, see the ICSF Application Programmer's Guide, Appendix A.
Correct the error and retry.

BESnKM757E
Key export failed (xxxx,yyyy) cccccccc

Reason:

During the migration of keys from the CKDS to the BES database, an ICSF request to export a data key using an exporter
key failed.

Syntax:

• xxxx,yyyy
The ICSF return code (xxxx) and reason code (yyyy).

• cccccccc
The CKDS key label of the key that was not migrated from the CKDS

Action:

Verify that ICSF is running in Special Secure Mode. When this mode is running, the ICSF SSM parameter is set to YES.
For an explanation of the return code and reason code, see the ICSF Application Programmer's Guide, Appendix A.
Correct the error and retry.

BESnKM758E
Key decrypt failed (xxxx,yyyy) cccccccc

Reason:

During the migration of keys from the CKDS to the BES database, an ICSF request to decrypt an exported data key failed.

Syntax:

• xxxx,yyyy
The ICSF return code (xxxx) and reason code (yyyy).

• cccccccc
The CKDS key label of the key that was not migrated from the CKDS.

Action:

Verify that ICSF is running in Special Secure Mode. When this mode is running, the ICSF SSM parameter is set to YES.
For an explanation of the return code and reason code, see the ICSF Application Programmer's Guide, Appendix A.
Correct the error and retry.

BESnKM759E
Key import failed (xxxx,yyyy) cccccccc

Reason:

During the migration of keys from the CKDS to the BES database, an ICSF request to import a clear key failed.

Syntax:

• xxxx,yyyy
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The ICSF return code (xxxx) and reason code (yyyy).
• cccccccc

The CKDS key label of the key that was not migrated from the CKDS.

Action:

For an explanation of the return code and reason code, see the ICSF Application Programmer's Guide, Appendix A.
Correct the error and retry.

BESnKM798E
Migration completed with errors - some keys may not have been migrated

Reason:

A request was made to migrate keys to or from the BES database and the CKDS, but at least one error was encountered
during migration that may have resulted in one or more keys not migrating successfully.

Action:

Review the JES job log for the Tape Encryption address space for further messages to determine what errors were
encountered. Refer to the descriptions of these messages to determine what actions are required.

BESnKM799E
ICSF Special Secure Mode (SSM) must be enabled in ICSF PARMLIB

Reason:

A request was made to migrate keys to or from the BES database and the CKDS, but ICSF does not appear to be
configured to run in Special Secure Mode.

Action:

Set the SSM(YES) value in ICSF PARMLIB and restart ICSF.

BESnKM923E
TBEKMMIG Sxxx Uxxx ABEND - migration failed

Reason:

An ABEND occurred during the migration of keys between the CKDS and the BES database. The migration function
failed. All keys remain in their original locations and states.

Syntax:

• Sxxx
Represents a three-digit hexadecimal value for the system ABEND code.

• Uxxx
Represents a three-digit hexadecimal value for the user ABEND code.

Action:

Obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM924E
Access denied by security rules (RC, RS)
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Reason:

A user attempted to execute the MIGRATE command or TBEMIGRT batch utility but access to this facility has been
restricted by the security administrator.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

BESnKM925E
Access denied by security rules (RC, RS)

Reason:

A user attempted to execute the TBEBOOK utility to export a protected code book but access to resource has been
restricted by the security administrator. The Return Code (RC) and Reason Code (RS) are the internal BES SAF Interface
return and reason codes.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

BESnKM933E Messages
This page contains the BESnKM933E messages.

BESnKM933E pppppppp Sxxx Uxxx ABEND - Function aborted

Reason:

An ABEND occurred when the BES key manager service intercepted an ABEND or pass phrase protection was being set
or validated.

Syntax:

• pppppppp
Represents the key manager service that issued the message.

• Sxxx
Represents a three-digit hexadecimal value for the system ABEND code.

• Uxxx
Represents a three-digit hexadecimal value for the user ABEND code.

Note: Depending on the key manager service request, the “Function aborted” text might not appear in the message.

Action:

Refer to messages that preceded this message and address issues outlined in each message. If you cannot correct the
error, obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support.

BESnKM933E TBEKMSCN GETD512 failed RC=xxxx RS=yyyy

Reason:

An ABEND occurred while processing a request generated by the TBEKMSCN key maintenance utility program.

Action:

Obtain a dump of the BES address space. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support..
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BESnKM950E
BES license monthly encryption limit exceeded - nnn files (nnn licensed)

Reason:

The maximum number of encrypted tape files you are licensed for per month has been exceeded. The Tape Encryption
product license defines the number of tape files you can encrypt per month. The message indicates that you have
exceeded the limit established by your license agreement.

Syntax:

• nnn files
Represents the number of files encrypted in the current month.

• (nnn licensed)
Represents the maximum number of files that you can encrypt, per month based on your license agreement.

For example, the following message indicates that you have currently exceeded your licensed limit by 24 files so far this
month:

BESnKM950E BES license monthly encryption limit exceeded - 324 files (300 licensed)

Action:

If you consistently exceed your monthly license limit, contact your Broadcom Sales representative to upgrade your license
agreement.

BESnKM987W
RELOAD=PASSPHRASE cannot be processed with PassPhraseCount=1; database is encrypted with 2

Reason:

The database is encrypted with two pass phrases and this BES address space has PassPhraseCount=1 in effect.  This
BES address space has dynamically switched to dual pass phrase support previously, but is unable to process the
RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command until it is recycled.

Action:

The RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command is not processed.  The database remains encrypted with the existing dual pass
phrases.

BESnKM988W
Ensure the StartupOptions is updated to specify PassPhraseCount=2

Reason

The BES address space issuing this message is sharing its database with another BES address space.  The other
BES address space was started with the PassPhraseCount set to 2 and successfully changed from single pass phrase
protection to dual pass phrase protection.  When this message is issued, the RELOAD=PASSPHRASE command is
disabled for this address space.  

Action 

This BES address space has dynamically switched to dual pass phrase support but its startup attributes must be changed
to specify PassPhraseCount=2 before recycling this BES.  Failure to do so will result in a failure the next time this BES
address space is recycled.
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BESnKM989E
Database pass phrase count cannot be reduced from 2 to 1

Reason:

The PassPhraseCount attribute has a value of 1 and the BES database is protected with dual pass phrases. Once the
BES database has been protected with dual pass phrases (PassPhraseCount=2), you can not change it back to single
pass phrase protection.

Action:

Update the STARTUP parmlib member to specify PassPhraseCount=2 in the StartupOptions section. Verify the settings of
the PassPhraseID1 and PassPhraseID2 attributes.

BESnKM990I
Switching from pass phrase count of 1 to 2

Reason:

The BES database had been protected by a single pass phrase. The PassPhraseCount attribute is currently set to 2. The
system console will be prompted for the existing single pass phrase and will then prompt for the two new pass phrases.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnKM991E
Module parameters are missing

Reason:

Runtime execution parameters required by the BES utilities TBEMIGRT or TBEKMUTL were not specified.

Action:

Review the documentation for these utilities and specify the required runtime parameters for the appropriate BES utility.
For information about TBEMIGRT, see the Configuring section. For information about TBEKMUTL, see the Administrating
section.

BESnKM992E
Module parameters are invalid

Reason:

For the BES utilities TBEMIGRT or TBEKMUTL, the required execution parameters are invalid.

Action:

Review the documentation for these utilities and specify the required runtime parameters for the appropriate BES utility.
For information about TBEMIGRT, see the Configuring section. For information about TBEKMUTL, see the Administrating
section.

BESnKM993E
Specified BES is not active

Reason:
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The BES subsystem you have requested is not currently active.

Action:

Start the specified subsystem or request a different subsystem.

BESnKM995W Messages
This section contains the BESnKM995W messages.

BESnKM995W Pass-phase does not verify, re-enter current phrase

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine was unable to process the current pass phrase using the current
parmlib settings. This is usually caused by changing the KeyHash parmlib attribute.

Action:

Specify the correct, current pass phrase for your BES database.

BESnKM995W Pass-phase does not verify, re-enter old phrase

Reason:

The BES database pass phrase management routine determined that the old (current) pass phrase supplied is not
correct.

Action:

Specify the correct, current pass phrase for your BES database.

BESnKM997W
All UUIDs are in use for this subsystem

Reason:

When attempting to create a new key the BES subsystem encryption query found that all available key UUIDs (Universally
Unique Identifier or Key Index) for this subsystem were in use. The subsystem uses a UUID that would normally be
reserved for another subsystem. When this happens, keys can be retained longer than necessary. Tape Encryption
assigns a unique ID to every ICSF key that it creates in the ICSF CKDS. The ID is recorded in the Tape Catalog System
and Tape Encryption uses the BES Key Index to determine which keys are no longer needed and can be removed. Keys
can be deleted when there are no tapes in the tape catalog that reference them.

Action:

Follow the Tape Encryption administrator procedures for handling scratched tapes to ensure that Tape Encryption
has deleted all keys that are eligible for removal. For more information about managing keys, see Administrating. For
assistance, contact Technical Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnKM998E
All available UUIDs are in use

Reason:

When attempting to create a new key the BES subsystem Encryption found that all available key UUIDs (Universally
Unique Identifier or Key Index) for this subsystem were in use. The subsystem will use a UUID that would normally be
reserved for another subsystem. When this happens, keys can be retained longer than necessary. Tape Encryption
assigns a unique ID to every ICSF key that it creates in the ICSF CKDS. The ID is recorded in the Tape Catalog System
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and Tape Encryption determines which keys are no longer needed and can be removed. Keys can be deleted when there
are no tapes in the tape catalog that reference them.

Action:

Follow the Tape Encryption administrator procedures for handling scratched tapes to ensure that Tape Encryption has
deleted all keys that are eligible for removal. For more information about managing keys, see the Administrating section.
For assistance, contact Technical Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnKM999E
Contents

ICSF is not active -

function aborted

Reason:

Tape Encryption determined that the ICSF subsystem was not active during normal key management processing. Tape
Encryption requires that the ICSF subsystem is active to manage keys in the ICSF CKDS.

Action:

Start the ICSF subsystem.

BESnKU Messages

BESnKU0002W
TAPEKEYS dataset contains no keys

Reason:

The TBEKMUTL utility program will not run when the TAPEKEYS DD is pointing to an empty data set. This ensures that
your cryptographic keys managed by Tape Encryption are not erroneously flagged for removal.

Action:

Check the EARL job step that created the TAPEKEYS data set for errors. Correct these errors and rerun the EARL keys
extraction and the TBEKMUTL utilities again.

BESnL Messages
BESnLCSA0E
CSA initialization failure. Module nnnnnnnn not found

Reason:

The Tape Encryption common services loader module encountered a severe error. The Tape Encryption common module
named nnnnnnnn could not be loaded in the CSA. This could be due to the module missing, being marked as non-
executable, CSA storage exhausted, or a damaged load library.

Action:

Check the load library where the module is resident to determine the following:
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• Whether the module actually exists.
• Whether the module has been flagged as non-executable due to a program management binder failure.
• Review CSA storage map to determine if CSA is exhausted.

Review any accompanying messages for further problem determination and contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com for assistance.

BESnLCSA1E
Initialization failure. Invalid BES control block

Reason:

The Tape Encryption common services loader module encountered a severe error; the BES system control block specified
on the service request is invalid.

Action:

This is an internal Tape Encryption error. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for further
assistance.

BESnM Messages
BESnM0000I
Cold start resources acquired

Reason:

This message indicates that during a cold start of the BES started task, all required resources were acquired successfully.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnM0001E
Obtain storage request failure. Unable to obtain DYNAMIC storage

Reason:

A Tape Encryption Module Revision Level (MRL) log request failed. Tape Encryption is unable to obtain dynamic storage.
The defined region size for the BES started task or utility function does not define an address space region that permits
Tape Encryption MRL functions to obtain storage.

Action:

Define a 6-MB storage region size on the execution JCL. Increase the storage region size until normal execution occurs.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM0002E
Internal protocol request failure. Invalid request type

Reason:

A Tape Encryption Module Revision Level (MRL) log request failed. An invalid request was detected in parsing the input
parameter list provided by the call request.
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Action:

When message BESnSM0002E is issued by the BES started task, initialization of Tape Encryption continues with normal
execution. The MRL log is not written to the BES JOBLOG. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnM0003E
DSPSERV failure

Reason:

The service failed. The return code is passed back to TBEINI.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM0003I
MRL REQUEST SUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN TO JOBLOG

Reason:

Tape Encryption initialization successfully processed the Module Revision Level (MRL) log and has written the output log
to the JES Message Log (JESMSGLG) data definition (DD) statement.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnM0004E
ALESERV failure

Reason:

The service failed. The return code is passed back to TBEINI.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM0005E
LXRES failure

Reason:

The service failed. The return code is passed back to TBEINI.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM0006E
ETCRE failure

Reason:

The service failed. The return code is passed back to TBEINI.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM0007E
ETCON failure

Reason:

The service failed. The return code is passed back to TBEINI.

Action:

For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnM0008E
Data space origin failure

Reason:

The service failed. The return code is passed back to TBEINI.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM0009E
Post failure

Reason:

The service failed. The return code is passed back to TBEINI.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM0100I
RESMGR routine entered

Reason:

This message indicates that the RESMGR cleanup routine was entered during BES termination to clean up BES control
blocks.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnM0200E
Recovery routine entered

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:
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Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If
a fix does not exist, contact Broadcom Support for assistance at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnM1002E
CA Tape Encryption LOAD FAILURE. MODULE BESCJMLW NOT FOUND

Reason:

A Tape Encryption Module Revision Level (MRL) log request cannot be processed. Tape Encryption attempted to load
module BESNCJMLW and a logical abend S806 (module not found) condition occurred.

Action:

The Tape Encryption list module request terminates. Ensure that the proper Tape Encryption load libraries are defined
in the BES started task procedure JCL or that the Tape Encryption load module libraries are defined in the LINKLIST
definition. Then restart Tape Encryption.

BESnM3001E
Contents

Load failure. Unable to load module BESCMMRL

Reason:

A Tape Encryption Module Revision Level (MRL) log request cannot be processed. Tape Encryption attempted to load
module BESCMMRL and a logical abend S806 (module not found) condition occurred.

Action:

This error should not occur. Module BESCMMRL is distributed with the product. It is possible that the module was not
copied from the installed libraries when copying the modules to another set of target libraries. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnN Messages

BESnM7024E
FIND failed for xxxxxxxx - module no longer exists

Reason: 

Tape Encryption could not find the load point of the module ‘xxxxxxxx’ inside the Linklist DCB.

 

Action:

Determine why the module is missing.

BESnNK Messages
BES0NK000I
TBESSLRN RC nn Keyring string1 Label string2
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Reason:

This message indicates the digital certificate has been verified for the Secure Sockets Layer .

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK010E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK010E messages.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:

An NKM Connect transaction was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or was in the
process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Technical Support at Broadcom
Support..
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Connect Error: GENTICKET failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect Error: CHALLENGE failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect Error: CREATE failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect Error: Cluster cannot initiate connections

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

BESnNK011E Message
This page contains the BESnNK011E messages. 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

Connect Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnNK012E Messages
This page contains the BESnN012E messages.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

BESnNK013E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK013E messages.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect Error: Cluster is Unknown - connection rejected

Reason:

An NKM Connect transaction was received on a Web Services session for an NKM Cluster name that is not configured for
this NKM.

Action:

The connection request is rejected. Check the cluster definitions to ensure that the cluster names match between the
NKM subsystems. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at Broadcom Support..

Connect Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect Error: Required XML elements missing
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Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect Error: Cluster does not accept connections

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect Error: CHAL_RESP failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect Error: GENTICKET failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

Connect LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:

An NKM Connect transaction was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or was in the
process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK020E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK020E messages.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:

An NKM Connect transaction response was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or
was in the process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect Error: CHALLENGE failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect Error: CREATE failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK021E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK021E messages.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK022E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK022E messages.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK023I Messages
This page contains the BESnNK023I messages.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM Connect
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:

An NKM Connect transaction response was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or
was in the process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect Error: CHAL_RESP failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code
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Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect Error: Required XML elements missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Connect Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM Connect transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Connect Connection refused (not authorized)

Reason:

An NKM Connect transaction response did not contain a valid authorization challenge response.

Action:

The connection request is rejected. For peer-to-peer clusters, ensure that both NKM subsystems are running with the
same database pass phrase. For business-to-business configurations, ensure that the e-mail addresses and user Id
information on the B2B Server’s host definition matches the values on the B2B Client cluster definition. Change the user
Id information on both the B2B Server host definition and the B2B Client cluster definition to force a re-negotiation of the
authentication keys. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at Broadcom Support.

BESnNK030E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK030E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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JoinCluster Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: GET_SEED failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:

An NKM JoinCluster transaction was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or was in the
process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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BESnNK031E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK031E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK032E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK032E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK033E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK033E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:

An NKM JoinCluster transaction was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or was in the
process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: SET_SEED failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Database update failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Required XML elements missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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JoinCluster Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Connection refused (not authorized)

Reason:

An NKM JoinCluster transaction did not contain a valid authorization challenge response.

Action:

The connection request is rejected. For peer-to-peer clusters, ensure that both NKM subsystems are running with the
same database pass phrase. For business-to-business configurations, ensure that the e-mail addresses and user Id
information on the B2B Server’s host definition matches the values on the B2B Client cluster definition. Change the user
Id information on both the B2B Server host definition and the B2B Client cluster definition to force a re-negotiation of the
authentication keys. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at Broadcom Support.

BESnNK034E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK034E messages.

JoinCluster Error: NKMCNTRL ADD failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: NKMFIND Allocation Error rc=return_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Remote IP address is not determined

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Remote IP port is not determined

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Host definition not found

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK039I
nkm_remote Transaction Processor Connected

Reason:

An NKM JoinCluster transaction was received and the remote NKM subsystem has been authorized to connect. NKM key
exchanges are authorized to proceed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK040E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK040E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:

An NKM JoinCluster transaction response was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or
was in the process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK041E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK041E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK042E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK042E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK043E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK043E messages.

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM JoinCluster
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster LogicErr: Protocol sequence error

Reason:
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An NKM JoinCluster transaction response was received on a Web Services session that was either already connected or
was in the process of connecting.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

JoinCluster Error: Database update failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM JoinCluster transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK049I
nkm_remote Transaction Initiator Connected

Reason:

An NKM JoinCluster transaction response was received and the remote NKM subsystem has been authorized to connect.
NKM key exchanges are authorized to proceed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK050E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK050E messages.

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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SyncHost Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK051E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK051E messages.

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK052E Messages
This page contains BESnNK052E messages.

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK053E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK053E messages.

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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SyncHost Error: Database update failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM SyncHost transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions
and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK054E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK054E messages.

SyncHost Error: NKMCNTRL ADD failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHost Error: NKMFIND Allocation Error rc=return_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncHost Error: Remote IP address is not determined

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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SyncHost Error: Remote IP port is not determined

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncHost Error: Host definition not found

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK060E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK060E messages.

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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BESnNK061E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK061E messages.

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK062E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK062E messages.

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure
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Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncHostResponse Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK063E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK063E messages.

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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SyncHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHostResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncHostResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM SyncHost transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK070E Messages
The page contains the BESnNK070E messages.

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncCheck
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK071E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK071E messages.

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncCheck
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK072E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK072E messages.

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncCheck
transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK073E Messages
The page contains the BESnNK073E messages.

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncCheck
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code
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Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheck Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM SyncCheck transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions
and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK080E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK080E messages.

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncCheck
transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK081E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK081E messages.

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncCheck
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK082E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK082E messages.

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncCheck
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK083E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK083E messages.

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCheckResponse Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

 

SyncCheckResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM SyncCheck transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnNK090E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK090E messages.
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StartSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Transaction parameters missing rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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BESnNK091E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK091E messages.

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK092E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK092E messages.

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK093E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK093E messages.

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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StartSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Cluster information is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Unable to process information rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Host information missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Host Owner Id is missing
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Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM StartSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSync Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM StartSync transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions
and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK098I
Key updates scheduled from nkm_subsystem

Reason:

An NKM StartSync transaction was received on a Web Services session to initiate the exchange of keys.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK100E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK100E messages.

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK101E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK101E messages.

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK102E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK102E messages.

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure
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Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK103E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK103E messages.

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
StartSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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StartSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM StartSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

StartSyncResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

StartSyncResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM StartSync transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK110E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK110E messages.

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK111E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK111E messages.

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK112E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK112E messages.

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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BESnNK113E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK113E messages.

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM SyncKeys transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions
and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys Error: Host Owner Id is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys Error: Host information missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys Error: Unable to process information rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncKeys transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK119I
Receiving updates for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM SyncKeys transaction was received on a Web Services session to initiate the exchange of keys.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK120E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK120E messages.

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK121E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK121E messages.

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure
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Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK122E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK122E messages.

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK123E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK123E messages.

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM SyncKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncKeysResponse Error: Transaction not allowed
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Reason:

An NKM SyncKeys transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK130E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK130E messages.

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK131E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK131E messages.

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncCompleted Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK132E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK132E messages.
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SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK133E Messages
This page contains of the BESnNK133E messages.

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM SyncCompleted transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating
transactions and processing transaction responses.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted Error: Host Owner Id is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted Error: Host information missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted Error: Cluster information is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted Error: Database update failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK137I
Keys updated from nkm_subsystem for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM SyncCompleted transaction was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key updates have
completed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK138I
key_count keys received, key_count errors for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM SyncCompleted transaction was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key updates have
completed having received the number of keys shown in this message (any keys not sent by the remote NKM subsystem
is also shown).

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK140E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK140E messages.
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SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK141E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK141E messages.

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK142E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK142E messages.

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK143E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK143E messages.

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
SyncCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

SyncCompletedResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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SyncCompletedResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM SyncCompleted transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only
processing transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK147I
Keys sent to nkm_subsystem for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM SyncCompleted transaction response was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key exchanges
have completed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK148I
key_count keys sent, key_count errors for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM SyncCompleted transaction response was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key exchanges
have completed having sent the number of keys shown in this message (any keys not sent is also shown).

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnNK150E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK150E messages.

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMSeed Error: GET_SEED failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMSeed SeqErr: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK151E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK151E messages.

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.
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NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

 

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnNK152E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK152E messages.

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK153E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK153E messages.

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeed LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeed Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeed Error: missing transaction data elements

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeed Error: Pass phrase propagation failed

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction.

Action:

Ensure that the NKM sub systems are no more than one version off of the database pass phrase. Search problem
reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support.

 

NKMSeed Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM NKMSeed transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions
and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK160E Message
This page contains the BESnNK160E messages.

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp SeqErr: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp Error: GET_SEED failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK161E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK161E messages.

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK163E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK163E messages.

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK164E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK164E messages.

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM NKMSeed transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp Error: Pass phrase propagation failed

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Ensure that the NKM sub systems are no more than one version off of the database pass phrase. Search problem
reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support.
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NKMSeedResp Error: missing transaction data elements

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMSeed transaction response..

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMSeed
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMSeedResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMSeed transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK170E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK170E messages.

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPing SeqErr: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK171E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK171E messages.

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK172E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK172E messages.

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK173E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK173E messages.

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support..

 

NKMPing LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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NKMPing Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPing Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM NKMPing transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions
and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK180E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK180E messages.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMPingResp SeqErr: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK181E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK181E messages.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK183E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK183E messages.
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NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK184E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK184E messages.

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
NKMPing transaction response.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPingResp LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM NKMPing
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPingResp Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

NKMPingResp Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM NKMPing transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK190E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK190E messages.

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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DelHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
DelHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM DelHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK191E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK191E messages.

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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DelHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
DelHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM DelHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK192E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK192E messages.

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

 

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
DelHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

 

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnNK193E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK193E messages.

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
DelHost transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHost Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM DelHost transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions and
processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

BESnNK200E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK200E messages.

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
DelHost transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK201E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK201E messages.

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
DelHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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BESnNK202E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK202E messages.

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
DelHost transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

DelHostResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM DelHost
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK210E
ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK211E
ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:
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An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK212E
ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK213E
ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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ApiCheck LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCheck transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheck Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiCheck transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions
and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK220E
ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure
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Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK221E
ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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BESnNK222E
ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK223E
ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCheck
transaction response.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse Error: Information rejected rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCheck transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCheckResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiCheck transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK230E
ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Transaction parameters missing rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK231E
ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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BESnNK232E
ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK233E
ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Cluster information is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Unable to process information rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Host information missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Host Owner Id is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiSync transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSync Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiSync transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions and
processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK238I
Key updates scheduled from nkm_subsystem
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Reason:

An NKM ApiSync transaction was received on a Web Services session to initiate the exchange of keys.

Action:

None.

BESnNK240E
ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK241E
ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK242E
ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK243E
ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiSync transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiSync
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiSyncResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiSync transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK250E
ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK251E
ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK252E
ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure
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Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK253E
ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys Error: Information rejected - not in session
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Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys Error: Unable to process information rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys Error: Host information missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys Error: Host Owner Id is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiKeys transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeys Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiKeys transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating transactions and
processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK259I
Receiving updates for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM ApiKeys transaction was received on a Web Services session to initiate the exchange of keys.

Action:

None.

BESnNK260E
ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK261E
ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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BESnNK262E
ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK263E
ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiKeys transaction response.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiKeys
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiKeysResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiKeys transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only processing
transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK270E
ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: Host information collection rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK271E
ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the generation of the NKM ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK272E
ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK273E
ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:
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An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: Database update failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: Cluster information is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: Host information missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: Host Owner Id is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the processing of the NKM ApiCompleted transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompleted Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiCompleted transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating
transactions and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK277I
Keys updated from nkm_subsystem for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM ApiCompleted transaction was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key updates have
completed.

Action:
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None.

BESnNK278I
key_count keys received, key_count errors for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM ApiCompleted transaction was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key updates have
completed having received the number of keys shown in this message (any keys not sent by the remote NKM subsystem
is also shown).

Action:

None.

BESnNK280E
ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK281E
ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK282E
ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse Error: XML Build failed rc=return_code, rs=reason_code

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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BESnNK283E
ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
ApiCompleted transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM ApiCompleted
transaction response.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM transaction was received on a Web Services session that is not currently connected.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

ApiCompletedResponse Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM ApiCompleted transaction response was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only
processing transactions and generating transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNK287I
Keys sent to nkm_subsystem for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM ApiCompleted transaction response was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key exchanges
have completed.

Action:
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None.

BESnNK288I
key_count keys sent, key_count errors for database <nkm_subsystem_database_id>

Reason:

An NKM ApiCompleted transaction response was received on a Web Services session to indicating that key exchanges
have completed having sent the number of keys shown in this message (any keys not sent is also shown).

Action:

None.

BESnNK900W
Id=tcbid Error(s) encountered sending key <key_name>

Reason:

The cryptographic keys for more or more instances of a key definition were inaccessible and could not be sent to a remote
NKM subsystem. This is normal if you are using or have used the ICSF CKDS to store keys, and the ICSF SSM option is
set to “NO.”

Actions:

If it is required that these keys be transmitted, you must change the ICSF SSM option to YES and restart ICSF and NKM.

BESnNK960E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK960E messages.

Log LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Log LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Log LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:
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An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK961E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK961E messages.

Log LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Log LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Log LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK962E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK962E messages.

Log LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Log LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Log LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK963E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK963E messages.

Log LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Log LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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Log LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
LogInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Log Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM LogInformation transaction was received on a Web Services session which had not completed the connection
and authentication process.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Log Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM LogInformation transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating
transactions and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK980E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK980E messages.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:
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Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK981E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK981E messages.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

BESnNK982E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK982E messages.
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Audit LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnNK983E Messages
This page contains the BESnNK983E messages.

Audit LogicErr: Invalid SOAPOBJ structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services control structure (SOAPOBJ) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Audit LogicErr: Invalid BESSESS structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services session control structure (BESSESS) was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.
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Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Audit LogicErr: Invalid OBJECT structure

Reason:

An invalid internal Web Services object control structure was encountered during the processing of an NKM
AuditInformation transaction.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Audit Error: Information rejected - not in session

Reason:

An NKM AuditInformation transaction was received on a Web Services session which had not completed the connection
and authentication process.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.

 

Audit Connection terminated by request

Reason:

An NKM AuditInformation transaction was received on a Web Services session which requested that the session be
terminated after the audit information was logged.

Action:

This is a normal condition. Refer to the information that was logged with this transaction for further information. Search
problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support.

 

Audit Error: Transaction not allowed

Reason:

An NKM AuditInformation transaction was received on a Web Services session that is dedicated to only initiating
transactions and processing transaction responses.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom
Support.
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BESnNK999I
(F) nkm_subsystem soap_fault_message

Reason:

An NKM transaction sent to a remote NKM subsystem did not complete. The transaction was terminated and has been
reported back as a SOAP Fault.

Action:

Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnN Messages
BESnN0001E
STIMERM failed, RC=nn

Reason:

The MVS STIMERM service failed with return code nn. The NKM control task continues without timer services. Tasks
scheduled to be started at a specific point in time will be delayed longer than planned. An SVC dump is generated.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0002E
ID=nnn Unknown command code received: xxxx

Reason:

The control task has received a command code that it does not recognize. The target task for this command is task
number nnn. An SVC dump is generated.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0003E
ID=nnn Storage failure prevented deferred queuing RC=xx

Reason:

Certain transaction requests are processed at certain time intervals. The mechanism to delay the transaction requires
storage to hold onto the request until the designated time. The storage is not available. STORAGE return code is xx. The
transaction is queued for immediate execution. The target task for this command is task number nnn.

Action:

Increase region size.

BESnN0004E
LOAD failed for modname RC=nn
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Reason:

The NKM control task loads various service modules it needs for managing the NKM environment. The module name is
modname. The LOAD return code is nn. The NKM control task cannot continue.

Action:

Ensure the STEPLIB identifies the correct library.

BESnN0005I
Name space module is modname

Reason:

The SOAP name space definitions are contained in a control module named modname.

Action:

None.

BESnN0006E
XML Preload failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The SOAP services perform a preload function to bring into memory all of the SOAP definition elements into memory. This
service failed with return code xxxx and reason code yyyy. The NKM control task cannot continue.

Action:

Ensure the STEPLIB identifies the correct library.

BESnN0007E
TCP/IP initialization failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The TCP/IP service layer could not be established. The initialization return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0008I
ID=nnn Task ended, Type=tasktype, RC=xxx, name=yyyy

Reason:

A transaction processing task has ended. The identifying task number is nnn. The tasktype is either "initiator" or
"responder". The final return code is xxx. The task name is yyyy. Initiator and responder tasks normally do not terminate
until the associated BES address space is brought down. However, if a remote BES address space shuts down, the
transaction tasks associated with it will terminate.

Action:

Review the console log for the messages issued by this task prior to its ending. The NKM control task will normally
attempt to restart transaction initiator tasks.
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BESnN0009E
ID=nnn Excessive failures, terminating name=xxxx

Reason:

Normally, when a transaction initiator task ends, it is restarted. However, when a transaction initiator task ends several
times in a short period of time, the NKM control task will no longer restart it. The identifying task number is nnn. This
message follows BESnN0008E.

Action:

Once the cause of the failure has been corrected, you can use the BESn NKM,REFRESH command to reestablish the
connection.

BESnN0010E
ID=nnn Unable to re-ATTACH initiator task, reason=xxxx name=yyyy

Reason:

A transaction initiator task ended and the NKM control task was attempting to restart it when an unexpected error was
encountered. The identifying task number is nnn. The name of the connection is yyyy. The reason for the failure is xxxx
and is one of the following:

Queuing - Insufficient storage to queue up a restart request.

Posting - An error occurred attempting to POST the request.

Attaching - The ATTACH failed.

Action:

Review the messages issued prior to this message to ascertain the exact failure.

BESnN0011E
ID=nnn Task abended, Type=tasktype code=Sxxx/Uyyyy, name=zzzz

Reason:

A transaction processing task has abended. The identifying task number is nnn. The tasktype is either "initiator" or
"responder". The abend code is either Sxxx or Uyyyy. The task name is zzzz.

Action:

Review the console log for the messages issued by this task prior to its ending. The NKM control task will normally
attempt to restart transaction initiator tasks.

BESnN0012I
ID=nnn Not restarting by request, name=xxxx

Reason:

A transaction processing task has ended but has indicated that it should not be restarted. The identifying task number is
nnn. The connection name is xxxx.

Action:

Review the console log for the messages issued by this task prior to its ending. The reason for the "no restart" request
should be apparent.
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BESnN0013E
ID=nnn Not restarting due to transaction failure, name=xxxx

Reason:

A transaction processing task has ended because of some failure condition that still exists. The NKM control task will not
restart it. The identifying task number is nnn. The task name is xxxx.

Action:

Review the console log for the messages issued by this task prior to its ending. The NKM control task will normally
attempt to restart transaction initiator tasks.

BESnN0014E
TCP/IP GETHOSTINFO failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The TCP/IP service to acquire information about the local environment of the NKM control task has failed. The service's
return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0015E
TCP/IP RESOLVEIPNAME failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The TCP/IP service to acquire information the domain name server has failed. The service's return code is xxxx and the
reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0101I
Network termination in process

Reason:

The NKM control task has received a termination request. All active transaction processing tasks will be notified to
shutdown.

Action:

None.

BESnN0102E
ID=nnn Termination requested, name=xxxx

Reason:

A transaction processing task was informed of the termination request. The identifying task number is nnn. The
connection name is xxxx. The task is expected to terminate within a short period of time.
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Action:

None.

BESnN0103E
ID=nnn Task timed out, killed name=xxxx

Reason:

A transaction processing task was previously informed of the termination request. The identifying task number is nnn. The
connection name is xxxx. The task did not terminate in a timely fashion. The NKM control task will kill the task in order to
complete the termination request.

Action:

None.

BESnN0104E
ID=nnn TCBTOKEN service failed RC=xx

Reason:

The NKM control task is in the process of killing a transaction processing task that timed out. The identifying task number
is nnn. Killing the task requires the TCB token. The MVS TCBTOKEN service failed. The TCBTOKEN return code is xx.

Action:

None.

BESnN0105E
TCP/IP termination failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The TCP/IP service layer termination function failed. The termination return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0106E
XML UNLOAD failed - RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The SOAP services perform an unload function to remove of the SOAP definition elements from memory. This service
failed with return code xxxx and reason code yyyy. The NKM control task continues with termination.

Action:

Ensure the STEPLIB identifies the correct library.

BESnN0107E
ID=nnn SETNAME error, name length=xxx

Reason:
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The NKM control task SETNAME function assigns a logical name to each connection. The identifying task number is nnn.
The service failed because name length was invalid. It is either zero or larger than the maximum of 62.

Action:

The task remains unnamed.

BESnN0108E
ID=nnn Unable to queue execution transaction, STORAGE OBTAIN failed RC=xxx

Reason:

The NKM control task needs to queue a transaction request to one of its transaction initiator tasks, but there is not enough
storage available. The transaction is not queued for work. The identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

Increase region size of the BESNKM address space.

BESnN0109E
ID=nnn SETUTOKEN error, current token=xxx, new token=yyy

Reason:

The SETUTOKEN service was invoked to assign a UTOKEN to a given transaction processing task but that task already
had a UTOKEN assigned. The identifying task number is nnn. The previously assigned UTOKEN is xxx. The token that
was trying to be assigned is yyy.

Action:

The request is failed. The previous UTOKEN is left intact.

BESnN0110E
ID=nnn Peer error, sessions are the same type: tasktype, ID=xxx

Reason:

Establishing communication with a remote NKM requires an initiator task and a responder task. These tasks are
considered peers. When either task type gets connected it attempts to find its peer and link them together. In this case,
the SETPEER service encountered another task of the same type. The discovering task number is nnn. The other task
number is xxx. The tasktype is either "initiator" or "responder".

Action:

The task identified by nnn will terminate leaving the task identified by xxx as the only transaction task of this type.

BESnN0111E
ID=nnn Peer error, previous associations have already been made, ID=xxx

Reason:

Establishing communication with a remote NKM requires an initiator task and a responder task. These tasks are
considered peers. When either task type gets connected it attempts to find its peer and link them together. In this case,
the SETPEER service discovered another task is already serving this function. The discovering task number is nnn. The
other task number is xxx. The tasktype is either "initiator" or "responder".

Action:
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The task identified by nnn will terminate leaving the task identified by xxx as the only transaction task of this type.

BESnN0112E
ID=nnn Peer error, name=xxxx

Reason:

This message is issued in conjunction with other error messages to display the name of the connection. The discovering
task number is nnn. The name is xxxx.

Action:

None.

BESnN0113E
ID=nnn Peer error, current token=xxx, associated token=yyy

Reason:

This message is issued in conjunction with other error messages to display the tokens associated with tasks involved. The
discovering task number is nnn. The discovering task's UTOKEN is xxxx. The other task's UTOKEN is yyy.

Action:

None.

BESnN0114E
ID=nnn Unable to queue execution transaction, no initiator connection, name=xxxx

Reason:

Requests to execute transactions can only be queued to a transaction initiator task. In this case, the transaction responder
task was attempting to queue up a request for the associated initiator task but that task was not available yet. The
identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

The transaction was not queued.

BESnN0115E
ID=nnn Unable to queue execution transaction, invalid peer link, name=xxxx

Reason:

Requests to execute transactions can only be queued to a transaction initiator task. In this case, the transaction responder
task was attempting to queue up a request for the associated initiator task but the associated task was not an initiator
task. The identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

Get a dump of the BESNKM address space.

BESnN0116I
ID=nnn Attaching initiator task, name=xxxx

Reason:
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The NKM control task is attaching a transaction initiator task. The identifying task number is nnn. The name is xxxx.

Action:

None.

BESnN0117I
ID=nnn Network connection established with ID=xxx name=yyyy

Reason:

Both a transaction initiator task and a transaction responder task exist for a given remote NKM. The remote NKM is
now considered to be fully connected with this NKM. The identifying task number is nnn. The other task in the initiator/
responder pair is task number xxx. The name associated with the connection is yyyy.

Action:

None.

BESnN0118I
ID=nnn Attaching responder task, name=xxxx

Reason:

An incoming request from a remote NKM has been detected. The NKM control task responds by attaching the responder
task. The identifying task number is nnn. The name, if it is known, is xxxx.

Action:

None.

BESnN0119I
Termination time out - forced termination begins

Reason:

When the NKM control task is told to terminate, it informs all of the transaction processing tasks to terminate. If they do
not terminate in a timely fashion, they are killed. This message is issued when the time interval expires and transaction
control tasks are still active. The NKM control task begins the kill process.

Action:

None.

BESnN0120E
ID=nnn FINDPEER error, IP addr length=xxx

Reason:

A transaction processing task (either initiator or responder) is attempting to locate its peer to complete the connection. The
IP address string length is invalid. It is either zero or exceeds the maximum length. The identifying task number is nnn.
The IP address string length is xxx.

Action:

The transaction processing task cannot complete its connection process.
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BESnN0121E
ID=nnn TCP/IP association=xxxx

Reason:

This message is issued in conjunction with other error messages to display the TCP/IP name of the remote NKM. The
discovering task number is nnn. The TCP/IP name is xxxx.

Action:

None.

BESnN0200I
ID=nnn Processing incoming request from xxxx

Reason:

This transaction responder task has just started and will be examining the request from a remote NKM. The identifying
task number is nnn. The requestor's IP address is xxxx.

Action:

None.

BESnN0201E
ID=nnn STIMERM failed - RC=xx

Reason:

The MVS STIMERM service failed with return code nn. The transaction responder task continues without timer services.
The identifying task number is nnn. An SVC dump is generated

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0202E
ID=nnn Unknown command code received: xxxx

Reason:

The transaction responder task has received a command code that it does not recognize. The identifying task number is
nnn.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0203E
ID=nnn TCP/IP initialization failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The TCP/IP service layer could not be established. The identifying task number is nnn. The initialization return code is
xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:
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Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0204E
ID=nnn TCP/IP TAKESOCKET failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

When a remote NKM sends an initial request, the NKM TCP/IP listener receives and incoming TCP/IP socket. The socket
is examined and then passed to the NKM control task to have a responder task started. The responder task is attempting
to take the socket but an unexpected error occurred. The identifying task number is nnn. The take socket return code is
xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0205E
ID=nnn GET_IP@TEXT failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

When the transaction responder task gets a new connection request, it extracts the IP address of the requestor from the
socket. The request to the TCP/IP service layer failed. The identifying task number is nnn. The TCP/IP service layer return
code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0211E
ID=nnn TCP/IP Read failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The transaction responder task was attempting to receive data from the remote NKM. The read request to the TCP/IP
service layer failed. The identifying task number is nnn. The TCP/IP service layer return code is xxxx and the reason code
is yyyy.

Action:

Ensure the remote host is still up. Verify the network connections to the remote NKM.

BESnN0212E
ID=nnn SOAP XMLEXEC failed RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

After a SOAP packet has been received from a remote NKM, the transaction responder task attempts to process the
packet using the NKM SOAP services. The SOAP service passed back an unexpected return code. The identifying task
number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.
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BESnN0213E
ID=nnn Trans=xxxx SOAP CREATE failed RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

After an incoming SOAP packet has been successfully processed, the responder task uses the NKM SOAP service to
create a response packet to send back to the remote NKM. The SOAP service returned an unexpected return code. The
identifying task number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0214E
ID=nnn TCP/IP Write failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

A transaction responder task was attempting to send a response packet to a remote NKM when an unexpected TCP/IP
error occurred. The identifying task number is nnn. The TCP/IP service layer return code is xxxx and the reason code is
yyyy.

Action:

Examine the status of the network. Verify the remote NKM is still up and active.

BESnN0215E
ID=nnn SOAP CLOSE (receiving) failed RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

During transaction cleanup processing, the temporary SOAP elements must be freed. The close process associated with
the incoming request failed. The identifying task number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is xxxx and the reason
code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0216E
ID=nnn SOAP CLOSE (sending) failed RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

During transaction cleanup processing, the temporary SOAP elements must be freed. The close process associated with
the outgoing response failed. The identifying task number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is xxxx and the reason
code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0217E
ID=nnn HTTP service failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:
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While processing the incoming request packet segments, the NKM HTTP services are employed to translate the incoming
data before examining the encapsulated XML. An unexpected return code was returned from the HTTP service. The
identifying task number is nnn. The HTTP service return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0218E
ID=nnn GETMAIN failed for data buffer, RC=xxxx

Reason:

A transaction responder task was attempting to acquire a data buffer but not enough storage remains to satisfy the
request. The identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

Increase region size.

BESnN0219I
ID=nnn Connection closed by remote NKM

Reason:

A remote NKM to which this task had been connected has closed the connection. The identifying task number is nnn.
Either the remote NKM has been terminated or the remote initiator task has terminated.

Action:

The responder task will terminate. Verify the status of the remote NKM.

BESnN0220E
ID=nnn Responder task abend - Trans=xxxx, abend code=Syyy/Uzzzz reason=rrrr

Reason:

The responder task abended. The identifying task number is nnn. The transaction in process is xxxx. The abend code is
either Syyy or Uzzzz. The abend reason code is rrrr. A system dump is requested.

Action:

Review the logger output for this task prior to the abend. Retain the dump for Broadcom Support.

BESnN0300I
ID=nnn Initiating connection to ipaddr:port

Reason:

The NKM control task has attached this transaction initiator task to connect to the remote NKM whose TCP/IP address is
ipaddr using port number port. The identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

None.
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BESnN0301E
ID=nnn STIMERM failed - RC=xx

Reason:

The MVS STIMERM service failed with return code nn. The transaction initiator task continues without timer services. The
identifying task number is nnn. An SVC dump is generated.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0302E
ID=nnn Unknown command code received: xxxx

Reason:

The transaction initiator task has received a command code that it does not recognize. The identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

Review recent maintenance that has been applied. Ensure you are not running with mixed maintenance levels.

BESnN0303E
ID=nnn TCP/IP init failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy TEXT=zzzz

Reason:

The TCP/IP service layer could not be established. The identifying task number is nnn. The initialization return code is
xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the settings in the NKMTcpOptions section of your parmlib.

BESnN0304E
ID=nnn TCP/IP connect failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy TEXT=zzzz

Reason:

The TCP/IP service could not establish a connection. The identifying task number is nnn. The connection return code is
xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Verify the hostaddress setting in your parmlib from this remote host. Ensure the remote host is currently active. If it is
currently down, the connection should complete once it comes back up.

BESnN0305E
ID=nnn Trans=xxxx SOAP CREATE failed RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

The transaction initiator task uses the NKM SOAP service to create a request packet to send to the remote NKM. The
SOAP service returned an unexpected return code. The identifying task number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is
xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.
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Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0306E
ID=nnn TCP/IP Write failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

A transaction initiator task was attempting to send a request packet to a remote NKM when an unexpected TCP/IP error
occurred. The identifying task number is nnn. The TCP/IP service layer return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Examine the status of the network. Verify the remote NKM is still up and active.

BESnN0307E
ID=nnn TCP/IP Read failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

The transaction initiator task was attempting to receive data from the remote NKM. The read request to the TCP/IP
service layer failed. The identifying task number is nnn. The TCP/IP service layer return code is xxxx and the reason code
is yyyy.

Action:

Ensure the remote host is still up. Verify the network connections to the remote NKM.

BESnN0308E
ID=nnn SOAP XMLEXEC failed RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

After a SOAP response packet has been received from a remote NKM, the transaction initiator task attempts to process
the packet using the NKM SOAP services. The SOAP service passed back an unexpected return code. The identifying
task number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0309E
ID=nnn SOAP CLOSE failed (sending) RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

During transaction cleanup processing, the temporary SOAP elements must be freed. The close process associated with
the outgoing request failed. The identifying task number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is xxxx and the reason
code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.
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BESnN0310E
ID=nnn SOAP CLOSE failed (receiving) RC=xxxx RSN=X'yyyy'

Reason:

During transaction cleanup processing, the temporary SOAP elements must be freed. The close process associated with
the incoming response failed. The identifying task number is nnn. The SOAP service return code is xxxx and the reason
code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0311E
ID=nnn Transaction cancelled by termination request

Reason:

The NKM control task has requested this transaction initiator task to terminate while it was processing a transaction. The
identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

The transaction is abandoned and the TCP/IP connection is closed. The remote NKM will detect the close and will
abandon the transaction.

BESnN0312E
ID=nnn Transaction timed out

Reason:

The transaction initiator task was unable to complete the transaction in the allotted time. The identifying task number is
nnn.

Action:

The transaction is abandoned.

BESnN0313E
ID=nnn HTTP service failed RC=xxxx RSN=yyyy

Reason:

While processing the incoming response packet segments, the NKM HTTP services are employed to translate the
incoming data before examining the encapsulated XML. An unexpected return code was returned from the HTTP service.
The identifying task number is nnn. The HTTP service return code is xxxx and the reason code is yyyy.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support.

BESnN0314I
ID=nnn TCP/IP connection made to name=xxxxxxxx

Reason:
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This initiator task has successfully connected to the remote NKM and will begin the transaction sequence required for this
connection. The identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

None.

BESnN0315I
ID=nnn Connection closed by remote NKM

Reason:

A remote NKM to which this task had been connected has closed the connection. The identifying task number is nnn.
Either the remote NKM has been terminated or the remote transaction responder task has terminated.

Action:

This transaction initiator task will terminate, but the NKM control task may attempt to restart the connection with the
remote host. Verify the status of the remote NKM.

BESnN0318E
ID=nnn GETMAIN failed for data buffer, RC=xxxx

Reason:

A transaction initiator task was attempting to acquire a data buffer but not enough storage remains to satisfy the request.
The identifying task number is nnn.

Action:

Increase region size.

BESnN0319E
ID=nnn Initiator task abend - Trans=xxxx, abend code=Syyy/Uzzzz reason=rrrr

Reason:

The initiator task abended. The identifying task number is nnn. The transaction in process is xxxx. The abend code is
either Syyy or Uzzzz. The abend reason code is rrrr. A system dump is requested.

Action:

Review the logger output for this task prior to the abend. Retain the dump for Broadcom Support.

BESnN0401E
ID=PRT STIMERM failed - RC=nn

Reason:

The MVS STIMERM service failed with return code nn. The print task continues without timer services.

Action:

STIMERM failures are unexpected. Contact Broadcom Support.
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BESnN0402E
ID=PRT Maximum print queue depth=nnnn

Reason:

If a transaction processing task requires print services it either finds an available print queue element or it creates a new
one. The print task is in the process of terminating and is about to free all of the print queue elements. There are nnnn
elements in the queue. This represents the "high water mark" for the maximum number of concurrent print requests during
the current execution of the BESNKM address space.

Action:

None.

BESnN0601E
NKMCNTRL INIT call failed RC=xx RS=yy

Reason:

The NKM control task could not be started because crucial information was either not provided or it was in error. The xx is
the return code and yy is the reason code. These are the possible combinations:

RC RS Meaning
8 1 The NKM request block is not marked with

the proper identifier.
8 2 Unsupported version.
8 3 Unsupported release.
8 4 The NKM request block contains an

unknown command code.
8 6 Session token is invalid or is missing.
8 7 FDBKAREA is required.
8 8 ECB is required.
16 1 NKM control structures are already in place.
16 3 Termination is in process.
20 yy STORAGE OBTAIN failed, yy=STORAGE

return code.
24 yy ATTACH failed, yy=ATTACH return code.
28 yy STORAGE RELEASE failed, yy=STORAGE

return code.
32 yy IP name resolution failure yy=NKM TCP

return code.
40 0 Function not supported for cross memory

Action:

Provide the required information and restart the BESNKM address space.

BESnN0602E
 NKMCNTRL INIT service failed RC=X'00rrnnii' 
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 Reason: 

The NKM control task has been attached, but it encountered problems during its startup. The error code is passed back
as a POST code which contains three adjacent codes. The codes are rr for the return code, nn for the reason code,
and ii as the information code. For certain return codes, the nn and ii are taken together as a single code.

 rr  nn  ii  Meaning 
8 1 0 INIT failed, NKM initialization

has already completed.
8 2 0 INIT failed, no namespace

module has been provided.
8 3 ii INIT failed, namespace module

load failed. 'ii' is the LOAD
return code.

8 4 ii INIT failed, namespace module
PRELOAD failed 'ii' is the XML
service return code.

8 5 ii ADDINITIATOR failed, storage
shortage, 'ii' is STORAGE
OBTAIN return code.

8 6 0 TCPNAME is missing or not
valid.

8 7 ii INIT failed, service module
load failed. 'ii' is the LOAD
return code. Console messages
issued by the NKM control task
will indicate the name of the
module.

8 8 ii EXEC failed, storage shortage,
'ii' is STORAGE OBTAIN return
code.

8 9 ii ATTACH for print task failed, 'ii'
is ATTACH return code,

8 21 1 SETNAME failed, no name was
given,

8 21 2 SETNAME failed, name length
is either zero or it exceeds the
maximum of 62 characters

8 21 3 SETNAME failed, duplicate
name for type. That is either an
initiator or a responder task has
discovered another task of the
same type with the same name.
The task receiving this error
should terminate.

8 21 4 SETNAME failed, previous
association exists. This is similar
to (8,21,3) above.
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8 22 1 SETUTOKEN failed, existing
token overlay attempted with
new, non-zero token. The user
token for a given initiator or
responder task should not
change.

8 22 1 FINDPEER failed, no IP address
or port given.

8 22 2 FINDPEER failed, bad IP
address length. It is either
zero or exceeds the maximum
supported length.

8 22 3 FINDPEER failed, duplicate
IP address and port for type.
That is either an initiator or a
responder task has discovered
another task of the same type
with the same IP address and
port. The task receiving this
error should terminate.

8 22 4 FINDPEER failed, previous
association exists This is similar
to (8,22,3) above.

12 1 0 IPADDR is missing or invalid.
12 2 0 PORT is missing or invalid.
12 3 0 Namespace is missing or

invalid.
12 4 0 NAME string length is invalid.
12 5 ii Attach for initiator task failed, ii

is ATTACH return code.
12 6 ii STORAGE OBTAIN failed for

init, ii is STORG R return code.
12 7 ii STORAGE OBTAIN failed for

EXEC, ii is STORG return code.
12 8 ii GETIPNAME failed, bad IP

address, ii is the BESNKM TCP/
IP SERVICEreturn code.

12 20 0 SocketToken is missing or
invalid

16 nnii TCP/IP INITAPI failed nnii is
the BESNKM TCP/IP SERVICE
return code.

20 nnii TCP/IP TERMAPI failed nnii is
the BESNKM TCP/IP SERVICE
return code.

24 nnii TCP/IP GETHOSTINFO failed
nnii is the BESNKM TCP/IP
SERVICE return code.

28 nnii TCP/IP RESOLVEIPNAME
failed nnii is the BESNKM TCP/
IP SERVICE return code.
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 Action: 

Provide the required information and restart the BESNKM address space.

BESnN0603E
NKMCNTRL ADD call failed RC=xx RS=yy

Reason:

The NKM initiator or responder task could not be started because crucial information was either not provided or it was in
error. The xx is the return code and yy is the reason code. These are the possible combinations:

RC RS Meaning
8 1 The NKM request block is not marked with

the proper identifier.
8 2 Unsupported version.
8 3 Unsupported release.
8 4 Unknown command.
8 6 Session token is invalid or is missing.
8 7 FDBKAREA is required.
16 2 NKM control structures are not present.
16 3 Termination is in process.
16 4 Control task has terminated.
20 yy STORAGE OBTAIN failed, yy=STORAGE

return code.
24 yy ATTACH failed, yy=ATTACH return code.
28 yy STORAGE RELEASE failed, yy=STORAGE

return code.
32 yy IP name resolution failure yy=the BESNKM

TCP/IP SERVICE return code.
40 0 Function not supported for cross memory.

Action:

Provide the required information and refresh the BESNKM connections.

BESnN0604E
 NKMCNTRL ADD service failed RC=X'00rrnnii' 

 Reason: 

The NKM initiator or responder task could not be started because crucial information was either not provided or it was in
error. The NKM control task was processing the add request, but it encountered problems. The error code is passed back
as a POST code which contains three adjacent codes. The codes are rr for the return code, nn for the reason code, and ii
as the information code. For certain return codes, the nn and ii are taken together as a single code.

 rr  nn  ii  Meaning 
8 5 ii The ADD failed, storage

shortage, 'ii' is STORAGE
OBTAIN return code.
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8 8 ii EXEC failed, storage shortage,
'ii' is STORAGE OBTAIN return
code.

8 9 ii ATTACH for print task failed, 'ii'
is ATTACH return code,

8 21 1 SETNAME failed, no name was
given,

8 21 2 SETNAME failed, name length
is either zero or it exceeds the
maximum of 62 characters

8 21 3 SETNAME failed, duplicate
name for type. That is either an
initiator or a responder task has
discovered another task of the
same type with the same name.
The task receiving this error
should terminate.

8 21 4 SETNAME failed, previous
association exists. This is similar
to (8,21,3) above.

8 22 1 SETUTOKEN failed, existing
token overlay attempted with
new, non-zero token. The user
token for a given initiator or
responder task should not
change.

8 22 1 FINDPEER failed, no IP address
or port given.

8 22 2 FINDPEER failed, bad IP
address length. It is either
zero or exceeds the maximum
supported length.

8 22 3 FINDPEER failed, duplicate
IP address and port for type.
That is either an initiator or a
responder task has discovered
another task of the same type
with the same IP address and
port. The task receiving this
error should terminate.

8 22 4 FINDPEER failed, previous
association exists This is similar
to (8,22,3) above.

12 1 0 IPADDR is missing or invalid.
12 2 0 PORT is missing or invalid.
12 3 0 Namespace is missing or

invalid.
12 4 0 NAME string length is invalid.
12 5 ii Attach for initiator or responder

task failed, ii is ATTACH return
code.
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12 6 ii STORAGE OBTAIN failed for
init, ii is STORAGE return code.

12 7 ii STORAGE OBTAIN failed for
EXEC, ii is STORAGE return
code.

12 8 ii GETIPNAME failed, bad IP
address, ii is the BESNKM TCP/
IP SERVICE return code.

12 20 0 SocketToken is missing or
invalid

24 nnii TCP/IP GETHOSTINFO failed
nnii is the BESNKM TCP/IP
SERVICE return code.

28 nnii TCP/IP RESOLVEIPNAME
failed nnii is the BESNKM TCP/
IP SERVICE return code.

 Action: 

Provide the required information and refresh the BESNKM connections.

BESnN0605E
 NKMCNTRL DEL call failed RC=xx RS=yy  

 Reason: 

The NKM control task could not remove either the responder or initiator task because crucial information was either not
provided or it was in error. The xx is the return code and yy is the reason code. These are the possible combinations:

 RC  RS  Meaning 
8 1 The NKM request block is not marked with

the proper identifier.
8 2 Unsupported version.
8 3 Unsupported release.
8 4 Unknown command.
8 6 Session token is invalid or is missing.
8 7 FDBKAREA is required.
16 2 NKM control structures are not present. 
16 3 Termination is in process.
16 4 Control task has terminated.
20 yy STORAGE OBTAIN failed, yy=STORAGE

return code.
24 yy ATTACH failed, yy=ATTACH return code.
28 yy STORAGE RELEASE failed, yy=STORAGE

return code.
32 yy IP name resolution failure yy=the BESNKM

TCP/IP SERVICE return code.
40 0 Function not supported for cross memory.
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 Action: 

Provide the required information and refresh the BESNKM connections.

BESnN0606E
NKMCNTRL DEL service failed RC=X'00rrnnii'

Reason:

The NKM initiator or responder task could not be stopped because crucial information was either not provided or it was in
error. The NKM control task was processing the add request, but it encountered problems. The error code is passed back
as a POST code which contains three adjacent codes. The codes are rr for the return code, nn for the reason code, and ii
as the information code. For certain return codes, the nn and ii are taken together as a single code.

rr nn ii Meaning
12 20 0 SocketToken is missing or

invalid
20 nnii TCP/IP TERMAPI failed nnii is

the BESNKM TCP/IP SERVICE
return code.

24 nnii TCP/IP GETHOSTINFO failed
nnii is the BESNKM TCP/IP
SERVICE return code.

28 nnii TCP/IP RESOLVEIPNAME
failed nnii is the BESNKM TCP/
IP SERVICE return code.

Action:

Provide the required information and refresh the BESNKM connections.

BESnN0607E
 NKMCNTRL TERM call failed RC=xx RS=yy  

 Reason: 

The NKM control task could not be terminated because crucial information was either not provided or it was in error.
The xx is the return code and yy is the reason code. These are the possible combinations:

 RC  RS  Meaning 
8 1 The NKM request block is not marked with

the proper identifier.
8 2 Unsupported version.
8 3 Unsupported release.
8 4 Unknown command.
8 6 Session token is invalid or is missing.
8 7 FDBKAREA is required.
16 2 NKM control structures are not present. 
16 3 Termination is in process.
16 4 Control task has already terminated.
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28 yy STORAGE RELEASE failed, yy=STORAGE
return code.

32 yy IP name resolution failure yy=the BESNKM
TCP/IP SERVICE return code.

40 0 Function not supported for cross memory.

 Action: 

None.

BESnN0608E
 NKMCNTRL TERM service failed RC=X'00rrnnii' 

 Reason: 

The NKM control task failed to terminate properly. The error code is passed back as a POST code which contains three
adjacent codes. The codes are rr for the return code, nn for the reason code, and ii as the information code. For certain
return codes, the nn and ii are taken together as a single code.

 rr  nn  ii  Meaning 
20 nnii TCP/IP TERMAPI failed nnii is

the BESNKM TCP/IP SERVICE
return code.

 Action: 

If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnNP Messages
BES0NP001E
PARMLIB ERROR: ListenOnPort is missing in NKMTcpOptions but is required

Reason:

Network Key Manager requires the ListenOnPort to be specified in the NKMTCPOptions section. This is the port that will
handle console traffic between other instances of Network Key Manager

Action:

Initialization terminates. Specify a valid ListenOnPort value in the NKMTcpOptions section and restart Network Key
Manager.

BES0NP002E
PARMLIB ERROR: ListenOnPort=nnnn and KeyTransactionPort=nnnn specify the same port.

Reason:

Network Key Manager requires the ListenOnPort to be a different value that KeyTransactionPort.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Specify different port values for ListenOnPort and KeyTransactionPort in the NKMTcpOptions
section.
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BESnNP003E
PARMLIB ERROR: KeyTransactionPort is missing in NKMTcpOptions but is required.

Reason:

Network Key Manager requires the KeyTransactionPort to be specified in the NKMTcpOptions section.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Specifiy the KeyTransactionPort in the NKMTcpOptions section.

BESnNP004E
PARMLIB ERROR: HostAddress is missing for Host Definition <host> but is required.

Reason:

Network Key Manager requires a valid address for each host specified.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify a valid HostAddress for the host definition.

BESnNP005E
PARMLIB ERROR: Port= is missing for Host Definition <host> but is required.

Reason:

Network Key Manager requires a valid port for each host specified.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify a valid Port for the host definition.

BESnNP006E
PARMLIB ERROR: Cluster definition cluster is a duplicate.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster was specified more than once in the <NKMClusters> section.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing
the NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. A specific cluster may only be specified once in the
<NKMClusters> section.

BESnNP007E
PARMLIB ERROR: 7Cluster type of PeerToPeer has been previously defined.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster with a ClusterType=PeerToPeer, but another cluster with
ClusterType=PeerToPeer has already been specified. There can only be one cluster specification with
ClusterType=PeerToPeer.
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Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify only one cluster with ClusterType=PeerToPeer.

BESnNP008E
PARMLIB ERROR: Cluster cluster must have at least one KeyName= specification.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster without a KeyName= specification, but a KeyName= specification is required for
ClusterType=B2BServer or ClusterType=KeyProvider.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify a KeyName= specification for the Cluster.

BESnNP009E
PARMLIB ERROR: No KeyName= specification is allowed for ClusterType=PeerToPeer on Cluster cluster.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster with a KeyName= specification, but a KeyName= specification is not allowed on
a cluster with ClusterType=PeerToPeer.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Remove the KeyName= specification for the Cluster.

BESnNP010E
PARMLIB ERROR: Cluster cluster type B2BServer must have a ConnectToHost= specification.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster with ClusterType=B2BServer that did not have a ConnectToHost= specification.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify a host to connect to with a ConnectToHost= specification
on the Cluster.

BESnNP011E
PARMLIB ERROR: Cluster cluster type B2BServer must have a MyB2BUser= specification.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster with ClusterType=B2BServer that did not have a MyB2BUser= specification.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify a host to connect to with a MyB2BUser= specification on
the Cluster.
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BESnNP012E
PARMLIB ERROR: MyB2BUser= is only valid on B2BClient type Cluster.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster with a MyB2BUser= specification, but the ClusterType is not B2BClient.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Remove the MyB2bUser= specification from the Cluster or
change the ClusterType to B2BClient.

BESnNP013E
PARMLIB ERROR: MyB2BEmail= is only valid on B2BClient type Cluster.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster with a MyB2BEmail= specification, but the ClusterType is not B2BClient.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Remove the MyB2BEmail= specification from the Cluster or
change the ClusterType to B2BClient.

BESnNP014E
PARMLIB ERROR: KeyName keyname is a duplicate.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a cluster with a KeyName= specification that has be specified more than once.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Remove the duplicate KeyName= specification from the Cluster.

BESnNP015E
PARMLIB ERROR: Number of ConnectToHosts exceeds 255.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected more than 255 ConnectToHost statements. 255 is the maximum number of
ConnectToHost allowed.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Configure the Cluster to have no more than 255 ConnectToHost
statements.

BESnNP016E
PARMLIB ERROR: Number of KeyNames exceeds 256.

Reason:
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Network Key Manager detected more than 256 KeyName= statements. 256 is the maximum number of KeyName=
statements allowed.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Configure the Cluster to have no more than 256 KeyName=
statements.

BESnNP017E
PARMLIB ERROR: Host host is a duplicate.

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a duplicate ConnectToHost= specification in the Cluster.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Remove the duplicate ConnectToHost= specification.

BESnNP018E
Parmlib error: 948 ConnectToHost= specification is not allowed for ClusterType=B2BClient on Cluster cluster

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a duplicate a ConnectToHost= specification in a B2BClient type Cluster.

There must be no ConnectToHost= specification in a B2BClient type cluster.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Remove the ConnectToHost= specification.

BESnNP030E
ConnectToHost host in cluster definition cluster was not found in the <NKMHOSTS> section'

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a ConnectToHost= specification in a in Cluster cluster, but the ConnectToHost was not
found in the <NKMHosts> section.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Define the ConnectToHost in the <NKMHosts> section or remove
it from the cluster definition.

BESnNP031E
KeyName keyname in cluster definition cluster was not found in the <SymmetricKeys> section'

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a KeyName= specification in a in Cluster cluster, but the KeyName was not found in the
<SymmetricKeys> section.
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Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Define the KeyName= key in the <SymmetricKeys> section, or
remove it from the cluster definition.

BESnNP032E
ConnectToHost host in cluster definition cluster requires PartnerB2BEmail, but it is missing

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a ConnectToHost specification in B2BServer type Cluster cluster, but the ConnectToHost
does not have the required PartnerB2BEmail specification.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify a PartnetB2BEmail specification in the host referred to by
ConnectToHost.

BESnNP033E
ConnectToHost host in cluster definition cluster requires PartnerB2BUser, but it is missing

Reason:

Network Key Manager detected a ConnectToHost specification in B2BServer type Cluster cluster, but the ConnectToHost
does not have the required PartnerB2BUser specification.

Action:

If this message is received at initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is received when refreshing the
NKMPARMS, the refresh fails but processing continues. Specify a PartnerB2BUser specification in the host referred to by
ConnectToHost.

BESnNP050I
NKMParms refresh complete

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of a BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS.

Action:

Processing continues. None, this is an informational message.

BESnNP051E
Cannot locate the NKMHosts section

Reason:

A console command BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS was issued, but the system was not started with NKMHosts defined.
You must have a NKMHosts section defined at startup before you issue a BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS.

Action:

The BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS command is rejected. If you are going to use Network Key Manager, you must define
NKMClusters and NKMHosts before restarting the system.
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BESnNP052E
Cannot locate the NKMClusters section

Reason:

A console command BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS was issued, but the system was not started with NKMClusters
defined. You must have a NKMClusters section defined at startup before you issue a BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS.

Action:

The BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS command is rejected. If you are going to use Network Key Manager, you must define
NKMClusters and NKMHosts before restarting the system.

BESnNP053E
Error reading the NKMHosts member

Reason:

A console command BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS was issued, but the location of the NKMHosts section in the parmlib
directory could not be found.

Action:

The refresh command fails. Insure that the location of the NKMHosts section is correctly specified in the BES parmlib
directory.

BESnNP054E
Error reading the NKMClusters member

Reason:

A console command BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS was issued, but the location of the NKMClusters section in the
parmlib directory could not be found.

Action:

The refresh command fails. Insure that the location of the NKMClusters section is correctly specified in the BES parmlib
directory.

BESnNP055E
NKMHosts not defined in parmlib

Reason:

A console command BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS was issued, but section NKMhosts

was not specified in the BES parmlib directory.

Action:

The refresh command fails. Insure that section NKMHOSTS is specified in the BES parmlib directory.

BESnNP056E
NKMClusters not defined in parmlib

Reason:
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A console command BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS was issued, but section NKMClusters was not specified in the BES
parmlib directory.

Action:

The refresh command fails. Insure that section NKMClusters is specified in the BES parmlib directory.

BESnNP057I
NKMPARMS refresh rejected

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of a BESn REFRESH=NKMPARMS. Errors were detected and listed in a previous
message.

Action:

Processing continues. This is an informational message.

BESnO Messages
BESnO0000I
Device table rebuilt

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a BESn TBEDDT command 00144002.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnO0008E
Internal table missing

Reason:

During device table initialization, the BES table control block is not valid. Subsystem initialization fails.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0012E
Unable to load TBEDDT into CSA, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

Subsystem initialization fails while loading the module TBEIO into a private storage pool during device table initialization.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnO0013E
Unable to load TBEDDT into CSA, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

Subsystem initialization fails while loading the TBEIO module into CSA during device table initialization.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0016E
Unable to locate 3590 device table, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

The subsystem was unable to locate the DDTR3591 module in the nucleus during device table initialization. Subsystem
initialization fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0020E
Unable to locate 3480 device table, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

The subsystem was unable to locate the DDTR3480 module in the nucleus during device table initialization. Subsystem
initialization fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0024W
Unable to add TBEDDT to dynamic LPA, R15(xxxx) R0(xxxx) R1(xxxx)

Reason:

The subsystem was unable to add module TBEDDT to dynamic LPA during device table initialization. Subsystem
initialization proceeds.

Action:

None. This is a warning message and no functionality is lost.

Report this condition to Broadcom Support. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0300E
xx Start IO services error RC(xx)

Reason:
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An abnormal condition was encountered during enabled read start I/O processing. The return code contains the
contents of the abend completion code (SDWAABCC) or if U0042, the reason code. To collect diagnostic information the
subsystem requests a dump.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0412E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During I/O completion processing a unit check condition was pending. An abend U0042 with reason code X'8011000C' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0588E
Contents

IEAVRLS failed,RC(xxx) Asid(xx)

Reason:

When initializing the IO environment an unexpected error was encountered when releasing the pause element token as
indicated by the return code.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO0589E

aaaa IOINI failed, FN(bbbbbb) RC(cc) RS(dd) Asid(eeee) Retry(f)

Reason:

During the encryption initialization, the BES address space was unable to acquire a critical resource. The BES address
space retries the operation up to three times. If it is able to acquire the resources during a retry operation, then normal
encryption processing resumes. In this case, no error condition exists. If the resources cannot be obtained on the third
retry, a U0042 abend is issued and the I/O operation is failed. The failure shows up as a permanent I/O error. The fields in
the message are:

• aaaa
The device address

• bbbbbb
A code indicating which function failed

• cc
The function return code

• dd
The function reason code

• eeee
The ASID of the address space where the failure occurred

• f
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The retry count

Action:

If the required resources are acquired during a retry operation, then no error condition exists and normal encryption
processing resumes. Report this message to Broadcom Support for analysis even if the job completes normally.

If the required resources cannot be acquired during retry operations, then an SVC dump is produced showing a U0042
abend with reason code X'83010001'. Send this dump to Broadcom Support for analysis. The conditions causing the
resource shortage can be transient, so try running the job again.

BESnO0700E
xx Start IO services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During enabled write start I/O processing an abnormal condition was encountered. The return code contains the contents
of the abend completion code (SDWAABCC) or if U0042, the reason code. The subsystem requests a dump to collect
diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1004E
xx Channel programs greater than 256 are not supported

Reason:

While copying the channel program an unexpected situation caused the copied channel program to exceed 256 CCW(s).
An abend U0042 with reason code X'80020004' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1008E
xx IARR2V service error, RC(xxxx) RS(yyyy)

Reason:

While copying the channel program an unexpected return code from IARR2V was encountered. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'80020008' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1012E
xx IARR2V services returned an unexpected owner asid

Reason:

While copying the channel program an unexpected storage owner from IARR2V was encountered. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'8002000C' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:
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Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1016E
xx The data buffer requirement exceeds what is supported

Reason:

While copying the channel program a storage shortage was encountered. An abend U0042 with reason code X'80020010'
is requested to obtain diagnostic information

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1020E
nn The CCW command code is zero

Reason:

When translating the channel program an invalid command code of zero was encountered.

Action:

The translation stops and a unit check is presented to the application. A system dump is generated. For assistance,
contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1024E
xx Decryption services error, RC(xxxx) RS(yyyy), reason_text

Reason:

An unexpected return code was received from encryption services with explanatory RC/RS/Error description string. An
abend U0042 with reason code X'80020018' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1028E
xx Encryption services error, RC(xxxx) RS(yyyy), reason_text

Reason:

An unexpected return code was received from encryption services with explanatory RC/RS/Error description string. An
abend U0042 with reason code X'8002001C' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1036E
xx An unexpected error was encountered during the transfer-in-channel scan

Reason:
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While copying the channel program a transfer-in-channel CCW could not be transcoded. An abend U0042 with reason
code X'80020024' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1048E
xx Unable to write trailers

Reason:

While copying the channel program and writing trailer labels, an unexpected storage shortage was encountered. An
abend U0042 with reason code X'80020030' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1052E
xx MIDAW is unsupported

Reason:

While copying the channel program a CCW with the MIDAW flag was encountered. MIDAW is not supported. An abend
U0042 with reason code X'80020034' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1103E
xx Max resume limit matched

Reason:

During IO completion, an unusual channel program was encountered that appeared to be in a loop. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'80040003' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1104E
xx IOSCCWAD not part of our channel program(low)

Reason:

During IO completion, an unexpected IO status was encountered. An abend U0042 with reason code X'80040004' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnO1108E
xx IOSCCWAD not part of our channel program(high)0

Reason:

During IO completion, an unexpected IO status was encountered. An abend U0042 with reason code X'80040008' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1112E
xx Internal CCW translation error

Reason:

During IO completion, an unexpected IO status was encountered. An abend U0042 with reason code X'8004000C' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1116E
xx IOSCCWAD not part of our channel program(index)

Reason:

During IO completion, an unexpected IO status was encountered. An abend U0042 with reason code X'80040010' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1124E
xxxx Unexpected RC from FINDXLAT

Reason:

During IO completion, an unexpected IO status was encountered. An abend U0042 with reason code X'80040018' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1214E
xx IOSB not enqueued on UCB RC(xxxx)

Reason:

The IOSB control block is no longer enqueued on the UCB during enabled start I/O processing. To obtain diagnostic
information, Abend U0042 with reason code X'8012000E is requested.
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BESnO1301E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81110001' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1302E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The BES pointer was zero. An abend U0042
with reason code X'81110002' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1303E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. BES blockid mismatch. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'81110003' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1304E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The subsystem is no longer active. An abend
U0042 with reason code X'81110004' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1305E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. There was no matching @IOQ enqueued for
the @IOB. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81110005' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:
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Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1306E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but there was a pending unit check condition. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81110006' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1307E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion there was a mismatch between the @IOQ and @IOB. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81110007' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1321E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81210001' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1322E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The BES pointer was zero. An abend U0042
with reason code X'81210002' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1323E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:
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During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. BES blockid mismatch. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'81210003' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1324E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The subsystem is no longer active. An abend
U0042 with reason code X'81210004' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1325E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. There was no matching @IOQ enqueued for
the @IOB. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81210005' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnO1601E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81150001' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1602E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The BES pointer was zero. An abend U0042
with reason code X'81150002' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnO1603E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. BES blockid mismatch. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'81150003' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1604E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The subsystem is no longer active. An abend
U0042 with reason code X'81150004' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1605E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. There was no matching @IOQ enqueued for
the @IOB. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81150005' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnO1606E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but there was a pending unit check condition. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81150006' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/..

BESnO1607E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion there was a mismatch between the @IOQ and @IOB0. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81150007' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:
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Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1608E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but an unexpected environment existed. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81150008' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnO1612E
xx Decryption services error, RC(xxxx) RS(yyyy), reason_text

Reason:

An unexpected return code was received from encryption services with explanatory RC/RS/Error description string. An
abend U0042 with reason code X'8114000C' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnO1614E
xx IOSB not enqueued on UCB RC(xxxx)

Reason:

The IOSB control block is no longer enqueued on the UCB during enabled start I/O processing. To obtain diagnostic
information, Abend U0042 with reason code X'8016000E is requested.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1616E
xx Max redrive matched

Reason:

During IO completion, an unusual channel program was encountered that appeared to be in a loop. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'81140010' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1620E
xx Unable to queue @IOB

Reason:
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While restarting the IO there was no room to enqueue the @IOB on the @IOQ chain. The max depth of 8 had been
reached. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81140014' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1624E
xx Unable to calculate data chain depth

Reason:

During enabled read IO completion and preparing to call decryption services a data chain was encountered but the
depth exceeded what was supported. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81140018' is requested to obtain diagnostic
information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnO1628E
xxxx ALESERV error(%xl4)

Reason:

An internal routine (ADD@ALET) returned with an unexpected return code. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'8114001C' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1636E
xx Unexpected RC(xxxx) from ENDDIE

Reason:

An internal routine (ENDIE) returned with an unexpected return code. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81140024' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1700E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During enabled read I/O completion processing an abnormal condition was encountered. The return code contains the
contents of the abend completion code (SDWAABCC) or if U0042, the reason code. The subsystem requests a dump to
collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnO1741E
xxxx Attempting subchannel redrive

Reason:

During recovery for a previous error as indicated by BESnO1700E, an IO was encountered with pending completion
status which needed to be redriven to present a unit check to the application.

Action:

See message BESnO1700E to find the root cause of the problem.

BESnO1742E
xxxx Attempting subchannel redrive

Reason:

During recovery for a previous error as indicated by BESnO1700E, an IO was encountered with pending completion
status which needed to be redriven to present a unit check to the application.

Action:

See message BESnO1700E to find the root cause of the problem.

BESnO1816E
xx Max redrive matched

Reason:

During IO completion, an unusual channel program was encountered that appeared to be in a loop. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'81160010' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1820E
xx Unable to queue @IOB

Reason:

While restarting the IO there was no room to enqueue the @IOB on the @IOQ chain. The max depth of 8 had been
reached. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81160014' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1836E
xx Unexpected RC(xxxx) from ENDDIE

Reason:

An internal routine (ENDIE) returned with an unexpected return code. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81160024' is
requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:
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Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1900E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During enabled write I/O completion processing an abnormal condition was encountered. The return code contains the
contents of the abend completion code (SDWAABCC) or if U0042, the reason code. The subsystem requests a dump to
collect diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO1941E
xxxx Attempting subchannel redrive

Reason:

During recovery for a previous error as indicated by BESnO1900E, an IO was encountered with pending completion
status which needed to be redriven to present a unit check to the application.

Action:

See message BESnO1900E to find the root cause of the problem.

BESnO1942E
xxxx Attempting subchannel redrive

Reason:

During recovery for a previous error as indicated by BESnO1900E, an IO was encountered with pending completion
status which needed to be redriven to present a unit check to the application.

Action:

See message BESnO1900E to find the root cause of the problem.

BESnO2001E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81200001' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2002E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:
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During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The BES pointer was zero. An abend U0042
with reason code X'81200002' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2003E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. BES blockid mismatch. An abend U0042 with
reason code X'81200003' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2004E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. The subsystem is no longer active. An abend
U0042 with reason code X'81200004' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2005E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but the environment was no longer valid. There was no matching @IOQ enqueued for
the @IOB. An abend U0042 with reason code X'81200005' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2006E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but there was a pending unit check condition. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81200006' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com to report the system dump.
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BESnO2007E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion there was a mismatch between the @IOQ and @IOB. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81200007' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2008E
xx IO completion services error RC(xxxx)

Reason:

During IO completion an IO ended but an unexpected environment existed. An abend U0042 with reason code
X'81200008' is requested to obtain diagnostic information.

Action:

Report the system dump. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2100I
Display Buffer Information Asid Jobname nnnn xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The Display Buffer command was entered on the console. This message precedes a display of the buffers used by job
xxxxxxxx. The address space ID is also displayed (nnnn) and can be used to uniquely identify the job if more than one job
is running with the same jobname.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnO2112E
Unable to gain access to BES control block

Reason:

The BES subsystem control block address is not valid. The command is terminated.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2113E
BES Control block edit check failed

Reason:

The BES subsystem ID in the BES subsystem control block is not valid. The Display Buffer module (TBEIO) determined
that the BES subsystem ID found in the BES subsystem control block is not a valid value. The command is terminated.
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Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Support at https://support.broadcom.com/.

BESnO2114E
Environmental error, Primary(ASID), should be (ASID)

Reason:

An unexpected environment was encountered. The Display Buffer module (TBEIO) determined that the home address
space was not the main subsystem address space. The command is terminated.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2115E
CSRPQEX service error, RC(xxxx), RS(yyyy)

Reason:

An unexpected result was returned from a callable cell pool service. The Display Buffer module (TBEIO) is unable to
complete and the command is terminated.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2116E
Command error

Reason:

The recovery routine was entered. The Display Buffer module (TBEIO) is unable to complete and the command is
terminated.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO2212E
Unable to gain access to BES control block

Reason:

The BES subsystem control block address is not valid. The Timed buffer reduction will be automatically rescheduled.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnO2213E
BES Control block edit check failed

Reason:

The BES subsystem ID in the BES subsystem control block is not valid. The Timed buffer reduction will be automatically
rescheduled.

Action:

This error may be accompanied by other error messages. Refer to them for additional information. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnO3212E
Unable to gain access to BES control block

Reason:

During shutdown processing an invalid environment limited the subsystems ability to validate and free some buffers.

Action:

None. Shutdown continues.

BESnO3213E
BES Control block edit check failed

Reason:

During shutdown processing an invalid environment limited the subsystems ability to validate and free some buffers.

Action:

None. Shutdown continues.

BESnO3214E
Environmental error, Primary(ASID), should be(ASID)00970000

Reason:

During shutdown processing an invalid environment limited the subsystems ability to validate and free some buffers.

Action:

None. Shutdown continues.

BESnO3215E
CSRPQEX service error, RC(xxxx), RS(yyyy)

Reason:

During shutdown processing an invalid environment limited the subsystems ability to validate and free some buffers.

Action:

None. Shutdown continues.
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BESnO3216E
Command error

Reason:

During shutdown processing the recovery routine was entered. There are other messages that should describe the error
condition.

Action:

None. Shutdown continues.

BESnP Messages
BESnP0012E
Unable to load IDCAMS

Reason:

An error has been detected while attempting to load IDCAMS. E0000 not found in table RC = 8.

Action:

Issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnP022E
Parmlib Error: KeyPool keypool is a duplicate

Reason:

Initialization has detected KeyPool keypool has already been specified in the CAEKM_API_Options parameters

Action:

If this message is issued during BTE initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued during a
Refresh=CAEKM_API_Options, the refresh fails. Remove the duplicate KeyPool definition from the CAEKM_API_Options
statements.

BESnP023E
Parmlib Error: Product product is a duplicate

Reason:

Initialization has detected Product product has already been specified in the CAEKM_API_Options parameters.

Action:

If this message is issued during BTE initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued during a BESn
Refresh=CAEKM_API_Options, the refresh fails. Remove the duplicate Product definition from the CAEKM_API_Options
statements.

BESnP024E
Parmlib Error: More than 128 Products specified

Reason:
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Initialization has detected there were in excess of 128 Products specified in the CAEKM_API_Options statements.

Action:

If this message is issued during BTE initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued during a
BESn Refresh=CAEKM_API_Options, the refresh fails. Specify no more than 128 Product= statements in the
CAEKM_API_Options statements.

BESnP025E
Parmlib Error: More than 128 KeyPools specified

Reason:

Parmlib processing has detected there were in excess of 128 KeyPools specified in the CAEKM_API_Options statements

Action:

If this message is issued during BTE initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued during a
BESn Refresh=CAEKM_API_Options, the refresh fails. Specify no more than 128 KeyPool= statements in the
CAEKM_API_Options statements.

BESnP026E
Parmlib Error: Allow_Dynamic_Product previously specified

Reason:

Parmlib processing has detected the Allow_Dynamic_Product specification has been previously specified. It may only be
specified once.

Action:

If this message is issued during BTE initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued during a BESn
Refresh=CAEKM_API_Options, the refresh fails. Remove the duplicate Allow_Dynamic_Product specification.

BESnP027E
Parmlib Error: Allow_Dynamic_KeyPool previously specified

Reason:

Parmlib processing has detected the Allow_Dynamic_KeyPool specification has been previously specified. It may only be
specified once.

Action:

If this message is issued during BTE initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued during a BESn
Refresh=CAEKM_API_Options, the refresh fails. Remove the duplicate Allow_Dynamic_KeyPool specification.

BESnQ Messages
BESnQQ004E
Parmlib error: Parmlib work area too small

Reason:

The work area passed to the parmlib reader is too small to process the requested function. This may happen if too many
attributes are included in a single section.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ008E
Parmlib error: Undefined Parmlib <Section>

Reason:

This is an internal error caused by a logic bug. The program is requesting the parmlib reader to process an undefined
section. This can be caused by wrong versions of the parmlib reader being called by Tape Encryption. Check for possible
SMPE maintenance errors.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ012E
Parmlib error: Cannot process Parmlib (Member)

Reason:

This parmlib member cannot be correctly processed. This could indicate an error in the parmlib directory.

Action:

Check the parmlib directory and make sure the PDS members are correctly named in the directory. Also make sure the
started task correctly points to the parmlib directory member.

BESnQQ016E
Parmlib error: Missing JCL for Parmlib DD

Reason:

The started task JCL does not include the BESPARMS ddname.

Action:

Correct the BES started task procedure.

BESnQQ028E
Parmlib error: Cannot locate Parmlib <Section>

Reason:

This section is not defined in the parmlib member.

Action:

Correct the parmlib directory or define this section in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ038E
Parmlib error: Cannot process Parmlib <Section>

Reason:

This section cannot be processed correctly. This is probably due to a syntax error in the section name.
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Action:

Check the section name for syntax errors. Run the parmlib syntax checker to validate the members. For assistance,
contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ100E
Parmlib error: "Value" is not a valid value for this Attribute, Check the manual for valid AttributeName values

Reason:

This attribute only accepts certain values.

Action:

Check the manual for valid values. Correct the error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ114E
Parmlib error: Zero is not allowed for this attribute

Reason:

An invalid attribute value was specified. Zero is not a valid value for this attribute.

Action:

Correct the attribute values in parmlib.

BESnQQ132E
Parmlib error: Expecting a numeric value

Reason:

The given parmlib attribute must be assigned a numeric value.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ136E
Parmlib error: Invalid option for this Attribute

Reason:

An invalid attribute value was specified. This error can occur if an attribute only accepts a list of logical values. For
example, an attribute that only accepts Yes, No, Y, or N will generate this error if you attempt to assign it the value of
Maybe.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ148E
Parmlib error: AttributeName must be assigned a value

Reason:

The parmlib attribute was specified or is required and must be assigned a valid value.
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Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ164E
Parmlib syntax error: Expecting AttributeName

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. The parmlib reader was expecting a valid attribute name.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ168E
Parmlib syntax error: Expecting assignment operator '='

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. The parmlib reader was expecting the assignment operator, which is an equal sign (=).

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ172E
Parmlib syntax error: Missing ending apostrophe or quotation mark

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. The parmlib reader was expecting to find the ending quotation mark or closing
apostrophe of a string value.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ176E
Parmlib syntax error: Missing or invalid AttributeValue

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. The value specified for the given parmlib attribute is missing, invalid or illogical.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ180E
Parmlib syntax error: Extraneous characters, expecting EndOfLine

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. Only comments or blanks can follow the attribute value.

Action:
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Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ184E
Parmlib error: Undefined AttributeName

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. The parmlib reader does not recognize the named attribute. This is most likely a
misspelled attribute name, however this could also occur if a parmlib change resulting from SMPE maintenance required
a new attribute. If that SMPE maintenance were subsequently backed off then the new attribute would also need to be
removed from the parmlib member.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ188E
Parmlib error: AttributeName assigned previously

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. This parmlib attribute can only be assigned one value. More than one assignment
statement occurs in the parmlib member.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ192E
Parmlib error: AttributeValue should be between n and n characters long

Reason:

An invalid attribute value was specified. Too few or too many characters were specified in the attribute value.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ196E
Parmlib error: AttributeValue must be between nn and nn

Reason:

Indicates a parmlib syntax error. Numeric value for this parmlib attribute must be between the values indicated.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ199E
Blanks in length of parameter Probable overlay

Reason:
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When a parameter was parsed, the two-byte length field contained blanks instead of a valid length. This is probably due to
an overlay.

Action:

Correct any parameter errors reported in other messages issued at the same time. If another product issued error
messages or abended at the time, bring down the other product. Report the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ250E
Parmlib error: Attribute value. Syntax should be: <attribute name> = <valid options>

Reason:

An invalid option was provided for this parmlib attribute. The subsystem fails to initialize.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member by using a valid option as displayed in the message.

BESnQQ428E
Parmlib error: Cannot locate membername <sectionname>

Reason:

Cannot find the given section in the parmlib member. This can occur when a section name is incorrectly specified.

Action:

Correct any syntax errors and resubmit.

BESnQQ438E
Parmlib error: Cannot process membername <sectionname>

Reason:

This section cannot be processed correctly. This is probably due to a syntax error in the section name.

Action:

Check the section name for syntax errors. Run the parmlib syntax checker to validate the members. For assistance,
contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ448E
Parmlib error: Cannot interpret the meaning of unknown_string

Reason:

This error may occur if an invalid attribute name or value is specified. In some cases, attributes are internally translated
to common values. For example, Yes is translated to Y. If the programmer incorrectly codes the translation table, the
resulting translation failure may cause this error condition.

Action:

If the attribute name or attribute value is misspelled, correct the parmlib member. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnQQ508E
Parmlib error: Invalid hexadecimal value nnnnnnn or > X'FFFF'

Reason:

An invalid or illogical device address is defined in the VirtualDeviceList section of the parmlib. The starting device address
is larger than the ending device address range.

Action:

Correct the syntax error in the parmlib member.

BESnQQ516E
Parmlib error: Program Logic bug R0:nnnnnnnn <> R1:nnnnnnnn

Reason:

This can only occur due to a logic bug in the Tape Encryption parmlib reader.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ708E
PARM= syntax error : Expecting '','' instead of ''xxx''

Reason:

The PARM= parameters of the EXEC JCL statement should have commas between multiple parameters.

Action:

Correct the JCL.

BESnQQ712E
PARM= continuation error: Missing next parameter, near column nn

Reason:

The PARM= parameters of the EXEC JCL statement ends with a comma indicating that additional parameters should
follow.

Action:

Correct the JCL.

BESnQQ714E
PARM= Missing or invalid parameters

Reason:

The PARM= parameters of the EXEC JCL statement is missing or has invalid parameters specified.

Action:

Correct the JCL.
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BESnQQ716E
PARM=keyword syntax error: Expecting ''='' instead of ''xxxx''

Reason:

The keyword parameter on the EXEC PARM= JCL statement is missing the assignment operator =.

Action:

Correct the JCL.

BESnQQ720E
PARM=keyword=''value'', Missing or invalid parameter value

Reason:

The value assigned to the keyword parameter on the EXEC PARM= JCL statement is missing or invalid.

Action:

Correct the JCL.

BESnQQ724E
PARM=keyword, Unrecognized parameter

Reason:

The keyword parameter on the EXEC PARM= JCL statement is invalid.

Action:

Correct the JCL.

BESnQQ728E
PARM=keyword=''value'', Expecting a numeric value

Reason:

The value assigned to the keyword parameter on the EXEC PARM= JCL statement should be numeric.

Action:

Correct the JCL.

BESnQQ804E
Parmlib error

Reason:

The system detected an error during validation of the LogStream attribute value format.

Action:
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• Redefine the LogStream attribute value using a valid name or reserved word NONE. The name can be made up of one
or more segments separated by periods, up to the maximum length of 26 characters. The following rules apply:

• Each segment can contain up to eight numeric, alphabetic, or national ($, #, or @) characters.
• The first character of each segment must be an alphabetic or national character.
• Each segment must be separated by periods, which you must count as characters.

BESnQQ851E
Parmlib Error: Key Definition key is a duplicate

Reason:

A key= specification in the SymmetricKeys section was identified as a duplicate. The operand of the key= specification
must be unique.

Action:

Correct the attribute syntax in parmlib.

BESnQQ852E
Parmlib Error: ShareRingAlias alias is a duplicate

Reason:

A ShareRingAlias= specification in the B2BKeyrings section was identified as a duplicate. The operand of the
ShareRingAlias=specification must be unique.

Action:

Correct the attribute syntax in parmlib.

BESnQQ853E
Parmlib Error: Duplicate UserRingAlias specified

Reason:

Tape Encryption detected a duplicate UserRingAlias. The UserRingAlias= can be specified only once in the B2BKeyrings
section.

Action:

Correct the attribute syntax in parmlib.

BESnQQ854E
SecureKeysOnly=Y specification is not valid with AES algorithm algorithm specified on key keyname

Reason:

While processing symmetric key definitions, Tape Encryption found an invalid specification for a symmetric key.
SecureKeysOnly=Y is not valid for keys that specify an AES encryption algorithm. This specification is only valid for keys
that specify a DES encryption algorithm. If this message is received as a result of a refresh command, the key definitions
are not refreshed. If this message is received at startup, Tape Encryption will terminate.

Action:

Remove this specification from the AES key.
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BESnQQ855E
Parmlib Error: definition_type Definition section_name contains imbedded blanks

Reason:

Tape Encryption encountered a section name that contains imbedded blanks in the definitions described by
definition_type. Blanks in a section name are not allowed. For information about allowable section names, see the
Configuring section.

Action:

Correct the specification for the affected definition. If this message is received at startup, Tape Encryption initialization
terminates. If this message is received as the result of a refresh command, the refresh command fails, but normal
processing continues.

BESnQQ856E
Symmetric Key Definition [definition] contains compression information, but Compression=K is not specified in
<DynamicOptions>

Reason:

A symmetric key definition in parmlib contains compression information, but Compression=K was not specified in the
DynamicOptions member in parmlib.

Action:

If this message is received while initializing Tape Encryption, Tape Encryption will fail. If this message is received as the
result of a Refresh=Symkeys console command, the refresh is rejected. Remove the compression information from the
symmetric key definition, or code Compression=K in the DynamicOptions section to allow the specification at the key
level.

BESnQQ858E
Parmlib Error: section Definition definition contains an invalid character

Reason:

An invalid character was encountered in the name of a Symmetric Key or B2BCodeBook.

Action:

If this message is produced during a refresh of Symmetric Keys or B2BCodebooks, the refresh fails. If this message is
produced at startup, the startup fails. Remove the invalid character from the item.

BESnQQ891E
Internal Error: Key section name key was not found in the table STEPLIB and restart

Reason:

An internal error occurred while processing the Symmetric_Key section named key.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnQQ892E
Internal Error: Keyword keyword is Unknown

Reason:

An unknown keyword was encountered while processing a symmetric key.

Action:

Check the symmetric keys specifications to ensure that only valid keywords are coded. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ893E
Internal Error: ShareRingAlias alias was not found in the table

Reason:

An error occurred while processing a ShareRingAlias section named alias.

Action:

Check the B2BKeyrings specifications to ensure that only valid keywords are coded. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnQQ900E
Parmlib error: Value specified is not within range

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption encountered a StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification outside the range of 1 to 56.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Correct the StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification.

BESnQQ901E
Parmlib error: No starting range defined

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption encountered a StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification with an ending range number but
no starting range number.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Correct the StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification.

BESnQQ902E
Parmlib error: Ending range is less than starting range.

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption encountered a StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification with an ending range number
less than the starting range number.

Action:
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Initialization terminates. Correct the StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification.

BESnQQ904E
Parmlib error: Expecting left parenthesis Format: attribute = (subtype,subtype,…)

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption encountered a StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification missing the left parenthesis.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Correct the StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification.

BESnQQ905E
Parmlib error: Expecting comma or right parenthesis Format: attribute = (subtype,subtype,…)

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption encountered a StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification missing a comma or right
parenthesis.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Correct the StatsSMFRecordSubtype specification.

BESnQQ906E
Parmlib error: Expecting numeric value for ending range Format: attribute=(subtype,subtype,…)

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption did not find the ending range specification for a range of StatsSMFRecordSubtype.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Correct the specification for StatsSMFRecordSubtype.

BESnQQ909E
Parmlib error: Invalid value for StatsSMFRecordType

Reason:

While initializing, Tape Encryption encountered a StatsSMFRecordType specification with an invalid value. Valid values
are 0 for no SMF recording, or any value from 128 to 255.

Action:

Initialization terminates. Correct the StatsSMFRecordType specification.

BESnR Messages
BESnR0000E
Cell pool obtain for MSG failed

Reason:
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The cell pool is full. The function cannot complete.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnR0001E
Service function requested is greater than the maximum defined

Reason:

An invalid internal request was ignored by the task.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnR0002E
Unable to establish ESTAEX

Reason:

A recovery environment cannot be established. The function is terminated.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnR0100E
Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnR0102E
Recovery routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.
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BESnR0104E
Recovery routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues with termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnR0200E
Recover1 routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnR0204E
Recover1 routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues with termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnR2608E
Cell pool get failed

Reason:

The cell pool is full. The function cannot complete.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BES DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnR2708E
Cell pool get failed

Reason:
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While attempting to flush the Tape Encryption log to the logger, cell pool services failed. The flush is primarily called by an
IPCS format job.

Action:

Retry the IPCS format job. If the message persists, examine all previously issued messages. A previous problem can
cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom
Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnRB000I
Timer Manager Ready

Reason:

The BES Timer Management component has been started or restarted.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnS Messages
BESnS0000E
Service function requested is greater than the maximum defined

Reason:

An invalid internal request was ignored by the task.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnS0200E
BES save failed

Reason:

The DIV save of the BES database control data set failed. The data contained in the data space is unaffected. Processing
continues.

Action:

If the message persists, issue the BESn DUMP console command. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnS1100E
Recover1 routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:
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Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS1104E
Recover1 routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues with termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS1200E
Recover3 routine entered, attempting retry. See LOGREC for diagnostic information

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues processing.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS1204E
Recover3 routine entered, percolating

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected. The system writes a logrec data set error record and continues with termination.

Action:

Examine messages and the logrec data set error record for previous abend codes. Look at the Reasons of any previous
abend codes. A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS2500I
SystemOptions refresh complete

Reason:

The <SystemOptions> section of the parmlib has been processed and reloaded successfully from the parmlib.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnS2501W
External logging is inactive

Reason:

While refreshing the dynamic options, the system determined external logging changed from active to NONE.

Action:

None. This is a warning message.

BESnS2504E
Cannot locate PARMDIR in the BES database

Reason:

The parmlib control block contained in the local (loaded in memory) BES does not exist or has been corrupted.

Action:

Check the steplib member of the started task. If it is correct, this is probably a logic error. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS2508E
Cannot locate the BESPRMS routine

Reason:

The parmlib I/O routines were never loaded into memory.

Action:

Check the steplib member of the started task. If it is correct, this is probably a logic error. For assistance, contact
Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS2512E
Error reading the Parmlib directory

Reason:

The PDS member containing the <ParmlibDirectory> section may be missing or corrupted.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2520E
Parmlib directory does not point to a SystemOptions member

Reason:

The <ParmlibDirectory> section does not have a SystemOptions= keyword pointing to a valid <SystemOptions> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.
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BESnS2524E
Error reading the SystemOptions member

Reason:

The parmlib I/O routines could not read the <SystemOptions> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2528E
Error broadcasting logger updates

Reason:

While refreshing the dynamic options, the system determined external logging options had changed but those changes
were not communicated properly to all sub-address spaces.

Action:

Retry the BESn REFRESH=OPTION command. If the problem persists, search the problem reporting databases for a fix
for the problem. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS2535I
Symmetric Keys contain compression information but Compression=K not specified in DynamicOptions.

Reason:

While processing a Refresh=Options console command, Tape Encryption detected the presence of compression
information specified at the symmetric key level, but Compression=K was not specified in DynamicOptions.

Action:

The refresh command is rejected. Change the Compression= option to K to allow symmetric keys with compression
specification.

BESnS2600I
SymmetricKeys refresh complete

Reason:

The <SymmetricKeys> section of parmlib was processed and reloaded successfully from parmlib.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnS2602E
Symmetric Keys refresh aborted

Reason:

A BESn REFRESH=SYMKEYS console command was issued but Tape Encryption was unable to update the symmetric
keys definitions. This message can be issued for the following reasons:
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• A syntax error in the key definition.
• An incompatibility caused by SecureKeysOnly and an AES key definition. If the startup option SecureKeysOnly=Y

is set, then no key definitions with an AES algorithm can be defined unless the definition contains the attribute
Deactivate=Y.

• A response of N to message BESnKM005W.

This message is preceded by a Tape Encryption message that describes the actual error. Because of the error, the
symmetric key definitions are not changed in the BES primary database or BES mirror database.

Action:

If this message is the result of a syntax error or incompatibility, correct the key definition member and reissue the
command. If this message is received as a result of replying N to message BESnKM005W, change the response to
message BESnKM005W to Y, which allows the updated definitions to be recorded in the BES primary database and BES
mirror database.

BESnS2616E
Cannot locate the SymmetricKeys section on the BES database

Reason:

The PDS member containing the <SymmetricKeys> section is missing or corrupted.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2620E
Parmlib directory does not point to a SymmetricKeys member

Reason:

The <ParmlibDirectory> section does not have a SymmetricKeys= keyword pointing to a valid <SymmetricKeys> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2624E
Error reading the SymmetricKeys member

Reason:

The parmlib I/O routines could not read the <SymmetricKeys> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2700I
B2BKeyrings refresh complete

Reason:

The <B2BKeyrings> section of parmlib was processed and reloaded successfully from parmlib.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnS2716E
Cannot locate the B2BKeyrings section on the BES database

Reason:

The PDS member containing the <B2BKeyrings> section is missing or corrupted.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2720E
Parmlib directory does not point to a B2BKeyrings member

Reason:

The <ParmlibDirectory> section does not have a B2BKeyrings= keyword pointing to a valid <B2BKeyrings> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2724E
Error reading the B2BKeyrings member

Reason:

The parmlib I/O routines could not read the <B2BKeyrings> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2730I
CAEKM_API_OPTIONS refresh complete

Reason:

This message is issued as a result of a BESn REFRESH=CAEKM_API_Options

Action:

Processing continues. This is an informational message.

BESnS2731E
Parmlib directory doesn't point to a CAEKM_API_OPTIONS member

Reason:

The <ParmlibDirectory> section does not have a CAEKM_API_Options= keyword pointing to a valid
<CAEKM_API_Options> section.

Action:
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If this message is issued during BTE initialization, initialization terminates. If this message is issued during a BESn
Refresh=CAEKM_API_Options, the refresh fails. Correct the specification for CAEKM_API_Options.

BESnS2732E
Error reading the CAEKM_API_Options member

Reason:

The parmlib I/O routines could not read the <CAEKM_API_Options> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2733E
CAEKMAPIEnable is not set to ''Y'' in Dynamic_Options

Reason:

A BESn REFRESH=CAEKM_API_Options console command was issued, but CAEMKAPIEnable is set to N in the
Dynamic_Options.

Action:

Processing continues. The refresh of the CAEKM_API_Options is not performed.

BESnS2734E
Cannot locate the CAEKM_API_OPTIONS section

Reason:

The in-memory parmlib control block for the CAEKM_API_Options section contained in the local BES does not exist or
has been corrupted.

Action:

Correct the parmlib directory or define this section in the parmlib member.

BESnS2800I
B2BCodeBooks refresh complete

Reason:

Tape Encryption successfully processed and reloaded the <B2BCodeBooks> parmlib section.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnS2802E
B2BCodeBooks refresh aborted

Reason:

A BESn REFRESH=CODEBOOK console command was issued but Tape Encryption was unable to update the
B2BCodeBooks definitions. This message can be issued for following reasons:
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• A syntax error in the B2BCodeBook definition.
• A response of N to message BESnKM005W.

This message is preceded by a Tape Encryption message that describes the actual error. Because of this error, the
B2BCodeBook definitions are not changed in the BES primary database or BES mirror database.

Action:

If this message is the result of a syntax error, correct the B2BCodeBook definition member and reissue the command.
If this message is received as a result of replying N to message BESnKM005W, change the response to message
BESnKM005W to Y. This allows the updated definitions to be recorded in the BES primary database and BES mirror
database.

BESnS2816E
Cannot locate the B2BCodeBooks section

Reason:

The in-memory parmlib control block for the B2BCodeBooks section contained in the local BES does not exist or has been
corrupted.

Action:

Check the steplib member of the started task. If the member is correct, this is probably a logic error. For assistance,
contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnS2824E
Error reading the B2BCodeBooks member

Reason:

The parmlib I/O routines could not read the <B2BCodeBooks> section.

Action:

Correct the parmlib member.

BESnS2826I
B2BCodeBooks is not defined in parmlib.

Reason:

You issued a BESn REFRESH=CODEBOOKS console command without defining the B2BCodeBooks section in the Tape
Encryption parmlib.

Action:

This is an informational message. If B2BCODEBOOKS processing is desired, it must be defined in the Tape Encryption
parmlib. For instructions about defining B2BCODEBOOKS, see the Configuring section.

BESnSS000I
Control being passed to SAF Interface

Reason:

The Tape Encryption SAF Interface is in primary control. This message can occur because of an initialization request or a
reload request. In recovery situations this message is generated because of an abend during security processing.
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Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS001E
TBESAF00 module not executing from an APF authorized library OR not in SUPERVISOR state

Reason:

Either the TBESAF00 composite SAF interface module is being called from a non-APF authorized library or it cannot enter
into supervisor state. The security interface requires that this module as well as other Tape Encryption modules execute
from an APF authorized library and enter into supervisor state to issue privileged instructions.

NOTE
The Tape Encryption security interface will not be started and therefore no data set selection based on security
profiles will occur.

Action:

Add the Tape Encryption load library to your z/OS Authorized Program Facility (APF) list and restart the BES subsystem
address space.

BESnSS100I
CA Tape Encryption SAF Interface initialization in progress

Reason:

Informational message indicating the Tape Encryption System Authorization Facility (SAF) interface is in control. During
initialization the CA@BES resource class will be scanned first for the BES.SECURITY parameter setting and if 'ACTIVE' is
found, the SAF Interface will continue initialization.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS101E
SAF Interface module: (xxxxxxxx) cannot be loaded - SAF INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

A core component of the SAF Interface nucleus is missing from the TBESAF00 load module or it cannot be loaded by the
operating system. The SAF Interface initialization fails and all security services are bypassed.

Syntax:

• xxxxxxxx
Name of the program.

Action:

Perform the following steps:

1. Check the load library to ensure it has not been damaged.
2. Check the TBESAF00 load module to ensure it is in a library accessible by the BES subsystem.
3. Contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com for further assistance.
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BESnSS102I
z/OS Security: xxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The SAF Interface has located the z/OS external security manager that is running in this image and the BES global and
local system tables are updated with this information.

Syntax:

• xxxxxxxxx
Name of the z/OS security system:
– ACF2
– IBM Security Server RACF
– Top Secret

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS103I
SAF Interface active; all security functions are now active

Reason:

The z/OS security manager is now providing protection and dataset selection for profiles and resources defined in
CA@BES.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS104W
SAF Interface inactive; all security functions are now inactive

Reason:

This message is issued for the following reasons:

• INACTIVE was specified BES.SECURITY
• The SAF Interface could not find and extract the BES.SECURITY entity from the CA@BES resource class
• The CA@BES resource class has not been defined or is not active
• An unsupported z/OS external security manager was found
• Other error(s) as described in the message(s) preceding this message

Action:

If the SAF Interface functionality is not required, this is a normal information message returned during initialization.
However, if this is not the case check the following:

1. BES.SECURITY has been defined to the CA@BES resource class with ACTIVE specified in the APPLDATA (RACF),
APPLDATA (Top Secret) or $USERDATA (ACF2) parameter. Refer to message BESnSS107I.

2. For systems running RACF, activate and RACLIST the CA@BES resource class. For ACF2 make sure your GSO
record has been updated to include theCA@BES INFODIR entries. For Top Secret check to make sure you have
the most current product maintenance and have your BES.TSS.ACID specified and the BES.SECURITY entity
PERMITTed to the STC ACID.
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3. Restart the Tape Encryption subsystem on a system that is running one of the following supported external security
managers: ACF2, Top Secret or IBM Security Server RACF.

4. Address any other messages displayed during restart.

BESnSS105I
Global/Local security parameters loaded

Reason:

The global and local processing parameters specified within CA@BES have been successfully processed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS106I
SAF Interface initialization completed normally

Reason:

The SAF Interface has been successfully initialized within this Tape Encryption subsystem.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS107W
SAF Interface function failed, invalid BES.TSS.ACID

Reason:

The required BES processing ACID, BES.TSS.ACID, could not be extracted from the CA@BES resource class or was
improperly defined.

Action:

If your installation is trying to use the services of the SAF Interface, refer to message BESnSS123E for additional
diagnostic information.

For installations not requiring the services of the Tape Encryption SAF Interface, this is a normal message and can be
ignored.

BESnSS108I
SAF Interface anchor addresses: Module(xxxxxxxx)

Global(yyyyyyyy) Local(zzzzzzzz)

Reason:

The SAF Interface control and anchor addresses are displayed on the console to assist in problem determination.

Syntax:

• xxxxxxxx
Indicates the load address of the SAF Interface nucleus module

• yyyyyyyy
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Address of the BES_Table global system table
• zzzzzzzz

Address of the individual BES subsystem control table

Action:

In the case of problem determination, this information can be useful to the Broadcom Support staff. Otherwise, this is an
information message.

BESnSS110I
SAF Interface reload/restart in progress

Reason:

The console command BESn RELOAD=SECURITY was entered and SAF Interface is currently being reloaded and
restarted.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS111I
SAF Interface request ignored; current environment maintained

Reason:

During SAF Interface initialization or reload processing an error condition was discovered that compromised or disabled
the SAF Interface functions.

Action:

The request is ignored and the current settings, profiles and definitions are maintained. Refer to any messages that
precede or accompany this message for problem resolution.

BESnSS116I
SAF Interface reload/restart completed normally

Reason:

The SAF Interface has been successfully reloaded.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS120I
SAF Interface default dataset encryption parameter (BES.DEFAULT) located and extracted

Reason:

The default dataset selection encryption key has been extracted and will be used to select datasets for encryption if a
more specific dataset selection profile is not found.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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BESnSS121I
CA@BES default encryption parameter (BES.DEFAULT) not defined

Reason:

For ACF2 or RACF the BES.DEFAULT encryption parameter was not defined in CA@BES. For Top Secret either the
parameter was not defined or not permitted using the correct BES.TSS.ACID. For all security systems: only data sets
specifically defined to CA@BES will be selected by the security system for encryption.

Action:

If all datasets are to be encrypted using a default security data set selection profile, define the BES.DEFAULT parameter
with the associated APPLDATA. If Top Secret is the security system, ensure the PERMIT statement was issued using the
correct ACID.

NOTE
This is a normal message if default selection using the security system is not required.

BESnSS122I
CA Top Secret ACID acidname extracted and verified

Reason:

For Top Secret security systems only. The SAF Interface has successfully extracted and verified the acidname specified in
BES.TSS.ACID.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS123E
SAF Verify xxxxxx failed for BES.TSS.ACID

Reason:

This message is issued because of the following reasons:

• The BES.TSS.ACID CA@BES resource did not include a valid ACID name on the APPLDATA parameter.
• The BES.TSS.ACID CA@BES resource was not permitted using the same ACID as the system started task ACID.
• The BES.TSS.ACID contained an ACID that has been deleted or is not defined to Top Secret.

Syntax:

• xxxxxxxx
Indicates the detailed failure component, where:
EXTRACT
The extract failed.
VERIFY
The ACEE could not be built.
DELETE
The obsolete ACEE could not be deleted.

Action:

Perform the following steps:

1. Define a CA@BES resource entity that contains a valid ACID name on the APPLDATA parameter of the
BES.TSS.ACID resource.
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2. Issue a valid permit statement using the following format:

PERMIT(stc-acid) CA@BES(BES.TSS.ACID) ACC(READ) APPLDATA('besacid')

3. Review any accompanying Top Secret error message or return codes for reasons why the RACROUTE VERIFY failed.

BESnSS124W
Security Manager found in CVT is not supported, BES SAFInterface and Functions inactive

Reason:

The z/OS external security manager located within the system Communications Vector Table indicates a system that
is not supported. Tape Encryption supports ACF2, IBM Security Server RACF and Top Secret. All of the SAF Interface
security functions are disabled.

Action:

Restart on an LPAR or system that is running one of the security systems listed above.

BESnSS125I
Match failed on BES.TSS.ACID verify forced

Reason:

During warm-start processing the SAF Interface found a mismatch between the BES.TSS.ACID that was previously
processed and the value currently defined. A security cold-start is forced and the value defined on BES.TSS.ACID is
verified and an ACEE built.

Action:

Ensure the BES.TSS.ACID listed on message BESnSS122I is the correct ACID defined for Tape Encryption security
processing. If the wrong value was specified, correct the CA@BES BES.TSS.ACID entry and issue the BESn
RELOAD=SECURITY command to rebuild the ACEE.

BESnSS126W
SAF Interface INITIALIZATION/RELOAD completed with errors

Reason:

During SAF Interface initialization or reload processing a problem or invalid condition was encountered however the
initialization or reload command is completed.

Action:

Refer to the messages preceding this message to determine the cause of the error and take the appropriate action as
described.

BESnSS500I
CA Tape Encryption SAF Interface Options

Reason:

The operator entered a form of the DISPLAY SECURITY command and the results of the command are displayed
following the message.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS502I
CA Tape Encryption SAF Display Complete

Reason:

The operator had previously entered a form of the DISPLAY SECURITY command. The requested Tape Encryption SAF
interface data was successfully displayed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS801W
CA@BES status was xxxxxxxx now yyyyyyyy

Reason:

A security interface processing parameter change has been detected within the BES.SECURITY entity or the CA@BES
resource class.

Syntax:

• xxxxxxxx
Old status of either ACTIVE or INACTIVE.

• yyyyyyyy
New status of either ACTIVE or INACTIVe

Action:

If running under RACF and the message indicates that security is now is now INACTIVE, verify that the CA@BES
resource class is:

• Defined to the CDT
• Active
• RACLISTED
• REFRESHED

If running under ACF2 or Top Secret check to see that all required maintenance has been applied and is running in the
LPAR or guest system.

Check the APPLDATA associated with the BES.SECURITY parameter.

Check the LOGREC BES logger data for additional diagnostic information.

This can be an informational message to indicate a processing change requested by the security administrator.

BESnSS802W
BES.SECURITY not defined or cannot be extracted from CA@BES

Reason:

The SAF Interface is performing initialization or reload processing and the required SAF Interface control parameter
cannot be extracted from the CA@BES resource class. This is a required parameter if using SAF Interface.

Action:
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For installations not requiring the services of the Tape Encryption SAF Interface, this is a normal message and can be
ignored.

• Verify that the following steps are performed depending on which z/OS external manager is in use:
• ACF2

a. BES.SECURITY key set has been definined using the resource TYPE(BES).
b. BES.SECURITY key set has contains a valid $USERDATA value of either ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
c. Corrective service has been applied to ACF2 to provide native support for the Tape Encryption SAF Interface.

• Top Secret
a. BES.SECURITY has been defined by using the ADDTO command.
b. BES.SECURITY has been PERMITted to the ACID assigned to the BESn address space.
c. The APPLDATA field on the PERMIT command contains a value of either ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
d. Corrective service has been applied to Top Secret to provide native support for the Tape Encryption SAF Interface.

• IBM Security Server RACF
a. CA@BES general resource class has been defined, activated and is RACLISTed.
b. BES.SECURITY entity defined to CA@BES using the RACF RDEFINE command.
c. BES.SECURITY entity contains a valid APPLDATA value of either ACTIVE or INACTIVE.
d. CA@BES resource class has been refreshed using the RACF SETROPTS command.

BESnSS803E
BES.SECURITY control parameter is invalid and ignored

Reason:

The BES.SECURITY CA@BES entity was defined with an invalid or missing APPLDATA or $USERDATA parameter.

The BES.SECURITY control parameter is ignored and the current SAF Interface environment is maintained without being
refreshed.

Action:

The new BES.SECURITY control processing parameter is ignored and no system changes were made. Alter the
BES.SECURITY APPLDATA/$USERDATA field to include a valid processing control parameter of ACTIVE or INACTIVE.

BESnSS910E
Resources found that are not supported by ACF2

Reason:

During initialization or a reload of the security setting, profiles were found in either the CA@BES or OPERCMDS
resource class that are not supported in an ACF2 environment. This message should be accompanied by one or more
BESnSS911E messages which will indicate what resources were found to be invalid for ACF2.

Action:

Remove the profiles indicated by the BESnSS911E message or messages and retry. If this message is issued during
initialization of a BES subsystem, the subsystem will not initialize. Correct the errors and attempt to start the BES
subsystem again. If this message is issued during a RELOAD command, correct the errors and issue the RELOAD again.

BESnSS911E
profile_name

Reason:
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The profile name identified by this message is not valid in a ACF2 environment. This profile was found either in the
CA@BES or OPERCMDS resource class.

Action:

See message BESnSS910E.

BESnSS990I
SAF Interface ABEND has been intercepted; PROGRAM(pppppppp), SYSTEM(ssss), USER(uuuu)

Reason:

During System Authorization Facility (SAF) processing an abend occurred and the BES subsystem will attempt recovery.
The system writes a LOGREC data set error record and attempts to perform recovery.

Syntax:

• pppppppp
Indicates the name of the program that was in control when the abend occurred or the name of program that issued
the failing system service request.

• ssss
Indicates the associated z/OS System Code.

• uuuu
Indicates the user abend code.

Action:

Based on the abend code, the recovery routine will create a full (SVC) dump in a system dump data set. Take the
following actions:

1. Examine the messages and the LOGREC data set error record for previous abend codes.
2. Look at the reasons for any previous abend codes. A previous problem may have caused this problem.
3. Search the problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem.

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnSS991I
SAF Interface ABEND recovery routine in control, recovery will be attempted

Reason:

The SAF interface abend recovery program is in the process of trying to recover from a previous abend (see message
BESnSS990I) by attempting to reset system pointers and rebuild the SAF environment. If recovery is successful the
current SAF transaction will be cancelled and processing will resume.

Action:

If requested by Broadcom Support, format the SVC dump that was created after the BESnSS990I message was issued.

NOTE
Recursive and duplicate dumps of the same type will automatically be eliminated during recovery.

BESnSS992I
Recovery routine cannot recover from this ABEND/system failure

Reason:
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The abend identified in message BESnSS990 has destroyed the BES SAF interface environment to the point where
recovery cannot be performed. All further attempts to recover the environment will be suspended.

Action:

The SAF interface recovery routine will generate an SVC dump titled “TBESAF00.BESSS992 SVC Dump”. If the BES
subsystem is still active, stop the BES subsystem after any running encryption jobs have ended and restart the BES
subsystem. If restart fails or you continue to have recursive abends, examine the SYSOUT messages and the LOGREC
data set error records for additional information or other messages. A previous abend, invalid system service call, or error
can cause this problem. Search the Broadcom Support problem reporting databases to see if this has been previously
reported and for a possible fix. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnSS993E
SAF Interface ABEND recovery complete; control returning to BES subsystem

Reason:

ABEND recovery has completed normally and the integrity of the SAF interface environment has been verified and
restarted. The transaction being processed at the time of the ABEND has been cancelled and control has been returned
to the BES subsystem.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS994E
Invalid or unexpected return code from system service request; refer to message BESnSS999I for details

Reason:

A system service request did not return the expected return and reason codes. For more information, see message
BESnSS999I.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS995I
Control being returned to BES subsystem

Reason:

The Tape Encryption SAF Interface service has completed the processing request and is returning control to the BES
subsystem.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnSS999I
Service Error(tttttttttttttttt), RC(rrrr), RS(ssss), FB(ffffffff)

Reason:

This is a follow-up message to provide additional detail for the message that precedes this one.

Syntax:
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• tttttttt
Indicates the name of the BES, Broadcom, IBM or OEM service that issued the return code.

• rrrr
Indicates the return code.

• ssss
Indicates the reason code associated with the return code.

• ffffffff
Indicates the feedback code for the associated reason code and return code.

Action:

Record this information for the Broadcom Support representative if requested. This message is an additional support
message to help diagnose problems in the SAF interface service.

BESnT Messages
BESnT0001I
File being decrypted uuuu,vvvvvv,enctype,comp,kt,ss,fs,dsn

File being encrypted uuuu,vvvvvv,enctype,comp,kt,ss,fs,dsn

Reason:

For output files, the message indicates that the tape file specified by the dsn is being encrypted as it is being created. For
input files, the message indicates that the file is in encrypted format and is decrypted as it is being read. This message
contains the following information:

• uuuu
Indicates the tape unit where the tape is mounted for input or output processing.

• vvvvvv
Indicates the tape volume serial number.

• enctype
Indicates the type of encryption in use.

• comp
Indicates the type of compression performed on the file. Possible values are as follows:
NOCOMP
Indicates no compression.
S0COMP
Indicates software compression type S0.
S1COMP
Indicates software compression type S1.
S2COMP
Indicates software compression type S2.
S3COMP
Indicates software compression type S3.
S4COMP
Indicates software compression type S3.
S5COMP
Indicates software compression type S4.
S6COMP
Indicates software compression type S5.
H1COMP
Indicates hardware compression type H1.
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H2COMP
Indicates hardware compression type H2.
H3COMP
Indicates hardware compression type H3.
H4COMP
Indicates hardware compression type H4.
H5COMP
Indicates hardware compression type H5.

• kt
Indicates the type of key used. Possible values are as follows:
S
Indicates a symmetric key.
R
Indicates an RSA key, also known as a B2B key.
C
Indicates a code book key.

• ss
Indicates the selection source, which is the method used to determine that the data set is a candidate for encryption or
decryption. Possible values are as follows:
D
Indicates that the data set is considered a candidate for encryption or decryption because of the DFSMS data class
description.
L
Indicates that the data set is considered a candidate for encryption or decryption because of the tape label information.
S
Indicates that the data set is considered a candidate for encryption or decryption because of the security profiles stored
in the external security system.

• fs
Indicates the file sequence number.

• dsn
Indicates the data set name.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnT0002E
ONE OR MORE MODULES NOT LINKED TO TBETEP

Reason:

Program TBETEP detected that one or more required programs were not link edited. When this is the case, all tape jobs
may fail.

Action:

Stop the BES address space. Review the Tape Encryption installation and correct the problem. For information about
installation, see the Installing section.

BESnT0003E
PLIST does not point to valid tepmain control block

Reason:
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Program TBETEP detected an invalid parameter data passed by its caller. The current process may fail.

Action:

Review the Tape Encryption installation requirements and correct the problem. For information about installation, see the
Installing section.

BESnT0004E
Invalid switches passed in plist

Reason:

Program TBETEP detected invalid parameter data passed by the calling program. The current process is terminated.

Action:

Review the Tape Encryption installation requirements and correct the problem. For information about installation, see the
Installing section.

BESnT0005E
NOT called in supervisor state and key=5

Reason:

Program TBETEP is not invoked in the required state. The current process may fail.

Action:

Review the Tape Encryption installation requirements. For information about installation, see the Installing section.

BESnT0006E
Failed to install/remove dcb exits

Reason:

Program TBEDCBX cannot dynamically install or remove the DCB exits required to encrypt and decrypt this file. The
current process may fail.

Action:

Programs that have incompatible DCB user or installation exits cannot be used to encrypt tapes.

BESnT0007E
Encryption request failed RC=nnnnnnnn RS=nnnnnnnn Tag=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Tape Encryption received a non-zero return code from ICSF.

Action:

Depending upon your release of ICSF refer to the appropriate IBM manual:

• z/OS V1R4.0 ICSF Application Programmer's Guide
• z/OS V1R5.0 Cryptographic Services ICSF Application Programmer's Guide
• z/OS V1R6.0-V1R7.0 ICSF Application Programmer's Guide
• z/OS V1R7.0 Cryptographic Services ICSF Application Programmer's Guide
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BESnT0008W
Encryption statistics not collected

Reason:

Program TBECRYPT cannot record the encryption statistics for this file.

Action:

This message should not be issued during normal processing. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

BESnT0009E
DataClass Description/CA@BES APPLDATA parse failed

Reason:

Program TBESMSDC found a syntax error in the BES=(......) encryption parameter keyword. For SMS data set selection
the encryption parameter is defined in the data class description field. For SAF Interface data set selection the encryption
parameter is defined in the APPLDATA/$USERDATA field.

Action:

Correct the BES keyword in the DFSMS data class description or update the associated CA@BES APPLDATA/
$USERDATA field.

BESnT0010E
NO BES address space selected

Reason:

Program TBEFOVER cannot select a BES subsystem/address space to process the encryption request. The BESn
subsystem defined on the data set selection encryption parameter is inactive or not defined. If a BESn subsystem is
not defined on the encryption parameter, Tape Encryption defaults to BES1 or tries to locate the failover candidate BES
subsystem. The BESn subsystem defined on the encryption parameter is inactive and no failover candidate was defined
or is active.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

1. Review the FipsMode, FailoverCandidate, and TMSUpdate parameters.
2. Ensure that the encryption parameter is specified correctly and it is in the correct format.
3. Review the description field on the DATACLAS DFSMS statement to determine whether the correct BES information

was specified
4. Review the APPLDATA or $USERDATA encryption parameter of the data set selection profile of CA@BES to

determine if the BES information was specified.
5. If you are using Top Secret, check the ACID specified on the APPLDATA field of the PERMIT command. This ACID

should be the same as defined in the BES.TSS.ACID CA@BES entity.
6. Start the BESn subsystem.
7. Correct the encryption parameter for address space selection and resubmit your job.

BESnT0011E
BES.TABLE control block was not found
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Reason:

The BES.TABLE control block, needed to anchor the BES address space, was not found using its NAME or TOKEN.

Action:

Stop and restart the BES address space.

BESnT0013E
NON-B2B Encryption for foreign tape

Reason:

Tape Encryption received a request to encrypt a foreign tape (that is, a tape that is not defined in your tape catalog) using
symmetric key (in-house) processing. The encryption request was rejected because the information needed to decrypt
the data at a foreign site was not available. In-house tape processing requires that the BES database and optionally, the
CKDS, be available at the receiving site. Foreign tapes should be encrypted using B2B processing. This allows the data
encryption key on the tape to be transferred in encrypted format.

NOTE
Foreign tapes are not tracked by the tape management system. Symmetric key processing requires that the
tape management system be available to track information about the key. B2B processing does not require a
tape management system because the key is sent on the tape.

Action:

Change your DFSMS ACS rules (or the DATACLAS JCL parameter that has requested a specific data class) or your
CA@BES data set selection security profiles so that this new tape data set is assigned to a data class associated with
B2B processing. Data classes that begin with BES=(RSA or BESn=(RSA are used to assign B2B processing. Note that
additional requirements are needed to create B2B tapes. For information about B2B processing, see Administrating.

BESnT0014I
TBETEP Terminating due to failure

Reason:

TBETEP detected an uncorrectable error and cannot continue.

Action:

Refer to the error messages that begin with BES0T for the corrective action.

BESnT0015E
NO Parms for BES=

Reason:

The DFSMS data class or the CA@BES security data set selection profile APPLDATA/$USERDATA parameter contained
a BES=(......) keyword, but there were no valid parms in it.

Action:

Correct the BES=(......) in the data class description or on the CA@BES data set selection profile APPLDATA/
$USERDATA parameter.
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BESnT0016E
Error selecting BES=(.........)

Reason:

TBESMSDC is unable to continue processing during a search for the encryption parameter in either a CA@BES security
data set selection profile or a DFSMS data class. Either a call to the DFSMS service failed or a BES=(......) keyword was
found with a syntax error.

Action:

Verify that syntax of the BES=(......) keyword is correct.

BESnT0017W
Not licensed to encrypt this file

Reason:

You do not have the proper license to encrypt a file of this type.

Action:

Query the BES address space to determine your current license agreement.

BESnT0019E
BESn does not support the CA Tape Encrytpion Key Manager feature which is required to encrypt this file

Reason:

The BESn address space does not indicate that it supports the EKM feature. This feature is required to supply encryption
keys for the IBM 3592/TS1120. This probably indicates that the BESn address space is at a lower release level than the
TEP (tape intercept processor) program.

Action:

Either upgrade the BESn address space to the same release as the TEP programs or change the BESn=(…..) keyword in
the SMS DataClass to point to an address space which is at the same release as the TEP programs.

BESnT0020E
Default BES address space could not be found

Reason:

TBETEP could not find an address space available to perform its required processing. TBETEP is unable to determine if
encryption/decryption is needed. Tape processing continues without encryption/decryption services.

Action:

Ensure that one or more BES address spaces are active.

BESnT0021E
Can not recreate encrypted file with DISP=OLD or SHR

Reason:
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A job attempts to recreate a file with DISP=OLD or DISP=SHR. The tape label indicates that the recreated file is
encrypted. The job abends since TBETEP cannot obtain encryption data. The SMS ACS routines are only driven for
DISP=NEW and are not available for DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD. TBETEP must fail the job or the encrypted file will be over
written with non-encrypted data.

Action:

Change the JCL to use DISP=NEW, and run the job again.

BESnT0022W
Warning! DISP=NEW not specified for OUTPUT. Unable to determine if encryption is needed

Reason:

Encryption data is obtained from the SMS DATACLAS description. Since the SMS ACS rules are only driven for
DISP=NEW data sets, no encryption rules are available. This is true even if DATACLAS is specified in the JCL. Since
Tape Encryption has no encryption information it will not encrypt this data set.

Action:

Change the DISP=OLD/SHR to DISP=NEW and if encryption is required add your SMS DATACLAS customized for
encryption. If encryption is not needed for this data set either change DISP=OLD/SHR to DISP=NEW and do not add the
SMS DATACLAS or just disregard this message.

BESnT0023W
File not being encrypted. Program xxxxxxxx must be upgraded.

Reason:

The file was not encrypted because it was created by a program that requires maintenance to interface to Tape
Encryption. The program identified in the message is not at the required maintenance level.

Action:

You must obtain the maintenance from the program vendor to interface to Tape Encryption. After the maintenance
has been applied to the program, rerun the job to encrypt the selected file. If program SARTCP is displayed, contact
Broadcom Support for the required maintenance.

BESnT0024W
File is not being encrypted because program nnnnnnnn is not supported.

Reason:

The program, nnnnnnnn, uses I/O techniques that are incompatible with Tape Encryption. All files created by this program
are excluded from encryption. This message is issued only if the file being written has met all other qualifications for
encryption.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnT0025W
Secure Key violation - access to Secure Key was denied

Reason:
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Access to a key that is identified as being a secure key is being denied for one of the following reasons:

• The key is identified as a secure key in the BES database but the subsystem accessing the key is not running in
secure key mode, which is indicated by SecureKeysOnly=Y or SecureKeysOnly=K in your parmlib settings.

• An attempt was made to access a secure key while running in FIPS mode, but the key was found to exist only in the
BES database. To access secure keys in FIPS mode, it is required that that the key reside in the CKDS.

Action:

This message is highlighted and will remain on the operator console.

BESnT0030W
EncryptFailAction=Continue specified; file created but not encrypted.

Reason:

Tape Encryption was not able to encrypt the tape file as requested. The reason why the encryption could not be performed
is identified by a message issued before this message. The EncryptFailAction attribute in the dynamic options member of
parmlib lets you specify whether to abend the job or to let the job continue to run without encrypting the tape file. The job
was allowed to run because EncryptFailAction=Continue was specified. The BESnT0001I message will not be issued for
this data set.

Action:

None. This is a warning message. This message is issued to let you know that the EncryptFailAction=Continue attribute
was specified and that the data set is created but not encrypted.

BESnT0031W
CA Tape Encryption failed to obtain 64-bit memory for compression

Reason:

Tape Encryption requires additional storage to perform data compression. The attempt to acquire the 64-bit storage failed.

Action:

Tape Encryption will attempt to acquire this area as 31-bit storage. Verify that the MEMLIMIT value for the affected job is
set to at least 4G.

BESnT0032E
CA Tape Encryption failed to obtain 31-bit memory for compression

Reason:

Tape Encryption requires additional storage to perform data compression. The attempt to acquire the 31-bit storage failed.

Action:

Tape Encryption will follow the EncryptFailAction setting.

BESnT0033E
CA Tape Encryption can not perform DISP=MOD or read-backwards.

File created by a program restricting UTLs

Reason:
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The current job is trying to extend the file with DISP=MOD or do a Read-Backwards.

The file was originally created by a software product that cannot tolerate the User Trailer Labels (UTLs) which are
normally created by Tape Encryption. When such a product is known to Tape Encryption it writes a restricted EOF1 label
that indicates that the file does not contain User Trailer Labels (UTLs). Since the encryption information required for
DISP=MOD and Read Backwards is contained in the UTLs these functions are not possible for this file.

Action:

Review your job to insure that you are processing the correct data set. The data set you are attempting to perform read-
backwards or DISP=MOD processing on has been encrypted with Tape Encryption but the creating application cannot
tolerate User Trailer Labels. Tape Encryption stops the job to prevent mixing encrypted and un-encrypted data on the
same tape file.

BESnT0034E
EKM was selected for this file but no license was found for the IBM Option

Reason:

The tape file was selected to be encrypted on an IBM TS1120 using EKM but the license for the EKM Option for IBM
was not found. The tape job has failed to prevent the tape from being encrypted with an unmanaged key that may not be
readable at a disaster recovery site.

Action:

Activate your LMP key for the EKM Option for IBM or remove the BES1=(……..) key word from your SMS DataClass.

BESnT0050I
VSN=vvvvvv PGM=pppppppp DSN=dsname

Reason:

This message is issued after an encryption failure. It provides diagnostic information.

Syntax:

• vvvvvv
Indicates the volume serial number that contains the encrypted file.

• pppppppp
Indicates the name of the program reading the file.

• dsname
Indicates the name of the file being read.

Action:

Use the information in this message to identify the file that could not be encrypted, to facilitate problem resolution.

BESnT0051I
BESKEY=kkkkkkkk CMP=cc DataClass=ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

Reason:

This message is issued after an encryption failure. It provides diagnostic information.

Syntax:

• kkkkkkkk
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Indicates the hexadecimal number for the encryption key.
• cc

Indicates the compression code.
• ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

Indicates the DFSMS DataClass name that contains the BES=(.....) parameter.

Action:

Use the information in this message to determine why the file could not be encrypted.

BESnT0052I
UCB=uuuu Algorithm=aaaaaaaa KeyLabel=label

Reason:

This message is issued after an encryption failure. It provides diagnostic information.

Syntax:

• uuuu
Indicates the unit where the tape is mounted.

• aaaaaaaa
Indicates the encryption algorithm used for the file.

• label
Indicates the name of the name of the key in the BES database.

Action:

Use the information in this message to determine why the file could not be encrypted.

BESnT0053I
text

Reason:

This message is issued after an encryption failure. The message documents what is in the DFSMS data class description
field.

Syntax:

• text
Contains the DFSMS data class description field. This field contains the BES=(.......) parameter to encrypt this file.

Action:

Use the information in this message to determine why the file could not be encrypted.

BESnT0054E
RC=nnnnnnnn RS=nnnnnnnn Tag=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

This message is issued after an encryption failure. It provides diagnostic information.

Syntax:

• RC=nnnnnnnn
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Indicates the return code from TBECRYPT.
• RS=nnnnnnnn

Indicates the reason code for TBECRYPT.
• Tag=nnnnnnnn

Indicates a trace code to the routine that failed the encryption request.

Action:

Use the information in this message to determine why the file could not be encrypted.

BESnT0057E
EKM did NOT supply encryption keys for tape hardware

Reason:

The EKM was not able to supply encryption keys for the encrypting tape drive. See the accompanying messages. Tape
Encryption will fail the tape job because EKM managed keys could not be provided to the drive as intended.

Action:

Review the any accompanying messages to determine the reason for the failure. Insure that the SMS DataClass or
Security rule points to a key in the Tape Encryption data base that is managed by the EKM.

BESnT0059I
EKM supplied encryption keys for tape hardware

Reason:

EKM provided the encryption keys for the encrypting tape hardware. The hardware will use these keys rather then those it
would normally receive from the External Key Manager (EKM), but otherwise process normally.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnT0099X
Reply "C" to continue or "A" to abend

Reason:

TBETEP determined that a file should be encrypted, but is unable to complete the process.

Action:

Specify C to create the tape file as an unencrypted file. Reply A to ABEND the program.

BESnT0101E
Missing closing ")"

Reason:

The encryption information is specified in the SMS Data Class description or the CA@BES security data set selection
profile using the BES=(……) keyword. The format requires paired parentheses.

Action:
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Review your BES=(…..) entries and correct any with unpaired parentheses.   For security data set selection profiles,
ensure you have used the correct APPLDATA format for Top Secret, IBM RACF and $USERDATA format for ACF2.

BESnT0102E
Bad RSA syntax. Must be: RSA(keyring_alias):ds_label,algorithm

Reason:

TBESMSDC discovered a syntax error while scanning the BES=(…) keyword. The keyword RSA was found but the
syntax was incorrect.

Action:

Review your BES=(…) entries and correct the syntax for RSA keywords.

BESnT0103E
Failed to obtain SMS dataclass description

Reason:

The DFSMS service failed to return information for the DFSMS data class specified in the JCL or ACS routines for this
data set.

Action:

Ensure that the data class is valid.

BESnT0104E
A parameter exceeds 32 characters

Reason:

The encryption information is specified in the CA@BES security data set selection profile APPLDATA or $USERDATA
parameter or the SMS Data Class description using the BES=(….) keyword. One to six parameters may be specified in
the parentheses, with a maximum of 32 characters per parameter, each parameter being separated by commas, spaces,
or colons.

Action:

Review your BES=(….) entries and correct any with parms having more than 32 characters.

For DFSMS Data Class description the BES=(….) can contain from one to six parameters delimited by commas, spaces,
or colons. For CA@BES encryption profile definitions, the BES-(….) can contain from one to six parameters delimited by
periods or colons. The entire BES=(….) encryption parameter must fit in the 120-character SMS DataClass description
field, the 64-byte ACF2 $USERDATA field or the 120-character APPLDATA fields for IBM RACF or Top Secret.

BESnT0201E
UCE address(aaaaaaaa) is invalid

Reason:

The address for the UCE does not point to a valid BES UCE.

Action:

Take the tape device offline and then bring it back online. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.
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BESnT0202I
DDT_Hook R15(nnnnn) R0(nnnnnn) R1(nnnnn)

Reason:

The call to apply the DDT hook failed. The values of registers R15, R0, and R1 are displayed. The job will fail.

Action:

Rerun the job. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT0202E
CA Tape Encryption IO intercept was not installed.

RC(nn)

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed while attempting to dynamically add a Device Descriptor Table (DDT) entry for this UCB.

Syntax:

• nn = 12 x
The BES UCE control block was not valid.

• nn = 13
There was no address for the BES control block.

• nn = 14
The BES control block is invalid.

• nn = 15
Could not find this UCB.

• nn = 16
Could not find the DDT table.

• nn = 17
Could not find the DDT entry for this device.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT0301E
Removal failed, not a CA Tape Encryption exit list

Reason:

TBEDCBX was unable to remove the dynamically installed DCB exit, which processes the user labels that contain the
encryption data. The application may have altered the DCB EXLST after Tape Encryption installed its exits.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT0302E
DCB exit found that conflicts with CA Tape Encryption

Reason:
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TBEDCBX discovered that the application's DCB exits may conflict with the processing required by the dynamically
installed Tape Encryption DCB exit.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnT0303E
More DCB exits than CA Tape Encryption can process

Reason:

TBEDCBX detected that the application's DCB EXLST contains more than 20 DCB exits. The file will not be encrypted or
decrypted and the job will fail.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnT0304E
Key not available on this system - Tape cannot be decrypted

Reason:

Possible reasons are:

• The tape file being read was encrypted with a key that is not available to any active BES address space. Either the
BES address space is inactive or another database was used.

• An ICSF PCI cryptographic card is deactivated or otherwise fails while a BES address space is up.
• A database name change.

Action:

Start the inactive BES address space or read the tape on an LPAR running the correct BES address space and database.

If this message is the result of a PCI card not being active, reactivate the card. If this cannot be done, stop BES and
restart BES. Then run the failing job or jobs again.

If this message is the result of a database name change, set FailOverCandidate=Y on all possible BES that could possibly
decrypt the file.

BESnT0311W
Input user header label exit ignored

Reason:

TBEDCBX detected a user DCB exit for input header labels. Since Tape Encryption only decrypts Standard Label (SL)
tapes, the user's exit is ignored and the Tape Encryption exit is used.

Action:

None. This is a warning message.

BESnT0312W
Output user header label exit ignored

Reason:
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TBEDCBX detected a user DCB exit for output header labels. Since Tape Encryption only decrypts SL tapes, the user's
exit is ignored and the Tape Encryption exit is used.

Action:

None. This is a warning message.

BESnT0313W
Input user trailer label exit ignored

Reason:

TBEDCBX detected a user DCB exit for input trailer labels. Since Tape Encryption only decrypts SL tapes, the user's exit
is ignored and the Tape Encryption exit is used.

Action:

None. This is a warning message.

BESnT0314W
Output user trailer label exit ignored

Reason:

TBEDCBX detected a user DCB exit for output trailer labels. Since Tape Encryption only decrypts SL tapes, the user's exit
is ignored and the Tape Encryption exit is used.

Action:

None. This is a warning message.

BESnT0350I
VSN=vvvvvv PGM=pppppppp DSN=dsname

Reason:

This message is issued after a decryption failure. It provides diagnostic information.

Syntax:

• vvvvvv
Indicates the volume serial number that contains the encrypted file.

• pppppppp
Indicates the name of the program reading the file.

• dsname
Indicates the name of the file being read.

Action:

Use the information in this message to identify the file that could not be encrypted, to facilitate problem resolution.

BESnT0351I
BESKEY=kkkkkkkk CMP=cc

Reason:

This message is issued after a decryption failure. It provides diagnostic information.
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Syntax:

• kkkkkkkk
Indicates the hexadecimal number for the encryption key.

• cc
Indicates the compression code.

Action:

Use the information in this message to determine why the file could not be decrypted.

BESnT0352I
UCB=uuuu Algorithm=aaaaaaaa KeyLabel=label

Reason:

This message is issued after a decryption failure. It provides diagnostic information.

• Syntax:
• uuuu

Indicates the unit where the tape is mounted.
• aaaaaaaa

Indicates the encryption algorithm used for the file.
• label

Indicates the name of the key in the BES database.

Action:

Use the information in this message to determine why the file could not be decrypted.

BESnT0400E
Tape format version nn not supported

Reason:

If an attempt is made to access a Tape Encryption-encrypted tape that is in a version of the tape format that is not
supported by at least one active Tape Encryption subsystem, this message is issued and the tape job will ABEND with a
user 203 abend, reason 385. This means that none of the active Tape Encryption subsystems understand the format of
this Tape Encryption tape.

Action:

This situation can result if tapes created on a system being upgraded to a new level of Tape Encryption are accidentally
read on a system that has not been upgraded yet. Run the job on a system where the new version of Tape Encryption is
installed.

BESnT0401E
Access to key prevented by CA@BES rule

Reason:

The tape user was denied access to the cryptographic key needed to decrypt this tape by a specific rule for this key in the
CA@BES security resource class.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.
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BESnT0402E
Access to key prevented by CA@BES PROTECT

Reason:

The tape user was denied access to the cryptographic key needed to decrypt this tape because there were no rules in the
CA@BES security resource class for this key, but the PROTECT rule was in effect for the BES address space that holds
this key.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

BESnT0900I
CD ‘dsn’ VOLUME(volser) FILESEQ(nnnn) BESKEY(X'xxxxxxxx')

Reason:

This message is issued to provide diagnostic information when the call to the IBM DFSMSrmm API “EDGXAPI” returns a
non-zero return code. This message contains the text of the DFSMSrmm CHANGEDATASET (CD) command issued to
the API . The following values are displayed in the message:

• dsn is the data set name to be updated,
• volser is the volume serial number containing the data set,
• nnnn is the file sequence number of the data set, and
• xxxxxxxx is the hexadecimal value of the BESKEY Key Index.

Action:

None. This message is informational only.

BESnT0901I
RMM EDGXAPI RC=NNNNN RS=NNNNN

Reason:

This message is issued when the IBM DFSMSrmm API issues a non-zero return code. The return code (RC) and reason
code (RS) from the IBM DFSMSrmm API call are presented to document the type of error encountered when Tape
Encryption or EKM attempted to update the DFSMSrmm database with the BESKEY Key Index.

Action:

Consult your DFSMSrmm documentation to determine the specific problem indicated by the DFSMSrmm return code and
reason code.

Note: There is no problem with the encrypted tape file.

BESnT0902I
CURRENT RMM RELEASE DOES NOT SUPPORT CATE/CAKM BESKEY

Reason:

The return code and reason code from the IBM DFSMSrmm API (EDGXAPI) indicates that you are running a version of
DFSMSrmm that does not support tracking the BESKEY Key Index.

Action:
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Contact IBM DFSMSrmm support for the maintenance required to enable integration between Tape Encryption / EKM and
DFSMSrmm to track the BESKEY Key Index.

NOTE
There is no problem with the encrypted tape file.

BESnT1000E
Encryption request failed: Internal Error - Parameter list is back level

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the parameter list is back-level. This is a Tape Encryption internal
error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1004E
Encryption request failed: Internal Error - Function not supported in SRB mode

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the function was not supported in the Service Request Block (SRB).
This is a Tape Encryption internal error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1008E
Encryption request failed: Internal Error - Invalid function code

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data and an invalid function code was generated. This is a Tape Encryption internal
error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1012E
Encryption request failed: Specified cryptographic algorithm not supported

Reason:

This message is most commonly received when you have specified an algorithm that is not supported by your hardware
or software. You may also receive this message if you have selected a symmetric key that has been deactivated.

Action:

Change your SMS Data Class rules or the CA@BES data set encryption parameter to select a supported algorithm that
has not been deactivated. For information about how to select data sets for encryption, see Administrating.
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BESnT1016E
Encryption request failed: Internal Error - Invalid pad found

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because an invalid pad was found. This is a Tape Encryption internal error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1020E
Encryption request failed: Internal Error - Output buffer too small

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the output buffer was too small. This is a Tape Encryption internal
error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1024E
Encryption request failed: Internal Error - Input buffer too small

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the input buffer was too small. This is a Tape Encryption internal error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1028E
Encryption request failed: Requested one-way-hash algorithm not available

Reason:

The algorithm specified in the KeyHash parameter is not supported by your hardware or software.

Action:

Change the KeyHash parameter to specify a supported algorithm. For information about this parameter, see the
Configuring section.

BESnT1032E
Encryption request failed: Internal error - Wrong key

or invalid UHL

Reason:
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Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because an incorrect key or invalid User Header Label (UHL) was found. This is
a Tape Encryption internal error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1036E
Encryption request failed: Internal error - Improperly formatted BESUCE

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the BESUCE was improperly formatted. This is a Tape Encryption
internal error.

Action:

Review the console messages associated with the BES task that output this error to see if there are any related errors.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1040E
Encryption request failed: Syntax error in BES Dataclass keywords

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because there was a syntax error in one of the BES dataclass keywords.

Action:

For rules used to define BES dataclass keywords, see the Administrating section.

BESnT1044E
Encryption request failed: Digital Certificate not defined in keyring

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the digital certificate is not defined in the keyring.

Action:

For information about digital certificates, see “Using Digital Certificates” in Administrating.

BESnT1048E
Encryption request failed: Required cryptographic key not found

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the required cryptographic key was not found.

Action:

For information about cryptographic keys, see “Defining Keys in Parmlib” and “Selecting Tape Files for Encryption Using
DFSMS” in the Administrating section.
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BESnT1052E
Encryption request failed: BES subsystem is not active

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the BES subsystem is not active.

Action:

Start the BES address space and rerun the job.

BESnT1056E
Encryption request failed: Application not supported - Max. blksize for device exceeded

Reason:

The requested block size is larger than the maximum support for this device and algorithm.

Action:

Reduce the block size.

BESnT1060E
Encryption request failed: Application not supported - Block incompatible with padding

Reason:

Some encryption algorithms require padding data to be added. If the application attempts to write the maximum blocksize
for the device, the padding cannot be added.

Action:

Reduce the block size for the file or use a non-padding encryption algorithm.

BESnT1064E
Encryption request failed: Invalid algorithm for FIPS mode

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because there was an invalid algorithm for FIPS mode.

Action:

You must either change your encryption rules to only select FIPS compliant algorithms or change to FipsMode=Disable.
For information about FIPS Mode, see the Configuring section.

BESnT1068E
Encryption request failed: Tape format is not supported

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data during DISP=MOD processing. The tape file being MOD'ed onto was created by
a more advanced version of Tape Encryption using an encryption method not supported by this version.

Action:
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You must upgrade your version of Tape Encryption or read the tape on a system with a more advanced version of Tape
Encryption. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com.

BESnT1072E
Encryption request failed: Code Book was not found

Reason:

Tape Encryption failed to encrypt the data because the requested B2B Code Book was not found in the specified BES
subsystem database.

Action:

Verify that the spelling of the Code Book name in your DFSMS data class description field or CA@BES APPLDATA or
$USERDATA field matches the spelling in your BES PARMLIB. Also verify that the data class is pointing to the correct
BES subsystem.

BESnT1076E
Encryption request failed: Compression initialization failed

Reason:

The requested compression table was not found or could not be loaded into the tape job's address space.

Action:

Verify that the requested compression method is correct. Increase the private region size of the tape job and retry the job.

BESnT1080E
Encryption request failed: Unsecured use of a Secure Key denied

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a key defined as a secure key while running in SecureKeysOnly=No mode.

Action:

Either remove the SecureKeysOnly=Y specification in the symmetric key definition in parmlib and refresh your symmetric
keys, or change the mode in StartupOptions to SecureKeysOnly=Y or SecureKeysOnly=K and restart your subsystem.
Any changes you make to the key definitions will be reflected in all subsystems that share the same BES database.

BESnT1084E
Encryption request failed: Secure Keys must reside in the CKDS (FIPSMODE)

Reason:

An attempt was made to access a key defined as a secure key but the key does not reside in the ICSF CKDS.
Keys defined as secure keys must reside in the CKDS when running in FIPSMODE (FIPSMODE=ENABLE in the
StartupOptions section of parmlib). While running in FIPSMODE, secure keys can also reside in the BES database, but
they must be found in the ICSF CKDS as well. The subsystem will only use the CKDS copy of a secure key when running
in FIPSMODE.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:
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• Remove the SecureKeysOnly=Y specification on the symmetric key definition in parmlib and refresh your symmetric
keys.

• Disable FIPSMODE and restart the subsystem.
• Migrate your keys to the CKDS (using copy or move commands).

BESnT1088E
Encryption request failed: Access to key denied by security rules

Reason:

Access to the cryptographic symmetric key, digital certificate or code book has been restricted by the security
administrator through a discrete or generic security rule.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

BESnT1092E
Encryption request failed: Access to key denied by PROTECT rule

Reason:

Access to the cryptographic symmetric key, digital certificate or code book has been restricted by the security
administrator through the BESn.KEYS.PROTECT or BES.KEYS.PROTECT security rule found in the CA@BES resource
class.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

BESnTP616W
RC=0,0,TBETCP,INITAPI,Waiting for TCP/IP INITAPI to complete

Reason:

NKM is delayed waiting for TCP/IP to initialize. This delay could be due to a problem with the TCP/IP stack or the BPX
address space.

Action:

Issue D GRS,C to see what is causing contention for TCP/IP resources. If contention is not found, issue an BESn DUMP
and contact Broadcom Support.

BESnTP922I
RC=0,0,csect: //SYSTCPD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=dsn

Reason:

NKM successfully allocated the dataset specified by the DsnameSYSTCPD attribute in the <NKMTcpOptions> section of
parmlib.

Action:

None. This is an informational message
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BESnTP934E
RC=rc,rs,csect,ddname,dsname, description

Reason:

NKM is unable to properly allocate the data set associated with this message where csect is the control section, ddname
is the dd name, and dsname is the data set name.

Possible return codes, reason codes are:

rc, rs: n,nn DD Allocation error, Correct <NKMTcpOptions>

rc, rs: 8,12 DD Allocation looping. PRML corruption

rc, rs: 8,16 Cannot properly concatenate DD(s)

Action:

This message is typically associated with the DSNameSYSTCPD= attribute in <NKMTcpOptions> section of parmlib.
Check this parmlib attribute for errors. If necessary, correct this attribute in parmlib and restart NKM. Otherwise a previous
problem can cause this problem. Search the problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem, if no fix exists contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnTP954E
RC=rc,rs,csect,ddn1,ddn2,ERR(nn,nn),dsn,member

Reason:

NKM was unable to dynamically allocate, deallocate, or concatenate a data set. The return and reason codes correspond
to the values returned by SVC99.

Message Syntax:

• rc,rs
Return, reason code.

• csect
Control section.

• ddn1
Ddname 1.

• ddn2
Ddname 2.

• nn,nn
Dynalloc SVC99 error and information fields.

• dsn
Data set name.

• member
Pds member name.

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem, if no fix exists
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnTR100E
Invalid command: command
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Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected where command is the command text.

Action:

Issue an BESn DUMP command to collect diagnostic information and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnTR100I
Command complete

Reason:

Processing for the command issued against the NKM Listener running in the BESnNKM address space has been
completed.

Action:

None. This is an informational message

BESnTR115I
Console reset to LOCAL

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating that unsolicited console output issued by NKM has been reset to only be
echoed on the local system.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnTR125I
Console routed to cfx, rmt

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating that unsolicited console output issued by NKM will be echoed to a remote
system. Message Syntax: cfx ConsoleSuffix of the remote system. rmt RemoteSystem Name.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnTR135E
RC=4,16,Console currently routed to cfx, rmt. You must assign the console to LOCAL first.

Reason:

If the remote console is currently routed to remote system you must unassign by assigning it to LOCAL prior to assigning
it to a different remote destination. Message Syntax: cfx ConsoleSuffix of the remote system. rmt RemoteSystem name.

Action:

Issue BESn SET CONSOLE=LOCAL prior to changing the remote system destination.
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BESnTR145E
module,csect,Recovery routine entered. See Dump for details. Abend code=X'nnnn',Reason=X'nnnn'

Reason:

This message records an abnormal event that resulted in an BESn DUMP because of an abend within the NKM Listener
where module is the load module and csect is the control section.

Action:

Send the dump to Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnTR165E
module,csect,Abend percolated. See LOGREC for details

Reason:

This message records an abnormal event that was percolated because of abend within a lower level module where
module is the load module and csect is the control section.

Action:

Check the logrec data to see if the error occurred in an TBEP2P module. If the message continues to reappear issue an
BESn DUMP and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnTR175E
RC=rc,rs,csect,Reject,ip:port, error text

Error Text

• Too many subtasks
• GiveSocket failure
• Listener parms unavailable

Reason:

The NKM Listener was unable to start subtasks to handle local or remote connection requests. This is probably caused by
some sort of programming error.

Action:

If the message persists, take a dump of the NKM address space using the BES DUMP command and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance. If the message appears to be looping, try restarting the NKM Listener using the operator
command:

F BESnNKM, RESTART LISTENER

BESnTR204I
Command for cfx, rmt scheduled

Reason:

A command has been transmitted to the remote system. Message Syntax: cfx ConsoleSuffix of the remote system. rmt
RemoteSystem Name.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message

BESnTR205E
RC=rc,rs,csect,func,cfx, description

Reason:

This is a generic TCP/IP error that indicates a communications failure where csect is the control section, func is (CLOSE|
CONN|TAKE|SEND|RECV), and cfx is ConsoleSuffix.

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search the problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem, if no fix
exists contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnTR208I
RC=rc,rs,csect,EMCS Console termname deactivated

Reason:

The extended management console used to route remote console command output has been disabled where csect is the
control section and termname is the EMCS console name.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnTR209I
RC=rc,rs,csect,EMCS Console termname activated

Reason:

The extended management console used to route remote console command output has been activated where csect is the
control section and termname is the EMCS console name.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnTR210E
RC=rc,rs,csect,EMCS Console error see MVCSOPER, return/reason codes

Reason:

NKM could not activate the extended management console used to route remote console command output. The message
displays the return and reason codes returned by the MVCSOPER macro where csect is the control section. This error
can occur if the EMCS terminal name used by NKM conflicts with the name currently in use by another application. Check
the NKMEMCSPrefix = attribute in the <NKMTcpOptions> section of parmlib.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnTR510I
RC=0,0,csect, KeyTransactionPort| ListenOnPort listening on port
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Reason:

This is an informational message issue at startup by the NKM Listener. It indicates the TCP/IP port numbers used by the
listen for incoming connections. Message Syntax: csect Control section which issued the message, used by Broadcom
Support.

Action:

None. This is an informational message

BESnTR511I
RC=0,0,csect,Host hostname, ipaddress

Reason:

This is an informational message issue at startup by the NKM Listener. It indicates the TCP/IP host name and IP address
of the TCP/IP stack used by the NKM Listener. Message Syntax: csect Control section which issued the message, used
by Broadcom Support.

Action:

None. This is an informational message

BESnTR600I
RC=0,0,csect,BIND,PORT=port,PORT in use, attempting retry# nn

Reason:

This is an informational message issue at startup by the NKM Listener. The TCP/IP port you have assigned to NKM
is in use by another application running on the same TCP/IP stack. BES will retry several times before quitting with a
BESnTR980E message. Message Syntax: csect Control section which issued the message, used by Broadcom Support.

Action:

If NKM is unable to continue check the <NKMTcpOptions> section and insure that the TCPNAME, ListenOnPort,
ListenOnIPaddress and KeyTransactionPort attributes are properly assigned.

BESnTR800E
RC=rc,rs,csect,error text

Reason:

This message indicate a syntax error is present in the operator command issued to the NKM command processor running
in the NKM address space. The request is rejected. Message Syntax: rc,rs Return and reason codes, these fields indicate
the reason for the error. csect Control section where the error occurred, used by Broadcom Support. error text Short
descriptive text indicating the nature of the error. Specific conditions:

• RC=4,904,csect,Command reject
• RC=4,908,csect,No help available
• RC=4,916,csect,Missing parameters
• RC=4,920,csect,RemoteSystem missing or invalid
• RC=4,924,csect,DSNAME(Missing or invalid)
• RC=4,928,csect, VOLSER(Missing or invalid)

All of these messages indicate a syntax error in the command entered to the NKM command processor.

Action:
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These commands are normally only issued internally by other BES processes. When issued by internal processes there
are normally no syntax errors. If you have a entered the command manually or need to enter one of these commands
manually you can determine the appropriate syntax issuing the help command against the NKM command processor in
the NKM address space an operator modify command, that is: F BESnNKM,Help.

BESnTR902I
RC=rc,rs,csect, description

Reason:

This message simply records the return reason code after processing a command where csect is the control section.

rc: 0,0 EMCS Console disabled

rc: 0,0 EMCS Console terminated

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnTR960E
RC=rc,rs,csect, description

Reason:

An error has been detected; the NKM Listener could not properly initialize because of a TCP/IP communications failure
where csect is the control section. The return and reason code can be found in IBM's z/OS Communications Server: IP
Sockets Application Programming Interface Guide and Reference.

rc: -1,nn SOCKET,PORT=%fl2,Check socket call error RC

rc: -1,nn BIND,PORT=%fl2,Check PORT restrictions

rc: -1,nn BIND,PORT=%fl2,PORT in use or restricted

rc: -1,nn BIND,PORT=%fl2,Check socket call error RC

rc: -1,nn LISTEN,PORT=%fl2,Check socket call error RC

rc: -1,nn SELECTEX,PORT=%fl2,Check socket call error RC

rc: -1,nn Check parmlib ListenOnIPAddress=ipaddress

Action:

NKM will usually not be able to continue, and it will issue a BESnTR965Q message asking the operator to exit, retry, or
dump. Retry will not be offered for conditions, such as a security error, which cannot be retried. If the problem resides in a
configuration of the TCP/IP stack, you may be able to correct the configuration and retry the request. Otherwise enter a D
to produce a dump or X to exit without one.

BESnTR965Q
csect, Cannot proceed, e(X)it| (R)etry|(D)ump

csect, Cannot proceed, (R)etry|(D)ump

Reason:

An error has been detected where csect is the control section.

Action:
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See the corresponding BESnTR960E message.

BESnTR966I
csect, Terminating the BESn subsystem

BESn: BES subsystem

Reason:

BES is terminating due to an abnormal condition which was described by a preceding BESnTR98XE message where
csect is the control section.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnTR980E
RC=rc,rs,csect, description

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected preventing the NKM Listener from properly initializing where csect is the control
section.

rc: 4,908 <NKMTcpOptions> Not Found

rc: 4,916 Missing LISTENER's definitions

rc: 4,920 Work queue full or corrupted

Action:

Normally NKM will be able not to continue and it will issue a BESnTR981Q message asking the operator to Cancel (with
dump) or Shutdown (without a dump). Check the<NKMTcpOptions> section of parmlib and determine if the TCPName,
ListenOnIPaddress, ListenOnPort and KeyTransactionPort attributes are all properly configured and retry starting NKM. If
they are correctly configured, contact Broadcom Support.

BESnTR981Q
csect, Cannot proceed, (C)ancel|(S)hutdown

Reason:

This WTOR message issued in response to a BESnTR980E where csect is the control section.

Action:

Review the BESnTR980E message

BESnTR983E
RC=rc,rs,csect, description

Reason:

An abnormal error has been detected where csect is the control section. The NKM Listener could not attach a server
subtask to process a transaction request.

rc: 08,128 Cannot attach subtasks
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Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search the problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix
exists contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnX Messages
 

BESnX0100I
Command Complete

Reason:

Tape Encryption has processed the previous system command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 

BESnX0103I
Command Accepted

Reason:

A user has entered a valid Tape Encryption system command. If command protection is active this message also indicates
the user has access to enter this command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

BESnX0124I
Valid Command Syntax

Reason:

The Tape Encryption HELP console command was entered.

Action:

Valid system commands are displayed and their associated formats.

BESnX0200I
Display Active Status Information 180

BES# UCB  Jobname  Jobnum   Comp  %  Program  Asid Volume KeyIndex

---- ---- -------- -------- ---- --- -------- ---- ------ --------

Reason:

A “BESn D A” command was issued. The following information is provided with the message:

• BES#
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Indicates the BES subsystem.
• UCB

Indicates the tape device.
• Jobname

Indicates the name of the job.
• Jobnum

Indicates the job number.
• Comp

Indicates the compression table in use if compression was specified.
• %

Indicates the average compression rate achieved so far.
• Program

Indicates the program being executed.
• Asid

Indicates the address space id for the job.
• Volume

Indicates the tape volume being written to.
• KeyIndex

Indicates the index for the encryption key being used.

Action:

None. This is an informational message, processing continues.

BESnX0210I
Reset this subsystem (YES, NO or QUIT)

Reason:

The RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command identified a subsystem as being eligible for removal from the database
(meaning the subsystem had shared the database but is not currently active).

Action:

This message is issued in response to the RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command and should be preceded by the name
and last known date of activity for a subsystem which is eligible for removal from the database. Inspect this information
which immediately precedes this message and ensure that the target subsystem will no longer access the database and
reply to this WTOR with one of the following responses:

• YES
Reset this subsystem and return its storage to the database storage pool (no keys are deleted by this action).

• NO
Do not reset this subsystem.

• QUIT
Do not reset this subsystem, terminate the RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command (for use by the SUBSYS=ALL
command, this is the same as specifying NO for the SUBSYS=lpar.BESn form of the RESET DATABASE command).

BESnX0211I
Database Subsystems

Reason:

This multi-line message is issued in response to the DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS command. Information about each of
the subsystems known to the database will be listed following this message as part of a multi-line console message.
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Action:

None.

BESnX0212W Messages
This page contains the BESnX0212W messages.

Subsystem was not found

Reason:

The subsystem specified by the RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=lpar.BESn command was not found in the database.

Action:

No subsystems are reset. Issue the DISPLAY DATABASE,SUBSYS command and specify a valid and eligible subsystem.

 

No eligible subsystems found

Reason:

The RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=ALL command has reached the end of all eligible subsystems.

Action:

None.

 

BESnX0213E Messages
This page contains the BESnX0213E messages.

Unable to reset local subsystem

Reason:

The local (current) subsystem was specified on a RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=lpar.BESn command. The local
subsystem cannot be reset.

Action:

Specify only a valid and eligible subsystem.

Unable to reset NKM subsystem keys

Reason:

The subsystem specified on a RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=lpar.BESn command is for a remote subsystem whose keys
have been mirrored via the [assign the value for ekm in your book] Networked Key Management Option.

Action:

Specify only a valid and eligible subsystem.
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BESnX0214E
Subsystem is currently running

Reason:

The subsystem specified on a RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS=lpar.BESn command is currently running.

Action:

Specify only a valid and eligible subsystem or shutdown the specified subsystem and reissue this command.

BESnX0215E
Reset failed with rc/rs

Reason:

The RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command failed to reset a subsystem with the indicated error return and reason codes.

Action:

Retry the command.

BESnX0216I
Reset completed successfully

Reason:

The RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command successfully removed a subsystem from the database and returned is
storage to the database storage pool.

Action:

None.

BESnX0217I
Reset aborted

Reason:

The RESET DATABASE,SUBSYS command was aborted by user request.

Action:

None.

BESnX0218E
Invalid command syntax

Reason:

The command syntax is invalid.

Action:

Check the command syntax and reissue using the proper syntax.
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BESnX0219E
Unable to collect subsystem information (RC=rc, RS=rs)

Reason:

An internal error occurred while collecting subsystem information from the database.

Action:

Check for other related error messages. Correct any errors and reissue the command.

BESnX0220E
Error collecting subsystem information

Reason:

An unidentified internal error occurred while collecting subsystem information from the database.

Action:

Check for other related error messages. Correct any errors and reissue the command.

BESnX0221E
No subsystems were found

Reason:

No subsystem information was found in the database.

Action:

Check for other related error messages. Correct any errors and reissue the command.

BESnX0224I
Subsystem Status Display

Reason:

Display Status console command was entered.

Action:

None. The BES subsystem control information is displayed on the console. This display lists all of the system options and
processing parameters

BESnX0913E
User xxxxxxxx is not authorized for command

Reason:

A user ID xxxxxxxx has attempted to enter a Tape Encryption system command for which that user ID not authorized.

Action:

The command request is rejected. Refer to the associated external security manager messages for the following
information: USERID, current access level, attempted access level, and profile or rule that failed security verification.
Based on your site's control options, your external security manager may log and audit this access violation.
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BESnXC000I
//TASKLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=dsn

Reason:

NKM successfully allocated the datasets to be used for TASKLIB.

Action:

None. This is an informational message

BESnXC004E
The NKM main address space is executing with backlevel maintenance. Add the correct steplib and restart the
subsystem

Reason:

During subaddress space initialization, an unexpected parameter was encountered. The subaddress space terminates.

Action:

Ensure the steplib ddname in the subaddress space STC JCL points to the proper level of code.

BESnXC024E
Steplib propagation error

Reason:

Split maintenance-level protection detected more than 24 datasets in the STEPLIB concatenation. The subsystem
initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure no more than 24 datasets are coded in the BES address space started task JCL and restart the BES
subsystem.

BESnXC026E
RC=rc,RS=rs,APF authorization error

Reason:

Split maintenance-level protection needed to authorize the tasklib library but encountered the included return and reason
codes. The system proceeds with initialization in steplib mode.

Action:

The most common return code is insufficient security to issue the CSVAPF service call. For a list of all return and reason
codes, see MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Reference.

BESnXC028E
RC=rc,ERR(nn,nn,nn)

Reason:

NKM was unable to dynamically allocate, or concatenate a data set. The return and reason codes correspond to the
values returned by SVC99. The subsystem terminates.
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Message Syntax:

nn,nn,nn

Dynalloc SVC99 error and information fields.

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists
Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnXC032E
RC=rc,ERR(err,err,err)

Reason:

During subaddress

Action:

A previous problem can cause this problem. Search problem reporting databases for a fix for the problem. If no fix exists
contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

BESnZ Messages
BESnZ0900W
RC=(n,n),zIIP error,( zIIP unsupported on zOS release|, IWM4ECRE error|, IWM4EOCT error|, IWMEJOIN error)

Reason:

An error has occurred during initialization of the zIIP environment. zIIP processing will not be enabled, however Tape
Encryption initialization continues.

Action:

Analyze the error description to determine if the zIIP environment is supported. Contact Broadcom Support at https://
support.broadcom.com to report error codes for all IWM errors.
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Using GMI
GMI is the GUI that allows you to view and manage information about storage management product activity, including
Tape Encryption. It consists of the Windows Client GUI, which interfaces with a z/OS server component to allow access to
basic z/OS server functions.

GMI is included with many Broadcom products. If you already have one of the following products installed, you do not
need to install the GMI again for Tape Encryption:

• CA 1
• ASTEX
• SRM
• CREWS
• Disk
• IDMS/DB
• MasterCat
• TLMS
• Vantage
• Vtape

For more information about using GMI, see the Vantage Windows Client Using section.

Standard GMI Features

GMI provides a rich set of standard features for working with all of these products. These features include the following:

• Ability to connect to several z/OS hosts at the same time, with separate views for each host, or all hosts consolidated
into a single view. Access to objects and actions on each z/OS host is controlled by the z/OS security system on that
host (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM Security Server RACF)

• Table views of all data, customizable with the ease of point-and-click
• Graphical views of any numeric data, easily customized, with a wide range of two-dimensional and three-dimensional

features
• Filtering and sorting on any field
• Aggregate functions (total, average, min and max)
• Scaling (KB, MB, GB, and so on) and color coding features
• Drill-down feature to zoom to related object data
• Wizards for simple or complex summaries
• Reporting features for customized and printed reports
• Multiple output formats, including:

– Web page
– Email
– PDF document
– Excel
– Microsoft Access Database (MDB)

• Schedulers for producing and sending report output on a regular basis
• JCL management (edit, model, drag and drop, substitute, submit, schedule)
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z/OS Server Objects

The z/OS server portion of GMI performs the data retrieval and actions that you request from the Windows Client. It does
this for the objects provided by Tape Encryption, as well as for the following basic storage management objects:

• Volumes (space usage and other attributes)
• Storage Groups (space usage and other attributes)
• DFSMS Constructs (all attributes)
• Catalogs (locations, relationships, entries and space usage)
• z/OS System Resources (APF list, Link list, and so on)
• System Activity (Message Log, Mailbox, System Parameters, Operator Commands and others)
• Analysis Tools (memory usage, object dictionary and component analysis)

Install and Configure GMI
GMI has two components:

• z/OS Server
Installed on the mainframe from a tape

• GMI Windows Client GUI (Windows Client)
Installed on the PC from a CD

Installation

To use , you must install and configure both the z/OS Server and the Windows Client components.

NOTE
If you have already installed GMI components for one of the other GMI products, there is no need to install
the components again. If you are installing them for the first time, ensure that you have received the proper
installation materials for both components. If you do not have them, contact Broadcom Support.

To install and configure both components of GMI

NOTE
System software and hardware requirements for both components of GMI can be found in the Vantage Storage
Resource Manager Installation at a Glance poster. You can access the Vantage documentation from the product
CD, download copies from, or you can install the Windows Client first (with no configuration) and then access
the Vantage documentation set.

1. Install the z/OS server as described in the Vantage Installing section.
The z/OS server is installed on your z/OS system.
Install the Windows Client and configure the parts of the z/OS server that are common to all GMI products as
described in the Configure GMI topic in the Vantage Using section.
The Windows Client is installed on your PC and common GMI parts of the z/OS server are configured on your z/OS
system.

2. Configure the parts of the z/OS server that are specific to Tape Encryption according to the Configure GMI Qualified
Products topic in the Vantage Using section.
Tape Encryption objects are defined for retrieving Tape Encryption object data by the Windows Client.

3. Start the Windows Client according to the section Start the Windows Client GUI in the Auditing Tape Encryption topic.
The Windows Client is up and running on your PC.

4. Define z/OS hosts as described in the section Define the z/OS Host in the Auditing Tape Encryption topic.
At least one z/OS host is defined in your Host List.

5. Connect the Windows Client to a z/O host and login as described in the Log in to the z/OS Host section of the Auditing
Tape Encryption topic.
Your Windows Client is connected and logged in to a z/OS host.
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6. Define the Windows Client data collection mode as described in the Data Collection Modes section in the Auditing
Tape Encryption topic.
Object data displays automatically in the object view when you open an object.

How You Use the Vantage Windows Client GUI

The following sections show you how to use the GMI with Tape Encryption.

NOTE
For more specific details about the many features in the Windows Client, consult the Windows Client online Help
system or the Vantage Windows Client Using section.

You can access the Windows Client online Help system by clicking the Help icon

in the toolbar at the top or bottom of most of the windows or dialogs displayed by the Windows Client.

Access Tape Encryption Objects from the Windows Client
All Tape Encryption objects are included in the Tape Resource Management folder that is visible when the z/OS Object
Tree is opened.

To access Tape Encryption objects, perform the following steps:

1. Open the Windows Client and connect to the z/OS host.
2. In the toolbar at the top of the Main Window of the Windows Client, click the Object Tree icon

to open the z/OS Object Tree.
The z/OS Object Tree opens, as shown in the following example:

3. Expand the Tape Resource Management folder.
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4. Double click the Tape Encryption folder to expand the tree with the Tape Encryption objects. The following is an
example of the object tree displaying the Tape Encryption objects:

Tape Encryption Object List
Tape Encryption provides the following objects for viewing and analysis from the Windows Client:

 Object  Description 
Subsystem Address Space Displays the active Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces

on the z/OS system that you have connected to.
Tape Encryption Details Displays detailed information on the last 1000 encrypted or

decrypted files for each active subsystem.
Statistics Displays a month-by-month count of the number of tape file

encryptions for the last 12 months.
Symmetric Keys Displays the current key instance for each key defined to the

active subsystems.
Key Rings Displays all the key rings defined for all subsystems.
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Display Activity Displays the encryption and decryption jobs running on the z/OS
system that you have connected to.

Display Status Displays the status of important parameters and details about the
cryptographic environment for each subsystem.

Encryption Selection Displays data set encryption selection criteria from the SMS data
class and the external security system.

B2BCodeBooks Displays information about the code books defined in the
B2BBOOKS parmlib member.

Security Definitions Displays all security definitions that affect Tape Encryption.
Security Modes Displays the security modes for each active Tape Encryption

address space.

Standard Features in the Windows Client
The following are examples of some of the standard features of the Windows Client.

Table Views

The default view for the Windows Client is Table View. The Table View displays objects in configurable tables. You can
change display characteristics (such as the width and number of table columns, the number of rows displayed, and
so on) and characteristics that apply to specific objects, such as sort and filter criteria. The display and object-specific
characteristics determine the appearance of the table. When you save your user-defined views, you automatically save
the display and object characteristics with it.

NOTE
To immediately view certain changes, like filters and sorts, you must click the Refresh icon

.

The following is a sample of the Table View:
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Table View Dialog Toolbar Options

The Table View dialog toolbar provides the following options:

Graph Views

The Graph View feature displays a selected set of data in a graph. The Windows Client offers a large variation of graph
types to present your data in a variety of formats. Some of the available graph types are:
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• Line
• Point
• Area-curve
• Bar
• Pie
• Doughnut
• Pyramid
• Cube

You can specify the graph type and its format to obtain the kind of display you prefer. You can preview the general look of
a graph while defining its various features.

NOTE
To immediately view certain changes, you must click the Refresh icon

.

The following sample graph shows the Keep Hours for four Tape Encryption key rings. The legend on the right side of the
graph maps the numbers on the X-axis to the full content of what the axis represents. In this case, the X-axis represents
the Alias Name for each ring. This setup allows you to identify the bars in the graph without cluttering the data.

Graph View Dialog Toolbar Options

The Graph dialog toolbar provides you with these tools for working with graphs:
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Filter

The Filter feature narrows the list of objects displayed in the table. The Windows Client lists the object fields in the Filter
dialog in alphabetical order by field name. The Filter dialog guides you in the process of defining the filter expression by
enabling and disabling the appropriate fields and controls at every step. The following is a sample of the Filter dialog:

Filter Dialog Toolbar Options

The Filter dialog toolbar provides the following options:
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A filter can be built from the fields of the objects displayed in a window by combining them into Boolean expressions. You
can also use expressions that contain patterns with wildcard characters.

Refine your filter by using the AND/OR logical operators to combine several expressions is also possible. Use
parentheses to group sub-expressions.

You can enter a filter expression directly into the text box at the bottom of the Define Filter dialog or use the typing aids in
the dialog. It is possible to edit any expression in the text box.

NOTE
To immediately view the effect of your filter you must click the Apply and Refresh Data icon

.

Sort

The Sort feature sorts the table by the values in the columns of the table. Every object attribute (or field for z/OS) in a
table can serve as a sort key, as shown in the following sample:
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NOTE
To immediately view the effect of your sort you must click the Apply and Refresh Data icon

.

Sort Dialog Toolbar Options

The Sort dialog toolbar provides the following options:

Summary Totals and Statistics (average, min and max)

The View menu for every table lets you request the total of every numeric field, or to combine the totals with the average,
min and max values as well. The following example shows how to access Summary Totals and Statistics:

• Totals
The Totals option provides a sum of all numeric fields, as shown in the following example:
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• The Statistics option provides totals plus the average min and max values for all numeric fields, as shown in the
following example:

Scaling

The Scale option list lets you select the scale base units for displaying numerical data. The difference between requesting
K, M, G, and so on, versus KB, MB, GB and so on is that those with the appended B mean multiples of 1024, while those
without the B mean multiples of 1000. For example:
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• nnK = nn(1000), nnM = nn(1000)(1000), and so on.
• nnKB = nn(1024), nnMB = nn(1024)(1024), and so on.

The following is a sample of the change Field Scale dialog:

Color Coding

You can set conditions for color coding values in object views. The following sample shows you can select a Condition,
enter a condition Value, and then select a Color which will show as the background color in the object view for the item
that meets the condition:
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Open Zoom (Drill-Down Feature)

The Open Zoom feature provides you with a list of objects that have related information. You can select an object from the
Zoom list dialog to view the related information.

The following example illustrates a zoom from the Storage Groups object to the Storage Group Volumes object:
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Customized Reports

You can customize reports with the appearance and information you want by clicking the Definitions icon

from the toolbar of the object view.

For example, in Tape Encryption, you could create a report based on the Tape Encryption/Decryption Details view that
contained information on the Subsystem ID, BES Key Name, Volume, and other fields. You could then sort the report by
Dataset Name, Job Name, and then Job Number, in that order.

The following example shows how you would define this report in the Output and View Definition wizard.
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Multiple Output Formats

When you select Destinations in the Output Action dialog you can indicate where you want a report to be published, as
shown in the following sample:
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Each Output Destination gives you additional options; for example, the File (Formatted Report) destination dialog gives
you the choice of file formats and a Browse button that allows you to select the output directory, as shown in the following
sample:
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If you want to quickly print or send the information shown in the view to multiple destinations, click the Print Report icon

or the Mail Report

icon from the toolbar of the object view. This will give you the following Output Action dialog:
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If you selected the Print Report icon

,
you will also be provided with the Printer destination dialog, as shown in the following sample:

See the Vantage documentation for more information about Output Definitions.
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Schedulers

The Scheduler provides a consistent set of scheduling services for all output activities within the Windows Client
environment, for both on-demand and automated events. You can schedule events by day, hour, and minute, or as a delay
specified in years, days, hours, and minutes.

For instance, suppose you wanted to be kept relatively up-to-date on the status of currently active encryption and
decryption activity. To do this, you could schedule a report based on the Tape Encryption/Decryption Details display to run
every morning at 9:00 AM. Set the Destination of the report to Web Publishing. With this setup, GMI would automatically
run a report on current encryption and decryption activity every morning and publish the report to the web.

The Windows Client also includes a Schedule List. This is a list of all your scheduled activities. You can use the Schedule
List option to start the scheduler and manage scheduled items. The following is an example of the Schedule List dialog:

Schedule List Dialog Toolbar Options

The Schedule List dialog provides the following toolbar options:

NOTE
For more information about the Scheduler and Schedule List, see the Vantage Windows Client Using section.

JCL Management

GMI supports two methods of job submission:
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• Manual
• Automatic

You can submit jobs manually from the Windows Client, either immediately or at a scheduled time. When you create a
job (JCL stream) to submit, you determine the type of job being submitted, the number of steps, and so on. The job can
involve Tape Encryption, standard IBM utility programs, your own utility programs, or any combination of these. You can
also use IEFBR14 jobs for testing purposes.

GMI helps you specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in the sample JCL you provide, allowing you to create
generalized model JCL. Whenever GMI submits a job to the internal reader, it first scans the entire JCL stream, finds all
the variable names, and substitutes the current values for all the variables that were used.

The Windows Client also has an Edit Member (and Submit) function under the z/OS menu in the Main Window. You can
use the Drag and Drop feature to drag rows from object displays and drop them onto a JCL template in the Edit dialog.
Substitution from the rows into the Variables in the template will be done.

GMI also has a feature for helping you manage JCL, the JCL Model List feature. You can use this feature to select JCL
models to be used by objects or a group of objects using pattern matching. These models can be used to perform actions
or storage management functions in batch jobs. The models can contain object variables that will be substituted upon
request or at submit time.

The following is an example of what you see when you select JCL Model List. The dialog that appears contains both the
object table and the list of associated JCL members.

You can double-click a model line, and the “Substitution Variable List” for the object and the “PDS Member Editor” will
open up with the JCL. You can then add variables by double-clicking them from the “Substitution Variables List” pane and
then dragging selected lines from the source object to the “PDS Member Editor” pane. The JCL member created can then
be substituted and submitted.
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From the “PDS Member Editor” pane you can also manipulate and save the JCL member.

Audit Tape Encryption
This topic contains information about auditing Tape Encryption with GMI.

Start the Windows Client

You can open the Windows Client from the Start menu by clicking Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager,
Windows Client.

The following sample of the Windows Client displays the z/OS Object Tree and the Host List dialogs. You can decide
which dialogs to display and where to put them in the Main Window.
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Windows Client Menu Bar and Toolbar Options

The top of the Main Window of the Windows Client has the following menu bar and toolbar, as shown in the following
sample:
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Note: The Windows Client menu bar and toolbar options are explained in the Vantage Windows Client section.

Log in to the Windows Client

By default, when you start the Windows Client, you automatically log in as the ADMIN user (the default administrator) and
no Login dialog appears. However, if this default was changed to require a specific user ID and password, the following
Login dialog appears, as shown in the following sample:

Define the z/OS Host

After logging in to the Windows Client, you need to define the z/OS servers that you plan to use.

To define a z/OS host

1. From the Host Definition dialog, click the New Host

or View Host Definition

icon.
The Host Definition dialog opens, as shown in the following sample:
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2. Complete the dialog, noting the following:
– IP Address and Port Number: When you select a z/OS host, you must supply both an IP address and a port

number. You can verify that the values are valid by clicking the Test button at the bottom of the dialog. The Windows
Client displays a message indicating whether the connectivity test succeeded or failed.

– User ID and Password: The User ID and Password are optional. If you do not specify values for these fields, when
you must enter a User ID and Password every time you log into the Windows Client.

– Undo and Save: After you enter data in any field on the dialog, you must click Save or Undo.
3. Click Test to test your connection information.

The Windows Client will advise you if your connection is successful.
4. Click Save.

The Windows Client stores the host definition. The definition will be displayed in the Host List dialog. The Host List
dialog displays defined hosts and their connection status, as shown in the following sample:

Log in to the z/OS Host

After you log in to the Windows Client you must connect and log in to a z/OS host.

You connect and log in to a z/OS host from the Host List dialog. To display the Host List dialog click the Host List icon

in the toolbar at the top of the Main Window of the Windows Client. If no hosts have been defined, then the Host List
dialog will be empty, as shown in the following sample:
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Host List Dialog Toolbar Options

The Host List dialog provides the following toolbar options:

To log in to a z/OS host

1. Select the host to which you want to log in from the Host List dialog.
The selected row is highlighted.

2. Click the Connect icon
.

The connection status icon changes from the Not Connected icon
,

to the Connecting icon

.
If the user ID and password were not provided in the Host Definition, then the Host Login dialog is displayed, as shown
in the following sample, and you must enter a valid user ID and password:

3. Click OK.
When the log in is complete, the connection icon in the Host List Dialog changes from the Connecting icon

,
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to the Connected icon
.

NOTE
For more information about defining hosts and connecting to hosts, see the Vantage Windows Client section.

Access Tape Encryption Objects from the Windows Client

All Tape Encryption objects are included in the Windows Client Object Tree. They are contained within the Tape Resource
Management folder that is visible when the Object Tree is opened.

Before you begin, make sure that the z/OS host that you want to connect to is up-and-running.

To access Tape Encryption objects

1. Open the Windows Client from the Start Menu by clicking Programs, CA, CA Resource Manager, and then selecting
Windows Client.

2. The Windows Client opens, as shown in the following sample:

3. From the toolbar, click the Host List icon

.
4. The Host List dialog opens, as shown in the following sample:

5. Select the z/OS host that you want to connect to and click the Connect icon

.
6. GMI collects information from the z/OS host definition that you have chosen to connect to. Depending on how you

have set up the Host Definition selected you may need to log on as described in the procedure To log in to a z/OS
host, once you are connected to the host continue to step 4.

7. From the Windows Client Admin window, click the Object Tree icon

to open the Object Tree.
The Object Tree dialog opens, as shown in the following sample:
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8. Expand the Tape Resource Management folder to display the Tape Encryption folder and, in turn, expand it to display
the Tape Encryption objects, as shown in the following sample:

For descriptions of the Tape Encryption objects, see the Tape Encryption Object List topic.

Tape Encryption Data Sources

When you open an object displayed in the object tree, the Windows Client displays data from all the active subsystems on
the Logical Partition (LPAR) where Tape Encryption is installed.
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Note that the Tape Encryption objects are read-only. They are defined and maintained using:

• The ISPF editor to define parmlib members. Data entered in parmlib is maintained in the Tape Encryption database.
• ISPF ISMF panels to update DFSMS data classes and other DFSMS resources.

The Tape Encryption data displayed in the Windows Client comes primarily from three sources:

• The Tape Encryption BES database (Symmetric Keys, Key Rings, Statistics, Display Status, B2BCodeBooks and Tape
Encryption Details objects)

• The DFSMS control data set (CDS) active on the z/OS system where Tape Encryption is running (the Dataclass object)
• z/OS control blocks on the system where Tape Encryption is running (Subsystem Address Spaces, Display Status,

Display Activity objects.) This includes information on ICSF and the tape management system routines found on the
system.

Data Collection Modes

GMI can be configured to collect data in either Automatic or Manual mode.

• In Automatic mode, data is collected when you open an object.
• In Manual mode, data is collected when you open an object and click the Execute icon

.

To change the Data Collection mode

1. Click Tools in the Windows Client Main Menu, then select Options, as shown in the following example:

The Global Options dialog opens.
2. On the General tab, select View z/OS Execution, choose the data collection mode that you want to use, and click OK.

The following is a sample of the Global Options dialog with the down arrow selected next to View z/OS Execution:
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The Windows Client will collect data based on the mode that you have chosen. If you select Automatic then the
Windows Client will automatically collect object data from the host when an object view is opened. If you select Manual
then the Windows Client will only collect object data from the host after you click the Execute icon in the tool bar of the
object view.

NOTE
The examples used in this section assume that Automatic mode is selected.

Use Objects to Audit Tape Encryption Processing
The following sections explain how to use objects to audit your Tape Encryption processing.

  

View Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces

The Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces object displays the active Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces
(also known as BES tasks or BES subsystems) on the z/OS system you are connected to. A single system (LPAR) can
accommodate a maximum of eight subsystems.

The Subsystem Address Spaces object is useful in monitoring your Tape Encryption environment at a high level. It
provides visibility to the BES tasks active on the system and the database and parmlib data sets that they use.

You can use the object to do the following:
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• View a new test version of Tape Encryption. A new version number for the test subsystem should be displayed in the
Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces window. Note that Service Packs typically do not change the version
number.

• Confirm what databases and parmlib data sets are in use for each task. A test BES subsystem should have a separate
test, primary, and mirror database, and a separate test parmlib.

• Determine if a BES task is restricted to using FIPS-certified encryption routines. (FIPS field is set to Y.)
• Determine if a BES task is configured to interface to the tape management system. (TMS Update field is set to Y.)

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click on the Subsystem Address Spaces object name in the object tree.
The Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces window opens, as shown in the following sample:

 
3. To view detailed information associated with a line item, select it, and click the Display detailed line

icon.  
4. The Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces - Details window opens, as shown in the following sample:
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Note: You can get online help that defines each field by clicking the help

icon .
5. Double click a line in the Tape Encryption Subsystem Address Spaces table.

The Zoom list of Tape Encryption Subsystems dialog opens. The Zoom list allows you to select a Tape Encryption
object and open a window that displays only the data associated with the selected subsystem, as shown in the
following sample:
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6. Double-click Tape Encryption Symmetric Keys.

The Zoom to Tape Encryption Symmetric Keys window opens, displaying the symmetric keys associated with the
selected subsystem, as shown in the following sample:

You can also use the Filter dialog to display and select elements for a single subsystem. Use the Filter

icon  on
the menu bar to open the Filter dialog.

View Tape Encryption/Decryption Details

The Tape Encryption/Decryption Details window displays detailed information about the most recent 1000 encrypted or
decrypted files for each active subsystem. The number of records is limited by a restriction in the BES database that only
allows 1000 records per BES task to be stored.

Use the Tape Encryption/Decryption Details window to monitor the specific tape data sets you want to be encrypted and to
track those that have been encrypted. The window provides an alternate view of information that is also included in a job
log. For example, when you submit an encryption job, the job log will include messages indicating whether a data set was
encrypted or decrypted.

After you submit a tape job to create a data set, the Tape Encryption/Decryption Details window will include an entry for
that job when it completes. The entry includes the data set name, volume serial number, run date, key name and many
more details.
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 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Tape Encryption Details object in the object tree.
The Tape Encryption/Decryption Details window opens, as shown in the following sample:

 

View Tape Encryption/Decryption Statistics

The Tape Encryption/Decryption Statistics window displays high-level encryption and decryption information for
subsystems. Use this window to monitor the number of data set encryptions performed to ensure that you do not exceed
the license limit. The window provides a month-by-month count of the number of tape file encryptions for the last 12
months. Separate counts are provided for the current month.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Statistics object in the object tree.
The Tape Encryption/Decryption Statistics window opens, as shown in the following sample:
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View Tape Encryption Symmetric Keys

The Tape Encryption Symmetric Keys window displays the current key instance for each key defined to the active
subsystems. The window includes a number of useful fields that are captured from the Symmetric Keys definitions
in parmlib, including Key Name, Key Type, Key Index, Number of Generations, Algorithm used, How often the key is
regenerated (Weekly, Monthly or Yearly), and Date the key was generated. To view all symmetric key details scroll right
and left.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Symmetric Keys object in the object tree.
The Tape Encryption Symmetric Keys object opens as shown in the following sample:

 
3. To view all generations of a specific key, double click the table row containing the key.

The (Zoom to) Tape Encryption Symmetric Keys window opens displaying all generations of the selected key. For
example, if you have requested that 7 generations of a key be always kept in advance, the window displays at least 8
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key instances. The first key in the table is the Current key, followed by Future and Past keys. The following is a sample
of the (Zoom to) Tape Encryption Symmetric Keys window:

 

View Tape Encryption Key Rings

The Tape Encryption Key Ring window displays all the key rings for all subsystems. It displays the Key Rings defined
through your external security system, including the digital certificates Tape Encryption uses in creating B2B tapes. Key
Rings are created, protected, and managed by the external security system. Use this window to display the names of the
Key Rings that contain the digital certificates used by Tape Encryption. To access the digital certificates you must use the
facilities provided by your security system.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Key Rings object in the object tree.
The Tape Encryption Key Ring window opens, as shown in the following sample:
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3. Select a key ring and click the Open Zoom button.

The Zoom list of Tape Encryption Key Ring dialog opens, as shown in the following sample:

 
4. Double-click the Tape Encryption Keyring Keys item.

The (Zoom to) Tape Encryption Key Ring Key dialog opens. This display provides additional details about the selected
key ring, such as its key type and module length, as shown in the following sample:
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View Tape Encryption/Decryption Display Activity

The Tape Encryption/Decryption Display Activity window displays the jobs running on the system for which Tape
Encryption is currently performing decryption or encryption.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Display Activity object in the object tree.
The Tape Encryption/Decryption Display Activity window opens, as shown in the following sample:

Note: If there are no jobs currently running that require encryption or decryption processing, the display will be empty.

View Tape Encryption/Decryption Display Status

The Tape Encryption/Decryption Display Status window displays the status of all the parameters and details of the
cryptographic environment for each subsystem. It displays the same information as the display status command. Among
other things, the display provides information about:
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• The ICSF environment
• Crypto processors on the system
• Tape management system interface routines
• The level of shared Tape Encryption routines

NOTE
 The routines are shared because all active address spaces use them.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Display Status object in the object tree.
The Tape Encryption/Decryption Display Status window opens, as shown in the following sample:

 
3. Use the Display detailed line

icon  to
view detailed information associated with a line item.
The Tape Encryption/Decryption Display Status - Details window opens, as shown in the following sample:
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View Encryption Selection Information

The Encryption Selection window displays criteria used to select datasets to be encrypted. This information can come
from the SMS data classes with appropriate encryption keywords described in the description field or from the external
security system where profiles beginning with “DSN.” have been defined.

The Encryption Selection object can help you troubleshoot data set set selection problems. For instance, if you set up
a data class but misspell a key name, so that the name does not match any of the keys in the Tape Encryption parmlib,
you can use this display to check the key name spelling. Similarly, you can use this display to verify the external security
system definitions for selection, verifying the dataset name and the Tape Encryption keywords associated with the security
profile.
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 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Encryption Selection object tree.
The EncryptionSelection window opens, as shown in the following sample:

  

View Tape Encryption B2BCodeBooks Information

The Tape Encryption B2BCodeBooks dialog displays all the B2B code books you have defined in the B2BBOOKS parmlib
member, and which have been loaded into the Tape Encryption database. B2B code books are used to encrypt tapes for
use on distributed systems.

The B2BCodeBooks display is useful in determining if a distributed system has the most recent code book available. The
display presents a complete list of the code books defined to all BES tasks sharing the Tape Encryption database. Before
they can be sent to a distributed system, the code books must be exported using the TBEBOOK utility, which formats
them for transmission to a distributed system. The B2BcodeBooks dialog displays the time and date that a code book was
exported. Using this time and date information, you can check that a distributed system has the current code book.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the B2BCodeBooks object in the object tree.
The B2BCodeBooks window opens, as shown in the following sample:
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View Security Definitions Information

The Security Definitions window displays all items defined to the external security system that affect the operation of Tape
Encryption. These definitions include data set selection profiles, command protection profiles, utility protection profiles,
key protection profiles, and default control profiles. Profiles that will apply to all Tape Encryption address spaces are
prefixed with “BES.”, and specific profiles that apply to an individual Tape Encryption address space begin with “BES”
followed by the number of the address space, such as “BES1”. Data set selection profiles begin with “DSN.” followed by
the data set name.

For example, all data sets that will be selected for encryption using the security feature will have a “Resource Type” of
“Dataset Selection”.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Security Definitions object tree.
The Security Definitions window opens, as shown in the following sample:
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View Security Modes Information

The Security Modes window displays the default security modes for each active Tape Encryption address space. The
modes are displayed for commands, keys, and utilities. You can see at a glance how security is implemented for each
active Tape Encryption address space. “Protected” and “Protected Global” indicate a security profile is needed to access
the resource. “Permitted” and “Permitted Global” indicate that access to a resource will be permitted if no security profile
for the resource exists.

For example, a production Tape Encryption address space might show “Protected” or “Protected Global” for each resource
type, while a test Tape Encryption address might show “Permitted” or “Permitted Global” for the resources. This display
is useful in determining what resources are protected or permitted for any active Tape Encryption address space. If
“BES.DEFAULT” appears as “Y”, reference the “Security Definitions” object to determine what action has been defined for
BES.DEFAULT.

 To open the display 

1. Open the Object Tree and find the Tape Encryption objects as described in the section.
The Object Tree is displayed in the Windows Client showing the Tape Encryption objects.

2. Click the Security Modes object tree.
The Security Mode window opens, as shown in the following sample:
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Dump Encrypted Tapes, Data, and File Labels
This page contains information about how to dump an encrypted tape, dump encrypted data, and dump tape and file
labels.

  

Dump an Encrypted Tape

You may want to routinely dump encrypted tapes to verify that Tape Encryption is processing as expected. The IDCAMS
utility, available in every z/OS system, provides multiple ways to dump the tape to verify its contents. Tape Encryption
dynamically changes Standard Label (SL) tapes to Standard User Label (SUL) tapes to retain information on the
encryption type and other data used to track and manage the encryption keys associated with the tape.

You can choose to dump:

• Only the encrypted tape data
• The encrypted tape data, labels, user header labels, and user trailer labels

Both options are described below.

Dump Encrypted Data

To verify that encrypted data is being processed correctly, use the sample IDCAMS JCL shown below and modify it for
your site as appropriate.

Sample IDCAMS JCL to Dump Encrypted Data

 

//*                                                               

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=4096K                           

//SYSUT1   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=your.data.set.name 

//         RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=32760,                                 

//         LABEL=(1,SUL,EXPDT=98000),                             

//         UNIT=uuuuuuuu,VOL=(,RETAIN,SER=vvvvvv)                 

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                          
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//SYSIN    DD   *                                                 

  PRINT INFILE(SYSUT1) COUNT(nnn)                                 

/*                                                                

//

NOTE
While the tape was originally created as an SL tape, SUL is specified to direct IDCAMS to process the User
Header Labels (UHLs) correctly.

To dump encrypted data 

1. Replace your.data.set.name with the name of the encrypted file on the tape that you want to dump.
2. Replace uuuuuuuu with a valid unit address or generic unit name in use at your site.
3. Replace vvvvvv with the volser of the tape containing the encrypted file specified in STEP1 of the sample.

NOTE
 You can use the COUNT parameter to control the number of data blocks printed in dump format. To do this,
change nnn to an appropriate numeric value to limit excessive print output.

Dump Tape and File Labels

Use the following sample JCL to dump the tape file labels before and after the data file. This technique uses Bypass Label
Processing (BLP) which requires additional security permissions to use. The first step dumps the volume, file headers,
and User Header Labels. The second step dumps the data file. The third step dumps the End of Volume, End of File, and
User Trailer Labels that follow the data file. The data set names do not need to be changed because of BLP processing.

Sample JCL to Dump Tape and File Labels (1)

 

//*                                                               

//HEADER1  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=4096K       

//SYSUT1   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=BLP.HEADERS,      

//         RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,      

//         LABEL=(1,BLP,EXPDT=98000),         

//         UNIT=uuuuuuuu,VOL=(,RETAIN,SER=vvvvvv)  

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                      

//SYSIN    DD   *                             

  PRINT INFILE(SYSUT1)                        

/*                                            

//*                                           

//FILE1    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=4096K       

//SYSUT1   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=BLP.FILE1,        

//         RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=32760,                              

//         LABEL=(2,BLP,EXPDT=98000),UNIT=uuuuuuuu,

//         VOL=(,RETAIN,SER=vvvvvv)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                       

//SYSIN    DD   *                                              

  PRINT INFILE(SYSUT1) COUNT(nnn)                              

/*                                                             

//*                                                            

//TRAILER1 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=4096K                        

//SYSUT1   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=BLP.TRAILERS,                      

//         RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,                       

//         LABEL=(3,BLP,EXPDT=98000),UNIT=uuuuuuuu,
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//         VOL=(,RETAIN,SER=vvvvvv)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                       

//SYSIN    DD   *                                              

  PRINT INFILE(SYSUT1)                                         

/*                                                             

//     

This JCL is provided in the CTAPJCL data set member BESPRTTP.

 To dump tape and file labels 

1. Replace uuuuuuuu with a valid unit address or generic unit name in use at your site.
2. Replace vvvvvv with the volser of the tape containing the encrypted file specified in HEADER1 in the first step of the

sample JCL.

NOTE
 You can use the COUNT parameter to control the number of data blocks printed in dump format. To do this,
change nnn to an appropriate numeric value to limit excessive print output.

Sample JCL to Dump Tape and File Labels (2)
LISTING OF DATA SET -BLP.HEADERS                                                                             

        

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 1                                                                                  

         

 000000  E5D6D3F1 F0F0F1F5 F0F64040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *VOL1001506             

         *

 000020  40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                       

         *

 000040  40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040                                         *                       

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 2                                                                                  

         

 000000  C8C4D9F1 C9F0F14B C5D5C3D9 E8D7E34B   E5D1F1F9 F2F0F0F1 F5F0F6F0 F0F0F1F0  

 *HDR1I01.ENCRYPT.VJ19200150600010*

 000020  F0F0F140 40404040 40F0F0F6 F1F0F9F0   F0F0F0F0 F0F0F0F0 F0F0F0F0 C2E3C540   *001     

 0061090000000000000BTE *

 000040  99F1F24B F00000C0 0D404040 40404040                                         *.12.0..{.              

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 3                                                                                  

         

 000000  C8C4D9F2 C6F0F0F0 F8F0F0F0 F0F8F0F0   F0C2C5E2 E3C1D7C5 E761E2E3 D7F0F140  

 *HDR2F000800008000BESTAPEX/STP01 *

 000020  40404040 4040C240 4040F4F7 F0F0F040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *      B   47000        

         *

 000040  40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040                                         *                       

         *
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 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 4                                                                                  

         

 000000  E4C8D3F1 00C4C2C3 F0F099F1 F24BF040   4040F704 02010000 0000C00D 2087D77B   *UHL1.DBC00.12.0  

 7.......{...P#*

 000020  DF307ACA 14EB2BD9 41555E3F EEF1F80E   01DC69F1 1B114082 D4F2B54C C2E2F0F0  

 *..:....R..;..18....1.. .M2.<BS00*

 000040  C0000000 00000010 CE758706 6D4F4C5E                                         *{..........._|<;       

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 5                                                                                  

         

 000000  E4C8D3F2 D7D68677 70B86046 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 C1C5E2F1  

 *UHL2PO....-.................AES1*

 000020  F2F84040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 C2C5E24B   *28                     

     BES.*

 000040  C2C5E2E6 C7C14BC2 C5E2F74B E7C5F9F0                                         *BESWGA.BES7.XE90       

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 6                                                                                  

         

 000000  E4C8D3F3 4BC9D5E3 C5D9D5C1 D34BC2C5   F9C1C6F2 C1F5C1C4 C4C1F1F2 F1F84040  

 *UHL3.INTERNAL.BE9AF2A5ADDA1218  *

 000020  40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   *              

  ................*

 000040  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                         *................       

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 7                                                                                  

         

 000000  E4C8D3F4 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *UHL4............................*

 000020  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *................................*

 000040  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                         *................       

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 8                                                                                  

         

 000000  E4C8D3F5 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *UHL5............................*

 000020  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *................................*

 000040  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                         *................       

         *

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 9                                                                                  
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 000000  E4C8D3F6 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *UHL6............................*

 000020  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *................................*

 000040  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                         *................       

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 10                                                                                 

         

 000000  E4C8D3F7 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *UHL7............................*

 000020  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *................................*

 000040  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                         *................       

         *

 

 RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER - 11                                                                                 

         

 000000  E4C8D3F8 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *UHL8............................*

 000020  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  

 *................................*

 000040  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                         *................       

         *

The unique signature which identifies this tape file as containing data encrypted by Tape Encryption is highlighted in the
above report sample. The eight user labels, records 4 through 11, provide information about the encryption performed on
the file.
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Using Multiplatform Decryption Utility
The Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) is a Java-based program that enables Windows, Linux, and UNIX users to
decrypt files that were encrypted with Tape Encryption. MDU allows businesses running Tape Encryption on a z/OS
system to share their encrypted data with business partners who are running non-z/OS systems.

NOTE
If you have access to a z/OS system, you should not be using the MDU to decrypt Tape Encryption-encrypted
data. Business partners running a z/OS environment should install a copy of Tape Encryption. These partners
must have the no-cost base product or any of the purchased Tape Encryption options.

Install the Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU)
The Multiplatform Decryption Utility (MDU) must be installed manually on your system. A separate CD is not shipped with
the product for this component.

When Tape Encryption is installed it creates the data set yourhlq.CTAPMDU. You aquire the MDU by downloading the
appropriate tar or zip file from the yourhlq.CTAPMDU data set on the mainframe. The following data sets are available
in yourhlq.CTAPMDU:

•  $MDUNDX
Contains the documentation.

•  MDULINUX
Contains the tar file for Linux systems.

•  MDUSOLAR
Contains the tar file for Sun Solaris systems.

•  MDUWIN
Contains the zip file for MS Windows systems.

 To install the MDU 

1. Use an FTP product or 3270 emulator facility to download the appropriate member of yourhlq.CTAPMDU. The data
in the library is in binary and must be downloaded using the download facility's binary settings. For example, use the
BINARY command in FTP. Do one of the following:
– On Linux systems, download MDULINUX and name the file MDU_Linux.tar
– On Solaris systems, download MDUSOLAR and name the file MDU_Solaris.tar
– On Windows systems, download MDUWIN and name the file MDU_Windows.zip

2. Extract the files in the ZIP or TAR file to a local directory. Do one of the following:
– On Linux systems, enter the command:

tar -xcf MDU_Linux.tar

– On Solaris systems, enter the command:
tar -xvf MDU_Solaris.tar

– On Windows systems, use WinZip or any other compression utility to extract the files.

Install the JRE
The MDU requires the Sun Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.5.0_06. If you do not have this version of the JRE
installed, you can install it from the Broadcom Support website.

WARNING
If you decide to use a copy of the JRE other than the one on SupportConnect, you must ensure that additional
language support is enabled.
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 To install the JRE 

1. Download the JRE from the following location:
https://support.broadcom.com

2. Extract the JRE ZIP or TAR file to a temporary directory.
A folder named "jre1.5.0_06" is created in the temporary directory and the contents of the archive are copied to this
folder.

3. Copy the "jre1.5.0_06" folder to the MDU installation folder. For example, if you extracted the MDU files to "C:\CA
\MDU", the location of the folder would be "C:\CA\MDU\jre1.5.0_06".

Check for Additional Language Support
If you do not use the copy of the JRE posted on SupportConnect, you must ensure that the copy you install (or the one
already on your machine) has additional language support enabled.

To check that additional language support is enabled

1. Open the directory in which you have installed the JRE and change to the "lib" directory.
2. Look for the file charsets.jar.

– If the file is present, additional language support is enabled.
– If you cannot find the file, you need to enable additional language support.

Enable Additional Language Support
If you are not using the version of the JRE posted on SupportConnect, and the version you are using does not have
additional language support enabled, you must enable it.

To enable additional language support

1. Uninstall the JRE.
2. Run the installation program for the JRE.
3. On the License Agreement page, select the Custom Setup option and click Accept.
4. On the Custom Setup page, enable additional language support.
5. Continue with the JRE installation as you normally would.

Set the Environment Variables
Before you can use the MDU, you need to set the BTE_HOME and JAVA_HOME environment variables in MDUGUI,
decryptfile, and importcb.

To set the environment variables

1. Open MDUGUI.bat (Windows) or MDUGUI.sh (Linux and UNIX) in a text editor.
2. Find the following line:

set BTE_HOME=<MDU Install Directory>

and replace <MDU Install Directory> with the directory in which you installed the MDU. For example, if you extracted
the MDU files to C:\CA\MDU, you would change the line as follows:

set BTE_HOME=C:\CA\MDU

3. Find the following line:

set JAVA_HOME=<jre1.5.0_06 Install Directory>

and replace <jre1.5.0_06 Install Directory> with the location of the JRE folder. For example:
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set JAVA_HOME=C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_06

NOTE
Do not point to the BIN directory. Point to the root Java directory.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for the remaining two files:
– decryptfile.bat (Windows) or decryptfile.sh (Linux and UNIX)
– importcb.bat (Windows) or importcb.sh (Linux and UNIX)

Decrypt Data
This page contains information about how to Open the MDU, Import the Code Books, and Decrypt a Data File with the
MDU. 

Open the MDU

To open the MDU on Windows, double-click the file MDUGUI.bat.

To open the MDU on Linux or UNIX, run the file MDUGUI.sh.

Import the Code Book

Code books contain the keys needed to decrypt files that were encrypted using Tape Encryption. Before you can decrypt
an encrypted file, you must import the code book associated with the file into the MDU.

To import a code book

1. Open the Multiplatform Decryption Utility.
2. Enter the full path to the code book file in the Codebook File field.
3. Click Import Codebook.
4. If the import is successful, you receive the following message:

Import codebook was successful

The MDU registers the code book and creates a copy of it in a special directory structure under the installation
directory. You can now use the utility to decrypt the data files that were encrypted using the code book.

NOTE
Once the code book has been imported, you are free to delete it. The MDU will not reference the code book
file again. However, you may want to archive the code book in case the MDU's files become lost or corrupt.

Decrypt a Data File

Decrypting a data file allows you to view its contents.

To decrypt a data file

1. Open the Multiplatform Decryption Utility.
2. If you have not already done so, import the code book associated with the data file you want to decrypt.
3. Complete the following fields.

– Input File
Required. Specifies the full path to the data file you want to decrypt.

– Pass Key
Required. Specifies the pass key used to encrypt the code book. The person or company that provided you with the
encrypted data and the code book should have also provided you with the pass key.
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The pass key is not case-sensitive, and can only contain alphanumeric characters and the following special
characters: $, @, #, and spaces.
Note: Any spaces that come before the first non-space character will be discarded.

– Hide Pass Key
Optional. Prevents the pass key from being displayed in the GUI.
If you select this option, you must enter the pass key a second time in the Confirm Pass Key field.

– Confirm Pass Key
Required only when the Hide Pass Key option is selected.

– Output File
Optional. Specifies the full path to the output file you want the decryption process to create.
If you do not specify an output file, the utility creates a .TXT file with the same name and in the same location as the
input file.

– Overwrite Existing File
Optional. Overwrites any file with the same name and location as the output file.
If you do not select this option, and a file with the same name and location as the output file exists, the decryption
process fails.

– Header File
Optional. Specifies the full path to the z/OS standard header labels associated with the file you want to decrypt.
If you do not specify a header file location, the utility looks in the input file directory for a .HDR file with the same
name as the input file.

– Convert to ASCII
Optional. Converts the decrypted file to ASCII (default).

If you select No, the decrypted file is left in the EBCDIC character set.
4. Click Decrypt.

The decryption process begins. If decryption is successful, you receive a dialog indicating success, along with some
information about the file that was processed. For example:

Codebook Id:  98E2CE109CCDF1A1D43EE458CC22EF0ABB9B9D27000000000000000000000000

Codebook Array Id: 5318690095

294400  bytes processed

Decryption was successful

If decryption fails, you receive an error message.

Algorithm Support
Included in the MDU installation package is version 1.5.0_06 of the Sun Java Runtime Environment (JRE). This version of
the JRE provides the MDU with support for the following encryption algorithms:

• Data Encryption Standard (DES) with 64-bit key strength
• Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with 128-bit key strength
• Triple Data Encryption Standard (TDES) with 128-bit and 192-bit key strengths

The JRE also provides the MDU with support for the following hashing methods (also used for encryption):

• MD5
• SHA-1
• SHA-256

Unlimited Key Strength Support

The Java Cryptographic Extension (JCE) extends the cryptographic capabilities of the JRE by providing support for the
following key strengths of AES:
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• 192-bit
• 256-bit

You can add support for these key strengths to the MDU by installing the JCE. The JCE can be downloaded
from java.sun.com/downloads.

Note: United States import and export laws prohibit the distribution of the JCE to certain countries. If you live in one of the
countries to which the JCE cannot be exported, you will not be able to download the JCE.

Command Line Interface
This page contains information about Importing a Code Book from the Command Line and Decrypting a Data File from a
Command Line. 

  

Import a Code Book from the Command Line

Code books contain the keys needed to decrypt files that were encrypted using Tape Encryption. Before you can decrypt
an encrypted file, you must import the code book associated with the file into the MDU. If you want to import a code book
using the MDU's command line interface, you can use the importcb utility.

To import a code book from the command line on a Windows system, enter the following command from a command
prompt:

importcb.bat -codebookfilename <Path to Code Book File>

NOTE
n UNIX and Linux, the utility is named importcb.sh.

Replace <Path to Code Book File> with the full path to the code book you want to import. For example:

importcb.sh -codebookfilename /opt/CA/MDU/my_codebook.bin

Decrypt a Data File from the Command Line

Decrypting a data file allows you to view its contents. If you want to decrypt a data file using the MDU's command line
interface, you can use the decryptfile utility.

To decrypt a file using the command line, enter the following command from a command prompt:

decryptfile.bat -inputfilename <encrypted data file> -passkey <passkey> 

                [-headerfilename <headerfilename>]

                [-outputfilename <outputfilename>]

                [-overwriteflag <Y|N>]

                [-asciiflag <Y|N>]

NOTE
 On UNIX and Linux, the utility is named decryptfile.sh.

The following list describes the command's parameters.

•  inputfilename
Required. Specifies the full path to the data file you want to decrypt.

•  passkey
Required. Specifies the pass key used to encrypt the code book. The person or company that provided you with the
encrypted data and the code book should have also provided you with the pass key.
The pass key is not case-sensitive, and can only contain alphanumeric characters and the following special characters:
$, @, #, and spaces. If the pass key contains any spaces, enclose the pass key in double quotes.
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NOTE
Any spaces that come before the first non-space character will be discarded.

•  headerfilename
Optional. Specifies the full path to the z/OS standard header labels associated with the file you want to decrypt.
If you do not specify a header file location, the utility looks in the input file directory for a .HDR file with the same name
as the input file.

•  outputfilename
Optional. Specifies the full path to the output file you want the decryption process to create.
If you do not specify an output file, the utility creates a .TXT file with the same name and in the same location as the
input file.

•  overwriteflag
Optional. Overwrites any file with the same name and location as the output file.
If you do not specify a value for this parameter, and a file with the same name and location as the output file exists, the
decryption process fails.

•  asciiflag
Optional. Converts the decrypted file to ASCII (default).

If you specify "N", the decrypted file is left in the EBCDIC character set.
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Additional Resources
Use the following resources to discover more about Tape Encryption, find support information, view demos, and sign up
for courses with Broadcom Education.

Communities and Social Media

• Broadcom Mainframe Management and Analytics 
• Twitter 
• YouTube 

Education

• Link to Broadcom Education Portal 
• Video on the new Broadcom Education Learning Mgmt System 
• Our Education channel on YouTube 

Support Information

• Mainframe Storage for z/OS and OS/390 Release and Support Lifecycle Dates 
• Standard Support Policy
• Common Mainframe Maintenance Procedures
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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